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Preface

Heuristics are criteria, methods, or principle for deciding which among sev-
eral alternative courses of action promises to be the most effective in achieving
some goal. (Pearl, 1984)

We all search. The first one searches her clothes in the wardrobe, the second one an
appropriate television channel. Forgetfully people have to search a little more. A soccer
player searches for an opportunity to score a goal, and many people search for happiness.
Research is the process of finding solutions to yet unsolved problems, and the main rest-
lessness of human being is to search the purpose of life. In computer science, the word
search is used almost as general as in the human context; as every algorithm searches for
a solution of a given problem.

Search is at the core of AI algorithms, where problem solving is modeled as a state
space traversal starting from some given initial state. Furthermore, rules are provided
that describe how to transform one state into another. These rules have to be applied over
and over again to eventually reach the goal. In the common case one aims at the shortest
of such paths, either in terms of path length or path cost. By the choice of operators, an
underlying problem graph is implicitly described.

Among other application areas, search applies to puzzle solving, action and route
planning, theorem proving, computational biology, robotics, and system verification. We
present case studies to indicate the impact the techniques already have.

The course of writing a book on the topic was inspired by the existing text book
Heuristics by Judea Pearl; a a comprehensive introduction to AI search algorithms. Al-
though outdated, it still serves as an important reference, has an invaluable tutorial char-
acter, provides a broadly accepted notation, and includes many mathematical insights.
We assist and extend Pearl’s work and refer to compiled results of selected landmark pa-
pers from the last two decades. Since there are more than a thousand papers on AI search,
there is no chance that the text will cover all important results. To ease the understand-
ing, we selected the work that we felt essential. We are sorry for those papers, whose
results we have not selected. We tried to keep the selection of results self-contained to
yield a comprehensive introduction to the field.

The prerequisites for the text are basic knowledge on algorithm theory and a funda-
mental understanding of calculus. We provide pseudo-code to compile the algorithmic
insights into running programs. Since we are concerned about the design of efficient
data structures, the text will provide insights to the time and space complexity of the
approaches.

We tried to minimize the number of errors, but by the breadth and depth of the pre-
sentation there are certainly several ones remaining. Please report the errata to one of the
authors. Last but not least, we wish your personal learning goals to be satisfied during
the exploration of the manuscript.

December 10, 2008 Stefan Edelkamp
Stefan Schrödl
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Guidelines

In this text book, we study the theory and the applications of search algorithms. The
general model is the exploration in a large state space.

The efficiency of the computer can overcome the lack of meta-level reasoning by sim-
ply enumerating large portions of the the search space. However, it is easy to identify
problems that are simple for a human, but hard for a computer to solve using stan-
dard search technology. In the following, we start with visible achievements of ad-
vanced search algorithms. We then clarify the purpose of the book. Next, we give a
brief overview on the structure, chapter dependencies and chapter contents.

1.1 Heuristics and Applications

Search has been an important part of AI since its very beginning as the core technique
for problem solving. Many important applications of search algorithms have emerged
since then, including some recent ones in action and route planning, robotics, soft- and
hardware verification, theorem proving, and computational biology.

In many areas of computer science, heuristics are viewed as practical rules of thumbs.
In AI search, however, heuristics are well-defined mappings of states to numbers. There
are different types of search heuristics. This book mainly focus on one particular class,
which provides an estimate to the remaining distance (or cost) to the goal. This is the
definition from which we start from. There are other classes of search heuristics that we
will touch, but with less emphasis. For example, in game tree or in local search, heuristics
are estimates of the value of a particular (game) state and not giving an estimate of the
distance or cost to the goal state. Instead, such search heuristics provide an evaluation
for how good a state is. Another examples are variable and value ordering heuristics for
constraint search that are not estimates of the distance to a goal.

Refined search algorithms impress with recent successes. In the area of single-player
games, they have lead to first optimal solutions for challenging instances of SOKOBAN,
the RUBIK’S CUBE, the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE, and the TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem, all with
a state space spaces of about or more than a quintillion1 states. Even when processing a
million states per second, naively looking at all states corresponds to about 300,000 years
(recall that each year has 31, 557, 600 ≈ 3.2 · 107 seconds).

1a billion times a billion; U.S. system differs from that in other countries, where 1018 is called a trillion.

13
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Time and space remain crucial resources. In extreme cases, weeks of computation
time, gigabytes of main memory, and terabytes of hard disk space have been invested to
solve search challenges.

In RUBIK’S CUBE with a state space of 43,252,003,274,489,856,000 states, first random
problems have been solved optimally by a general-propose strategy, which used 110
megabytes of main memory for guiding the search. For the hardest instance the solver
generated 1,021,814,815,051 states to find an optimum of 18 moves in 17 days. By per-
forming a breadth-first search over subsets of configurations in 63 hours together with
the help of 128 processor cores and 7 terabytes of disk space it was shown that 26 moves
always suffice to rescramble it.

With recent search enhancements, the average solution time for optimally solving
the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE with over 1013 states is about milliseconds, looking at thousands
of states. The state space of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE has been completely generated in 3
weeks using 1.4 terabytes of hard disk space. Tight bounds on the optimal solutions for
the THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE with over 1041 states have been computed in more than one
month total time using 16 gigabytes RAM and 3 terabytes hard disk space.

The TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem (with 4 pegs and 30 disks) spaws a space of
1, 152, 921, 504, 606, 846, 976 states. It was solved by integrating a number of advanced
search techniques. The exploration required about 400 gigabytes hard disk space and 17
days.

In SOKOBAN, more than 50 of a know set of 90 benchmark mazes have been solved
push-optimally, considering a total of less than 160 million search tree nodes. As the
standard search algorithm solved none of the instances, search enhancements turned out
to be crucial.

Search refinements have also helped to beat the CHESS world-champion in tourna-
ment matches, to show that CHECKERS is a draw, and to identify the game-theoretical val-
ues in CONNECT 4 variants. CHESS has an expected search space of about 1044, CHECK-
ERS of about 1020, and CONNECT 4 of about 4.5 trillion states.

The Deep Blue system, beating the human CHESS world champion in 1997, examined
about 120-200 million states per second on a massive-parallel system with 30 processors
and 480 single-chip search engines, applying several search enhancements on the hard-
ware. The Deep Fritz system won against human world champion in 2006 on a system
with only two dual-core processors, while evaluating 8-10 million states per second.

CHECKERS has been shown to be a draw (assuming optimal play). Endgame
databases up to 10 pieces were built; for any combination of kings and checkers. The
database size amounts to 39 trillion positions. The search algorithm is split into a front-
end proof tree manager and a back-end prover. The total number of states in the proof
for a particular opening (White Doctor) was about 1013, searched in about 1 month on an
average of 7 processors, with a longest line searched of 67 plies.

While the standard problem for CONNECT 4 has been shown to be a victory for the
first player, the 9 × 6 version is won by the second player (assuming optimal play). The
latter result used a database that was constructed in about 40,000 hours, while the search
itself considered about 2 · 1013 positions and took about 2,000 hours of computation.

Search algorithms solve multi-player. For mere play, BRIDGE programs outplay
world-class human players and together with betting computer BRIDGE players match
expert performance. Pruning techniques and randomized simulation have been used to
evaluate about 18 thousand cards (52 deck) per second. In an invitational field consisting
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of 34 of the world’s best card players, the best-playing BRIDGE program finished 12th.
Search also applies to games of chance. Probabilistic versions of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE

have been solved storing 1,357,171,197 annotated edges on 45 gigabytes of disk space.
The algorithm terminated after two weeks and 72 iterations using less than 1.4 gigabytes
RAM. For BACKGAMMON with about 1019 states, over 1.5 million training games were
played to learn how to play well. Statistical, so-called roll-outs, guide the search process.

As illustrated in recent game playing competitions. general game playing programs
play nearly all games at acceptable level. Given the rules of any game, search algorithms
can infer a strategy for playing the game, without any human intervention.

Many industrial on- and off-line ROUTE PLANNING systems use search to answer
shortest- and quickest-route queries in fractions of the time taken by standard single-
source shortest-paths search algorithms. A time and memory saving exploration is es-
pecially important for smaller computational devices like smart-phones and PDAs. A
recent trend for such hand-held devices is to process GPS data.

Nowadays domain-independent planners solve BLOCKSWORLD problems with 50
blocks and more, and produce close-to step-optimal plans in LOGISTICS with hundreds of
steps. For planning with numerical state variables, potentially infinite search spaces have
to be explored. As application domains, nowadays planners control the ground traffic on
airports, control the flow of oil derivatives through a pipeline network, find deadlocks
in communication protocols, resupply a number of lines in a faulty electricity network,
collect image data with a number of satellites, set up applications for mobile terminals.
With the appropriate selection of search techniques, optimal plans can be obtained.

Search algorithms effectively guide industrial and autonomous robots in known (or
unknown) environments. As an example, the time for path planning on Sony’s humanoid
robot with 38 degrees of freedom (in a discretized environment with 80,000 configura-
tions) was mostly below 100 milliseconds on the robot’s embedded CPU(s). Parallelized
search algorithm show impact for solving the collision-free path planning problem of an
industrial robot arm for assembling large work-pieces.

Search algorithms are also state-of-the-art for finding bugs in software. Different
state-of-the art model checkers have be enhanced by guiding the search to find system
errors fast. Search heuristics also accelerate symbolic model checkers for analyzing hard-
ware, on-the-fly verifiers for analyzing compiled software units, and industrial tools for
exploring real-time domains and finding resource-optimal schedules. Given a large and
dynamic changing state vector of several kilobytes, external and parallel exploration scale
best: one exploration consumed 3 terabytes hard disk, while using 3.6 gigabytes of RAM.
It took 8 days with 4 dual-processors connected via NFS shared hard disk to locate the
error, and 20 days with a single-core CPU.

Search is currently the best known method for solving MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGN-
MENT problems. Optimal alignments for benchmarks of five sequences (length 300-550)
have be computed using parallel and external search algorithms. The graphs for the most
challenging problems feature about 1013 nodes. The disk-based exploration took 10 days
to find a cost-optimal alignment.

There are encouraging results for search in automated theorem proving with first-order
and higher-order logic proofs that could not be found without guidance. In some cases,
heuristics have helped the search process to avoid being trapped on infinite plateaus.

There is lot of progress in making search algorithms more efficient and in applying
them to additional real-world domains, e.g., in text parsing. It is not hard to predict that
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the successes of search algorithms will likely continue in the future.

1.2 Aim and Scope

This book is inspired by the book Heuristics that Pearl wrote in 1984. This work was the
landmark book in search for many years despite its theoretical focus, but is now outdated.

Our textbook is intended to replace it and, at the same time, strike a better balance be-
tween search algorithms and their theoretical analysis on one hand and their efficient im-
plementation and application to important real-world problems on the other hand. Our
book is intended to cover the field comprehensively, from well-known basic results to re-
cent developments that push the state of the art. We will give a self-contained overview
of the research from the past decades. We will also provide bibliographic notes and exer-
cises at the end of each chapter.

The book supplements broad textbooks on AI and, more importantly, serves as a pri-
mary textbook for more advanced AI classes on search. It discusses search applications in
a variety of subfields of AI, including puzzle solving, game playing, constraint satisfac-
tion, action planning, machine learning, and robotics. However, the book is also suitable
for self-study and provide a valuable source of information for graduate students, re-
searchers and practitioners in a variety of decision sciences (including AI and operations
research) as well as application programmers who need to use search algorithms to solve
their problems.

The book is a comprehensive introduction to AI search. It includes many develop-
ments that are not yet covered by any textbook, including pattern databases, symbolic
search, search with efficient use of external memory, real-time search and incremental
search. Thus, the book is suitable for readers who do not yet have a background in search
and are looking for a good introduction to the field, as well as for readers who do have
some background in search and are interested in reading up on the latest developments
in the field. It serves as a unique reference to the large body of research and provides
many pointers to the literature.

The book suggests, which chapters are core for general AI classes and which contain
material that can be used as part of more specialized classes on search. These advanced
parts are marked with a star (*). This allows readers to read the book more selectively,
for example because they are interested in acquiring the necessary background to under-
stand a specific search algorithm.

The book is relatively self-contained. In particular, we do not require the readers to
have any prior knowledge of AI. Instead, we assume the reader to have basic knowledge
of algorithms, data structures and calculus. It uses examples to introduce the search
algorithms and motivate their properties. It often contain proofs of the correctness and
other properties of search algorithms to give it formal rigor and introduce the readers to
important proof techniques. (This aspect of the book is especially important for graduate
students and researchers.)

The presented material also teaches how to implement search algorithms. It includes
pseudo code to avoid the typical problems that practitioners (or students) have with con-
verting ideas into running programs if textbooks describe algorithms only verbally or
do not explicitly discuss implementation details. The book discusses how to implement
the data structures needed to run the search algorithms, from very simple but somewhat
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slow implementations to highly sophisticated and extremely fast implementations.
The manuscript gives the readers a feeling for when to use which heuristic search al-

gorithm. For example, it discusses the time and space complexities of search algorithms
and which properties make some of them well suited for a given search problem and
others less suited for the same search problem. Finally, it provides case studies that show
how search algorithms can be applied to a large variety of problems from different appli-
cation areas. Thus, it contains cookbook solutions for a variety of important real-world
problems, demonstrate the impact that search techniques already have in practice and
give the reader a feeling for the amount of work that is needed to adapt search algorithms
to specific applications. (This aspect of the book is especially important for practitioners.)

All chapters summarize the set of introduced algorithms in a few tables. The book
includes exercises that can be used either as homework exercises in classes or as self-
tests. Their difficulty is roughly differentiated in simple (*), moderate (**), and hard (***).

1.3 Organization and Overview

The book is divided into five main parts Fundamentals of Heuristic Search (I), Heuristic
Search under Memory Constraints (II), Heuristic Search under Time Constraints (III), Variants
of Heuristic Search (IV) and Applications of Heuristic Search (V).

Part I introduced to basic problems, algorithms and heuristics. Parts II and III address
refined solutions in the context of existing resource limitations in time and space. Part
II considers memory-limited, symbolic, and disk-based search, while Part III addresses
parallel search, various pruning techniques and move-committing search strategies. Part
IV attacks related search methods that apply more general notions of search heuristics,
including two-player games, constraint satisfaction as well as local search approaches.
Part V is dedicated to different real-world application areas and show how the concepts
of the first four parts have been turned into rather complex search engines. We address
application areas traditionally closer to AI, such as action planning, theorem proving
and robotics and to other areas not originating in AI such as vehicle navigation, multiple
sequence alignment and automated system verification.

In the following we give a brief overview on the contents of the individual chapters.
The roadmap of dependencies is shown in Figure 1.1.

1.3.1 Fundamentals of Search

This part considers search basics: domains, algorithms, data structures and heuristics.

State-Space Search In this chapter we introduce the basic search notation. We look
at different kinds of problems. Specific examples are one-player games, like the
(n2−1)-PUZZLE, RUBIK’S CUBE, or SOKOBAN. General formalisms include STRIPS-
type planning expressions and production systems. As there will be no algorithm
that can optimize solutions to all problems, domain specific knowledge in form
of heuristic estimates is needed. Most of them are efficiently computable lower
bounds on the length/cost of any solution starting at the current state. We propose
and analyze heuristics for the problems that we have introduced.
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Figure 1.1: Roadmap on Chapter Dependencies.

Basic Search Algorithms In this chapter we establish, that in the suite of search algo-
rithms, besides breadth-first and depth-first search, the (single source shortest paths)
algorithm of Dijkstra is of particular interest, since the main heuristic search algo-
rithm A* can be casted as a generalization of it. This immediately implies the cor-
rectness and optimality of A* for consistent heuristics. For admissible heuristics al-
ready explored nodes might have to be reconsidered to preserve the optimality of
the first solution obtained. We will look at an extension of A* that relaxes the search
frontier extraction order. The graph-theoretic interpretation of A* also leads to a
refined treatment on the optimal efficiency of A*.

Dictionary Data Structures For enhanced efficiency of A* in this chapter different dic-
tionary data structure implementations are discussed. For priority queues the text
splits into those that prefer integer and into those that can deal with general costs.
We study bucket implementations and review heap structures. For duplicate elim-
ination, hash tables are studied, including ones with provably constant-time access
and address time. Next we turn to data structures, that operate on space that is close
to the minimum possible and propose different forms of approximate hashing as a
trade-off between the number of duplicates and the coverage of the state space. In
some cases partial state vectors have to be maintained, so that we additionally treat
subset and substring dictionaries.

Automatically Created Heuristics The automatic creation of problem abstractions turns
out to yield one of the best time-space trade-offs in state-space search. This chap-
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ter studies the limits and possibilities of problem abstractions and their relation to
heuristic search. A theoretical result shows that abstraction is useless if abstract
states are not cached. As the most important representative of abstraction data
structures, we consider pattern databases in a great level of detail. We reflect a con-
jecture on the time-space trade-off, and reflect many recent improvements.

1.3.2 Search under Memory Constraints

Limits of main and hard disk memory are probably the biggest concerns for a successful
search in large state spaces.

Linear-Space Search In A*, main memory becomes frequently exhausted during the im-
plicit search process. We present different solution strategies for this problem. We
study breadth-first and single-source shortest-paths search on logarithmic space. These
algorithms turn out to be practical only for very restricted models of computation.
We then introduce and analyze different aspects of iterative-deepening A* (IDA*)
search. The growth of the search tree is estimated and we will see that the intro-
duction of heuristics to the search corresponds to a relative decrease of the search
depth. This section also covers the depth-first branch-and-bound algorithm.

Memory-Restricted Search This chapter considers algorithms that use additional mem-
ory that is super-linear in the search depth. We study different state caching strate-
gies that explore the middle ground between linear-space algorithms like IDA* and
memory-sensitive algorithms like A*. We consider static structures as transposition
tables and dynamic replacement algorithms. We deal with lossy and lossless sparse
representation of the state space and consider different omission schemes for the
set of frontier and visited states.

Symbolic Search One alternative to single-state search is symbolic search, which takes
binary decision diagrams (BDDs) to represent sets of states efficiently. Based on the
symbolic representation of the actions, search can be performed merely referring
to the binary encoding of the state vector. We study symbolic versions for various
search algorithms. Known search refinements are tailored to symbolic search. We
also considers symbolic search for the validation of knowledge databases.

External Search If main memory is too small to cope with the representation of all states,
secondary memory can be used. This chapter studies the integration of disk space
into the search. Refined algorithm designs improve on the uncontrolled mainte-
nance of state sets by the virtual memory management, which yields many page
faults. Minimizing the number of block accesses is now more important than in-
ternal complexities like the number of expanded or generated states. We consider
external search with delayed duplicate detection and its variants.

1.3.3 Search under Time Constraints

Besides low memory capacity, time is the next concern for an efficient exploration.

Distributed Search We distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous distributed
versions of A* and introduce an architecture that has been used to compute the
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radius of the search space of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE. Effective data structures for
concurrent access to the search frontier turns out to be essential. One natural option
to lessen the search efforts is to start the search at both ends of the search space. The
inclusion of estimates lessens the gain that is obvious for bidirectional breadth-first
search. We study front-to-end and front-to-front search approaches and compromises
between the two. Some spaces divide into islands to feature specialized algorithms.

State-Space Pruning This chapter studies different learning approaches to prune the
successor set. Pruning refers to the exploitation of regularities in the search space
and is crucial for the success of the algorithms in practice. We study the exclusion
of forbidden move sequences and decomposition schemes that lead to penalty ta-
bles. Moreover, we consider localizing the search using the notion of relevance. We
differentiate, if the learning schemes are off-line and called prior to the search, or
on-line and called during the state space traversal.

Real-Time Search Here we consider search from a different angle and restrict the deci-
sion time for move selection. Through annotations to the state-space graph, search
algorithms learn to improve over time. We observe a trade-off between exploitation
and exploration and introduce variants of A* that learn goal distances over time.

1.3.4 Search Variants

Variants of search relax the definition of a heuristic to that of a state evaluation function.

Adversary Search Most parts of the text book is dedicated to single-agent search. Ad-
versaries, however, are common in form an uncertain environment or in form of
a opponent in a strategy game. As a general approach, we study heuristic search
in AND/OR graphs and in MDP problems. For two-player games one often per-
forms game tree search from the current node or builds large endgame databases
from the terminal nodes. We discuss different refinement strategies to improve the
exploration for forward search, and suggest a symbolic classification algorithm.

Constraint Satisfaction Search This chapter gives a general introduction to constraint
satisfaction. We discuss traditional constraint satisfaction problems, temporal constraint
networks and critical path scheduling. For readers interested in more theoretical as-
pects of constraint satisfaction, we also discuss recent results on search backbones
and back-doors. We then turn to different NP-hard optimization tasks that have re-
cently attracted AI researchers by applying various speed-up techniques.

Local Search In this chapter we consider the design of algorithms to solve hard com-
binatorial optimization problems, where one in general is not able to guarantee the
quality of the computed solutions. When applying the estimator to the last node
of a path as the evaluation function, local search algorithms can be adapted to the
state space search, even if they do not systematically enumerate all possible paths.

1.3.5 Search Applications

In this part we turn to search problems that have appeared in practice, where complex
domains and intrinsic applications complicate the search task.
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Robotics In this chapter we give a general introduction to search in robotics, including
search problems that arise if the robot has incomplete information of its environ-
ment or its location in the environment. We discuss how search solves trajectory
planning, mapping, and localization problems. In this context, we also discuss differ-
ent ways of discretizing continuous terrains to make search applicable.

Automated System Verification In this chapter we give a general introduction to search
for model checking and automated theorem proving. We design heuristics for bug
hunting, in software, Petri nets, and graph transition systems. We also cover search
for improving error detection in systems with time. Moreover, proof-state based
theorem proving is extended using functional implementations of search algorithms.

Action Planning In this chapter, we consider search for solving in propositional, metric
and temporal planning problems. In fact, we cover the entire planning domain lan-
guage description hierarchy that has been agreed on in competitive planning The
exposition distinguishes explicit-state from symbolic, as well as optimal from sub-
optimal search.

Vehicle Navigation In this chapter we introduce to search in navigation systems. We ad-
dress hand-held and large-scale navigation from different angles. We also consider
geometric search and a spatial A* variant that has been integrated in a commercial
ROUTE PLANNING system.

Computational Biology In this chapter we briefly consider the biological BIOLOGICAL

PATHWAY problem in a cell. Our main focus, however, is the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE

ALIGNMENT problem. The sizes of the sequences require tables that are much
larger as one can deal with in main memory, such that memory-limited search and
externalization are addressed.

1.4 Bibliographic Notes

Milestones in solitaire games refer to publications of Korf [1985a], Korf and Schultze
[2005] (FIFTEEN-PUZZLE), Korf and Felner [2002], Korf and Taylor [1996] (TWENTY-FOUR-
PUZZLE), Edelkamp et al. [2008a] (THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE), Korf [1997], Kunkle and Cooper-
man [2008] (RUBIK’S CUBE), Korf and Felner [2007] (TOWERS-OF-HANOI), and Junghanns
[1999] (SOKOBAN). The presentation of multi-player game efficiencies refers to work of
Campbell et al. [2002] (CHESS), Schaeffer et al. [2005, 2007] (CHECKERS), Tesauro [1995]
(BACKGAMMON), Allis [1998] (CONNECT 4), and Ginsberg [1999] (BRIDGE). Examples for
large-scale probabilistic search have been given by Edelkamp et al. [2007a], while Monte-
carlo search for general game playing refers to Kocsis and Szepesvári [2006].

Parallel-optimal planning is e.g. addressed by Kautz and Selman [1996], Gomes and Selman
[2005]. Sequential optimal planning is e.g. addressed by Helmert et al. [2007]. The set of
remarkable results in planning are made available in the context of bi-annual competitions.

Recent entries to verification via AI search have been given by Edelkamp et al. [2004c]
(explicit-state model checking), Bloem et al. [2000] (hardware verification), Groce and Visser
[2002] (program model checking) Jabbar [2008] (external model checking), and Wijs [1999]
(quantitative model checking), and Kupferschmid et al. [2007] (real-time model checking).
Vehicle navigation results refer to work by Wagner and Willhalm [2003], Bast et al. [2007]
and by Edelkamp et al. [2003], Schroedl et al. [2004]. From the broad range of applying
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search in robotics we have highlighted results of Gutmann et al. [2005] and Henrich et al.
[1998]. The example for a further application domain is due to Klein and Manning [2003].
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Chapter 2

State Space Search

By means of a small problem, we introduce different state space formalisms. Next we
provide examples of single-agent puzzles such as the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE and extensions to
it, the RUBIK’S CUBE, as well as SOKOBAN and ATOMIX problems. Furthermore, the
practically important application areas of ROUTE PLANNING and MULTIPLE SEQUENCE

ALIGNMENT are introduced. ROUTE PLANNING is fundamental to vehicle navigation
and MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT is fundamental to computational biology. In
the TRAVELING SALESMAN problem we consider the computation of round trips. For
each of the domains, we introduce heuristic evaluation functions as a means to accelerate
the search. We motivate them graphically and formalize them. We define properties of
heuristics, such as consistency and admissibility, and how they are related. Moreover, we
define the general descriptive schemes of production systems, Markov decision process prob-
lems, and action planning. For the case of a production system, we will see that general state
space problem solving is in fact undecidable. For the case of action planning, we will see
how to derive some problem-independent heuristics. Last but not least, we refer to limits
of general state-space problem solving.

2.1 State Space Problems

A multitude of algorithmic problems in a variety of application domains, many of which
will be introduced in this and the following chapters, can be formalized as a state space
problem. A state space problem P = (S,A, s, T ) consists of a set of states S, an initial state
s ∈ S, a set of goal states T ⊆ S, and a finite set of actions A = {a1, . . . , an} where each
ai : S → S transform states into states.

Consider a circular railway track with a siding, as in Fig. 2.1. The goal is to exchange
the location of the two cars, and to have the engine back on the siding. To frame this
RAILROAD SWITCHING problem as a state space problem, note that the exact position
of the engines and the car is irrelevant, as long as their relative position to each other
is the same. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider only discrete configurations where the
engine or the cars are on the siding, above, or below the tunnel. Actions are all switching
movements of the engine that result in a change of configuration. In the literature, dif-
ferent notions are often used depending on the application. Thus, states are also called
configurations or positions; moves, operators or transitions are synonyms for actions.

Looking at a state space problem in this way, it is immediately conducive to visualize

24
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Figure 2.1: RAILROAD SWITCHING problem. An engine (E) at the siding can push or pull
two cars (A and B) on the track. The railway passes through a tunnel that only the engine,
but not the rail cars can pass.
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Figure 2.2: State space of the RAILROAD SWITCHING problem. Possible states are labeled
by the locations of the engine and the cars (either in form of a string or in form of a
pictogram).

it by drawing it, as you might have started to do when trying to solve the RAILROAD

SWITCHING problem. This leads to a graph-theoretical formalization, where we associate
states with nodes, and actions with edges between nodes. For the example problem the
state-space is shown as a graph in in Fig. 2.2.

Definition 2.1 (State Space Problem Graph) A problem graph G = (V,E, s, T ) for the state
space problem P = (S,A, s, T ) is defined by V = S as the set of nodes, s ∈ S as the initial node,
T as the set of goal nodes, and E ⊆ V × V as the set of edges that connect nodes to nodes with
(u, v) ∈ E if and only if there exists an a ∈ A with a(u) = v.

Note that each edge corresponds to a unique action, but often an action is specified
in a way that it can induce multiple edges Each edge of the graph can be labeled by a
respective action. In chess, for example, an action could be “move the king one square
to the left”, and could be applied in many different positions with as many different
outcomes. For the RAILROAD SWITCHING problem, we could label the transitions by the
sequence of executed actions of the engine, e.g. (exit-right, couple-A, push-A, uncouple-A,
cycle-left, couple-B, pull-B, exit-left, uncouple-B, exit-right, cycle-left) for the transition from
state EAB to BAE. It is often possible to devise much smaller label sets.
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Actions can be strung together into a sequence by applying an action to the result of
another one. The objective of solving a state space problem is finding a solution.

Definition 2.2 (Solution) A solution π = (a1, . . . , ak) is an ordered sequence of actions ai ∈ A,
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} that transforms the initial state s into one of the goal states t ∈ T , i.e., there exists
a sequence of states ui ∈ S, i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, with u0 = s, uk = t and ui is the outcome of applying
ai to ui−1, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

A solution for our example problem would be defined by the path (EAB, BAE, AEB,
ABE, EBA). Note that several different solutions are possible, such as (EAB, BAE, BEA,
ABE, EBA), but also as (EAB, BAE, BEA, ABE, AEB, BAE, AEB, ABE, EBA). Typically, we
are not only interested in finding any solution path, but a shortest one, i.e., one with the
minimum number of edges.

Frequently, we are not only interested in the solution length of a problem, i.e., the
number of actions in the sequence, but more generally in its cost (again, depending on
the application authors use synonyms such as distance or weight). For the RAILROAD

SWITCHING example problem, costs could be given by travel time, distance, number of
couplings/uncouplings, or power consumption. Each edge is assigned a weight. Unless
stated otherwise, a key assumption we will make throughout the book is that weights
are additive, i.e., the cost of a path is the sum of the weights of its constituting edges. This
motivates the following definition.

Definition 2.3 (Weighted State Space Problem) A weighted state space problem is a tuple
P = (S,A, s, T, w), where w is a cost function w : A → IR. The cost of a path consisting
of actions a1, . . . , an is defined as

∑n
i=1w(ai). In a weighted search space, we call a solution

optimal if it has minimum cost among all feasible solutions.
For a weighted state space problem, there is a corresponding weighted problem graph

G = (V,E, s, T, w), where w is extended to E → IR in the straightforward way. The graph
is uniform(ly weighted), if w(u, v) is constant for all (u, v) ∈ E. The weight or cost of a path
π = (v0, . . . , vk) is defined as w(π) =

∑k
i=1w(vi−1, vi).

Unweighted problem graphs, such as the RAILROAD SWITCHING problem, arise as a
special case with w(u, v) = 1 for all edges (u, v).

Definition 2.4 (Solution Path) Let π = v0, . . . , vk be a path in G. If v0 = s and vk ∈ T for the
designated start state s and the set of goal nodes T , then π is called a solution path. In addition,
it is optimal if its weight is minimal among all paths between s and vk; in this case, its cost is
denoted as δ(s, v). The optimal solution cost can be abbreviated as δ(s, T ) = min{t ∈ T | δ(s, t)}.

For example, the RAILROAD SWITCHING problem has δ(s, T ) = 4.

2.2 Problem Graph Representations

Graph search is a fundamental problem in computer science. Most algorithmic formula-
tions refer to explicit graphs, where a complete description of the graph is specified.

A graph G = (V,E) is usually represented in two possible ways. An adjacency matrix
refers to a two-dimensional Boolean array M . The entry Mi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, is true (or 1)
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Figure 2.3: An unweighted but directed problem graph (left) together with its adjacency
list (middle), and its adjacency matrix representation (right).

if and only if an edge contains a node with index i as a source and a node with index j
as the target; otherwise, it is false (or 0). The required size of this graph representation
is O(|V |2). For sparse graphs (graphs with relatively few edges) an adjacency list is more
appropriate. It is implemented as an array L of pointers to node lists. For each node u
in V , entry Lu will contain a pointer to a list of all nodes v with (u, v) ∈ E. The space
requirement of this representation is O(|V |+ |E|), which is optimal.

Adding weight information to the above explicit graph data structures is simple. In
case of the adjacency matrix, the distance values are substituting the Boolean values so
that entries Mi,j denote corresponding edge weights; the entries for non-existing edges
are set to∞. In the adjacency list representation, with each node list element v in list Lu
we associate the weight w(u, v).

Solving state space problems, however, is sometimes better characterized as a search
in an implicit graph. The differences is that not all edges have to be explicitly stored, but
are generated by a set of rules (such as in games). This setting is called on-the-fly problem
solving in some domains.

Definition 2.5 (Implicit State Space Graph) In an implicit state space graph, we have an ini-
tial node s ∈ V , a set of goal nodes determined by a predicate Goal: V → IB = {false, true},
and a node expansion procedure Expand: V → 2V .

Most graph search algorithms work by iteratively lengthening candidate paths
(u0, . . . , un = u) by one edge at a time, until a solution path is found. The basic op-
eration is called node expansion (a.k.a., node exploration), which means generation of all
neighbors of a node u. The resulting nodes, except for un−1, are called successors (a.k.a.,
children) of u, and u is called a parent or predecessor. All nodes u0, . . . , un−1 are called ances-
tors of u; conversely, u is a descendant of each node u0, . . . , un−1. In other words, the terms
ancestor and descendent refer to paths of possibly more than one edge. While these terms
relate to the exploration order in a given search, the neighbors of a node are all nodes ad-
jacent in the search graph. To abbreviate notation and to distinguish the node expansion
procedure from the successor set itself, we will write Succ for the latter.

An important aspect to characterize state space problems is the branching factor.

Definition 2.6 (Branching Factor) The branching factor of a state is the number of successors
it has. If Succ(u) abbreviates the successor set of a state u ∈ S then the branching factor is
|Succ(u)|, i.e., the cardinality of Succ(u).

In a problem graph, the branching factor corresponds to the out-degree of a node,
i.e., its number of neighbors reachable by some edge. For the initial state EAB in the
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Figure 2.4: Classical goal states for the EIGHT-PUZZLE (left), FIFTEEN-PUZZLE (middle)
and TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE (right).

RAILROAD SWITCHING example, we have only one successor, while for state BAE we
have a branching factor of 3.

For a problem graph, we can define an average, minimum, maximum branching fac-
tor, etc. The average branching factor b largely determines the computation search effort,
since the number of possible paths of length l grows roughly as bl.

2.3 Examples of Search Problems

In this section, we introduce some standard search problems we will refer to throughout
the book. Some of them are puzzles that have been used extensively in the literature for
benchmarking algorithms; some are real-world applications.

2.3.1 Sliding-Tile Puzzles

Our first example, illustrated in Figure 2.4, is a class of one-person sliding-tile toy games
called the EIGHT-PUZZLE, the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE, the TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE, and, gen-
erally, the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE. It consists of (n2 − 1) numbered tiles, squarely arranged,
that can be slid into a single empty position, called the blank. The task is to re-arrange the
tiles such that a certain goal state is reached. The state space for these problems grows
exponentially in n. The total number of reachable states1 is (n2)!/2.

1 The original version of this puzzle was invented by Sam Lloyd in the 1870s, and was made with 15
wooden blocks in a tray. He offered a reward of $1,000 to anyone who could prove they’d solved it from
the state where the 14 and 15 were switched. All sorts of people claimed they had solved the puzzle, but
when they were asked to demonstrate how they’d done it (without actually picking the blocks off the tray
and replacing them), none of them could do it. Apparently, one clergyman spent a whole freezing winter
night standing under a lamp post trying to remember what he’d done to get it right.

Actually, there exists no solution for this; the concept that made Sam Lloyd rich is called parity. Assume
writing the tile numbers of a state in a linear order, by concatenating, consecutively, all the rows. An inver-
sionis defined as a pair of tiles x and y in that order such that x occurs before y in that order, but x > y.
Note that a horizontal move does not affect the order of the tiles. In a vertical move, the current tile always
skips over the three intermediate tiles following in the order, and these are the only inversions affected by
that move. If one of these intermediate tiles contributes an inversion with the moved tile, it does no longer
so after the move, and vice versa. Hence, depending on the magnitudes of the intermediate tiles, in any
case the number of inversions changes by either one or three. Now, for a given puzzle configuration, let
N denote the sum of the total number of inversions, plus the row number of the blank. Then (N mod 2) is
invariant under any legal move. In other words, after a legal move an odd N remains odd, whereas an even
N remains even. Consequently, from a given configuration, only half of all possible states are reachable.
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Figure 2.5: Instances of the GENERAL SLIDING TILE PUZZLE: DONKEY PUZZLE (left), the
CENTURY PUZZLE (middle) and DAD’S PUZZLE (right).

For modeling the puzzle as a state space problem, each state can be represented as a
permutation vector, each of whose components corresponds to one location, indicating
by which of the tiles (including the blank) it is occupied. For the EIGHT-PUZZLE instance
of Figure 2.4 the vector representation is (1, 2, 3, 8, 0, 4, 7, 6, 5). Alternatively, we can de-
vise a vector of the locations of each tile, (5, 1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 7, 6, 4) in the example. The last
location in the vector representation can be omitted.

The first vector representation naturally correspond to a physical (n×n) board layout.
The initial state is provided by the user, while for the goal state we assume a vector
representation with value i at index i + 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n2 − 1. The tile movement actions
modify the vector as follows. If the blank is at index j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n2, it is swapped with the
tile either in direction up (index j−n), down (index j+n), left (index j−1), or right (index
j + 1) unless the blank is already at the top-most (resp. bottom-most, left-most, or right-
most) fringe of the board. Here we see an instance where a labeled action representation
comes in handy: we let Σ be {U,D,L,R} with U , D, L, and R denoting a respective
up, down, left, or right movement (of the blank). While, strictly speaking, up-movements
from a different blank position are different actions, in each state at most one action with
a given label is applicable.

The GENERAL SLIDING TILE PUZZLE is an extension of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE where
the pieces can have different shapes. It consists of a collection of possibly labeled pieces
to be slid on adjacent positions on a given board in either of the four directions up, down,
left and right. Each piece is composed of of a set of tiles. Pieces of the same shape and
labeling are indistinguishable. Figure 2.5 visualizes typical GENERAL SLIDING TILE PUZ-
ZLE instances. The goal is to move the 2 × 2 block towards the arrow head. A compact
representation is the order of tiles. For the example of the DONKEY PUZZLE, we have
the order 2x1, blank, blank, 2x1, 2x2, 2x1, 2x1, 1x2, 1x1, 1x1, 1x1, and 1x1. Let s, the total
number of pieces, be partitioned into sets of fi pieces of the same type for {1, . . . , k}, then
the number of configurations is bounded by s!/(f1! · · · fk!). The exact number can be de-
termined utilizing an urn out of which the piece next to be placed is drawn. If a piece
fits into the current configuration the next one is drawn, otherwise an alternative piece is
chosen. With this approach we can compute the total state count for the puzzles; DAD’S

PUZZLE: 18, 504, DONKEY PUZZLE: 65, 880, and CENTURY PUZZLE: 109, 260. Successor
can be generated in time linear to the number of tiles (see Exercises).
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Figure 2.6: A scrambled RUBIK’S CUBE; colors are indicated by shadings.

2.3.2 RUBIK’S CUBE

RUBIK’S CUBE (see Fig. 2.6), invented in the late 1970s by Erno Rubik, is another known
challenge for single-agent search. Each face can be rotated by 90, 180, or 270 degrees and
the goal is to rearrange the sub-cubes, called cubies, of a scrambled cube such that all
faces are uniformly colored. The 26 visible cubies can be classified into 8 corner cubies (3
colors), 12 edge cubies (two colors), and 6 middle cubies (1 color). There are 8! · 38 · 12! ·
212/12 ≈ 43 · 1018 possible cube configurations. Since there are six faces: left (L), right
(R), up (U ), down (D), front (F ), and back (B), this gives an initial branching factor of
6 · 3 = 18. The move actions are abbreviated as L, L2, L−, R, R2, R−, U , U2, U−1, D, D2,
D−, F , F 2, F−1, B, B2, and B−1. We never rotate the same face twice in a row, however,
since the same result can be obtained with a single twist of that face. This reduces the
branching factor to 5 · 3 = 15 after the first move.

Twists of opposite faces are independent of each other and hence commute. For ex-
ample, twisting the left face followed by the right face gives the same result as twisting
the right face followed by the left face. Thus, if two opposite faces are rotated consecu-
tively, we assume them to be ordered without loss of generality. For each pair of opposite
faces, we arbitrarily label one a first face, and the other a second face. After a first face
is twisted, there are three possible twists of each of the remaining five faces, resulting
in a branching factor of 15. After a second face is twisted, however, we can only twist
four remaining faces, excluding the face just twisted and its corresponding first face, for
a branching factor of 12.

Humans solve the problem by a general strategy which generally consists of macro
actions, i.e., fixed move sequences that correctly position individual or groups of cubes
without violating previously positioned ones. Typically, these strategies require 50 to 100
moves, which is far from optimal.

2.3.3 SOKOBAN

SOKOBAN was apparently invented in the early 1980s by a computer games company in
Japan. There exists a set of benchmark problems (see Fig. 2.7), ordered roughly easiest
to hardest in difficulty for a human to solve. The start position consists of n balls (a.k.a.
stones, boxes) scattered over a maze. A man, controlled by the puzzle solver, traverses the
board and pushes balls onto an adjacent empty square. The aim is to move the balls onto
n designated goal fields.

One important aspect of SOKOBAN is that it contains traps. Many state space prob-
lems like the RAILROAD SWITCHING problem are reversible, i.e., for each action a ∈ A
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Figure 2.7: First level in SOKOBAN benchmark suite; walls define the maze to be traversed
by the man, balls are shaded and have to be pushed onto the goal area located the the
right of the maze.

there exists an action a−1 ∈ A, so that a(a−1(u)) = u and a−1(a(u)) = u. Each state
that is reachable from the start state can itself reach the start state. Hence, if the goal is
reachable, then it is reachable from every state. Directed state space problems, however, can
include dead-ends.

Definition 2.7 (Dead-End) A state space problem has a dead-end u ∈ S, if u is reachable and
Pu = (S,A, u, T ) is unsolvable.

Examples for dead-ends in SOKOBAN are four balls placed next to each other in form
of a square, so that the man can not move any of them, or balls that lie at the boundary of
the maze that does not include a goal field. Note that many dead-ends can be identified
in form of local patterns. The depicted Level 1 of Fig. 2.7, however, is solvable.

For a fixed number of balls, the problem’s complexity is polynomial. In general, we
distinguish three problems: DECIDE is just the task to solve the puzzle (if possible), BALL

PUSHES additionally asks to minimize the number of ball pushes, whereas MAN MOVES

request an optimal number of man movements. All these problems are provably hard
(PSPACE complete, see Appendix).

2.3.4 *ATOMIX

ATOMIX was invented in 1990 by Günter Krämer and first published by Thalion Software
for the popular computer systems of that time.

The goal of ATOMIX is to assemble a given molecule from atoms. The player can select
an atom at a time and push it towards one of the four directions left, right, up, and down;
it will keep on moving until it hits an obstacle or another atom. The game is won when
the atoms form the same constellation (the molecule) as depicted beside the board. Note
that the interconnection of the atoms matters. A concrete ATOMIX problem, given by the
original atom positions and the goal molecule, is called a level of ATOMIX.
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Figure 2.8: Two levels of ATOMIX. The molecule to be assembled is shown to the top
right of each problem instance. The problem to the left in Figure 2.8 can be solved with
13 moves. Atom 1: DL, Atom 3: LDRURDLDR, Atom 2: D, Atom 1: R. The instance to its
right illustrates a more complex problem; it takes at least 66 moves to solve.

More formally, an ATOMIX problem instance consists of: a finite set A of atom types, a
board B = {0, . . . ,W − 1} × {0, . . . ,H − 1}, and a bit matrix M (the obstacles). A position
is simply an element p ∈ B. A state u is defined as a subset of A × B. A component
of u is also called an atom. Note that the same atom type might appear several times in a
state. The main difference between this formal definition and the informal introduction
is that the goal positions of the atoms are given explicitly. The reason is that this makes
the puzzle both easier to analyze and to implement. Since the number of goal positions
is linear in the board size, this difference does not affect the time complexity significantly.
A possible search strategy to handle all different possible goals is to impose a move limit
and trying all options within that limit individually, and repeating with an incremented
move limit until a solution is found. Similar to SOKOBAN, ATOMIX is PSPACE complete.

Complexity theory states results on a scaling set of problems, but give no intuitive
understanding on the hardness for a single problem at hand. Hence, Fig. 2.9 compares
some search space properties of solitaire games. The effective branching factor is the aver-
age number of children of a state, after applying pruning methods. For SOKOBAN and
ATOMIX, the numbers are for typical puzzles from the human-made test sets; common
SOKOBAN board sizes are 20× 20 and, common ATOMIX boards are of size 16× 16.

2.3.5 ROUTE PLANNING

A practically important application domain for search algorithms is ROUTE PLANNING.
The (explicit) search graph consists in a road network (see Fig. 2.10), where intersec-
tions represent nodes, and edges represent drivable connections. The graph is relatively
sparse, since the degree of nodes is bounded (intersections with 5 or more participating
roads are very rare). The task consists of finding a path between a start location s and
a target location t that minimizes distance, expected travel time, or a related measure.
A common approach to estimate travel time is to classify roads into a number of road
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Characteristic TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE RUBIK’S CUBE SOKOBAN ATOMIX

Branching Factor 2–4 12–18 0–50 12–40
– effective – 2.13 13.34 10 7

Solution Length 80–112 14–18 97–674 8–120
– typical – 100 16 260 45

Search Space Size 1025 1018 1018 1021

Graph Undirected Undirected Directed Directed

Figure 2.9: Search space properties of some puzzles; most numbers are approximate.

Figure 2.10: Example of a route planning problem; bold edges illustrate edges that are
searched by a route planner.

classes (e.g., freeway, highway, arterial road, major road, local connecting road, residen-
tial street), and to associate an average speed with each one. The problem can become
challenging in practice due to the large size of maps that have to be stored on external
memory, and on tight time constraints e.g., of navigation systems or on-line web search.

Due to its commercial relevance, we will cover ROUTE PLANNING in Chap. 18.

2.3.6 TRAVELING SALESMAN

One other representative for a state space problem is the TRAVELING SALESMAN problem
(TSP). Given a distance matrix between n cities, a tour with minimum length has to be
found, such that each city is visited exactly once, and the tour returns to the first city.
We may choose cities to be enumerated with {1, 2, . . . , n} and distances d(i, j) ∈ IR+ and
d(i, i) = 0 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Feasible solutions are permutations τ of (1, 2, . . . , n) and the
objective function is P (τ) =

∑n
i=1 d(τ(i), τ(i mod n + 1)) and an optimal solution is a

solution τ with minimal P (τ). The state space has (n − 1)!/2 solutions, which is about
4.7 × 10157 for n = 101. This problem has been shown to be NP complete in the general
case; entire books have been dedicated to it. Fig. 2.11 (left) shows an example of the TSP
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Figure 2.11: METRIC TRAVELING SALESMAN problem instance (left) and its solution
(right); edge costs are straight-line distances.

problem, and Fig. 2.11 (right) a corresponding solution.
Various selective search algorithms have been devised, which quickly yield good solu-

tions with high probability. Modern methods can find solutions for extremely large prob-
lems (millions of cities) within a reasonable time which are with a high probability just
2–3% away from the optimal solution.

In the special case of the METRIC TRAVELING SALESMAN problem (∆-TSP), the ad-
ditional requirement of the triangle inequality is imposed. This inequality states that for
all vertices u, v, and w, the distance function d satisfies d(u,w) ≤ d(u, v) + d(v, w). In
other words, the cheapest or shortest way of going from one city to another is the direct
route between two cities. In particular, if every city corresponds to a point in Euclidean
space, and distance between cities corresponds to Euclidean distance, then the triangle
inequality is satisfied. In contrast to the general TSP, ∆-TSP can be 1.5-approximated, by
means that the approximate solution is at most 50% larger than the optimal one.

When formalizing TSP as a search problem, we can identify states with incomplete
tours, starting with any arbitrary node. Each expansion adds one more city to the partial
path. A state denoting a completed, closed tour, is a goal state.

2.3.7 MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT

The MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problem, in computational biology, consists of
aligning several sequences (strings), e.g., related genes from different organisms, in or-
der to reveal similarities and differences across the group. Either DNA can be directly
compared, and the underlying alphabet Σ consists of the set {C,G,A,T} for the four stan-
dard nucleotide bases cytosine, guanine, adenine and thymine; or we can compare proteins,
in which case Σ comprises the 20 amino acids.

Roughly speaking, we try to write the sequences one above the other such that the
columns with matching letters are maximized; thereby gaps (denoted here by an addi-
tional letter ) may be inserted into either of them in order to shift the remaining char-
acters into better corresponding positions. Different letters in the same column can be
interpreted as being caused by point mutations during the course of evolution that sub-
stituted one amino acid by another one; gaps can be seen as insertions or deletions (since
the direction of change is often not known, they are also collectively referred to as in-
dels). Presumably, the alignment with the fewest mismatches reflects the biologically
most plausible explanation.
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Figure 2.12: Fictitious alignment problem with sum-of-pair cost: 6+7+8+7+7 = 35; align-
ment (left), substitution matrix (right).

The state space consists of all possible alignments of prefixes of the input sequences
m1, . . . ,mk. If the prefix lengths serve as vector components we can encode the problem
as a set of vertices x = (x1, . . . , xk), xi ∈ {0, . . . , |mi|} with associated cost vector vx. A
state x′ is a (potenital) successor of x if x′i − xi ∈ {0, 1} for all i. The underlying problem
graph structure is directed and acyclic and follows a k-dimensional lattice or hypercube.

There is a host of applications of sequence alignment within computational biology;
e.g., for determining the evolutionary relationship between species, for detecting func-
tionally active sites which tend to be preserved best across homologous sequences, and
for predicting three-dimensional protein structures.

Formally, one associates a cost with an alignment and tries to find the (mathemat-
ically) optimal alignment, i.e., the one with the minimum cost. When designing a cost
function, computational efficiency and biological meaning have to be taken into account.
The most widely-used definition is the sum-of-pairs cost function. First, we are given a
symmetric (|Σ| + 1)2 matrix containing penalties (scores) for substituting a letter with
another one (or a gap). In the simplest case, this could be one for a mismatch and zero for
a match, but more biologically relevant scores have been developed. A substitution matrix
correspond to a model of molecular evolution and estimate the exchange probabilities of
amino acids for different amounts of evolutionary divergence. Based on such a substi-
tution matrix, the sum-of-pairs cost of an alignment is defined as the sum of penalties
between all letter pairs in corresponding column positions. An example of the calcula-
tion of the sum-of-pairs cost is depicted in Fig. 2.12. The value 6 = (3 + 3) based on entry
(A/ ) in the substitution matrix, while the second value 7 is based on entry (B, ) plus 1 for
still opened gap.

A number of improvements can be integrated into the sum-of-pairs cost, like asso-
ciating weights with sequences, and using different substitution matrices for sequences
of varying evolutionary distance. A major issue in MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT

algorithms is their ability to handle gaps. Gap penalties can be made dependent on the
neighbor letters. Moreover, it has been found that assigning a fixed score for each indel
sometimes does not produce the biologically most plausible alignment. Since the inser-
tion of a sequence of x letters is more likely than x separate insertions of a single letter,
gap cost functions have been introduced that depend on the length of a gap. A useful
approximation are affine gap costs, which distinguish between opening and extension of a
gap and charge a+ b∗x for a gap of length x, for appropriate a and b. Another frequently
used modification is to waive the penalties for gaps at the beginning or end of a sequence.
A real alignment problem is shown in Fig. 2.13.
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1thx _aeqpvlvyfwaswcgpcqlmsplinlaantysdrlkvvkleidpnpttvkky...
1grx __mqtvi__fgrsgcpysvrakdlaeklsnerdd_fqyqyvdiraegitkedl...
1erv agdklvvvdfsatwcgpckmikpffhslsekysn_viflevdvddcqdvasec...
2trcP _kvttivvniyedgvrgcdalnssleclaaeypm_vkfckira_sntgagdrf...

1thx ...k______vegvpalrlvkgeqildstegvis__kdkllsf_ldthln_________
1grx ...qqkagkpvetvp__qifvdqqhiggytdfaawvken_____lda____________
1erv ...e______vksmptfqffkkgqkvgefsgan___kek_____leatine__lv____
2trcP ...s______sdvlptllvykggelisnfisvaeqfaedffaadvesflneygllper_

Figure 2.13: Alignment of problem 2trx of BALiBase, computed with a biologically rele-
vant substitution matrix.

The sequence alignment problem is a generalization of the problem of computing the
edit distance, that aims at changing a string into another by using the three main edit
operations of modifying, inserting, or deleting a letter. Each edit operation is charged,
and the minimum-cost operations sequence is sought. For instance, spell checkers have to
determine the lexicon word whose edit distance from a (possibly misspelled) word typed
by the user is minimal. The same task arises in version control systems.

2.4 General State Space Descriptions

In this section, we introduce some general formalisms to describe state-space problems:
action planning, production systems, and generic search models including non-deterministic
search and Markov decision processes.

2.4.1 Action Planning

Action planning refers to a world description in logic. A number of atomic propositions
AP describe what can be true or false in each state of the world. By applying operations
in a world, we arrive at another world where different atoms might be true or false. For
example, in a BLOCKSWORLD a robot might try to reach a target state by actions that stack
and unstack blocks, or put them on the table. Usually, only some few atoms are affected
by an action, and most of them remain the same. Therefore, for a concise representation
the following STRIPS formalism, an acronym for an early planning system developed at
Stanford University.

Definition 2.8 (Propositional Planning Problem) A propositional planning problem (in
STRIPS notation) is a finite state space problem P = (S,A, s, T ), where S ⊆ 2AP is the set
of states, s ∈ S is the initial state, T ⊆ S is the set of goal states, and A is the set of actions
that transform states into states. We often have that T is described by a simple list of propositions
Goal ⊆ AP . Actions a ∈ A have propositional preconditions pre(a), and propositional effects
(add(a),del(a)), where pre(a) ⊆ AP is the precondition list of O, add(a) ⊆ AP is its add
list and del(a) ⊆ AP is the delete list. Given a state u with pre(a) ⊆ u then its successor
v = a(u) is defined as v = (u \ del(a)) ∪ add(a).
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Effects are seen as updates to the current states. To avoid semantical conflicts, delete
effects are eliminated from the state before add effects are included.

Even though we have defined STRIPS on sets of propositions it is not difficult to trans-
fer the description into logic. Boolean variables for propositions are called facts. The
goal condition is shorthand for

∨
p∈Goal(p = true) and preconditions are interpreted as∨

p∈pre(a)(p = true). The application of the add and delete lists are short for setting p to
false for all p ∈ del(a) followed by setting p to true for all p ∈ add(a).

STRIPS planning assumes a closed world. Everything that is not stated true is as-
sumed to be false. Therefore, the notation of the initial state s is shorthand for the assign-
ment to true of the propositions included in s, and to false of the ones that are not.

It is often not difficult to encode a state space problem in STRIPS. For modeling the
(n2 − 1)-PUZZLE we introduce atomic propositions at(t, p), denoting the truth of the tile
t to be located at position p, and blank(p) denoting that the blank is located at position p.
An action would be slide(t, p, p′), which has at(t, p) and blank(p′) as preconditions, at(t, p′)
and blank(p) as add effects, as well as at(t, p) and blank(p′) as delete effects.

To encode state space problems with numbers, we observe that any finite-domain
variable with k possible value assignment can be simulated with O(log k) (logarithmic
encoding) – or O(k) (unary encoding) – atomic propositions.

In BLOCKSWORLD there are labeled blocks that can be moved using a robot arm that
can grasp one block at a time. Additionally, there is a table large enough to hold all blocks.
It is illustrated in Fig. 2.14. The four operations are stack, unstack, pick-up, and put-down.

Figure 2.14: BLOCKSWORLD configuration with 7 blocks; colors label different blocks.

Let us consider a BLOCKSWORLD problem with l blocks b1,. . . ,bl placed on a table t as an
example. State variables for each block are on that can take values from {⊥, t, b1, . . . , bl},
a Boolean variable clear for each block and an additional variable holding that can take
values from {⊥, b1, . . . , bl}. Actions are stack, unstack, putdown, pickup e.g., stack(a, b) has
preconditions holding = a and clear(b) = true and the four update operations on(a) ← b,
holding ← ⊥, clear(b) ← false, clear(a) ← true. In a unary encoding, for each block a and
b we devise the fluents on(a, b), clear(a), holding(a). The corresponding STRIPS action for
stack(a, b) has the two preconditions holding(a) and clear(b), the two add effects on(a, b)
and clear(a), as well as the two delete-effects holding and clear(b).

Planning domains can either be parametric or grounded (fully instantiated). Paramet-
ric descriptions feature predicates and actions based on a bounded number of domain
objects. A (Lisp-like) text representation for both parametric or grounded planning prob-
lems is referred to as the problem domain description language (PDDL). An example for a
more complex domain, called LOGISTICS, is provided in Fig. 2.17. The task is to transport
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packages within cities using trucks, and between cities airplanes. Locations within a city
are connected and trucks can move between any two such locations. In each city there is
exactly one truck, each city has one airport. The airports are connected for airplanes to
operate. One particular problem instance is shown in Fig. 2.16. It is illustrated in Fig. 2.15.

city c4

city c3

city c6

city c1 city c2

airplane plane1
airplane plane2

truck t4

obj p5

truck t5

truck t6 truck t3

truck t1 truck t1
obj p4
obj p3

obj p1

obj p6

obj p2

city c5

Figure 2.15: LOGISTICS problem with 6 packages (objects) and 6 cities having 2 locations
each; 6 trucks operate within the cities, while 2 airplanes connect them.

STRIPS-type planning is known to be PSPACE complete. Including types, numbers
and durations to the problem description, as in recent developments of PDDL, leads to
specifications formalisms that are undecidable. Nonetheless, there are enumeration algo-
rithms and acceleration techniques that are practical for a large set of benchmarks. In
recent years, the performance of state-of-the-art systems has improved drastically, and
with that more realistic examples came within reach. We have devoted an entire applica-
tion chapter to address these developments.

2.4.2 *Production Systems

Another classical AI representation for a search problem is a production system.

Definition 2.9 (Production System) A production system is a state space problem P =
(S,A, s, T ), whose states are strings over the alphabet Σ, and whose actions are given in form
of grammar inferences rules α→ β, with α, β being strings over Σ.

The following theorem shows that any Turing machine computation can be casted as a
special kind of a production system.

Theorem 2.1 (Undecidability for Production Systems) The problem to solve a general production
system for arbitrary start and goal state is undecidable.

PROOF: The proof is done via reduction to the halting problem for Turing machines. Given a
Turing machine M = (Q,Σ,Γ,∆, B, q0, F ) with input alphabet Σ = {a0, . . . , an}, tape alphabet
Γ = Σ∪ {B}, Q = {q0, . . . , qm}, initial state q0, transition function ∆ : Q× Γ→ Q× Γ× {L,R,N},
and goal state set F = {qe}, we construct a state space problem as follows.

States are configurations of the Turing machine M , i.e., words of {B}+ × Γ∗ × Q × Γ∗ ×
{B}+. (With “∗” we denote Kleene’s hull : for a single letter σ, the term σ∗ refers to the set
{ε, σ, σ2, σ3, . . .}, where ε ∈ Σ∗ is the empty word. For all α, β ∈ Σ∗ we have αβ ∈ Σ∗.)

The initial state is state B∗q0B
∗ and goal state is B∗qeB∗. Depending on the value of d we

assign each aq → bq′d to words wcqaw′ → s, s ∈ {wcq′bw′, wcbq′w′, wq′cbw′} with w ∈ {B}+×Γ∗
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(define (problem strips-log-x-1)
(:domain logistics-strips)
(:objects p6 p5 p4 p3 p2 p1 c6 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1

t6 t5 t4 t3 t2 t1 plane2 plane1
c6-1 c5-1 c4-1 c3-1 c2-1 c1-1 c6-2 c5-2 c4-2 c3-2 c2-2 c1-2)

(:init (obj p6) (obj p5) (obj p4) (obj p3) (obj p2) (obj p1)
(city c6) (city c5) (city c4) (city c3) (city c2) (city c1)
(truck t6) (truck t5) (truck t4) (truck t3) (truck t2) (truck t1)
(airplane plane2) (airplane plane1)
(location c6-1) (location c5-1) (location c4-1) (location c3-1)
(location c2-1) (location c1-1)
(airport c6-2) (location c6-2) (airport c5-2) (location c5-2)
(airport c4-2) (location c4-2) (airport c3-2) (location c3-2)
(airport c2-2) (location c2-2) (airport c1-2) (location c1-2)
(in-city c6-2 c6) (in-city c6-1 c6) (in-city c5-2 c5)
(in-city c5-1 c5) (in-city c4-2 c4) (in-city c4-1 c4)
(in-city c3-2 c3) (in-city c3-1 c3) (in-city c2-2 c2)
(in-city c2-1 c2) (in-city c1-2 c1) (in-city c1-1 c1)
(at plane2 c4-2) (at plane1 c4-2)
(at t6 c6-1) (at t5 c5-1) (at t4 c4-1)
(at t3 c3-1) (at t2 c2-1) (at t1 c1-1)
(at p6 c3-1) (at p5 c4-2) (at p4 c1-1)
(at p3 c1-1) (at p2 c1-2) (at p1 c2-1))

(:goal (and (at p6 c1-2) (at p5 c6-2) (at p4 c3-2)
(at p3 c6-1) (at p2 c6-2) (at p1 c2-1))))

Figure 2.16: A(n untyped) STRIPS problem description in PDDL.

and w′ ∈ Γ∗×{B}+. For d = N we have wcqaw′ → wq′bw′, for d = R we have wcqaw′ → wvq′bw′,
and for d = L we have wqcaw′ → wq′cbw′. Last but not least the rules wqeBBw′ → wqeBw

′ and
wBBqew

′ → wBqew
′ shorten the empty tape. Hence, we have deduced that M halts on an empty

input tape starting from q0 in finitely many steps in terminal state qe if and only if the initial state
B∗q0B

∗ can be transformed into goal state B∗qeB∗ in finitely many steps.

However, special state space problems, e.g. the ones with finite state spaces, are de-
cidable, so that most combinatorial problems like instances to the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE are
solvable by general node expanding algorithms.

A convenient though less expressive formalism than general production systems is
PSVN, or vector notation for productions systems. It is defined by a triple (s,A, L), where s
is a seed state,A is the set of actions, and L is the finite set of labels. States are represented
by fixed-length vectors of labels from L. For example, the states of the THREE-PUZZLE

(the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE for n = 2) can be described as a 4-tuple, whose components are
chosen out of L = {0, 1, 2, 3} to indicate which tile is located at the top left, top right,
bottom left, and bottom right square, respectively. Actions are defined by a left-hand side
(LHS), representing the precondition, and a right-hand side (RHS), defining the resulting
state. Each side has the same length as the state vector. The semantics is defined in a way
resembling Prolog unification rules; each position can hold a constant, a named variable,
or an unnamed variable, denoted ’ ’. A constant in LHS represents an exact match for
a state at that position. A named variable in LHS represents a binding of the label in
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(define (domain logistics-strips)
(:requirements :strips)
(:predicates (OBJ ?obj) (TRUCK ?truck) (LOCATION ?loc) (AIRPLANE ?airplane)

(CITY ?city) (AIRPORT ?airport)
(at ?obj ?loc) (in ?obj1 ?obj2) (in-city ?obj ?city))

(:action LOAD-TRUCK
:parameters (?obj ?truck ?loc)
:precondition (and (OBJ ?obj) (TRUCK ?truck) (LOCATION ?loc)

(at ?truck ?loc) (at ?obj ?loc))
:effect (and (not (at ?obj ?loc)) (in ?obj ?truck)))

(:action LOAD-AIRPLANE
:parameters (?obj ?airplane ?loc)
:precondition (and (OBJ ?obj) (AIRPLANE ?airplane) (LOCATION ?loc)

(at ?obj ?loc) (at ?airplane ?loc))
:effect (and (not (at ?obj ?loc)) (in ?obj ?airplane)))

(:action UNLOAD-TRUCK
:parameters
(?obj ?truck ?loc)
:precondition (and (OBJ ?obj) (TRUCK ?truck) (LOCATION ?loc)

(at ?truck ?loc) (in ?obj ?truck))
:effect (and (not (in ?obj ?truck)) (at ?obj ?loc)))

(:action UNLOAD-AIRPLANE
:parameters (?obj ?airplane ?loc)
:precondition (and (OBJ ?obj) (AIRPLANE ?airplane) (LOCATION ?loc)

(in ?obj ?airplane) (at ?airplane ?loc))
:effect (and (not (in ?obj ?airplane)) (at ?obj ?loc)))

(:action DRIVE-TRUCK
:parameters (?truck ?from ?to ?city)
:precondition (and (TRUCK ?truck) (LOCATION ?from) (LOCATION ?to) (CITY ?city)
(at ?truck ?from) (in-city ?from ?city) (in-city ?to ?city))
:effect (and (not (at ?truck ?from)) (at ?truck ?to)))

(:action FLY-AIRPLANE
:parameters (?airplane ?from ?to)
:precondition (and (AIRPLANE ?airplane) (AIRPORT ?from) (AIRPORT ?to)

(at ?airplane ?from))
:effect (and (not (at ?airplane ?from)) (at ?airplane ?to))))

Figure 2.17: A(n untyped) STRIPS domain description in PDDL.

the state to which LHS is being applied, and basically leaves a label unchanged. Every
variable of RHS must be bound in LHS and every constant label must belong to the set
of declared labels. The state space is the transitive closure of applying any sequence of
actions to s.

For example, consider the following action definition a = (A,A, 1, , B,C) →
(2, , , , C,B). The action applies to states whose first two labels are identical and the
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third label is 1. The fifth and sixth labels are bound to B and C, respectively. Applying
a to state u = (4, 4, 1, 7, 5, 6) results in a(u) = (2, 4, 1, 7, 6, 5). In the THREE-PUZZLE, the
action (0, A, , )→ (A, 0, , ) moves the blank from the top-left to the top-right square.

2.4.3 Markov Decision Processes

Markov decision process problems (MDPs) assume a finite number of states and actions. At
each time the agent observes a state and executes an action, which incurs intermediate
costs to be minimized (or, in the inverse scenario: rewards to be maximized). The Markov
assumptions imply that the cost and the successor state depends only on the current
state and the chosen action. Successor generation may be probabilistic, based on the
uncertainty we have on the environment in which the search takes place. E.g., an action
might sometimes fail to result in the desired target state, instead staying in the current
state with a small probability.

We should point out that in this book we assume that we always have perfect knowl-
edge of what state we are in. This assumption is dropped in the concept of a partially
observable Markov decision process problem (POMDP). Here, instead we are given some ob-
servations based on which we can estimate the probability of being in a certain state.

Definition 2.10 (MDP) A Markov decision process problem is a tuple (S,A,w, p), where S
is the underlying state space, A is the set of actions, w : S × A → IR is the cost or immediate
reward function and p(v | u, a) is the probability that action a in state u will lead to state v. The
goal is to minimize the (expected or discounted) accumulated costs or, equivalently, to maximize
the (expected or discounted) accumulated rewards.

As Markov decision processes are defined on sequences of actions they are an exten-
sion of Markov chains.

Definition 2.11 (Policy) A solution to an MDP is provided in terms of a policy π, which maps
each state to an action to take in this state.

In some cases the policy may be realized by means of a lookup table, whereas in
others it may involve extensive computation. Applying action a in u incurs costs w(u, a).
The goal is to minimize the expected costs fπ(u) for a state u over the set of all possible
policies π, where the value function fπ(u) at u is often called expected return, starting from
u. The optimal value function is denoted by f∗.

2.4.4 Generic Search Model

A generalized model of a state space search problem consists of a discrete and finite
state space S, an initial state s and a non-empty set of terminal states T . Furthermore, a
set of actions A(u) ⊆ A applicable in each non-terminal state u, an action cost function
w : (S \ T ) × A → X for non-terminal states, and a terminal cost function c : T → X are
assumed. In the general case, X is a real-valued cost function but in many practical cases
X is a small set of integers.

In deterministic models, the successors of a node u are Succ(u) = {v ∈ S | ∃a ∈
A(u) | a(u) = v} = a(u). For the non-deterministic case, we have Succ(u, a) = {v ∈ S | a ∈
A(u)}. For MDPs with probabilities p(v | u, a) we have that

∑
v∈Succ(a,u) p(v | u, a) = 1.
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A simple example of an MDP is a probabilistic version of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE with
noisy actions that achieve their intended effects with probability p = 0.9 and have no
effect with probability 1− p.

The solutions to the models can be expressed in terms of Bellman equations, which
induce updates to compute the optimal value function. For the deterministic case we have

f(u) =

{
0 if u ∈ T
minv∈Succ(u){w(u, v) + f(v)} otherwise

For the non-deterministic case we have either (additive model)

f(u) =





0 if u ∈ T

min
a∈A(u)



w(u, a) +

∑

v∈Succ(u,a)

f(v)



 otherwise

or (max model)

f(u) =





0 if u ∈ T

min
a∈A(u)

{
w(u, a) + max

v∈Succ(u,a)
f(v)

}
otherwise

For the MDP case we have

f(u) =





c(u) if u ∈ T

min
a∈A(u)



w(u, a) +

∑

v∈Succ(u,a)

p(v | u, a) · f(v)



 otherwise

In a unified perspective, the functions f∗ are solutions to the set of Bellman equations,
and, hence, optimal value functions. Policies π : S → A for the non-deterministic and
probabilistic cases are extensions of plans that map states to actions. In practice, they are
used in form of controllers to simulate the solution process. Policies are greedy if they are
best with respect to the given value function, and policies π∗ that are greedy with respect
to h∗ are called optimal.

For the deterministic setting, the outcome of applying an action is unique, such that π
can be reduced to a sequence of states. In this case the optimal value function f∗ exactly
estimates the total distance from each state to a goal state, i.e.,

f∗ = min
π=(u0,...,uk)

{
k∑

i=1

w(ui−1, a) | s = u0, uk ∈ T
}

and the optimal plan π∗ is the one that minimizes its total cost, i.e.,

π∗ = arg min
π=(u0,...,uk)

{
k∑

i=1

w(ui−1, a) | s = u0, uk ∈ T
}
.

In some implementations, the update is performed on the Q-value q(a, u), an inter-
mediate term in the above equations, which also depends on the model. It is defined
as

q(a, u) = w(a) + f(a(u))
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for deterministic models,

q(a, u) = w(u, a) +
∑
v∈Succ(u,a) f(v) ,

q(a, u) = w(u, a) + maxv∈Succ(u,a) f(v)

for non-deterministic (additive and max) models, and

q(a, u) = w(u, a) +
∑

v∈S
p(v | u, a) · f(v)

for MDPs.

2.5 Heuristics

Heuristics are meant to be estimates of the remaining distance from a node to the goal.
This information can be exploited by search algorithms to assess whether one state is
more promising than the rest. We will illustrate that the computational search effort can be
considerably reduced if between two candidate paths, the algorithm prefers to expand
the one with the lower estimate, all else being equal. A detailed introduction to search
algorithm is deferred to the next section.

A search heuristic provides information to orient the search into the direction of the
search goal. We refer to the graph G = (V,E, s, T, w) of a weighted state space problem.

Definition 2.12 (Heuristic) A heuristic h is a node evaluation function, mapping V to IR≥0.

If h(t) = 0 for all t in T and if for all other nodes u ∈ V we have h(u) 6= 0, the goal check
for u simplifies to the comparison of h(u) with 0.

Heuristics are particularly useful if we can make sure that they sometimes may un-
derestimate, but never overestimate the true goal distance.

Definition 2.13 (Admissible Heuristic) An estimate h is an admissible heuristic if it is a lower
bound for the optimal solution costs, i.e., h(u) ≤ δ(u, T ) for all u ∈ V .

Other useful properties of heuristics are consistency and monotonicity.

Definition 2.14 (Consistent, Monotonic Heuristic) Let G = (V,E, s, T, w) be a weighted state
space problem graph.

• A goal estimate h is a consistent heuristic, if h(u) ≤ h(v) + w(u, v) for all edges e =
(u, v) ∈ E.

• Let (u0, . . . , uk) be any path, g(ui) be the path cost of (u0, . . . , ui), and define f(ui) =
g(ui) + h(ui). A goal estimate h is a monotone heuristic, if f(uj) ≥ f(ui) for all j > i,
0 ≤ i, j ≤ k; i.e., the estimate of the total path cost is non-decreasing from a node to its
successors.

The next theorem shows that these properties are actually equivalent.

Theorem 2.2 (Equivalence of consistent and monotone heuristics) A heuristic is consistent if
and only if it is monotone.
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PROOF:

f(ui) = g(ui) + h(ui) (by the definition of f )
= g(ui−1) + w(ui−1, ui) + h(ui) (by the definition of path cost)
≥ g(ui−1) + h(ui−1) (by the definition of consistency)
= f(ui−1) (by the definition of f )

Moreover, we obtain the following implication.

Theorem 2.3 (Consistency and Admissibility) Consistent estimates are admissible.

PROOF: If h is consistent we have h(u)− h(v) ≤ w(u, v) for all (u, v) ∈ E. Let p = (v0, . . . , vk) be
any path from u = v0 to t = vk. Then we have

w(p) =
k−1∑

i=0

w(vi, vi+1) ≥
k−1∑

i=0

(h(vi)− h(vi+1)) = h(u)− h(t) = h(u).

This is especially true if p is an optimal path from u to t ∈ T . Therefore, h(u) ≤ δ(u, T ).

In addition, the following conditions hold (see Exercises):

• The maximum of two admissible heuristics is an admissible heuristic.

• The maximum of two consistent heuristics is a consistent heuristic.

• Admissible heuristics are not necessarily consistent (although most practically used
ones are).

Before plunging into the discussion of concrete examples of heuristics in different
domains, let us briefly give an intuitive description of how heuristic knowledge can help
to guide algorithms; the notions will be made precise in the following chapter.

Let g(u) be the path cost to a node u and h(u) be its estimate. The value g(u) varies
with the path on which u is encountered. The equation

f(u) = g(u) + h(u)

is very important in understanding the behavior of heuristic search algorithms In words,
the f -value is the estimate of the total path cost from the start node to the target destina-
tion, which reaches u on the same path.

As general state spaces are difficult to visualize, we restrict ourself to an extremely
simplified model: the states are linearly connected along the horizontal axis, like pearls
on a string (Fig. 2.18). In each step, we can look at one state connected to a previously
explored state.

If we have no heuristic information at all, we have to conduct a blind (uninformed)
search. Since we do not know if the target lies on the left or the right side, a good strategy
is to expand nodes alternatively on the left and on the right, until the target is encoun-
tered. Thus, in each step we expand a node whose distance g from s is minimal.

When a heuristic h is given, an extension of this strategy always prefers to expand the
most promising node, i.e., the one whose estimated total distance to the target, f = g+h,
is minimal. Then, at least all nodes with f -value less than the optimal solution cost f∗

will be expanded; however, since h increases the estimate, some nodes can be pruned
from consideration. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.19, where h amounts to half the true goal
distance. In a perfect heuristic, the two are identical. In our example (see Fig. 2.20), this
reduces the number of expanded nodes to one half, which is optimal.
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s t

g g

Figure 2.18: A state space without heuristic knowledge; s is the start state and t is the
target state; the the search depth g is illustrated with dots along the horizontal axis, while
the search cost is illustrated along the vertical axis.
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gf

h

g

f

Figure 2.19: A state space with some heuristic knowledge; the amplitudes of heuristic h
and search depth g accumulate to the amplitude of f .

Finally, Fig. 2.21 depicts the case of a non-admissible heuristic that is misleading. The
path going away from the goal looks better than the path to the goal. In this case, the
heuristic search traversal will expand more nodes than blind exploration.

We next present some commonly applied heuristics for the problems posed in Sec. 2.3.

Sliding-Tile Puzzles

One of the simplest heuristics is to count the number of tiles that are not at their respective
goal location. This misplaced-tile heuristic is consistent, since it changes by at most one
between neighboring states.

The (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE has another lower bound estimate, called the Manhattan
distance. For each two states u = ((x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn2−1, yn2−1)) and v =
((x′1, y

′
1), (x′2, y

′
2), . . . , (x′n2−1, y

′
n2−1)), with coordinates xi, yi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} it is defined as

n2−1∑

i=1

(|xi − x′i|+ |yi − y′i|
)

;

in words, it is the sum of moves required to bring each tile to its target position in-
dependently. For the goal vector (0, . . . , n2 − 1) we arrive at the heuristic estimate
h(u) =

∑n2−1
i=1 (|xi − bi/4c|+ |yi − (i mod 4)|).

The Manhattan distance and the misplaced-tile heuristic for the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE are
both consistent, since the difference in heuristic values is at most 1, i.e., |h(v)− h(u)| ≤ 1,
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Figure 2.20: A state space with perfect heuristic knowledge; all states between s and t
have the same f -value.
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Figure 2.21: A state space with misleading heuristic knowledge; indicating that by a
smaller f -value the search will more likely search the part of the search space that con-
tains no goal.

for all u, v. This means h(v) − h(u) ≤ 1 and h(u) − h(v) ≤ 1. Together with w(u, v) = 1
the latter inequality implies h(v)− h(u) + w(u, v) ≥ 0. An example is given in Fig. 2.22.

An improvement for the Manhattan distance is the linear conflict heuristic. It concerns
pairs of tiles that both are in the correct row (column), but in the wrong order in column
(row) direction. In this case, two extra moves not accommodated in the Manhattan dis-
tance will be needed to get one tile out of the way of the other one. In the example tile
6 and 7 are in a linear conflict and call for an offset 2 to the Manhattan distance. Imple-
menting the full linear conflict heuristic require checking the permutation orders for all
pairs of tiles.

RUBIK’S CUBE

We generalize the Manhattan distance to RUBIK’S CUBE as follows. For all cubies, we
cumulate the minimum number of moves to a correct position and orientation. However,
since each move involves eight cubies, the result has to be divided by eight. A better
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Figure 2.22: Example for heuristic estimates in the EIGHT-PUZZLE. Tiles 5, 6, 7, and 8 are
not in final position. The number of misplaced tiles is 4, while the Manhattan distance
accumulates to 7.

Figure 2.23: Matching balls (top row) to goal fields (bottom row) in SOKOBAN. Bold edges
illustrate a matching; a matched edge connects a ball to its particular goal field.

heuristic computes the Manhattan distance for the edge and corner cubies separately,
takes the maximum of the two, and divides it by 4.

SOKOBAN

One good lower bound estimate for SOKOBAN (BALL PUSHES variant) is found using a
minimal matching approach. We are interested in a matching of balls to goal fields, such
that the sum of all ball paths is minimal. The one part of the bipartite graph (see Fig. 2.23)
is composed of nodes for the balls the other half consists of nodes for the goal field, and
the edge weight between every selected pair (ball, goal) of nodes, is the shortest path
cost for moving ball onto goal assuming all other balls were removed from the problem.
The standard algorithm to compute the best weighted matching runs in time cubic in
the number of balls. More efficient algorithm reduce the problem to the maximum flow
problem by inserting additional start and sink nodes connected to the ball nodes and to
the goal fields, respectively.

In the case that a group of goal fields that is only reachable via a single door, the
minimal matching heuristic can be simplified as shortest path calculations through this
articulation. The heuristic is consistent, since moving one ball reduces the individual
shortest path to each goal by at most one, and any matching will include only one of the
updated shortest path distance value.

*ATOMIX

A heuristic for ATOMIX can be devised by examining a model with relaxed restrictions.
We drop the condition that an atom slides as far as possible: it may stop at any closer
position. These moves are called generalized moves. Note that the variant of ATOMIX
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which uses generalized moves has an undirected search graph. ATOMIX with general-
ized moves on an n × n board is also NP hard. In order to obtain an easily computable
heuristic, we also allow that an atom to slide through other atoms or share a place with
another atom. The goal distance in this model can be summed up for all atoms to yield
an admissible heuristic for the original problem: The heuristic is consistent, since the
h-values of child states can differ from that of the parent state by 0, +1 or −1.

Since each atom attributes one number to an overall sum, the heuristic estimate can
be computed incrementally in constant time by subtracting the value for the currently
moving atom from its start location and by adding the value for its final destination. We
only need to precompute a distance table for each atom.

ROUTE PLANNING

In ROUTE PLANNING, nodes have associated coordinates in some coordinate space (e.g.,
the Euclidean). We assume a layout function L : V → IR2. A lower bound for the road
distance between two nodes u and v with locations L(u) = (xu, yu) and L(v) = (xv, yv)
can be obtained as h(u) = ||L(v) − L(u)||2 =

√
(xu − xv)2 + (yu − yv)2, where || · ||2

denotes the Euclidean distance metric. It is admissible, since the shortest way to the goal
is at least as long as the bee line. The heuristic h(u) = ||L(t)− L(u)||2 is consistent, since
h(u) = ||L(t) − L(u)||2 ≤ ||L(t) − L(v)||2 + ||L(v) − L(u)||2 = ||L(t) − L(v)||2 + ||L(u) −
L(v)||2 = h(v) + w(u, v) by the triangle inequality of the Euclidean plane.

MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT

Lower bounds on the cost of aligning k sequences are often based on optimal alignments
of subsets of m < k sequences. In general, for a vertex v in k-space, we are looking for a
lower bound for a path from v to the target corner t. Consider first the case m = 2. The
cost of such a path is, by definition, the sum of its edge costs, where each edge cost in
turn is the sum of all pairwise (replacement or gap) penalties. Each MULTIPLE SEQUENCE

ALIGNMENT induces a pairwise alignment for sequences i and j, by simply copying rows
i and j and ignoring columns with a “ ” in both rows.

By exchanging the summation order, the sum-of-pairs cost is the sum of all pair-
wise alignment costs of the respective paths projected on a face, each of which cannot
be smaller than the optimal pairwise path cost. Thus, we can construct an admissible
heuristic hpair by computing, for each pairwise alignment and for each cell in a pairwise
problem, the cheapest path cost to the goal node.

The optimal solutions to all pairwise alignment problems needed for the lower bound
h values are usually computed prior to the main search in a preprocessing step. Since
this time we are interested in the lowest cost of a path from v to t, it runs in backward
direction, proceeding from the lower right corner to the upper left, expanding all possible
parents of a vertex in each step.

*Action Planning

We present one heuristic for propositional planning problems in STRIPS notation with
actions a ∈ A, having precondition list pre(a), add list add(a), and delete list del(a).

The relaxed planning heuristic h+ is defined as follows. The relaxation a+ of an action a
is defined as a+, with delete list omitted. The relaxation of a planning problem is the one in
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Procedure Relaxed-Plan
Input: Relaxed planning problem with current state u and goal condition Goal ⊆ 2AP

Output: Value of the relaxed planning heuristic for u

P0 ← u; l← 0 ;; Set initial layer and iteration counter
while (Goal 6⊆ Pl) ;; Forward search phase

Pl+1 ← Pl ∪
⋃

pre(a)⊆Pt add(a) ;; Build next layer
if (Pl+1 = Pl) return∞ ;; Fixpoint reached
l← l + 1 ;; Increase counter

for each i in {0, . . . , l − 1} ;; Backward traversal
Tl−i ← {t ∈ Goal | layer(t) = l − i} ;; Initialize goal queues

for each i in {0, . . . , l − 1} ;; Backward search phase
for each t in Tl−i ;; Consider each open goal in layer l − i

if (exists a in A with t in add(a) and layer(a) = l − i− 1) ;; Match found
RelaxedPlan← RelaxedPlan ∪ {a} ;; Include action to relaxed plan
for each p in pre(a) ;; Select preconditions

Tlayer(p) ← Tlayer(p) ∪ {p} ;; Append to queues
return |RelaxedPlan| ;; Size of action set is heuristic estimate

Algorithm 2.1: Computing the approximation of the relaxed planning heuristic.

Figure 2.24: Working of the approximation of the relaxed planning heuristic; nodes are
propositions, rectangles are actions connected in form of a layered graph constructed in
the forwared plan graph generation phase. On the left side the propositions in the initial
state are shown; on the right side the goal layer is depicted. Shaded operators illustrate
the relaxed plans and have been selected in the greedy backward extraction phase.

which all actions are substituted by their relaxed counterparts. Any solution that solves
the original plan also solves the relaxed one. Value h+ is defined as the length of the
shortest plan that solves the relaxed problem. This heuristic is consistent. (A relaxed
plan starting at v with cost h+(v) can be extended to a plan from u by adding the action
that leads from u to v. Therefore, we have h+(u) ≤ h+(v) + 1.)

Solving relaxed plans is still computationally hard. It can, however, efficiently be
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approximated by the number of actions in a parallel plan that solves the relaxed problem.
The polynomial-time algorithm builds a relaxed problem graph followed by a greedy
plan generation process. A pseudo-code implementation is provided in Alg. 2.1. The
variables l and i denote the layer for the forward and the backward phase, respectively.

An illustration for its work is given in Fig. 2.24. The graph consists of 5 (encircled)
layers for propositions, the last one containing the only goal. Layers are connected by
actions. Propositions are identified with nodes, actions with rectangles. Dotted lines
denote the application of a noop, an additional action that incurs no change. Propositions
and actions in the relaxed plan are shaded.

The first phase constructs the layered graph of propositional facts, performing a fix-
point computation on A+ starting with the initial state. In Layer i all facts are given that
are reachable by applying an action with satisfied precondition facts in any Layer j with
1 ≤ j < i. In Layer 0 we have all facts present in the initial state. Since we have a finite
number of grounded propositions the process eventually reaches a fixpoint. The next loop
marks the goal facts.

The second phase is the greedy plan extraction phase. It performs a backward search
to match facts to enabling actions. The goal facts build the first unmarked facts. As
long as there are unmarked facts in Layer i, select an action that makes this fact true and
mark all add effects, and queue all preconditions as unmarked new goals. If there is no
unmarked fact left in Layer i continue with Layer i − 1 until the only unmarked facts
are the initial ones in Layer 0. The heuristic is constructive, i.e. it not only returns the
estimated distance but also a corresponding sequence of actions.

The heuristic is neither admissible nor consistent but very effective in practice.

TRAVELING SALESMAN

A spanning tree of a graph is a subgraph without cycles connecting all nodes of the graph.
A minimum spanning tree (MST) is a spanning tree such that the sum of all its edge weights
is minimum among all spanning trees of the graph. For n nodes, it can be computed by
the greedy Kruskal’s algorithm in O(n log n) time: First, choose the edge with minimum
weight, and mark it. Then repeatedly find the cheapest unmarked edge in the graph that
does not close the marked circuit. Continue until all vertices are connected. The marked
edges form the desired MST.

Our goal is to design a heuristic that estimates the total length of a TSP cycle, given a
partial path. Note that the yet unexplored cities have to be at least connected to the ends
of the existing part (to both the first and the last city). So if we compute a MST for these
two plus all unexplored cities, we obtain a lower bound for a connecting tree. This must
be an admissible heuristic, since a connecting tree that additionally fulfills the linearity
condition cannot be shorter. A partial solution and the MST used for the heuristic are
shown in Fig. 2.25.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the kinds of problems that we study in most chapters of
this book, namely graph search problems where one is given a weighted directed graph
(where edges are directed and have a cost), a start node and a set of goal nodes and the
objective is to find a shortest path in the graph from the start node to any goal node. We
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Figure 2.25: TSP partial solution (solid) and MST for heuristic (dotted).

Problem Name Admissible Consistent Complexity
(n2 − 1)-PUZZLE Manh. Distance

√ √
linear

RUBIK’S CUBE Manh. Distance
√ √

linear
SOKOBAN Min. Matching

√ √
cubic

ATOMIX General. Moves
√ √

linear
TRAVELING SALESMAN MST

√ √
superlinear

MSA Sum-of-Pairs
√ √

quadratic
ROUTE PLANNING Eucl. Distance

√ √
constant

STRIPS Relax – – polynomial

Table 2.1: State spaces and their heuristics.

introduced the terminology used in artificial intelligence for such graph search problems.
The nodes, for example, are called states and the edges are called actions. We then dis-
cussed ways of categorizing graphs, for example, their branching factor (the number of
outgoing edges averaged over all nodes). We also discussed two ways of representing
graphs, namely explicitly (basically by enumerating all nodes and edges) and implicitly
(basically by giving a procedure whose input is a node and whose output is a list of out-
going edges together with the nodes that they point to). Implicit graph representations
can be problem-specific or general, for example, using STRIPS or production systems.
Implicit representations can be much more compact than explicit representations, which
allows implicit representations to represent large graph search problems by exploiting
their structure. However, a shortest path can be found in time polynomial in the size
of an explicit representation but often not in time polynomial in the size of an implicit
representation.

We then discussed several problems that can be formulated as graph search prob-
lems, some of which are used as typical test domains for graph search algorithms and
some of which are important in practice, including for transportation systems and biol-
ogy. In many of these domains, the shortest path is important since it allows one to move
from the start node to a goal node. In some domains (such as TRAVELING SALESMAN

problems), however, only the goal node reached by the shortest path is important since
it encodes how to move. To be efficient, graph search algorithms need to exploit some
knowledge of the graphs they search. This knowledge can be provided by the program-
mer or obtained automatically from the structure exploited by an implicit representation.
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Problem Implicit Reversible Weight Complexity
(n2 − 1)-PUZZLE

√ √
unit NP hard

RUBIK’S CUBE
√ √

unit fixed
SOKOBAN

√
– unit PSPACE hard

ATOMIX
√

– IN PSPACE hard
TRAVELING SALESMAN

√ √
IR>0 NP hard

MSA
√

– IR≥0 NP hard
ROUTE PLANNING – – unit fixed

STRIPS
√

– unit PSPACE hard
Production System

√
– unit undecidable

Table 2.2: State spaces and their characteristics.

Table 2.2 gives an overview on the state space problems in this chapters, their char-
acteristics (implicit/explicit graph, reversible/irreversible actions, range of weight func-
tion, complexity). These search problems dominate the content of the book but are not
the only ones that we discuss; e.g., we also discuss two-player games.

One powerful piece of knowledge for solving state-space problems is a heuristic. A
heuristic assigns a heuristic value to every node, where a heuristic value is an estimate
of the goal distance of the node (the length of a shortest path from the node to any goal
node). Good heuristics are close to the goal distances and fast to calculate. They can be
found easily for most graph search problems. Two important properties are their admis-
sibility (= does not overestimate the goal distances) and consistency (satisfies the triangle
inequality), where consistency implies admissibility. In the next chapter, we introduce a
graph search algorithm that is able to exploit a given heuristic.

Table 2.1 depicts the properties of the heuristics that have been introduced. Addi-
tionally, we show the order of runtime for computing the heuristic estimate for a state
(measured in the size of the state vector).

Some heuristics (like the relaxed planning or the Euclidean distance) do not shrink the
problem graph but introduce new edges. In other heuristics (like the Manhattan distance
or minimal matching), sets of nodes are contracted to super-nodes, while adjacent edges
are merged (the principle will be reconsidered in Chap. 5). One problem in deriving well-
informed heuristics based on problem projections is to devise problem simplifications, so
that the individual estimates based on solving the subproblems can be added admissibly.

2.7 Exercises

2.1 * Given four pieces of chain (initial state shown in Fig. 2.26, left). the CHEAP NECKLACE
problem is characterized as follows. It costs 20 cents to open and 30 cents to close a link. Join all
links into a single necklace (goal state in Fig. 2.26, right) at the lowest cost.

1. What are the states? What are the actions? What is the start state? What are the goal
states? What are the weights? What are the costs for an optimal solution?

2. How many states are there? What is the average branching factor?

3. Is the graph directed or undirected? Does the graph contain dead-ends?

2.2 ** Find a solution to the following RAILWAY TRACK CROSSING problem. Two trains have to
pass each other as shown in Fig 2.27.
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Figure 2.26: The CHEAP NECKLACE problem; initial state (left), goal state (right)

Figure 2.27: RAILWAY TRACK CROSSING problem; engines are shaded and connect in
both directions, the sideway only serves for either one engine or one car.

1. What are the states? What are the actions? What is the start state? What are the goal
states? What are the weights? Find a solution for the problem!

2. How many states are there? Is the graph directed or undirected? Does the graph contain
dead-ends?

2.3 For the GENERAL SLIDING TILE PUZZLE,

1. * compute the number of reachable system states for the instances of Fig. 2.28.
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Figure 2.28: Further instances of the GENERAL SLIDING TILE PUZZLE. In the HARLEKIN

PUZZLE (left) the two corner pieces have to be assembled to a 2 × 3 block. In the MAN

AND BOTTLE PUZZLE (right), the man at the left side has to drink the bottle on the right
side.

2. ** extend the Manhattan distance heuristic. Caution: As pieces of the same shape are
indistinguishable, it is not clear which piece to relate with some other piece in a target
configuration.

3. ** show that the test for successor generation can be performed in total time linear to the
number of tiles (counting blanks as empty tiles).

2.4 For the example Level 1 of Sokoban determine a solution for

1. ** BALL PUSHES; at most 97 ball pushes are needed.

2. ** MAN MOVES; at most 230 man moves are needed.

3. ** For this level there are solutions that minimize MAN MOVES and BALL PUSHES in com-
mon. Show that in general, optimal solutions to both problems can differ.
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2.5 * Find a solution to the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE instance (10, 11, 8, 9, 2, 1, 14, 12, 3, 0, 15, 7, 4, 5, 13, 6)
with less than 100 moves (by hand).

2.6 * Consider the minimal MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problem between ACGTACGACGT

and ATGTCGTACACGT. Take as a cost function the one that assigns cost 1 to a mismatch and cost 2
to a gap. Find the minimal alignment of the two sequences.

2.7 1. * Model a simple BLOCKSWORLD problem (5 blocks) in STRIPS using a logarithmic
encoding of the predicates on, clear and holding.

2. ** Show that finding a solution that is at most twice as long as the optimal one can be
computed in polynomial time.

2.8 Martin Gardner proposes another scalable sliding tile puzzle that additionally allows tile
jumps (Fig. 2.29). The goal is to exchange the sets of black and the white tiles. A tile can be
slit or jump over a further one, prevented that the target location is empty.

Figure 2.29: An instance of Gardner’s game.

1. * Give a state space characterization of the puzzle.

2. ** Determine the number of reachable configurations in a formula depending on n.

3. *** Find an optimal solution.

4. ** Devise a heuristic for the puzzle.

2.9 *** An n-WUSEL (see Fig. 2.30) consists of n blocks. The WUSEL is always one piece. When

Figure 2.30: A particular WUSEL of 15 blocks (three blocks are not visible).

resting, every block is adjacent to at least one other. In motion, a group of blocks is simultaneously
moved. The possible directions are left, right, up, down, forward, and backward. A move group is
connected. An example for a sequence of moves is given in Fig. 2.31.

Cubes connected to the ground can only be moved upwards. At least one block has to be
kept on the ground. All other blocks have to be arranged such that the WUSEL is in balance. The
WUSEL tumbles if the projection of the center of mass is outside the convex hull of the blocks on
the floor (the convex hull includes all points of lines between any two points).
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Figure 2.31: A valid move sequence for a particular 3-WUSEL with intermediate configu-
rations to illustrate the transition.

1. Given a (coarse) estimate for the number of n-WUSELs.

2. Choose an appropriate representation for the Wusel that allows fast connectivity checks.

3. Find out how to efficiently perform stability checks for the WUSEL.

4. Devise an efficient function for successor generation.

5. Devise a heuristic estimate for the WUSEL wrt. a given location of the center of mass.

2.10 * For the ROUTE PLANNING problem devise a consistent heuristic for finding the shortest-
fastest route, fastest-shortest route, a weighted combination of the shortest and the fastest route.

2.11 * Test your structural knowledge on heuristics.

1. Prove that the maximum of several consistent heuristics is a consistent heuristic.

2. Show that the sum of two consistent estimates is not necessary admissible.

3. Give an example of an admissible heuristic that is not consistent.

2.12 ** Devise a PSVN characterization of the state and state change for the RUBIK’S CUBE.
Take care that the orientation on the different faces, e.g., when the orientations of an U- or a
D-face move are unchanged, the orientations on the other faces will change in circular fashion.

2.13 ** Prove that a PSVN action is invertible, if and only if there is no i such that the label at i
of the left-hand side is , the label at i of the right-hand-side is different to , and every variable
bound on the left-hand-side is present on the right-hand-side, i.e. if it is used to assign a label on
the right-hand-side, or if there is a j, so that the label at j on the left-hand-side is some variable
A, and on the right-hand-side, it is either or A.

2.14 * The cross product state space P = (S,A, s, T ) of the state space problems P1, . . . , Pn is
defined as S = S1 × . . . × Sn, s = (s1, . . . , sn), T = {(u1, . . . , un)| ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ui ∈ Ti}, and
A = {((u1, . . . , un), (v1, . . . , vn)) | ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : ∃a ∈ Ai : a(ui) = vi and ∀i 6= j : uj = vj}. Let
heuristic hi be the minimal solution length from the current local state Si to reach a goal in Ti for
problem Pi. Show that hi is consistent.

2.15 ** An instance of the RACETRACK domain is characterized by a racetrack divided into cells
such that the task is to find the control for driving a car from a set of initial states into a set of goal
states minimizing the number of time steps. Each applied control achieves its intended effect with
probability 0.7 and no effect with probability 0.3. Describe a suitable acceleration model for an
MDP with states consisting of coordinates (x, y) and velocity vectors (∆x,∆y).

2.8 Bibliographic Notes

The motivating example is taken from Wickelgren [1995]. Ratner and Warmuth [1990] have shown
that optimally solving the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE is NP hard. First optimal solutions to the EIGHT-
PUZZLE have been provided by Schofield [1967], for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE by Korf [1985a], and
for the TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE by Korf and Taylor [1996] – with an improvement by Korf and
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Felner [2002]. The GENERAL SLIDING TILE PUZZLE problems are either commercially available
or taken from Berlekamp et al. [1982]. Many suboptimal solutions to RUBIK’S CUBE have been
published but random instances have been solved optimally by Korf [1997] for the first time.

TSP is a touchstone for many general heuristics devised for combinatorial optimization: ge-
netic algorithms, simulated annealing, Tabu search, neural nets, ant system, some of which will be
discussed later in this book. For ∆-TSP, Christofides [1976] gives a constant-factor approximation
algorithm which always finds a tour of length at most 1.5 times the shortest one.

SOKOBAN is one of the remaining one-person games in which the human solution quality
is competitive to automatic solving strategies2. Culberson [1998a] has proven that SOKOBAN is
PSPACE hard. In his PhD thesis Junghanns [1999] provides an implementation that could solve
56 of the 90 problems optimally. Computing the minimal matching is reduced to network flow.
An initially empty matching is iteratively enlarged by computing single-source shortest paths.
Dijkstra’s original algorithm has to be modified to handle edges with negative weights.

ATOMIX was studied by Hüffner et al. [2001]. Holzer and Schwoon [2001] proved that
ATOMIX is PSPACE complete. The results on branching factors, solution lengths and search space
sizes of block sliding games are contained in the work of Edelkamp and Korf [1998] and Jung-
hanns [1999]. The table on block sliding complexities was basically taken from Demaine et al.
[2000], extended by the category of games where the blocks are pushed by an external agent not
represented on the board, into which ATOMIX falls.

Gusfield [1997] and Waterman [1995] give introductions to computational molecular biology
and MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT. Dayhoff et al. [1978] have proposed a model of molecu-
lar evolution where they estimate the exchange probabilities of amino acids for different amounts
of evolutionary divergence; this gives rise to the so-called PAM matrices, where PAM250 is gen-
erally the most widely used. Jones et al. [1992] refined the statistics based on a larger body of
experimental data. The preprocessed heuristic is due to Ikeda and Imai [1994].

STRIPS-type planning was invented by Fikes and Nilsson [1971b]. Bylander [1994] proved
that propositional planning is PSPACE complete. He also showed that finding optimal solutions
for the relaxed planning problem is NP hard. Hoffmann and Nebel [2001] studied polynomial
time approximations based on greedily extracting a plan in a layered relaxed planning graph. It
that have been incorporated in many actual planning systems and extended to numerical plan-
ning domains [Hoffmann, 2003] and to temporal domains [Edelkamp, 2003c]. Decidability and
undecidability results for planning with numerical state variables were given by Helmert [2002].
PSVN is introduced by Hernádvögyi and Holte [1999]. MDP instances are e.g. found in Barto
et al. [1995], Hansen and Zilberstein [2001] and Bonet and Geffner [2006].

The WUSEL problem appeared as a challenge in the Bundeswettbewerb Informatik, a computer
science competition for high school students in Germany.

2See xsokoban.lcs.mit.edu/xsokoban.html



Chapter 3

Basic Search Algorithms

Exploring state-space problems often corresponds to a search for a shortest paths in an
underlying problem graph. Explicit graph search algorithms assume the entire graph
structure to be accessible either in adjacency matrix or list representation. In case of
implicit graph search, nodes are iteratively generated and expanded without access to the
unexplored part of the graph. Of course, for problem spaces of acceptable size, implicit
search can be implemented using an explicit graph representation, e.g., if that helps to
improve the runtime behavior of the algorithm.

Throughout the book, we will be mostly concerned with the SINGLE SOURCE SHORT-
EST PATHS problem, i.e., the problem of finding a path between two designated nodes
such that the sum of the weights of its constituent edges is minimized. However, we also
mention extensions to compute the ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS problem, in which we
have to find such paths for every two vertices. Obviously, the latter case is only feasibly
for a finite, not too large number of nodes, and since the solution involves storing a num-
ber of distances that is quadratic to the number of nodes in the problem graph. The most
important algorithms for solving shortest path problems are:

• Breadth-first search and depth-first search refer to different search orders; for depth-
first search, instances can be found where their naive implementation does not find
an optimal solution, or does not terminate.

• Dijkstra’s algorithm solves the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem if all edge
weights are greater than or equal to zero. Without worsening the run time complex-
ity, this algorithm can in fact compute the shortest paths from a given start point s
to all other nodes.

• The Bellman-Ford algorithm also solves the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS prob-
lem, but in contrast to Dijkstra’s algorithm, edge weights may be negative.

• The Floyd-Warshall algorithm solves the ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS problem.

• The A* algorithm solves the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem for non-
negative edge costs.

The difference of A* from all preceding algorithms is that it performs heuristic search.
A heuristic can improve search efficiency by providing an estimate of the remaining, yet
unexplored distance to a goal. Neither depth-first search, nor breadth-first, nor Dijkstra’s

57
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algorithm take advantage of such an estimate, and are therefore also called uninformed
search algorithms.

In this chapter, we prove correctness of the approaches and discuss the optimal effi-
ciency of A* (with regard to other search algorithms). We show that the A* algorithm is a
variant of the implicit variant of Dijkstra’s SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS algorithm
that traverses a re-weighted problem graph, transformed according to the heuristic. With
non-optimal A* variants we seek for a trade-off between solution optimality and run-
time efficiency. We then propose the application of heuristic search to problem graphs
with a general or algebraic notion of costs. We solve the optimality problem within those
cost structures by devising and analyzing cost-algebraic variants of Dijkstra’s algorithm
and A*. Generalizing cost structures for action execution accumulates in multiobjective
search, where edge costs become vectors.

3.1 Uninformed Graph Search Algorithms

In implicit graph search, no graph representation is available at the beginning; only while
the search progresses, a partial picture of it evolves from those nodes that are actually
explored. In each iteration, a node is expanded by generating all adjacent nodes that are
reachable via edges of the implicit graph (the possible edges can be described e.g. by a set
of transition rules). This means applying all allowed actions to the state. Nodes that have
been generated earlier in the search can be kept track of; however, we have no access to
nodes that have not been generated so far. All nodes have to be reached at least once on
a path from the initial node through successor generation. Consequently, we can divide
the set of reached nodes into the set of expanded nodes and the set of generated nodes that
are not yet expanded. In AI literature the former set is often referred to as the Closed
list or the search frontier, and the latter set as the Open list. The denotation as a list refers
to the legacy of the first implementation, namely as a simple linked list. However, we
will see later that realizing them using the right data structures is crucial for the search
algorithm’s characteristics and performance.

The set of all explicitly generated paths rooted at the start node and whose leaves are
the Open nodes constitutes the search tree of the underlying problem graph. Note that
while the problem graph is defined solely by the problem domain description, the search
tree characterizes the part explored by a search algorithm at some snapshot during its
execution time. Fig. 3.1 gives a visualization of a problem graph and a corresponding
search tree.

In tree-structured problem spaces, each node can only be reached on a single path.
However, it is easy to see that for finite acyclic graphs, the search tree can be exponentially
larger than the original search space. This is due to the fact that a node can be reached
multiple times, at different stages of the search via different paths. We call such a node
a duplicate; e.g., in Fig. 3.1 all shown leaves at depth 4 are duplicates. Moreover, if the
graph contains cycles, the search tree can be infinite, even if the graph itself is finite.

In Alg. 3.1 we sketch a framework for a general node expansion search algorithm.

Definition 3.1 (Closed / Open Lists) The set of already expanded nodes is called Closed and the
set of generated but yet unexpanded nodes is called Open. The latter is also denoted as the search
frontier.
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Figure 3.1: The problem graph and its search tree.

As long as no solution path has been established, a frontier node u in Open is selected and
its successors are generated. The successors are then dealt with in the subroutine Improve,
which updates Open and Closed accordingly (in the simplest case, it just inserts the child
node into Open). At this point, we deliberate leave the details of how to Select and Improve
a node unspecified; their subsequent refinement leads to different search algorithms.

Procedure Implicit-Graph-Search
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Path from s to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into empty search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Remove some u from Open ;; Select node in algorithm-specific way
Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; Reconstruct solution using Alg. 3.2
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors v of u

Improve(u, v) ;; Call Alg. 3.3, update structures
return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 3.1: Skeleton of search algorithms in implicitly given graphs.

Open and Closed were introduced as data structures for sets, offering the opportunities
to insert and delete nodes. Particularly, an important role of Closed is duplicate detection.
Therefore, it is often implemented as a hash table with fast lookup operations.

Duplicate identification is total, if in each iteration of the algorithm, each node in Open
and Closed has one unique representation and generation path. In this chapter, we are
concerned with algorithms with total duplicate detection. However, imperfect detection
of already expanded nodes is quite frequent in state space search out of necessity, because
very large state spaces are difficult to store with respect to given memory limitations. We
will see many different solutions to this crucial problem in upcoming chapters.

Generation paths do not have to be fully represented for each individual node in the
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search tree. Rather, they can be conveniently stored by equipping each node u with a
predecessor link parent(u), which is a pointer to the parent in the search tree (or ∅ for the
root s). More formally, parent(u) = v if v ∈ Succ(u). By tracing the links back in bottom-
up direction until we arrive at the root s, we can reconstruct a solution path Path(u) of
length k as (s = parentk(u), . . . , parent(parent(u)), parent(u), u) (Alg. 3.2).

Procedure Path
Input: Node u, start node s, with start node s, weighting function w,

parent pointers set by search algorithm
Output: Path from s to u

Path← (u) ;; Path with single element
while (parent(u) 6= s) ;; Loop through predecessors

Path← (u,Path) ;; Extend path by u
u← parent(u) ;; Continue with predecessor

return (s,Path) ;; Beginning of path reached

Algorithm 3.2: Tracing back the solution path using predecessor links.

Alg. 3.3 sketches an implementation of Improve with duplicate detection and prede-
cessor link updates1. Note that this first, very crude implementation does not attempt to
find a shortest path, it merely decides if a path exists at all from the start node to a goal
node.

Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, Open, and Closed

if (v not in Closed ∪Open) ;; v not yet reached
Insert v into Open ;; Update search frontier
parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer

Algorithm 3.3: Improve procedure with duplicate detection and predecessor links.

To illustrate the behavior of the search algorithms, we take a simple example of
searching a goal node at (5, 5) from node (3, 3) in the GRIDWORLDof Fig. 3.2. State transi-
tions between s1 = (i1, j1) and s2 = (i2, j2) are valid if either |i1 − i2| = 1 or |j1 − j2| = 1.
The cardinality of V is 25. Note that the potential set of paths of length i in a grid grows
exponentially in i; for i = 0 we have at most 1 = 40, for i = 1 we have at most 4 = 41, and
for i = k we have at most 4k paths.

1In this chapter we explicitly state the calls to the underlying data structure, which are considered in
detail in the next chapter. In later chapters of the book we prefer sets for Open and Closed.
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Figure 3.2: The GRIDWORLD search space.

Step Selection Open Closed Remarks
1 {} {a} {}
2 a {b,c,d} {a}
3 b {e,f,c,d} {a,b}
4 e {f,c,d} {a,b,e} f is duplicate
5 f {c,d} {a,b,e,f} e is duplicate
6 c {d} {a,b,e,f,c} d is duplicate
7 d {g} {a,b,e,f,c,d} c is duplicate
8 g {} {a,b,e,f,c,d,g} Goal reached

Table 3.1: Steps in DFS (with duplicate detection) for the example of Fig. 3.1.

3.1.1 Depth-First Search

For depth-first search (DFS), the Open list is implemented as a stack (a.k.a. a LIFO or last-
in-first-out queue), so that Insert is in fact a push operation and Select corresponds to a pop
operation. Operation push places an element and operation pop extracts an element at the
top of this data structure. Successors are simply pushed onto the stack. Thus, each step
greedily generates a successor of the last visited node, unless it has none, in which case it
backtracks to the parent and explores another not yet explored sibling.

It is easy to see that in finite search spaces DFS is complete (i.e., will find a solution path
if there is some), since each node is expanded exactly once. It is, however, not optimal.
Depending on which successor is expanded first, any path is possible. Take for example
the solution ((3,3), (3,2), (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (3,5), (3,4), (4,4), (4,3), (5,3), (5,4), (5,5)) in
the GRIDWORLD example. The path length, defined as the number of state transitions, is
12 and hence larger than the minimum.

Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.3 depict the expansion steps and the search tree explored by DFS
when run on the example of Fig. 3.1. W.l.o.g. we assume that children are expanded in
alphabetical order.

Without duplicate elimination, DFS can get trapped in cycles of the problem graph
and loop forever without finding a solution at all.
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Figure 3.3: DFS search tree for the example of Fig. 3.1. The numbers in brackets denote
the order of node generation.

Step Selection Open Closed Remarks
1 {} {a} {}
2 a {b,c,d} {a}
3 b {c,d,e,f} {a,b}
4 c {d,e,f} {a,b,c} d is duplicate
5 d {e,f,g} {a,b,c,d} c is duplicate
6 e {f,g} {a,b,c,d,e} f is duplicate
7 f {g} {a,b,c,d,e,f} e is duplicate
8 g {} {a,b,c,d,e,f,g} Goal reached

Table 3.2: Steps in BFS (with duplicate detection) for the example of Fig. 3.1.

3.1.2 Breadth-First Search

For breadth-first search (BFS), the set Open is realized as a first-in first-out queue (FIFO). The
Insert operation is called Enqueue, and adds an element to the end of the list; the Dequeue
operation selects and removes its first element. As a result, the neighbors of the source
node are generated layer by layer (one edge apart, two edges apart, and so on).

As for DFS, Closed is implemented as a hash table, avoiding nodes to be expanded
more than once. Since BFS also expands one new node at a time, it is complete in finite
graphs. It is optimal in uniformly weighted graphs (i.e., the first solution path found is
the shortest possible one), since the nodes are generated in level-order with respect to the
tree expansion of the problem graph.

One BFS search order in the GRIDWORLD example is ((3,3), (3,2), (2,3), (4,3), (3,4), (2,2),
(4,4), (4,2), (2,4), (3,5), (5,3), (1,3), (3,1), . . . (5,5)). The returned solution path ((3,3), (4,3),
(4,4), (4,5), (5,5)) is optimal.

Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.4 depict the steps of the BFS algorithm in the example of Fig. 3.1.
A possible drawback for BFS in large problem graphs is its large memory consump-

tion. Unlike DFS which can find goals in large search depth, it stores all nodes with depth
smaller than the shortest possible solution length.

3.1.3 Dijkstra’s Algorithm

So far we have looked at uniformly weighted graphs only, i.e., each edge counts the same.
Now let us consider the generalization that edges are weighted with a weight function
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Figure 3.4: BFS search tree for the example of Fig. 3.1. The numbers in brackets denote
the order of node generation.

(a.k.a. cost function) w. In weighted graphs, BFS loses its optimality. Take for example
weights on the DFS solution path p of 1/12, and weights of 1 for edges not on p. This
path is of total weight 1, while the BFS solution path is of weight 1 + 3/12 > 1.

To compute the shortest (cheapest) path in graphs with non-negative weights, Dijk-
stra proposed a greedy search strategy based on the principle of optimality. It states that an
optimal path has the property that whatever the initial conditions and control variables (choices)
over some initial period, the control (or decision variables) chosen over the remaining period must
be optimal for the remaining problem, with the node resulting from the early decisions taken to
be the initial condition. Applying the principle developed by Richard Bellman to shortest-
path search results in

δ(s, v) = min
v∈Succ(u)

{δ(s, u) + w(u, v)};

in words, the minimum distance from s to v is equal to the minimum of the sum of the
distance from s to a predecessor u of v, plus the edge weight between u and v. This
equation implies that any subpath of an optimal path is itself optimal (otherwise it could
be replaced to yield a shorter path).

The search algorithm maintains a tentative value of the shortest distance, more pre-
cisely, an upper bound f(u) on δ(s, u) for each node u; initially set to ∞, f(u) is suc-
cessively decreased until it is equal to δ(s, u). From this point on, it remains constant
throughout the rest of the algorithm.

A suitable data structure for maintaining Open is a priority queue, which associates
each element with its f -value, and provides operations Insert and DeleteMin(accessing
the element with the minimum f -value and simultaneously removing it from the prior-
ity queue). Additionally, the DecreaseKey operation can be thought of as deleting an ar-
bitrary element and re-inserting it with a lower associated f -value; executing these two
steps together can be performed more efficiently in some implementations. Note that the
signature of Insert requires now an additional parameter, the value used to store the node
in the priority queue.

The algorithm initially inserts s into the priority queue with f(s) set to zero. Then, in
each iteration an Open-node u with minimum f -value is selected, and all its children v
reachable by outgoing edges are generated. The subroutine Improve of the Implicit-Graph-
Search procedure of Alg. 3.1 now updates the stored estimate f(v) for v if the newly
found path via u is shorter than the best previous one. Basically, if for a path you can take
a detour via another path to shorten the path, then it should be taken. Improve inserts v
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Figure 3.6: Extended example of Fig. 3.1 with edge weights.

into Open, in turn. The pseudo-code is listed in Alg. 3.4 This update step is also called a
node relaxation. An example is given in Fig. 3.5.

Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, f(v), Open, and Closed

if (v in Open) ;; Node already generated but not expanded
if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v)) ;; New path is shorter

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Update f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; DecreaseKey operation, might reorganize Open

else ;; Node not yet reached
if (v not in Closed) ;; Not yet expanded

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Initialize f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; First estimate
Insert v into Open with f(v) ;; Update search frontier

Algorithm 3.4: Choosing path to v through minimum of f(v) and f(u) + w(u, v).

For illustration, we generalize our running example by assuming edge weights, as
given in Fig. 3.6. The execution of the algorithm is given in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.7.

The correctness argument of the algorithm is based on the fact, that for a node u with
minimum f -value in Open, f is exact, i.e. f(u) = δ(s, u).

Lemma 3.1 (Optimal Node Selection) Let G = (V,E,w) be a positively weighted graph and f
be the approximation of δ(s, u) in Dijkstra’s algorithm. At the time u is selected in the algorithm,
we have f(u) = δ(s, u).
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Step Selection Open Closed Remarks
1 {} {a(0)} {}
2 a {b(2),c(6),d(10)} {a}
3 b {e(6),f(6),c(6),d(10)} {a,b} Ties broken arbitrarily
4 e {f(6),c(6),d(10)} {a,b,e} f is duplicate
5 f {c(6),d(10)} {a,b,e,f} e is duplicate
6 c {d(9)} {a,b,e,f} d reopened, parent changes to c
7 d {g(14)} {a,b,e,f,c,d} a is duplicate
8 g {} {a,b,e,f,c,d,g} Goal reached

Table 3.3: Steps in Dijkstra’s algorithm for the example of Fig. 3.6. s in brackets denote
the f -value.

c (3/6)b (2/2)

a (1/0)

e (5/6) f (6/6)

f (7/dup) e (8/dup)

d (4/10)

d (9/9)

g (11/14)

Reopening

a (10/dup)

Figure 3.7: SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS search tree for the example of Fig. 3.6. The
numbers in brackets denote the order of node generation / f -value.

PROOF: Assume the contrary and let u be the first selected node from Open with f(u) 6= δ(s, u),
that is f(u) > δ(s, u). Furthermore let (s, . . . , x, y, . . . , u) be a shortest path for u with y being the
first node on the path that is not expanded. (see Fig. 3.8).

Then f(x) = δ(s, x), since x ∈ Closed given the minimality of u. Furthermore, the edge (x, y)
has been relaxed. Hence

f(y) ≤ f(x) + w(x, y) = δ(s, x) + w(x, y) = δ(s, y) ≤ δ(s, u) < f(u)

(in the second-last step, the positivity of weights is used). The above inequality is a contradiction

s Closed

x
y

u

p

Figure 3.8: Selecting u from Open in Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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to the selection of u from the priority queue, instead of y.

It is important to observe that Lemma 3.1 suits Dijkstra’s exploration scheme to im-
plicit enumeration, because at the first encountering of a goal node t we already have
f(t) = δ(s, t).

Theorem 3.1 (Correctness Dijkstra’s Algorithm) In weighted graphs with non-negative weight
function the algorithm of Dijkstra’s algorithm is optimal; i.e., at the first node t ∈ T that is selected
for expansion, we have f(t) = δ(s, T ).

PROOF: With non-negative edge weights, for each pair (u, v) with v ∈ Succ(u) we always have
f(u) ≤ f(v). Therefore, the values f for selected nodes are monotonically increasing. This proves
that at the first selected node t ∈ T we have f(t) = δ(s, t) = δ(s, T ).

In infinite graphs we have to guarantee that a goal node will eventually be reached.

Theorem 3.2 (Dijkstra’s algorithm on Infinite Graphs) If the weight function w of a problem
graph G = (V,E,w) is strictly positive and if the weight of every infinite path is infinite, then
Dijkstra’s algorithm terminates with an optimal solution.

PROOF: The premises induce, that if the cost of a path is finite, the path itself is finite. Therefore,
there are only finitely many paths of cost smaller than δ(s, T ). We further observe that no path
of cost ≥ δ(s, T ) can be a prefix of an optimal solution path. Therefore, Dijkstra’s algorithm
examines the problem graph only on a finite subset of all infinite paths. A goal node t ∈ T with
δ(s, t) = δ(s, T ) will eventually be reached, so that Dijkstra’s algorithm terminates. The solution
will be optimal by the correctness argument of Theorem 3.1.

Note that for all nodes u in Closed, an optimal path from s to u has been found. Thus,
a slight modification of Dijkstra’s algorithm that only stops when Open runs empty can
not only find the shortest path between a single source s and a single target t, but also to
all other nodes (provided, of course, that the number of nodes is finite).

3.1.4 Negatively Weighted Graphs

Unfortunately, the correctness and optimality argument in Lemma 3.1 is no longer true
for graphs with negative edge weights. As a simple example consider the graph consist-
ing of three nodes s, u, v having edges (s, u) with w(s, u) = 5, (s, v) with w(s, v) = 4, and
edge (v, u) with w(s, u) = −2, for which the algorithm of Dijkstra computes δ(s, u) = 4
instead the correct value δ(s, u) = 3.

An even worse observation is that negatively weighted graphs may contain nega-
tively weighted cycles, so that the shortest path may be infinitely long and of value −∞.
This has led to the Bellman-Ford algorithm to be described later. However, we can still
handle graphs with negative weights using a modified Dijstra algorithm if we impose
a slightly less restrictive condition on the graph, namely that δ(u, T ) = min{δ(u, t)| t ∈
T} ≥ 0 for all u. That is, the distance from each node to the goal is non-negative. Figura-
tively speaking, we can have negative edges when far from the goal, but they get “eaten
up” when coming closer. The condition implies that no negatively weighted cycles exist.

In the sequel, we will denote the extended version of Dijkstra’s algorithm as algo-
rithm A. As can be gleaned from the comparison between Alg. 3.5 and Alg. 3.4, with
negative edges it can be necessary to re-open not only Open-nodes, but also Closed ones.
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Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, f(v), Open, and Closed

if (v in Open) ;; Node already generated but not expanded
if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v)) ;; New path is shorter

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Update f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; DecreaseKey operation

else if (v in Closed) ;; Node v already expanded
if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v)) ;; New path cheaper

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Update f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; Update estimate
Remove v from Closed ;; Re-opening of v
Insert v into Open with f(v) ;; Changing lists

else ;; Node not visited before
parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Initialize f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v)
Insert v into Open with f(v) ;; Update search frontier

Algorithm 3.5: An update routine that copes with negative edge weights.

Lemma 3.2 (Invariance for Algorithm A) Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted graph, p = (s =
v0, . . . , vn = t) be a least-cost path from the start node s to a goal node t ∈ T , and f be the
approximation in the algorithm A. At each selection of a node u from Open, we have the following
invariance:

(I) Unless vn is in Closed with f(vn) = δ(s, vn), there is a node vi in Open such that f(vi) =
δ(s, vi), and no j > i exists such that vj is in Closed with f(vj) = δ(s, vj).

PROOF: Without loss of generality let i be maximal among the nodes satisfying (I). We distinguish
the following cases:

1. Node u is not on p or f(u) > δ(s, u). Then node vi 6= u remains in Open. Since no v in
Open ∩ p ∩ Succ(u) with f(v) = δ(s, v) ≤ f(u) + w(u, v) is changed and no other node is
added to Closed, (I) is preserved.

2. Node u is on p and f(u) = δ(s, u). If u = vn, there is nothing to show.
First assume u = vi. Then Improve will be called for v = vi+1 ∈ Succ(u); for all other nodes
in Succ(u) \ {vi+1}, the argument of case 1 holds. According to (I), if v is in Closed, then
f(v) > δ(s, v), and it will be reinserted into Open with f(v) = δ(s, u) + w(u, v) = δ(s, v).
If v is neither in Open or Closed, it is inserted into Open with this merit. Otherwise, the
DecreaseKey operation will set it to δ(s, v). In either case, v guarantees the invariance (I).
Now suppose u 6= vi. By the maximality assumption of i we have u = vk with k < i. If
v = vi, no DecreaseKey operation can change it because vi already has optimal merit
f(v) = δ(s, u) + w(u, v) = δ(s, v). Otherwise, vi remains in Open with unchanged f -value
and no other node besides u is inserted into Closed ; thus, vi still preserves (I).
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Theorem 3.3 (Correctness of Algorithm A) Let G = (V,E,w) be a weighted graph so that for
all u in V we have δ(u, T ) ≥ 0. Algorithm A is optimal, i.e. at the first extraction of a node t in
T we have f(t) = δ(s, T ).

PROOF: Assume that the algorithm does terminate at node t′ ∈ T with f(t′) > δ(s, T ). According
to (I) there is a node u with f(u) = δ(s, u) in Open, which lies on an optimal solution path pt to t.
We have

f(t′) > δ(s, T ) = δ(s, u) + δ(u, T ) ≥ δ(s, u) = f(u),

in contradiction to the fact that t′ is selected from Open.

In infinite graphs we can essentially apply the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.4 (A in infinite graphs) If the weight of every infinite path is infinite the algorithm A
terminates with an optimal solution.

PROOF: Since δ(u, T ) ≥ 0 for all u no path of cost ≥ δ(s, T ) can be a prefix of an optimal solution
path.

3.1.5 Relaxed Node Selection

Dijstra’s algorithm is bound to always expand an Open node with minimum f -value.
However, as we will see in later chapters, sometimes it can be more efficient to choose
nodes based on other criteria. E.g., in route finding in large maps we might want to
explore neighboring streets in sub-regions together in order to optimize disk access.

In Alg. 3.6 we give a pseudo-code implementation for a relaxed node selection scheme
that gives us precisely this freedom. In contrast to algorithm A and Dijkstra’s algorithm,
reaching the first goal node will no longer guarantee optimality of the established solu-
tion path. Hence, the algorithm has to continue until the Open list runs empty. A global
current best solution path length U is maintained and updated; the algorithm improves
the solution quality over time.

If we want the algorithm to be optimal we have to impose the same restriction on
negatively weighted graphs as in the case of algorithm A.

Theorem 3.5 (Optimality Node-Selection A, Conditioned) If we have δ(u, T ) ≥ 0 for all nodes
u ∈ V , then Node-Selection A terminates with an optimal solution.

PROOF: Upon termination, each node inserted into Open must have been selected at least
once. Suppose that invariance (I) is preserved in each loop, i.e., that there is always a node v in
the Open list on an optimal path with f(v) = δ(s, v). Thus the algorithm cannot terminate without
eventually selecting the goal node on this path, and since by definition it is not more expensive
than any found solution path and best maintains the currently shortest path, an optimal solution
will be returned. It remains to show that the invariance (I) holds in each iteration. If the extracted
node u is not equal to v there is nothing to show. Otherwise f(u) = δ(s, u). The bound U denotes
the currently best solution length. If f(u) ≤ U no pruning takes place. On the other hand f(u) > U

leads to a contradiction since U ≥ δ(s, u)+δ(u, T ) ≥ δ(s, u) = f(u) (the latter inequality is justified
by δ(u, T ) ≥ 0).

If we do allow δ(u, T ) to become negative, we can at least achieve the following opti-
mality result.
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Procedure Node-Selection A
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w, heuristic h,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Cost-optimal path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such exists

Closed← ∅;Open← {s} ;; Initialize structures
f(s)← h(s) ;; Initialize estimate
U ←∞; bestPath← ∅ ;; Initialize solution path values
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Remove some u from Open ;; Select arbitrary node from search frontier
Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
if (f(u) > U) continue ;; Prune expansions if costs are too high
if (Goal(u) and f(u) < U) ;; Improved solution established

U ← f(u); bestPath← Path(u) ;; Update solution path
else

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors nodes

Improve(u, v) ;; Update data structures
return bestPath ;; Return optimal solution

Algorithm 3.6: Relaxing the node expansion order in algorithm A.

Theorem 3.6 (Optimality Node-Selection A, Unconditioned) If we set (f(u) + δ(u, T ) > U) as
the pruning condition in the Node-Selection A algorithm, then it is optimal.

PROOF: By analogy to the previous theorem, it remains to show that (I) holds in each iteration.
If the extracted node u is not equal to v there is nothing to show. Otherwise f(u) = δ(s, u). The
bound U denotes the currently best solution length. If f(u) + δ(u, T ) ≤ U no pruning takes place.
On the other hand f(u) + δ(u, T ) > U leads to a contradiction, since δ(s, T ) = δ(s, u) + δ(u, T ) =
f(u) + δ(u, T ) > U , which is impossible given that U denotes the cost of some solution path, i.e.,
U ≥ δ(s, T ).

Unfortunately, we do not know the value of δ(s, T ) so the only thing that we can do
is to approximate it, i.e., to devise a bound for it.

3.1.6 *Algorithm of Bellman-Ford

Bellman and Ford’s algorithm is the standard alternative to Dijkstra’s algorithm when
searching graphs with negative edge weights. It can handle any finite such graphs (not
just those with non-negative goal distances), and will detect if negative cycles exist.

The basic idea of the algorithm is simple: relax all edges in each of n − 1 passes (n
is the number of nodes in the problem graph), where node relaxation of edge (u, v) is
one update of the form f(v) ← min{f(v), f(u) + w(u, v)}. It satisfies the invariant that
in pass i, all cheapest paths have been found that use at most i − 1 edges. In a final
pass, each edge is checked once again. If any edge can be further relaxed at this point, a
negative cycle must exist; the algorithm reports this and terminates. The price we pay for
the possibility of negative edges is a time complexity of O(|E||V |), worse than Dijkstra’s
algorithm by a factor of |V |.
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Most of the time, the Bellman-Ford algorithm is described in terms of explicit graphs,
and is used to compute shortest paths from a source to all other nodes. In the following,
however, we develop an implicit version of the algorithm of Bellman and Ford that makes
it comparable to the previously introduced algorithms. One advantage is that we can
exploit the fact it is only necessary to perform this relaxation in iteration i if the f -value
of u has changed in iteration (i− 1).

Note that the Bellman-Ford algorithm can be made to look almost identical to Dijk-
stra’s algorithm by utilizing a queue instead of a priority queue: For all nodes u extracted
from one end of the queue, relax every successor v of u, and insert v into the tail of the
queue. The reasoning is as follows. For graphs with negative edge weights it is not pos-
sible to have perfect choice on the extracted element that is known to be contained in the
Open list by invariance (I) (see page 66). As we have seen, considering already expanded
nodes is necessary. Suppose that u is the extracted node. Before u is selected for next
time the optimal node vi with f(vi) = δ(s, vi) has to be selected at least once, such that
the solution path p = (v1, . . . , vn) that is associated with vi is extended by at least one
edge. To implement this objective for convenience we re-display the Improve procedure,
that has been devised so far, for the situation, where the Open list is a queue. Alg. 3.7
shows the pseudo-code.

Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u, number of problem graph nodes n
Side effects: Update parent of v, f(v), Open, and Closed

if (v in Open) ;; Node already generated but not expanded
if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v)) ;; new path is cheaper

if (length(Path(v)) ≥ n− 1) ;; Path contains some node twice
exit ;; Negative cycle detected

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Update f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; Improved estimate

else if (v in Closed) ;; Node v already expanded
if (f(u) + w(u, v) < f(v)) ;; New path cheaper

if (length(Path(v)) ≥ n− 1) ;; Path contains some node twice
exit ;; Negative cycle detected

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Remove v from Closed
Update f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; Re-opening of v
Enqueue v into Open ;; Changing lists

else ;; Node not seen before
parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Initialize f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; First estimate
Enqueue v into Open ;; Add to search frontier

Algorithm 3.7: Edge relaxation for implicit version of Bellman and Ford’s algorithm.

The implicit version of Bellman and Ford is listed in Alg. 3.8. In the original algorithm,
detection of negative cycles is accomplished by checking for optimal paths longer than
the total number of nodes, after all edges have been relaxed n − 1 times. In our implicit
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algorithm, this can be done more efficiently. We can maintain the length of the path,
and as soon as any one gets longer than n, we can exit with a failure notice. Also, more
stringent checking for duplicates in a path can be implemented.

We omitted the termination condition at a goal node, but it can be implemented anal-
ogously as in the Node-Selection A algorithm. That is, it is equivalent whether we keep
track of the current best solution during the search, or (as in the original formulation)
scan all solutions after completion of the algorithm.

Procedure Implicit Bellman-Ford
Input: Problem graph with start node s, weighting function w,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal.
Output: Cheapest path cost from s to t ∈ T stored in f(s)

Open← {s} ;; Initialize search frontier
f(s)← h(s) ;; Initialize estimate
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Dequeue u from Open ;; Select node in breadth-first manner
Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; Consider all successors

Improve(u, v) ;; Node relaxation according to Alg. 3.7

Algorithm 3.8: Bellman-Ford algorithm in an implicit graph.

Theorem 3.7 (Optimality of Implicit Bellman-Ford) The algorithm Implicit Bellman-Ford is
correct and computes optimal cost solution paths.

PROOF: Since Implicit Bellman-Ford only changes the ordering of nodes that are selected the
arguments for the correctness and optimality of the Implicit Bellman-Ford algorithm and the Node-
Selection A algorithm are the same.

Theorem 3.8 (Complexity of Implicit Bellman-Ford) The algorithm Implicit Bellman-Ford ap-
plies no more than O(ne) node expansions, where n is the number of generated nodes and e is the
number of generated edges.

PROOF: Let Openi be the set Open (i.e. the content of the queue) when u is removed for the i-th
time from Open. Then, by applying the Invariant (I) (Lemma 3.2) we have that Openi contains at
least one element, say ui, with optimal cost. Since Open is organized as a queue, ui is deleted
from Open before u is deleted for the (i+ 1)-th time. Since ui is on the optimal path and will never
be added again, we have the number of iterations i is smaller than the number of nodes in the
expanded problem graph. This proves that each node is selected at most n times.
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3.1.7 Dynamic Programming

The divide-and-conquer strategy in algorithm design suggests to solve a problem recur-
sively by splitting it into smaller subproblems, solving each of them separately, and then
combining the partial results into an overall solution. dynamic programming was invented
as a similarly general paradigm. It addresses the problem that a recursive evaluation
can give rise to solving overlapping subproblems repeatedly, invoked for different main
goals. It suggests to store sub-results in a table so that they can be reused. Such a tabula-
tion is most efficient if an additional node order is given that defines the possible subgoal
relationships.

All Pair Shortest Paths

For example, consider the problem of finding the shortest distance for each pair of nodes
in 1, . . . , n. We could run either SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS algorithms discussed
so far – BFS or Dijkstra’s algorithm – repeatedly, starting from each node i in turn, but
this would traverse the whole graph several times. A better solution is to apply the
ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS Floyd-Warshall algorithm. Here, all distances are recorded
in an n-by-n matrix D, where element Di,j indicates the shortest path costs from i to j.
A sequence of matrices D0, D1, . . . , Dk is computed, where D0 contains only the edge
weights (it is the adjacency matrix), Dk contains the shortest distances between nodes
with the constraint that intermediate nodes have no index larger than k. According to
the Principle of Optimality it holds that

Dk
i,j = min{D(k−1)

i,j , D
(k−1)
i,k +D

(k−1)
k,j }.

In particular, if no path between i and j passes through k, then Dk
i,j = D

(k−1)
i,j . Alg. 3.9

solves the ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS problem in O(n3) time and O(n2) space.

Procedure Floyd-Warshall
Input: n-by-n adjacency matrix A
Output: Matrix D containing shortest path distances between all pair of nodes

D ←M ;; Initialize distance matrix
for each k in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop over intermediate node

for each i in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop over start node
for each j in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop over end node

D
(k)
i,j ← min{D(k−1)

i,j , D
(k−1)
i,k +D

(k−1)
k,j }

return D

Algorithm 3.9: Floyd-Warshall algorithm.

Multiple Sequence Alignment

Dynamic programming is a very effective means in many domains. Here, we will give
a MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT example (see Sec. 2.3.7). Let w define the cost of
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Figure 3.9: Edit distance matrix for strings “sport” and “sort” (left); solution path (right).

substituting one character with another, and denote the distance between two strings
m1 = m′1x1 and m2 = m′2y2 as δ. Then, according to the principle of optimality, the
following recurrence relation holds:

δ(m1,m2) =





δ(m1,m
′
2) + w(′ ′, x2) if |m1| = 0

δ(m′1,m2) + w(x1,
′ ′) if |m2| = 0

min{δ(m1,m
′
2) + w(′ ′, x2), (insertion of x2)

δ(m′1,m2) + w(x1,
′ ′), (insertion of x1) otherwise

δ(m′1,m
′
2) + w(x1, x2)} (match of x1 and x2)

A pairwise alignment can be conveniently depicted as a path between two opposite
corners in a two-dimensional grid: one sequence is placed on the horizontal axis from left
to right, the other one on the vertical axis from top to bottom. If there is no gap in either
string, the path moves diagonally down and right; a gap in the vertical (horizontal) string
is represented as a horizontal (vertical) move right (down), since a letter is consumed in
only one of the strings. The alignment graph is directed and acyclic, where a (non-border)
vertex has incoming edges from the left, top, and top-left adjacent vertices, and outgoing
edges to the right, bottom, and bottom-right vertices.

The algorithm progressively builds up alignments of prefixes ofm andm′ in a bottom-
up fashion. The costs of partial alignments are stored in a matrix D, where Di,j contains
the distance between m[1..i] and m′[2..j]. The exact order of the scan can vary (e.g., row-
wise or column-wise), as long as it is compatible with a topological order of the graph; a
topological order of a directed, acyclic graph is a sorting of the nodes u0, u1, . . ., such that
if ui is reachable from uj , then it must hold that j ≥ i. In particular, u0 has no incoming
edges, and if the number of nodes is some finite n, then un has no outgoing edges. In
general, many different topological orderings can be constructed for a given graph.

For instance, in the alignment of two sequences, a cell value depends on the values of
the cells to the left, top, and diagonally top-left, and these have to be explored before it.
Alg. 3.10 shows the case of column-wise traversal. Another particular such ordering is
that of anti-diagonals, diagonals running from upper-right to lower-left. The anti-diagonal
number of a node is simply the sum of its coordinates.

As an example, the completed matrix for the edit distance between the strings sport
and sort is shown in Fig. 3.9. After all matrix entries have been computed, the solution
path has to be reconstructed to obtain the actual alignment. This can be done iteratively
in backward direction starting from the lower right corner up to the upper left corner,
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Procedure Align-Pairs
Input: Substitution costs w, Strings m, m′

Output: Matrix D containing shortest distances between all pair of string prefixes

for each i in {0, . . . , |m|} Di,0 ← w(′ ′,mi) ;; Initialize first column
for each i← {1, . . . , |m′|} D0,i = w(′ ′,m′i) ;; Initialize first row
for each i in {1, . . . , |m|} ;; For all columns

for each j in {1, . . . , |m′|} ;; For all rows
Di,j ← min{Di,j−1 + w(′ ′,m′j), ;; Insertion into m′

Di−1,j + w(mi,
′ ′), ;; Insertion into m

Di−1,j−1 + w(mi,m
′
j)} ;; Letter match

return D

Algorithm 3.10: Pairwise sequence alignment with dynamic programming in column
order.

A
B

C
B

D

B

B

C

D

start 

end 

Figure 3.10: Alignment of the three sequences ABCB, BCD, and DB.

and selecting in every step a parent node that allows a transition with the given cost.
Alternatively, we could store in each cell an additional pointer to the relevant predecessor.

It is straightforward to generalize pairwise sequence alignment to the case of aligning
k sequences simultaneously, by considering higher-dimensional lattices. For example, an
alignment of three sequences can be visualized as a path in a cube. Fig. 3.10 illustrates an
example for the alignment

A B C _ B
_ B C D _
_ _ _ D B.

If the sequence length is at most n, the generalization of Alg. 3.10 requires O(nk) time
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Figure 3.11: Example of computing path costs with affine gap function; the substitution
matrix of Fig. 3.10 and a gap opening penalty of 4 is used.

and space to store the dynamic programming table. In Sec. 7.3.2, we will present a refined
algorithm that reduces the space complexity by one order of magnitude2. An example of
how successor costs are calculated, with the cost matrix of Fig. 3.10 and a gap opening
penalty of 4, is shown in Fig. 3.11.

Markov Decision Process Problems

A common way of calculating an optimal policy is by means of dynamic programming
using either policy iteration or value iteration.

Both policy iteration and value iteration are based on the Bellman optimality equation

f∗(u) = min
a∈A

{
w(u, a) +

∑

v∈S
p(v | u, a) · f∗(v)

}
.

In some cases, we apply a discount δ to enable to assigned values to infinite paths.
Roughly speaking, we can define the value of a state as the total reward/cost an agent
can expect to accumulate when traversing the graph according to its policy, starting from
that state. The discount factor defines how much more we should value immediate
costs/rewards, compared to costs/rewards that are only attainable after two or more

2As a technical side note, we remark that in order to deal with the biologically more realistic affine gap
costs, we can no longer identify nodes in the search graph with lattice vertices; this is because the cost
associated with an edge depends on the preceding edge in the path. Similarly as in route planning with turn
restrictions, in this case, it is more suitable to store lattice edges in the priority queue, and let the transition
costs for u → v, v → w be the sum-of-pairs substitution costs for using one character from each sequence
or a gap, plus the incurred gap penalties for v → w followed by u → v. Note that the state space in this
representation grows by a factor of 2k.
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Procedure Policy-Iteration
Input: Markov decision process problem, some initial policy π.
Output: Optimal policy.

do ;; Loop until convergence
fπ = Evaluate(π) ;; Evaluate policy
changed← false ;; Loop control
for each u ∈ S ;; For all expanded states

bestVal←∞ ;; Dynamically updated bound
A← −1 ;; For updating operator
for each a ∈ A ;; For all operators

V ← w(u, a) ;; Cost / Reward
for each v ∈ S ;; For all successor states

V ← V + δ · p(v | u, a) · fπ(v) ;; Compute Cost
if (V < bestVal) ;; Improvement achieved

bestVal← V ; bestAct← a ;; Backup best results
if (π(u) 6= bestAct) ;; Policy changed

changed← true; π(u)← bestAct ;; Protocol change
while (changed) ;; Loop until flag unset

Algorithm 3.11: Policy iteration.

steps. Formally, the corresponding equation according to the principle of optimality is

f∗(u) = min
a∈A

{
w(u, a) + δ ·

∑

v∈S
p(v | u, a) · f∗(v)

}
.

Policy iteration successively improves a policy π by setting

π(u)← arg min
a∈A

{
w(u, a) +

∑

v∈S
p(v | u, a) · fπ(v)

}

for each state u, where the evaluation of π, fπ(u), can be computed as a system of |S| linear
equations:

fπ(u)← w(u, π(u)) +
∑

v∈S
p(v |u, π(u)) · fπ(v).

A pseudo-code implementation for policy iteration is shown in Alg. 3.11.
Value iteration improves the estimated cost-to-go function f by successively performing

the following operation for each state u:

f(u)← min
a∈A

{
w(u, a) +

∑

v∈S
p(v | u, a) · f(v)

}
.

The algorithm exits if an error bound on the policy evaluation falls below a user-supplied
threshold ε, or a maximum number of iterations have been executed. If the optimal cost
f∗ is known for each state, the optimal policy can be easily extracted by choosing an
operation according to a single application of the Bellman equation. Value iteration is
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Procedure Value-Iteration
Input: Markov decision process problem, tolerance ε > 0, heuristic h

maximum iteration number tmax.
Output: ε-Optimal policy π.

t← 0 ;; Iteration Count
for each u ∈ S ;; For all states
f0(u)← h(u) ;; Set default value function

while (Residual on ft > ε and t < tmax) ;; Convergence criterion
t← t+ 1 ;; Next iteration number
for each u ∈ S ;; For all expanded states

bestVal←∞ ;; For monitoring updates
for each a ∈ A ;; For all actions

V ← w(u, a) ;; Compute Cost / Reward
for each v ∈ S ;; For all successor states

V ← V + δ · p(v | u, a) · ft−1(v) ;; Compute value
if (V < bestVal) π(u)← a; bestVal← V ;; Update values

ft(u)←M ;; Set value
return Policy(f) ;; Using arg-min

Algorithm 3.12: Value iteration.

shown in pseudo-code in Alg. 3.12. The procedure takes a heuristic h for initializing the
value function as an additional parameter.

The error bound on the value function is also called the residual, and can for example
be computed in form maxu∈S |ft(u)−ft−1(u)|. A residual of zero denotes that the process
has converged. An advantage of policy iteration is that it converges to the exact optimum,
while value iteration usually only reaches an approximation. On the other hand, the latter
technique is usually more efficient on large state spaces.

For implicit search graphs the algorithms proceed in two phases. In the first phase,
the whole state space is generated from the initial state s. In this process, an entry in a
hash table (or vector) is allocated in order to store the f -value for each state u; this value
is initialized to the cost of u if u ∈ T , or to a given (non-necessarily admissible) heuristic
estimate (or zero if no estimate is available) if u is non-terminal. In the second phase,
iterative scans of the state space are performed updating the values of non-terminal states
u as:

f(u) = min
a∈A(u)

q(u, a) (3.1)

where q(u, a), which depends on the search model (see Sec. 2.4.4).
Value iteration converges to the solution optimal value function provided that its val-

ues are finite for all u ∈ S. In the case of MDPs, which may have cyclic solutions, the
number of iterations is not bounded and value iteration typically only converges in the
limit. For this reason, for MDPs, value iteration is often terminated after a predefined
bound of tmax iterations are performed, or when the residual falls below a given ε > 0.

Monte Carlo policy evaluation estimates fπ the value of a state under a given policy.
Given a set of iterations, value fπ is approximated by following π. To estimate fπ, we
count the visits to a fixed state u. Value fπ is computed by averaging the returns in a
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t ∈ Ts u

h(u)
g(u)

Figure 3.12: Approximating the cost of a solution path.

Step Selection Open Closed Remarks
1 {} {a(0,11)} {}
2 a {c(3,14),b(2,15),d(10,15)} {a}
3 c {d(9,14),b(2,15)} {a,c} d updated, parent changes to c
4 d {g(14,14),b(2,15)} {a,c,d} a is duplicate
5 g {b(2,15)} {a,c,d,g} Goal reached

Table 3.4: Steps in A* for the example of Fig. 3.13. The numbers in brackets denote the
g-and f -value.

set of iterations. Monte Carlo policy evaluation converges to fπ as the number of visits
goes to infinity. The main argument is that by the law of large numbers the sequence of
averages will converge to their expectation.

For convenience of terminology, in the sequel we will continue referring to nodes
when dealing with the search algorithm.

3.2 Informed Optimal Search

We now introduce heuristic search algorithms, i.e., algorithms that take advantage of an
estimate of the remaining goal distance in order to prioritize node expansion. Domain-
dependent knowledge captured in this way can greatly prune the search tree that has
to be explored in order to find an optimal solution. Therefore, these algorithms are also
subsumed under the category informed search.

3.2.1 A*

The most prominent heuristic search algorithm is A*. It updates estimates f(u) (also
called merits) defined as

f(u) = g(u) + h(u),

where g(u) is the weight of the (current optimal) path from s to u, and h(u) is an es-
timate (lower bound) of the remaining costs from u to a goal, called the heuristic func-
tion. Hence, the combined value f(u) is an approximation for the cost of the entire solu-
tion path (see Fig. 3.12). For the sake of completeness, the entire algorithm is shown in
Alg. 3.13.

For illustration, we again generalize our previous example by assuming that we can
obtain heuristic estimates from an unknown source, as shown in Fig. 3.13. The execution
of the A* algorithm is given in Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.14, respectively. We see that compared
to Dijkstra’s algorithm, nodes b, e, and f can be pruned from expansion since their f -
value is larger than the cheapest solution path.
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Procedure A*
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w, heuristic h,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Cost-optimal path from s to t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into search frontier
f(s)← h(s) ;; Initialize estimate
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Remove u from Open with minimum f(u) ;; Select node for expansion
Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; Goal found, return solution
else Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Expansion yields successor set

for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors v of u
Improve(u, v) ;; Call relaxation subroutine

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v,v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, f(v), Open, and Closed

if v in Open ;; Node already generated but not expanded
if (g(u) + w(u, v) < g(v)) ;; New path is cheaper

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
f(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; DecreaseKey operation

else if v in Closed ;; Node v already expanded
if (g(u) + w(u, v) < g(v)) ;; New path cheaper

parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
f(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Update estimate
Remove v from Closed ;; Re-opening of v
Insert v into Open with f(v) ;; Re-opening of node

else ;; Node not seen before
parent(v)← u ;; Set predecessor pointer
Initialize f(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; First estimate
Insert v into Open with f(v) ;; Add v to search frontier

Algorithm 3.13: Algorithm A*.

The attentive reader might have noticed our slightly sloppy notation in Alg. 3.13: we
use the term g(u) in the Improve-procedure, however we don’t initialize these values. This
is because in light of an efficient implementation, it is necessary to store either the g-or
the f -value of a node, but not both. If only the f -value is stored, we can derive obviously
derive the f -value of node v with parent u as f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v).

By following this reasoning, it turns out that algorithm A* can be elegantly cast as
Dijkstra’s algorithm in a re-weighted graph, where we incorporate the heuristic into the
weight function as ŵ(u, v) = w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v). An example of this re-weighting trans-
formation of the implicit search graph is shown in Fig. 3.15. One motivation for this trans-
formation is to inherit correctness proofs, especially for graphs. Furthermore, it bridges
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Figure 3.13: Extended example of Fig. 3.6 with heuristic estimates (in brackets).

a (1/0,11)

b (2/2,15) c (3/6,14) d (4/10,15)

d (5/9,14)

a (6/dup) g (7/14,14)

Figure 3.14: A* search tree for the example of Fig. 3.13. The numbers in brackets denote
the order of node generation / h-value, f -value.

the worlds of traditional graph with AI search. As a byproduct the influence heuristics
have is clarified. Let us formalize this idea.

Lemma 3.3 Let G be a weighted problem graph, and h : V → IR be a re-weighting function.
Define the modified weight ŵ(u, v) asw(u, v)−h(u)+h(v). Let δ(s, t) be the length of the shortest
path from s to t in the original graph and δ̂(s, t) be the corresponding value in the re-weighted
graph.

1. For a path p have w(p) = δ(s, t), if and only if ŵ(p) = δ̂(s, t).

2. Moreover, G has no negatively weighted cycles with respect to w if and only if it has none
with respect to ŵ.

w(u, v) + h(v)− h(u)

w(u, v) ŵ(u, v)

u v u v

Figure 3.15: The process of re-weighting edges.
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Figure 3.16: A problem graph before and after re-weighting.

PROOF: For proving the first assertion, let p = (v0, . . . , vk) be any path from start node s = v0 to
a goal node t = vk We have

ŵ(p) =
k∑

i=1

(w(vi−1, vi)− h(vi−1) + h(vi))

= w(p)− h(v0).

Assume that there is a path p′ with ŵ(p′) < ŵ(p) and w(p′) ≥ w(p). Then w(p′) − h(v0) <
w(p)− h(v0) and thus w(p′) < w(p), a contradiction. The other direction is dealt with analogously.

For the second assertion let c = (v0, . . . , vl = v0) be any cycle in G. Then we have ŵ(c) =
w(c) + h(vl)− h(v0) = w(c).

As an example, consider the two graphs in Fig. 3.16. To the left the original problem
graph with heuristic estimates attached to each node is shown. Each node u is addi-
tionally labeled by the value h∗(u) = δ(u, t). In the re-weighted graph to the right the
computed f -values after expanding node s are shown. The inconsistency on the original
graph on edge (b, a) generates a negative weight in the re-weighted graph.

The usual approach to deal with inconsistent but admissible heuristics in the context
of A* is called pathmax. It takes the maximum of the accumulated weights on the path to
a node to enforce a monotone growth in the cost function. More formally for a node u
with child v the pathmax equation sets

h(v) = max{h(u), w(u, v) + h(v)},

such that h does not overestimate the distance from the parent to the goal.
The approach is wrong if one applies its reasoning to graph search as A*. In the

example of Fig. 3.16 after expanding nodes s and a we have Open = {(b, 12), (t, 15)} and
Closed = {(s, 6), (a, 11)}. Now a is reached once more via b, by means (b, 12) is moved to
Closed and (a, 12) is compared to the closed list. We have that 12 is the pathmax on path
(s, b, a). Wrongly we keep (a, 11) and all information contained in (a, 12) is lost forever.

The equation h(u) ≤ h(v)+w(u, v) is equivalent to ŵ(u, v) = h(v)−h(u)+w(u, v) ≥ 0.
A consistent heuristic yields a first A* variant of the algorithm of Dijkstra.

Theorem 3.9 (A* for Consistent Heuristics) Let h be consistent. If we set f(s) = h(s) for the
initial node s and update f(v) with f(u) + ŵ(u, v) instead of f(u) +w(u, v) at each time a node
t ∈ T is selected, we have f(t) = δ(s, t).
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PROOF: Since h is consistent, we have ŵ(u, v) = w(u, v) − h(u) + h(v) ≥ 0. Therefore, the
preconditions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled for weight function ŵ, so that f(u) = δ̂(s, u) + h(s),
if u is selected from Open. According to Lemma 3.3, shortest paths remain invariant through
re-weighting. Hence if t ∈ T is selected from Open we have:

f(t) = δ̂(s, t) + h(s) = ŵ(pt) + h(s) = w(pt) = δ(s, t).

Since ŵ ≥ 0, we have f(v) ≥ f(u) for all successors v of u. The f -values increase monotonically
so that at the first extraction of t ∈ T we have δ(s, t) = δ(s, T ).

In case of negative values for w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v) shorter paths to already expanded
nodes may be found later in the search process. These nodes are re-opened.

In the special case of uniformly edge cost and and trivial heuristic, i.e., h(u) = 0 for all
u, A* proceeds similarly to breadth-first search. However, the two algorithms can have
different stopping conditions. BFS stops as soon as it generates the goal. A* will not stop,
it will insert the goal in the priority queue and it will finish level d−1 before it terminates
(assuming the goal is at distance d from the start node). Therefore, the difference between
the two algorithms can be as large as the number of nodes at level d−1, which is usually a
significant fraction (e.g. half) of the total number of nodes expanded. The reason BFS can
do this, and A* cannot, is because BFS’s stopping condition is only correct when all the
edge weights in the problem graph are the same. A* is general-purpose, it has to finish
level d − 1 because there might be an edge leading to the goal whose edge has value 0,
leading to a better solution. There is an easy solution to this. If node u is adjacent to a
goal node then define h(u) = min{w(u, t) | t ∈ T}. The new weight of an optimal edge
is 0 so that it is searched first.

Lemma 3.4 LetG be a weighted problem graph, h be a heuristic and ŵ(u, v) = w(u, v)−h(u)+
h(v) a re-weighting of G. If h is admissible, then δ̂(u, T ) ≥ 0.

PROOF: Since h(t) = 0 and since the shortest path costs remain invariant under re-weighting of
G by Lemma 3.3, we have

δ̂(u, T ) = min{δ̂(u, t) | t ∈ T}
= min{δ(u, t)− h(u) + h(t) | t ∈ T}
= min{δ(u, t)− h(u) | t ∈ T}
= min{δ(u, t) | t ∈ T} − h(u)
= δ(u, T )− h(u) ≥ 0.

Theorem 3.10 (A* for Admissible Heuristics) For weighted graphs G = (V,E,w) and admissi-
ble heuristics h, algorithm A* is complete and optimal.

PROOF: Immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 together with the application of Theorem 3.3.

A first remark concerning notation: according to the original formulation of the algo-
rithm, the ∗ in A∗, f∗, h∗, etc. was used to denote optimality. As we will see, many algo-
rithms developed later were named conforming to this standard. Do not be surprised if
you’ll see many stars!

With respect to the search objective f = g+h, Fig. 3.17 illustrates the effect of applying
DFS, BFS, A* and greedy best-first search, the A* derivate with f = h.
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Figure 3.17: Different search strategies: DFS, BFS, A* and greedy best-first search.

3.2.2 On the Optimal Efficiency of A*

It is often said that A* does not only yield an optimal solution, but that it expands the
minimal number of nodes (up to tie breaking). In other words, A* has optimal efficiency
for any given heuristic function, or no other algorithm can be shown to expand fewer
nodes than A*. The result, however, is only partially true. It does hold for consistent
heuristics, but not necessarily for admissible heuristics. We first give a proof for the first
case and a counter-example for the second one.

Consistent Heuristics

We remember that we can view a search with a consistent heuristic as a search in a re-
weighted problem graph with non-negative costs.

Theorem 3.11 (Efficiency Lower Bound) Let G be a problem graph with non-negative weight
function, with initial node s and final node set T , and let f∗ = δ(s, T ) be the optimal solution
cost. Any optimal algorithm A has to visit all nodes u ∈ V with δ(s, u) < f∗.

PROOF: We assume the contrary, i.e., that the algorithm A finds an optimal solution pt with
w(pt) = f∗ and leaves some u with δ(s, u) < f∗ unvisited. We will show, that then there might be
another solution path q with w(q) < f∗ that is not found. Let qu be the path with w(qu) = δ(s, u),
let t be a supplementary special node in T and V and (u, t) be a new edge with w(u, t) = 0. Since
u is not expanded, for A we do not know if (u, t) exists. Let q = (qu, t). Then

w(q) = w(qu) + w(u, t) = w(qu) = δ(s, u) < f∗.
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Figure 3.18: A problem graph with an exponential number of re-openings.

If the values δ(s, u), u ∈ V are pairwise different, then there is no tie, and the number
of nodes that A expands will have to be larger than or equal to the number of nodes
that A* expands. In other words, if nA∗ is the number of expanded nodes of A*, by
|{u ∈ V | δ(s, u) < f∗}| = nA − 1, we have nA ≥ nA∗.

Non-Consistent Heuristics

If we have admissibility but not consistency, A* will re-open nodes. Even worse, as we
will indicate below A* might re-open nodes exponentially many times, even if the heuristic
is admissible. This leads to an exponential time consumption in the size of the graph.
Fortunately, this strange behavior does not appear frequently in practice, as in most cases
we deal with a uniform edge costs, limiting the number of possible improvements for a
particular node to the depth of the search.

Based on the process of re-weighting edges, we can better reflect what happens when
we re-open nodes. If we consider non-consistent heuristics, the re-weighted problem
graph may contain negative edges. If we consider w(u, v) + h(v)− h(u) as the new edge
costs, Fig. 3.18 gives an example for a problem graph that leads to exponentially many re-
openings. The second last node is re-opened for every path with weight {1, 2, . . . , 2k−1}.

It is not difficult to restore a heuristic function with non-negative edge costs. For the
top-level nodes in the triangles we have 2k + 2k/2,. . . , 24, 12, 6, and 3, and for the bottom
level node we have 2k, 2k/2, . . . 16, 8 , 4, 2, 1, and 0. The weights for the in- and outgoing
edges at the top-level nodes are zero, while the bottom-level edges are weighted 2k/2, . . . ,
8, 4, 2, 1, and 2k.

Recourse to basic graph theory shows that there are algorithms that can do better.
First of all, we notice, that the problem graph structure is directed and acyclic so that
a linear time algorithm relaxes the nodes in topological order. General problem graphs
with negative weights are dealt with the algorithm of Bellman and Ford (see Alg. 3.8),
that has a polynomial complexity. But even if we call the entire algorithm of Bellman and
Ford for every expanded node, we have an accumulated complexity of O(n2 ·e), which is
large but not exponential as with A* and re-opening. As a consequence, the efficiency of
A* is not optimal. Nonetheless, in the problem domains that are used in problem solving
practice, re-openings are rare, so that A*’s strategy is still a good choice.

3.3 *General Weights

Next we consider generalizing the state space search by considering an abstract notion
of costs. We will consider optimality with respect to a certain cost or weight associated
to edges. We abstract costs by an algebraic formalism and adapt the heuristic search
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algorithms accordingly. We first define the cost algebra we are working on. Then we
turn to cost algebraic search in graphs, in particular for solving the optimality problem.
Cost-algebraic versions of Dijkstra’s algorithm and A* with consistent and admissible es-
timates are discussed. Last, but not least, we discuss extensions to multiobjective search.

3.3.1 Cost Algebras

Cost-algebraic search methods generalize edge weights in a rather straightforward way
to more general cost structures. Our formalism for cost is called cost algebra. We recall
some required definitions of algebraic concepts.

Let A be a set and × : A × A → A be a binary action. A monoid is a tuple 〈A,×, 1〉 if
1 ∈ A and for all a, b, c ∈ A

− a× b ∈ A (closeness)
− a× (b× c) = (a× b)× c (associativity)
− a× 1 = 1× a = a (identity)

Intuitively, set A will represent the domain of the costs and × is the operation repre-
senting the cumulation of costs.

Let A be a set. A relation � ∈ A×A is a total order whenever for all a, b, c ∈ A

− a � a (reflexivity)
− a � b ∧ b � a ⇒ a = b (anti-symmetry)
− a � b ∧ b � c ⇒ a � c (transitivity)
− a � b ∨ b � a (total)

We write a ≺ b if a � b and a 6= b. We say that a set A is isotone if a � b implies both
a× c � b× c and c× a � c× b for all a, b, c ∈ A.

Definition 3.2 (Cost Algebra) A cost algebra is a 5-tuple 〈A,×,�, 0, 1〉, such that
〈A,×, 1〉 is a monoid, � is a total order, 0 = uA and 1 = tA, and A is isotone.

The least and greatest operations are defined as follows: tA = c such that c � a for all
a ∈ A, and uA = c such that a � c for all a ∈ A.

Intuitively, A is the domain set of cost values, × is the operation used to cumulate
values and t is the operation used to select the best (the least) amongst values. Consider
for example, the following cost algebras

• 〈IR+ ∪ {+∞},+,≤,+∞, 0〉 (optimization)

• 〈IR+ ∪ {+∞},min,≥, 0,+∞〉 (max/min)

The only non-trivial property to be checked is isotonicity.

〈IR+ ∪ {+∞},+,≤,+∞, 0〉: Here we have to show that a ≤ b implies both a+ c ≤ b+ c
and c+ a ≤ c+ b for all a, b, c ∈ IR+ ∪ {∞}, which is certainly true.

〈IR+ ∪ {+∞},min,≥, 0,+∞〉: a ≥ b implies min{a, c} ≥ min{b, c} and min{c, a} ≥
min{c, b}, a, b, c ∈ IR+ ∪ {∞}.
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Not all algebras are isotone, e.g. takeA ⊆ IR×IRwith (a, c)×(b, d) = (min{a, b}, c+d)
and (a, c) � (b, d) if a > b or c < d if a = b. We have (4, 2) × (3, 1) = (3, 3) � (3, 2) =
(3, 1) × (3, 1) but (4, 2) ≺ (3, 1). However, the reader may easily verify that the related
cost structure implied by (a, c)× (b, d) = (a+ b,min{c, d}) is isotone.

More specific cost structures do no longer cover all the example domains. For exam-
ple, the slightly more restricted property of strict isotonicity, where we have that a ≺ b
implies both a× c ≺ b× c and c× a ≺ c× b for all a, b, c ∈ A, c 6= 0, is not sufficient. For
the max/min cost structure we have min{3, 3} = min{3, 5}, but 3 < 5.

Definition 3.3 (Multiple Edge Graph) A multiple edge graph G is a tuple (V,E, in, out, w)
where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges, in, out : E → V are a source and target functions,
and w : E → A is a weighting function.

4
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Figure 3.19: A multiple edge graph.

The definition generalizes ordinary graphs as it includes a function that produces the
source of an edge, and a target function that produces the destination of an edge, so that
different edges can have the same source and target. An example is provided in Fig. 3.19.

Why haven’t we insisted on multiple edge graphs right away? This it is because with
the simple cost notion we have use in the first chapter we can remove multiple edges by
keeping only the cheapest ones between the edges for each pair of nodes. The removed
edges are superflous because we are interested in shortest paths. In contrast, we need
multiple edges to evidence the need of isotony in algebraic costs.

Therefore, the definition of in and out includes graphs with multiple edges on node
pairs. Multiple edge problem graphs have a distinguished start node s, which we denote
with uG0 , or just s = u0 if G is clear from the context. For an alternating sequence of nodes
and edges u0, a0, u1, . . . such that for each i ≥ 0 we have ui ∈ V , ai ∈ E, in(ai) = ui and
out(ai) = ui+1, or, shortly ui

ai→ ui+1.
An initial path is a path starting at s. Finite paths are required to end at nodes. The

length of a finite path p is denoted by |p|. The concatenation of two paths p, q is denoted
by pq, where we require p to be finite and end at the initial node of q. The cost of a path
is given by the cumulative cost of its edges.

On general cost structures, not all sub-paths of an optimal path are necessarily op-
timal. A path p = (s = u0

a0→ . . .
ak−1→ uk) is prefix-optimal, if all prefixes of this path

p = (s = u0
a0→ . . .

ai−1→ ui) with i < k form an optimal path. As an example con-
sider the (max/min) cost structure of a problem graph with nodes v1, v2, v3, and v4 and
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Figure 3.20: The problem of prefix-optimality.

w(v1, v2) = 4, w(v2, v3) = 4, w(v1, v3) = 2, and w(v3, v4) = 2. Path (v1, v3, v4) and path
(v1, v2, v3, v4) are optimal with cost 2, but only (v1, v2, v3, v4) is prefix-optimal.

Reachability and optimality problems can be solved with traditional search algo-
rithms. For the reachability problem, for instance, one can use, amongst others, depth-
first search. For the optimality problem, on the other hand, only Dijkstra’s algorithm or
A* are appropriate. They are traditionally defined over a simple instance of our cost al-
gebra, namely the optimization cost algebra 〈IR+ ∪{+∞},+,≤,+∞, 0〉. We need thus to
generalize the results that ensure the optimality of the search algorithms, i.e., the fact that
they correctly solve the optimality problem.

The design of cost-algebraic algorithms depends on a different notion for the principle
of optimality, which intuitively means that the optimality problem can be decomposed.

Definition 3.4 (Principle of Optimality) The principle of optimality requires δ(s, v) =
t{δ(s, u)× w(a) | u a→ v}, where s is the start node in a given problem graph G.

Lemma 3.5 Any cost algebra 〈A,×,�, 0, 1〉 satisfies the principle of optimality.

PROOF: We have

t {δ(s, u)× w(a) | u a→ v} = t {t {w(p) | p = (s, . . . , u)} × w(a)|u a→ v}
= t {w(p)× w(a) | p = s→ . . .→ u

a→ v}
= t {w(p′) | p′ = s→ . . .→ v} = δ(s, v).

The first step is by definition and the second step by the distributivity of ×, The third step is by
isotonicity, since c× b � a× b for all a implies t{b | b ∈ B}× c = t{b× c | b ∈ B} and the last step
is by definition.

Next we adapt the notions of admissibility and consistency of heuristic functions.

Definition 3.5 (Cost-Algebraic Heuristics) A heuristic function h with h(t) = 1 for each goal
node t ∈ T is

• admissible, if for all u ∈ V we have h(u) � δ(u, T )

• consistent, if for each u, v ∈ V , a ∈ E with u a→ v we have h(u) � w(a)× h(v).

We can generalize the fact that consistency implies admissibility.
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Lemma 3.6 (Consistency implies Admissibility) If h is consistent, then it is admissible.

PROOF: We have δ(u, T ) = w(p) for some solution path p = (u = u0
a0→ u1

a1→ . . . uk−1
ak−1→ uk =

t), t ∈ T , and h(u) � w(a0)× h(v) � w(a0)× w(a1)× . . .× w(ak−1)× h(uk) = δ(u, T ).

We can extend the approach to more than one optimization criterion, e.g. for
the prioritized Cartesian product of two cost algebras C1 = 〈A1,t1,×1,�1, 01, 11〉
and C2 = 〈A2,t2,×2,�2, 02, 12〉 which is defined by by C1 × C2 is a tuple 〈A1 ×
A2,t,×,�, (01, 02), (11, 12)〉, where (a1, a2) × (b1, b2) = (a1 × b1, a2 × b2), (a1, a2) �
(b1, b2) if and only if a1 ≺ b1 ∨ (a1 = b1 ∧ a2 � b2), and a t b = a if and only if a � b.
Cartesian products that prioritize one criteria amongst the other have the problem to
deliver non-isotone algebras in general (see Exercises).

Lemma 3.7 (Cartesian Product Cost Algebra) If C1, C2 are cost algebras and C1 is strictly iso-
tone then C1 × C2 is a cost algebra.

PROOF: The only non-trivial part is isotonicity. If we have (a1, a2) � (b1, b2) then there are
two cases. First, a1 ≺ a2 in which case (by strict isotonicity) we have a1 × c1 ≺ b1 × c1 and
c1×a1 ≺ c1× b1 which clearly implies (a1, a2)× (c1, c2) � (b1, b2)× (c1, c2) and (c1, c2)× (a1, a2) �
(c1, c2)× (b1, b2).

The second case is a1 = b1 and a1 � b2. This trivially implies a1 × c1 = b1 × c1 and a1 ×
c1 = b1 × c1 and, by isotonicity, a2 × c2 � b2 × c2 and c2 × a2 � c2 × b2. Clearly, we have
(a1, a2)× (c1, c2) � (b1, b2)× (c1, c2) and (c1, c2)× (a1, a2) � (c1, c2)× (b1, b2).

Similarly, one can show that if C1 and C2 are strictly isotone then C1 × C2 is strictly
isotone (see Exercises).

3.3.2 Multiobjective Search

Many realistic optimization problems, particularly those in design, require the simulta-
neous optimization of more than one objective function. As an example for bridge con-
struction, a good design is characterized by low total mass and high stiffness. A good air-
craft design requires simultaneous optimization of fuel efficiency, payload, and weight.
A good sunroof design in a car minimizes the noise the driver hears and maximize the
ventilation. With cost-algebras we could preserve the working on certain cross products
of criteria. In the multiobjective case we have now arrived at vectors and partial orders.

Multiobjective search is an extension to traditional search algorithms, where edge costs
are vectors. It generalizes cost-algebraic search and is applicable in various domains
where one has several conflicting objectives with solutions that are optimal for the one
but not the others. More formally, multiobjective search can be stated as follows. We are
given a weighted problem graphGwith n nodes, e edges, and cost function w : E → IRk.
We additionally have a start node s and a set of goal nodes T . The goal is to find the set
of non-dominated solution paths in G from s to T , where dominance is given in form of
the following partial order relation �: for all v ∈ IRk we have v � v′ if vi ≤ v′i for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. A vector v ∈ A is dominated in set A ⊆ IRk if there is a v′ 6= v in A
with v′ � v. The aim is to find solutions that non-dominated such that there exists no
other feasible solution that will yield an improvement in one objective without causing a
degradation in at least one other objective. Fig. 3.21 provides a graph with six nodes and
cost vector pairs associated with each edge.
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Figure 3.21: Example graph for multi-objective search.

In difference to the cost-algebraic search, relation � is not a total order. Hence, it is
not always possible to rank two elements in IR with respect to �. For example, take(3
4

)
and

(4
3

)
. Heuristics h : V → IRk estimate the accumulated cost vectors of paths

to set T . Heuristic h is admissible, if for all non-dominated solution paths p = (s =
u0, u1, . . . , uk = t), t ∈ T , and all prefix paths pi = (s = u0, u1, . . . , ui) we have w(pi) +
h(ui) � w(p) = w(pt).

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed several search algorithms and their properties. Some search
algorithms find a path from the given start state to any of the given goal states; others
find paths from the given start state to all other states; and even others find paths from
all states to all other states. Desirable properties of search algorithms include their cor-
rectness (they find a path iff one exists), optimality (they find a shortest path), a small
runtime and a small memory consumption. In some cases, the correctness or optimality
of a search algorithm is only guaranteed on special kinds of graphs such as graphs where
the edge costs are uniform or non-negative or where the goal distances of all states are
non-negative. One is often forced to make trade-offs between the different properties,
for example, find suboptimal paths because the runtime or memory consumption would
otherwise be too large.

We discussed that most search algorithms perform dynamic programming as under-
lying technique. Dynamic programming is a general problem-solving technique that as-
sembles the solutions of complex problems from solutions to simpler problems, which
are calculated once and but reused several times. Dynamic programming works over the
entire state space as a whole, in contrast to heuristic search algorithms, which focus on
finding only the optimal path for a single current state, and pruning everything else for
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efficiency.
On the other hand, most heuristic search algorithms apply dynamic programming

updates and traverse the state space in the same way. They build a tree from the given
start state to the goal state, maintaining an estimate of the start distances of all states in
the search tree. The interior nodes are in the Closed list and the leaf nodes are in the Open
list. They repeatedly pick a leaf of the search tree and expand it, that is, generate its suc-
cessors in the state space and then add them as its children in the search tree. (They differ
in which leafs they pick.) They can find a path from the start state to any of the given
goal states if they stop when they are about to expand a goal state and return the only
path from the root of the search tree to this goal state. They can find paths from from
the start state to all other states if they stop only when they have expanded all leaf nodes
of the search tree. We distinguished uninformed and informed search algorithms. Unin-
formed search algorithms exploit no knowledge in addition to the graphs they search. We
discussed depth-first search, breadth-first search, Dijkstra’s algorithm, the Bellman-Ford
algorithm and the Floyd-Warshall algorithm in this context.

Informed (or, synonymously, heuristic) search algorithms exploit estimates of the goal
distances of the nodes (heuristic values) to be more efficient than uninformed search al-
gorithms. We discussed A* in this context. We discussed the properties of A* in detail
since we discuss many variants of it in later chapters. A* with consistent heuristics has
many desirable properties:

• A* can find a shortest path even though it expands every state at most once. It does
not need to re-expand states that it has expanded already.

• A* is at least as efficient as every other search algorithm in the sense that every
search algorithm (that has the same heuristic values available as A*) needs to ex-
pand at least the states that A* expands (modulo tie-breaking, that is, possibly ex-
cept for some states whose f-values are equal to the length of the shortest path).

• A* with any given heuristic values cannot expand more states than A* with heuris-
tic values that are dominated by the given heuristic values (again modulo tie-
breaking).

Many of these properties followed from the properties of Dijkstra’s algorithm since A* for
a given search problem and heuristic values behaves identically to Dijkstra’s algorithm
on a search problem that can be derived from the given search problem by changing the
edge costs to incorporate the heuristic values.

Table 3.5 summarizes the uninformed and informed search algorithms, namely how
to implement their Open and Closed lists, whether they can exploit heuristic values, which
values their edge costs can take on, whether they find shortest paths and whether or not
they can re-expand states that they have expanded already. (The figures that describe
their pseudo code are given in parentheses.) Most search algorithms build either on
depth-first search or on breadth-first search, where depth-first search trades off runtime
and optimality for a small memory consumption while breadth-first search does the op-
posite. Many discussed algorithms relate to breadth-first search: Dijkstra’s algorithm is
a specialized version of A* in case no heuristic values are available. It is also a special-
ized and optimized version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm in case all edge costs are non-
negative. Breadth-first search, in turn, is a specialized and optimized version of Dijkstra’s
algorithm in case all edge costs are uniform. Finally, we discussed algebraic extension to
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Algorithm Open Closed Heuristic Weight Optimal Re-Open
DFS (3.1/3.3) stack set – unit – –
BFS (3.1/3.3) queue set – unit

√
–

Dijkstra (3.1/3.4) pq set – IR≥0
√

–
Bellmann-Ford (3.7/3.8) queue set – IR

√ √

A (3.1/3.5) pq set – IR
√ √

Node-Selection A (3.1/3.6) set set – IR
√ √

Floyd-Warshall (3.9) row matrix – IR
√

–
A*, consistent (3.1/3.4) pq set

√
IR≥0

√
–

A*, admissible (3.1/3.5) pq set
√

IR≥0
√ √

Policy-Iteration (3.11) set set – prob.
√ √

Value-Iteration (3.12) set set
√

prob. ε
√

Table 3.5: Overview implicit graph search algorithms.

Missionaries

Cannibals

Figure 3.22: The MISSIONARS AND CANNIBALS problem.

the operator costs and generalizations for search problems whose edge costs are vectors
of numbers (for example, the cost and time required for executing an action), explaining
why dynamic programming often cannot solve them as efficiently as graphs whose edge
costs are numbers because they often need to maintain many paths from the start state to
states in the search tree.

3.5 Exercises

3.1 * The MISSIONARS AND CANNIBALS (or HOBBITS AND ORCS) problem is defined as follows
(see Fig. 3.22). At one side of a river there are 3 missionars and 3 cannibals. They have a boat
that can transport at most two persons. The goal for all persons is to cross the river. At no time
the number of cannibals should exceed the number of missionaries for obvious reasons.
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1. Solve the problem by hand. Depict the entire problem graph and provide its adjacency list
and matrix representation.

2. Solve the problem via depth-first and breadth-first search by annotating the graph with num-
bers.

3. Considering a heuristic function that counts the number of subjects on the other side of the
river. Apply A* to solve the problem. Where do you observe an inconsistency?

4. Considering a compressed problem graph with actions that corresponds to two successive
river crossings. Use the same heuristic function as above. Is it still inconsistent?

3.2 Solve the following two additional famous RIVER CROSSING problems optimally.

1. * A man, a fox, a goose and some corn are together on one side of the river. The boot can
carry the man and one other subject. The goal is to move them on the other side. Neither
the goose and corn, nor the fox and the goose can be left alone.

2. ** Four couples have to cross a river that has an island. The boat carries only two per-
sons and because partners are jealous, no person can be left alone with another single of
different sex.

3.3 *** The KNIGHT’S TOUR problem asks for a Hamiltonian path on a (n×n)-sized chess board,
i.e., for a path that covers the entire board and visits each square only once.

1. Show that there is no KNIGHT’S TOUR on a 4× 4 board.

2. A KNIGHT’S TOUR on the 5× 5 board is as follows

1 18 13 22 7
12 23 8 19 14
17 2 21 6 9
24 11 4 15 20
3 16 25 10 5

Compute a KNIGHT’S TOUR starting top left and ending two squares right to the bottom-left
corner for board sized of 6× 6, 7× 7, 8× 8, and 9× 9.

3. A KNIGHT’S TOUR on a square board of size 6 × 6 with a square of size 1 × 1 omitted in
the bottom-right corner, which starts top-right, and ends two squares right to the bottom-left
corner looks as follows.

32 3 14 9 26 1
13 24 33 2 15 10
4 31 12 25 8 27

23 20 29 34 11 16
30 5 18 21 28 7
19 22 35 6 17

Construct similar tours for the Γ-shaped boards 7 × 7 with a square of size 2 × 2 omitted,
8× 8 with a square of size 3× 3 omitted, 9× 9 with a square of size 4× 4 omitted.

4. Use the above results to devise a KNIGHT’S TOUR strategy for covering any n × n board,
n > 6, starting top-right. You will have to reflect some of the sub-tour patterns along the
axes and diagonals.

3.4 * Once again consider the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problem between ACGTACGACGT

and ATGTCGTACACGT. Take the same cost function as in Exercise 2.6.
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Figure 3.23: A map given in form of an embedded weighted graph.

1. Fill the dynamic programming table T . How best to traverse it?

2. Display the extracted solution path, after the table has been filled.

3.5 ** Consider the graph in Figure Fig. 3.23. Denote the order of expanded nodes (and their f -
values) as generated by depth-first search, breadth-first search as well as by A* and greedy best-
first search with the Euclidean distance estimate. Nodes should be inserted into the according
data structures with respect to the order a,. . . ,h.

3.6 * Let graph G = (V,E,w) be a weighted graph, and T be a set of goal nodes. Suppose that
for each node u ∈ V reachable from the source we have δ(u, T ) = min{δ(u, t)| t ∈ T} ≥ 0. Show
that the graph contains no negative cycle that is reachable from the source.

3.7 ** Consider the following improvements to the algorithm of Bellman and Ford.

1. Assign an order v1, . . . , vn to the nodes of the input graph and partition E in Ef and Eb
where Ef = {(vi, vj) ∈ E : i < j} and Eb = {(vi, vj) ∈ E : i > j}. Gf = (V,Ef ) is acyclic
with topological order v1, . . . , vn and Gb = (V,Eb) is acyclic with topological order vn, . . . , v1.
Now relax all edges in Ef leaving vi for all vi in {v1, . . . , vn} and all edges in Eb leaving vi
for all vi in {vn, . . . , v1}. Show that n/2 passes suffice.

2. Another refinement is that if (Vj , Ej), j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, are the strongly connected components
of G. (Recall that a and b are in the same strongly connected components if a can reach b
and b can reach a.) Show that the algorithm now runs in time O(|E|+∑j |Vj ||Ej |).

3.8 ** KNAPSACK has the following inputs: weights w1, . . . , wn utilities u1, . . . , un and weight
limit W . Putting an item i into the knapsack increases the weight of the knapsack by wi and
gives one an additional utility of ui. The optimization problem is to maximize the utility in the set
of all possible packings, while respecting the weight limit. The corresponding decision problem
additionally takes an bound U for the utility as the input.

1. Show that KNAPSACK can be solved in time O(nW ) by dynamic programming.

2. Extend the algorithm to compute the optimal packing.
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3.9 ** The product C of two matrices A and B having respective sizes n×m and m× l is defined
by cij =

∑m
i=1 aik · bkj , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ l. Devise a dynamic programming algorithm to

compute the matrix product of A1, . . . , A6 (of sizes 6× 2, 2× 6, 6× 3, 3× 2, 2× 7, and 7× 8) with
minimal number of multiplications.

1. Determine the number of multiplications needed to compute (((A1A2)A3)A4)A5)A6) and
(((A1A2)A3)(A4(A5A6))).

2. Find an arrangement of brackets with the least number of multiplications.

3. How many options are there to place brackets?

3.10 * Consider the following KNAPSACK problem: with input A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} ⊂ IN and
b ∈ IN and output B ⊆ A with

∑
k∈B

k = b.

1. Devise an algorithm that solves the problem with dynamic programming. What are the time
and space complexities?

2. Use the algorithm to display all square numbers in between 9 and 49 in form of
∑
k∈B

k where

B is a subset of A = {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17}.

3.11 ** A subsequence x′ of a string x = c1c2 . . . cn is defined by omitting any characters ci. For
two string we want to determine the longest common subsequence.

1. Devise an algorithm that solves the problem with dynamic programming.

2. Is you algorithm dependent on the order of the string? If it is, generalize it that it is not.

3. What is the longest common substring of the words heuristic and search?

3.12 Prove the correctness of cost-algebraic search variants.

1. ** Show that cost-algebraic version of Dijkstra’s algorithm solves the optimality problem on
multiple edge graphs.

2. * Show that cost-algebraic A* for consistent estimates solves the optimality problem on
multiple edge graphs.

3. *** Prove the invariance condition for cost-algebraic heuristic search.

4. ** Infer that cost-algebraic A* with re-opening solves the optimality problem for admissible
estimates on multiple-edge graphs.

3.13 ** In this exercise we consider c-semirings 〈A,+,×,0,1〉, i.e., A is a set; 0 and 1 are el-
ements of A; + : 2A → A is defined over (possibly infinite) sets of elements of A as follows3:∑{a} = a,

∑ ∅ = 0,
∑
A = 1 and

∑
(
⋃
Ai) =

∑{∑Ai}, for Ai ⊆ A, i ≥ 0; × : A × A → A is a
binary associative, commutative operation that distributes over +, has 1 as its unit element and 0
as its absorbing element. The induced partial ordering a �S b is defined by the equation a+b = b.
The ordering �S for optimization structure is equal to ≥ in the reals.

1. Show that�S is a partial order, that + and× are monotone over�S , 0 and 1 are respectively
the minimum and maximum element of �S , and 〈A,�S〉 is a complete lattice.

2. Show that + is associative, commutative and idempotent.

3. Show that + has 0 as unit element and 1 as absorbing element.

3when + is applied to a set with two elements we use + as binary opertor in infix notation, while in all
other cases we use symbol

∑
in prefix notation.
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3.14 * Prove that if C1 and C2 are both strictly isotone, then C1 × C2 is strictly isotone.

3.15 * Find and discuss differences and similarities of the algorithms value iteration and Bellman-
Ford.

3.16 ** Provide implementations of value iteration and policy iteration to solve the following
WUMPUS WORLD problem: A 4 × 3 Grid with a hole at (2, 2), and two goals at (4, 3) and (4, 2)
are given. The agent starts at (1, 1), the rewards are: 1, for arriving at (4, 3), and −1, for arriving
at (4, 2). Transition probabilities for the four possible move directions are: with probability 0.8 the
move is successful, with probability of 0.1 (each) the move direction misplaced at right angles. If
a wall is encountered, the agent stays at its position. As discount value δ take 24/25. For both
cases restrict the number of iterations to 50.

1. Display the stochastic transition system, with states and transition probabilities.

2. Denote the 3D matrix representation for it.

3. Provide the reward cost table.

3.17 ** Show that the ε-greedy policies with respect to πq are an improvement over every policy
with π(u, a) > 0.

3.6 Bibliographic Notes

Shortest path search is a classic topic in the field of combinatorial optimization. The algorithm
of Dijkstra [1959] to find shortest paths in graphs with nonnegative edge weights is one of the
most important algorithms in computer science. Sound introductions to shortest path search are
given by Tarjan [1983] and by Mehlhorn [1984]. The linear time shortest path algorithm for acyclic
graphs can be found in Lawler [1976].

Using lower bound to prune search goes back to the late 50s, where branch-and-bound search
was proposed. The first use of distance goal estimates to guide state space search is probably
due to Doran and Michie [1966] in a program called GraphTraverser. Original A* search as pro-
posed by [Hart et al., 1968b] refers to Dijkstra’s algorithm, but in most AI textbooks the link to
standard graph theory has vanished. The re-weighting transformation can be found in Cormen
et al. [1990b] in the context of the ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS problem of Johnson [1977]. It
makes it abundantly clear that heuristics do not change the branching factor of a space, but affect
the relative depth of the goal; an issue stressed while predicting the search efforts of IDA*. The
general problem of finding the shortest path in a graph containing cycles of negative length is
NP-hard [Garey and Johnson, 1979].

Bellman [1958] and Ford and Fulkerson [1962] discovered the algorithm for shortest path
search in negative graphs independently. A nondeterministic version is discussed by Ahuja et al.
[1989]. Gabow and Tarjan [1989] showed that if C is the weight of the largest edge the algorithm
of Bellman and Ford can been improved to O(

√
ne log(nC)). To alleviate the problem of exponen-

tially many node expansions in A*, Martelli [1977] has suggested a variation of the Bellman-Ford
algorithm, where the relaxation is performed for the entire set of expanded nodes each time a new
node is considered. His algorithm has been slightly improved by Bagchi and Mahanti [1983]. The
heuristic search version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm were entitled C, ProbA, and ProbC [Bagchi
and Mahanti, 1985]. Mero [1984] has analyzed heuristic search with a modifiable estimate in an
algorithm B′ that extends the B algorithm of Martelli [1977]. A taxonomy of shortest path search
has been given by Deo and Pang [1984] and a general framework that includes heuristic search
has been presented by Pijls and Kolen [1992]. Sturtevant et al. [2008] have analyzed inconsistent
heuristics for A* search, and propose a new algorithm that introduces a delay list for a better
trade-off.
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The technique of dynamic programming has been introduced by Bellman [1958]. One of
the most important applications of this principle in computer science is probably the parsing
of context-free languages [Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979, Younger, 1967]. Computing edit-distances
with dynamic programming is a result that goes back to mathematicians like Ulam and Knuth.
In computational biology, the work of Needleman and Wunsch [1981] is considered as the first
publication that applies dynamic programming to compute the similarity of two strings. A need
application also used for compiling this textbook is the optimal line break algorithm of Knuth
and Plass [1981]. A good introduction to the subject of dynamic programming is found in the text
book of Cormen et al. [1990b]. The lattice edge representation for multiple sequence alignment
has been adopted in the program MSA by Gupta et al. [1996].

The term best-first search appears in AI literature in two different meanings. Pearl [1985] has
used this term to define a general search algorithm that includes A* as a special case. Other use it
to describe an algorithm that always expands the node estimated to be closest to the goal. Russell
and Norvig [2003] coined the second algorithm greedy best-first search to avoid confusion. In our
notation an algorithm is optimal, if computes a shortest solution path. We chose optimal instead of
admissible algorithm as done by Pearl [1985]. Optimality in our notation does not mean optimal
efficiency. One optimality efficiency argument on the number of node expansions in A* has been
given by Dechter and Pearl [1983].

The cost formalism slightly extends the one of Sobrinho [2002] with an additional set, where
the heuristic function is mapped to. The problem of Cartesian products and power constructions
as defined for semirings by Bistarelli et al. [1997] is that they provide partial orders.



Chapter 4

*Dictionary Data Structures

The exploration efficiency of algorithms like A* is often measured with respect to the
number of expanded/generated problem graph nodes, but the actual runtimes depend
crucially on how the Open and Closed lists are implemented. In this chapter we look closer
to efficient data structures to represent these sets.

For the Open list, different options for implementing a priority queue data structure
are considered. We distinguish between integer and general edge costs, and introduce to
bucket and advanced heap implementations.

For efficient duplicate detection and removal we also look at hash dictionaries. We
devise a variety of hash functions that can be computed efficiently and that minimize
the number of collisions by approximating uniformly distributed addresses, even if the
set of chosen keys is not (which is almost always the case). Next we explore memory-
saving dictionaries, whose space requirements come close to the information-theoretic
lower bound and provide a treatment of approximate dictionaries.

Subset dictionaries address the problem of finding partial state vectors in a set. Search-
ing the set is referred to as the SUBSET QUERY or the CONTAINMENT QUERY problem.
The two problems are equivalent to the PARTIAL MATCH retrieval problem for retrieving
a partially-specified input query word from a file of k-letter words with k being fixed.
A simple example is the search for a word in crossword puzzle. In state space search,
subset dictionaries are important to generalize control knowledge.

String dictionaries are needed to cover information of sequences of labels on search
tree paths. Besides the efficient insertion (and deletion) of strings, the task to determine if
a query string is the substring of a stored string is most important and has to be executed
very efficiently. The main application for string dictionaries are web search engines. The
most flexible data structure for efficiently solving this DYNAMIC DICTIONARY MATCH-
ING problem are GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE. For state space search, string dictionaries
maintain a set of forbidden actions sequences, and generalize duplicate state information.

4.1 Priority Queues

When applying the A* algorithm to explore a problem graph, we rank all generated but
not expanded nodes u in list Open by their priority f(u) = g(u)+h(u). As basic operations
we need to find the element of minimal f -value: to insert a node together with its f -value,
and to update the structure if a node becomes a better f -value due to a shorter path. An

97
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abstract data structure for these three operations Insert, DeleteMin and DecreaseKey is a
priority queue.

In Dijkstra’s original implementation, the Open list is a plain array of nodes together
a bit vector indicating if elements are currently open or not. The minimum is found
through a complete scan, yielding quadratic execution time in the number of nodes. More
refined data structures have been developed since, which are suitable for different classes
of weight functions. We discuss integer and general weights. For integer cost we look at
bucket structures, while for general weights we consider refined heap implementations.

4.1.1 Bucket Data Structures

In many applications, edge weights can only be positive integers (sometimes for frac-
tional values it is also possible and beneficial to achieve this by rescaling). As a general
assumption we state that the difference between the largest and smallest key is less or
equal to a constant C.

Buckets

A simple implementation for the priority queues is an 1-LEVEL BUCKET. This priority
queue implementation consists of an array of C + 1 buckets, each of which is the first
link in a linked list of elements. With the array we associate three numbers minValue,
minPos, and n: minValue denotes the smallest f value in the queue, and minPos fixes the
index of the bucket with the smallest key, and n is the number of stored elements. The
i-th bucket b[i] contains all elements v with f(v) = minVal + (i − minPos) mod (C + 1),
0 ≤ i ≤ C. Figure 4.1 illustrates an example for the set of keys {16, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25}. The
implementations for the four main priority queue operations Initialize, Insert, DeleteMin
and DecreaseKey are shown in Algorithms 4.1-4.4.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

20 23 25 16 18

16

? ? ? ? ?

?

?

�
C = 9
minValue = 16
minPos = 6
n = 6

Figure 4.1: Example for an 1-LEVEL BUCKET data structure.

With doubly-linked lists (each element has a predecessor and successor pointer) we
achieve constant run times for the Insert and DecreaseKey operations, while the DeleteMin-
Operation consumes O(C) time in the worst case for searching a non-empty bucket. For
DeacreseKey we generally assume that a pointer to the element to be deleted is available.
Consequently, Dijkstra’s algorithm and A* run in O(e+ nC) time, where e is the number
of edges (generated), and n the number of nodes (expanded).
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Procedure Initialize
Input/Output: 1-LEVEL BUCKET array b (implicit constant C)

n← 0 ;; No element in so far
minValue←∞ ;; Default value for current minimum

Algorithm 4.1: Initializing an 1-LEVEL BUCKET.

Procedure Insert
Input: 1-LEVEL BUCKET b, element x with key k
Output: Updated 1-LEVEL BUCKET b

n← n+ 1 ;; Increase number of elements
if (k < minValue) ;; Element with smallest key

minPos← k mod (C + 1) ;; Update location of minimum
minValue← k ;; Update current minimum

Algorithm 4.2: Inserting an element into an 1-LEVEL BUCKET.

Multi-Layered Buckets

The worst-case complexity O(C) for DeleteMin can be reduced to an amortized (see Ap-
pendix) time complexity ofO(

√
C) operations by using a 2-LEVEL BUCKET data structure

with one top and one bottom level, both of length d
√
C + 1e+ 1.

In this structure we have two pointers for the minimum position, minPosTop and min-
PosBottom, and a number nbot of bottom elements. While each bucket in the bottom array
holds a list of elements with the same key as before, the top layer points to lower level ar-
rays. If after a DeleteMin operation that yields a minimum key k no insertion is performed
with a key less than k (as it is the case for a consistent heuristic in A*), it is sufficient to
maintain only one bottom bucket (at minPosTop), and collect elements in higher buckets

Procedure DeleteMin
Input: 1-LEVEL BUCKET b
Output: Element x with key minPos, updated 1-LEVEL BUCKET b

Remove x in b[minPos] from doubly-ended list ;; Eliminate element
n← n− 1 ;; Decrease number of elements
if (n > 0) ;; Structure non-empty

while (b[minPos] = ∅) ;; Bridge possible gaps
minPos← (minPos + 1) mod (C + 1) ;; Update location of pointer

minValue← Key(x), x ∈ b[minPos] ;; Update current minimum
else minValue←∞ ;; Structure empty

Algorithm 4.3: Deleting the minimum element in an 1-LEVEL BUCKET.
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Procedure DecreaseKey
Input: 1-LEVEL BUCKET b, element x, key k
Output: Updated 1-LEVEL BUCKET b with x moved

Remove x from doubly-ended list ;; Eliminate element
n← n− 1 ;; Decrease number of elements
Insert x with key k in b ;; Re-insert element

Algorithm 4.4: Updating the key in an 1-LEVEL BUCKET.

in the top level; the lower level buckets can only be created when the current bucket at
minPosTop becomes empty and minPosTop moves on to a higher one. One advantage is
that in the case of maximum distance between keys, DeleteMin only has to inspect the
d
√
C + 1e+ 1 buckets of the top level; moreover, it saves space if only a small fraction of

the available range C is actually filled.
As an example take C = 80, minPosTop = 2, minPosBottom = 1, and the set of element

keys {7, 7, 11, 13, 26, 35, 48, 57, 63, 85, 86}. The intervals and elements in the top buckets
are b[2] : [6, 15] = {7, 7, 11, 13}, b[3] : [16, 25] = ∅, b[4] : [26, 35] = {26, 35}, b[5] : [36, 45] =
∅, b[6] : [46, 55] = {48}, b[7] : [56, 65] = {47, 63}, b[8] : [66, 75] = ∅, b[9] : [76, 85] = {85},
b[0] : [86, 95] = {86}, and b[1] : [96, 105] = ∅. Bucket b[2] is expanded with non-empty
bottom buckets 1, 5, and 7 containing the elements 7, 11, and 13, respectively. Figure 4.2
illustrates the example.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

86 35 48 57 85

26 63

? ? ? ? ?

???

?

�
C = 80
valTop = 6
minPosTop = 2

btop :

bbot :

nbot = 4

.........................

................................... ........................................
.....

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7 11 13

7

? ? ?

?

Figure 4.2: Example for 2-LEVEL BUCKET data structure.
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Since DeleteMin reuses the bottom bucket in case it becomes empty, in some cases it
is fast in other cases it is slow. In our case of 2-LEVEL BUCKET, let Φl be the number of
elements in the top level bucket, for the l-th operation then DeleteMin uses O(

√
C + ml)

time in the worst-case, whereml is the number of elements that move from top to bottom.
The term O(

√
C) is the worst-case distance passed by in the top bucket, while ml are

efforts for the reassignment, which costs are equivalent to the number of elements that
move from top to bottom. Having to wait as long as all moved elements in the bottom
layer are dealt with, the worst case work is amortized over a longer time period. By
amortization (cf Appendix) we have O(

√
C + ml + (Φl − Φl−1)) = O(

√
C) operations.

Both operations Insert and DecreaseKey run in real and amortized constant time.

Radix Heaps

For achieving an even better amortized run time, namely O(logC), a so-called RADIX

HEAP maintains a list of dlog(C+ 1)e+ 1 buckets of sizes 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc. (see Fig. 4.3).
The main difference to layered buckets is to use buckets of exponentially increasing sizes
instead of a hierarchy. Therefore, only O(logC) buckets are needed.

80 1

11

2 4

2 4 8 16 32

3216

Figure 4.3: Example for a RADIX HEAP.

For the implementation we maintain buckets b[0..B] and bounds u[0..B + 1] with
B = dlog(C + 1)e + 1 and u[B + 1] = ∞. Furthermore, the bucket number φ(k) denotes
the index of the actual bucket for key k. The invariants of the algorithms are: i) all keys
in b[i] are in [u[i], u[i + 1]], ii) u[1] = u[0] + 1, and iii) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , B − 1} we have
0 ≤ u[i+ 1]− u[i] ≤ 2i−1.

The operations are as follows. Initialize generates an empty RADIX HEAP according
to the invariants ii) and iii). The pseudo code is shown in Alg. 4.5.

Procedure Initialize
Input: Array b[0..B] of lists and array u[0..B] of bounds
Output: Initialized RADIX HEAP with arrays b and u

for each i in {0, . . . , B} b[i]← ∅ ;; Initialize buckets
u[0]← 0;u[1]← 1 ;; Initialize bounds
for each i in {2, . . . , B} u[i]← u[i− 1] + 2i−2 ;; Initialize bounds

Algorithm 4.5: Creating a RADIX HEAP.

To insert an element with key k, in a linear scan a bucket i is searched, starting from
the largest one (i = B). Then the new element with key k is inserted into the bucket b[i]
with i = max{j | k ≤ u[j]}. The pseudo-code implementation is depicted in Alg. 4.6.
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Procedure Insert
Input: RADIX HEAP with array b[0..B + 1] of lists and array u[0..B + 1], key k
Output: Updated RADIX HEAP

i← B ;; Initialize index
while (u[i] > k) i← i− 1 ;; Decrease index
Insert k in b[i] ;; Insert element in list

Algorithm 4.6: Inserting an element into a RADIX HEAP.

For DecreaseKey, bucket i for element with key k is searched linearly. The difference is
that the search starts from the actual bucket i for key k as stored in φ(k). The implemen-
tation is shown in Alg. 4.7.

Procedure DecreaseKey
Input: RADIX HEAP with array b[0..B + 1] of lists and array u[0..B + 1]

Index i in which old key k is stored, new key k′

Output: Updated RADIX HEAP

while (u[i] > k′) i← i− 1 ;; Decrease index
Insert k′ in b[i] ;; Insert element in list

Algorithm 4.7: Inserting an element into a RADIX HEAP.

For DeleteMin we first search for the first non-empty bucket i = min{j | b[j] 6= ∅}
and identify the element with minimum key k therein. If the smallest bucket contains
an element, it is returned. For the other case u[0] is set to k and the bucket bounds are
adjusted according to the invariances, i.e. u[1] is set to k+1 and for j > 2 bound u[j] is set
to min{u[j − 2] + 2j−2, u[i + 1]}. Last but not least, the elements of b[i] are distributed to
buckets b[0], b[1], . . . , b[i − 1] and the minimum element is extracted from the non-empty
smallest bucket. The implementation is shown in Alg. 4.8.

As a short example for DeleteMin consider the following configuration (written as
[u[i]] : b[i]) of a RADIX HEAP [0] : {0}, [1] : ∅, [2] : ∅ [4] : {6, 7}, [8] : ∅, [16] : ∅ (see Fig. 4.4).
Extracting key 0 from bucket 1 yields [6] : {6, 7}, [7] : ∅, [8] : ∅, [8] : ∅, [8] : ∅, [16] : ∅. Now,

6,7

6 87 8 8 16

0

0

21 4 8 16

32

32

6,7

Figure 4.4: Example for DeleteMin operation in a RADIX HEAP.

key 6 and 7 are distributed. If b[i] 6= ∅ then the interval size is at most 2i−1. In b[i] we have
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Procedure DecreaseMin
Input: RADIX HEAP with array b[0..B + 1] of lists and array u[0..B + 1]
Output: Minimum element, updated RADIX HEAP

i← 0 ;; Start with first bucket
r ← Select(b[i]) ;; Select (any) minimum key
b[i]← b[i] \ {r} ;; Eliminate minimum key
while (b[i] = ∅) i← i+ 1 ;; Search for first non-empty bucked
if (i > 0) ;; First bucket empty
k ← min b[i] ;; Select miniumum key
u[0]← k, u[1]← k + 1 ;; Update bounds
for each j in {2, . . . , i} ;; Loop on array indices
u[j]← min{u[j − 1] + 2j−2, u[i+ 1]} ;; Update bounds

j ← 0 ;; Initialize index
for each k in b[i] ;; Keys to distribute

while (k > u[j + 1]) j ← j + 1 ;; Increase index
b[j]← b[j] ∪ {k} ;; Distribute

return r ;; Output minimum element

Algorithm 4.8: Delete the minimum from a RADIX HEAP.

i − 1 buckets available. Since all keys in b[i] are in [k,min{k + 2i−1 − 1, u[i + 1] − 1}] all
elements fit into b[0], . . . , b[i− 1].

The amortized analysis of the costs of maintaining a RADIX HEAP uses the potential
Φl =

∑
x∈R φl(x) for operation l. We have that Initialize runs in O(B), and Insert runs in

O(B). DecreaseKey has an amortized time complexity in O(φl(x) − φl−1(x)) + 1 + (Φl −
Φl−1) = O((φl(x)− φl−1(x))− (φl(x)− φl−1(x)) + 1) = O(1), and DeleteMin runs in time
O(B+(

∑
x∈b[i] φl(x)−∑x∈b[i] φl−1(x))+(Φl−Φl−1)) = O(1) amortized. In total we have a

running time of O(m logC + l) for m Insert and l DecreaseKey and ExtractMin operations.
Utilizing this representation, A* runs in time O(e + n logC) time. For current com-

puters, the value of logC for encompassing the entire integer range is small (32 or 64), so
that A* on integers using a RADIX HEAP runs in linear time in practice.

Van Emde Boas Priority Queues

A VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE is efficient when n > logN for a universe
U = {0, . . . , N − 1} of keys. In this implementation, all priority queue operations re-
duce to successor computation, which takes O(log logN) time. The space requirements
are O(N log logN).

We start by considering a data structure TN on the elements {0, . . . , N − 1} defining
only three operations: Insert(x), Delete(x), and Succ(x), where the two first ones have an
obvious semantics and the last one returns the smallest item in TN that is larger than
or equal to x. All priority queue operations use the recursive operation Succ(x) that
finds the smallest y in the structure TN with y > x. For the priority queue data structure,
DeleteMin is simply implemented as Delete(Succ(0)) – assuming positive key values, while
DecreaseKey is a combination of a Delete and and Insert operation.

Using an ordinary bit vector, Insert and Delete are constant time operations, but Succ is
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inefficient. Using balanced trees, all operations run in time O(logN). A better implemen-
tation is to implement a recursive representation with

√
N distinct versions of T√N . The

latter trees are called bottom, and an element i = a ·
√
N + b is represented by the entry b

in bottom(a). The conversion from i to a and b in bit vector representation is simple, since
a and b refer to the most and least significant half of the bits. Moreover, we have another
version T√N called top that contains a only if a is non-empty.

Alg. 4.9 depicts a pseudo-code implementation of Succ. The recursion for the run-
time is T (N) = T (

√
N) + O(1). If we set N ∼ 2k then T (2k) = T (2k/2) + O(1) so that

T (2k) = O(log k) and T (N) = O(log logN). The subsequent implementations for Insert
and Delete are shown in the Algorithms 4.10 and 4.11. Inserting element x in TN locates a
possible place by first seeking for the successor Succ(x) of x. This leads a running time of
O(log logN). Deletion used the doubly-linked structure and the successor relation. It also
runs in O(log logN) time.

Procedure Succ
Input: VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE structure TN , i = a

√
N + b

Output: Updated VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE structure TN , min{k ∈ TN | k ≥ i}

if (maxValue(bottom(a)) ≥ b) ;; Maximum in bottom exceeds b
j ← a

√
N + Succ(bottom(a), b) ;; Search in bottom-list

else ;; Maximum in bottom structure smaller than b
z ← Succ(top, a+ 1) ;; Compute temporary
j ← c

√
z + minValue(bottom(z)) ;; Search in next-to-bottom

return j ;; Return obtained value

Algorithm 4.9: Finding the successor in a VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE.

Procedure Insert
Input: VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE structure TN , i = a

√
N + b

Output: Updated VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE structure TN

if (Size(bottom(a)) = 0) ;; Bottom structure empty
Insert(top, a) ;; Recursive call

Insert(bottom, b) ;; Insert element to bottom structure

Algorithm 4.10: Inserting an element in a VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE.

A VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE k-structure is recursively defined. Consider the
example k = 4 (implying N = 16) with the set of 5 elements S = {2, 3, 7, 10, 13}. Set top
is a 2-structure on {0, 1, 2, 3} based on the set of possible prefixes in the binary encoding
of the values in S. Set bottom is a vector of 2-structures (based on the suffixes of the
binary state encodings in S) with bottom(0) = {2, 3}, bottom(1) = {3}, bottom(2) = {2},
and bottom(3) = {1}, since (2)2 = 00|10, (3)2 = 00|11, (7)2 = 01|11, (10)2 = 10|10,
and (13)2 = 11|01. Representing top as a 2-structure implies k = 2 and N = 4, such
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Procedure Delete
Input: VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE structure TN , i = a

√
N + b

Output: Updated VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE structure Tn

Delete(bottom, b) ;; Remove element from bottom structure
if (Size(bottom(a)) = 0) ;; Bottom structure now empty

Delete(top, a) ;; Recursive call

Algorithm 4.11: Deleting an element from a VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE.

0011

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 1 1 1 1

2 3 7 10 13

0010 110110100111

Figure 4.5: An example for a 4-structure for the VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE.

that the representation of {0, 1, 2, 3} with (0)2 = 0|0, (1)2 = 0|1, (2)2 = 1|0, (3)2 = 1|1,
leads to sub-top structure on {0, 1} and two sub-bottom structures bottom(0) = {0, 1} and
bottom(1) = {0, 1}.

To realize the structures in practice, a mixed representation of the element set is ap-
propriate. On the one hand a doubly-connected linked list contains the elements sorted
according to the values they have in the universe. On the other hand a bit vector b is
devised, with bit i denoting if an element with value bi is contained in the list. The two
structures are connected via links that point from each non-zero element to an item in the
doubly connected list. The mixed representation (bit-vector and doubly-ended leaf-list)
for the above 4-structure (without unrolling the references to the single top and 4 bottom
structures) is shown Fig. 4.5).

4.1.2 Heap Data Structures

Let us now assume that we can have arbitrary (e.g, floating point) keys. Each operation
in a priority queue then divides into compare-exchange steps. For this case, the most
common implementation of a priority queue (besides a plain list) is a BINARY SEARCH

TREE or a HEAP.

Binary Search Trees

A BINARY SEARCH TREE is a binary tree implementation of a priority queue in which
each internal node x stores an element. The keys in the left subtree of x are smaller than
(or equal) to the one of x and keys in the right subtree of x are larger than the one of
x. Operations on a binary search tree take time proportional to the height of the tree. If
the tree is a linear chain of nodes, up to a linear comparisons might be induced in the
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worst-case. If the tree is balanced, a logarithmic number of operations for insertion and
deletion suffice. As balancing can be involved, in the following we discuss more flexible
and faster data structures for implementing a priority queue.

Heaps

A HEAP is a complete binary tree, i.e., all levels are completely filled except possibly the
lowest one, which is filled from the left. This means that the depth of the tree (and every
path length from the root to a leaf) is Θ(log n). Each internal node v satisfies the heap
property: the key of v is smaller than or equal to the key of either of its two children.

Complete binary trees can be embedded in an array A as follows. The elements are
stored level-wise from left to right in ascending cells of the array; A[1] is the root; the left
and right child of A[i] are A[2i] and A[2i + 1], respectively, and its parent is A[bi/2c]. On
most current microprocessors, the operation of multiplication by two (including possibly
adding one) can be realized as a single shift instruction. An example of a HEAP (including
its array embedding) is provided in Fig. 4.6.

2 1

2 3
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8 9

610 1256

9 8

4 7

Figure 4.6: Example of a HEAP. Array indices are attached to the nodes.

To insert an element into a HEAP, we first tentatively place it in the next available leaf.
As this might violate the heap property; we restore the heap property by swapping the
element with its parent, if the parent’s key is larger; then we check for the grandparent
key, and so on, until the heap property is valid or the element reaches the root. Thus,
Insert needs at most O(log n) time. In the array embedding we start with the last unused
index n + 1 in array A and place key k into A[n + 1]. Then, we climb up the ancestors
until a correct HEAP is constructed. An implementation is provided in Alg. 4.12.

Procedure Insert
Input: Key k, HEAP of size n embeded in Array A
Output: Updated HEAP of size n+ 1

A[n+ 1]← k; x← n+ 1 ;; Place element at empty place at end of array
while (x 6= 1) and (A[parent(x)] > A[x]) ;; Unless finished or root node found

Swap(parent(x), x) ;; Exchange keys
x← parent(x) ;; Climb up structure

n← n+ 1 ;; Increase size

Algorithm 4.12: Inserting an element into a HEAP.
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DecreaseKey starts at the node x that has changed its value. This reference has to be
maintained with the elements that are stored. Alg. 4.13 shows a possible implementation.

Procedure DecreaseKey
Input: HEAP, index x of element that has improved to value k
Output: Updated HEAP

A[x]← k ;; Update key value
while (x 6= 1) and (A[parent(x)] > A[x]) ;; Unless finished or root node found

Swap(parent(x), x) ;; Exchange keys
x← parent(x) ;; Climb up structure

Algorithm 4.13: Decreasing the key of an element in a HEAP.

To extract the minimum key is particularly easy: it is always stored at the root. How-
ever, we have to delete it and guarantee the heap property afterwards. First, we tenta-
tively fill the gap at the root with the last element on the bottom level of the tree. Then
we restore the heap property using 2 comparisons per node while going down. This op-
eration is referred to as SiftDown. That is, at a node we determine the minimum of the
current key and that of the children; if the node is actually the minimum of the three, we
are done, otherwise it is exchanged with the minimum, and the balancing continues at its
previous position. Hence, the running time for DeleteMin is again O(log n) in the worst
case. The implementation is displayed in Alg. 4.14.

Procedure DeleteMin
Input: HEAP of size n
Output: Minimum element, updated HEAP of size n− 1

Swap(A[1], A[n]) ;; Swap last element to root position
SiftDown(1) ;; Restore heap property
n← n− 1 ;; Decrease size
return A[n+ 1] ;; Return minimum element

Algorithm 4.14: Extracting the minimum element from a HEAP.

An implementation of the priority queue using a HEAP leads to an O((e + n) log n)
algorithm for A*, where n (resp. e) is the number of generated problem graph nodes
(resp. edges). The data structure is fast in practice if n is small, say a few million elements
(an accurate number depends on the efficiency of the implementation).

HEAPS are efficient for sorting. HEAPSORT generates a HEAP using a sequence
of SiftDown operations in the construction phase and loops on DeleteMin operations
in the sorting phase. The pseudo-code implementation is shown in Alg. 4.15. For
k = dlog ne, the number of comparisons for the HEAP generation phase can be bounded
by

∑k−1
i=0 2i · (2k − 1)/2i = 2(2k − 1)

∑k−1
i=0 i/2

i ≤ 2n by iterated sifting (starting from
the leaves, restoring the subheaps backwards), while the number of comparisons for the
sorting phase is bounded by 2n log n (for every fix, 2 comparisons can be required).
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Procedure Heapsort
Input: Unsorted array A[1..n]
Output: Sorted array A[1..n]

for each j in {0, . . . , bn/2c} ;; Traverse array backwards
SiftDown(n− j) ;; Restore heap property

for each j in {0, . . . , n− 2} ;; Sorting phase
Swap(A[1], A[n− j]) ;; Move new element on top of HEAP
SiftDown(n− j) ;; Restore heap property

Algorithm 4.15: Implementation of the Heapsort algorithm.

Since generating a heap from scratch is fast, it is used for featuring bulk insertions in
a priority queues.

Pairing Heaps

A PAIRING HEAP is a heap-ordered (not necessarily binary) self-adjusting tree. The basic
operation on a PAIRING HEAP is pairing, which combines two PAIRING HEAPS by attach-
ing the root with the larger key to the other root as its leftmost child. More precisely, for
two PAIRING HEAPS with respective root values k1 and k2, pairing inserts the first as the
leftmost subtree of second if k1 > k2, and otherwise inserts the second into the first as its
leftmost subtree. Pairing takes constant time and the minimum is found at the root.

In a heap-ordered multi-way tree representation realizing the priority queue opera-
tions is simple. Insertion pairs the new node with the root of heap. DecreaseKey splits
the node and its subtree from the heap (if the node is not the root), decreases the key,
and then pairs it with the root of the heap. Delete splits the node to be deleted and its
subtree, performs a DeleteMin on the subtree, and pairs the resulting tree with the root of
the heap. DeleteMin removes and returns the root, and then, in pairs, pairs the remaining
trees. Then, the remaining trees from right to left are incrementally paired.

Since the multiple child representation is difficult to maintain, the child-sibling binary
tree representation for PAIRING HEAPS is often used, in which siblings are connected as
follows. The left link of a node accesses its first child, and the right link of a node accesses
its next sibling, so that the value of a node is less than or equal to all the values of nodes
in its left subtree. It has been shown that in this representation insert takes O(1) and
delete-min takes O(log n) amortized, while decrease-key takes at least Ω(log logn) and at
most O(2

√
log logn) steps.

Weak-Heaps

A WEAK HEAP is obtained by relaxing the HEAP requirements. It satisfies the following
three conditions: The key of a node is smaller than or equal to all elements to its right,
the root has no left child, and leaves are found on the last two levels only.

The array representation uses so-called reverse bits Reverse[i] ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}.
The location of the left child is located at 2i + Reverse[i] and the right child is found
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at 2i + 1 − Reverse[i]. By flipping Reverse[i] the locations of the left and the right child
are exchanged. As an example take A = [1, 4, 5, 2, 7, 5, 3, 8, 15, 11, 10, 13, 14, 9, 12] and
Reverse = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] as an array representation of a WEAK HEAP.
Its binary tree equivalent is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Example of a WEAK HEAP. Reflected nodes are shown in gray.

The function Grandparent is defined as Grandparent(i) = Grandparent(parent(i)) in case
i is a left child, and parent(i) if i is a right one. In a WEAK HEAP, Grandparent(i) refers
the index of the deepest element known to be bigger than or equal to the one at i. An
illustration is given in Fig. 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Grandparent relationship in a WEAK HEAP indicated using dashed arrows.

Let node v be the root of a balanced tree T and let node u with the left subtree of T
and v with the right subtree of T each form a WEAK HEAP. Merging u and v yields a new
WEAK HEAP. If A[u] ≤ A[v] then the tree with root u and right child v is a WEAK HEAP.
If, however, A[v] < A[u] we swap A[v] with A[u] and reflect the subtrees in T (see Fig. 4.9
b)). Alg. 4.16 provides the pseudo-code implementation for Merge and Grandparent.

To restore the WEAK HEAP all subtrees corresponding to grandchildren of the root
are combined. Alg. 4.17 shows the implementation of this Merge-Forest procedure. The
element at position m serves as a root node. We traverse the grandchildren of the root in
which the second largest element is located. Then, in a bottom-up traversal, the WEAK

HEAP property are restored by a series of Merge operations.
For DeleteMin we restore the WEAK HEAP property after exchanging the root element

with the last one in the underlying array. Alg. 4.18 gives an implementation.
To construct a WEAK HEAP from scratch all nodes at index i for decreasing i are

merged to their grandparents, resulting in the minimal number of n− 1 comparisons.
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Figure 4.9: Merging operation in a WEAK HEAP.

Procedure Grandparent
Input: Index j
Output: Index for the grandparent for j

while (Even(j)) j ← j/2 ;; Left child
return bj/2c ;; Right child

Procedure Merge
Input: Indices i and j, i is (virtual) grandparent of j
Output: Combined sub-WEAK HEAPS rooted at i and j

if (A[i] > A[j]) ;; Wrong order
Swap(i, j); Reverse[j]← ¬Reverse[j] ;; Swap elements and flip bit

Algorithm 4.16: Implementation of different subroutines for WEAK HEAPS.

For Insert given a key k, we start with the last unused index x in array A and place k
intoA[x]. Then we climb up the grandparents until the WEAK HEAP property is satisfied.
Alg. 4.19. On the average, the path length of grandparents from a leaf node to a root is
approximately half the depth of the tree (see Exercises). For the DecreaseKey operation we
start at the node x that has changed its value. Alg. 4.20 shows an implementation.

WEAK HEAPS are very efficient for sorting. WEAK-HEAPSORT generates a WEAK

HEAP and loops on Merge-Forest in the sorting phase. The pseudo-code implementation
is shown in Alg. 4.21.

Procedure Merge-Forest
Input: Index m
Output: Restored WEAK HEAP in a bottom-up merging phase

x← 1 ;; Start at second index
while (2x+ Reverse[x] < m) x← 2x+ Reverse[x] ;; Go left
while (x > 0) Merge(m,x) x← bx/2c ;; Climb up

Algorithm 4.17: Restoration of WEAK HEAPS.
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Procedure DeleteMin
Input: WEAK HEAP of size n
Output: Minimum element, updated WEAK HEAP of size n− 1

Swap(A[0], A[n− 1]) ;; Swap last element to root position
Merge-Forest(0) ;; Restore WEAK HEAP property
n← n− 1 ;; Decrease size
return A[n] ;; Return minimum element

Algorithm 4.18: Extracting the minimum element from a WEAK HEAP.

Procedure Insert
Input: Key k, WEAK HEAP of size n
Output: Updated WEAK HEAP of size n+ 1

A[n]← k; x← n ;; Place element at empty place at end of array
Reverse[x]← 0 ;; Initialize bit
while (x 6= 0) and (A[Grandparent(x)] > A[x]) ;; Unless finished or root node found

Swap(Grandparent(x), x) ;; Exchange keys
Reverse[x]← ¬Reverse[x] ;; Rotate subtree rooted at x
x← Grandparent(x) ;; Climb up structure

n← n+ 1 ;; Increase size

Algorithm 4.19: Inserting an element into a WEAK HEAP.

Theorem 4.1 (Performance WEAK-HEAPSORT) Let k = dlog ne, then the worst-case number
of key comparisons of WEAK-HEAPSORT is bounded by nk − 2k + n− 1 ≤ n log n+ 0.086n.

PROOF: The calls Merge-Forest(i) perform at most
∑n−1
i=2 dlog(i + 1)e = nk − 2k comparisons.

Together with the n−1 comparisons to build the WEAK HEAP we have nk−2k+n−1 comparisons
altogether. Utilizing basic calculus we deduce that for all n there is an x in [0, 1] with nk−2k+n−1 =
n log n+nx−n2x+n−1 = n log n+n(x−2x+1)−1 and that the function f(x) = x−2x+1 takes

Procedure DecreaseKey
Input: WEAK HEAP, index x of element that has improved to k
Output: Updated WEAK HEAP

A[x]← k ;; Update key value
while (x 6= 0) and (A[Grandparent(x)] > A[x]) ;; Unless finished or root node found

Swap(Grandparent(x), x) ;; Exchange keys
Reverse[x]← ¬Reverse[x] ;; Rotate subtree rooted at x
x← Grandparent(x) ;; Climb up structure

Algorithm 4.20: Decreasing the key of an element in a WEAK HEAP.
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Procedure Weak-Heapsort
Input: Unsorted array A[0..n− 1], initialized array Reverse[0..n− 1],
Output: Sorted array A[0..n− 1]

for each j in {1, . . . , n− 1} ;; Traverse array backwards
Merge(Grandparent(n− j), n− j) ;; Merge grandparent with current index

A[n]← A[0] ;; Save first root element to temporary
for each i in {1, . . . , n− 2} Merge-Forest(n− i) ;; Sorting Phase
for each i in {0, . . . , n− 1} A[i]← A[i+ 1] ;; Moving Phase

Algorithm 4.21: Implementation of the WEAK-HEAPSORT algorithm.

it maximum at x0 = − ln ln 2/ ln 2 and f(x0) = 0.086. Therefore, the number of key comparisons
is less than n log n+ 0.086n.

Fibonacci Heaps

A FIBONACCI HEAP is an involved data structure. with a detailed presentation that ex-
ceeds the scope of this book. By better worst case bounds and a faster implementation,
RELAXED WEAK QUEUES are expected to substitute FIBONACCI HEAPS in theory and
practice. In the following, we, therefore, motivate FIBONACCI HEAPS only. For more
insights, we refer to the bibliographic notes.

Intuitively, FIBONACCI HEAPS are relaxed versions of BINOMIAL QUEUES, which it-
self are extensions to BINOMIAL TREES. A BINOMIAL TREE Bn is a tree of height n with
2n nodes in total and

(n
i

)
nodes in depth i. The structure of Bn is found by unifying two

structure Bn−1, where one is added as an additional successor to the second.
BINOMIAL QUEUES are a union of heap-ordered BINOMIAL TREE. An example is

shown in Fig. 4.10. Tree Bi is represented in queue Q if the ith bit in the binary repre-
sentation of n is set. The partition of a BINOMIAL QUEUE structure Q into trees Bi is
unique as there is only one binary representation of a given number. Since the minimum
is always located at the root of one Bi, operation Min takes O(log n) time. BINOMIAL

QUEUES Q1 and Q2 of sizes n1 and n2 are meld by simulating binary addition of n1 and
n2. This corresponds to a parallel scan of the root lists of Q1 and Q2. If n ∼ n1 + n2 then
meld can be performed in time O(log n). Having to meld the queues Q1 = (B2, B1, B0)
and Q2 = (B0) leads to a queue Q3 = (B3).

BINOMIAL QUEUES are itself priority queues. Operations Insert and DeleteMin both
use procedure meld as a subroutine. The former creates a tree B0 with one element, while
the latter extracts tree Bi containing the minimal element and splits it into its subtrees
B0, . . . , Bi−1. In both cases the resulting trees are merged with the remaining queue to
perform the update. DecreaseKey for element v updates the BINOMIAL TREE Bi in which v
is located by propagating the element change bottom-up. All operations run in O(log n).

A FIBONACCI HEAP is a collection of heap-ordered BINOMIAL TREES, maintained in
form a circular doubly-linked unordered list of root nodes. In difference to BINOMIAL

QUEUES, more than one BINOMIAL TREE of rank imay be represented in one FIBONACCI

HEAP. Consolidation traverses the linear list and merges trees of the same rank, each
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Figure 4.10: Example of a BINOMIAL QUEUE.

rank is unique. For this purpose, an additional array is devised that supports finding
the trees of same rank in the root list. The minimum element in a FIBONACCI HEAP is
accessible inO(1) time through a pointer in the root list. Insert performs a meld operation
with a singleton tree.

For the critical operation consolidate a node is marked if it looses a child. Before it is
marked twice, a cut is performed, which separates the node from its parent. The subtree
of the node is inserted in the root list (where the node becomes unmarked again). The
cut may cascades as it is propagated to the parent node. An example for a cascading cut is
shown in Fig. 4.11. Nodes with the keys 3, 6 and 8 are already marked. Now we decrease
the key 9 to 1, so that 3, 6 and 8 will loose their second child.

9

2

11

4 3

5 7 6

8 10

Figure 4.11: Cascading cut in heap-ordered tree.

DecreaseKey performs the update on the element in the heap-ordered tree. It removes
the updated node from the child list of its parent and inserts it into the root list, while
updating the minimum. DeleteMin extracts the minimum and includes all subtrees into
the root list and consolidates it.

RELAXED WEAK QUEUES

RELAXED WEAK QUEUES are worst-case efficient priority queues, by means that all run-
ning times of FIBONACCI HEAPS are worst-case instead of amortized.

WEAK QUEUES contribute to the observation that perfect WEAK HEAPS inherit a one-
to-one correspondence to BINOMIAL QUEUES by taking only the virtual WEAK HEAP

edges that are defined by the Grandparent relation. Note that in perfect WEAK HEAPS the
right subtree of the root is a complete binary tree.
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A WEAK QUEUE stores n elements is a collection of disjoint (non-embedded) perfect
weak heaps based on the binary representation of n =

∑blognc
i=0 bi2i. In its basic form, a

WEAK QUEUE contains a perfect WEAK HEAP Hi of size 2i if and only if bi = 1.
RELAXED WEAK QUEUES relax the requirement of having exactly one WEAK HEAP

of a given rank in the WEAK QUEUE and allows some inconsistent elements that violate
the WEAK HEAP property. An additional array (of logarithmic size) maintains at most 2
WEAK HEAPS of same rank. To keep the complexity for DecreaseKey small, resolving the
inconsistencies in the WEAK HEAPS is delayed. A structure (of logarithmic size) called
the heap store maintains perfect weak-heaps of same rank similar to Fibonacci heaps. At
most two heaps per rank suffice to efficiently realize injection and ejection of the heaps.

To keep the complexity for decrease-key constant, resolving weak-heap order viola-
tions is also delayed. The primary purpose of a node store is to keep track and reduce
the number of potential violation nodes at which the key may be smaller than the key of
its grandparent. A node that is a potential violation node is marked. A marked node is
tough if it is the left child of its parent and also the parent is marked. A chain of consecu-
tive tough nodes followed by a single non-tough marked node is called a run. All tough
nodes of a run are called its members; the single non-tough marked node of that run is
called its leader. A marked node that is neither a member nor a leader of a run is called
a singleton. To summarize, we can divided the set of all nodes into four disjoint type
categories: unmarked nodes, run members, run leaders, and singletons.

A pair (type, height) with type being either unmarked, member, leader, or singleton
and height being a value in {0, 1, . . . , blog nc − 1} denotes the state of a node. Transforma-
tions induce a constant number of state transitions. A simple example of such a trans-
formation is a join, where the height of the new root must be increased by one. Other
operations are cleaning, parent, sibling and pair transformations (see Fig. 4.12). A clean-
ing transformation rotates a marked left child to a marked right one, provided its neighbor
and parent are unmarked. A parent transformation reduces the number of marked nodes
or pushes the marking one level up. A sibling transformation reduces the markings by
eliminating two markings in one level, while generating a new marking one level up. A
pair transformation has a similar effect, but also operates on disconnected trees.

All transformations run in constant time. The node store consists of different list
items containing the type of the node marking, which can either be a fellow, a chairman, a
leader, or a member of a run, where fellows and chairmen refine the concept of singletons.
A fellow is a marked node, with an unmarked parent, if it is a left child. If more than
one fellow has a certain height, one of them is elected a chairman. The list of chairmen
is required for performing a singleton transformation. Nodes that are left children of a
marked parent are members, while the parent of such runs is entitled the leader. The list
of leaders is needed for performing a run transformation.

The four primitive transformations are combined to λ-reduction, which invokes either
a singleton or run transformation (see Alg. 4.22). The first one reduces the number of mark-
ing in a given level by 1, not producing a marking in the level above; or it reduces the
number of markings in a level by two, producing a marking in the level above.

A similar statement is true for a run transformation, so that in both transformations
the number of markings is reduced by at least one in constant amount of work and
comparisons. A λ-reduction is invoked once for each DecreaseKey and twice for each
DeleteMin operation. It invokes either a singleton or a run transformation and is enforced,
once the number of marked nodes exceeds blog nc − 1.
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Figure 4.12: Primitives used in a λ-reduction: a) cleaning transformation, b) parent trans-
formation, c) sibling transformation, and d) pair transformation.

Table 4.1 measures the time in µ-seconds (for each operation) for inserting n integers
(randomly assigned to values from n to 2n − 1). Next, their values are decreased by 10
and then the minimum element is deleted n times. (The lack of results in one row is due
to the fact that FIBONACCI HEAPS ran out of space.) In a second set of experiments in
Table 4.2 the time for inserting n strings (randomly assigned to strings for the values from
100n to 101n− 1 is measured. Next, the key is decreased by a random value in [0, n− 1]
and successively all minimal elements are deleted.
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Procedure λ-Reduce
Side Effect: RELAXED WEAK QUEUE structure modified

if (chairmen 6= ∅) ;; Fellow pair on some level
first← chairmen.first; firstparent← parent(first) ;; 1st item and its parent
if (firstparent.left = first and marked(firstparent.right) or ;; Two children . . .

firstparent.left 6= first and marked(firstparent.left) ;; . . . marked already
siblingtrans(firstparent); return ;; Case c) suffices

second← chairmen.second; secondparent← parent(second) ;; 2nd item and its parent
if (secondparent.left = second and marked(secondparent.right) or ;; Two children . . .

secondparent.left 6= second and marked(secondparent.left) ;; . . . marked already
siblingtrans(secondparent); return ;; Case c) suffices

if (firstparent.left = first) cleaningtrans(firstparent) ;; Toggle children marking
if (secondparent.left = second) cleaningtrans(secondparent) ;; Case a) applies
if (marked(firstparent) or root(firstparent)) ;; Parent also marked

parenttrans(firstparent); return ;; Case b) applies
if (marked(secondparent) or root(secondparent)) ;; Parent also marked

parenttrans(secondparent); return ;; Case b) applies
pairtrans(firstparent, secondparent) ;; Case d) applies

else if (leaders 6= ∅) ;; Leader exists on some level
leader← leaders.first ; leaderparent← parent(leader) ;; Select leader and parent
if (leader = leaderparent.right) ;; Leader is right child

parenttrans(leaderparent) ;; Transform into left child
if (¬marked(leaderparent) ∧ marked(leader)) ;; Parent also marked

if (marked(leaderparent.left) siblingtrans(leaderparent); return ;; Case c) suffices)
parenttrans(leaderparent) ;; ;; Case b) applies first time

if (marked(leaderparent,right)) parenttrans(leader) ;; Case b) applies second time
else ;; Leader is left child

sibling← leaderparent.right ;; Temporary variable
if (marked(sibling)) siblingtrans(leaderparent); return ;; Case c) suffices
cleaningtrans(leaderparent) ;; Toggle marking of leader’s children
if (marked(sibling.right)) siblingtrans(sibling); return ;; Case c) suffices
cleaningtrans(sibling) ;; Toggle marking of sibling’s children
parenttrans(sibling) ;; Case b) applies
if (marked(leaderparent.left)) siblingtrans(leaderparent) ;; Case c) suffices

Algorithm 4.22: Reducing number of marked nodes in a RELAXED WEAK QUEUE.

4.2 Hash Tables

Duplicate detection is essential for state-space search to avoid redundant expansions. As
no access to all states is given in advance, a dynamically growing dictionary to represent
sets of states has to be provided. For the Closed list, we memorize nodes that have been
expanded and for each generated state we look, whether it is already stored. We also
have to search for duplicates in the Open list, so another dictionary is needed to assist
lookups in the priority queue. The DICTIONARY problem consists of providing a data
structure with the operations Insert, Lookup, and Delete. In search applications, deletion is
not always necessary. The slightly easier membership problem neglects any associated in-
formation. However, many implementations of membership data structures can be easily
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n = 25′000′000 n = 50′000′000
Insert Dec.Key Del.Min Insert Dec.Key Del.Min

RELAXED WEAK QUEUES 0.048 0.223 4.38 0.049 0.223 5.09
WEAK HEAPS 0.047 0.047 1.30 0.047 0.047 1.85
PAIRING HEAPS 0.010 0.020 6.71 0.009 0.020 8.01
FIBONACCI HEAPS 0.062 0.116 6.98 - - -
HEAPS 0.090 0.064 5.22 0.082 0.065 6.37

Table 4.1: Performance of priority queue data structures on n integers.

n = 5′000′000 n = 20′000′000
Insert Dec.Key Del.Min Insert Dec.Key Del.Min

RELAXED WEAK QUEUES 0.334 1.910 7.50 0.390 1.986 9.92
WEAK HEAPS 0.692 1.288 6.70 0.779 1.372 8.49
PAIRING HEAP 0.262 1.002 8.99 0.302 1.043 12.51
FIBONACCI HEAP 0.388 1.042 12.12 0.439 1.097 16.24
HEAPS 0.698 1.388 10.81 0.809 1.435 14.21

Table 4.2: Performance of priority queue data structures on n strings.

generalized to dictionary data structures by adding a pointer. Instead of maintaining two
dictionaries for Open and Closed individually, more frequently, the Open and Closed lists
are maintained together in a combined dictionary.

There are two major techniques for implementing dictionaries: (balanced) search trees
and hashing. The former class of algorithms can achieve all operations in O(log n) worst
case time and O(n) storage space, where n is the number of stored elements. Gener-
ally, for hashing constant time for lookup operations is required, so we concentrate on
hash dictionaries. We first introduce different hash functions and algorithms. Incremental
hashing will be helpful to enhance the efficiency of computing hash addresses. In per-
fect hashing we consider bijective mapping of states to addresses. In universal hashing,
we consider a class of hash functions that will be useful for more general perfect hash-
ing strategies. As memory is a big concern in state space search we will also address
memory-saving dictionary data structures. At the end of section, we show how to save
additional space by being imprecise (saying in the dictionary when it is not).

4.2.1 Hash Dictionaries

Hashing serves as a method to store and retrieve states u ∈ S efficiently. A dictionary
over a universe S = {0, . . . , N − 1} of possible keys is a partial function from a subset
R ⊆ S (the stored keys) to some set I (the associated information). In state space hashing,
every state x ∈ S is assigned to a key k(x), which is a part of the representation that
uniquely identifies S. Note that every state representation can be interpreted as a binary
integer number. Then not all integers in the universe will correspond to valid states. For
simplicity, in the following we will identify states with their keys.

The keys are mapped into a linear array T [0..m−1], called the hash table. The mapping
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Figure 4.13: Basic principle of hashing.

h : S → {0, . . . ,m − 1} is called the hash function (see Fig. 4.13). The lack of injectiveness
yields address collisions, i.e., different states that are mapped to the same table location.
Roughly speaking, hashing is all about computing keys and detecting collisions. The
overall time complexity for hashing depends on the time to compute the hash function,
the collision strategy and the ratio between the number of stored keys and the hash table
size, but usually not on the size of the keys.

The choice of a good hash function is the central problem for hashing. In the worst
case all keys are mapped to the same address, e.g. for all x ∈ S we have h(x) = const,
with 0 ≤ const < m. In the best case we have no collisions and the access time to an
element is constant. A special case is that of a fixed stored set R, and a hash table of at
least m entries; then a suitable hash function is h(xi) = i with xi ∈ R and 0 ≤ i < m.

These two extreme cases are more of theoretical interest. In practice, one can avoid
the worst case by a proper design of the hash function.

4.2.2 Hash Functions

A good hash function is one that can be computed efficiently and minimizes the num-
ber of address collisions. The returned addresses for given keys should be uniformly
distributed, even if the set of chosen keys in S is not, which is almost always the case.

Given a hash table of size m and the sequence k1, . . . , kn of keys to be inserted, for
each pair (ki, kj) of keys, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define a random variable

Xij =

{
1 if h(ki) = h(kj)
0 otherwise

Then X =
∑
i<j Xij is the sum of collisions. Assuming a random hash function with

uniform distribution, the expected value of X is

E(X) = E


∑

i<j

Xij


 =

∑

i<j

E(Xij) =
∑

i<j

1
m

=

(
n

2

)
· 1
m
.

Using a hash table of size m = 107, for 1 million elements, we expect about
(106

2

) · 1
m ≈

4, 999 address collisions.
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Remainder Method

If one can extend S to ZZ, then ZZ/mZZ is the quotient space with equivalence classes
[0], . . . , [m− 1] induced by the relation

z ∼ w iff z mod m = w mod m.

Therefore, a mapping h : S → {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1} with h(x) = x mod m distributes S on
T . For the uniformity, the choice of m is important: for example, if m is even then h(x) is
even if and only if x is.

The choice m = rw, for some w ∈ IN , is also not appropriate, since for x =
∑l
i=0 air

i

we have

x mod m =

(
l∑

i=w

air
i +

w−1∑

i=0

air
i

)
mod m =

(
w−1∑

i=0

air
i

)
mod m

This means that the distribution only takes the last w digits into account.
A good choice for m is a prime which does not divide a number ri ± j for small j,

because m | ri ± j is equivalent to rimod m = ∓j so that (case +)

x mod m = j ·
l∑

i=0

ai mod m,

i.e., keys with same sum of digits are mapped to the same address.

Multiplicative Hashing

In this approach the product of the key and an irrational number φ is computed and the
fractional part is preserved, resulting in a mapping into [0, 1) ⊂ IR. This can be used for
a hash function that maps the key x to {0, . . . ,m− 1} as follows:

h(x) = bm(xφ− bxφc)c.

One of the best choices for φ for multiplicative hashing is (
√

5− 1)/2 ≈ 0.6180339887,
the golden ratio. As an example take k = 123, 456 and m = 10, 000; then h(k) = b10, 000 ·
(123456 · φ) c = 41.

Rabin and Karp Hashing

For this case, the states in S are interpreted as bit strings and divided into blocks of bits.
For example blocks of byte-size yield 256 different characters.

The idea originates in matching a text T [1..n] to a pattern M [1..m]. In the algorithm
of Rabin and Karp, a pattern M is mapped to a number h(M), which fits into a single
memory cell and can be processed in constant time. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n − m + 1 we will
check if h(M) = h(T [j..j + m − 1]). Due to possible collisions, this is not a sufficient but
a necessary criterion for the match of M and T [j..j + m − 1]. A character-by-character
comparison is performed only if h(M) = h(T [j..j +m− 1]) for all j. To compute h(T [j +
1..j +m]) incrementally in constant time, one takes value h(T [j..j +m− 1]) into account,
according to Horner’s rule for evaluating polynomials. This works as follows. Let q be
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a sufficiently large prime and q > m. We assume that numbers of size q · |Σ| fit into a
memory cell, so that all operations can be performed with single precision arithmetic. To
ease notation, we identify characters in Σ with their order. The algorithm of Rabin and
Karp as presented in Alg. 4.23 performs the matching process.

Procedure Rabin-Karp
Input: String T , pattern M , alphabet Σ
Output: Occurrence of M in T

p← t← 0; u← |Σ|m−1 mod q ;; Initialization
for each i in {1, . . . ,m} ;; Traverse pattern positions

p← (|Σ| · p+M [i]) mod q ;; Precompute hash function of pattern
for each i in {1, . . . ,m} ;; Traverse text prefix

t← (|Σ| · p+ T [i]) mod q ;; Precompute hash function for text prefix
for each j in {1, . . . , n−m+ 1} ;; Main comparison loop

if (p = t) ;; Hash function matches
if (check (M,T [j..j +m− 1])) ;; Exact string comparison required

return j ;; Pattern found at position j
if (j ≤ n−m) ;; Text fully processed

t← ((t− T [j] · u) · |Σ|+ T [j +m]) mod q ;; Shift using Horner’s rule

Algorithm 4.23: Algorithm of Rabin and Karp.

The algorithm is correct due to the following observation.

Theorem 4.2 (Correctness Rabin-Karp) Let the steps of Alg. 4.23 be numbered wrt. the loop
counter j. At the start of the j-th iteration we have

tj =



m+j−1∑

i=j

T [i]|Σ|m−i+j−1


 mod q.

PROOF: Certainly, t1 =
(∑m

i=1 T [i]|Σ|m−i
)

mod q and inductively we have

tj = ((tj−1 − T [j − 1] · u) · |Σ|+ T [j +m− 1]) mod q

=







m+j−2∑

i=j−1

T [i]|Σ|m−i+j−2


− T [j − 1] · u


 · |Σ|+ T [j +m− 1]


 mod q

=



m+j−1∑

i=j

T [i]|Σ|m−i+j−1


mod q.

As an example take Σ = {0,...,9} and q = 13. Furthermore, let M = 31415 and
T = 2359023141526739921. The application of the mapping h is illustrated in Fig. 4.14.

We see h produces collisions. The incremental computation works as follows.

h(14, 152) ≡ (h(31, 415)− 3 · 10, 000) · 10 + 2 (mod 13)
≡ (7− 3 · 3) · 10 + 2 (mod 13) ≡ 8 (mod 13)
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23590︸ ︷︷ ︸
8

2 31415︸ ︷︷ ︸
7

2 67399︸ ︷︷ ︸
7

21

Figure 4.14: Example of Rabin-Karp hashing for string matching.

The computation of all hash addresses has a resulting running time of O(n + m), which
is also the best case overall running time. In the worst case, the matching is still of order
Ω(nm), as the example problem of searching M = 0m in T = 0n shows.

Incremental Hashing

For state space search, we have often the case that a state transition changes only a part
of the representation. In this case, the computation of the hash function can be executed
incrementally. We refer to this approach as incremental state space hashing. The alphabet Σ
denotes the set of characters in the string to be hashed. In the state space search, the set Σ
will be used for denoting the domain(s) of the state variables.

Take for example the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE. With Σ = {0, . . . , 15}, a natural vector repre-
sentation for state u is (t0, . . . , t15) ∈ Σ16, where ti = l means that the tile labeled with l
is located at position i, and l = 0 is the blank. As successor generation is fast, and Man-
hattan distance heuristic can be computed incrementally in constant time (using a table
addressed by the tile’s label l ∈ Σ \ {0}, the tile’s move direction d ∈ {U, D, L, R} and the
position p ∈ Σ of the tile that is being moved), the computational burden is on computing
the hash function.

One hash value of a FIFTEEN-PUZZLE state u is h(u) = (
∑15
i=0 ti · 16i) mod q. Let state

u′ with representation (t′0, . . . , t
′
15) be a successor of u. We know that there is only one

transposition in the vectors t and t′. Let j be the position of the blank in S and k be the
position of the blank in v. We have t′j = tk, t′k = 0, and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 16, with i 6= j, i 6= k
it holds that t′i = ti. Therefore,

h(u′) =

((
15∑

i=0

ti · 16i
)
− tj · 16j + t′j · 16j − tk · 16k + t′k · 16k

)
mod q

=

(((
15∑

i=0

ti · 16i
)

mod q

)
− 0 · 16j + t′j · 16j − tk · 16k + 0 · 16k mod q

)
mod q

= (h(u) + (t′j · 16j) mod q − (tk · 16k) mod q) mod q.

To save time, we may precompute (k · 16l) mod q for each k and l in {0, . . . , 15}. If we
were to store (k · 16j) mod q − (k · 16l) mod q for each value of j, k, and l, we would save
another addition. As h(u) ∈ {0, . . . , q−1} and (k·16j) mod q−(k·16k) mod q ∈ {0, . . . , q−1}
we may further substitute the last mod by faster arithmetic operations.

As a particular case, we look at an instance of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE, where the tile 12
is to be moved downwards from its position 11 to position 15. We have h(v) = (h(u) −
12 · (1611) mod q + 12 · (1615) mod q) mod q.

Next we generalize our observations. The savings are larger, when the state vector
grows. For the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE non-incremental hashing results in Ω(n2) time, while
in incremental hashing the efforts remain constant. Moreover, incremental hashing is
available for many search problems that obey a static vector representation. Hence, we
assume that state u is a vector (u1, . . . , uk) with ui in finite domain Σi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
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Theorem 4.3 (Efficiency of Incremental Hashing) Let I(a) is the set of indices in the state vector
that change when applying a, and Imax = maxa∈A |I(a)|. The hash value of v for successor u of
v via a given the hash value for u is available in time

1. O(|I(a)|); using an O(k)-sized table

2. O(1); using an O(
( k
Imax

) · (Σmax)Imax)-sized table, where Σmax = max1≤i≤k{|Σi|}.

PROOF: We define h(u) =
∑k
i=1 uiMi mod q as the hash function, with M1 = 1 and Mi =

|Σ1| · . . . · |Σi−1| for 1 < i ≤ k. For Case 1 we store Mi mod q for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k in a precomputed
table, so that |I(a)| lookups are needed. For Case 2 we compute

∑
j∈I(a)−ujMj+vjMj mod q for

all possible actions a = (u, v). The number of possible actions is bounded by
(

k
Imax

)
· (Σmax)Imax ,

since at most
(

k
Imax

)
indices may change to at most (Σmax)Imax different values.

Note that the number of possible actions is much smaller in practice. The effectiveness
of incremental hashing relies on two factors: on the state vector’s locality, i.e., how many
state variables are affected by a state transition and on the noe expansion efficiency, i.e.,
the running time of all other operations to generate one successor. In the RUBIK’S CUBE,
exploiting locality is limited. If we represent position and orientation of each sub-cube
as a number in the state vector, then for each twist 8 of the 20 entries will be changed. In
contrast, for SOKOBAN the node expansion efficiency is small; as during move execution,
the set of pushable balls has to be determined in linear time to the board layout, and the
(incremental) computation of the minimum matching heuristic requires at least quadratic
time in the number of balls.

Universal Hash Functions

Universal hashing requires a set of hash functions to have on average a good distribution
for any subset of stored keys. Let {0, . . . ,m− 1} be the set of hash addresses and S ⊆ IN
be the set of possible keys. A set of hash function H is universal, if for all x, y ∈ S

|{h ∈ H | h(x) = h(y)}|
|H| ≤ 1/m.

The intuition in the design of universal hash functions is to include a suitable random
number generator inside the hash computation. For example, the Lehmer generator refers
to linear congruences. It is one of the most common methods for generating random
numbers. With respect to a triple of constants a, b, and c a sequence of pseudo random
numbers xi is generated according to the recursion

x0 ← b

xi+1 ← (axi + c) mod m i ≥ 0

Universal hash functions lead to a good distribution of values on the average. If h
is drawn randomly from H and S is the set of keys to be inserted in the hash table, the
expected cost of each Lookup, Insert and Delete operation is bounded by (1 + |S|/m). We
give an example of a class of universal hash function. Let S ⊆ IN , p be prime with p ≥ |S|.
For 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ p− 1, define

ha,b = ((ax+ b) mod p) mod m.
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Then
H = {ha,b | 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ p− 1}

is a set of universal hash functions. As an example, take m = 3 and p = 5. Then we
have 20 functions in H :

x+ 0 2x+ 0 3x+ 0 4x+ 0
x+ 1 2x+ 1 3x+ 1 4x+ 1
x+ 2 2x+ 2 3x+ 2 4x+ 2
x+ 3 2x+ 3 3x+ 3 4x+ 3
x+ 4 2x+ 4 3x+ 4 4x+ 4

all taken mod 5 mod 3. Hashing 1 and 4 yields the following address collisions:

(1 · 1 + 0) mod 5 mod 3 = 1 = (1 · 4 + 0) mod 5 mod 3
(1 · 1 + 4) mod 5 mod 3 = 0 = (1 · 4 + 4) mod 5 mod 3
(4 · 1 + 0) mod 5 mod 3 = 1 = (4 · 4 + 0) mod 5 mod 3
(4 · 1 + 4) mod 5 mod 3 = 0 = (4 · 4 + 4) mod 5 mod 3

To prove that H is universal, let us look at the probability that two keys x 6= y are
mapped to locations r and s by the inner part of the hash function, i.e.,

P ([(ax+ b) = r(mod p)] and [(ay + b) = s(mod p)]) .

This means that a(x− y) = r− s(mod p), which has exactly one solution (mod p) since
Z∗p = (ZZ/pZZ \ {[0]}, ·) is a field (we needed p ≥ |S| to ensure that x 6= ymod p ). Value r
cannot be equal to s, since this would imply a = 0, contrary to the definition of the hash
function. Therefore, we now assume r 6= s. Then there is a one in (p − 1) chance that a
has the right value. Given this value of a, we need b = r − ax(mod p), and there is a 1/p
chance that b gets this value. Consequently, the overall probability that the inner function
maps x to r and y to s is 1/p(p− 1).

Now, the probability that x and y collide is equal to this 1/p(p− 1), times the number
of pairs r 6= s ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1} such that r = s(mod m). We have p choices for r, and
subsequently at most dp/me − 1 choices for s (The “-1” is for disallowing s = r). Using
dv/we ≤ v/w + 1− 1/w for integers v and w, the product is at most p(p− 1)/m.

Putting this all together, we obtain for the probability of a collision between x and y

P ((ax+ b mod p) mod m = (ay + b mod p) mod m]) ≤ p(p− 1)
m

· 1
p(p− 1)

=
1
m
.

Perfect Hash Functions

Can we find a hash function h such that (besides the efforts to compute the hash function)
all lookups require constant time? The answer is “yes” - this leads to perfect hashing. An
injective mapping of R with |R| = n < m to {1, . . . ,m} is called a perfect hash function;
it allows an access without collisions. The design of perfect hashing yields an optimal
worst case performance of O(1) accesses. Since perfect hashing uniquely determines an
address, a state S can often be reconstructed given h(S).
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If we invest enough space, perfect (and incremental) hash functions are not difficult
to obtain. In the example of the EIGHT-PUZZLE for a state u in vector representation
(t0, . . . , t8) we may choose (. . . ((t0 ·9+t1) ·9+t2) . . .) ·9+t8 for 99 = 387, 420, 489 different
hash addresses (equivalent to about 46 megabytes space). Unfortunately, this approach
leaves most hash addresses vacant. A better hash function is to compute the rank of the
permutation in some given ordering, resulting in 9! states or about 44 kilobytes.

Lexicographic Ordering The lexicographic rank of permutation π (of size N ) is defined
as rank(π) = d0 · (N − 1)! + d1 · (N − 2)! + . . .+ dN−2 · 1! + dN−1 · 0!, where the coefficients
di are called the inverted index or factorial base.

By looking at a permutation tree it is easy to see that such a hash function exists.
Leaves in the tree are all permutations and at each node in Level i, the i-th vector value
is selected, reducing the range of available values in Level i + 1. This leads to an O(N2)
algorithm. A linear algorithm for this maps a permutation to its factorial base

∑k−1
i=0 di · i!

with di being equal to ti minus the number of elements tj , j < i, that are smaller than
ti, i.e. di = ti − ci with the number of inversions ci being set to |{0 ≤ l < ti | l ∈
{t0, . . . , ti−1}| . For example, the lexicographic rank of permutation (1, 0, 3, 2) is equal to
(1− 0) · 3! + (0− 0) · 2! + (3− 2) · 1! + (2− 2) · 0! = 13, corresponding to d = (0, 0, 2, 2) and
c = (1, 0, 1, 0). The values ci are computed in linear time using a table lookup in a 2k−1

sized table T . In the table T we store the number of ones in the binary representation
of a value, i.e. T (x) =

∑m
i=0 bi with (x)2 = (bm, . . . , b0). For computing the hash value,

while processing vector position ti we mark bit ti in bit-vector x (initially set to 0). Thus
x denotes the tiles we have seen so far and we can take T (x0, . . . , xi−1) as the value for ci.
As this approach consumes exponential space, time-space trade-offs have been discussed.

For the design of a minimum perfect hash function of the sliding-tile puzzles we ob-
serve that in a lexicographic ordering every two successive permutations have an alter-
nating signature (parity of the number of inversions) and differ by exactly one transposi-
tion. For minimal perfect hashing a (n2− 1)-PUZZLE state to {0, . . . , n2!/2− 1}we conse-
quently compute the lexicographic rank and divide it by 2. For unranking, we now have
to determine, which one of the two uncompressed permutations of puzzle is reachable.
This amounts to finding the signature of the permutation, which allows to separate solv-
able from insolvable states. It is computed as sign(π) = (

∑N−1
i=0 di) mod 2. For example,

with N = 4 we have sign(17) = (2 + 2 + 1) mod 2 = 1.
There is one subtle problem with the blank. Simply taking minimum perfect hash

value for the alternation group in Sn2 does not suffice, as swapping a tile with the blank
not necessarily toggles the solvability status (e.g., it may be a move). To resolve this
problem, we partition state space along the position of the blank. Let B0, . . . , Bn2 denote
the sets of blank-projected states. Then each Bi contains (n2 − 1)!/2 elements. Given
index i and the rank inside Bi, it is simple to reconstruct the state.

Myrvold Ruskey Ordering We next turn to alternative permutation indices proposed
by Myrvold and Ruskey, that is not lexicographic. The basic motivation is the generation
of a random permutation according to swapping πi with πr where r is a random number
uniformly chosen in 0, . . . , r, and i decreases from N − 1 downto 1.

One (recursive) algorithm Rank is shown in Alg. 4.24. The permutation π and its
inverse π−1 are initialized according with the permutation, for which a rank has to deter-
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mined.

Procedure Rank
Input: Depth N , permutation π, inverse permutation π−1

Output: Rank of π
Side Effect: (π and π−1 are modified)

if (N = 1) return 0 ;; End of recursion
l← πN−1 ;; Memorize location
Swap(πN−1, ππ−1

N−1
) ;; Update in π

Swap(π−1
l , π−1

N−1) ;; Update in π−1

return l · (N − 1)! + Rank(N − 1, π, π−1) ;; Recursive Call

Algorithm 4.24: Rank operation for permutations.

The inverse π−1 of π can be computed by setting π−1
πi = i, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}.

Take as an example permutation π = π−1 = (1, 0, 3, 2). Then its rank is 2 · 3! + Rank(102).
This unrolls to 2 ·3!+2 ·2!+0 ·1!+0 ·0! = 16. It is also possible to compile a rank back into
a permutation in linear time. The inverse procedure Unrank, initialized with the identity
permutation, is shown in Alg. 4.25. The depth value N is initialized with the size of the
permutation, while the rank r is the value computed with Alg. 4.24.

Procedure Unrank
Input: Value N , rank r, permutation π
Output: Updated global permutation

if (N = 0) return ;; End of recursion
l← br/(k − 1)!c ;; Determine swapping location
Swap(πN−1, πl) ;; Perform the exchange
Unrank(N − 1, r − l · (N − 1)!, π) ;; Recursive Call

Algorithm 4.25: Unrank operation for permutations.

As a side effect, if the algorithm is terminated at the N -th step, the positions N −
l, . . . , N − 1 hold a random l-permutation of the numbers {0, . . . , N − 1}.

Alg. 4.26 shows another (in this case non-recursive) unrank algorithm proposed by
Myrvold and Ruskey. It also detect the parity of the number of inversions (the signature of
the permutation) efficiently and fits to the ranking function in Alg. 4.27. All permutations
of size N = 4 together with their signature and ranked according to the two approaches
are listed in Fig. 4.15.

Theorem 4.4 (Myrvold Ruskey Permutation Signature) Given the Myrvold Ruskey rank (as
computed by Alg. 4.27), the signature of a permutation can be computed in O(N) time within
Alg. 4.26.

PROOF: In the unrank function we always have N − 1 element exchanges. For swapping two
elements u and v at resp. position i and j with i = j we count 2 · (j − i − 1) + 1 transpositions:
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Index Unrank (Alg. 4.25) Signature Unrank (Alg. 4.26) Signature
0 (2,1,3,0) 0 (1,2,3,0) 0
1 (2,3,1,0) 1 (3,2,0,1) 0
2 (3,2,1,0) 0 (1,3,0,2) 0
3 (1,3,2,0) 1 (1,2,0,3) 1
4 (1,3,2,0) 1 (2,3,1,0) 0
5 (3,1,2,0) 0 (2,0,3,1) 0
6 (3,2,0,1) 1 (3,0,1,2) 0
7 (2,3,0,1) 0 (2,0,1,3) 1
8 (2,0,3,1) 1 (1,3,2,0) 1
9 (0,2,3,1) 0 (3,0,2,1) 1

10 (3,0,2,1) 0 (1,0,3,2) 1
11 (0,3,2,1) 1 (1,0,2,3) 0
12 (1,3,0,2) 0 (2,1,3,0) 1
13 (3,1,0,2) 1 (2,3,0,1) 1
14 (3,0,1,2) 0 (3,1,0,2) 1
15 (0,3,1,2) 1 (2,1,0,3) 0
16 (1,0,3,2) 1 (3,2,1,0) 1
17 (0,1,3,2) 0 (0,2,3,1) 1
18 (1,2,0,3) 1 (0,3,1,2) 1
19 (2,1,0,3) 0 (0,2,1,3) 0
20 (2,0,1,3) 1 (3,1,2,0) 0
21 (0,2,1,3) 0 (0,3,2,1) 0
22 (1,0,2,3) 0 (0,1,3,2) 0
23 (0,1,2,3) 1 (0,1,2,3) 1

Figure 4.15: Myvorld and Ruskey’s perfect permutation hash functions.

uxx . . . xxv → xux . . . xxv → . . . → xx . . . xxuv → xx . . . xxvu → . . . → vxx . . . xxu. As 2 · (j −
i − 1) + 1 mod 2 = 1, each transposition either increases or decreases the parity of the number
of inversion, so that the parity for each iteration toggles. The only exception is if i = j, where
no change occurs. Hence, the sign of the permutation can be determined by the executing the
Myvold Ruskey algorithm in O(N) time.

Theorem 4.5 (Compression of Alternation Group) Let π(i) denote the value returned by the
Myrvold and Ruskey’s Unrank function (Alg. 4.27) for index i. Then π(i) matches π(i + n!/2)
except for transposing π0 and π1.

PROOF: The last call for swap(n − 1, r mod n) in Alg. 4.26 is swap(1, r mod 2), which resolves
to either swap(1, 1) or swap(1, 0). Only the latter one induces a change. If r1, . . . , rn−1 denote the
indices of r mod n in the iterations 1, . . . , n − 1 of Myrvold and Ruskey’s Unrank function, then
rn−1 = b. . . br/(n− 1)c . . . /2c, which is 1 for r ≥ n!/2 and 0 for r < n!/2.
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Procedure Unrank
Input: Value r, size N
Output: Permutation π and its signature

π ← id ;; Initialize permutation with identity
parity← false ;; Initialize sign of permutation
while (N > 0) ;; Loop on size of permutation
i← N − 1 ; j ← r mod N ;; Temporary Variables
if (i 6= j) ;; Only in case there is change

parity← ¬parity ;; Toggle signature
swap(πi, πj) ;; Exchange values
r ← r div N ;; Compute reduced number

n← n− 1 ;; Reduce size
return (parity, π) ;; Permutation found

Algorithm 4.26: Recursion-free unranking including computing the signature.

Procedure Rank
Input: Depth N , permutation π, inverse permutation π−1

Output: Rank of π
Side Effect: (π and π−1 are modified)

for each i in {1, . . . , N − 1} ;; Traverse the vector
l← πN−i ;; Temporary variable
swap(πN−i, ππ−1

N−i
) ;; Update π

swap(π−1
l , π−1

N−i) ;; Update π−1

ranki ← l ;; Store intermediate result
return

∏N−1
i=1 (rankN−i+1 + i) ;; Compute result

Algorithm 4.27: Recursion-free ranking operation for permutations.

4.2.3 Hashing Algorithms

There are two standard options for dealing with coliding items: chaining or open address-
ing. In hashing with chaining, keys x are kept in linked overflow lists. The dictionary op-
erations Lookup, Insert and Delete amount to computing h(x) and then performing pure
list manipulations in T [h(x)]. Their pseudo code implementation is provided in Algo-
rithms 4.28– 4.30. They assume a null pointer ⊥ and a link Next to the successor in the
chained list. Operations Insert and Delete suggest a call to Lookup prior to their invocation
to determine whether or not the element is contained in the hash table. An example for
hashing the characters in heuristic search in a table of 10 elements with respect to their
lexicographical order modulo 10 is depicted in Fig. 4.16.

Hashing with open addressing integrates the colliding elements at free locations in the
hash table; that is, if T [h(x)] is occupied, it searches for an alternative location for x.
Searching a key x starts at h(x) and continues in the probing sequence until either x or an
empty table entry is found. When deleting an element, some keys may have to be moved
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Figure 4.16: Hashing the characters of the term heuristic search with chaining.

Procedure Lookup
Input: Chained hash table T , key x
Output: Pointer to element or ⊥ if not in

p← T [h(x)] ;; Table Entry
while (p 6= ⊥) and (p 6= x) ;; Until found or empty
p← Next(p) ;; Goto next element in chained list

if (p 6= ⊥) return p ;; Feedback result, element found
else return ⊥ ;; Feedback result, element not found

Algorithm 4.28: Searching a chained hash table.

back in order to fill the hole in the lookup sequence.
The linear probing strategy considers (h(x)− j) mod m for 0 ≤ j < m. In general we

have the sequence
(h(x)− s(j, x)) mod m 0 ≤ j < m

for probing function s(j, x). There is a broad spectrum of suitable probing sequences, e.g.

s(j, x) = j (linear probing)

s(j, x) = (−1)j · d j
2
e2 (quadratic probing)

Procedure Insert
Input: Chained hash table T , key x
Output: Updated hash table T

p← T [h(x)] ;; Table entry
if (p = ⊥) T [h(x)]← x; return ;; Free location, set table entry and exit
while (Next(p) 6= ⊥) and (p 6= x) ;; Until found or empty
p← Next(p) ;; Goto next element in chained list

if (p 6= x) Next(p)← ⊥ ;; Insert if not already contained

Algorithm 4.29: Inserting an element into a chained hash table.
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Procedure Delete
Input: Chained hash table T , key x
Output: Updated hash table T

p← T [h(x)] ;; Table entry
T [h(x)]← RecDelete(p, x) ;; Delete and feedback modified list

Procedure RecDelete
Input: Table entry p, key x
Output: Pointer to modified chain

if (p = ⊥) return ⊥ ;; End of list detected
if (p = x) return Next(p) ;; Element found
Next(p)← RecDelete(Next(p), x) ;; Recursive Call

Algorithm 4.30: Deleting an element from a chained hash table.

s(j, x) = j · h′(x) (double hashing)
s(j, x) = rx (ideal hashing),

where rx is a random number number depending on x, and h′ is a second function deter-
mines the step size of the probing sequence indouble hashing.

In order to exploit the whole table, (h(x)− s(0, x)) mod m, (h(x)− s(1, x)) mod m, . . .,
(h(x) − s(m − 2, x)) mod m, and (h(x) − s(m − 1, x)) mod m should be a permutation of
{0, . . . ,m− 1}.

An implementation of the procedure Lookup for a generic probing function s is pro-
vided in Alg. 4.31. The implementation assumes an additional array Tag that asso-
ciates one of the values Empty, Occupied, and Deleted with each element. Deletions
(see Alg. 4.33) are handled by setting the Deleted-tag for the cell of the deleted key.
Lookups skip over deleted cells, while insertions (see Alg. 4.32) overwrite them.

Procedure Lookup
Input: Open hash table T of size q, key x, probing function s
Output: Pointer to element, or ⊥ if x not in T

i← h(x) ;; Compute initial location
j ← 1 ;; Index in probing sequence
while (Tag[i] 6= Empty) and (x 6= T [i]) ;; Traverse sequence

i← (h(k)− s(j, x)) mod q ;; Next location
j ← j + 1 ;; Next index

if (x = T [i]) and (Tag[i] = Occupied) ;; Element found
return T [i] ;; Feedback element

else return ⊥ ;; Element not found

Algorithm 4.31: Searching an element in an open hash table.
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Procedure Insert
Input: Open hash table T of size q, key x
Output: Updated hash table T

j ← 1 ;; Next index in probing sequence
i← h(x) ;; Compute initial location
while (Tag[i] = Occupied) ;; Traverse sequence
i← (h(k)− s(j, x)) mod q ;; Next location
j ← j + 1 ;; Next index

T [i]← x ;; Insert element
Tag[i]← Occupied ;; Update flag

Algorithm 4.32: Inserting an element into an open hash table.

Procedure Delete
Input: Open hash table T , key x
Output: Updated hash table T

p← Lookup(x) ;; Find location of key
if (p 6= ⊥) ;; State is contained in table

Tag[p]← Deleted ;; Update flag

Algorithm 4.33: Deleting an element from an open hash table.

When the hash table is nearly full, unsuccessful searches lead to long probe sequences.
An optimization is ordered hashing, which maintains all probe sequences sorted. Thus, we
can abort a Lookup operation as soon as we reach a larger key in the probe sequence. The
according algorithm for inserting a key x is depicted in Alg. 4.34. It consists of a search
phase and an insertion phase. First the probe sequence is followed up to a table slot that
is either empty or contains an element that is larger than x. The insertion phase restores
the sorting condition to make the algorithm work properly. If x replaces an element T [i],
the latter one has to be reinserted into its respective probe sequence, in turn. This leads
to a sequence of updates that end when an empty bin is found. It can be shown that the
average number of probes to insert a key into the hash table is the same as in ordinary
hashing.

For a hash table of sizem that stores n keys, the quotient α = n/m is called the coverage
ratio. The coverage ratio crucially determines the efficiency of hash table operations. The
analysis assumes uniformness of h, i.e. P (h(x) = j) = 1/m for all x ∈ S and 0 ≤ j ≤
m−1. Under this precondition, the expected number of memory probes for insertion and
unsuccessful lookup is

linear probing ≈ 1
2

(
1 +

1
(1− α)2

)

quadratic probing ≈ 1− α

2
+ ln

(
1

1− α

)
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Procedure Insert
Input: Key x, Hash table T
Output: Updated Table T

i← h(x) ;; Compute hash function
while (Tag[i] = Occupied) and T [i] ≥ x) ;; Search phase

if (T [i] = x) return ;; Key already present
i← (i+ h′(x)) mod m ;; Next probe location

while (Tag[i] = Occupied) ;; Insertion phase
if (T [i] < x) Swap(T [i], x) ;; x is at correct place in its probe chain
i← (i+ h′(x)) mod m ;; Net probe location

T [i]← x ;; Free space at end of chain found
Tag[i]← Occupied ;; Update flag

Algorithm 4.34: Insert operation in ordered hashing.

double hashing ≈ 1
1− α

chained hashing ≈ 1 + α

ideal hashing ≈ 1
α

ln
(

1
1− α

)

Thus, for any α ≤ 0.5, in terms of number of probes we obtain the following rank
order: ideal hashing, chained hashing, double hashing, quadratic probing linear probing.
The order of the last four methods is true for any α.

Although chaining scores quite favorably in terms of memory probes, the comparison
is not totally fair, since it dynamically allocates memory, and uses extra linear space in
order to store the pointers.

FKS Hashing Scheme

With a hash function h of a class H of universal hash functions, we can easily obtain
constant lookup time if we don’t mind spending a quadratic amount of memory. Say we
allocate a hash table of size m = n(n − 1). Since there are

(n
2

)
pairs in R, each with a

chance 1/m of colliding with each other, the probability of a collision in the hash table is
bounded by

(n
2

)
/m ≤ 1/2. In other words, the chance of drawing a perfect hash function

for the set of stored keys is 1/2. While for each given hash function there is a worst set of
stored keys that maps all of them into the same bin, the crucial element of the algorithm
is a randomized rehashing: if the chosen h actually leads to a collision, just try again with
another hash function drawn with uniform probability from H .

The so-called FKS hashing scheme (named after the initials of the inventors Fredman,
Komlós and Szemerédi) ended a long dispute in research about whether it is also possible
to achieve constant access time with a linear storage size ofO(n). The algorithm uses a two-
level approach: First hash into a table of size n, which will produce some collisions. Then,
for each resulting bin, rehash it as described above, squaring the size of the hash bucket
to get zero collisions.

Denote the subset of elements mapped to bin i as Ri, with |Ri| = ni. We will use the
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property that

E

[
n−1∑

i=0

(
ni
2

)]
<
n(n− 1)

m
(4.1)

This can be seen by noting that
∑n−1
i=0

(ni
2

)
is the total number of ordered pairs that land

in the same bin of the table; we have

E

[
n−1∑

i=0

(
ni
2

)]
=

∑

x∈S

∑

y∈S,y 6=x
P (x and y are in the same bucket)

< n(n− 1) · 1
m

(by the definition of universal hash functions).

Using the Markov inequality P(X ≥ a) ≤ E[X]/a with a = t · E[X] shows P (X ≥
t · E[X]) ≤ 1/t. Consequently,

P

(
n−1∑

i=0

(
ni
2

)
<

2n(n− 1)
m

)
≥ 1/2.

Choosing m = 2(n − 1), this implies that for at least half of the functions h ∈ H we
have

n−1∑

i=0

(
ni
2

)
< n. (4.2)

At the second level, we use the same property with the choice of the size of the hash
table for Ri, mi = max{1, 2ni(ni − 1)}. Then, for at least half of the functions h ∈ Hmi we
obtain

|mi|−1∑

j=0

(
nij
2

)
< 1,

where nij is the number of elements in the second-level bin j of Ri; in other words,
nij ≤ 1 for all j.

So, the total space used isO(n) for the first table (assuming it takes a constant amount
of space to store each hash function), plus

O

(
n−1∑

i=0

2ni(ni − 1)

)
= O

(
4 ·

n−1∑

i=0

ni(ni − 1)
2

)
= O

(
n−1∑

i=0

(
ni
2

))
= O(n)

for the other tables. For the last equality we used Equation 4.2.

Dynamic Perfect Hashing

Unfortunately, the FKS hashing scheme is only applicable to the static case, where the
hash table is created once with a fixed set of keys, and no insertions and deletions are
allowed afterwards.

Later the algorithm was generalized to allow for update operations. Deletion of an
element is handled simply by tagging it, and subsequently ignoring tagged keys resp.
overwriting them in insertions that are mapped to the same position.
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A standard doubling strategy is used to cope with a growing or shrinking number of
stored elements. Every time that a predetermined maximum number of update opera-
tions has occurred, the structure is recreated from scratch in the same way as in the static
case, but slightly larger than necessary to accommodate future insertions. More precisely,
it is planned for a maximum capacity ofm = (1+c)·n, where n is the number of currently
stored keys. The top-level hash function contains s(m) bins, which is defined as an O(n)
function. Each second-level bin is allocated for a capacity mi of twice as many elements
in it; i.e., if ni keys fall into bin i, its size is chosen as 2mi(mi − 1), with mi = 2ni. The
resulting new structure will be used subsequently for at most c · n update operations.

Before this maximum update count is reached, an insert operation first tries to insert
an element according to the given structure and hash functions; this is possible if Equa-
tion 4.2 is still valid, the bin i the element is mapped to has some spare capacity left (i.e.,
ni < mi), and the position within bin i assigned by the second-level hash function is
empty. If only the last condition doesn’t hold, bin i is reorganized by randomly drawing
a new second-level hash function. If ni ≥ mi, the bin’s capacity is doubled (from mi to
2mi) prior to reorganization. If, on the other hand, Equation 4.2 is violated, a new top-
level hash function has to be selected, and hence the whole structure must be recreated.

It can be shown that this scheme uses O(n) storage; Lookup and Delete are executed in
constant worst case time, while Insert runs in constant amortized expected time.

Cuckoo Hashing

The FKS hashing is involved and it is unclear, whether the approach can be made incre-
mental. For the first-level hash function this is possible, but for the selection of a universal
hash function for each bucket we lack an appropriate answer.

D

A

B
C

D

A
B

C

Figure 4.17: A successful insertion of an element via cuckoo hashing.

Therefore, we propose an alternative conflict strategy. Cuckoo hashing implements the
dictionary with two hash tables, T1 and T2, and two different hash functions, h1 and h2.
Each key, k, is contained either in T1[h1(k)] or in T2[h2(k)]. Alg. 4.35 provides a pseudo-
code implementation for searching a key. If an item produces a collision in the first table
the detected synonym is deleted and inserted into the other table. Fig. 4.17 gives an
example – arrows point to the alternative bucket in the other hash table. If D is hashed
into the first hash table where it preempts C, then C needs to go into the second hash
table where it preempts B, B needs to go into the first hash table where it found a empty
location. During the insertion process the arrows have to be inverted. That is B that has
been moved to the first table points to C in the second table, C that has been moved to
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Figure 4.18: An infinite cuckoo process, rehashing is needed.

second table now points to the inserted element D in the first table.

Procedure Lookup
Input: Key k, hash tables T1 and T2

Output: Truth value, if k is stored in the dictionary

return (T1[h1(k)] = k) or (T2[h2(k)]) = k) ;; Constant time lookup

Algorithm 4.35: Lookup for a key in a cuckoo hash table.

Procedure Insert
Input: Key k, hash tables T1 and T2

Output: Updated tables

if (Lookup(k)) return ;; Lookup if element is already in dictionary
for each i in {1, . . . , t} ;; Loop until predefined max number is exceeded

Swap(k, T1[h1(k)]) ;; Exchange key with table element
if (k = ∅) return ;; Empty place for key found
Swap(k, T2[h2(k)]) ;; Exchange key with table element
if (k = ∅) return ;; Empty place for key found

Rehash ;; No empty place found, reorganize entire dictionary
Insert(k) ;; Recursive call to put element in reorganized structure

Algorithm 4.36: Inserting a key into a cuckoo hash table.

There is a small probability that the cuckoo process may not terminate at all and loop
forever Fig. 4.18 gives an example. If D is hashed into the first hash table where it pre-
empts C, then C needs to go into the second hash table where it preempts A, A needs to
go into the first hash table where it preempts E, E needs to go into the second hash table
where it preempts B, B needs to go into the first hash table where it preempts D, D needs
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to go into the second hash table where it preempts G, G needs to go into the first hash
table where it preempts F, F needs to go into the second hash table where it preempts
D, D needs to go into the first hash table where it preempts B, and so on. The analysis
shows that such a situation is rather unlikely, so that one can pick fresh hash functions
and rehash the entire structure after a fixed number t of failures. Alg. 4.36 provides an
implementation for the insert procedure.

Although reorganization costs linear time it contributes a small amount to the ex-
pected run time. The analysis reveals that if t is fixed appropriately (3dlog1+ε re for r be-
ing the individual hash table sizes and n > (1 + ε)r) the probability of rehash is O(1/n2).
Therefore, rehashing n elements causes no recursive rehash with probability O(1− 1/n).
As the expected time for inserting one element is constant, the total expected time to
re-insert all n elements is O(n). This is also the total expected time for rehashing.

In summary, cuckoo hashing has worst case constant access time and amortized worst
case insertion time. It is simple to implement and efficient in practice.

4.2.4 Memory-Saving Dictionaries

The information-theoretic lower bound on the number of bits required to store an arbi-
trary subset of size n of a universe of size N is B = log

(N
n

)
, as we have to be able to

represent all possible combinations of selecting n values out of the N . Using Stirling’s
approximation and defining r = N/n, we obtain

B ≈ n log
N

n
= n log r

with an error less than n log e, where e is Euler’s constant. Alternatively, using

log

(
N

n

)
= log

N · (N − 1) · · · · · (N − n+ 1)
n!

=
N∑

j=N−n+1

log j −
n∑

j=1

log j,

we can approximate the logarithm by two corresponding integrals. If we properly bias
the integral limits we can be sure to compute a lower bound

log

(
N

n

)
≥
∫ N

N−n+1
log(x)dx−

∫ n+1

2
log(x)dx.

For the case of dynamic dictionaries (where insertions and deletions are fully sup-
ported), we want to be able to maintain subsets of varying size, say, of zero up to a
maximum of n elements. This results in a minimum number of

⌈
log

(
n∑

i=0

(
N

i

))⌉

bits. For n ≤ (N − 2)/3 (which is usually the case for non-trivial search problems) we
have

(
N

n

)
≤

n∑

i=0

(
N

i

)
≤ 2 ·

(
N

n

)
.
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The correctness follows from the property of binomial coefficients
(n
i

)
/
( n
i+1

) ≤ 1/2 for
i ≤ (n− 2)/3. We are only interested in the logarithms, so we conclude

log

(
N

n

)
≤ log

(
n∑

i=0

(
N

i

))
≤ log

(
2

(
N

n

))
= log

(
N

n

)
+ 1.

Obviously in this restricted range it is sufficient to concentrate on the last binomial coeffi-
cient. The error in our estimate is at most one bit. At the end, as we look at the logarithms,
the dynamic case is not much different from the static case.

If N is large compared to n, listing all elements e.g. in a hash table comes close to the
information-theoretic minimum number of bits B. In the other border case, for small r it
is optimal to list the answers, e.g., in the form of a bit vector of size N . The more difficult
part is to find appropriate representations for intermediate sizes.

Suffix Lists

Using hashing with open addressing, the maximal size of Closed nodes r is limited to
O(n/ log n), since log n bits are required to encode a state. A gain is only to be expected if
one can exploit redundancies in the state vector set. In the following we describe a simple
but very space efficient approach with small update and query times.

Representation

Let bin(u) be the binary representation of an element u ∈ {1, . . . , n} from the set Closed.
We split bin(u) in p high bits and s = dlog ne − p low bits. Furthermore, us+p−1, . . . , us
denotes the prefix of bin(u) and us−1, . . . , u0 stands for the suffix of bin(u).

A SUFFIX LIST data structure consists of a linear array P of size 2p bits and of a two-
dimensional array L of size r(m + 1) bits. The basic idea of a SUFFIX LIST is to store a
common prefix of several entries as a single bit in P , whereas the distinctive suffixes form
a group within L. P is stored as a bit array. L can hold several groups with each group
consisting of a multiple of s + 1 bits. The first bit of each s + 1-bit row in L serves as a
group bit. The first s bit suffix entry of a group has group bit one, the other elements of the
group have group bit zero. We place the elements of a group together in lexicographical
order, see Fig. 4.19.

Lookup

First, we compute k =
∑p−1
i=0 us+i · 2i which gives us the search position in the prefix

array P . Then we simply count the number of ones in P starting from position P [0] until
we reach P [k]. Let z be this number. Finally we search through L until we have found the
zth suffix of L with group bit one. If we have to perform a membership query we simply
search in this group. Note that searching a single entry may require scanning large areas
of main memory.

Inserting

To insert entry u we first search the corresponding group as described above. In case u
opens a new group within L this involves setting group bits in P and L. The suffix of u
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Figure 4.19: Example for a SUFFIX LIST with p = 4 and s = 3.

is inserted in its group while maintaining the elements of the group sorted. Note that an
insert may need to shift many rows in L in order to create space at the desired position.
The maximum number r of elements that can be stored in S bits is limited as follows: We
need 2p bits for P and s+ 1 = dlog ne − p+ 1 bits for each entry of L. Hence, we choose p
so that r is maximal subject to

r ≤ m− 2p

dlog ne − p+ 1
.

For p = Θ(logm− log log(n/m)) the space requirement for both P and the suffixes in L is
small enough to guarantee r = Θ

(
m

log(n/m)

)
.

Checkpoints

We now show how to speed up the operations. When searching or inserting an element u
we have to compute z in order to find the correct group in L. Instead of scanning poten-
tially large parts of P and L for each single query we maintain checkpoints, one-counters,
in order to store the number of ones seen so far. Checkpoints are to lie close enough
to support rapid search but must not consume more than a small fraction of the main
memory. For 2p ≤ r we have z ≤ r for both arrays, so dlog re bits are sufficient for each
one-counter.

Keeping one-counters after every c1 · blog rc entries limits the total space requirement.
Binary search on the one-counters of P now reduces the scan-area to compute the correct
value of z to c1 · blog rc bits.

Searching in L is slightly more difficult because groups could extend over 2s entries,
thus potentially spanning several one-counters with equal values. Nevertheless, finding
the beginning and the end of large groups is possible within the stated bounds. As we
keep the elements within a group sorted, another binary search on the actual entries is
sufficient to locate the position in L.
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Buffers

We now turn to insertions where two problems remain: adding a new element to a group
may need shifting large amount of data. Also, after each insert the checkpoints must be
updated. A simple solution uses a second buffer data structure BU which is less space
efficient but supports rapid inserts and look-ups. When the number of elements in BU
exceeds a certain threshold, BU is merged with the old SUFFIX LIST to obtain a new up-
to-date space efficient representation. Choosing an appropriate size of BU, amortized
analysis shows improved computational bounds for inserts while achieving asymptoti-
cally the same order of phases for the graph search algorithm.

Note that membership queries must be extended to BU as well. We implement BU as
an array for hashing with open addressing. BU stores at most c2 · r/dlog ne elements of
size p + s = dlog ne, for some small constant c2. As long as there is 10% space left in BU,
we continue to insert elements into BU otherwise BU is sorted and the suffixes are moved
from BU into the proper groups of L. The reason not to exploit the full hash table size is
again to bound the expected search and insert time within BU to a constant number of
tests. Altogether, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6 (Time Complexity SUFFIX LIST) Searching and inserting n items into a SUFFIX

LIST under space restriction amounts to a run time of O(n log n).

PROOF: For a membership query we perform binary searches on numbers of dlog re bits or s
bits, respectively. So, to search an element we need O(log2 r + s2) = O(log2 n) bit operations
since r ≤ n and s ≤ log n.

Each of the O(r/ log n) buffer entries consists of O(log n) bits, hence sorting the buffer can be
done with

O

(
log n · r

log n
· log

r

log n

)
= O(r log n)

bit operations. Starting with the biggest occurring keys merging can be performed in O(1) memory
scans, O(m) operations. This also includes updating all one-counters. In spite of the additional
data structures we still have

r = Θ
(

m

log(n/m)

)
.

Thus, the total bit complexity for n inserts and membership queries is given by

O(#buffer-runs · (#sorting-ops + #merging-ops) +
#elements ·#buffer-search-ops + #elements ·#membership-query-ops) =

O(n/r · log n · (r · log n+m) + n · log2 n+ n · log2 n) =
O(n/r · log n · (r · log n+ r · log(n/m)) + n · log2 n) = O(n · log2 n).

Assuming a machine word length of log n, any modification or comparison of entries with
O(log n) bits appearing in a SUFFIX LIST can be done using O(1) machine operations. Hence the
total complexity reduces to O(n log n) operations.

The constants can be improved using the following observation: in the case n = (1 +
ε) ·m, for a small ε > 0 nearly half of the entries in P will always be zero, namely those
which are lexicographically bigger than the suffix of n itself. Cutting the P array at this
position leaves more room for L which in turn enables us to keep more elements.

Table 4.3 compares a SUFFIX LIST data structure with hashing and open addressing.
The constants for the SUFFIX LIST are chosen so that 2 · c1 + c2 ≤ 1/10 which means that
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if r elements can be treated, we set aside r/10 bits to speed-up internal computations.
For hashing with open addressing we also leave 10% memory free to keep the internal
computation time moderate. When using a suffixlist instead of hashing, note that only
the ratio between n and m is important.

n/m Upper Suffix Hashing
Bound Lists n = 220 n = 230

1.05 33.2 % 22.7 % 4.3 % 2.9 %
1.10 32.4 % 21.2 % 4.1 % 2.8 %
1.25 24.3 % 17.7 % 3.6 % 2.4 %
1.50 17.4 % 13.4 % 3.0 % 2.0 %
2.00 11.0 % 9.1 % 2.3 % 1.5 %
3.00 6.1 % 5.3 % 1.5 % 1.0 %
4.00 4.1 % 3.7 % 1.1 % 0.7 %
8.00 1.7 % 1.5 % 0.5 % 0.4 %

16.00 0.7 % 0.7 % 0.3 % 0.2 %

Table 4.3: Fractions of n stored in a SUFFIX LIST and in hashing with open addressing.

A SUFFIX LIST data structure can close the phase gap in search algorithms between
the upper bound and trivial approaches like hashing with open addressing. Already for
n ≥ 1.1 ·m we reach 2-optimality.

4.2.5 Approximate Dictionaries

If one relaxes the requirements to a membership data structure, allowing it to store a
slightly different key set than intended, new possibilities for space reduction arise.

The idea of erroneous dictionaries was first exploited by Bloom. A BLOOM FILTER is
a bit vector v of length m, together with k independent hash functions h1(x), . . . , hk(x).
Initially, v is set to zero. To insert a key x, compute hi(x), for all i = 1 . . . k, and set each
v[hi(x)] to one. To lookup a key, check the status of v[h1(x)]; if it is zero, x is not stored,
otherwise continue with v[h2(x)], v[h3(x)], . . .. If all these bits are set, report that x is in
the filter. However, since they might have been turned on by different keys, the filter can
make false positive errors. Deletions are not supported by this data structure, but they can
be incorporated by replacing the bits by counters that are incremented in insertions rather
than just set to one.

Bit-State Hashing

For large problem spaces, it can be most efficient to apply a depth-first search strategy in
combination with duplicate detection via a membership data structure. Bit-state hashing
is a BLOOM FILTER storage technique without storing the complete state vectors. If the
problems contains up to 230 states and more (which implies a memory consumption of
1 GB times state vector size in bytes), it resorts to approximate hashing. Obviously, the
algorithm is no longer guaranteed to find a shortest solution (or some solution at all, for
that matter). As an illustration of the bit-state hashing idea, Fig. 4.20 – Fig. 4.22 depict the
range of possible hash structures: Usual hashing with chaining, single-bit hashing, and
double-bit hashing.
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Figure 4.20: Ordinary hashing with chaining.
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Figure 4.21: Single bit-state hashing.

Let n be the number of reachable states and m be the maximal number of bits avail-
able. As a coarse approximation for single bit-state hashing with n < m, the average
probability P1 of a false-positive error during the course of the search is bounded by

P1 ≤
1
n

n−1∑

i=0

i

m
≤ n/2m,

since the i-th element collides with one of the i − 1 already inserted elements with a
probability of at most (i − 1)/m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For multi-bit hashing using h (independent)
hash-functions with the assumption hn < m, the average probability of collision Ph is
reduced to Ph ≤ 1

n

∑n−1
i=0 (h · i

m)h, since i elements occupy at most hi/m addresses, 0 ≤
i ≤ n− 1. In the special case of double bit-state hashing, this simplifies to

P2 ≤
1
n

(
2
m

)2 n−1∑

i=0

i2 = 2(n− 1)(2n− 1)/3m2 ≤ 4n2/3m2.

An attempt to remedy the incompleteness of partial search is to re-invoke the algo-
rithm several times with different hash functions to improve the coverage of the search

Hash Table

h2(x)

State s

h1(s)

Bit-Address Bit-Address

Figure 4.22: Double bit-state hashing.
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tree. This technique, called sequential hashing, successively examines various beams in the
search tree (up to a certain threshold depth). In considerably large protocol verification
problems, Sequential hashing succeeds in finding solutions but still returns long paths.
As a rough estimate on the error probability we take the following. If in sequential hash-
ing exploration with the first hash function covers c/n of the search space, the probability
that a state x is not generated in d independent runs is (1 − c/n)d, such that x is reached
with probability 1− (1− c/n)d.

Hash Compaction

Like bit state hashing, the hash compaction method aims at reducing the memory require-
ments for the state table. However, it stores a compressed state descriptor in a conven-
tional hash table instead of setting two bits corresponding to hash values of the state
descriptor in a table of bits. The compression function c maps a state to a b-bit number in
{0, . . . , 2b− 1}. Since different states can have the same compression, false positive errors
can arise. Note, however, that if the probe sequence and the compression are calculated
independently from the state, the same compressed state can occur at different locations
in the table.

In the analysis, we assume that breadth-first search with ordered hashing using open
addressing is applied. Let the goal state sd be located at depth d, and s0, s1, . . . , sd be a
shortest path to it.

It can be shown that the probability pk of a false positive error, given that the table
already contains k elements, is approximately equal to

pk = 1− 2
2b

(Hm+1 −Hm−k) +
2m+ k(m− k)
m2b(m− k + 1)

, (4.3)

where Hn =
∑n
i=1

1
i = lnn+ γ + 1

2n − 1
12n2 +O( 1

n4 ) denotes a harmonic number.
Let ki be the number of states stored in the hash table after the algorithm has com-

pletely explored the nodes in level i. Then there were at most ki − 1 states in the hash
table when we tried to insert si. Hence, the probability Pmiss that no state on the solution
path was omitted is bounded by

Pmiss ≥
d∏

i=0

pki−1.

If the algorithm is run up to a maximum depth d, it can record the ki values online and
report this lower bound on the omission probability after termination.

To obtain an a priori estimate, knowledge of the depth of the search space and the
distribution of the ki is required. For a coarse approximation, we assume that the table
fills up completely (m = n) and that half the states in the solution path experience an
empty table during insertion, while the other half experiences the table with only one
empty slot. This models (crudely) the typically bell-shaped state distribution over the
levels 0, . . . , d. Assuming further that the individual values in Equation 4.3 are close
enough to one to approximate the product by a sum, we obtain the approximation

Pmiss =
1
2b

(lnn− 1.2).

Assuming, more conservatively, only one empty slot for all states on the solution path
would increase this estimate by a factor of two.
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Figure 4.23: Effect of collapse compression.

Collapse Compression

A related memory saving strategy is collapse compression. It store states in a distributed
and efficient way. Collapsing is based on the observation that although the number of
distinct search states can become very large, the number of distinct parts of the state
vector are usually smaller. These parts of the state can be shared across all the visited
states that are stored, instead of storing the complete encoding of state every time a new
state is visited. So, different components are stored in separate hash tables. Each en-
try in one of the tables is given a unique number. A whole system state is identified
by a vector of numbers that refer to corresponding components in the hash tables. This
greatly reduces the storage needs for storing the set of already explored states. An il-
lustration of this technique is provided in Fig. 4.23. Besides the memory capacity for
the state components, collapse compression additionally needs an overall hash table to
represents the combined state. The collapsed state vector consists of (hash) IDs for the
individual components. Therefore, there is a gain only if the individual state components
that are collapsed are itself complex data structures.

4.3 Subset Dictionaries

The problem of finding an element in a set of elements such that this element is a subset
(or a superset) of the query occurs in many applications, e.g., the matching of a large
number of production rules, the identification of inconsistent subgoals during AI plan-
ning, and the detection of potential periodic chains in labeled tableau systems for modal
logics. Moreover, efficiently storing and searching partial information is central to many
learning process.

In information retrieval, the problem occurs in applications which allow the user to
search for documents containing a given set of words, and, therefore, extends the setting
in the previous section.

For state space search the stored sets often correspond to partially specified state vec-
tors (patterns). As an example consider the solitaire game SOKOBAN (see Chap. 2), to-
gether with a selection of dead-end patterns. As every given state is unsolvable, if the
dead-end pattern is a subset of it, we which to quickly detect, whether or not such dead-
end pattern is present in the data structure.

Definition 4.1 (Subset and Containment Query Problem, Subset Dictionary) Let D be a set of
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n subsets over a universe U . The SUBSET QUERY (CONTAINMENT QUERY) problem asks for
any query set q ⊆ D if there is any p ∈ D with q ⊆ p (p ⊆ q).

A subset dictionary is an abstract data structure providing insertion of sets to D while
supporting subset and containment queries.

Since p is a subset of q if and only if its complement is a superset of the complement
of q, the two query problems are equivalent.

For the SOKOBAN problem, we have that each board position is an element of U .
Inserting a pattern amounts to inserting a subset of U to the subset dictionary. Subse-
quently, determining whether or not a state matches a stored pattern is a containment
query to the dictionary.

From a implementation point of view may think of subset dictionaries as hash table
that contain generalized information about sets of problem states. But before diving into
implementation issues, we draw another equivalence, that turns out to be essential.

Definition 4.2 (PARTIAL MATCH) Let ∗ denote a special don’t care character that matches
every character contained in an alphabet. Given a set D of n vectors over the alphabet Σ, the
PARTIAL MATCH problem asks for a data structure, which for any query q ∈ Σ ∪ {∗} detects if
there is any entry p in D such that q matches p.

The application for this problem is to solve approximate matching problems in infor-
mation retrieval. A sample application is a crossword puzzle dictionary. A query like
B*T**R in the CROSSWORD PUZZLE would be answered with words like BETTER, BITTER,
BUTLER, or BUTTER.

Theorem 4.7 (Equivalence PARTIAL MATCH and SUBSET QUERY Problems) The PARTIAL

MATCH problem is equivalent to the SUBSET QUERY problem.

PROOF: As we can adjust any algorithm for solving the PARTIAL MATCH problem to handle binary
symbols by using a binary representation, it is sufficient to consider the alphabet Σ = {0, 1}.

In order to reduce the PARTIAL MATCH to the SUBSET QUERY problem, we replace each p ∈ D
by a set of all pairs (i, pi) for all i = 1, . . . , |U |. Moreover, we replace each query q by a set of
all pairs (i, qi) provided that q is not the don’t care symbol ∗. Solving this instance to the subset
query problem also solves the PARTIAL MATCH problem.

In order to reduce the SUBSET QUERY to the PARTIAL MATCH problem, we replace each
database set by its characteristic vector, and replace query set q by its characteristic vector,
whose zeros have been replaced with don’t cares.

As the SUBSET QUERY is equivalent to the CONTAINMENT QUERY problem, the latter
one can also be solved by algorithms for the PARTIAL MATCH. For the sake of simplicity,
in the following data structures we restrict the alphabet for the PARTIAL MATCH problem
to {0, 1}.

4.3.1 Arrays and Lists

The above problems have two straightforward solutions. The first approach is to store all
answers to all possible queries in a (perfect) hash table or array of size 2m, with m = |U |.
Query time is O(m) to compute the hash address. For the CONTAINMENT QUERY each
hash table entry contains a list of sets from the database corresponding to the query
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(state), which in turn is interpreted as a bit vector. Unfortunately, the memory require-
ments for this implementation are too large for most practical applications, as we have to
reserve a table entry for all queries (corresponding to the entire state space).

The list representation with each list item containing on database entry is the other
extreme. The storage requirements with O(n) are optimal but searching for a match now
corresponds to time O(nm), a term which is also too big for practical applications.

In the following we propose compromises in between storing plain arrays and lists.

4.3.2 Tries

One possible implementation that immediately comes to mind is a TRIE, that compares a
query strings to the set of stored entries. A TRIE is a lexicographic search tree structure,
in which each node spawns at most |Σ| children. The transitions are labeled by a ∈ Σ
and are mutually exclusive for two successors of a state. Leaf nodes correspond to stored
strings. A TRIE is a natural and unique representation for a set of strings.

Since inserting and deleting strings in a TRIE is simple, in Alg. 4.37 we consider the
traversal of the tree for search. For notational convenience, we consider the PARTIAL

MATCH problem as introduced above. The recursive procedure Lookup is initially in-
voked with the root of the TRIE, the query q = (q1, . . . , qm) with qi ∈ {0, 1, ∗}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
and the level 1.

Procedure Lookup
Input: TRIE node u, query q , level l
Output: Display all entries p with q matches p

if (Leaf(u)) ;; Entry stored at leaf node
if (Match(Entry(u), q)) ;; Match found

print Entry(u) ;; Return matching item
if (ql 6= ∗) ;; Ordinary symbol at position l

if (Succ(u, ql) 6= ⊥) ;; Successor exists
Lookup(Succ(u, ql), q, l + 1) ;; One recursive call

else ;; Don’t care symbol
if (Succ(u, 0) 6= ⊥) ;; 0-successor exists

Lookup(Succ(u, 0), q, l + 1) ;; First recursive call
if (Succ(u, 1) 6= ⊥) ;; 1-successor exists

Lookup(Succ(u, 1), q, l + 1) ;; Second recursive call

Algorithm 4.37: Searching a TRIE for a partial match.

The expected sum of nodes examined has been approximated by O((2− s/m)logn) =
O(nlog(2−s/m)), where s is the number of indices that are specified in a query.

4.3.3 Hashing

An alternative reduction of the space complexity for the array representation is to hash
the query sets to a smaller table. The lists in the chained hash tables again correspond to
database sets. However, the lists have to be searched to filter the elements that match.
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A refined implementation of the array approach appropriate for SOKOBAN is to con-
struct containers Li of all patterns that share a ball at position i. In the pattern lookup
for position u we test whether or not L1 ∪ . . . ∪ Lk is empty. Insertion and retrieval time
correspond to the sizes |Li| and the individual storage structures for them (e.g. sorted
lists, bit-vectors, balanced trees).

Generalizing the idea for the PARTIAL MATCH problem leads to the following hashing
approach. Let h be the hash function mapping Σm to the chained hash table. A record p
is stored in the list Lj if and if and only if j ∈ h(p).

For mapping queries q we have to hash all matching elements of Σm that are covered
by q, and define h(q) as the union of all p such that q matches p. The implementation of
the Lookup procedure is shown in Alg. 4.38.

Procedure Lookup
Input: Chained hash table T , hash function h, query q,
Output: All entries p with q matches p

L← ∅ ;; Initialize list of matches
for each j ∈ h(q) ;; Determine all addresses for hash query

for each p ∈ Lj ;; Traverse list in bucket
if (Match(p, q)) L← L ∪ p ;; Report match

return L ;; Feedback all matches

Algorithm 4.38: Searching a hash table for a partial match.

The complexity of computing set h(q) heavily depends on the chosen hash function
h. For balanced hash function, consider the partition of Σm induced by h; generating blocks
Bj = {p ∈ Σm | h(p) = j}. A hash function is balanced, if |Bj | is equal to |Σm| divided by
the hash table size b for all j.

For large alphabets (as in the CROSSWORD PUZZLE problem) the hash table size b can
be scaled to some value larger than 2m and letters can be individually mapped. More
precisely, we assume an auxiliary hash function h′ that maps Σ to a small set of b bits.
h(BETTER) is determined by the concatenation h′(B)h′(E)h′(T)h′(T)h′(E)h′(R). A partial
match query for queries q like B*T**R would be answered by inspecting all 2(m−s)b table
entries in h(q), where s is the number of fixed bits.

For small alphabets (like the binary case) we have 2m > b. One suitable approach is
to extract the first l = dlog be bits of each record as a first hash table index. However, the
worst case behavior can be poor: if none of the bits occurs in the first m positions, then
every list must be searched.

To obtain good hash functions also for the worst case, they have to depend on every
input character. An example for such a hash function mapping Σ = {0, 1}m to 1, . . . , 2l is
implicitly defined by so called (m, l)-block designs.

Definition 4.3 (Block Design) In an (m, l)-block design each of the 2l row has l digits and k− l
don’t cares. The rows represent disjoint subsets of {0, 1}m. Each of the m columns contains the
same number of 2l(m− l)/m don’t cares.
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For m = 4 and l = 3 a block design looks as follows

0 00*0
1 100*
2 *100
3 1*10
4 11*1
5 011*
6 *011
7 0*01

It contains 4 − 3 = 1 don’t care characters in each row and 8/4 = 2 don’t care charac-
ters in each column. In each entry, the chained list of records that match the pattern is
maintained. If we consider the query **1*, we have to inspect the buckets 1, and 4–7.

4.3.4 Unlimited Branching Trees

A compromise between the TRIE and hash table subset dictionary data structure is an
ordered list of tries, called a UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE. Insertion is similar to an
ordinary TRIE insertion with the exception that we maintain a distinctive root for the
first element in the sorted representation of the set.

Fig. 4.24 displays the UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE data structure during the inser-
tion of {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 4}, and {3, 4}. To the left of the figure, the first subset generates
a new UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE. In the middle of the figure, we see that insertion
can result in branching. The insertion, which has been executed to the right of the figure,
shows that a new TRIE is inserted into the root list. The corresponding pseudo code is
provided in Alg. 4.39. The algorithm traverses the root list to detect, whether or not a
matching root element is present. In case we do not establisch a new root element the
implementation of the ordinary insert routine for the corresponding TRIE (not shown) is
called. In case there is no such element, a new one is constructed and added to the list.

The running time of the algorithm is O(k + l), where k is the size of the current TRIE

list and l the size of the sorted set – plus the time O(l log l) to sort the elements. As with
our example it is often the case that all elements are selected from the set {1, . . . , n} such
that the running time is O(n) altogether.
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Figure 4.24: Evolution of a UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE.
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Procedure Insert
Input: UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE L = (T1, . . . , Tk), sorted set p = {p1, . . . , pl}
Output: Modified UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE data structure

for each i in {1, . . . , k} ;; Consider all tries
if (p1 = root(Ti)) ;; Matches root list

Trie-Insert(Ti, q) ; return ;; Insert into trie and quit
Generate a new trie T ′ for p ;; Temporary trie for inserted set
Insert T ′ into list L ;; Include new trie into sorted list

Algorithm 4.39: Inserting a set in a UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE.

The data structure is designed to solve the SUBSET QUERY and the CONTAINMENT

QUERY problem. In Alg. 4.40 we show a possible implementation for the latter. First
all root elements matching the query are retrieved. Then the corresponding tries are
searched individually for a possible match with the query. As both the query and the
stored set are sorted, the match is available in linear time with respect to the query set.
The number of root elements that have to be processed can grow considerably and is
bounded by the size of the universe U .

Procedure Lookup
Input: UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE L = (T1, . . . , Tk), sorted query q = {q1, . . . , qm}
Output: Flag indicating whether or not p contained in L with q ⊇ p

Q← ∅ ;; Initialize queue
for each i in {1, . . . , k} ;; Consider all tries

if (root(Ti) ∈ q) ;; Matches root list
Q← Q ∪ {Ti} ;; Insert trie to candidate set

for each Ti in Q ;; Process Queue
if (Trie-Lookup(Ti, q)) return true ;; Search individual trie

return false ;; Search failed

Algorithm 4.40: Searching for subsets in a UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE.

The worst-case running time of the algorithm is O(km), where k is the size of the
current TRIE list and m the size of the query set – plus the time O(m logm) to sort the
elements. If all set elements have been selected from the set {1, . . . , n}, the worst-case
running time is bounded by O(n2).

4.3.5 Rete

The matching effort can be significantly reduced using a data structure that has been
developed for rule-based production systems. The so-called Rete algorithm exploits the
properties of temporal redundancies, i.e., the fact that the firing of rules, or playing moves
as in our case, only changes a few facts of the state; and of structural similarity, meaning
that the same sub-pattern can occur in multiple rules. The Rete algorithm uses a rooted
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acyclic directed graph, the Rete, where the nodes, with the exception of the root, represent
patterns, and the edges represent dependencies (the relation ⊆ defined above can be
directly mapped). At each node, information about the current fulfillment state is stored.
When a fact is added or deleted, the changes are recursively propagated bottom-up to
the depending patterns.

Initialization of the Rete is proportional to the number of leaves (bounded by the size
of the largest pattern). For puzzle applications (e.g. SOKOBAN) a move usually affects
only a small, constant number of squares, and propagation is bounded by the Rete’s
maximum depth. Thus, a significant speedup can be achieved over the trie approach.

4.4 String Dictionaries

String dictionary offer sub- and super-string queries, and are a specialization of subset
dictionaries as sub- and super-strings are consecutive character vectors do not include
gaps. Approximate string dictionaries allow a limited number of mismatches. They share
properties with the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problem. In the following, we
study ordinary string dictionaries based on SUFFIX TREE.

A SUFFIX TREE is a compact trie representation of all suffixes of a given string. The
substring information stored at each suffix node is simply given by the indices of the first
and the last character. In the following the SUFFIX TREE data structure and its linear-time
construction algorithm are explained in detail.

Inserting each suffixes of string m in a TRIE yields a SUFFIX TRIE. In order to avoid
conflicts at terminal nodes, we append a special character $ to m. For notational con-
venience, in the following this tag is commonly interpreted as an integral part of m. An
example of a SUFFIX TRIE is shown in Fig. 4.25. Each node in the SUFFIX TRIE corresponds
to exact one unique substring in m. Unfortunately, it can consist of Ω(|m|2) nodes. Take
for example the strings of the form 1k0k$. They include k2 + 4k + 2 different substrings
(see Exercises).

4.4.1 Suffix Trees

A SUFFIX TREE (Fig. 4.26) is a compact representation of a SUFFIX TRIE in which each node
with only one successor is merged with its parent. (Such compressed structure of a TRIE

is sometimes referred to as PATRICIA TRIE for practical algorithm to retrieve information
coded in alphanumeric.) Each node in the SUFFIX TREE for m has more than one successor
and |m| leaves. As a consequence, it consumes at most O(|m|) space.

For efficient SUFFIX TREE construction, we need some definitions. A partial path is a
consecutive sequence of edges starting at the root. A path is a partial path that ends at
a leaf. The locus of a string α is the node at the end of the path of α (if it exists). An
extension of a string α is each string that has α as a prefix. The extended locus of α is the
locus of the shortest extension of α. The contracted locus of a string α is the locus of the
longest prefix of α. The term sufi refers to suffix of m starting at i, so that suf = m. The
string headi is the longest prefix of sufi, which is also prefix of sufj for some j < i, and
taili is defined as sufi − headi, i.e., sufi = headitaili. As an example take ababc, then
suf = abc, head3 = ab, and tail3 = c. A naive approach starts with the empty tree T0

and inserts sufi+ to construct Ti+1 from Ti.
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Figure 4.25: A SUFFIX TRIE for the string 11010$.
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Figure 4.26: A SUFFIX TREE for the same string.

To generate a SUFFIX TREE efficiently, suffix links are helpful, where a suffix link points
from the locus of aα, a ∈ Σ, α ∈ Σ∗, to the locus of α. Suffix link are used as shortcuts
during construction and search. We have that headi is the longest prefix of sufi, which
has an extended locus in Ti−1, since in Ti all suffixes sufj , j < i already have a locus.

For inserting sufi, tree Ti+1 can be constructed from Ti as follows (see Fig. 4.27). First
we determine the extended locus headi+1 in Ti, divide the last edge that leads to it in two
new edges and introduce a new node. Then, we create a new leaf for sufi+. For the given
example string, Fig. 4.28 depicts the modifications to transform T2 into T3.

The algorithm takes a linear number of steps. If the extended locus of headi+1 in Ti is
found, the extension of the tree can be accomplished in constant time. Alg. 4.41 has two
stages. First it determines headi+1 in Ti in amortized constant time. Then, it sets another
suffix link.

We observe that if headi = aγ for character a and a (possibly empty) string γ, then γ
is a prefix of headi+1. Let headi = aγ, then there is a j < i, such that aγ is prefix of sufi
and sufj according to the definition of headi. Hence, γ is a prefix of sufi+ and sufj+.

The loop invariants of the algorithm are: all internal node in Ti−1 have a correct suffix
link in Ti (I1) ; and during the construction of Ti the contracted locus of headi in Ti−1

is visited (I2). The invariants are certainly true i = 1. If i > 1, then (I2) implies that
construction Ti+1 from Ti can start at the contracted locus of headi in Ti−1. If headi 6= ε,
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Figure 4.27: Inserting sufi.
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Figure 4.28: Insertion for the example string.

then let αi be the concatenation of the edge labels of the path to the contracted locus
of headi without the first letter ai. Moreover, βi = headi − aiαi, i.e. headi = aiαiβi. If
headi 6= ε, then Ti can be visualized as shown in Fig. 4.29.

Based on the lemma we have headi+1 = αiβiγi+1. From the contracted locus v′ of
headi we already have a correct suffix link in Ti to a node u according to (I1). To build the
locus of headi+1 in Ti one start at u instead of the root of Ti in the naive approach. In an
actual implementation both stages would have to be interleaved.

Lemma 4.1 If the locus of αiβi in Ti does not exist, then headi+1 = αiβi.

PROOF: Let v be the contracted and w be the extended locus of αiβi. Let the labeling of the
edges on the path to v be equal to γ and let the label of (v, w) be equal δ1δ2 with δ1, δ2 6= ε and
γδ1 = αiβi. Then all suffixes with prefix αiβi are contained in the subtree of T with root node w,
and all suffixes in T have a prefix αiβiδ2. Therefore, j < i+ 1 and sufj has the prefix αiβi. Hence,
sufj has the prefix αiβiδ2. We have to show that sufj = αiβia · · · and sufi+ = αiβib · · · with a 6= b.

Let sufj′ be a suffix with prefix headi = aiαiβi. Then sufj′+ has prefix αiβiδ2 and sufj′ has
prefix aiαiβiδ2. Since headi = aiαiβi, the first letter a of δ2 and the first letter b, that follows aiαiβi
in sufi are different. Therefore, the prefix of sufi+ is αiβib and the prefix of sufj is αiβia, so that
the longest common prefix is αiβi.

As an example take W = b5abab3a2b5c. The construction of T14 from T13 by inserting
suf = bbbbbc in T13 is shown in Fig. 4.30.

Theorem 4.8 (Time Complexity SUFFIX TREE Construction) Alg. 4.41 takes O(|m|) time to
generate a SUFFIX TREE for m.

PROOF: In every step a suffix of m is scanned and rescanned. We first analyze rescanning.
Since αiβi is a prefix of headi+1, at an edge we only have to test, how many characters we have to
skip in βi. Subsequently, we require constant time for each traversed edge so that total number of
steps during rescanning is proportional to the number of traversed edges. Let resi = βi−1γitaili.
At each edge e, that is traversed while rescanning βi−1, the string αi is extended by δ of edge
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Figure 4.29: Partition of Ti.

Procedure Construct-Suffix-Tree
Input: SUFFIX TREE Ti.
Output: SUFFIX TREE Ti+1.

Stage 1: Insertion of the locus of headi+1

1. Follow the suffix link of the contracted locus v′ of headi to the node u.

2. If βi 6= ε, rescan βi in Ti, i.e. follow a path in Ti starting from u, so that the edge labels
are βi.

(a) If the locus w of αiβi in Ti does exists, we scan γi+1 starting from w, i.e. follow a
path in Ti starting from w, such that the edge label coincide with sufi+, unless
one falls off at edge (x, y)

(b) If the locus w of αiβi in Ti does not exist let x be the contracted locus of αiβi
and y the extended locus of αiβi. We have headi+1 = αiβi.

3. At (x, y) create an internal node z for the locus of headi+1 and a leaf for the locus of
sufi+.

Stage 2: Insertion of the suffix link of the locus v of headi.

1. Follow suffix link from the contracted locus v′ of headi to u.

2. If βi 6= ε, then rescan βi in Ti until locus w of αiβi. Set suffix link of the locus v of
headi to w.

Algorithm 4.41: Algorithm to construct a SUFFIX TREE in linear time.

e, i.e. δ is in resi, but not in resi+1. Since |δ| ≥ 1, we have |resi+1| ≤ |resi| − ki with ki as the
number of rescanned edges in step i, and

n∑

i=1

ki ≤
n∑

i=1

|resi| − |resi+1| = |res1| − |resn+1| ≤ n.
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Figure 4.30: Construction of T14 from T13.

Next we analyze scanning. The number of scanned characters in step i equals |γi+1|, where
|γi+1| = |headi+1| − |αiβi| = |headi+1| − (|headi| − 1) . Therefore, the total number of scanned
characters is equal to

n−1∑

i=0

|γi+1| =
n−1∑

i=0

|headi+1| − |headi|+ 1 = n+ |headn| − |head0| ∈ O(n).

4.4.2 Generalized Suffix Trees

A GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE is a string data structure appropriate for web search and
for solving problems in computational biology. After introducing to GENERALIZED SUF-
FIX TREE we first consider the problem of updating the information in order to obtain
optimal space performance even in a dynamic setting.

The efficient construction of a SUFFIX TREE can be extended naturally to more than
one string by building the SUFFIX TREE of the string m1$1 . . .mn$n. It is not difficult to
show (see Exercises) that the SUFFIX TREE for m1$1 . . .mn$n is isomorphic to the com-
pacted TRIE for all suffixes of m1$1 up to to all suffixes of mn$n. Furthermore, the trees
are identical except for the labels of the edges incident to leaves. This fact allows to insert
and search a string into an existing SUFFIX TREE.

A straight-forward deletion of strings causes problems, since each edge stored at the
subsequent nodes includes substring interval information of some previously inserted
strings. Therefore, the update procedure also has to update thus substring references in
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Figure 4.31: GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE during insertion of 11010$.

the tree. The solution to this non-trivial problem is based on an maintaining an additional
INVERTED TRIE. Let M be the set of strings in the generalized SUFFIX TREE S and let T
be the TRIE that contains all inverted strings. Then there is a bijection between the set of
nodes in T and the set of leaf nodes in S: on the one hand side, each suffix of a string mi

corresponds to a leaf node; on the other hand, for each prefix of m−1
i there is a prefix in

T . Fig. 4.31 shows a snapshot of inserting string 11010$ in a GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE

with associated inverted trie. Nodes of the same index indicate the bijection.
Given the associated INVERTED TRIE, it is possible to delete a string from the largest

suffix to the shortest. As a consequence, in each step the suffix links are correct. The
problem that is often not dealt with in literature is that the deleted strings are indeed
needed inside the generalized tree. The idea of the improvement is to extend the unique
representation of the leaves given by T bottom to the internal nodes. Therefore, we invent
twins that refer to the history of leaf generation. Fig. 4.32 gives an example.

As with the algorithm for constructing an ordinary SUFFIX TREE, the insertion process
can be divided into a sequence of update operations. In the pseudo-code implementation
of Alg. 4.42 we assume a procedure to insert a suffix at an existing locus, and a procedure
to split an existing edge. Deletion, as shown in Alg. 4.43 is based on a subroutine for
removing a leaf that is called for each removed node while deleting the inverted string in
the INVERTED TRIE T . If removing a leaf, we access and adjust the string representation
of a twin. The correctness argument is based on the following result.

Lemma 4.2 Let Internal and Leaves be the sets of all internal and leaf nodes in the GENER-
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Procedure Insert
Input: String mj , pointer headj−1, associated string uvw

contracted locus cl, extended locus cl, current offset at
Outpupt: Pointer headj and associated decomposition uvw.
Side-effects: Modifies cl, cl, at

Decompose uvw into u, v and w ;; Partition string uvw
if (v = ε) cl← el← root else cl← el← link(uv) ;; Shortcut via suffix link
if (Rescan(w, at, cl, el)) ;; If rescanning ends at existing node

if (link(headj−1) = ⊥) link(headj−1)← el ;; Set suffix link
if (Scan(mj , at, cl, el)) ;; If scanning ends on existing node

Insert mj at cl ;; Insert suffix at existing node
headj ← cl ;; Set next head to existing node

else ;; Scanning ends on an edge
Insert mj between cl and el at distance at ;; Generates new node inner
headj ← inner ;; Update new head

else ;; w does not fit, z = ε, no scan
Insert mj between cl and el at distance at ;; Generates new node inner
if (link(headj−1) = ⊥) link(headj−1)← inner ;; Set suffix link of old head to new node
head← inner ;; Set next head to new node

Generate new string uvw from headj ;; New head determines new prefix

Algorithm 4.42: Insertion of one suffix in a GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE.
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Figure 4.32: Twin structure in the GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE.

ALIZED SUFFIX TREE. Let Succ(p) be the set of successor of p and Succ′(p) be the set of twin
successors of p. The following invariances are preserved:

(Ia) For all p ∈ Internal there is a q ∈ Leaves with q ∈ Succ′(p), which has the same string
representative as p.

(Ib) For all p ∈ Internal we have |Succ′(p)| = |Succ(p)| − 1, i.e., the number of ordinary
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Procedure Delete
Input: String m, GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE, associated INVERTED TRIE T
Output: Updated GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE

Stack← Trie-Remove(T,m−1) ;; Delete node and initialize stack
while (Stack 6= ∅) ;; As long as we can decrease

Pop q from Stack ;; Delete node from stack
s← parent(q); p← parent(twin(q)) ;; Determine (twin) predecessor of q
if (|Succ′(q)| > 0) return ;; At least two suffixes point to q
Find label j of edge (twin(p), q) ;; Label of outgoing edge
Remove child q from s; Remove child q from twin(p) ;; Delete leaf q
Let r be some twin child of twin(s) ;; Find twin successor of s
if (s = p) ;; Direct predecessors do not match

if (|Succ′(s)| > 1) ;; s has more than one successor
Change string reference at s to the one of r ;; Adjust representation

else ;; s has only one successor
Remove s ;; Delete inner node

else ;; Direct predecessors match
Remove child r from twin(s) ;; Extract twin child node
Add child r to twin(p) with label j ;; Offer twin child to next node
Change string reference at twin(r) to the one of r ;; Adjust representation
if (Succ′(s) > 1) ;; More than one succcessor

Let r′ be some twin child of twin(s) ;; Find another twin succcessor
Change string reference at twin(s) to the one of r′ ;; Adjust representation

else ;; There is only one successor
Remove s ;; Delete internal node

Algorithm 4.43: Deleting a string in a GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE.

successors is always one larger to the number of twin successors.

PROOF: To prove the result we perform a case study:

Inserting a suffix at a given node A newly inserted leaf extends both sets Succ and Succ′ for the
existing node by one element. The string representation of the leaf and of the existing node
is set to the inserted string m. Therefore, the invariances remain satisfied.

Inserting a suffix between two nodes In this case both newly generated nodes refer to m, so
that we have (Ia). The internal node gets two successors and one twin successor (the new
leaf node). Therefore, 2 = |Succ(p)| = |Succ′(p)|+ 1 and (Ib).

Removing a Leaf Let q be the node to be deleted, s be its predecessor and p its twin predecessor.
The algorithm considers two cases:

s = p Since q in Succ(s) ∩ Succ′(s) invariance (Ib) is satisfied. If |Succ(s)| > 1, then there
exists a leaf r in Succ′(s). Leaf r changes the string representation, such that s does
no longer refer to the string representation of q. Therefore, we have (Ia) for node s. If,
however, |Succ(s)| = 1, then s is deleted for good, and nothing has to be shown.

s 6= p This case is tricky. If |Succ(s)| = 1, then s is deleted. Moreover, Succ′(p) is set to
Succ′(p)−{q}∪{r′}, such that |Succ′(p)| remains unchanged. Otherwise, |Succ(s)| =
k > 1. Using (Ib), then at the time when q was deleted we have k + 1 successors and
k twin successors of s. Consequently besides r′ there is another twin successor r of
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s. This node is used to determine the string representation for p, i.e Succ′(p) is set to
Succ′(p)− {q} ∪ {r}. We see that both invariances are maintained.

The lemma gives rise to the following result.

Theorem 4.9 (Space Optimality GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE) Let S be a GENERALIZED

SUFFIX TREE after an arbitrary number of insert and delete operation and dmax be the maxi-
mal accumulated number of characters of all strings in the dictionary M , i.e., di =

∑
m∈Mi

|m|
and d = maxi di, where i denotes the operation step. The space requirements of S are bounded by
O(dmax).

To find a substring of a given string m, one can determine the longest pattern prefix h
of the string stored in the GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE that matches m starting at position
i, i ∈ {1, . . . , |m|}. Similarly one can determine the longest substring h of the strings
stored in the GENERALIZED SUFFIX TREE that matches m ending at position i. In both
cases we have to check, if h is maximal, i.e., if an accepting node that corresponds to a
path for a full string m in the dictionary has been reached.

4.5 Summary

The search algorithms discussed in the previous chapter need to keep track of the gener-
ated and expanded states. A*, for example, needs to be able to check whether a state is
in the Open list, insert a state into the Open list with a given f -value, decrease the f -value
of a state in the Open list, extract the state with the smallest f -value from the Open list,
check whether a state is in the Closed list, insert a state into the Closed list and perhaps
delete a state from the Closed list. These operations need to be fast since they are typically
performed a large number of times during each search. In this chapter, we, therefore,
discussed algorithms and data structures for implementing them.

The Open list is basically a priority queue. The values of the priorities (for example,
the f-values for A*) determine how the operations on the Open list can be implemented.
If the priorities are floating point values, then the operations can be implemented with
heaps, including advanced heaps structures data structures. A HEAP is a complete binary
tree that stores a state at every node so that the priority of the state at a node is always
higher than the priority of the states at the children of the node. A FIBONACCI HEAP, a
WEAK HEAP, and a WEAK QUEUE relax this requirement in different ways. If the pri-
orities are integers, then the operations can also be implemented with buckets of fixed
or exponentially increasing sizes (RADIX HEAP) or hierarchical structures of buckets, in-
cluding the VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE. Buckets consist of randomly accessible
storage locations in a consecutive address range that are labeled with consecutive ranges
of priorities, where each storage location stores the set of states whose priorities are in its
range of priorities. Implementations that use buckets are usually faster than those that
use heaps.

Table 4.4 gives an overview for the priority queue data structures introduced in this
chapter. The complexities for integer-based methods is measured in the number of in-
structions. For generic weights we express complexities in the number of comparisons.
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Data Structure Key DecreaseKey DeleteMin Dijkstra/A*
1-LEVEL BUCKET (4.1–4.4) int. O(1) O(C) O(e+ Cn)

2-LEVEL BUCKET int. O(1) O(
√
C) O(e+

√
Cn)

RADIX HEAP (4.5–4.8) int. O(1)∗ O(logC)∗ O(e+ n · logC)
EMDE BOAS (4.9–4.11) int. O(log logN) O(log logN) O((e+ n) log logN)
BINARY SEARCH TREE gen. O(log n) O(log n) O((e+ n) log n)

BINOMIAL QUEUE gen. O(log n) O(log n) O((e+ n) log n)
HEAP (4.12–4.14) gen. 2 log n 2 log n O((e+ n) log n)

WEAK HEAP (4.19–4.19) gen. log n log n O((e+ n) log n)
PAIRING HEAP gen. O(2

√
log logn) O(log n)∗ O(2

√
log logne+ n log n)

FIBONACCI HEAP gen. O(1)∗ O(log n)∗ O(e+ n log n)
RELAXED WEAK QUEUE gen. O(1) O(log n) O(e+ n log n)

Table 4.4: Priority queue data structures.

The parameters are C = max edge weight, N = max key, n = nodes stored, and e = nodes
visited. The star (*) denotes amortized costs.

The Closed list is a simple set. The operations on it can, therefore, be implemented
with bit vectors, lists, search trees or hash tables. Bit vectors assign a bit to every state
in a set. The bit is set to one iff the state is in the set. They are a good choice if the
percentage of states in the set (out of all states) is large. Lists simply represent all states
in the set, perhaps storing compressed versions of states by representing similar parts
of several states only once (SUFFIX LIST). They are a good choice if the percentage of
states in the set is small. The question then becomes how to test membership efficiently.
To this end, lists are often represented as search trees or, more commonly since faster,
hash tables rather than linked lists. Hash tables (hash dictionaries) consist of randomly
accessible storage locations in a consecutive address range. Hashing maps each state to
an address. We discussed different hash functions. Perfect hashing (similar to bit vectors)
maps every state to its own address. To insert a state into a hash table, one stores the state
at its address. To delete a state from the hash table, one removes the state from its address.
To check whether a state is in the hash table, one compares the state in question against
the state stored at its address. If and only if there is a state stored at its address and
it matches the state in question, then the state in question is in the hash table. Perfect
hashing is memory intensive. Regular hashing can map two states to the same address,
which is called an address collision. Address collisions can be handled either via chaining
or open addressing. Chaining resolves the conflict by storing all states in the hash table
that map to the same address in a linked list and stores a pointer to the linked list at this
address. Open addressing resolves the conflict by storing a state at a different address
in either the same or a different hash table when some other state is already stored at its
address. We discussed different ways of determining this other address, including using
more than one hash table. We also discussed how to increase the size of the hash table
in case the number of successive address collisions is too large until an empty address
is found. Regular hashing is less memory intensive than perfect hashing but can still
be memory intensive. Approximate hashing saves memory by storing an insufficient
amount of information to implement the membership test exactly. For example, it might
store only a compressed version of the state in one or more hash tables. In the extreme
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case, it might only set a single bit to one in one or more hash tables to indicate that some
state is stored at an address. In case of several hash tables, the state is considered stored
iff all hash tables report that it is stored. Approximate hashing can make the mistake to
determine that a state is in the Closed list even though it is not, which means that a search
might not expand a state since it thinks it has expanded the state already and thus might
not be able to find a path even if one exists.

Table 4.5 gives an overview on different hash functions we proposed together with
the respective domains of the keys. Ticks indicate, whether or not one can extend the
approach to universal, perfect, or incremental hashing. Brackets highlight where the
application of the method is limited (e.g. by main memory capacity).

Key Universal Perfect Incremental
Remainder Method / Prime Division IN

√
(
√

)
√

Multiplicative Hash Function IR – – –
Factorial Base Hash Function Sn –

√
–

Table 4.5: Hash address computation.

Table 4.6 gives an overview on the different hash methods and their time complexity.
We indicate, if states are stored in a compressed or ordinary way, and whether or not the
hashing method is lossy.

Insert Lookup Compressed Lossy
Chaining (4.28–4.30) O(1) O(Y ) – –

Open Addressing (4.31–4.34) O(p−(α)) O(p+(α)) – –
SUFFIX LIST hashing O(log n)∗ O(log n)∗

√
–

FKS hashing O(1)∗ O(1) – –
Cuckoo hashing (4.35–4.36) O(1)∗ O(1) – –

Bit-state hashing O(1) O(1)
√ √

Hash Compact O(1) O(1)
√ √

Table 4.6: Hashing algorithms. With Y we denote maxy |{x | h(x) = h(y)}|. With p+(α)
and p−(α) we denote the time complexities for successful and unsuccessful search based
on the current hash table load α. More accurate values depend on the conflict resolution
strategy used.

Moreover, we have seen two storage structures for partial information. The subset
dictionary stores partial states in form of sets, while the substring dictionary stores par-
tial paths in form of substring. In the first case different implementations have been dis-
cussed to solve one of the equivalent problems SUBSET QUERY, CONTAINMENT QUERY,
and PARTIAL MATCH while for the second case we have concentrated on the SUFFIX

TREE data structure and its extensions for solving the DYNAMIC DICTIONARY MATCH-
ING problem.

4.6 Exercises

4.1 * Consider the following instance to the FIVE-PUZZLE.
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1 5 4

3 2

Use A* with Manhattan distance heuristic to solve the problem. Take an implementation of Open
in form of an 1-LEVEL BUCKET priority queue. Show the status of the structure for each expanded
node.

4.2 * Display the

1. 2-LEVEL BUCKET data structure

2. RADIX HEAP data structure

3. VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE 5-structure

for the elements {28, 7, 69, 1, 24, 10, 70}. In case of integer queues, take C = 80.

4.3 ** Determine the space requirement of a VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE k-structure
s(k).

1. Show s(1) = c, and s(k) ≤ c2k + s(k/2) + 2k/2s(k/2), for some constant c.

2. Induce that s(k) ≤ c′2k log k for some constant c′.

4.4 *** Union-find data structures are needed for maintaining a partition of a set in classes.
Besides the ordinary operators, a special operator should splits a class into two.

1. Into how many ways can a set of k elements be split into?

2. Consider the data type T that represents a partitioning of {1, . . . , n} into intervals with the
operations
- Find(x) that returns the interval containing x
- Union(x) that unifies an interval with the immediately following one
- Split(x) that splits the interval T containing x into two intervals I ∩ [1, x] and I ∩ [x+ 1, n].
and represent each interval by its rightmost element, so that the partitioning [1, x1], . . . [xk +
1, n] is represented by the set {x1, . . . , xn}. Explain how the basic operations act on this
set.

3. Use a VAN EMDE BOAS PRIORITY QUEUE to implement this strategy. What is the running
time of the basic operations?

4.5 ** Show that, on the average, the path length of grandparents from a leaf node to a root is
approximately half the depth of the tree.

4.6 In a randomly filled array with n entries the minimal and maximal element has to be found.
For the sake of simplicity, you may assume n ≥ 2 to be a power of 2.

1. ** Describe a scan-line or divide-and-conquer algorithm which uses 3n/2−2 comparisons.

2. ** Use WEAK HEAPS to elegantly solve the problem with 3n/2− 2 comparisons.

3. *** Show that at most 3n/2− 2 comparisons are needed.

4.7 In this exercise we analyze HEAPS.

1. * Show that and how the path to n in a HEAP can be traced by the binary representation of
n.
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2. ** Let f(n) be the number of HEAPS with n pairwise different keys and let si be the size
of the subtree for root i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Show that f(n) = n!/

∏n
i=1 si. Use the recursion

f(n) =
(
n−1
|T1|
)
f(|T1|)f(|T2|) with T1 and T2 as the respective left and right subtree of the

root.

4.8 * Merge two HEAPS with n1 and n2 elements efficiently.

1. Assume that n1 und n2 are very different, e.g., n1 is much larger than n2.

2. Assume that n1 and n2 are almost the same, say bn1/2c = bn2/2c.
Provide the time complexities for both cases in big Oh-notation.

4.9 * Sort the sequence (7, 8, 9, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5) with HEAPSORT and WEAK-HEAPSORT. Show the
trees and arrays after heap construction and each iteration of the sorting phase. Count the number
of comparisons.

4.10 ** The dual of a max-HEAP is a min-HEAP and vice versa. Double-ended queues are priority
queues that allow insertion and the deletion of the minimum and maximum element.

1. Transform a HEAP to its dual and denote the number of required comparisons.

2. Transform a WEAK HEAP to its dual and denote the number of required comparisons.

3. Let M be a max-HEAP and M ′ be a min-HEAP on a set of n items A and A′, respectively.
We implicitly define the bijection φ by A[i] = A′[φ(i)]. In analogy we define φ′ for M ′. Show
how to perform an element transposition at the indices j and k while maintaining φ and φ′.
The conditions A[i] = A′[φ(i)] and A′[i] = A[φ′(i)] should be kept as an invariance.

4.11 *** There are three cases in each iteration of Merge-Forest (see Fig. 4.33): Case a) is

m

m

x

x

m
x

a) b)

c)

Figure 4.33: Different cases in Merge-Forest.

the situation where - after the first loop is completed - x is placed on the bottommost level. The
other cases are b), with position m being located on the special path, and c), otherwise. In a)
dlog(m+ 1)e and in b) and c) dlog(m+ 1)e − 1 comparisons are required.

1. According to the different cases, provide a best case and worst case input for WEAK-
HEAPSORT. Even in the worst case situation b) happens at least once per level.

2. Evaluate n−1+
∑n−1
m=2(dlog(m+1)e−1) to show that the best case number of comparisons

in WEAK-HEAPSORT equals ndlog ne − 2dlogne + 1 ≤ n log n− 0.913n.
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3. Use Stirling’s approximation to prove the lower bound of dlog(n!)e ≈ n log n− 1.4427n com-
parisons in the worst case.

4.12 *** QUICK-HEAPSORT is an efficient hybrid sorting algorithm based on combining the
divide-and-conquer idea of partitioning the element array of QUICKSORT with HEAPSORT. The
trick is to split the array according to the pivot P in a reverse way. More precisely, the array A[1..n]
is partitioned into two sub-arrays: A[1..p − 1] and A[p + 1..n]. In these sub-arrays, A[p] = P and
the keys in A[1..p − 1] must be larger than or equal to P , and the keys in A[p + 1..n] must be
smaller than or equal to P .

1. Provide the HEAPSORT implementation that is needed to be invoked on the sub-array of
smaller cardinality. Distinguish the case that this is the first part of the array and the case
that this is the last part of the array.

2. Discuss how to replace the HEAPSORT with a WEAK-HEAPSORT subroutine.

4.13 ** In an initially empty BINOMIAL QUEUE perform the following operations:

1. Insert(45), Insert(33), Insert(28), Insert(21), Insert(17), Insert(14),

2. Insert(9), Insert(6), Insert(5), Insert(1), DeleteMin,

3. DecreaseKey(33,11), Delete(21), DecreaseKey(28,3), DeleteMin.

Display the data structure for all intermediate results.

4.14 * Consider an initially empty hash table with 11 entries. Insert the keys 16, 21, 15, 10, 5,
19, and 8 according to the following hash algorithms and display the table after the last insertion.
Use the two hash functions h(x) = x mod 11 and h′(x) = 1 + (x mod 9).

1. linear probing using s(j, k) = c · j with c = 1, quadratic probing using s(j, k) = (−1)jdj/2e2,

2. Double and ordered hashing, single and double bit-state hashing.

4.15 ** In polynomial hashing one chooses a ring R = GF (2)[x]/(xw−1), where the GF (2) is the
Galois-field of characteristic 2. The finite field GF (2) consists of elements 0 and 1 which satisfy
the following addition 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 1, 1 + 0 = 1, and 1 + 1 = 0, and multiplication 0× 0 = 0,
0× 1 = 0, 1× 0 = 0, and 1× 1 = 1. GF (2)[x] is the polynomial ring with coefficients in GF (2) over
[x].

A polynomial is represented as a tuple of coefficients. A multiplication with x is a cyclic bit
shift, since xw − 1 is equal to the zero-polynomial.

1. Show that for q(x) =
∑w−1
i=0 qix

i in R we have xq(x) = qw−1 +
∑w−2
i=0 qix

i+1.

2. Instead of GF (2)[x]/(xw + 1) one may choose ring GF (2)[x]/p(x) with p(x) = xw +∑w−1
i=0 pix

i being an arbitrary polynomial. In GF (2)[x]/p(x) we have p(x) ≡ 0. Show that for
q =

∑w−1
i=0 qix

i we either have xq(x) =
∑w−1
i=1 qi−1x

i or or p0 +
∑w−1
i=1 (qi−1 + pi)xi.

4.16 * In STRIPS-type planning, for a state u with propositions pi, i ∈ {1, . . . , |AP |},
1. Provide a perfect hash function with range [0, 2|AP | − 1].

2. Reconstruct u given the hash value of u.

3. Show how to use the function for incremental hashing.

4.17 ** Let u = (p1, . . . , pm) be a state for an Atomix level on a board of size 15× 15. We define
its hash value as h(u) =

(∑m
i=1 pi · 152i

)
mod q. Let v be an immediate successor of u, which

differs from its predecessor u only in the position of atom i.
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1. Determine h(v) based on h(u) using incremental hashing.

2. Use a precomputed table t with 152 ·m entries to accelerate the computation.

3. Avoid computationally expensive modulo operators by using addition/subtraction of values.

4.18 * Show that

1. (a+ b) mod q = ((a mod q) + (b mod q)) mod q.

2. (ab) mod q = ((a mod q) · (b mod q)) mod q.

4.19 ** Dynamic state vectors frequently occur in search applications. Henceforth, the approach
of dynamic incremental hashing considers hashing of state descriptors of variable size.

1. Determine an efficient algorithm to compute multiplicative inverse x−1 of a number x mod q,
where q is a prime. Hint: Use the algorithm of Euclid to compute the greatest common
divisor of two numbers a and b, gcd(a, b) for short. Extend this algorithm that given a and b,
this algorithm can be extended to additionally compute a pair l and m such that la + mb =
gcd(a, b).

2. How does the hash function h(u) =
∑
i ui|Σ|i mod q change if

• a value is added to/deleted at the end of the existing state vector.

• a value is added to/deleted at the beginning of the existing state vector.

In all cases devise a formula that can be computed in O(1) given some precomputed infor-
mation. You may use the above result.

3. Now we look at the situation, where a value is changed somewhere in the middle of the
existing state vector. Analyze how a balanced binary tree can be used to compute the hash
address in O(log n) time.

4.20 * In the SUFFIX LIST example of Fig. 4.19, insert (0101010)2 and delete (0011101)2.

4.21 * Provide the factorial representations of (6 7 5 8 12 9 11 10 14 13 15 0 4 1 3 2).

4.22 ** For the permutation group with 24 elements, generate and rank all permutations, sort the
permutations according to their rank, and unrank them.

4.23 ** Establish a perfect hash function for the RUBIK’S CUBE.

4.24 ** Apply cuckoo hashing.

1. Devise a strategy for one table, by using two hash functions similar to double bit-state
hashing.

2. Devise a strategy for a 2D array of size q × B, where q is the size of the hash table and B
limits the number of elements in each cell.

3. Explain, why 2D cuckoo hashing performs better than a 1D cuckoo hashing on modern
computers.

4.25 Devise two hash functions and a sequence of insertions that leads to an infinite cuckoo-
process.

4.26 ** Cuckoo hashing is reported to compare positively in practice. Implement cuckoo hashing
and relate it experimentally to linear probing and chained hashing in A* while solving the FIFTEEN-
PUZZLE. Compute the average time per operation in equilibrium for a load factor of 1/3.
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4.27 *** A NAVIGATION PILE reduces the number of elements moves close to the minimum of
n − x + y, where x and y denote the number of trivial and nontrivial cycles in the permutation of
elements being sorted. Let N = 2k. A NAVIGATION PILE is a priority queue with a shape of a
complete binary tree with 2k+1−1 nodes. The first n ≤ 2k leave elements store one element each
and the remaining leaves are empty. Interior nodes (branches) contain links to the leaf nodes
in form of binary encoded relative index information. For each branch the leaf is addressed that
contains the smallest element of all elements stored in the leaf sequence.

The representation of a navigation pile are two sequences A[0..n − 1] for the elements and
B[0..2k+1 − 1] for the navigation information, pointing to the elements in A. As an example take
the NAVIGATION PILE of size 14 and capacity 16 shown in Fig. 4.34. The parent/child relationship
is shown with dotted arrows and the navigation information with solid arrows.

14

4

42 1 8 30 29 27 37 43 30 33 44 42 41 23

0 1 2

3

1

0

2

5 6

131197

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

8 10 12

Figure 4.34: Example of a NAVIGATION PILE.

1. Show that all navigation information can be stored with 2k+1 = 2N bits.

2. Argue that the following operations can be supported in constant time: depth, height, par-
ent, first-leaf, last-leaf, first-child, second-child, root, is-root is-in-use, ancestor etc.

3. Show that bottom-up construction of a NAVIGATION PILE applies n− 1 comparisons.

4. Show how to implement Insert with at most log log n+O(1) comparisons and one element
move (given that O(log n) additional instructions are allowed),

5. A naive implementation of DeleteMin overwrites the top element, while updating all nav-
igation information. Show that in a refined implementation DeleteMin requires dlog ne
comparisons and 2 element moves in the worst case.

4.28 1. * Draw a SUFFIX TREE for 10100100110001100$ including the suffix links.

2. ** Show how to search a SUFFIX TREE for all substrings in between two given strings with
respect to their lexicographic ordering. For example ACCGTA is in between ACA and ACCT.

3. ** Insert the strings AGTTGGATTG, TTGGATGGGG, and AAGGATGAAGA in a GENERAL-
IZED SUFFIX TREE and then delete TTGGATGGGG.

4.29 1. * Let D be a set of k strings. Give an efficient algorithm to determine for each string
in D if it is a substring of another string in D.

2. ** Devise an efficient algorithm to find the longest substring that occurs at least twice in a
text.

4.30 ** There are n2/2 substrings of string T of size n. Some of the substrings are identical and
appear more than once.
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1. Show that 1k0k$ has k2 + 4k + 2 different substrings.

2. Show how to print all different substrings in time proportional to their total length.

4.31 Let D be a set of k strings.

1. *** Devise an algorithm that computes the longest common substring for all pairs of strings
in D. The running time should be O(kd), where d is the sum of the sizes of the strings in D.

2. *** Let all strings have length m. Devise an algorithm that computes the longest common
prefix for all pairs of strings in D. The running time should be O(km + p), where p is the
number of pairs, of which the common prefix is not empty.

4.32 ** Show that the SUFFIX TREE for m1$1 . . .mn$n is isomorphic to the GENERALIZED SUFFIX
TREE for m1$1, . . . ,mn$n.

4.33 ** Consider a (very long) text T = t1 . . . tn over the alphabet Σ to be searched for a maximal
pattern P = titi+1 . . . tj such that the reflection P̃ = tj . . . ti+1ti is also a pattern in T . For ex-
ample, in T = 10000111100101111000001 the pair P = 000011110 and P̃ = 011110000 is maximal.
Describe an efficient algorithm to solve the problem and provide its time and space complexities.
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been applied to sorting yielding an algorithm with n log n + 0.59n + O(1) comparisons, 2.5n +
O(1) element moves, and O(n log n) instructions. Independently, Franceschini and Geffert [2003]
devised a sorting algorithm with less than 17n+ εn moves and 3n log n+ 2 log log n comparisons.
Other doubly-ended priority queue structures are min-max-HEAPS proposed by Atkinson et al.
[1986], DEAPS by Carlsson [1987], and INTERVAL HEAPS by van Leeuwen and Wood [1993].
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Thorup [1999] has shown that for integer weights in undirected graphs a deterministic linear
time algorithm can be devised. It bypasses the requirement for extracting the minimum element.
The data structure is substituted by a growing COMPONENT TREE. However, the algorithm is
pretty involved and rather of theoretical interest, since its data structure, a ATOMIC HEAP, re-
quires n > 21220

. Thorup [2000] has studied RAM priority queues. For a random access machine
with arbitrary word size a priority queue is obtained supporting Insert, Delete and DeleteMin op-
erations in worst-case time O(log log n). This improves O(

√
logC) for a hybrid RADIX HEAP.

RELAXED WEAK QUEUES(a.k.a. RELAXED WEAK QUEUES) by Elmasry et al. [2005b] are bi-
nary tree variants of run-relaxed heaps invented by Driscoll et al. [1988], and implement a worst-
case efficient priority queue (with constant-time efficiencies for insert and decrease-key and loga-
rithmic time for delete and delete-min). Other structures achieving this performances are BRODAL
HEAPS by Brodal [1996] and FAT HEAPS by Kaplan et al. [2002]. The fact that distinguishes run-
relaxed weak queues from the others is that they are easier to implement. Theoretical advances
for reducing the number of comparisons for deleting the minimum to n log n + O(log log n) and
n log n + O(n) have been discussed by Elmasry et al. [2008b] and Elmasry et al. [2008a]. PAIR-
ING HEAPS have been suggested by Fredman et al. [1986]. A refined implementation has been
suggested by Stasko and Vitter [1987].

Hashing is fundamental to state space search and by the need of good distribution functions
links to the generation of pseudo-random numbers. The Lehmer generator has been proposed by
Lehmer [1949] and its improvement has been suggested by Schrage [1979]. The distribution and
the selection of good random number generated have been analyzed by Park and Miller [1988].

Karp and Rabin [1987] have suggested incremental hashing for string search. A related incre-
mental hashing for game playing has been introduced by Zobrist [1970]. Its application to state-
space search and multiple pattern databases has been proposed by Mehler and Edelkamp [2005b].
For dynamic state vectors, incremental hashing has been extended by Mehler and Edelkamp
[2005a]. Recursive hashing has been introduced by [Cohen, 1997] and most prominently imple-
mented in the software model checker SPIN [Holzmann, 2004]. Gains for incremental recursive
hashing in SPIN are documented by Nguyen [2008]. In this context universal hashing has been
shown to have advantages by Eckerle and Lais [1998]. In experiments the authors showed that
the ideal circumstances for error prediction in sequential hashing are not not found in practice
and refine the model for coverage prediction to match the observation. The idea of bit-state hash-
ing Holzmann [1998] has been adopted from protocol validator SPIN that parses the expressive
concurrent Promela protocol specification language. It comes also suggested an analysis for cov-
erage prediction. Hash compaction has been contributed by Stern and Dill [1996], while collapse
compression has been implemented by Holzmann [1997] and Lerda and Visser [2001].

The BLOOM FILTER has been invented by Bloom [1970] and has been proposed to be used in
the web context by Marais and Bharat [1997] as a mechanism for identifying which pages have
associated comments stored. Holzmann and Puri [1999] have suggested an finite state machine
description that share similarities with binary decision diagrams. In work by Geldenhuys and
Valmari [2003] the practical performance ratio has been shown to be close to the information theo-
retical bound for some protocols like the Dining Philosophers. As with the suffix list by Edelkamp
and Meyer [2001] the construction aims at redundancies in the state vector. Similar ideas appear
in Choueka et al. [1986], but the data structure there is static and not theoretically analyzed. An-
other dynamic variant achieving asymptotically equivalent storage bounds is sketched in Brodnik
and Munro [1999]. Constants are only given for two static examples. Comparing with the num-
bers of Brodnik, a dynamic SUFFIX LIST can host up to five times more elements of the same value
range. However, one has to take into consideration that the data structure of Brodnik provides
constant access time.

Ranking permutations in linear time is due to Myrvold and Ruskey [2001]. Korf and Schultze
[2005] have use lookup tables with a space requirement of O(2N logN) bits to compute lexico-
graphic ranks, while Bonet [2008] has discussed different time-space trade-offs.

Static perfect hashing has been devised in the early 70th. FKS hashing is due to Fredman
et al. [1984]. Dietzfelbinger et al. [1994] have devised the first dynamic version of it, yielding a
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worst-case constant time hashing algorithm. Östlin and Pagh [2003] have shown that the space
complexity for dynamical perfect hashing can be greatly reduced and Fotakis et al. [2003] have
studied how to further reduce the space complexity to an information theoretical minimum. Prac-
tical perfect hashing has been analyzed by Botelho et al. [2007] and an external memory perfect
hash function variant has been given by Botelho and Ziviani [2007]. The complexity is bounded
by the need to sort all elements by their hash value in the partitioning step. Minimum perfect
hash functions can be stored with less than 4 bits per item.

With cuckoo hashing, Pagh and Rodler [2001] have devised a further practical and theoretical
worst-case optimal hashing algorithm.

The SUFFIX TREE data structure is of wide-spread use in the context of web search Stephen
[1994] and computational biology Gusfield [1997]. The linear time construction algorithm is due
to McCreight [1976]. DYNAMIC DICTIONARY MATCHING problems have been proposed and
solved by Amir et al. [1994, 1995].

The first non-trivial result for the PARTIAL MATCH problem has been obtained by Rivest
[1976]. He showed that the 2m space of the exhaustive storage solution can be improved for
m ≤ 2 logN . New algorithms for subset queries and partial matching have been provided
by Charikar et al. [2002], studying two algorithms with different trade-offs. The Rete-algorithm
is due to Forgy [1982]. The related 2-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN STRING MATCHING problem has
been studied intensively in literature, e.g., by Fredriksson et al. [2005]. Hoffmann and Koehler
[1999] have suggested UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREES as a geneal stucture with applications in
planning.



Chapter 5

Automatically Created Heuristics

Where do heuristics come from? A common view is that of solving a relaxed problem
exactly. A prominent example for this is the straight-line distance estimate for routing
problems. It can be interpreted as adding state routes to the map. The notion of an
abstraction transformation formalizes this concept, and makes it accessible to an automated
generation of heuristics, as opposed to hand-crafted, domain-dependent solutions using
human intuition. However, Valtorta’s negative result shows that such transformations
cannot lead to a speed-up on their own; on the contrary, the power of abstractions lies in
the reduction of multiple concrete states to a single abstract state.

While earlier versions of heuristic search via abstraction generate heuristics estimates
on demand, pattern databases precompute store the goal distances for the entire abstract
search space in a lookup table. Successful approaches additionally combine the heuristics
of multiple smaller pattern databases, either by maximizing, or by cumulating the values,
which is admissible under certain disjointness conditions. To save space, the computa-
tion of the database can be restricted using an upper bound on the length of an optimal
solution path; and by exploiting specialized data compression schemes.

Therefore, abstraction is the key to the automated design of heuristic estimates. Ap-
plying abstractions simplifies the problem, and the exact distances in the simplified ver-
sion serve as heuristic estimates in the concrete state space. The combination of heuristics
based on different abstractions often leads to better estimates. In some cases an abstrac-
tion hierarchy can be established. The selection of abstraction functions is usually super-
vised by the user, but first progress in computing abstractions automatically are shown.

Abstraction is a method to reduce the exploration efforts for large and infinite state
spaces. The abstract space is often smaller than the concrete one. If the abstract system
has no solution, neither has the concrete one. However, abstractions may introduce so-
called spurious solution paths, whose inverse is not present in the concrete system. One
option to deal with the problem of spurious solution path is the design of an abstract-
and-refine loop, in which the coarse abstraction is refined for one that is consistent with
the solution path established, so that the search process can start again. In contrast we
exploit the duality of abstraction and heuristic search. Abstract state spaces are explored
in order to create a database that stores the exact distances from abstract states to the set
of abstract goal states. Instead of checking whether or not the abstract path is present in
the concrete system, efficient heuristic space exploration algorithms exploit the database
as a guidance. Most abstractions are based on some form of data abstraction. They assume

167
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Figure 5.1: Concrete states and connecting edge mapped to abstract states and connecting
edge via a state space homomorphism.

a state vector with state components of finite domain and map these domains to abstract
variables with smaller domain.

5.1 Abstraction Transformations

In AI search, researchers have investigated abstraction transformations as a way to create
admissible heuristics automatically.

Definition 5.1 (Abstraction Transformation) An abstraction transformation φ : S → S′

maps states u in the concrete problem space to abstract states φ(u) and concrete actions a to
abstract actions φ(a).

If the distance between all states u, v ∈ S in the concrete space is greater than or equal
to the distance between φ(u) and φ(v), the distance in the abstract space can be used as
an admissible heuristic for the concrete search space. It is possible to either compute the
heuristic values on demand, as in hierarchical A* (Sec. 5.3); or, to precompute and store
the goal distance for all abstract states when searching with pattern databases (Sec. 5.4).

Intuitively, this agrees with a common explanation of the origin of heuristics, which
views them as the cost of exact solutions to a relaxed problem. A relaxed problem is one
where we drop constraints (e.g., on move execution). This can lead to inserting additional
edges in the problem graph, or to a merging of nodes, or both.

For example, the Manhattan distance for sliding tile puzzles can be regarded as acting
in an abstract problem spaces that allows multiple tiles to occupy the same square.

Two frequently studied types of abstraction transformations are embeddings and ho-
momorphisms.

Definition 5.2 (Embedding and Homomorphism) An abstraction transformation φ is an embed-
ding transformation if it adds edges to S such that the concrete and abstract state sets are the
same, i.e., φ(u) = u for all u ∈ S. Homomorphism requires that for all edges (u, v) in S, there
must also be an edge (φ(u), φ(v)) in S′.

By definition, embeddings are special cases of homomorphisms, since existing edges
remain valid in the abstract state space. Homomorphisms group together concrete states
to create a single abstract state. The definition is visualized in Fig. 5.1.

Some rare abstractions are solution preserving, by means a solution path exists in the
abstract problem, if and only if a solution path exists in the concrete problem. In this case
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the abstraction does not introduce spurious paths. As a simple example for introducing
a spurious path consider edges (u, y) and (x, v) in the concrete space. Then there is no
path from x to y in the concrete space, but there is one after merging u and v.

For an example of a strongly solution preserving abstraction, we assume that v is the
only successor of u and that the abstraction would merge them. The concrete edge from
u to v is converted to a self-loop and thus introduces infinite paths in the abstract space.
However, a solution path exists in the abstract problem if and only if a solution path exits
in the concrete problem.

Some strongly solution preserving reductions are not homomorphic. For example
consider that two paths (x, u, y) and (x, v, y) in the concrete state space are reduced to
(x, u, y) and (x, v) in the abstract state spaces. In other words, diamond subgraphs are
broken according to move transpositions.

Another issue is whether the costs of abstract paths are lower or equal. In our case, we
generally assume that the cost of the actions in abstract space are the same as in concrete
space. In most cases, we refer to problem graphs with uniform costs. The usefulness of
heuristics derived from abstraction transformations is due to the following result.

Theorem 5.1 (Admissibility and Consistency of Abstraction Heuristics) Let S be a state space,
S′ = φ(S) be any homomorphic abstraction transformation of S. Let heuristic function hφ(u) for
state u and goal t be defined as the length of the shortest path from φ(u) to φ(t) in S′. Then h is
an admissible, consistent heuristic function.

PROOF: If p = (u = u1, . . . uk = t) is a shortest solution in S, φ(u1), . . . , φ(t) is a solution S′,
which obviously cannot be shorter than the optimal solution in S′.

Now recall that a heuristic h is consistent, if for all u and u′ in S: h(u) ≤ δ(u, u′) + h(u′).
Because δφ(u, t) is the length of the shortest path between φ(u) and φ(t), we have δφ(u, t) ≤
δφ(u, u′) + δφ(u′, t) for all u and u′. Substituting hφ results in hφ(u) ≤ δφ(u, u′) + hφ(u′) for all u
and u′. Because φ is an abstraction, δφ(u, u′) ≤ δ(u, u′) and, therefore, hφ(u) ≤ δ(u, u′) + hφ(u′)
for all u and u′.

The type of abstraction usually depends on the state representation. For example, in
logical formalisms such as STRIPS, techniques that omit a predicate from a state space
description induce homomorphisms. These predicates are removed from the initial state
and goal and from the precondition (and effect) lists of the actions.

The STAR abstraction is another general method of grouping states together by neigh-
borhood. Starting with a state u with the maximum number of neighbors, an abstract
state is constructed whose range consists of all the states reachable from u within a fixed
number of edges.

Another kind of abstraction transformations are domain abstractions, which are appli-
cable to state spaces described in PSVN notation, which was introduced in Sec. 2.4.2. A
domain abstraction is a mapping of labels φ : L→ L′. It induces a state space abstraction
by relabeling of all constants in both concrete states and actions; the abstract space con-
sists of all states reachable from φ(s) by applying sequences of abstract actions. It can be
easily shown that a domain abstraction induces a state space homomorphism.

For instance (see Fig. 5.2), consider the EIGHT-PUZZLE with vector representation,
where tiles 1, 2, and 7 are replaced by the don’t care symbol x. We have φ1(v) = v′ with
v′i = vi if vi ∈ {0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}, and vi = x, otherwise. In addition to mapping tiles 1,2,
and 7 to x, in another domain abstraction φ2 one might additionally map tiles 3 and 4 to
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Figure 5.2: Two abstractions of the EIGHT-PUZZLE; top abstraction maps all involved tile
to don’t one care symbol x, in the second abstraction, two tile labels x and y have been
introduced.

y, and tiles 6 and 8 to z. The generalization allows refinements to the granularity of the
relaxation, defined as a vector indicating how many constants in the concrete domain are
mapped to each constant in the abstract domain. In the example, the granularity of φ2 is
(3, 2, 2, 1, 1) because 3 constants are mapped to x, 2 are mapped to each of y and z, and
constants 5 and 0 (the blank) remain unique.

In the sliding-tile puzzles, a granularity (g1, . . . , gk) implies that the size of the ab-
stract state space is n2!/(c · g1! · · · gk!), with the choice of c ∈ {1, 2} depending on whether
or not half of all states are reachable due to parity (Sec. 2.3). In general, however, we
cannot directly derive the size from the granularity of the abstraction: φ might not be
surjective, i.e., for some abstract states u′ there might not exist a concrete state u such that
φ(u) = u′. In this case, the abstract space can even comprise more states than the original
one, thereby rendering the method counterproductive. In general, unfortunately, it is not
efficiently decidable if an abstract space is surjective.

5.2 Valtorta’s Theorem

Without a heuristic, we can only search blindly in the original space; the use of a heuristic
focuses this search, and saves us some computational effort. However, this is only benefi-
cial if the cost of the auxiliary search required to compute h doesn’t exceed these savings.
Valtorta found an important theoretical limit of usefulness.

Theorem 5.2 (Valtorta’s Theorem) Let u be any state necessarily expanded, when the problem
(s, t) is solved in S with BFS; φ : S → S′ be any abstraction mapping; and the heuristic estimate
h(u) be computed by blindly searching from φ(u) to φ(t). If the problem is solved by the A*
algorithm using h, then either u itself will be expanded, or φ(u) will be expanded.

PROOF: When A* terminates, u will either be closed, open, or unvisited.

• If u is closed, it has already been expanded.
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• If u is open, then hφ(u) must have been computed during search. hφ(u) is computed by
searching in S′ starting at φ(u); if φ(u) 6= φ(t), the first step in this auxiliary search is to
expand φ(u); otherwise, if φ(u) = φ(t) then hφ(u) = 0, and u itself is necessarily expanded.

• If u is unvisited, on every path from s to u there must be a state that was added to Open
during search but never expanded.
Let v be any such state on the shortest path from s to u. Because v was opened, hφ(v)
must have been computed. We will now show that in computing hφ(v), φ(u) is necessarily
expanded.
From the fact that u is necessarily expanded by blind search, we have δ(s, u) < δ(s, t).
Because v is on the shortest path, we have δ(s, v) + δ(v, u) = δ(s, u) < δ(s, t). From the
fact that v was never expanded by A*, we have δ(s, v) + hφ(v) ≥ δ(s, t). Combining the two
inequalities, we get δ(v, u) < hφ(v) = δφ(v, t). Since φ is an abstraction mapping, we have
δφ(v, u) ≤ δ(v, u), which gives δφ(v, u) < δφ(v, t). Therefore, φ(u) is necessarily expanded.

As a side remark note that Valtorta’s Theorem is sensitive to the fact on whether the
goal counts as expanded or not. Many textbooks including ours assume that A* stops
immediately before expanding the goal.

Since φ(u) = u in an embedding, we immediately obtain the following consequence
of Valtorta’s Theorem.

Corollary 5.1 For an embedding φ, A* – using h computed by blind search in the abstract prob-
lem space – necessarily expands every state that is expanded by blind search in the original space.

Of course, this assumes that the heuristic is computed once for a single problem instance;
if it were stored and reused over multiple instances, its calculation could be amortized.

Contrary to the case of embeddings, this negative result of Valtorta’s theorem does
not apply in this way to abstractions based on homomorphisms; they can reduce the
search effort, since the abstract space is often smaller than the original one.

As an example, consider the problem of finding a path between the corners (1, 1) and
(N, 1) on a regular N × N GRIDWORLD, with the abstraction transformation ignoring
the second coordinate (see Fig. 5.3 for N = 10). Uninformed search will expand Ω(N2)
nodes. On the other hand, an on-line heuristic requires O(N) steps. If A* applies this
heuristic to the original space, and resolves ties between nodes with equal f -value by
preferring the one with larger g-value, then the problem demands O(N) expansions.

5.3 *Hierarchical A*

Hierarchical A* makes use of an arbitrary number of abstraction transformation layers
φ1, φ2, . . .. Whenever a heuristic value for a node u in the base level problem is requested,
the abstract problem to find a shortest path between φ1(u) and φ1(t) is solved on demand,
before returning to the original problem. In turn, the search at level 2 utilizes a heuristic
computed on a third level as the shortest path between φ2(φ1(u)) and φ2(φ1(t)), and so
on (see Fig. 5.4).

This naive scheme would repeatedly solve the same instances at the higher levels,
requested by different states at the base level. An immediate remedy for this futile over-
head is to cache the heuristic values of all the nodes in a shortest path computed at an
abstract level.
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Figure 5.3: Two-dimensional GRIDWORLD problem with initial state (1, 1) and goal state
(10, 1) illustrating the validity of Valtorta’s theorem; the abstraction projects a state to its
x-axis, such that the h-value is the size of the line from the projected point to the goal.
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Figure 5.4: Layered abstraction in hierarchical A* wrt. current state u and goal state t (in
the original state space) according to three abstraction.

The resulting heuristic will no longer be monotone: nodes which lay on the solution
path of a previous search can have high h-values, while their neighbors off this path
still have their original heuristic value. Generally, a non-monotone heuristic leads to the
need for re-opening nodes, they can be closed even if the shortest path to them has not yet
been found. However, this is not a concern in this case: A node u can only be prematurely
closed if every shortest path passes through some node v for which the shortest path is
known. If no such v is part of a shortest path from s to t, neither is u, and the premature
closing is irrelevant. On the other hand, all nodes on the shortest path from v to t have
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already cached the exact estimate, and hence will only be expanded once.
An optimization technique, known as optimal path caching, records not only the value

of h∗(u) = δ(u, T ), but also the exact solution path found. Then, whenever a state u with
known value h∗(u) is encountered during the search, we can directly insert a goal into
the Open list, instead of explicitly expanding u.

In controlling the granularity of abstractions, there is a trade-off to be made. A coarse
abstraction leads to a smaller problem space that can be searched more efficiently; how-
ever, since a larger number of concrete states are assigned the same estimate, the heuristic
becomes less discriminating and hence less informative.

5.4 Pattern Databases

In the above setting, heuristic values are computed on demand. With caching, a growing
number of them will be stored over time. An alternative approach is to completely eval-
uate the abstract search space prior to the base level search. For a fixed goal state t and
any abstraction space S′ = φ(S), a pattern database is a lookup table indexed by u′ ∈ S′
containing the shortest path length form u′ to φ(t) in S′ for t ∈ T . The size of a pattern
database is the number of states in S′.

It is easy to create a pattern database by conducting a breadth-first search in back-
ward direction, starting at φ(t). This assumes that for each action a we can devise an
inverse action a−1 such that v = a(u) iff u = a−1(v). If the set of backward actions
A−1 = {a−1 | a ∈ A} is equal to A, the problem is reversible (leading to an undirected
problem graph). For backward pattern database construction, the uniqueness of the ac-
tions’ inverse is sufficient. The set of all states generated by applying inverse actions to a
state u is denoted as Pred(u). It is generated by the inverse successor generating function
Expand−1(u). Pattern databases can cope with weighted state spaces. Moreover, by addi-
tionally associating the shortest path predecessor with each state it is possible to maintain
the shortest abstract path that leads to the abstract goal. To construct a pattern database
for weighted graphs, the shortest path exploration in abstract space uses inverse actions
and Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Alg. 5.1 shows a possible implementation for pattern database construction. It is not
difficult to see that the construction is in fact a variant of Dijktra’s algorithm (as intro-
duced in Chap. 3) executed backwards in abstract space (with successor set generation
Expand−1 instead of Expand for abstract states φ(u) instead of u). Even though in many
cases pattern databases are constructed for a single goal state t it extends nicely the search
for multiple goal states T . Therefore, in Alg. 5.1 Open is initialized with T .

For the sake of readability this and all upcoming pseudo codes use the set notation
for the accesses to the Open and Closed lists, such that the assignment u ← DeleteMin is
referred to as arg minfOpen followed by Open ← Open \ {u}. In an actual implementa-
tion, the data structures of Chap. 4 have to be used. This pattern database construction
procedure is sometimes termed retrograde analysis.

As pattern databases represent the set Closed of expanded nodes in abstract space,
a straightforward implementation for storing and retrieving the computed distance in-
formation are hash tables. As introduced in Chap. 4 many different options are avail-
able, such as hash tables with chaining, open addressing, suffix lists etc. For search
domains with regular structure (like the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE), the database can time- and
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Procedure Backward-Pattern-Database-Construction
Input: Abstract problem graph with abstract start node φ(s),

abstract goal nodes φ(t), t ∈ T , weight function w,
and abstract inverse successor generation function Expand−1

Output: Pattern database

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize expanded node set
Open← {φ(t), t ∈ T} ;; Insert abstract initial state into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are horizon nodes

Remove φ(u) from Open with minimum f(u) ;; Select most promising node
Insert φ(u) into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
Pred(φ(u))← Expand−(φ(u)) ;; Expansion memorizes predecessors
for each φ(v) in Pred(φ(u)) ;; For all abstract successors φ(v) of φ(u)

Improve(φ(u), φ(v)) ;; Set backward distances
return Closed ;; List together with distances is pattern database

Algorithm 5.1: Construction pattern database using backward search.
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Figure 5.5: Fringe and corner target pattern for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE.

space-efficiently be implemented as a perfect hash table. In this case the hash address
uniquely identifies the state that is searched, while the hash entries themselves consists
of the shortest-path distance value only. The state itself has not to be stored. A simple
and fast (though not memory-efficient) implementation of such a perfect hash table is a
multi-dimensional array that is addressed by the state components. More space-efficient
indexes for permutation games have been introduced in Chap. 4. They can be adapted to
partial state/pattern addresses.

The pattern database technique was first applied to define heuristics for sliding-tile
puzzles. The space required for pattern database construction can be bounded by the
length of the abstract goal distance encoding times the size of the perfect hash table.

5.4.1 FIFTEEN-PUZZLE

For this case, problem abstraction consists of ignoring a selected subset of tiles on the
board. Their labels are replaced by a special ’don’t care’ symbol; the remaining set of tiles
is referred to as the pattern. Sample fringe and corner patterns are illustrated in Fig. 5.5.

In experiments it has been showed that taking the maximum of the Manhattan dis-
tance and the fringe (corner) pattern database reduces the number of expanded nodes
by two orders of magnitude of the algorithm using only the Manhattan distance. Using
both databases together even leads to an improvement according to three orders of mag-
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Heuristic Nodes Mean Heuristic Value
Manhattan Distance 401,189,630 36.942

Linear Conflict Heuristic 40,224,625 38.788
5-tile Pattern Database 5,722,922 41.562
6-tile Pattern Database 3,788,680 42.924

Table 5.1: Effect of pattern databases in the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE.

nitude. Table 5.1 shows further exploration results for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE in reducing
the number of search nodes and increasing mean heuristic value.

5.4.2 RUBIK’S CUBE

A state in RUBIK’S CUBE (Sec. 2.3.2) is uniquely specified by the position and orientation
of the 8 edge cubis and the 12 corner cubis. For the implementation, this can be repre-
sented as an array of 20 elements, one for each cubi. The values encode the position and
orientation as one of 24 different values, 8 · 3 for the corners, and 2 · 12 for the edges.

Uninformed search is impractical on large RUBIK’S CUBE problems, since the number
of generated nodes grows rapidly. In Depth 10 we expect 244,686,773,808 nodes, and in
Depth 18 we have more than 2.46 · 1020 nodes.

If we consider the eight corner cubis as a pattern, the position and orientation of the
last cubi is determined by the remaining seven, so there are exactly 8! · 37 = 88, 179, 840
possible combinations. Using backward breadth-first search starting from the goal state,
we can enumerate these states and build a pattern database. Perfect hashing can be used,
allocating 4 bits to encode the heuristic value for each abstract state. The mean heuristic
value is about 8.764. In addition, we may consider the edge cubis separately. Since taking
all edge cubis into consideration would lead to a memory-exceeding pattern database,
the set of edge cubis is divided, leading to two pattern databases of size 12!/6! · 26 =
42, 577, 922. The mean heuristic value for the maximum of all three pattern database
heuristic is about 8.878.

Using the above databases, Korf solved 10 random instances to the RUBIK’S CUBE

move-optimally. The solvable instances were generated by making 100 random moves
each starting from the goal state. The results he obtained are shown in Table 5.2.

5.4.3 Directed Search Graphs

A precondition for the construction above is that actions are invertible, i.e., the set of le-
gal reachable states that can be transformed into a target state must be efficiently com-
putable. This is true for regular problems like the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE and RUBIK’S CUBE.
However, applying invertible actions is not always possible. For example, in PSVN the
action (A,A, ) → (1, 2, ) is not invertible, since in backward direction, it is not clear
which label to set at the first and second position (although we know it must be the same
one). In other words, we no longer have an inverse abstract successor generation function
to construct set Pred.

Fortunately, there is some hope. If inverse actions are not available, we can can re-
verse the state space graph generated in a forward chaining search. With each node v
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Problem Depth Nodes Generated
1 16 3,720,885,493
2 17 11,485,155,726
3 17 64,937,508,623
4 18 126,005,368,381
5 18 262,228,269,081
6 18 344,770,394,346
7 18 502,417,601,953
8 18 562,494,969,937
9 18 626,785,460,346

10 18 1,021,814,815,051

Table 5.2: Solutions to 10 random RUBIK’S CUBE instances.

we attach the list of all predecessor nodes u (assuming v ∈ Succ(u)) from which v is gen-
erated. In case a goal is encountered, the traversal is not terminated, but the abstract
goal states are collected in a (priority) queue. Next, backward traversal is invoked on
the inverse of the (possibly weighted) state space graph, starting with the queued set of
abstract goal states. The established shortest path distances to the abstract goal state are
associated with each state in the hash table. Alg. 5.2 shows a possible implementation.
Essentially, a forward search to explore the whole state space is executed, memorizing the
successors of all states, so that we can then construct their predecessors. Then, we exe-
cute procedure Backward Pattern-Database-Construction without the need to apply inverse
node expansion.

5.4.4 Korf’s Conjecture

In the following we are interested in the performance of pattern databases. We will argue
that for the effectiveness of a(n admissible) heuristic function, the expected value is a
very good predictor. This average can be determined by random sampling, or for pattern
databases approximated as the average of the database values. This value is exact for
the distribution of heuristic values in the abstract state space but – as abstractions are
non-uniform in general – only approximate for the concrete state space.

In general the larger the values of an admissible heuristic are, the better the corre-
sponding database should be judged. This is due to the fact that the heuristic values
directly influence the search efficiency in the original search space. As a consequence, we
compute the mean heuristic value for each database. More formally, the average estimate
of a pattern database PDB with entries in the range [0..maxh] is

h =
maxh∑

h=0

h · |{u ∈ PDB | entry(u) = h}|/|PDB|.

A fundamental question about memory-based heuristics concerns the relationship
between the size of the pattern database and the number of nodes expanded when the
heuristic is used to guide the search. One problem of relating the performance of a search
algorithm to the accuracy of the heuristic is it is hard to measure. Determining the exact
distance to the goal is computationally infeasible for large problems.
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Procedure Forward-Pattern-Database-Construction
Input: Abstract problem graph with start node φ(s), weight function w (inducing f ),

abstract successor generation function and abstract goal predicate.
Output: Pattern database

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structure for expanded node set
Open← {φ(s)} ;; Insert abstract initial state into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are horizon nodes

Remove some φ(u) from Open ;; Select node based on any criteria
Insert φ(u) into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
if (Goal(φ(u))) Q← Q ∪ {φ(u)} ;; If abstract goal is found, store it
Succ(φ(u))← Expand(φ(u)) ;; Expansion memorizes predecessors
for each φ(v) in Succ(φ(u)) ;; For all abstract successors φ(v) of φ(u)

if (v /∈ Open ∪ Closed) ;; Successor is reached for the first time
Pred(φ(v))← ∅ ;; Initialize set

else ;; Successor already stored
Pred(φ(v))← Pred(φ(v)) ∪ {φ(u)} ;; Update set

Improve(φ(u), φ(v)) ;; Set forward distances
Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structure for backward search
Open← Q ;; Insert abstract goals into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are horizon nodes

φ(u)← arg minfOpen ;; Select most promising node
Open← Open \ {φ(u)} ;; Update search horizon
Closed← Closed ∪ {φ(u)} ;; Update list of expanded nodes
for each φ(v) in Pred(φ(u)) ;; Predecessors stored in first search

Improve(φ(u), φ(v)) ;; Set backward distances
return Closed ;; List together with backward distances is pattern database

Algorithm 5.2: Pattern database construction in directed and weighted problem
graphs.

If the heuristic value of every state is equal to its expected value h, then a search to
depth d is be equivalent to searching to depth d− h without a heuristic, since the f value
for every state would be its depth plus h. However, this estimate turns out to be much
too low in practice. The reason for the discrepancy is that the states encountered are
not random samples. States with large heuristic values are pruned and states with small
heuristic values spawn more children.

On the other hand, we can predict the expected value of a pattern database heuristic
during the search. The minimal depth of a search tree of covering a search space of n
nodes with constant branching factor of b, will be around d = logb n; This is because with
d moves, one can generate about bd nodes. Since we are ignoring possible duplicates, this
estimate is generally too low.

We assume d to be the average optimal solution length for a random instance and that
our pattern database is generated by caching heuristic values for all states up to distance
d from the goal. If the abstract search tree is also branching with factor b, a lower bound
on the expected value of a pattern database heuristic is logbm, where m is the number
of stored states in the database (being equal to the size of the abstract state space). The
derivation of logbm is similar to the one of logb n for the concrete state space.
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The hope is that the combination of an overly optimistic with a too pessimistic esti-
mate results in a more realistic measure. Let t be the number of nodes generated in an A*
search (without duplicate detection). Since d is the depth to which A* must search, we
can estimate d ≈ logb n. Moreover, as argued above, we have h ≈ logbm, and t ≈ bd−h.
Substituting the values for d and h yields

t ≈ bd−h ≈ blogb n−logbm = n/m.

Since the treatment is insightful but informal, this estimate has been denoted as
Korf’s conjecture; it states that the number of generated nodes in an A* search with-
out duplicate detection using a pattern database may be approximated by O(n/m),
the size of the problem space divided by the available memory. Using experimental
data from the RUBIK’S CUBE prolem show that the prediction is very good. We have
n ≈ 4.3252·1019,m = 88, 179, 940+2·42, 577, 920 = 173, 335, 680, n/m = 149, 527, 409, 904,
and t = 352, 656, 042, 894, which is off only by a factor of 1.4.

5.4.5 Multiple Pattern Databases

As we have seen for the sliding tile puzzles and RUBIK’S CUBE, the most successful ap-
plications of pattern databases all used multiple pattern databases.

This raises the question on improved main memory consumption: is it best to use one
large database, or rather split the available space up into several smaller ones? Let m be
the number of patterns that we can store in the available memory, and p be the number
of pattern databases. In many experiments the performance of p pattern databases of
size m/p (e.g. in the domain of the sliding-tile puzzle and in RUBIK’S CUBE) it has been
observed that small values of p are suboptimal. The general observation is that the use of
maximized smaller pattern databases reduces the number of nodes. For example, heuris-
tic search in the EIGHT-PUZZLE with 20 pattern databases of size 252 performs less state
expansions (318) than 1 pattern database of size 5,040 (yielding 2,160 state expansions).

The observation remains true, if maximization is performed on a series of different
partitions into databases. The first heuristic of the TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE partitions
the tiles into four groups of 6 tiles each. When partitioning the 24 tiles into 8 different
pattern databases with 4 groups of 5 tiles and one group of 4 tiles this results 8 · (4 ·
25!/20! + 25!/21!) = 206, 448, 000 patterns. Compared to the first heuristic that generates
4 · 25!/19! = 510, 048, 000 patterns, this is roughly a third. However, the second heuristic
performs better, with a ratio of nodes generated in between 1.62 to 2.53.

Of course, the number of pattern databases can not be scaled to an arbitrary amount.
With very few states the distances in abstract state space are very imprecise. Moreover,
since node generation in sliding-tile puzzles is very fast, the gains of a smaller node
count are counterbalanced by the larger efforts in addressing the multiple databases and
computing the maximum.

The explanation of the above phenomenon that many smaller pattern databases may
perform better than one larger one is based on two observations:

• The use of smaller pattern databases instead of one large pattern database usu-
ally reduces the number of patterns with high h-value; maximizing the values of
the smaller pattern databases can make the number of patterns with low h-values
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Figure 5.6: Two non-additive abstractions of a graph (top) obtained by merging nodes s
with u (left) and u with v (right).

significantly smaller than the number of low-valued patterns in the larger pattern
database.

• Eliminating low h-values is more important for improving search performance than
for retaining large h-values.

The first assertion is intuitively clear. A smaller pattern database means a smaller pat-
tern space with fewer patterns with high h-values. Maximization of the smaller pattern
databases reduce the number of patterns with very small h-values.

The second assertion refers to the number of nodes expanded. If pattern databases
differ only in their maximum value, this only affects the nodes with a large h-value,
corresponding to a number node number of nodes that is typically small. If the two
pattern databases, on the contrary, differ in the fraction of nodes with a small h-value,
this has a large effect on the the number of nodes expanded, since the number of nodes
that participate in those values is typically large.

As multiple pattern database lookups can be time-consuming, one may speed-up
computation by determining the maximum accumulated heuristic estimate hmax that can
occur prior to the search, and avoiding database lookups if this value is certainly be un-
derestimated.

5.4.6 Disjoint Pattern Databases

Disjoint pattern databases are important to derive admissible estimates. It is immedi-
ate that the maximum of two admissible heuristics is admissible. On the other hand, we
would like to add the heuristic estimates of two pattern databases to arrive at an even
better estimate. Unfortunately, adding heuristics does not necessarily preserves admis-
sibility. Additivity can be applied if the cost of a subproblem is composed from costs of
objects from corresponding pattern only. For the (n2− 1)-PUZZLE, every operator moves
only one tile, but RUBIK’S CUBE is a counterexample.

Consider the example of a small graph with four nodes s, u, v and t arranged along
one path (see Fig. 5.6), where s is the start and t is the goal node. The first abstraction
merges nodes s and u, while the second abstraction merges u with v. As self-loops do
not contribute to optimal solutions they have been omitted from the abstract graph. As
the incoming edge to t remains in both abstractions, being in state v gives the cumulated
abstract distance value 2, which is larger than the concrete distance 1.

The reason why we could only take the maximum of the fringe and corner heuristics
for the EIGHT-PUZZLE is that we avoid to count some action twice. The minimum num-
ber of moves stored in the database does not only involve the tiles movements that are
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Figure 5.7: Disjoint pattern databases for 24-Puzzle; tiles (in the goal) selected for the
pattern are shown together.

part of the actual pattern. Since the non-pattern moves can be part of the abstract solu-
tion path for the other pattern, adding the two values might result in a non-admissible
heuristic.

A solution for the problem is not to record the total solution path length, but to count
moves of the tiles in the pattern for computing the heuristic estimate only. Since at each
point in time only one tile is moved, this makes it possible to add the heuristic values,
rather than maximizing them. As an extreme case, we can think of the Manhattan dis-
tance as the sum of n2 − 1 patterns consisting of one tile each. Since each move changes
only the shifted tile, addition is admissible. Generally, we can resort to this partitioning
technique if we make sure that the subgoal solutions are independent.

Different disjoint pattern databases heuristics can additionally be combined using
the maximization of their outcome. For example, when solving random instances of the
TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE, one might compute the maximum of two additive groups of
four disjoint pattern databases each. As shown in Fig. 5.7 each tile group (indicated by the
enclosed areas) consists of six tiles for generating databases with 25!/19! = 127, 512, 000
patterns. (the location of the blank is indicated using a black square).

If, for all states, the same partitioning is applied, we speak of statically partitioned
disjoint pattern databases. There is an alternative way of dynamically choosing among
several possible partitions the one with the maximum heuristic value. For example, a
straightforward generalization of the Manhattan distance for sliding tile puzzles is to
precompute the shortest solution for every pair of tiles, rather than considering each tile
individually. Then, we can construct an admissible heuristic by choosing half of these
pairs such that each tile is covered exactly once. With an odd number of tiles, one of
them will be left out, and simply contributes with its Manhattan distance.

To compute the most accurate heuristic for a given state, we have to solve a maximum
weighted bipartite matching problem in a graph where each vertex in both sets corresponds
to a tile, and each edge between the two sets is labeled with the pairwise solution cost
of the corresponding pair of tiles. An algorithm is known that accomplishes this task
in O(k3) time, where k is the number of tiles. However, it has also been shown that
the corresponding matching problem for triples of tiles is NP-complete. Thus, in general
dynamic partitioning might not be efficiently computable, and we would have to resort
to approximate the largest heuristic value.

If we partition the state variables into disjoint subsets (patterns), such that no action
affects variables in more than one subset, then a lower bound for the optimal solution of
an instance is the sum of the optimal costs of solving optimally each pattern correspond-
ing to the variable values of the instance.

Definition 5.3 (Disjoint State-Space Abstractions) Let actions be trivial (a no-op) if they induce
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Figure 5.8: Disjoint abstractions of a small graph (top), obtained by merging nodes swith
u and v with t (left) s with v and u with t (right).

a self-cycle in the abstract state space graph. Two pattern databases for the state space abstractions
φ1 and φ2 are disjoint, if for all non-trivial actions a′ in the abstraction generated by φ1 and for
all non-trivial actions a′′ in the abstraction generated by φ2, we have φ−1

1 (a′) ∩ φ−1
2 (a′′) = ∅,

where φ−1
i (a′) = {a ∈ A | φi(a) = a′}, i ∈ {1, 2}. Trivial actions correspond to self-loops in the

problem graph.

If we have more than one pattern database, then for each state u in the concrete space
and each abstraction φi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we compute the values hi(u) = δφi(u, t). The
heuristic estimate h(u) is the accumulated cost of the costs in the different abstractions,
i.e., h(u) =

∑k
i=0 hi(u). To preserve admissability, we require disjointness, where two

pattern databases wrt. the abstractions φ′ and φ′′ are disjoint, if or all u ∈ S we have
δφ′(u, T ) + δφ′′(u, T ) ≤ δ(u, T ).

Theorem 5.3 (Additivity of Disjoint Pattern Databases) Two disjoint pattern databases are ad-
ditive.

PROOF: Let P1 and P2 be abstractions of P =< S,A, s, T > according to φ1 and φ2, respectively,
and let π = (a1, . . . , ak) be an optimal sequential plan for P . Then, the abstracted plan π1 =
(φ1(a1), . . . , φ1(ak)) is a solution for the state space problem P1 and π1 = (φ2(a1), . . . , φ2(ak)) is
a solution for the state space problem P2. We assume that all void actions in π1 and π2, if any,
are removed. Let k1 and k2 be the resulting respective lengths of π1 and π2. Since the pattern
databases are disjoint, for all a′ ∈ π1 and all a′′ ∈ π2 we have φ−1

1 (a′) ∩ φ−1
2 (a′′) = ∅. Therefore,

δφ1(u, T ) + δφ2(u, T ) ≤ k1 + k2 ≤ δ(u, T ).

Consider a slight modification of the example graph with four nodes s, u, v and t now
arranged as shown in Fig. 5.8. The first abstraction merges nodes s and u and v with t
while the second abstraction merges s with v and u with t. Now each edge remains valid
in only one abstractions, so that being in state v gives the cumulated abstract distance
value 1, which is equal to the concrete distance 1.

In Fig. 5.10 a plain pattern database (left) and a pair of disjoint pattern databases
(right) are shown. All pattern databases (gray bars) refer to underlying partial state vec-
tors (represented as thin rectangles). The first rectangle in both cases represents the state
vector in original space with all parts of it being relevant (no shading). The second (and
third) rectangle additionally indicates the selected part of don’t care variables in the state
vector (shaded in black) for each abstraction. The heights of the pattern database bars that
are erected on top of the state vector, indicate the sizes of the pattern databases (number
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Figure 5.9: Admissible but non-disjoint abstraction of a small graph obtained by merg-
ing nodes s with u, (left) and u with v (right), and adjusting the edge weights to avoid
multiple edge counting.

of states stored), while the widths of the pattern database rulers correlate with the se-
lected parts of the state vector. The maximum size of a pattern database is determined by
the amount of main memory available and is illustrated by a line above the databases.

Finding disjoint state-space abstractions in general is difficult. Therefore, in pattern
database practice, an alternative approach for enforcing disjointness is used: if an action
has a non-empty intersection with one more than one chosen pattern, it is assigned to
cost 0 in all but one database. Alternatively, we can assign 1 divided by the number of
times the action is valid for an abstraction.

For the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE we have that at most one tile can move at a time. Hence, if
we restrict to counting only pattern tile moves, we can add entries of pattern databases
with disjoint tile set. Table 5.3 shows the effect of disjoint pattern databases in reducing
the number of search nodes and increasing the mean heuristic value.

Heuristic Nodes Mean Heuristic Value
Manhattan Distance 401,189,630 36.942

Disjoint 7 and 8-Tile Pattern Databases 576,575 45.632

Table 5.3: Effect of disjoint pattern databases in the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE.

Reconsider the example of the graph with four nodes s, u, v and t arranged along a
path with its two abstraction functions. The edge to t is assigned to cost 1 in the first
and to cost 0 in the second abstraction, such that, when being in state v, the cumulated
abstract distance value are now 1, which is equal to the concrete distance 1. The resulting
mapping is shown in Fig. 5.9.

In general we cannot expect that each action contributes costs to only one pattern
database. For this case, concrete actions can be counted multiple times in different ab-
stractions. This implies that the inferred heuristic is no longer admissible. To see this,
suppose that this action immediately reaches the goal with cost 1. In contrast the cumu-
lated cost for being non-void in two abstractions is 2.

Another option is to count an action in only one abstraction. In a modified breadth-
first pattern database construction algorithm this is achieved as follows. In each BFS level
we compute the transitive hull of zero-cost actions: each zero-cost action is applied until
no zero-cost action is applicable. In other words, the impact of an action is added to the
overall cost, only if it does not appear for the construction of another pattern database.
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Figure 5.10: Single (left) and two disjoint databases (right); height of bars denote size of
the pattern database, horizontal line on top of the bars the limit of main memory, the
rulers below the bar denote selected pattern parts in a state vector (black stands for don’t
care variable, while white denotes a pattern variable).

5.5 *Customized Pattern Databases

So far we looked at manual selection of pattern variables. On the one hand, this implies
that pattern-database design is not domain independent. On the other hand, finding
good patterns for the design of one pattern database is involved, as there is an exponen-
tial number of possible choices. This problem of pattern selection becomes worse when
general abstractions and multiple pattern databases are considered. Last, but not least,
the quality of pattern database is far from being obvious.

5.5.1 Pattern Selection

To automate the pattern selection process is a challenge. For domain independent choices
of the patterns, we have to control the size of the abstract state space that corresponds to
this choice. State spaces for fixed-sized state vectors can be interpreted as products of
state space abstractions for individual state variables. An upper bound of the abstract
state space is to multiply the ranges of the remaining variables.

Upper bounds on the size of the abstract spaces can be used to distribute the pattern
variables. Since the number of state variables can be considerably large, we simplify
the problem of finding a suitable partition of the state vector into patterns to a form of
BIN PACKING. Consequently, the aim for automated pattern selection is to distribute the
state variables to abstract state space bins in such a way that a minimal number of bins
is used. A state variable is added to an already existing bin, until the (expected) abstract
state space size exceeds main memory.

In difference to ordinary BIN PACKING that adds object sizes, the PATTERN PACKING

variant suited to automated pattern selection. For PATTERN PACKING the domain sizes
to estimate the abstract state space growth multiply. More formally, adding a variable
to a pattern corresponds to a multiplication of its domain size to the (already computed)
abstract state size (unless it exceeds the RAM limit). As an example, the abstract state
space for the variables v1 and v2 is bounded from above by |dom(v1)| · |dom(v2)|, where
dom(vi) denotes the set of possible assignments to vi. Adding v3 yields an upper bound
for the abstract state space size of |dom(v1)| · |dom(v2)| · |dom(v3)|.

Fig. 5.11 illustrate an example, plotting the sizes of the pattern databases against the
set of chosen abstractions. BIN PACKING is NP-complete, but efficient approximations
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Figure 5.11: Bin packing for automated pattern selection; bars illustrate the contents of
each pattern databases, horizontal line the limit of main memory.

(like first- or best-fit strategies) have been used successfully in practice.
As argued above, a linear gain in the mean heuristic value h corresponds to an expo-

nential gain in the search. For the pattern selection problem we conclude that the higher
the average distance stored, the better the corresponding pattern database. For comput-
ing the strength of multiple pattern databases we compute the mean heuristic value for
each of the databases individually and add (or maximize) the outcome.

In the following we show that there is a unique way of combining several patterns
database heuristics into one.

Definition 5.4 (Canonical Pattern Database Heuristic) Let C be a collection of abstractions
φ1, . . . , φk and let X be a collection of all disjoint subsets Y of C maximal with respect set in-
clusion. Let hi be the pattern database for φi. The canonical pattern database heuristic hC is
defined as

hC = max
Y ∈X

∑

φi∈Y
hi.

Theorem 5.4 (Consistency and Quality of Canonical Pattern Database Heuristic) The canonical
pattern database heuristic is consistent and is larger than or equal to any admissible combination
of maximums and sums.

PROOF: Intuitively, the proof is based on the fact that for this case the maximum over all sums
is equal to the sum over the maxima, such that no maximum remains nested inside. We illustrate
this for two pattern databases. Suppose we are given four abstractions φ1, . . . , φ4 with φi and
φj being disjoint for i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}. Let h′ = max{h1, h2} + max{h3, h4} and h′′ =
max{h1 + h3, h1 + h4, h2 + h3, h2 + h4}. We show h′ ≤ h′′ and h′′ ≤ h′. Since for all u the value
h′′(u) is the maximum over all sums hi(u) + hj(u), i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}, it cannot be less
than the particular pair hi′(u) + hj′(u) that is selected in h′. Conversely, the maximum in h′′(u) is
attained by hi′′(u) +hj′′(u) for some i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}. As the pattern databases heuristics
are derived from different terms, this implies that i′ = i′′ and j′ = j′′.

A heuristic h dominates a heuristic h′ if and only if h(u) ≥ h′(u) for all u ∈ S. It is
simple to see that hC dominates all hi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (see Exercises).
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Figure 5.12: Ordinary (left) and symmetry (right) pattern database lookups tiles are re-
flected along the main diagonal, relabeled and queried in the original pattern database
for retrieving the exact goal distance.

5.5.2 Symmetry and Dual Pattern Databases

Many solitaire games like the (n2− 1)-PUZZLE can be mapped onto themselves by using
symmetry operations, e.g. along some board axes. Such automorphisms can be used to
improve the memory consumption of pattern databases in the sense that one database
is re-used for all symmetric state space abstractions. For example, the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE

is symmetric according to the mappings hat correspond to a rotation of the board by 0,
90, 180 and 270 degree and symmetric according to the mappings that correspond to the
vertical and horizontal axes.

What is needed are symmetries that preserve shortest path information with respect
to the abstract goal. Hence, symmetry pattern database lookups exploit physical symme-
tries of the problem that do exist for the goal state(s). For example, because of the
length-preserving symmetry along the main diagonal in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE, the pat-
tern database built for the tiles 2, 3, 6 and 7 can also be used to estimate the number of
moves required for pattern 8, 9, 12, and 13 as shown in Fig. 5.12. More formally, for a
given (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE state u = (u0, . . . , un2−1) and a symmetry ψ : {0, . . . , n2 − 1} →
{0, . . . , n2 − 1} the symmetry lookup is executed on state u′ with u′i = ψ(uψ(i)), where
i ∈ {0, . . . , n2 − 1} and ψ = (0, 4, 8, 12, 1, 5, 9, 13, 2, 6, 10, 14, 3, 7, 11, 15).

Another example is the well-known TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem. It consists of three
pegs of different sized discs, which are sorted in decreasing order of size on one of the
pegs. A solution has to move all discs from their initial peg to a goal peg, subject to
the constraint that a smaller disk is above a larger one. A pattern database symmetry is
found by exploiting that the the two non-goal pegs are indistinguishable.

A related aspect to symmetry is duality. Dual pattern database lookups require a bijection
between objects and locations of the domain in the sense that each object is located in one
location and each location occupies only one object. There are three main assumptions:
Every state is a permutation, the actions are location-based, and the actions are invertible.
An example is provided in Fig. 5.13. The dual question is generated by first selecting the
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Figure 5.13: Ordinary and dual pattern database lookups initial and the goal state (far
left); ordinary lookup in the pattern database for the tiles 2, 3, 6 and 7 (left, the pattern
itself is shown top, its respective goal is shown below.). For a dual lookup we generate a
dual question (right, top to bottom) followed by a lookup in the pattern database for the
tiles 2, 3, 6 and 7 (far right, bottom to top).

goal positions for the tiles that are in the pattern locations (inversion) and then substitut-
ing the tiles with their indexes. The dual lookup itself can reuse the database.

Experimental results show that the average heuristic value increases when using sym-
metry or duality or both. While symmetry pattern database lookups are used for the
same search direction as for the original pattern database lookup, dual lookups result in
estimates for backward search.

5.5.3 Bounded Pattern Databases

Most pattern database heuristics assume that a memory-based heuristic is computed for
the entire state space, and the cost of computing it is amortized over many problem in-
stances. But in some cases, it may be useful to compute pattern database heuristics for a
single problem instance. If we know an upper bound U for the minimum cost solution f∗

in original space S, one option to reduce the memory needs is to limit the exploration in
abstract space to a superset of the ones that are relevant for being queried in the concrete
state space search. Assume that A* search with cost function f is applied in the backward
traversal of the abstract space to guide the search towards the abstract start state φ(s).
When terminating at φ(s) not all relevant abstract goal distances have been computed.
Pattern database construction has to be continue according to a different termination cri-
terion. The following simple observation limits the exploration in the focused traversal
of abstract space. In other words, goal distances of some particular abstract states can be
safely ignored, based on the following result.

Theorem 5.5 (Bounded Computation of Pattern Database) Let U be an upper bound on f∗, the
cost of the optimal solution to the original problem, let φ be the state space abstraction function,
and f be the cost function in the backward traversal of the abstract space. A pattern database
entry for u only needs to be computed if f(φ(u)) < U .
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PROOF: Since the f -value in abstract state for a state φ(u) provides a lower bound on the cost
of an optimal solution in abstract space, which in turn is a lower bound on the cost of the optimal
solution to the original problem, it follows that for any projected state φ(v) whose f -value exceeds
U it cannot lead to any better solution with cost lower than U and thus can be safely ignored in
the computation.

The situation is shown to the left of Fig. 5.14, where we see the concrete state space
on top of the abstract one. The relevant part that could be queried by the top-level search
is shaded. It is contained in the cover C = {φ(u) | f(φ(u)) < U}.

Consequently, A* for pattern database creation terminates when condition f(φ(u)) <
U is not satisfied. The following result shows that the technique is particularly useful in
computing a set of disjoint pattern database heuristics.

Theorem 5.6 (Bounded Construction of Disjoint Pattern Databases) Let ∆ be the difference be-
tween an upper bound U and a lower bound L =

∑
i hi(φi(s)) on the cost of an optimal solution

to the original problem, where h is a consistent heuristic and φi(s) is the initial state for the ab-
stract problem. A state φi(u) for the construction of a disjoint pattern database heuristic needs
only to be processed if fi(φi(u)) < hi(φi(s)) + ∆.

PROOF: In disjoint pattern database heuristics, the cost of optimal solution to each abstract
problem can be added to obtain an admissible heuristic to the original problem. Therefore, it can
be shown that a pattern database heuristic needs only to be computed for φi(u) if

∑
i fi(φi(u)) <

U . Subsequently, for every abstraction φj we have fj(φj(u)) < U −∑i 6=j fi(φi(u)). Since all
heuristics are consistent, we have fi(φi(u)) ≥ hi(φi(s)). It follows that

fj(φj(u)) < U −
∑

i 6=j

fi(φi(u)) ≤ U −
∑

i 6=j

hi(φi(s)).

Because
∑
i 6=j hi(φi(s)) = (

∑
i hi(φi(s)))− hj(φj(s)) we get

fj(φj(u)) < U + hj(φj(s))−
∑

i

hi(φi(s)) = U − L+ hj(φj(s)) = ∆ + hj(φj(s)).

5.5.4 On-Demand Pattern Databases

Another option for reducing the space occupied by the pattern databases is not to apply
heuristic backward search in the abstract space. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
a problem graph, in which the initial and goal state are unique. In the abstract space
the pattern database is constructed backward from the goal using a heuristic that esti-
mates the distance to the abstract initial state. When the initial pattern is reached, pattern
construction is suspended. The set of expanded nodes in abstract space can be used for
lookups in forward search, as they contain optimal distance values to the goal (assuming
a consistent heuristic and maintaining the g-value).

Consider the situation as shown in Fig. 5.14. The left part of the figure displays the
concrete state space and the mapping of the initial state s and goal state t to their corre-
sponding abstract counterparts. We see that A* executed in the concrete state space and
abstract A* executed in the abstract state space do not fully traverse their state spaces. As
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said, the search in abstract state space is suspended once the goal has been found, and
the information computed corresponds to a partially constructed pattern database.

In the best case, all states queried in the concrete search, will be mapped to states that
have been generated in the abstract state space. To the right of Fig. 5.14 we see, however,
that the abstract states generated for queries in original A* (indicated by another ellipse,
labeled with A*) can be located outside the states set already generated in abstract A*
search. In this case, heuristic values for the concrete state space have to be computed
on demand. The suspended exploration in abstract state space is resumed until the state
that has been queried is contained in the enlarged set. Hence the pattern database grows
dynamically (until memory is exhausted).

There is a subtle issue that influences the run-time of the approach. In order to allow
the secondary search to be guided towards the new abstract query states (that failed the
lookup procedure), the entire search frontier of the suspended abstract A* search has
to be reorganized. Let ht′ be the heuristic for the first and ht′′ be the estimator for the
subsequent abstract goal, then the priorities in the search frontier have to be changed
from g(u) + ht′(u) to g(u) + ht′′(u).

5.5.5 Compressed Pattern Databases

Generally, the larger patterns become, the more powerful the heuristic will be in reduc-
ing the search efforts. Unfortunately, due to its size we might reach the physical memory
limits of the computer very soon. Therefore, it can be beneficial to consider hash com-
pression techniques in order to push the limits further.

Compressed pattern databases partition the abstract search space into clusters or
groups of nodes. They contribute to the fact that it is possible to generate abstract search
spaces beyond the limit of main memory. These spaces are generated but not stored com-
pletely, either by omitting the visited set from the search (see Chap. 7), or by maintaining
the state space externally on the hard disk (see Chap. 9).

The compression mapping folds the hash table representation of the pattern
databases. A group of entries is projected to one representative location and if hash con-
flicts are detected, the entry stored will be the minimum of all patterns that map to the
same address to preserve admissibility. Unfortunately, this induces that the heuristic can
drop by more than the edge costs, giving rise to possible inconsistencies.

Theorem 5.7 (Nearby Pattern Database Compression) Assume that for two abstract states φ(u)
and φ(v) we have δφ(u, v) ≤ c. Then hφ(u)− hφ(v) ≤ c.

PROOF: By applying the triangular inequality for shortest paths δφ(u, v) + δφ(v, T ) ≥ δφ(u, T ) we
obtain

hφ(u)− hφ(v) = δφ(u, T )− δφ(v, T ) ≤ δφ(u, v) ≤ c.

As a consequence, if nearby patterns are compressed, the loss of information is
bounded. Finding domain-dependent problem projections that preserve the locality in
the abstract search graph is a challenge. Hence, one compression technique is based on
connected subgraphs that appear in the search space and that are contracted using the
projection function. The most prominent example are cliques, i.e., sets of nodes that are
fully connected via edges. In this case the entries in the pattern database for these nodes
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Figure 5.14: Successful one-pass A* pattern database construction (left), and demand for
extension of secondary A* search in abstract state space (right): nodes searched by A*
in the original graph, and states needed for the database lookup are shaded gray, nodes
searched by A* in the inverse abstract state space graph, (A*)−1 for short, are indicated
with an ellipse.

will differ from one another by at most 1. Of course, cliques in pattern space are domain-
dependent and do not exist in every problem graph. Furthermore, when cliques exist,
their usage for compressing the pattern database depends heavily depends on the in-
dex function used. Nonetheless, at least for permutation-type domains, the hope is that
cliques will appear quite often.

Suppose that k nodes of the pattern space form a clique. If we can identify a general
subgraph structure for k adjacent entries, we can compress the pattern database by con-
tracting it. Instead of storing k entries, we map all nodes in the subgraph to one entry.
An admissible compression stores the minimum of the k nodes.

The above compression can be generalized and included into pattern database con-
struction as follows. Suppose that we can generate but not fully store an abstract state
space. At each abstract state generated, we further map it to a smaller range, and address
a pattern database hash table of this compressed index range. As several abstract state
now share the same address in the compressed pattern database, we store the smallest
distance value. An example is provided in 5.4.

Viewed differently, such compression is a hash abstraction in form of an equivalence
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Address Value
1 4
2 5
3 6
4 7
5 5
6 3
7 2
8 1

Compressed Address Original Address Value
(stored) (not stored) (stored)

1 {1,2} 4
2 {3,4} 6
3 {5,6} 3
4 {7,8} 1

Table 5.4: Compressing a pattern database: original pattern database (left), compressed
database (right).

relation. It clusters nodes with the same hash value, updating costs and using the min-
imum. There is a tight connection of pattern database compression to other hash com-
pression techniques like bit-state hashing (see Chap. 4).

For the compression, a larger state space is traversed than being stored. The search
frontier for exploring the entire abstract space has to be maintained space-efficiently, e.g.
on disk (see Chap. 9).

Traversing the larger abstract state space does pay-off. We show that the values in
compressed pattern database are in general significantly better as the ones generated in
a corresponding uncompressed databases bound by the available memory.

Theorem 5.8 (Performance of Pattern Database Compression) For permutation problems with
n variables and a pattern of p variables, let hkψ denote the database heuristic when abstracting k
and let hkφ denote the database heuristic when projecting k of the p variables. Then the sizes of the
pattern databases match and for all states u we have hkψ(u) ≥ hkφ(u).

PROOF: Both abstract search spaces contain n!/(n− p+ k)! states. While φ simply ignores the
k variables, ψ takes the minimum value for all possible combinations of the k variables.

5.5.6 Compact Pattern Databases

An alternative for reducing the space requirement for a pattern databases is to exploit the
representation of a state as a string and a trie implementation for the pattern database.
For each pattern, a path in a trie is generated, with the heuristic value at the leaves.
This representation is sensible to orderings of characters in the string that describe the
pattern, and might be optimized for a better space consumption. Leaves of common
heuristic values can be merged and isomorphic subtrees can be eliminated. In contrast
to the pattern database compression, compaction is lossless, as the accuracy of the pattern
database is not affected.

Last but not least, there are various compression techniques known from literature
(like run-length, Huffman and Lempel-Ziv) that can be applied to pattern databases in
order to reduce their memory consumption. The core problem with these techniques is
that a pattern database (or parts of it) have to be uncompressed to perform a lookup.
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5.6 Summary

A* and its variants are more focused if they use heuristic estimates of the goal distances
and then find shortest paths potentially much faster than when using the uninformed
zero heuristics. In this chapter, we therefore discussed different ways of obtaining such
informed heuristics, which is often done by hand but can be automated to some degree.

Abstractions, which simplify search problems, are the key to the design of informed
heuristics. The exact goal distances of the abstract search problem can be used as con-
sistent heuristics for the original search problem. Computing the goal distances of the
abstract search problem on demand does not reduce the number of expanded states, and
the goal distances just need to be memorized. The goal distances of several abstrac-
tions can be combined to yield more informed heuristics for the original search problem.
Abstractions can also be used hierarchically by abstracting the abstract search problem
further. Most consistent heuristics designed by humans for some search problem turn
out to be the exact goal distances for an abstract version of the same search problem
which was obtained either by adding actions (embeddings) or grouping states into ab-
stract states. Embeddings can, for example, be obtained by dropping preconditions of
operators, while groupings can be obtained by clustering close-by states, dropping pred-
icates from the STRIPS representations of states, or replacing predicates with don’t care
symbols independent of their parameters (resulting in so-called patterns). This insight
allows us to derive consistent heuristics automatically by solving abstract versions of
search problems.

We discussed a negative speed-up result for embeddings: Assume that one version
of A* solves a search problem using the zero heuristics. Assume further that a different
version of A* solves the same search problem using more informed heuristics that, if
needed, are obtained by determining the goal distances for an embedding of the search
problem with A* using the zero heuristics. Then, we showed that the second scheme
expands at least all states that the first scheme expands and thus cannot find shortest
paths faster than the first scheme. This result does not apply to groupings but implies that
embeddings are helpful only if the resulting heuristics are used to solve more than one
search problem or if they are used to solve a single search problem with search methods
different from the standard version of A*.

We discussed two ways of obtaining heuristics by grouping states into abstract states.
First, Hierarchical A* calculates the heuristics on demand. Hierarchical A* solves a search
problem using informed heuristics that, if needed, are obtained by determining the goal
distances for a grouping of the search problem with A* that can either use the zero heuris-
tics or heuristics that, if needed, are obtained by determining the goal distances for a
further grouping of the search problem. The heuristics, once calculated, are memorized
together with the paths found so that they can be re-used. Second, pattern databases
store in a look-up table a-priori calculated heuristics for abstract states of a grouping
which typically correspond to the smallest goal distances in the original state space of
any state that belongs to the abstract states.

Pattern databases result in the most powerful heuristics currently known for many
search problems. We discussed Korf’s conjecture that the number of states generated by
A* (without duplicate detection) using a pattern database is approximately proportional
to the ratio of the number of states in the state space and the size of the pattern database.
Instead of using one large pattern database, one can often obtain more informed con-
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Database Forward Backward User Lookup Admissible
Ordinary PDB - BFS φ 1

√

Directed PDB Any BFS φ 1
√

Weighted PDB Any Dijkstra φ 1
√

Multiple PDBs k×Any k×* φi’s or maxMem k max
Disjoint PDBs l×Any l×* φi’s or maxMem l add

Multiple Disjoint PDBs kl×Any kl×* φi’s or maxMem kl add/max
Bounded PDB - BFS φ,U 1

√

On-Demand PDB - A* φ 1
√

Symmetry PDB - - φ, Symmetry s
√

Dual PDB - - φ, Duality 2
√ ⇒ √

Compressed PDB - BFS φ, ψ 1
√

Table 5.5: Overview pattern databases: φ is a state-space abstraction, ψ a state-space
partition; maxMem denotes the use of automated pattern selection wrt. pattern database
size threshold maxMem, and U denotes an upper bound on the length of the shortest
path for the search problem in the original state space; and notation

√ ⇒ √ is ad-hoc for
saying that if the pattern database heuristic is admissible then the dual is admissible as
well.

sistent heuristics by using several smaller pattern databases and taking the maximum
or, if each operator application is counted in at most one of the pattern databases (re-
sulting in so-called disjoint pattern databases), the sum of their heuristics. Sometimes
one can also obtain more informed consistent heuristics from a plain pattern database
by exploiting symmetry and duality, a special form of symmetry. One can design good
pattern databases by hand or automatically, compute the heuristics stored in the pattern
database for all abstract states or only a superset of the relevant ones (if one knows an
upper bound on the length of the shortest path), compute these heuristics a-priori or on
demand, store these heuristics in compressed or uncompressed form, and choose stati-
cally or dynamically which pattern databases to combine to guarantee that the pattern
databases are disjoined.

Table 5.5 summarizes different ways of constructing pattern databases, where k is the
number of (not necessarily disjoined) patterns and l is the number of disjoined patterns.
Then we list the search methods used in the forward and backward search directions
separately. A dash denotes that a(n additional) search in the given direction is not needed,
and an asterisk denotes that any search method can be used. User lists the information
provided by the designer of the pattern database. Lookup lists the number of heuristics
retrieved from the pattern database to calculate the heuristic of one state. Admissible lists
the condition under which the resulting heuristics are admissible. A check mark denotes
that they are guaranteed to be admissible in any case, otherwise it is shown how the
heuristics of several pattern databases need to be combined to guarantee admissibility.

5.7 Exercises

5.1 * Consider the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE with all labels of the tiles removed. Display the abstract
state space and annotate the distances to the goal.
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5.2 * The THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE is the n = 6 variant of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE.

1. Determine the abstract state space size x tiles in the pattern.

2. Assuming a perfect hash table with one byte per entry, estimate the amount of memory
needed for a disjoint set of 6- and a disjoint set of 7-tiles pattern databases.

5.3 * Provide a sufficient condition for the inversion of an operator in PSVN.

5.4 * The ARROW PUZZLE asks for changing the order of the arrows in an arrangement, while
flipping two adjacent arrows at a time.

1. Transform the initial state ↑↑↑↓↓↓ into ↑↓↑↓↑↓.
2. Devise an abstraction by solving any 4-ARROW PUZZLE subproblem. How many subprob-

lems do you obtain?

3. Illustrate that the solution length reduces linearly, but the state space reduces exponentially.

5.5 ** Consider the three-disk TOWERS-OF-HANOI puzzle with the disks small, middle and big
and the pegs A, B, C, described with binary predicates of the form on-diskX-pegY and actions
of the form move-diskX-from-pegY-to-pegZ. A good abstraction of the problem is to separate the
disks into different abstraction levels. Each abstraction space is formed by dropping all the literals
that are not in the given level of the hierarchy from the initial state, goal and actions.

1. Depict the entire state space (Level 0). How many states does it have?

2. Depict the entire state space for the problem where only the middle and smallest disk are
given (Level 1). How many states does it have?

3. Depict the entire state space for the problem where only the smallest disk is given (Level
2). How many states does it have?

4. Show Level 0,1 and 2 of the abstraction hierarchy formed for initial state (all pegs on disc
C) by providing the set of on predicates possibly true.

5. Show the abstraction of the action move-diskC-from-peg1-to-peg2 in Level 0,1, and 2.

5.6 ** In a BLOCKSWORLD problem involving n blocks bi it is possible to define n patterns and
relaxations as follows. The variables pos(bi) encodes the position of block pi. The value pos(bi)
is 0 if its on the table and j if it is located on another block bj , j 6= i.

1. Show that such patterns are disjoint, i.e. no action affects more than one of these variables.

2. For all blocks that are on the table to build an n-tower show that an according pattern
database heuristic results in the value n.

3. For an n Tower, where only the two bottom-most blocks are to be exchanged, show that the
above pattern database heuristic results in the value 1.

5.7 * For the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE instance (14, 13, 15, 7, 11, 12, 9, 5, 6, 0, 2, 1, 4, 8) compute the dis-
joint pattern database value with respect to the goal state and

1. one tile in each pattern. What is the name of the heuristic?

2. two tiles in each pattern, i.e. group the tiles (1,2), (1,3), . . . , (14,15).

What is the actual goal distance for the instance?

5.8 ** Consider the disjoint 6-tile pattern databases in Fig. 5.7.
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1. Validate that the maximal depth of the regular 6 pattern databases is 35 and explain, why
the construction of only one of the three pattern databases is sufficient.

2. The irregular 6-tile pattern database encloses the blank, which limits the last two moves of
the tiles (e.g. the last tiles that can move is either tile 1 or tile 5 for the standard layout of
the puzzle). How far does this technique increases the initial maximal depth of 32. Does
this affect the consistency of the database, why?

5.9 * Explain how to construct a pattern database if the abstract state space contains more than
one abstract goal state.

5.10 ** Show that

1. max{h1, h2} induced by φ1 and φ2 dominates h1 and h2

2. h1 + h2 induced by disjoint φ1 and φ2 dominates h1 and h2

3. h′ for φ′ generated by unifying φ1 φ2 dominates both max{h1, h2} and h1 + h2.

4. hC dominates all hi, induced by φi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

5.11 ** Explain why in SOKOBAN we have used the minimum weighted matching, while in the
sliding-tile puzzle we have used the maximum weighted matching to combine the subproblems.

5.12 * For the 2× 2 version of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE

1. display the concrete and the abstract state space generated by mapping all labels to 1.

2. show that introducing two blanks leads to spurious states that have no concretization.

3. give a general characterization that no spurious state is generated.

5.13 ** Consider the 4× 4 GRIDWORLD with initial state at the lower left and the goal state at the
upper right corner. Additionally insert edges along the diagonal, i.e. connect (i, i) with (i+1, i+1)
for all available values of i by undirected edges. Let hr denote the row distance of a node to the
goal and hc the column distance.

1. Perform BFS to the problem.

2. Show that using either hr or hc alone reduces the amount of search by a factor of two.

3. Show that maximizing the two heuristic leads to a search that proceeds directly down the
optimal solution path along the diagonal edges.

5.14 ** Consider a FIFTEEN-PUZZLE instance (5, 10, 14, 7, 8, 3, 6, 1, 15, 0, 12, 9, 2, 11, 4, 13).

1. Determine the abstract goal distances for the two pattern tile selections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10)
and (3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) by counting each move in abstract space. Maximize the values
to compute an admissible heuristic estimate.

2. Determine the abstract goal distances for the two pattern tile selections (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
and (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) counting each pattern tile move in abstract space. Add the
values to compute an admissible heuristic.

5.15 *** Given a weighted graph, the SEQUENTIAL ORDERING problem asks for a minimal cost
Hamiltonian path from the start node to the goal vertex which also observes precedence con-
straints. An instance to the problem can be defined by a cost matrix, where the entry is the cost of
the edge, or it is -1 to represent that the first node must precede the second node in the solution
path. A state corresponds to a partial completion of the trip. It records the current last vertex in
this partial tour as well as the nodes which have not been reached yet.
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1. Provide a representation of a state space in form of a lattice with the the start state is at the
top and the goal state is at the bottom. Your lattice should have as many layers as there are
nodes in the graph. Draw an example problem with 3 nodes.

2. Construct an abstract state space lattice with the same number of levels but with a lesser
number of states. The abstract lattice should be obtained by clustering states on the same
level. In your chosen example you should merge node 1 and 3 in level 1, and node 1 and 2
in level 2 and 3. Show the outcome of the abstraction.

3. Describe the modifications to the cost matrix and prove that the abstraction is a lower bound.

5.16 * Explain why maximizing of two heuristics can fail to produce better search results than one
of the individual exploration. Hint: use the odd/even parity of the f -value in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE.

5.17 * For the EIGHT-PUZZLE use the domain abstractions φ1 that maps the vector of tiles
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0) to the vector (x, x, 3, 4, 5, 6, x, 8, 0) and φ2 that maps (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 0) to
(x, x, y, y, 5, z, x, z, 0).

1. Determine the sizes of the abstract space generated by φ1 and φ2.

2. Why can it be better to map values to more than one don’t care symbol?

5.18 * The granularity of a domain abstraction is a vector indicating how many constants in the
original domain are mapped to each constant in the abstract domain. For example, the granularity
of φ2 in the previous exercise is (3, 2, 2, 1, 1) because 3 constants are mapped to x, 2 are mapped
to y, 2 are mapped to z and constants 5 and 0 remain unique.

1. Determine the granularity of φ1.

2. Determine the expected sizes of the abstract spaces for the EIGHT-PUZZLE based on the
granularity (3, 3, 2, 1) by first determining n the number of different domain abstractions with
this granularity and m the pattern space size for each of the abstraction.

3. Provide an EIGHT-PUZZLE example, which show that different granularities can produce
pattern state space of the same size.

5.19 ** Graph abstractions ensure that if there is an initial goal path in the concrete cost-algebraic
graph, there is one in the abstract system, and that the cost of the optimal initial goal path in the
concrete system is smaller (w.r.t. �) than the cost of the one in the abstract system.

1. Illustrate the merging of nodes v1, v2 in a (multiple-edge) graph with edges v1
e1→ v3, v2

e2→ v3,
v3

e1→ v1, and v3
e2→ v2.

2. Show that merging nodes to super-nodes leads to a graph abstraction.

3. Show how merging of edges reduces the search effort.

4. Show that self-loops can be eliminated as they do not contribute to a better solution.

5.20 ** RUBIK’S CUBE (see Chap. 2) is one of the best examples to apply symmetries. The cube
has 48 symmetries including reflections. Show that these symmetries can be generated by four
basic symmetries.

5.21 ** Let us now look at conjugation for the RUBIK’S CUBE, a fundamental concept in group
theory. For example, the operation g = RUR−1RU2R−1R−1L−1U−1LU−1L−1U2L twists two
specific corners on a face. For any element h in the cube group, h−1gh will twist some pair of
corners. Repeating the conjugate operation n times yields h−1(g)nh.

1. Show that conjugacy, as defined for the RUBIK’S CUBE, is an equivalence relation.
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2. Enumerate the conjugacy classes of S4.

3. Consider the RUBIK’S CUBE and apply the commutator RUR−1U−1 and the conjugated
commutator F (RUR−1U−1)F−1. Display your result!

4. Now raise conjugation to a power, F (RUR−1U−1)2F−1, F (RUR−1U−1)3F−1, etc.

5.22 If you turn the faces of a solved cube and do not use the moves R, R−1, L, L−1, F , F−1,
B and B−1 you will only generate a subset of all possible cubes. This subset is denoted by
G1 = (U,D,R2, L2, F2, B2). In this subset, the orientations of the corners and edges cannot be
changed and the four edges in the UD-slice (between the U -face and D-face) stay isolated.

1. ** Show that mapping a concrete cube position to one in G1 is a state-space abstraction.

2. ** How many states are contained in G1?

3. ** Determine the goal distances in G1 using Backward BFS.

4. *** Devise a two-phase algorithm that first searches for the shortest path for any state to
one in G1 and that then searches for the shortest path within G1. Is this strategy optimal
(i.e., does it yield optimal solutions)?
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Chapter 6

Linear-Space Search

A* always terminates with an optimal solution and can be applied to solve general state
space problems. However, its memory requirements increase rapidly over time. Sup-
pose that for storing a state and all its associated information 100 bytes are required,
and that the algorithm generates 100,000 new states every second. This amounts to a
space consumption of about 10 megabytes per second. Consequently, main memory of,
say, 1 gigabyte is exhausted in less than two minutes. In this chapter, we present search
techniques with main memory requirements that scale linear with the search depth. The
trade-off is a (sometimes drastic) increase in time.

As a boundary case, we show that it is possible to solve a search problem with log-
arithmic space. However, the time overhead makes such algorithms only theoretically
interesting.

The standard algorithms for linear-space search are depth-first iterative-deepening
(DFID) and iterative-deepening A* (IDA*), which, respectively, simulate a BFS and an A*
exploration, by performing a series of depth- or cost-bounded (depth-first) searches. The
two algorithms analyze the search tree that can by much larger than the underlying prob-
lem graph. There are techniques to reduce the overhead of repeat evaluations, which are
covered later in the book.

This chapter also predicts the running time of DFID and IDA* for the restricted class
of so-called regular search spaces. We show how to compute the size of a brute-force search
tree, and its asymptotic branching factor, and use this result to predict the number of
nodes expanded by IDA* using a consistent heuristic. We formalize the problem as the
solution of a set of simultaneous equations. We present both analytic and numerical tech-
niques for computing the exact number of nodes at a given depth, and for determining
the asymptotic branching factor. We show how to determine the exact brute-force search
tree size even for a large depth and give sufficient criteria for the convergence of this pro-
cess. We address refinements to IDA* search such as refined threshold determination that
controls the threshold increases more liberally, and recursive best-first search, which uses
slightly more memory to backup information.

The exponentially growing search tree has been also addressed with depth-first branch-
and-bound (DFBnB). The approach computes lower and upper bounds for the solution
quality to prune the search (tree). DFBnB is often used when algorithmic lower bounds
are complemented by constructive upper bounds that corresponds to the costs of obtained
solutions.

199
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6.1 *Minimum Space Algorithms

First of all, we might ask for the limit of space reduction. We assume that the algorithms
are not allowed to modify the input, e.g., by storing partial search results in nodes. This
corresponds to the situation where large amounts of data are kept on read-only (optical
storage) media.

Given a graph with n nodes we devise two O(log n) space algorithms for the SINGLE

SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem, one for uniform graphs and one for graphs with
bounded edge costs.

6.1.1 Divide-And-Conquer BFS

Given an unweighted graph with n nodes we are interested in an algorithm that com-
putes the level (the smallest length of a path) for all nodes. In order to cope with very
limited space, we apply a divide-and-conquer algorithm that solves the problem recursively.
The top-level procedure DAC-BFS calls Exists-Path (see Alg. 6.1), which reports whether
or not there is a path from a to b with l edges, by calling itself twice. If l = 1 and there
is an edge from a to b, the procedure immediately returns true. Otherwise, for each
intermediate node index j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, it recursively calls Exists-Path(a, j, dl/2e) and
Exists-Path(j, b, bl/2c). The recursion stack has to store at most O(log n) frames, each of
which contains O(1) integers. Hence, the space complexity is O(log n).

Procedure DAC-BFS
Input: Explicit problem graph G with n nodes and start node s
Output: Level of every node

for each i in {1, . . . , n} ;; For all nodes i
for each l in {1, . . . , n} ;; For all distances l

if (Exists-Path(s, i, l)) ;; If path of length l exists
print (s, i, l); break ;; Output level and terminate

Procedure Exists-Path
Input: Nodes a and b, expected distance l between a and b
Output: Boolean, denoting if path of this length does exist

if (l = 1) ;; If path has come down to one edge
return ((a, b) ∈ E) ;; Feedback if edge between a and bexists

for each j in {1, . . . , n− 1} ;; For all intermediate values
if (Exists-Path(a, j, dl/2e) and Exists-Path(j, b, bl/2c)) ;; Recursive check

return true ;; If both calls are successful, a path exists
return false ;; No path possible

Algorithm 6.1: Computing the BFS Level.

However, this space efficiency has to be paid with a high time complexity. Let T (n, l)
be the time needed to determine if there is a path of l edges, where n is the total number
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of nodes. T obeys the recurrence relation T (n, 1) = 1 and T (n, l) = 2n·T (n, l/2), resulting
in T (n, n) = (2n)logn = n1+logn time for one test. Varying b and iterating on l in the range
of {1, . . . , n} gives an overall performance of at most O(n3+logn) steps.

6.1.2 Divide-And-Conquer Shortest-Paths Search

We can generalize the idea to the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem
(see Alg. 6.2) assuming integer weights bounded by a constant C. For this case, we check
the weights

bw/2c − dC/2e for path a→ j, bw/2c+ dC/2e for path j → b,
bw/2c − dC/2e+ 1 for path a→ j, bw/2c+ dC/2e − 1 for path j → b,
. . . . . .
bw/2c+ dC/2e for path a→ j, bw/2c − dC/2e for path j → b.

If there is a path with total weight w then it can be decomposed into one of the above
partitions, assuming that the bounds are contained the interval [1..w− 1]. The worst-case
reduction on weights is Cn → Cn/2 + C/2 → Cn/4 + 3C/4 → . . . → C → C − 1 →
C − 2→ C − 3→ . . .→ 1.

Procedure DAC-SSSP
Input: Explicit problem graph G with n nodes and start node s
Output: Weighted distance of every node

for each i in {1, . . . , n} ;; For all nodes
for each w in {1, . . . , C · n− 1} ;; For all intermediate weights

if (Exists-Path(s, i, w)) ;; Path of weight w exists
print (s, i, w); break ;; Output distance and terminate

Procedure Exists-Path
Input: Nodes a and b, expected weight w of path between a and b
Output: Boolean, denoting if path of this length does exist

if (w(a, b) = w) return true ;; If weight on edge fits report path found
for each j in {1, . . . , n} ;; For each intermediate node

for each s in {max{1, bw/2c − dC/2e}, . . . , ;; From minimum weight . . .
min{w − 1, bw/2c+ dC/2e}} ;; . . . to maximum weight

if (Exists-Path(a, j, s) and Exists-Path(j, b, w − s)) ;; Divide and conquer
return true ;; Path with cost w found

return false ;; No path found

Algorithm 6.2: Searching the shortest paths.

Therefore, the recursion depth is bounded by log(Cn) + C which results in a space
requirement of O(log n) integers. As in the BFS case the running time is exponential
(scale-up factor C for partitioning the weights).
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6.2 Exploring the Search Tree

Search algorithms that do not eliminate duplicates, necessarily view the set of search tree
nodes as individual elements in search space. Probably the best way to explain their
working is to express the algorithms as a search in a space of paths. Search trees are
easier to analyze than problem graphs as for each node there is a unique path to it.

Recall that in order to certify optimality of the A* search algorithm, we have imposed
the admissibility condition on the weight function that

δ(u, T ) = min{δ(u, t)| t ∈ T} ≥ 0,

for all u ∈ S. In the context of search trees, this assumption translates as follows. The
search tree problem space is characterized by a set of states S, where each state is a path
starting at s. The subset of paths that end with a goal node is denoted by T ⊆ S. For the
extended weight function w : S→ IR, admissibility implies that

min{w(q) | (p, q) ∈ T} ≥ 0.

for all paths p ∈ S.

Definition 6.1 (Ordered Search Tree Algorithm) Let wmax(pv) be the maximum weight of any
prefix of a given path pv ∈ S, i.e.,

wmax(pv) = max
pm∈S

{w(pm) | pv = (pm, q)}.

An ordered search tree algorithm expands paths wrt. increasing values of wmax.

Lemma 6.1 If w is admissible, then for all solution paths pt ∈ T, we have wmax(pt) = w(pt).

PROOF: If min{w(q) | pt = (pu, q) ∈ T} ≥ 0 for all pu in S, then for all pt = (pu, q) ∈ T
with pu in S we have w(q) ≥ 0, especially for path pu with wmax(pt) = w(pu). This implies
w(pt)−wmax(pt) = w(pt)−w(pu) = w(q) ≥ 0. On the other side, w(pt) ≤ wmax(pt) and, therefore,
w(pt) = wmax(pt).

The following theorem states conditions on the optimality of any algorithm that op-
erates on the search tree.

Theorem 6.1 (Optimality of Search Tree Algorithms) Let G be a problem graph with admissible
weight function w. For all ordered search tree algorithms operating on G it holds that when
selecting pt ∈ T we have w(pt) = δ(s, T ).

PROOF: Assume w(pt) > δ(s, T ), i.e., there is a solution path p′t ∈ T with w(p′t) = δ(s, T ) <
w(pt), which is not already selected. When terminating this implies that there is an encountered
unexpanded path pu ∈ S with p′t = (pu, q) ∈ T. By Lemma 6.1 we have wmax(pu) ≤ wmax(p′t) =
δ(s, T ) < w(pt) = wmax(pt) in contradiction to the ordering of the search tree algorithm and the
choice of pt.
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6.3 Branch-and-Bound

Branch-and-bound (BnB) is a general programming paradigm used e.g. in operations re-
search to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems. Branching is the process of
spawning subproblems, while bounding refers to ignoring partial solutions that cannot be
better than the current best solution. To this end, lower and upper bounds L and U are
maintained. as global control values on the solution quality, which improving over time.
Branch-and-bound is effective in solving optimization problems, in which a cost-optimal
assignment to the problem variables has to be found.

For applying branch-and-bound search to general state space problems, we concen-
trate on DFS extended with upper and lower bounds. In this context, branching corre-
sponds to the generation of successors, so that DFS can be casted as generating a branch-
and-bound search tree. We have already seen that one way of obtaining a lower bound L for
the problem state u is to apply an admissible heuristic h, or L(u) = g(u) + h(u) for short.
An initial upper bound can be obtained by constructing any solution, e.g., established by
a greedy approach.

As with standard DFS, the first solution obtained might not be optimal. With depth-
first branch-and-bound (DFBnB), however, the solution quality improves over time to-
gether with the global value U until eventually the lower bound L(u) at some node u
is equal to U . In this case an optimal solution has been found, and the search terminates.

The implementation of DFBnB in shown in Alg. 6.3. At the beginning of the search,
the procedure is invoked with the start node and with the upper bound U set to some
reasonable estimate (it could have been obtained using some heuristics; the lower it is,
the more can be pruned of the search tree, but in case no upper bound is known, it is safe
to set it to∞). A global variable bestPath keeps track of the actual solution path.

The recursive search routine is depicted in Alg. 6.4. Sorting the set of successors
according to increasing L-values is an optional refinement to the algorithm that often
aids in accelerating the search for finding an early solution.

Procedure DFBnB-Driver
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w, heuristic h,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Shortest path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such exists

Initialize upper bound U ;; e.g.,∞
bestPath← ∅ ;; Initialize solution path
DFBnB(s, 0, U) ;; Call Alg. 6.4
return bestPath ;; Output optimal solution path

Algorithm 6.3: The depth-first branch-and-bound algorithm.

Theorem 6.2 (Optimality Depth-First Branch-and-Bound) Algorithm depth-first branch-and-
bound is optimal for admissible weight functions.

PROOF: If no pruning was taking place, every possible solution would be generated, so that the
optimal solution would eventually be found. Sorting of children according to the L-values has no
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Procedure DFBnB
Input: Node u, path cost g, upper bound U
Side effects: Update of threshold U , solution path bestPath

if (Goal(u)) ;; Goal found
if (g < U ) ;; Improvement to currently shortest path

bestPath← Path(u) ;; Record solution path
U ← g ;; Update global maximum

else ;; Non-goal node
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
Let {v0, . . . , vn} be Succ(u), sorted according to h ;; Optimize search order
for each j in {1, . . . , n} ;; Successor iteration

if (g + h(vj) < U ) ;; Apply upper bound pruning
DFBnB(v, g + w(u, v), U) ;; Recursive call

Algorithm 6.4: Depth-first branch-and-bound algorithm.

influence on the algorithm’s completeness. Condition L(vj) < U confirms that the node’s lower
bound is smaller that global upper bound. Otherwise, the search tree is pruned, as for admissible
weight functions exploring the subtree cannot lead to better solutions than the one stored with U .

An important advantage of branch-and-bound algorithms is that one can control the
quality of the solution to be expected, even if it is not yet found. The cost of an optimal
solution is only up to U − L smaller than the cost of the best computed one.

A prototypical example for DFBnB search is the TRAVELING SALESMAN problem, as
introduced in Chap. 2. As one choice for branching, the search tree may be generated by
assigning edges to a partial tour. A suboptimal solution might be found quickly.

Consider the TRAVELING SALESMAN problem of Fig. 6.1 together with the minimum
spanning tree heuristic. The corresponding branch-and-bound search tree is shown in
Fig. 6.2. We have chosen an asymmetric interpretation and a branching rule that extends
a partial tour by an edge if possible. If in case of a tie the left child is preferred, we see
that the optimal solution is not been found on the first trial, so that the first value for U
is 15. After a while the optimal tour of cost 14 is found. The example is too small for the
lower bound to prune the search tree based on condition L > U .

Analogously to a depth-first scheme, we can also modify BFS to create an algorithm
for breadth-first branch-and-bound. The search expands nodes in breadth-first order and
uses upper and lower bounds to prune the search space. Similar to depth-first branch-
and-bound, for any node u the lower bound L is computed as a subroutine call, while the
upper bound is the cost of the best path from the start node to u.

6.4 Iterative Deepening Search

We have seen that the first solution found by DFBnB doesn’t have to be optimal. More-
over, if the heuristic bounds are weak, the search can degradate into exhaustive enumera-
tion. Depth-first iterative-deepening (DFID) tries to control these aspects. The search mimics
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Figure 6.1: TRAVELING SALESMAN problem with four cities to be visited on round trip.
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Figure 6.2: Branch-and-bound-tree for TRAVELING SALESMAN problem of Fig. 6.1.

a breadth-first search with a series of depth-first searches that operate with successively
increasing search horizon. It combines optimality of BFS with the low space complexity
of DFS. A successively increasing global threshold U for the solution cost is maintained,
up to which a recursive DFS algorithm has to expand nodes.

The main driver loop (Alg. 6.5) maintains U and U ′, the bound for the next iteration.
It repeatedly calls the DFID subroutine of Alg. 6.6, which searches for an optimal goal
path pt in the thresholded search tree. It updates the global variable U ′, to the minimal
weight of all generated, but unexpanded nodes in the current iteration and yields the
new threshold U for the next iteration. Note that if the the graph contains no goal and is
infinite, then the algorithm will run forever; however, if it is finite, then also the f -values
are bounded, and so when U reaches this value, U ′ will be not be updated, i.e., it will be
∞ after the last search iteration. In contrast to A*, DFID can track the solution path on
the stack, which allows to omit predecessor links.

Consider the example of Fig. 6.3; a weighted version of a sample graph introduced
in Chap. 2). Table 6.1 traces the execution of DFID on this graph. The contents of the
search frontier in form of pending calls to the subroutine is provided. For the sake of
conciseness, we assume that the predecessor of a node u is not generated again (as a
successor of u) and that the update of value U ′ takes part before the recursive call.

Theorem 6.3 (Optimality Depth-First Iterative Deepening) Algorithm DFID for uniform
graphs with admissible weight function is optimal.

PROOF: We have to show that by assuming uniform weights for the edges DFID is ordered.
We use induction over the number of while iterations k. Let Ek be the set of newly encountered
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Step Iteration Selection Pending Calls U U’ Remarks
1 1 {} {(a,0)} 0 ∞
2 1 a {} 0 2 g(b), g(c) and g(d) larger than U
3 2 {} {(a,0)} 2 ∞ new iteration starts
4 2 a {(b,2)} 2 6 g(c) and g(d) larger than U
5 2 b {} 2 6 g(e) and g(f) larger than U
6 3 {} {(a,0)} 6 ∞ new iteration starts
7 3 a {(b,2),(c,6)} 6 10 g(d) larger than U
8 3 b {(e,6),(f,6),(c,6)} 6 10
9 3 e {(f,6),(c,6)} 6 10 g(f) larger than U

10 3 f {(c,6)} 6 10 g(e) larger than U
11 3 c {} 6 9 g(d)
12 4 {} {(a,0)} 9 ∞ new iteration starts
13 4 a {(b,2),(c,6)} 9 10 g(d) larger than U
14 4 b {(c,6),(e,6),(f,6)} 9 10
15 4 c {(e,6),(f,6),(d,9)} 9 10
16 4 e {(f,6),(d,9),(f,9)} 9 10
17 4 f {(d,9),(f,9),(e,9)} 9 10
18 4 d {(f,9),(e,9)} 9 10 g(g) and g(c) larger than U
19 4 f {(e,9)} 9 10 g(b) larger than U
20 4 e {(d,9)} 9 10 g(b) larger than U
21 5 {} {(a,0)} 10 ∞ new iteration starts
22 5 a {(b,2),(c,6),d(10)} 10 ∞
23 5 b {(c,6),(d,10),(e,6),(f,6)} 10 ∞
24 5 c {(d,10),(e,6),(f,6),(d,9))} 10 ∞
25 5 d {(e,6),(f,6),(e,9)} 10 13 g(c) and g(g) larger than U
26 5 e {(f,6),(d,9),(f,9)} 10 13
27 5 f {(d,9),(f,9),(e,9)} 10 13
28 5 d {(f,9),(e,9)} 10 13 g(g) and g(c) larger than U
29 5 f {(e,9)} 10 13 g(b) larger than U
30 5 e {} 10 13 g(b) larger than U
31 6 {} {(a,0)} 13 ∞ new iteration starts
32 6 a {(b,2),(c,6),d(10)} 13 ∞
33 6 b {(c,6),(d,10),(e,6),(f,6)} 13 ∞
34 6 c {(d,10),(e,6),(f,6),(d,9))} 13 ∞
35 6 d {(e,6),(f,6),(e,9),(c,13)} 13 15 g(g) larger than U
36 6 e {(f,6),(d,9),(c,13),(f,9)} 13 15
37 6 f {(d,9),(c,13),(f,9),(e,9)} 13 15
38 6 d {(c,13),(f,9),(e,9)} 13 14 g(g) larger than U
39 6 c {(f,9),(e,9)} 13 14 g(a) larger than U
40 6 f {(e,9),(b,13)} 13 14
41 6 e {(b,13),(b,13)} 13 14
42 6 b {(b,13)} 13 14 g(a) larger than U
43 6 b {} 13 14 g(a) larger than U
44 7 {} {(a,0)} 14 ∞ new iteration starts
45 7 a {(b,2),(c,6),d(10)} 14 ∞
46 7 b {(c,6),(d,10),(e,6),(f,6)} 14 ∞
47 7 c {(d,10),(e,6),(f,6))} 14 ∞
48 7 d {(e,6),(f,6),(e,9),(c,13)} 14 15 g(g) larger than U
49 7 e {(f,6),(d,9),(c,13),(f,9)} 14 15
50 7 f {(d,9),(c,13),(f,9),(e,9)} 14 15
51 7 d {(c,13),(f,9),(e,9),(g,14)} 14 15
52 7 c {(f,9),(e,9),(g,14)} 14 15 g(a) larger than U
53 7 f {(e,9),(g,14),(b,13)} 14 15
54 7 e {(g,14),(b,13),(b,13)} 14 15
55 7 g {(b,13),b(13)} 14 15 Goal reached

Table 6.1: Steps in DFID (with predecessor elimination) for the example of Fig. 6.3.
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Procedure DFID-Driver
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Path from s to t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

U ′ ← 0 ;; Initialize global threshold
bestPath← ∅ ;; Initialize solution paths
while (bestPath = ∅ and U ′ 6=∞) ;; Goal not found, unexplored nodes left

U ← U ′ ;; Reset threshold
U ′ ←∞ ;; Initialize new global threshold
bestPath← DFID(s, 0, U) ;; Invoke Alg. 6.6 at s

return bestPath ;; Terminate with solution path

Algorithm 6.5: Depth-first iterative-deepening algorithm.

Procedure DFID
Input: Node u, path length g, upper bound U
Output: Solution path, or ∅ if no goal found
Side effects: Update of threshold U ′

if (Goal(u)) ;; Goal found
return (u) ;; Output solution path

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors

if (g + w(u, v) ≤ U) ;; Node within thresholded tree
p← DFID(v, g + w(u, v), U) ;; Recursive call
if (p 6= ∅) return (u, p) ;; Solution found

else if (g + w(u, v) < U ′) U ′ ← g + w(u, v) ;; Set new threshold

Algorithm 6.6: DFS subroutine for DFID search.

paths in iteration k and Rk be theset of all generated but not expanded paths. Furthermore, let
Uk be the threshold of iteration k. After the first iteration, for all p ∈ E1 we have wmax(p) = 0.
Furthermore for all q ∈ R1 we have wmax(q) = 1. Let wmax(p) = Uk = k − 1 for all p ∈ Ek. This
implies wmax(q) > Uk for all q in Rk. Hence, Uk+1 = minq∈Rk{wmax(q)} = k. For all p ∈ Ek+1

we have wmax(p) = Uk+1 = k. Therefore, for all p ∈ Ek+1 the condition Uk < wmax(p) = Uk+1 is
satisfied. Hence, DFID is ordered.

6.5 Iterative Deepening A*

Iterative deepening A* (IDA*) extends the idea of DFID to heuristic search by including the
estimate h. IDA* is the most often used alternative in cases when memory requirements
do not allow to run A* directly. As with DFID, the algorithm is most efficient if the
implicit problem graph is a tree. In this case, no duplicate detection is required and the
algorithm consumes space linear in the solution length.
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Figure 6.3: Example of weighted graph with initial node a and goal node g.

Alg. 6.8 depicts a recursive implementation of IDA* in pseudo-code: the value w(u, v)
is the weight of the edge (u, v), h(u) and f(u) are the heuristic estimate and combined
cost for node u, respectively. During one depth first search stage, only nodes that have
an f -value no larger than U (the current threshold) are expanded. At the same time,
the algorithm maintains an upper bound U ′ on the threshold for the next iteration. This
threshold is determined as the smallest f -value of a generated node that is larger than the
current threshold, U . This minimum increase in the bound ensures that at least one new
node is explored in the next iteration. Moreover, it guarantees that we can stop at the first
solution encountered. This solution must indeed be optimal due, since no solution was
found in the last iteration with an f -value smaller or equal to U , and U ′ is the minimum
cost of any path not explored before.

Procedure IDA*-Driver
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w, heuristic h,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Path from s to t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

U ′ ← h(s) ;; Initialize global threshold
bestPath← ∅ ;; Initialize solution path
while (bestPath = ∅ and U ′ 6=∞) ;; Goal not found, unexplored nodes left

U ← U ′ ;; Reset global threshold
U ′ ←∞ ;; Initialize new global threshold
bestPath← IDA*(s, 0, U) ;; Invoke Alg. 6.8 at s

return bestPath ;; Terminate with solution path

Algorithm 6.7: Driver loop for IDA*.

Table 6.2 traces the execution of DFID on our example graph. Note that the heuristic
drastically reduces the search effort from 55 steps in DFID to only 7 in IDA*.

The more diverse the f -values are, the larger the overhead induced through repeated
evaluations. Therefore, in practice iterative deepening is limited to graphs with a small
number of distinct integral weights. Still, it performs well in a number of applications.
An implementation of it using the Manhattan distance heuristic solved random instances
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Procedure IDA*
Input: Node u, path length g, upper bound U
Output: Shortest path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such exists
Side effects: Update of threshold U ′

if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; Terminate search
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors

if (g + w(u, v) + h(v) > U ) ;; Cost exceeds old bound
if (g + w(u, v) + h(v) < U ′) ;; Cost smaller than new bound
U ′ ← g + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Update new bound

else ;; f -value below current threshold
p← IDA*(v, g + w(u, v), U) ;; Recursive call
if (p 6= ∅) return (u, p) ;; Solution found

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 6.8: The IDA* algorithm (no duplicate detection).

Step Iteration Selection Pending Calls U U’ Remarks
1 1 {} {(a,11)} 11 ∞ h(a)
2 1 a {} 11 14 f(b), f(d) and f(c) larger than U
3 2 {} {(a,11)} 14 ∞ new iteration starts
4 2 a {(c,14)} 14 15 f(b), f(d) larger than U
5 2 c {(d,14)} 14 15
6 2 d {(g,14)} 14 15 f(a) larger than U
7 2 g {} 14 15 Goal found

Table 6.2: Steps in IDA* (with predecessor elimination) for the example of Fig. 6.3. The
numbers in brackets denote f -values.

of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE for the first time. Successor nodes that equal a node’s predecessor
are not re-generated. This reduces the length of the shortest cycle in the resulting problem
graph to 12, such that the at least for shallow searches the space is ’almost’ a tree.

Theorem 6.4 (Optimality Iterative Deepening A*) Algorithm IDA* for graphs with admissible
weight function is optimal.

PROOF: We show that IDA* is ordered. We use induction over the number of while iterations k.
Let Ek be the set of newly encountered paths in iteration k and Rk be the set of all generated but
not expanded paths. Furthermore, let Uk be the threshold of iteration k.

After the first iteration, for all p ∈ E1 we have wmax(p) = U1. Moreover, for all q ∈ R1 we
have wmax(q) > U1. Let wmax(p) = Uk for all p ∈ Ek. This implies wmax(q) > Uk for all q in Rk.
Hence, Uk+1 = minq∈Rk{wmax(q)}. For all p ∈ Ek+1 we have wmax(p) = Uk+1, since assuming
the contrary contradicts the monotonicity of wmax, since only path p with w(p) ≤ Uk+1 are newly
expanded. Therefore, for all p ∈ Ek+1 the condition Uk < wmax(p) = Uk+1 is satisfied. Hence,
IDA* is ordered.

Unfortunately, if the search space is a graph, then the number of paths can be expo-
nentially larger than the number of nodes; a node can be expanded multiple times, from
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different parents. Therefore, duplicate elimination is essential. Moreover, in the worst
case IDA* expands only one new node in each iteration. Consider a linear search space
represented by the path p = (v1, . . . , vk). If nA∗ denotes the number of expanded nodes
in A*, IDA* will expand Ω((nA∗)2) many nodes. Such, worst cases are not restricted to
lists. If all nodes in a search tree have different priorities (which is common if the weight
function is rational) IDA* degrades to Ω((nA∗)2) many node expansions.

6.6 Prediction of IDA* Search

In the following we will focus on tree-shaped problem spaces. The reason is that while
many search spaces are in fact graphs, IDA* potentially explores every path to a given
node, and searches the search tree as explained in Sec. 6.5; complete duplicate detection
cannot be guaranteed due to the size of the search space.

The size of a brute-force search tree can be characterized by the solution depth d, and by
its branching factor b. Recall, that the branching factor of a node is the number of children
it has. In most trees, however, different nodes have different numbers of children. In that
case, we define the asymptotic branching factor as the number of nodes at a given depth,
divided by the number of nodes at the next shallower depth, in the limit as the depth
goes to infinity.

6.6.1 Asymptotic Branching Factors

Consider RUBIK’S CUBE with the two pruning rules described in Sec. 2.3.2. Recall that
we divided the faces of the cube into two classes; a twist of a first face can be followed by
a twist of any second face, but a twist of a second face cannot be followed immediately
by a twist of the opposite first face. We call nodes where the last move was a twist of a
first face type-1 nodes, and those where it was a twist of a second face type-2 nodes. The
respective branching factors of these two types are 12 and 15, respectively, which also
gives us bounds on the asymptotic branching factor.

To determine the asymptotic branching factor exactly, we need the proportion of type-
1 and type-2 nodes. Define the equilibrium fraction of type-1 nodes as the number of type-1
nodes at a given depth, divided by the total number of nodes at that depth, in the limit of
large depth. The fraction of type-2 nodes is one minus the fraction of type-1 nodes. The
equilibrium fraction is not 1/2: Each type-1 node generates 2 · 3 = 6 type-1 nodes and
3 · 3 = 9 type-2 nodes as children, the difference being that you can’t twist the same first
face again. Each type-2 node generates 2 · 3 = 6 type-1 nodes but only 2 · 3 = 6 type-2
nodes, since you can’t twist the opposite first face next, or the same second face again.
Thus, the number of type-1 nodes at a given depth is 6 times the number of type-1 nodes
at the previous depth, plus 6 times the number of type-2 nodes at the previous depth.
The number of type-2 nodes at a given depth is 9 times the number of type-1 nodes at the
previous depth, plus 6 times the number of type-2 nodes at the previous depth.

Let f1 be the fraction of type-1 nodes, and f2 = 1 − f1 the fraction of type-2 nodes
at a given depth. If n is the total number of nodes at that depth, then there will be nf1

type-1 nodes and nf2 type-2 nodes at that depth. In the limit of large depth, the fraction
of type-1 nodes will converge to the equilibrium fraction, and remain constant. Thus, at
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Figure 6.4: The FIVE-PUZZLE (left); position types for corner and side positions of the
blank, unpruned search (middle) and search with predecessor pruning (right).

large depth,

f1 =
6nf1 + 6nf2

6nf1 + 6nf2 + 9nf1 + 6nf2
=

6f1 + 6f2

15f1 + 12f2
=

6
3f1 + 12

=
2

f1 + 4
.

Cross multiplying gives us the quadratic equation f2
1 + 4f1 = 2, which has a positive

root at f1 =
√

6 − 2 ≈ 0.44949. This gives us an asymptotic branching factor of 15 · f1 +
12 · (1− f1) = 3

√
6 + 6 ≈ 13.34847.

In general, this analysis produces a system of simultaneous equations. For another
example, consider the FIVE-PUZZLE, the 2 × 3 version of the well-known sliding-tile
puzzles as shown in Fig. 6.4 (left). In this problem, the branching factor of a node depends
on the blank position. The position types are labeled s and c, representing side and corner
positions, respectively (see Fig. 6.4, middle). We don’t generate the parent of a node as
one of its children, to avoid duplicate nodes representing the same state. This requires
keeping track of both the current and previous blank positions. Let cs denote a node
where the blank is currently in a side position, and the last blank position was a corner
position. Define ss, sc and cc nodes analogously. Since cs and ss nodes have two children
each, and sc and cc nodes have only one child each, we have to know the equilibrium
fractions of these different types of nodes to determine the asymptotic branching factor.
Fig. 6.4 (right) shows the different types of states, with arrows indicating the type of
children they generate. For example, the double arrow from ss to sc indicates that each
ss node generates two sc nodes at the next level.

LetN(t, d) be the number of nodes of type t at depth d in the search tree. Then, we can
write the following recurrence relations directly from the graph in Fig. 6.4. For example,
the last equation comes from the fact that there are two arrows from ss to sc, and one
arrow from cs to sc.

N(cc, d+ 1) = N(sc, d),
N(cs, d+ 1) = N(cc, d),
N(ss, d+ 1) = N(cs, d),
N(sc, d+ 1) = 2N(ss, d) +N(cs, d).

The initial conditions are that the first move either generates an ss node and two sc
nodes, or a cs node and a cc node, depending on whether the blank starts in a side or
corner position, respectively.

A simple way to compute the branching factor is to numerically compute the values
of successive terms of these recurrences, until the relative frequencies of different state
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Figure 6.5: The state type transition graph for the EIGHT-PUZZLE (left), FIFTEEN-PUZZLE

(middle), and TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE (right); node labels correspond to tile label in goal
state of the puzzle; weights denote number of successors generated along the edge.

types converge. Let fcc, fcs, fss and fsc be the number of nodes of each type at a given
depth, divided by the total number of nodes at that depth. After a hundred iterations,
we get the equilibrium fractions fcc = 0.274854, fcs = 0.203113, fss = 0.150097, and
fsc = 0.371936. Since cs and ss states generate two children each, and the others generate
one child each, the asymptotic branching factor is fcc + 2 · fcs + 2fss + fsc = 1.35321.
Alternatively, we can simply compute the ratio between the total nodes at two successive
depths to get the branching factor. The running time of this algorithm is the product of
the number of different types of states, e.g., four in this case, and the search depth. In
contrast, searching the actual tree to depth 100 would generate over 1013 states.

To compute the exact branching factor, we assume that the fractions eventually con-
verge to constant values. This generates a set of equations, one from each recurrence. Let
b represent the asymptotic branching factor. This allows us to rewrite the recurrences as
the following set of equations. The last one constrains the fractions to sum to one.

bfcc = fsc

bfcs = fcc

bfss = fcs

bfsc = 2fss + fcs

1 = fcc + fcs + fss + fsc

Repeated substitution to eliminate variables reduces this system of five equations in
five unknowns to the single equation, b4 + b − 2 = 0, with a solution of b ≈ 1.35321. In
general, the degree of the polynomial will be the number of different types of states. The
FIFTEEN-PUZZLE without predecessor elimination we have three types of states: c-nodes
with node branching factor 2, side or s-nodes with node branching factor 3, and middle
or m-nodes with node branching factor 4. Figure Fig. 6.5 shows the type transition graph
for the EIGHT-PUZZLE, FIFTEEN-PUZZLE and TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE.

For the TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE, however, the search tree of two side or two middle
states may differ. For this case we need six classes with a blank at position 1,2,3,7,8, and
13 according to the tile labeling in Fig. 2.4. In the general case the number of different
node branching classes in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE (without predecessor elimination) is

dn/2e∑

i=0

i =

(
dn/2e

2

)
= dn/2e(dn/2e − 1)/2.
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This still compares well to a partition according to the n2 equivalent classes in the first
factorization (savings of a factor of about eight) and, of course, to the (n2)!/2 states in the
overall search space (exponential savings).

Let F be the vector of node frequencies and P the transposed matrix of the matrix
representation of the state type graph G. Then the underlying mathematical issue turns
out to be an eigenvalue problem. Transforming bF = PF leads to 0 = (P − bI)F for the
identity matrix I . The solutions for b are the roots of the characteristic equation det(P −
bI) = 0 where det is the determinant of the matrix. Since det(P − bI) = det(P T − bI) ,
the transposition of the equivalence graph matrix preserves the value of b. For the case
of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE with corner, side and middle nodes, we have

det




0− b 2 0
1 1− b 1
0 2 2− b


 = 0,

which simplifies to (1−b)(b−2)b+4b−4 = 0. The solution to this equation are 1, 1+
√

5 =
3.236067978, and 1 −

√
5 = −1.236067978. The value 1 +

√
5 matches experimental data

for the asymptotic branching factor.
The equation N (d) = PN (d−1) can be unrolled to N (d) = P dN (0). We briefly sketch

how to compute P d for large values of d. Matrix P is diagonalizable if there exists a invert-
ible matrix C and a diagonal matrix Q with P = CQC−1. This simplifies the calculation
of P d, since we have P d = CQdC−1 (the remaining terms C−1C cancel). By the diagonal
shape of Q, the value of Qd is obtained by simply taking the matrix elements qi,i to the
power of d. These elements are the eigenvalues of P .

For the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE the basis-transformation matrix C and its inverse C−1 are

C =




1 −1 1
1−
√

5 −1 1 +
√

5
3/2− 1/2

√
5 1 3/2 + 1/2

√
5




and

C−1 =




1/50
(
5 + 3

√
5
)√

5 −1/50
(
5 +
√

5
)√

5 1/5
−2/5 −1/5 2/5

1/50
(
−5 + 3

√
5
)√

5 −1/50
(
−5 +

√
5
)√

5 1/5


 .

The vector of node counts is

N (d) =




1/50
(
1−
√

5
)d (

5 + 3
√

5
)√

5 + 2/5+

1/50
(
1 +
√

5
)d (
−5 + 3

√
5
)√

5

1/50
(
1−
√

5
) (

1−
√

5
)d (

5 + 3
√

5
)√

5 + 2/5+

1/50
(
1 +
√

5
) (

1 +
√

5
)d (
−5 + 3

√
5
)√

5

1/50
(
3/2− 1/2

√
5
) (

1−
√

5
)d (

5 + 3
√

5
)√

5− 2/5+

1/50
(
3/2 + 1/2

√
5
) (

1 +
√

5
)d (
−5 + 3

√
5
)√

5




such that the exact total number of nodes in depth d is
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1/50
(
7/2− 3/2

√
5
) (

1−
√

5
)d (

5 + 3
√

5
)√

5 + 2/5+

1/50
(
7/2 + 3/2

√
5
) (

1 +
√

5
)d (
−5 + 3

√
5
)√

5

The number of corner nodes (1,0,2,2,10,26,90,. . . ), the number of side nodes
(0,2,2,10,26,90,282,. . . ) and the number of middle nodes (0,0,6,22,70,230,. . . ) grow as ex-
pected. The largest eigenvalue 1+

√
5 dominates the growth of the search tree in the limit

for large values of d.
When incorporating pruning to the search, symmetry of the underlying graph struc-

ture may be affected. We consider the EIGHT-PUZZLE. The adjacency matrix for pre-
decessor elimination now consists of four classes: cs, sc, mc and cm, where the class ij
indicates that the predecessor of a j-node in the search tree is an i node, and m stands for
the center position. 



0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1

2 0 0 0

0 0 3 0




In this case we cannot infer diagonalizability according to the set of real numbers. Fortu-
nately, we know that the branching factor is a positive real value since the iteration pro-
cess is real. Therefore, we may perform all calculation to predict the search tree growth
with complex numbers, for which the characteristic polynomial factorizes. The branching
factor and the search tree growth can be calculated analytically and the iteration process
eventually converges.

In the example, the set of (complex) eigenvalues is i
√

2, −i
√

2,
√

3, and −
√

3. There-
fore, the asymptotic branching factor is

√
3. The vector N (d) is equal to
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i
√
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Finally, the total number of nodes in depth d is

n(d) = 1/5
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√
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.

For small values of d the value n(d) equals 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 34, 68, 94, 188 etc.
Table 6.3 gives the even- and odd-depth branching factors of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE up

to 10 × 10. As n goes to infinity, all the values converge to 3, the branching factor of an
infinite sliding-tile puzzle, since most positions have four neighbors, one of which was
the previous blank position.
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n n2 − 1 Even depth Odd depth Mean
3 8 1.5 2

√
3

4 15 2.1304 2.1304 2.1304
5 24 2.30278 2.43426 2.36761
6 35 2.51964 2.51964 2.51964
7 48 2.59927 2.64649 2.62277
8 63 2.69590 2.69590 2.69590
9 80 2.73922 2.76008 2.74963

10 99 2.79026 2.79026 2.79026

Table 6.3: The asymptotic branching factor for the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE with predecessor
elimination. The last column is the geometric mean (the square root of their product); the
best estimate of the overall branching factor.

In some problem spaces, every node has the same branching factor. In other spaces,
every node may have a different branching factor, requiring exhaustive search to com-
pute the average branching factor. The technique described above determines the size of
a brute-force search tree in intermediate cases, where there are a small number of differ-
ent types of states, whose generation follows a regular pattern.

6.6.2 IDA* Search Tree Prediction

We measure the time complexity of IDA* by the number of node expansions. If a node can
be expanded and its children evaluated in constant time, the asymptotic time complexity
of IDA* is simply the number of node expansions. Otherwise, it is the product of the
number of node expansions and the time to expand a node. Given a consistent heuristic
function, both A* and IDA* must expand all nodes whose total cost, f(u) = g(u) + h(u),
is less than c, the cost of an optimal solution. Some nodes with the optimal solution cost
may be expanded as well, until a goal node is chosen for expansion, and the algorithms
terminate. In other words, f(u) < c is a sufficient condition for A* or IDA* to expand
node u, and f(u) ≤ c is a necessary condition. For a worst-case analysis, we adopt the
weaker necessary condition.

An easy way to understand the node expansion condition is that any search algorithm
that guarantees optimal solutions must continue to expand every possible solution path,
as long as it is smaller than the cost of an optimal solution. On the final iteration of IDA*,
the cost threshold will equal c, the cost of an optimal solution. In the worst case, IDA*
will expand all nodes u whose cost f(u) = g(u) + h(u) ≤ c. We will see below that this
final iteration determines the overall asymptotic time complexity of IDA*.

We characterize a heuristic function by the distribution of heuristic values over the
nodes in the problem space. In other words, we need to know the number of states with
heuristic value 0, how many states have heuristic value 1, the number with heuristic
value 2, etc. Equivalently, we can specify this distribution by a set of parameters D(h),
which is the fraction of total states of the problem whose heuristic value is less than or
equal to h. We refer to this set of values as the overall distribution of the heuristic. D(h)
can also be defined as the probability that a state chosen randomly and uniformly from
all states in the problem space has heuristic value less than or equal to h . Heuristic
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h States Sum D(h) Corner Side Csum Ssum P (h)
0 1 1 0.002778 1 0 1 0 0.002695
1 2 3 0.008333 1 1 2 1 0.008333
2 3 6 0.016667 1 2 3 3 0.016915
3 6 12 0.033333 5 1 8 4 0.033333
4 30 42 0.116667 25 5 33 9 0.115424
5 58 100 0.277778 38 20 71 29 0.276701
6 61 161 0.447222 38 23 109 52 0.446808
7 58 219 0.608333 41 17 150 69 0.607340
8 60 279 0.775000 44 16 194 85 0.773012
9 48 327 0.908333 31 17 225 102 0.906594

10 24 351 0.975000 11 13 236 115 0.974503
11 8 359 0.997222 4 4 240 119 0.997057
12 1 360 1.000000 0 1 240 120 1.000000

Table 6.4: Heuristic distributions for the Manhattan distance on the FIVE-PUZZLE. The
first column gives the heuristic value. The second column gives the number of states of
the FIVE-PUZZLE with each heuristic value. The third column gives the total number
of states with a given or smaller heuristic value, which is simply the cumulative sum
of the values from the second column. The fourth column gives the overall heuristic
distribution D(h). These values are computed by dividing the value in the third column
by 360, the total number of states in the problem space. The remaining columns are
explained in the text.

h can range from zero to infinity, but for all values of h greater than or equal to the
maximum value of the heuristic, D(h) = 1. Table 6.4 shows the overall distribution for
the Manhattan distance heuristic on the FIVE-PUZZLE.

The overall distribution is easily obtained for any heuristic. For heuristics imple-
mented in form of a pattern database, the distribution can be determined exactly by scan-
ning the table. Alternatively, for a heuristic computed by a function, such as Manhattan
distance on large sliding-tile puzzles, we can randomly sample the problem space to es-
timate the overall distribution to any desired degree of accuracy. For heuristics that are
the maximum of several different heuristics, we can approximate the distribution of the
combined heuristic from the distributions of the individual heuristics by assuming that
the individual heuristic values are independent.

The distribution of a heuristic function is not a measure of its accuracy, and says little
about the correlation of heuristic values with actual costs. The only connection between
the accuracy of a heuristic and its distribution is that given two admissible heuristics, the
one with higher values will be more accurate than the one with lower values on average.

While the overall distribution is the easiest to understand, the complexity of IDA* de-
pends on a potentially different distribution. The equilibrium distribution P (h) is defined
as the probability that a node chosen randomly and uniformly among all nodes at a given
depth of the brute-force search tree has heuristic value less than or equal to h, in the limit
of large depth.

If all states of the problem occur with equal frequency at large depths in the search
tree, then the equilibrium distribution is the same as the overall distribution. For ex-
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ample, this is the case with the RUBIK’S CUBE search tree. In general, however, the
equilibrium distribution may not equal the overall distribution. In the FIVE-PUZZLE,
for example, the overall distribution assumes that all states, and, hence, all blank po-
sitions, are equally likely. At deep levels in the tree, the blank is in a side posi-
tion in more than 1/3 of the nodes, and in a corner position in less than 2/3 of the
nodes. In the limit of large depth, the equilibrium frequency of side positions is fs =
fcs + fss = 0.203113 + 0.150097 = 0.35321. Similarly, the frequency of corner positions
is fc = fcc + fsc = 0.274854 + 0.371936 = 0.64679 = 1 − fs. Thus, to compute the
equilibrium distribution, we have to take these equilibrium fractions into account. The
fifth and sixth columns of Table 6.4, labeled corner and side, give the number of states
with the blank in a corner or side position, respectively, for each heuristic value. The
seventh and eighth columns, give the cumulative numbers of corner and side states with
heuristic values less than or equal to each particular heuristic value. The last column
gives the equilibrium distribution P (h). The probability P (h) that the heuristic value
of a node is less than or equal to h is the probability that it is a corner node, 0.64679,
times the probability that its heuristic value is less than or equal to h, given that it is a
corner node, plus the probability that it is a side node, 0.35321, times the probability that
its heuristic value is less than or equal to h, given that it is a side node. For example,
P (2) = 0.64679 · (3/240) + 0.35321 · (3/120) = 0.016915. This differs from the overall
distribution D(2) = 0.016667.

The equilibrium heuristic distribution is not a property of a problem, but of a prob-
lem space. For example, including the parent of a node as one of its children can affect
the equilibrium distribution, by changing the equilibrium fractions of different types of
states. When the equilibrium distribution differs from the overall distribution, it can
still be estimated from a pattern database, or by random sampling of the problem space,
combined with the equilibrium fractions of different types of states, as illustrated above.

To provide some intuition behind our main result, Fig. 6.6 shows a schematic rep-
resentation of a search tree generated by an iteration of IDA* on an abstract problem
instance, where all edges have unit cost. The numbers were generated by assuming that
each node generates one child each with heuristic value one less, equal to, and one greater
than the heuristic value of the parent. For example, there are 6 nodes at depth 3 with
heuristic value 2, 1 whose parent has heuristic value 1, 2 whose parents have heuristic
value 2, and 3 whose parents have heuristic value 3. In this example, the maximum value
of the heuristic is 4, and the heuristic value of the initial state is 3.

One assumption of our analysis is that the heuristic is consistent. Because of this, and
since all edges have unit cost (w(u, v) = 1 for all u,v) in this example, the heuristic value
of a child must be at least the heuristic value of its parent, minus one. We assume a cutoff
threshold of eight moves for this iteration of IDA*. Solid arrows represent sets of fertile
nodes that will be expanded, while dotted arrows represent sets of sterile nodes that will
not be expanded, because their total cost, f(u) = g(u)+h(u) exceeds the cutoff threshold.

The values at the far right of Fig. 6.6 show the number of nodes expanded at each
depth, which is the number of fertile nodes at that depth. Ni is the number of nodes in
the brute-force search tree at depth i, and P (h) is the equilibrium heuristic distribution.
The number of nodes generated is the branching factor times the number expanded.

Consider the graph from top to bottom. There is a root node at depth 0, which
generates N1 children. These nodes collectively generate N2 child nodes at depth 2.
Since the cutoff threshold is 8 moves, in the worst-case, all nodes n whose total cost
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Figure 6.6: Sample tree for analysis of IDA*. The vertical axis represents the depth of a
node, which is also its g-value, and the horizontal axis represents the heuristic value of a
node. Each box represents a set of nodes at the same depth with the same heuristic value,
labeled with the number of such nodes. The arrows represent the relationship between
parent and child node sets. The thick diagonal line separates the fertile node sets from
the sterile node sets.

f(u) = g(u) + h(u) ≤ 8 will be expanded. Since 4 is the maximum heuristic value, all
nodes down to depth 8−4 = 4 will be expanded. Thus, for d ≤ 4, the number of nodes ex-
panded at depth dwill beNd, the same as in a brute-force search. Since 4 is the maximum
heuristic value, P (4) = 1, and, hence, N4P (4) = N4.

The nodes expanded at depth 5 are the fertile nodes, or those for which f(u) =
g(u) + h(u) = 5 + h(u) ≤ 8, or h(u) ≤ 3. At sufficiently large depths, the distribution of
heuristic values converges to the equilibrium distribution. Assuming that the heuristic
distribution at depth 5 approximates the equilibrium distribution, the fraction of nodes
at depth 5 with h(u) ≤ 3 is approximately P (3). Since all nodes at depth 4 are expanded,
the total number of nodes at depth 5 is N5, and the number of fertile nodes is N5P (3).

There exist nodes at depth 6 with heuristic values from 0 to 4, but their distribution
differs from the equilibrium distribution. In particular, nodes with heuristic values 3 and
4 are underrepresented relative to the equilibrium distribution, because these nodes are
generated by parents with heuristic values from 2 to 4. At depth 5, however, the nodes
with heuristic value 4 are sterile, producing no offspring at depth 6, hence, reducing the
number of nodes at depth 6 with heuristic values 3 and 4. The number of nodes at depth
6 with h(u) ≤ 2 is completely unaffected by any pruning however, since their parents are
nodes at depth 5 with h(u) ≤ 3, all of which are fertile. In other words, the number of
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nodes at depth 6 with h(u) ≤ 2, which are the fertile nodes, is exactly the same as in the
brute-force search tree, or N6P (2).

Due to consistency of the heuristic function, all possible parents of fertile nodes are
themselves fertile. Thus, the number of nodes to the left of the diagonal line in Fig. 6.6 is
exactly the same as in the brute-force search tree. In other words, heuristic pruning of the
tree has no effect on the number of fertile nodes, although it does effect the sterile nodes.
If the heuristic was inconsistent, then the distribution of fertile nodes would change at
every level where pruning occurred, making the analysis far more complex.

When all edges have unit cost, the number of fertile nodes at depth i is NiP (d −
i), where Ni is the number of nodes in the brute-force search tree at depth i, d is the
cutoff depth, and P is the equilibrium heuristic distribution. The total number of nodes
expanded by an iteration of IDA* to depth d is

d∑

i=0

NiP (d− i).

Let us now generalize this result to non-uniform edge costs. First, we assume that
there is a minimum edge cost; we can w.l.o.g. express all costs as multiples of this min-
imum cost, thereby normalizing it to one. Moreover, for ease of exposition these trans-
formed actions and heuristics are assumed to be integers; this restriction can be easily
lifted.

We replace the depth of a node by g(u), the sum of the edge costs from the root to
the node. Let Ni be the number of nodes u in the brute-force search tree with g(u) = i.
We assume that the heuristic is consistent, meaning that for any two nodes u and v,
h(u) ≤ δ(u, v) + h(v), where δ(u, v) is the cost of an optimal path from u to v.

Theorem 6.5 (Node Prediction Formula) For larger values of c the expected number E(N, c, P )
of nodes expanded by IDA*up to cost c, given a problem-space tree with Ni nodes of cost i, with a
heuristic characterized by the equilibrium distribution P is

E(N, c, P ) =
c∑

i=0

NiP (c− i).

PROOF: Consider the nodes u for which g(u) = i, which is the set of nodes of cost i in the
brute-force search tree. There are Ni such nodes. The nodes of cost i that will be expanded by
IDA* in an iteration with cost threshold c are those for which f(u) = g(u) + h(u) = i+ h(u) ≤ c, or
h(u) ≤ c− i. By definition of P , in the limit of large i, the number of such nodes in the brute-force
search tree is NiP (c − i). It remains to show that all these nodes in the brute-force search tree
are also in the tree generated by IDA*.

Consider an ancestor node v of such a node u. Then there is only one path between them in
the tree, and g(u) = i = g(v) + w(v, u), where w(v, u) is the cost of the path from node v to node
u. Since f(v) = g(v) +h(v), and g(v) = i−w(v, u), f(v) = i− δ(v, u) +h(v). Since the heuristic is
consistent, h(v) ≤ δ(v, u) +h(u), where δ(v, u) ≤ w(v, u) is the cost of an optimal path from v to u
in the problem graph, and, hence, h(v) ≤ w(v, u)+h(u). Thus, f(v) ≤ i−w(v, u)+w(v, u)+h(u),
or f(v) ≤ i + h(u). Since h(u) ≤ c − i, f(v) ≤ i + c − i, or f(v) ≤ c. This implies that node m is
fertile and will be expanded during the search. Therefore, since all ancestors of node u are fertile
and will be expanded, node u must eventually be generated itself. In other words, all nodes u in
the brute-force search tree for which f(u) = g(u) + h(u) ≤ c are also in the tree generated by
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IDA*. Since there can’t be any nodes in the IDA* tree that are not in the brute-force search tree,
the number of such nodes at level i in the IDA* tree is Ni · P (c− i), which implies the claim.

The effect of earlier iterations (small values of c) on the time complexity of IDA* de-
pends on the rate of growth of node expansions in successive iterations. The heuristic
branching factor is the ratio of the number of nodes expanded in a search to cost threshold
c, divided by the nodes expanded in a search to cost c − 1, or E(N, c, P )/E(N, c − 1, P ),
where the normalized minimum edge cost is 1. Assume that the size of the brute-force
search tree grows exponentially as Ni = bi, where b is the brute-force branching factor. In
that case, the heuristic branching factor E(N, c, P )/E(N, c− 1, P ) is

∑c
i=0 b

iP (c− i)
∑c−1
i=0 b

iP (c− 1− i) =
b0P (c) + b1P (c− 1) + b2P (c− 2) + · · ·+ bcP (0)

b0P (c− 1) + b1P (c− 2) + · · ·+ bc−1P (0)
.

The first term of the numerator, b0P (c), is less than or equal to one, and can be
dropped without significantly affecting the ratio. Factoring b out of the remaining nu-
merator gives

b(b0P (c− 1) + b1P (c− 2) + · · ·+ bc−1P (0))
b0P (c− 1) + b1P (c− 2) + · · ·+ bc−1P (0)

= b.

Thus, if the brute-force tree grows exponentially with branching factor b, then the
running time of successive iterations of IDA* also grows by a factor of b. In other words,
the heuristic branching factor is the same as the brute-force branching factor. In that case,
it is easy to show that the overall time complexity of IDA* is b/(b−1) times the complexity
of the last iteration.

Our analysis shows that on an exponential tree, the effect of a heuristic is to reduce
search complexity fromO(bc) toO(bc−k), for some constant k, which depends only on the
heuristic function; contrary to previous analyses, however, the branching factor remains
basically the same.

6.6.3 *Convergence Criteria

We have not yet looked closely at the convergence conditions of the process for comput-
ing the asymptotic branching factor.

The matrix for calculating the population of nodes implies N (d) = PN (d−1), with
N (d) being the vector of nodes sizes of different type. The asymptotic branching factor b
is the limit of ||N (d)||1/||N (d−1)||1. We observe that in most cases ||N (d)||1/||N (d−1)||1 =
N

(d)
i /N

(d−1)
i for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where k is the number of state types. Evaluating

N
(d)
i /N

(d−1)
i for increasing depth d is exactly what is considered in the algorithm of van

Mises for approximating the largest eigenvalue (in absolute terms) of P . The algorithm is
also referred to as the power iteration method.

As a precondition, the algorithm requires that P be diagonalizable. This implies that
we have n different eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λn and each eigenvalue λi with multiplicity of αi
has αi linear independent eigenvectors. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
eigenvalues are given in decreasing order |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ . . . ≥ |λk|. The algorithm further
requires that the start vector N (0) have a representation in the basis of eigenvectors in
which no coefficient according to λ1 is trivial.
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We distinguish the following two cases: |λ1| > |λ2| ≥ . . . ≥ |λk| and |λ1| =
|λ2| > . . . ≥ |λk|. In the first case we obtain that (independent of the choice of
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}) the value of limd→∞N

(d)
j /N

(d−1)
j equals |λ1|. Similarly, in the second

case limd→∞N
(d)
j /N

(d−2)
j is in fact λ2

1. The cases |λ1| = . . . = |λl| > . . . ≥ |λk| for l > 2
are dealt with analogously. The outcome of the algorithm and therefore the limit in the
number of nodes in layers with difference l is |λ1|l, so that once more the geometric mean
turns out to be |λ1|.

We indicate the proof of the first case only. Diagonalizability implies a basis of eigen-
vectors b1 . . . , bk. Due to |λ1| > |λ2| ≥ . . . ≥ |λn| the quotient of |λi/λ1|d converges to
zero for large values of d. If the initial vector N (0) with respect to the eigenbasis is given
as x1b1 + x2b2 + . . . + xkbk applying P d yields x1P

db1 + x2P
db2 + . . . + xkP

dbk by lin-
earity of P , which further reduces to x1b1λ

d
1 + λd2x2b2 + . . . + λdnxkbk by the definition

of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The term x1b1λ
d
1 will dominate the sum for increasing

values of d. Factorizing λd1 in the numerator and λd−1
1 in denominator of the quotient of

N
(d)
j /N

(d−1)
j results in an equation of the form x1b1λ1 + R where limd→∞R is bounded

by a constant, since except of the leading term x1b1λ1 both numerator and denominator
in R only involve expressions of the form O(|λi/λ1|d). Therefore, to find the asymptotic
branching factor analytically, it suffices to determine the set of eigenvalues of P and to
take the largest one. This corresponds to the results of the asymptotic branching factors
in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE.

For the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE for increasing depth d the value N
(d)
1 /N

(d−1)
1 equals

1, 3, 13/5, 45/13, 47/15, 461/141, 1485/461, 4813/1485, 15565/4813, 50381/15565,
163021/50381, 527565/163021 = 3.236178161, etc., a sequence approximating 1 +√

5 = 3.236067978. Moreover, the ratio of n(d) and (1 +
√

5)d quickly converges to
1/50

(
7/2 + 3/2

√
5
) (
−5 + 3

√
5
)√

5 = .5236067984.

6.7 *Refined Threshold Determination

A drawback of IDA* is its overhead in computation time introduced by the repeated node
evaluations in different iterations. If the search space is a uniformly weighted tree, this
is not a concern: each iteration explores b times more nodes than the last one, where b
is the effective branching factor. If the solution is located at level k, then it holds for the
number nA∗ of expansion in A* that

1 +
i=k−1∑

i=0

bi = 2 +
b(bk−1 − 1)

b− 1
≤ nA∗ ≤ 1 +

b(bk − 1)
b− 1

=
i=k∑

i=0

bi,

depending on the random location of the solution in the last layer.
On the other hand, IDA* performs between 2 + b(bk−1−1)

b−1 and 1 + b(bk−1)
b−1 expansions

in the last iteration like A*, and additional

k∑

i=0

b(bi − 1)
b− 1

=
b

b− 1

k∑

i=0

(bi − 1) =
b2(bk − 1)− k(b− 1)

(b− 1)2

expansions in all previous iterations. Thus, ignoring lower order terms the overhead for
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k > 2 in the range number of iterations is

2b
b− 1

≤ nIDA∗

nA∗
≤ 2b2

b− 1
.

In other words, since the number of leaves in a tree is about (b − 1) times larger
than the number of interior nodes, the overhead of bounded searches to non-leaf levels
is acceptable. However, the performance of IDA* can be much worse for general search
spaces. In the worst case, if all merits are distinct, in each iteration only one new node is
explored, such that it expands 1 + 2 + . . .+ n = O(n2) nodes. Similar degradation occurs
e.g. if the graph is a chain.

In order to speed up IDA* for general graphs, it has been proposed to not always use
the smallest possible threshold increase for the next iteration, but to augment it by larger
amounts. One thing we have to keep in mind in this case is that we cannot terminate
the search at the first encountered solution, since there might still be cheaper solutions in
the yet unexplored part of the search iteration. This necessarily introduces overshooting
behavior, i.e., the expansion of nodes with merit larger than the optimal solution.

The idea is to dynamically adjust the increment such that the overhead can be
bounded similarly to the case of the uniform tree. One way to do so is to choose a thresh-
old sequence θ1, θ2, . . . such that the number of expansions ni in stage i satisfies

ni = rni−1,

for some fixed ratio r. If we choose r too small, the number of re-expansions and, hence,
the computation time will grow rapidly, if we choose it too big, then the threshold of the
last iteration can exceed the optimal solution cost significantly, and we will explore many
irrelevant edges. Suppose that n0r

p ≤ nA∗ < n0r
p+1 for some value p. Then IDA* will

perform p+ 1 iterations. In the worst case, the overshoot will be maximal if A* finds the
optimal solution just above the previous threshold, nA∗ = n0r

p + 1. The total number of
expansions is n0

∑p+1
i=0 r

i = n0
r(rp+1−1)

r−1 , and the ratio ν becomes approximately r2

r−1 . By
setting the derivative of this expression to zero, we find that the optimal value for r is 2;
that is, the number of expansions should double from one search stage to the next. If we
achieve doubling, we will expand at most four times as many nodes as A*.

The cumulative distribution of expansions is problem-dependent; however, the type
of the function is often specific to the class of problems to be solved, while its parameters
depend on the individual problem instance. We record the runtime information of the
sequence of expansion numbers and thresholds from the previous search stages, and
then use curve fitting for estimating the number of expansions at higher thresholds. For
example, if the distribution of nodes with f -value smaller or equal to threshold c can be
adequately modeled according to an exponential formula

nc = A ·Bc,

(for adequately chosen parameters A and B) then in order to attempt to double the num-
ber of expansions we choose the next threshold according to

θi+1 = θi + 1/logB.

This way of dynamically adjusting the threshold such that the estimated number of
nodes expanded in the next stage grows by a constant ratio was called RIDA*, for runtime
regression IDA*.
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6.8 *Recursive Best-First Search

Algorithms RBFS (recursive best-first search) and IE (iterative expansion) were developed
independently, but are very similar. Therefore, we will only describe the first one.

RBFS improves on IDA* by expanding nodes in best-first order, and backing up
heuristic values to make the node selection more informed. RBFS expands nodes in best-
first order even when the cost function is non-monotone. While iterative-deepening uses
a global cost threshold, RBFS uses a local cost threshold for each recursive call. RBFS
stores the nodes on the current search path and all their siblings; call the set of these
nodes the search skeleton. Thus, RBFS uses slightly more memory than IDA*, namely
O(db) instead of O(d), where b is the branching factor of the search tree. The basic ob-
servation is that with an admissible heuristic, the backed-up heuristics can only increase.
Therefore, when exploring the children of a node, the descendants of the child with low-
est f -value should be explored first, until the merits of all nodes in the search frontier
exceed the f -value of the second best child. To this end, each node remembers its backup
merit, initially set to its f -value. The algorithm is most easily described as a recursive
procedure, which takes a node and a bound as arguments (Alg. 6.9). At the root, it is
called with the start node and∞.

Procedure RBFS
Input: Node u, Upper bound U .
Output: Smallest f -value of a fringe node larger than U

if (f(u) > U) return f(u) ;; Threshold exceeded
if (Goal(u)) exit with Path(u) ;; Abort search with success
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
if (Succ(u) = ∅) ;; No successors

return∞ ;; No bound
else if (|Succ(u)| = 1) ;; One successor

return RBFS(v0, U) ;; Pass call through to child
else ;; More than one successor

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; For all successors

backup(v) = max{f(u) + w(u, v),backup(u)} ;; Initialize update value
Let {v0, . . . , vn} be Succ(u), sorted according to backup ;; Prior sorting
while (backup(v0) < U ) ;; Below threshold

backup(v0)← RBFS(v0,min{U, f(v1)}) ;; Recursive call for first successor
Let {v0, . . . , vn} be Succ(u), re-sorted according to backup ;; Posterior sorting

return backup(v0) ;; Feedback f -value

Algorithm 6.9: The RBFS algorithm, implemented recursively.

It has been proposed to augment RBFS such that it can exploit additionally available
memory to reduce the number of expansions. The resulting algorithm is called memory
aware recursive best-first search MRBFS. While the basic RBFS algorithm stores the search
skeleton on the stack, in MRBFS the generated nodes have to be allocated permanently;
they are not automatically dropped with the end of a recursive procedure call. Only
when the overall main memory limit is reached, previously generated nodes other than
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those on the skeleton are dropped. Three pruning strategies were suggested: pruning
all nodes except the skeleton, pruning the worst subtree rooted from the skeleton, or
pruning individual nodes with highest backup value. In experiments, the last strategy
was proven to be the most efficient. It is implemented using a separate priority queue for
deletions. When entering a recursive call, the node is removed from the queue since it is
part of the skeleton and cannot be deleted; conversely, it is inserted upon termination.

6.9 Summary

We showed that divide-and-conquer methods can find optimal solutions with a memory
consumption that is only logarithmic in the number of states, which is so small that they
cannot even store the shortest path in memory. However, these search methods are im-
practical due to their large runtime. Depth-first search has a memory consumption that is
linear in its depth cutoff since it stores only the path from the root node of the search tree
to the state that it currently expands. This allows depth-first search to search large state
spaces with a reasonable runtime. We discussed depth-first branch-and-bound, a version
of depth-first search that reduces the runtime of depth-first search by maintaining an up-
per bound on the cost of a solution (usually: the cost of the best solution found so far),
which allows it to prune any branch of the search tree whose admissible cost estimate is
larger than the current upper bound. Unfortunately, depth-first search needs to search
up to the depth cutoff, which can waste computational resources if the depth cutoff is too
large, and cannot stop once it finds a path from the start state to any goal state (since the
path might not be optimal). Breadth-first search and A* do not have these problems but
fill up the available memory on the order of minutes and are thus not able to solve large
search problems. Researchers have addressed this issue by trading off their memory
consumption and runtime, which increases their runtime substantially. They have de-
veloped a version of breadth-first search, called depth-first iterative-deepening (DFID),
and A*, called iterative-deepening A* (IDA*), whose memory consumption is linear in
the length of a shortest path from the start state to any goal state. The idea behind these
search methods is to use a series of depth-first searches with increasing depth cutoffs to
implement breadth-first search and A*, in the sense that they expand states for the first
time in the same order as breadth-first search and A* and thus inherit their optimality
and completeness properties. The depth cutoff is set to the smallest depth or f-value of
all generated but not expanded states during the preceeding depth-first search. Thus,
every depth-first search expands at least one state for the first time. We also discussed a
version of IDA* that increases the depth cutoff more aggressively, in an attempt to double
the number of states expanded for the first time from one depth-first search to the next
one. Of course, DFID and IDA* expand some states repeatedly, both from one depth-first
search to the next one and within the same depth-first search. The first disadvantage
implies that the runtime of the search methods is small only if every depth-first search
expands many states (rather than only one) for the first time. The second disadvantage
implies that these search methods work best if the state space is a tree but, in case the state
space is not a tree, can be mitigated by not generating those children of a state s in the
search tree that are already on the path from the root of the search tree to state s (a prun-
ing method discussed earlier in the context of depth-first search). Note, however, that
the information available for pruning is limited since the memory limitation prohibits,
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Algorithm Simulates Complexity Optimal Ordered
DAC-BFS (6.1) BFS logarithmic in |S| √

-
DAC-SSSP (6.2) Dijkstra logarithmic in |S| √

-
DFID (6.6, 6.5) BFS O(d)

√ √

IDA* (6.8) A* O(d)
√ √

RBFS (6.9) A* O(db)
√ √

DFBnB (6.3, 6.4) BnB O(d)
√

-

Table 6.5: Linear-space algorithms; d is the search depth, b is the maximum branching
factor.

for example, to store a closed list. We predicted the runtime of IDA* in case the state
space is a tree. We showed how to compute the number of nodes at a given depth and
its asymptotic branching factor, both analytically and numerically, and used this result
to predict the number of nodes expanded by IDA* with consistent heuristics. IDA* basi-
cally stores only the path from the root node of the search tree to the state that it currently
expands. We also discussed recursive best-first search (RBFS), a more sophisticated ver-
sion of A* whose memory consumption is also linear in the length of a shortest path from
the start state to any goal state (provided that the branching factor is bounded). RBFS
stores the same path as IDA* plus all siblings of states on the path and manipulates their
f-values during the search, which no longer consists of a series of depth-first searches but
still expands states for the first time in the same order as A*, a property that holds even
for inadmissible heuristics.

Table 6.5 gives an overview on the algorithms introduced in this chapter. We refer
to the algorithm’s pseudo-code, the algorithm it simulates, and its space complexity. In
case of DFID, IDA* and DFBnB the complexity O(d) assumes that at most one successor
of a node is stored to perform a backtrack. If all successors were stored, the complexity
would rise to O(db) as with RBFS.

6.10 Exercises

6.1 * Apply DAC-BFS to the (3 × 3) GRIDWORLD. The start node is located at the top-left, the
goal node is located at the bottom-right corner. (Restrict the outer loop on i to the goal node.)

1. Protocol all calls for Exists-Path.

2. Mark all reports that are in the output (call of print).

6.2 * We have seen that DFID simulates BFS, IDA* simulates A*. Devise an algorithm that
simulates Dikstra’s algorithm. What type of assumptions on the cost function do you impose?

6.3 ** Consider the random TRAVELING SALESMAN problem with 10 cities in Fig. 6.7.
Solve the problem with depth-first branch-and-bound using

1. no lower bound.

2. the cost of the minimum spanning tree as a lower bound.

Denote the value of α each time it improves.
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6,838 5,758 113 7,515 1,051 5,627 3,010 7,419 6,212 4,086
7,543 5,089 1,183 5,137 5,566 6,966 4,978 495 311 1,367

524 8,505 8,394 2,102 4,851 9,067 2,754 1,653 6,561 7,096
1,406 4,165 3,403 5,562 4,834 1,353 920 444 4,803 7,962
4,479 9,983 8,751 3,894 8,670 8,259 6,248 7,757 5,629 3,306
5,262 7,116 2,825 3,181 3,134 5,343 8,022 1,233 7,536 9,760
2,160 4,005 729 7,644 7,475 1,693 5,514 4,139 2,088 6,521
6,815 4,586 9,653 6,306 7,174 8,451 3,448 6,473 2,434 8,193
2,956 4,162 4,166 4,997 7,793 2,310 1,391 9799 7926 4905

965 120 2,380 5,639 6,204 4,385 2,475 5,725 7,265 3,214

Figure 6.7: A distance matrix for a TRAVELING SALESMAN problem.

6.4 * A MAZE is an (m × n)-sized GRIDWORLD with walls. Generate a random maze for small
values of n and m. Write a program that finds a path from the start to the goal location

1. using breadth-first and depth-first search.

2. using depth-first iterative-deepening search.

3. using iterative-deepening A* search with a Manhattan distance heuristic.

Compare the number of expanded and generated nodes.

6.5 *** Solve the instance (17, 1, 20, 9, 16, 2, 22, 19, 14, 5, 15, 21, 0, 3, 24, 23, 18, 13, 12, 7, 10, 8, 6, 4, 11)
of the TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE with IDA*, Manhattan distance heuristic and predecessor elimina-
tion step-optimally and report the number of generated states in each iteration. You will need a
very efficient successor generation procedure.

6.6 ** To see why the even and odd branching factors in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE are different,
color the positions of a puzzle in a checkerboard pattern, and note that the blank always moves
between squares of different colors. If the sets of different-colored squares are equivalent to each
other, as in the FIVE-PUZZLE and FIFTEEN-PUZZLE, there is one branching factor. If the sets of
different-colored squares are different however, as in the EIGHT-PUZZLE, there will be different
even and odd branching factors.

In general, an n×m sliding-tile puzzle has different branching factors if both n and m are odd.

1. Check the assertion for the 2× 7 and 4× 6 board (with predecessor elimination).

2. Prove the assertion.

6.7 * Compute the successor generation matrix P for the EIGHT-PUZZLE, FIFTEEN-PUZZLE, and
TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE without predecessor elimination. Take Fig. 6.5 as the state type transition
graph.

6.8 ** Determine the exact node count vectors N (d) of the brute-force search tree in the EIGHT-
PUZZLE and TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE without predecessor elimination by recursively applying the
system of recursive equations, starting with a blank in the (top-left) corner.

6.9 *** Compute the eigenvalues of (P − bI) and the exact node count vectors N (d) in the
EIGHT-PUZZLE and TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE without predecessor elimination. Provide the base-
transformation matrices. For the EIGHT-PUZZLE this can be done by hand, for the TWENTY-FOUR-
PUZZLE symbolic mathematical tools such as Maple and Mathematica are needed.
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6.10 ** Test the theoretical analysis experimentally by predicting the performance of IDA* on
the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE using the Manhattan distance heuristic. Use a random sample of a million
solvable instances to approximate the heuristic. For Ni, use the exact numbers of nodes at depth
i, that are computed from the recurrence relations. Determine the

1. average heuristic value and maximum number of moves.

2. average solution length.

3. the relative error of the prediction.

6.11 ** There are subtle errors for computing the branching factor in the FIVE-PUZZLE.

1. Assuming that each blank position is equally likely, the branching factor is (2 · 2 + 1 · 4)/6 =
1.33333.

2. Include the parent of a node as one of its children, compute the resulting branching factor,
and then subtract one from the result to eliminate the inverse of the last move. This gives a
branching factor of 1.4142.

What is wrong with the arguments?

6.12 ** Explain where and why the consistency of the heuristic is essential in proving Theo-
rem 6.5. What can happen with the successors with respect to the sample tree analysis if we
have

1. an admissible but not a consistent estimate?

2. not even an admissible estimate?

6.13 ** Provide an example of a state space graph for which RBFS gives a better search result
as IDA*.

6.11 Bibliographic Notes
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been provided by Breyer and Korf [2008] and by Zahavi et al. [2008a].

The analysis of the average branching factor for regular search spaces has been given by
Edelkamp and Korf [1998]. Search tree prediction for IDA* search, as been presented here, has
been studied by Korf and Reid [1998]. The two aspects have some overlap; a joint exposition
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authors assumed that the effect of a heuristic function is to reduce search complexity from O(bc)
to O(ac), where a < b, reducing the effective branching factor. All used an abstract problem-
space tree where every node has b children, every edge has unit cost, and there is a single goal
node at depth d. The heuristic is characterized by its error in estimating the actual solution cost.
This model predicts that a heuristic with constant absolute error results in linear time complexity,
while constant relative error results in exponential time complexity. There are several limitations
of this model. The first is that it assumes only one path from the start to the goal state, whereas
most problem spaces contain multiple paths to each state. The second limitation is that in order to
determine the accuracy of the heuristic on even a single state, we have to determine the optimal
solution cost from that state, which is expensive to compute. Doing this for a significant number
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An attempt for a probabilistic analysis of the A* algorithm has been given by Huyn et al.
[1980]. However, as in similar analyses e.g., by Sen and Bagchi [1988] and Davis [1990], the
approach only refers to tree search with A*. The behavior of A* in acyclic graphs that arise in
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sider graph structures that arise, e.g. in the exploration of JOB SEQUENCING and TRAVELING
SALESMAN problems. To assign a probability distribution on the heuristic estimates, the average
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ear model (and some further assumptions), the expected number of distinct nodes is exponential,
while for the logarithmic model (and some further assumptions) the number of distinct nodes
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Branch-and-bound has been formulated first by Land and Doig [1960]. A simple implemen-
tation has been provided by Dakin [1965]. Depth-first branch-and-bound in the form of a linear-
space search algorithms has been suggested by Korf [1993b].



Chapter 7

Memory Restricted Search

In the previous chapter, we have seen instances of search graphs, which were so large that
they inherently call for algorithms capable of running under limited memory resources.
So far, we have restricted the presentation to algorithms that consume memory that scales
at most linear to the search depth. By the virtue of lower memory requirements, IDA*
can solve problems that A* cannot. On the other hand, it cannot avoid revisiting nodes.
Thus, there are many problems that neither A* nor IDA* can solve, because A* runs out
of memory and IDA* takes too long. There have been several solutions being proposed to
use the entire amount of main memory more effectively in order to store more informa-
tion on potential duplicates. One problem of introducing memory for duplicate removal
is a possible interaction with depth-bounded search. We observe an anomaly that goals
are not found even they have smaller cost than the imposed threshold.

One can coarsely classify the attempts by denoting, whether or not they sacrifice com-
pleteness or optimality, and if they prune the Closed list, the Open list, or both. A broad
class of algorithms that we focus on first uses all the memory that is available to tem-
porarily store states in a cache. This reduces the number of re-expansions. We start
with fixed-sized hash tables in depth-bounded and iterative-deepening search. Next we
consider memory-limited state-caching algorithms that dynamically extend the search
frontier. They have to decide which state to retain in memory and which one to delete.

If one is willing to sacrifice optimality or completeness, then there are algorithms
that can obtain good solutions faster. This class includes exploration approaches that
strengthen the influence of search heuristics in best-first searches and search algorithms
that have limited coverage and look only at some parts of the search space. Approaches
that are not optimal but complete are mainly useful for overcoming inadmissibilities in
the heuristic evaluation function and ones that sacrifice completeness. As incomplete
search methods we consider partial search methods and with lossy hash tables.

Another class of algorithms reduces the set of expanded nodes, as full information
might not be needed to avoid redundant work. Such a reduction is effective for problems
that induce a small search frontier. In most cases, a regular structure of the search space
(e.g. an undirected or acyclic graph structure) is assumed. As states on solution paths
might no longer be present, after a goal has been found, the according paths have to be
reconstructed. Different space-saving strategies for undirected and acyclic problem graph
structures are studied.

The last class of algorithms applies a reduction to the set of search frontier nodes. The

229
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Figure 7.1: Anomaly in depth-bounded DFS; first it visits node u (down left copy) and
stores it. The goal node t in the subtree of u cannot be reached due to the depth-bound.
When the search reaches u for the second time along a shallower path (top right copy)
it stops exploring the successor, since u has been already stored. Hence, the goal is not
found, even though it is located in depth smaller than the bound.

general assumption is that search frontier is large compared to the set of visited nodes.
In some cases, the storage of all successors is avoided. Another important observation is
that the breadth-first search frontier is smaller than the best-first search frontier, leading
to cost-bounded BFS. We present algorithms closer to A* than to IDA*, which are not
guaranteed to always find the optimal solution within given memory limit, but signifi-
cantly improve the memory requirements.

7.1 Linear Variants using Additional Memory

A variety of algorithms have been proposed that are guaranteed to find an optimal solu-
tions, but which can exploit additionally available memory in order to reduce the number
of expansions and hence the running time.

In order to emphasize the problems that can arise when introducing space for dupli-
cate detection, let us introduce a Closed list in DFS. Unfortunately, bounding the depth to
some value d (e.g. to improve some previously encountered goal) does not necessarily
imply that every state reachable at a search depth less than d will eventually be visited.
To see this, consider depth-bounded DFS as applied in the search tree of Fig. 7.1.

The anomaly can be avoided by either reopening expanded nodes if reached on a
smaller g-value or by applying an iterative-deepening strategy, which has searched for a
low-cost solution before a larger thresholds are applied. Table 7.1 shows the execution
of such depth-first iterative-deepening exploration together with full duplicate detection
for the example of Fig. 3.1 (see Chap. 6).

7.1.1 Transposition Tables

The storage technique of transposition tables is inherited from the domain of two-player
games; the name stems from duplicate game positions that can be reached by performing
the same moves in a different order. Especially for single-agent search, the name transpo-
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Step Iteration Selection Open Closed U U’ Remarks
1 1 {} {a} {} 0 ∞
2 1 a {} {a} 0 2 g(b)
3 2 {} {a} {} 2 ∞ new iteration starts
4 2 a {b} {a} 2 6 g(c) and g(d) larger than U
5 2 b {} {a,b} 2 6
6 3 {} {a} {} 6 ∞ new iteration starts
7 3 a {b,c} {a} 6 10 g(d) larger than U
8 3 b {e,f,c} {a,b} 6 10
9 3 e {f,c} {a,b,e} 6 10 Duplicate

10 3 f {c} {a,b,e,f} 6 10 Duplicate
11 3 c {} {a,b,e,f,c} 6 9 g(d)
12 4 {} {a} {} 9 ∞ new iteration starts
13 4 a {b,c} {a} 9 10 g(d) larger than U
14 4 b {e,f,c} {a,b} 9 10
15 4 e {f,c} {a,b,e} 9 10 Duplicate
16 4 f {c} {a,b,e,f} 9 10 Duplicate
17 4 c {d} {a,b,e,f,c} 9 10 d Duplicate
18 4 d {} {a,b,e,f,c} 9 10
19 5 {} {a} {} 10 ∞ new iteration starts
20 5 a {b,c,d} {a} 10 ∞
21 5 b {e,f,c,d} {a,b} 10 ∞
22 5 e {f,c,d} {a,b,e} 10 ∞ Duplicate
23 5 f {c,d} {a,b,e,f} 10 ∞ Duplicate
24 5 c {d} {a,b,e,f,c} 10 ∞
25 5 d {} {a,b,e,f,c,d} 10 14 g(g)
26 6 {} {a} {} 14 ∞ new iteration starts
27 6 a {b,c,d} {a} 14 ∞ g(d) larger than U
28 6 b {e,f,c,d} {a,b} 14 ∞
29 6 e {f,c,d} {a,b,e} 14 ∞ Duplicate
30 6 f {c,d} {a,b,e,f} 14 ∞ Duplicate
31 6 c {d} {a,b,e,f,c} 14 ∞
32 6 d {g} {a,b,e,f,c,d} 14 ∞
33 6 g {} {a,b,e,f,c,d} 14 ∞ Goal reached

Table 7.1: Expansion steps in DFID (with duplicate detection) the example of Fig. 6.3.

sition table is unfortunate as transposition tables are full-flexible dictionaries which detect
duplicates, even if not generated by move transpositions.

At least for problems that with fast successor generators (like the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE)
the construction and maintenance of the generated search space can be a time-consuming
task compared to the depth-first search approaches like IDA*. Transposition tables im-
plemented as hash dictionaries (see Chap. 4), preserve a high performance. They store
visited states u together with a cost value H(u) that is updated during the search.

We present the use of transposition tables here as a variant of IDA* (compare Alg. 6.8
on page 208). We assume the implementation of a top-level driver routine (see Alg. 7.1),
which matches the one of IDA* except that Closed is additionally initialized to the empty
set. Furthermore, we see that Alg. 7.2 returns the threshold U ′ for the next iteration.
Closed stores previously explored nodes u, together with a threshold H(u) such that the
path costs from the root via u to a descendant of u is g(u) +H(u). Each newly generated
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Procedure IDA*-TT-Driver
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weighting function w,

successor generation function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Path from s to t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

U ← h(s) ;; Initialize global thresholds
while (U 6=∞) ;; Goal not found, unexplored nodes left

U ← IDA*-TT(s, U) ;; Invoke Alg. 7.2 at s

Algorithm 7.1: IDA* driver with transposition table.

node v is first tested against Closed; if this is the case, then the stored value H is a tighter
bound than h(v).

Procedure IDA*-TT
Input: Node u, upper bound U
Output: Shortest path to a goal node, or bound for next iteration

if (Goal(u)) exit with Path(u) ;; Terminate search
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors
U ′ ←∞ ;; New bound
if (v in Closed) ;; Node v in transposition table
b(v)← w(u, v) +H(v) ;; Use revised costs

else ;; Node v not in transposition table
b(v)← w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Compute heuristic estimate

if (b(v) > U ) ;; Cost exceeds old bound
t← b(v) ;; Used computed value

else ;; Cost within old bound
t← w(u, v) + IDA*-TT(v, U − w(u, v)) ;; Recursive call

U ′ ← min{U ′, t} ;; Update new bound
Insert u into Closed with H(u)← U ′ ;; Save node and bound in transposition table
return U ′ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 7.2: IDA* with transposition table and cost revision.

The application of the algorithm to the example problem is shown in Table 7.2. We
see that the (remaining) upper bound decreases. The approach applies one step less than
original IDA*, as node d is not considered twice.

Of course, if we store all expanded nodes in the transposition table, we would end
up with the same memory requirement as A*, contrary to the original intent of IDA*.
One solution to this problem is to embed a replacement strategy into the algorithm. One
candidate would be to organize the table in from of a first-in first-out queue. In the worst-
case, this will not provide any acceleration. By an adversary strategy argument, it may
happen that always nodes just deleted are being requested.

Stochastic node caching can effectively reduce the number of revisits. While transpo-
sition tables always cache as many expanded nodes as possible, it stochastically caches
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Step Iteration Selection Open Closed U U’ Remarks
1 1 {} {a} {} 11 ∞ h(a)
2 1 a {} {a} 11 14 b(b), b(c) and b(d) exceed U
3 2 {} {a} {(a,14)} 14 ∞ new iteration starts
4 2 a {c} {(a,14)} 14 ∞ b(b) and b(d) exceed U
5 2 c {d} {(a,14)} 8 ∞ b(a) exceeds U
6 2 d {g} {(a,14)} 5 ∞ b(a) exceeds U
7 2 g {} {(a,14)} 0 Goal found

Table 7.2: Steps in IDA* (with transposition table) for the example of Fig. 6.3.

expanded nodes. Whenever a node is expanded, we decide whether to keep the node
in memory by flipping a (possibly biased) coin. This selective caching allows to store,
with high probability, only nodes that are visited most frequently. The algorithm takes
an additional parameter p which is the probability of a node being cached every time it
is expanded. It follows that the overall probability of a node being stored after it is ex-
panded t times is 1 − (1 − p)t; the more frequent the same node is expanded, the higher
the probability of it being cached becomes.

7.1.2 Fringe Search

Fringe search also reduces the number of revisits in IDA*. Regarded as a variant of A*,
the key idea in fringe search is that Open does not need to be fully sorted, avoiding access
to complex data structures. The essential property that guarantees optimal solutions is
the same as in IDA*: a state with an f -value exceeding the largest f -value expanded so
far must not be expanded, unless there is no state in Open with a smaller f -value.

Fringe search iterates over the frontier of the search tree. The data structure are two
plain lists: Opent for the current iteration and Opent+1 for the next iteration; Open0 is
initialized with the initial node s and Open1 is initialized to the empty set.

Unless the goal is found the algorithm simulates IDA*. The first node u in Opent
(head) is examined. If f(u) > U then u is removed from Open and inserted into Opent+1

(at the end). Node u is only generated but not expanded in this iteration, so we save it
for the next iteration. If f(u) ≤ U then we generate its successors and insert them into
Opent (at the front), after which u is discarded. When a goal has not been found and the
iteration completes, the search threshold is increased. Moreover, Opent+1 becomes Opent,
and Opent+2 is set to empty. It is not difficult to see that fringe search expands nodes in
the exact same order as IDA*.

Compared to A*, fringe search may visit nodes that are irrelevant for the current iter-
ation, while A* must insert nodes into a priority queue structure (imposing some over-
head). To the contrary A*s ordering means that it is more likely to find a goal sooner.

Alg. 7.3 displays the pseudo-code. The implementation is little tricky, as it embeds
Opent and Opent+1 in one list structure. All nodes before the currently expanded nodes
belong to the next search frontier in Opent+1, while all nodes after the currently expanded
nodes belong to the current search frontier Opent. Nodes u that are simply passed by ex-
ecuting the continue statement in case f(v) > U move from one list to the other. All other
expanded nodes are deleted as they do not belong to the next search frontier. Successors
are generated and checked whether or not they are duplicates of already expanded or
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Procedure Fringe Search
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h,

successor generating function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Shortest path to a goal node if such path exists

Insert s into Open ;; Initialize search frontier
Insert pair (0,⊥) for s into Closed ;; Initialize visited list
U ← h(s) ;; Initialize bound
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; Unless problem unsolvable

U ′ ←∞ ;; Next search threshold
for each u in Open ;; Travers search frontier

Lookup (g,parent) for u in Closed ;; Search stored entry
f ← g + h(u) ;; Compute path cost, call estimate
if (f > U) ;; Threshold exceeded

U ′ ← min{f, U ′} continue ;; Next threshold
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; Terminal node, construct solution
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successors

g(v)← g + w(u, v) ;; Compute g-value
if (v in Closed) ;; Successor already visited

Lookup (g′,parent) for v in Closed ;; Search stored entry
if (g(v) ≥ g′) continue ;; No improvement at successor

if (v ∈ Open) ;; Successor already present
Delete v from Open ;; Eliminate this successor from search frontier

Insert v into Open after u ;; Simulating depth-first search
Insert (g′, u) into Closed ;; Update depth value for expanded node

Delete u from Open ;; Remove expanded node
U ← U ′ ;; Set new bound

Algorithm 7.3: Fringe search algorithm.

generated nodes. If it matches a state, then the one with best g-value (matches the f -
value as the h-values are the same) will survive. If not refuted, the new state is inserted
directly after the expanded nodes as still to be processed. The order of insertion is chosen
such that the expansion order matches the depth-first strategy.

An illustration comparing fringe search (right) with IDA* (left) is given in Fig. 7.2. The
heuristic estimate is the distance to a leaf (height of the node). Both algorithms start with
an initial threshold of h(s) = 3. Before the algorithm proves the problem to be unsolvable
with a cost threshold of 3 two nodes are expanded and two nodes are generated. An
expanded node has its children generated. A generated node is one where no search is
performed because the f -value exceeds the threshold. In the next iteration, the threshold
is increased to 4.

7.1.3 *Iterative Threshold Search

The memory-restricted iterative threshold search algorithm (ITS) also closely resembles that
of IDA*. Similar to fringe search its exploration order is depth-first and not best-first.
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Figure 7.2: Comparing IDA* (left) with fringe search (right) for the first two iterations;
black nodes denote expanded, gray nodes generated nodes; the two hollow nodes at the
root of the search tree for fringe search denote the the potential for savings.

In contrast to fringe search, which assumes enough memory to be available and which
does not need a complex data structure to support its search, ITS requires some tree data
structure in order to retract nodes, when running out of memory.

Compared to the previous approaches, ITS provides a strategy to replace elements in
memory by their cost value. One particular feature is that it maintains information not
only for nodes, but also for edges. The value f(u, v) stores a lower bound estimate of a
solution path using edge (u, v). Node v does not have to be generated, it suffices to know
the operator leading to it without actually applying it. When a node u is created for the
first time, all estimates f(u, v) are initialized to the usual bound f(u) = g(u) + h(u) (to
deal with the special case that u has no successors, a dummy node d is assumed with
f(u, d) = ∞; for brevity, this is not shown in the pseudocode). An edge (u, v), where v
has not been created, is called a tip edge; A tip node is a node all of whose outgoing edges
are tip edges.

An implementation of the approach is shown in Alg. 7.4. The similarity of the algo-
rithm to IDA* is slightly obscured by the fact that it is formulated in an iterative, rather
than a recursive way; however, this alleviates its exposition. Note that IDA* uses a node
ordering that is implicitly defined by the arbitrary but fixed sequence in which successors
are generated. It is the same order that we refer to in the following when speaking e.g. of
a leftmost or rightmost tip node.

As before, an upper threshold U bounds the depth-first search stage. The search tree
is expanded until a solution is found, or all tip nodes exceed the threshold. Then the
threshold is increased by the smallest possible increment to include a new edge, and a
new iteration starts. If ITS is given no more memory than (plain) IDA*, every node gen-
erated by ITS is also generated by IDA*. However, when additional memory is available,
ITS reduces the number of node expansions by storing part of the search tree and backing
up heuristic values as more informed bounds.

The inner search loop always selects the leftmost tip branch whose f -value is at most
U . The tail of the edge is expanded, i.e., its g- and f -value are computed, and its successor
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structures are initialized with this value. Finally, it is inserted into the search tree.
Global memory consumption is limited by a threshold maxMem. If this limit is

reached, the algorithm first tries to select a node for deletion all of whose successor edges
exceed the upper bound. From several such nodes, the leftmost one with this condition is
chosen. Otherwise, the rightmost tip node is chosen. Before dropping the node, the min-
imum f -value over its successors is backed up to its parent, in order to improve the latter
one’s estimate and hence reduce the number of necessary re-expansions. Thus, while the
actual nodes are deleted, the heuristic information gained from their expansion is saved.

Procedure ITS
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h,

successor generating function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Shortest path to a goal node, or ∅ if no such path exists

g(s)← 0 ;; Initialize initial costs
Succ(s)← Expand(s) ;; Expand node
for each u in Succ(s) ;; Consider all successor of root node

f(s, u)← g(s) + h(s) ;; Initialize estimate
Open← {s} ;; Initialize search tree structure
U ← 0 ;; Initialize cost threshold
while (U 6=∞) ;; Unless termination criterion satisfied

Select leftmost u, v with f(u, v) < U , u in Open, v not in Open ;; Tip edge
or break ;; No such nodes exist
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; Terminate search with success
MemoryControl(Open, U,maxMem) ;; Call Alg. 7.5 to allocate space
g(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) ;; Initialize outgoing edges
Succ(v)← Expand(v) ;; Expand node
for each w ∈ Succ(v) ;; Consider all successors of node

f(v, w)← g(v) + h(v) ;; Initialize estimate
Insert v into Open ;; Update search frontier
U ← min{f(u, v) | u ∈ Open, v /∈ Open} ;; Minimum f -value of all tip nodes

return ∅ ;; No solution found

Algorithm 7.4: Algorithm ITS.

An example of a tree-structured problem graph for applying IDA* (top) and ITS (bot-
tom) is provided in Fig. 7.3. The tree is searched with the trivial heuristic (h ≡ 0). The
initial node is the root and single goal node is located at the bottom of the tree. After
three iterations (left) all nodes in the top-half of the search tree have been traversed by
the algorithm. As the edges to the left of the solution path have not led to a goal they are
assigned to cost∞. As a result, ITS avoids revisits of the nodes in the subtrees below. In
contrast, IDA* will re-explore these nodes several times. In particular, in the last iteration
(right), IDA* revisits several nodes of the top part.

7.1.4 MA*, SMA, and SMAG

The original algorithm MA* underwent several improvements, during the course of
which the name changed to SMA* and later to SMAG*. We will restrict ourselves to
describe the latter one.
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Procedure MemoryControl
Input: Open, upper bound U , memory threshold maxMem
Side effects: Delete unpromising nodes from memory, back up their heuristic values

if (|Open| ≥ maxMem and |{u ∈ Open | v /∈ Open for each v ∈ Succ(u)}| ≥ 2)
;; Memory limit reached, at least two tip nodes exist

Select leftmost u in Open such that
f(u, v) > U , v not in Open for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Leftmost tip node

or ;; No such node exist
Select rightmost u in Open such that

v not in Open for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Rightmost tip node
f(parent(u), u)← min{f(u, v) | v ∈ Succ(u)} ;; Backup f -value along edge
Remove u from Open ;; Delete node in search tree structure

Algorithm 7.5: Pruning nodes in ITS.

Figure 7.3: Two selected iterations of IDA* (top) and ITS (bottom) within a search tree;
nodes generated in one iteration are shaded, goal state is encircled.

Contrary to A*, SMAG (see Alg. 7.6) generates one successor at a time. Compared to
ITS, its cache decisions are based on problem graph nodes rather than on problem graph
edges. Memory restoration is based on maintaining reference count(er)s. If a counter
becomes 0, the node needs no longer to be stored. The algorithm assumes a fixed upper
bound on the number of allocated edges in Open ∪ Closed. When this limit is reached,
space is reassigned by dynamically deleting one previously expanded node at a time,
and – if necessary – moving its parent back to Open such that it can be regenerated. A
least promising node, i.e., one with maximum f -value, is replaced. If there are several
nodes with the same maximum f -value, then a shallowest one is taken. Nodes with min-
imum f -value are selected for expansion; correspondingly, the tie-breaking rule prefers
the deepest one in the search tree.
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Procedure SMAG*
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h,

successor generating function Expand and goal predicate Goal
Output: Shortest path to a goal node, or ∅ if no such exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
f(s)← h(s); g(s)← 0 ;; Initialize merit and cost values
depth(s)← 0 ;; Initialize depth value
next(s)← 0; ref(s)← 0 ;; Initialize link structures
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Let M be the nodes in Open with minimum f(u) ;; Minimum elements
Select u from M with minimum depth(u) ;; Minimum depth element
Remove u from Open ;; Deepest node with best f -value
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; If goal is found return solution
v ← next(u)-th successor of u ;; Generate one successor at a time
next(u)← next(u) + 1 ;; Increment u’s successor iterator
next(v)← 0 ;; Initialize v’s successor iterator
Improve(u, v) ;; Call Alg. 7.7
if (next(u) > last(u)) ;; All successors have been examined

Backup(u) ;; Backup value (Alg. 7.9)
if (Succ(u) ⊆ Open ∪ Closed) ;; All successors are stored in memory

if (ref(u) = 0) ;; Reference count is zero
DeleteRec(u) ;; Recursive deletion, Alg. 7.10

else ;; Reference count not zero
Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes

else ;; Unexamined successors left
Insert u into Open ;; Keep partially expanded node

return ∅ ;; No solution found

Algorithm 7.6: Procedure SMAG.

The update procedure Improve is shown in Alg. 7.7. Here, reference counts and depth
values are adapted. If the reference count (at some parent place) decreases to zero, a
(possible recursive) node delete procedure for unused nodes is invoked. The working
of the function is close to the one of a garbage collector for dynamic memory regions in
some programming languages like Java. In the assignment to ref(parent(v)) nothing will
happen if v is equal to the initial node s.

Thus, the Open list contains partially expanded nodes. It would be infeasible to keep
track of all nodes storing pointers to all successors; instead we assume that each node
keeps track of an iterator index next indicating the smallest unexamined child. The in-
formation about forgotten nodes is preserved by backing up the minimum f -value of
descendants in a completely expanded subtree (see Alg. 7.9). Because f(u) is an estimate
of the least cost solution path through u, and the solution path is restricted to pass one of
u’s successors, we can obtain a better estimate from

max{f(u),min{f(v) | v ∈ Succ(u)}}.

If all successors of u have been dropped, we will not know which way to go from u, but
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Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, Open, and Closed

if (v not in (Open ∪ Closed)) ;; Newly generated
MemoryControl ;; If necessary, create space by pruning (Alg. 7.8)
g(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) ;; Initialize path cost
f(v)← max{g(v) + h(v), f(u)} ;; Apply path-max heuristic
depth(v)← depth(u) + 1 ;; Set depth value
ref(v)← 0 ;; Set reference count
parent(v)← u ;; Set parent link
ref(u)← ref(u) + 1 ;; Increment reference count of parent
Insert v into Open ;; Update search frontier

else if (g(u) + w(u, v) < g(v)) ;; Shorter path found
if (v in Closed) ;; Node already visited

Remove v from Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
g(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) ;; Update path costs
f(v)← max{g(v) + h(v), f(u)} ;; Apply path-max heuristic
depth(v)← depth(u) + 1 ;; Increase depth value
ref(v)← 0 ;; Set reference count
ref(u)← ref(u) + 1 ;; Increment reference count of new parent
ref(parent(v))← ref(parent(v))− 1 ;; Update counter of old parent
if (ref(parent(v)) = 0) ;; Previous parent doesn’t lie on a solution path

DeleteRec(parent(v)) ;; Call Alg. 7.10
parent(v)← u ;; Update predecessor link
if (v not in Open) Insert v into Open ;; Re-insert

Algorithm 7.7: Update procedure in SMAG for newly generated nodes.

we still have an idea of how worthwhile it is to go anywhere from u. The backed-up
values provide a more informed estimate.

When regenerating forgotten nodes, in order to reduce the number of repeated expan-
sions we would also like to use the most informed estimate. Unfortunately, the estimates
of individual paths are lost. One considerable improvement is the so-called path-max
heuristic (as introduced in Sec. 3.2.1): If the heuristic is at least admissible, since a child’s
goal distance can only be smaller than the parent’s by the edge cost, it is valid to apply
the bound max{f(v), f(u)− w(u, v)}, where v ∈ Succ(u).

One complication of the algorithm is the need to prune a node from the Closed list if it
does not occur on the best path to any fringe node. Since these nodes are essentially use-
less, they can cause memory leaks. The problem can be solved by introducing a reference
counter for each node that keeps track of the number of successor nodes whose parent
pointer refers to them. When this count goes to zero, the node can be deleted; moreover,
this might give rise to a chain of ancestor deletions as sketched in Alg. 7.10.

Since the algorithm requires both selection of the minimum and the maximum f -
value, the implementation needs a refined data structure. We could e.g., use two heaps,
or a balanced tree. To select a node according to its depth, a tree of trees could also be
employed.

As an example of state generation in SMAG, we take a search tree with six nodes as
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Procedure MemoryControl
Input: Nodes u and v, memory limit maxMem
Side effects: Delete unpromising nodes from memory

if (|Closed|+ |Open| ≥ maxMem) ;; Memory limit reached
Let M be the nodes in Open with maximum f(u) ;; Minimum elements
Select u from M with maximum depth(u) ;; Minimum depth element
Remove u from Open ;; Deepest node with max. f -value
next(parent(u))← min{next(parent(u)), index(u)} ;; Add u to parent(u)’s list
ref(parent(u))← ref(parent(u))− 1 ;; Update counter of old parent
if (parent(u) not in Open) ;; parent not in search frontier

Insert parent(u) into Open ;; Re-insert
if (parent(u) in Closed) ;; Parent already expanded

Remove parent(u) from Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes

Algorithm 7.8: Deleting unpromising nodes in SMAG.

Procedure Backup
Input: Node u
Side effects: Update heuristic estimates for u’s ancestors

U ← min{f(v) | v ∈ Succ(u)} ;; Best successor merit
if (U > f(u)) ;; Worse then current merit

f(u)← U ;; Reorder frontier according to new f -value
if (parent(u) 6= ∅ and Succ(u) ⊆ Open ∪ Closed) ;; All successors in memory

Backup(parent(u)) ;; Recursive call

Algorithm 7.9: Backing up heuristic values in SMAG.

shown in Fig. 7.4. Let the memory limit be assigned to store at most three nodes. Initially,
node a is stored in memory with cost 20, then nodes b and c are generated next with costs
of 30 and 25, respectively. Now a node has to be deleted to continue exploration. We
take node c because it has highest cost. Node a is annotated with cost 30, which is the
lowest cost for a deleted child. Successor node d of node b is generated with cost 45. Since
node d is not a solution it is deleted and node b is annotated with 45. The next child of
b, node e is then generated. Since node e is not a solution either, node e is deleted and
node b is regenerated, because node b is the node with the next best cost. After node b is
regenerated, node c is deleted, so that goal node f with zero cost is found.

7.2 Non-Admissible Search

In Sec. 3.2.1 we have seen that the use of an admissible heuristic guarantees that algo-
rithm A* will find an optimal solution. However, as problem graphs are so huge, waiting
for the algorithm to terminate becomes unacceptable, if regarding the limitation of main
memory the algorithm can be carried out at all. Therefore, variants of heuristic search al-
gorithms were developed that do not insist on the optimal solution, but a good solution
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Procedure DeleteRec
Input: Node u
Side effects: Delete nodes with zero reference count

if (parent(u) 6= ∅) ;; If parent exists
ref(parent(u))← ref(parent(u))− 1 ;; Update reference count

if (ref(parent(u)) = 0) ;; If parent no longer exists
DeleteRec(parent(u)) ;; Recursive Call

Delete(u) ;; Physical change

Algorithm 7.10: Recursive deletion of unused Closed nodes.
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Figure 7.4: Example of Algorithm SMAG* (stages left-to-right, top-to-bottom). Annota-
tions for the nodes include its unique label and the h-cost associated with it, while an-
notations for the edges provide its weight. Additionally, backup f -values are provided.
Black nodes illustrate expanded, gray nodes are generated nodes in the cache with a ca-
pacity of 3 elements, hollow nodes are deleted from the memory.

in feasible time and space. Some strategies even sacrifice completeness and may fail to
find a solution of a solvable problem instance. These algorithm usually come with strate-
gies that decrease the likelihood of such errors. Moreover, they are able to obtain optimal
solutions to problems where IDA* and A* fail.
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7.2.1 Enforced Hill-Climbing

Hill-climbing is a greedy search engine that selects the best successor node under eval-
uation function h, and commits the search to it. Then the successor serves as the actual
node, and the search continues. Of course, hill-climbing does not necessarily find optimal
solutions. Moreover, it can be trapped in state space problem graphs with dead-ends. On
the other hand, the method proves to be extremely efficient for some problems.

A more stable version is enforced hill-climbing. It picks a successor node, only if it has
a strictly better evaluation than the current node. Since this node might not be in the
immediate neighborhood of the current node enforced hill-climbing searches for that node
in breadth-first manner. We have depicted the pseudo-code for the driver in Alg. 7.11.
The BFS procedure is shown in Alg. 7.12. We assume a proper heuristic with h(t) = 0, if
and only if t is a goal. An example is provided in Fig. 7.5.

Procedure Enforced-Hill-Climbing
Input: Implicitly given graph with start node s

successor generating function Expand.
Output: Path to node t ∈ T .

u← s; h← h(s) ;; Initialize search
while (h 6= 0) ;; As far as goal node not found

(u′, h′)← EHC-BFS(u, h) ;; Search for improvement
if (h′ =∞) return ∅ ;; No better evaluation found
u← u′ ;; Update u for next iteration
h← h′ ;; Update h

return Path(u) ;; Return solution path

Algorithm 7.11: Enforced hill-climbing.

Procedure EHC-BFS
Input: Node u with evaluation h(u)
Output: Node v with evaluation h(v) < h(u) or failure.

Enqueue(Q, u) ;; Add initial node to queue
while (Q 6= ∅) ;; As far as queue not empty

v ← Dequeue(Q) ;; Take first node from queue
if (h(v) < h(u)) return (v, h(v)) ;; Abort search
Succ(v)← Expand(v) ;; Generate successor set
for each w in Succ(w) ;; For all successors

Enqueue(Q,w) ;; Add result to end of queue
return (·,∞) ;; No improvement found

Algorithm 7.12: BFS searching for a better state v.

Theorem 7.1 (Completeness Enforced Hill-Climbing) If the state space graph contains no dead-
ends then Alg. 7.12 will find a solution.
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Figure 7.5: Example of enforced hill climbing (2 iterations). Black nodes are expanded
within the BFS, gray nodes are exit states. The first BFS iteration (left), starting at the
root, with h-value 2 generates a successor of smaller h-value 1 immediately. The second
BFS iteration (right) searches for a node with a h-value smaller than 1. It generates the
goal, so that the algorithm terminates.
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Figure 7.6: Search plateaus generated with enforced hill climbing. The start node s is
located in the first (top) layer and the goal node t is found in the last (bottom) layer.

PROOF: There is only one case that the algorithm does not find a solution, i.e., for some interme-
diate node v, no better evaluated node v can be found. Since BFS is a complete search method,
it will find a node on a solution path with better evaluation. In fact, if it were not terminated in case
of h(v) < h(u) but in case of h(v) = 0, it would find a full solution path.

If we have an unweighted problem graph, then it contains no dead-ends. Moreover,
any complete algorithm can be used instead of BFS. However, there is no performance
guarantee on the solution path obtained. An illustration of the search plateaus generated
by the enforced hill climbing algorithm is provided in Fig. 7.6. The plateaus do not have
to be disjoint as intermediate nodes in one layer can exceed the h-value for which the BFS
search was invoked.

7.2.2 Weighted A*

We often have that the heuristic h drastically underestimates the true distance, so that
we can obtain a more realistic estimate by scaling up its influence wrt. some parameter.
While this compromises optimality, it can lead to a significant speedup; an appropriate
choice, when searching under time of space constraints.

If one parameterizes fl(u) = l·h(u)+(1−l)·g(u) with l ∈ [0, 1], we obtain a continuous
range of best-first search variants Al, also denoted as weighted A*. For l = 0, we simulate
a breadth-first traversal of the problem space; for l = 1 we have greedy best-first search.
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Since 2f(u) = g(u) + h(u), algorithm A0.5 selects nodes in the same order as original A*.
If we choose l appropriately, the monotonicity of f is preserved.

Lemma 7.1 For l ≤ 0.5 and a consistent estimate h, fl is monotone.

PROOF: Since h is consistent we have f monotone, that is f(v) ≥ f(u) for all pairs (u, v) on a
solution path. Consequently,

fl(v) = l · h(v) + (1− l) · g(v)
= l · h(v) + (1− l) · (g(u) + w(u, v))
≥ l · (h(u)− w(u, v)) + (1− l) · (g(u) + w(u, v))
= l · h(u) + (1− l) · g(u) + (1− 2l) · w(u, v)
≥ l · h(u) + (1− l) · g(u) = fl(u),

since (1− l) · w(u, v)− l · w(u, v) = w(u, v)(1− 2l) ≥ 0.

Let us now relax the restrictions on l to obtain more efficient, though non-admissible
algorithms. The quality of the solution can still be bounded in the following sense.

Definition 7.1 (ε-Optimality) A search algorithm is ε-optimal, if it terminates with a solution
of maximum cost (1 + ε) · δ(s, T ), with ε denoting an arbitrary small positive constant.

Lemma 7.2 A* with f(u) = g(u) + (1 + ε) · h(u) for an admissible estimate h is ε-optimal.

PROOF: For nodes u in Open that satisfy invariant (I) (Lemma 3.2) we have f(u) = δ(s, u)+h(u)
and g(u) = δ(s, u) due to the re-weighting process. Therefore,

f(u) ≤ δ(s, u) + δ(u, T ) + ε · δ(u, T )
≤ δ(s, T ) + ε · δ(u, T )
≤ δ(s, T ) + ε · δ(s, T )
≤ (1 + ε) · δ(s, T )

Thus, if a node t ∈ T is selected we have f(t) ≤ (1 + ε) · δ(s, T ).

ε-optimality allows for more liberal selection of nodes for expansion.

Lemma 7.3 Let Focal = {u | f(u) ≤ (1 + ε) ·minu′∈Open f(u′)}. Then any selection of a node
in Focal yields an ε-optimal algorithm.

PROOF: Let u be the node in invariant (I) (Lemma 3.2) with f(u) = δ(s, u) + h(u) ≤ δ(s, u) +
δ(u, T ) = δ(s, T ) and let v be the node with minimal f -value in Open. Then f(v) ≤ f(u) and for a
goal t we have f(t) ≤ f(v) · (1 + ε) ≤ f(u) · (1 + ε) ≤ δ(s, T ) · (1 + ε)

7.2.3 k-Best First Search

A very different non-optimal search strategy modifies the selection condition in the
priority-queue data structure by considering larger sets of nodes without destroying its
internal f -order. The algorithm k-best first search is a generalization of best first search in
that each cycle expands the best k nodes from Open instead of the first best node only.
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Procedure k-Best-First-Search
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h,

successor generating function Expand, goal predicate Goal, and memory limit k
Output: Shortest path from s to goal node, or ∅ if no such path exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into search frontier
f(s)← h(s) ;; Initialize estimate
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

k′ ← min{k, |Open|} ;; No more nodes than there are in frontier
Remove elements u1, . . . , uk′ from Open with smallest f(ui) ;; Select up to k
Insert u1, . . . , uk′ into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
for i in {1, . . . , k′} ;; Expand all selected nodes

Succ(ui)← Expand(ui) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(ui) ;; For all successors v of ui

if (Goal(v)) return Path(v) ;; Goal found, return solution
Improve(ui, v) ;; Call relaxation subroutine

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 7.13: Algorithm k-best first search.

Successors are not examined until the rest of the previous k best nodes are expanded. A
pseudo-code implementation is provided in Alg. 7.13.

In light of this algorithm, best first search can be regarded as 1-best first search, and
breadth-first search as∞-best first search, since in each expansion cycle, all nodes in Open
are expanded.

The rationale of the algorithm is that if the level of impreciseness in a non-admissible
heuristic function increases, k-best first search avoids running in the wrong direction and
temporarily abandoning overestimated, optimal solution paths. It has been shown to
outperform best-first search in a number of domains.

On the other hand, it will not be advantageous in conjunction with admissible, mono-
tonic heuristics, since in this case all nodes whose cost is less than the optimal solution,
must be expanded anyway. However, when suboptimal solutions are affordable, k-best
first search can be a simple yet sufficiently powerful choice. From this point of view,
k-best first search is a natural competitor not for A*, but for weighted A* with l > 0.5.

7.2.4 Beam Search

A variation of k-best first search is k-beam search. While the former one keeps all nodes in
the Open-list, the latter one discards all but the best k nodes before each expansion step.
The parameter k is also known as the beam width and can scaled close to the limits of main
memory. Different from k-best first search, beam search makes local decisions and does
not move to another part of the search tree.

Restricted to blind breadth-first search exploration, only the most promising nodes at
each level of the problem graph are selected for further branching with the other nodes
pruned off permanently. This pruning rule is inadmissible, i.e., does not preserve the
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Figure 7.7: Improving coverage: iterative broadening (left), enlarging the beam width
and restarts (right), e.g. wrt. different hash functions.

optimality of the search algorithm. The main motivation to sacrifice optimality and to
restrict the beam width is the limit of main memory. By varying the beam width, it is
possible to change the search behavior; with width 1 it corresponds to a greedy search
behavior, with no limits on width to a complete search using A*. By bounding the width,
the complexity of the search becomes linear in the depth of the search instead of expo-
nential. More precisely, the time and memory complexity of beam search is O(kd), where
d is the depth of the search tree. Iterative broadening (also known as iterative weakening)
performs a sequence of beam searches in which a weaker pruning rule is used in each
iteration. This strategy is iterated until a solution of sufficient quality has been obtained
and is illustrated in Fig. 7.7 (left).

Procedure k-Beam-Search
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h, successor

generating function Expand, goal predicate Goal and memory limit k
Output: Shortest path from s to goal node, or ∅ if no such path exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into search frontier
f(s)← h(s) ;; Initialize estimate
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

k′ ← min{k, |Open|} ;; Not more nodes than in search frontier
Remove elements u1, . . . , uk′ from Open with smallest f(ui) ;; Select up to k nodes
for i in {1, . . . , k′} ;; Expand all selected nodes

Succ(ui)← Expand(ui) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(ui) ;; For all successors v of ui

if (Goal(v)) return Path(v) ;; Goal found, return solution
Insert v as successor of ui into Open ;; Call relaxation subroutine

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 7.14: Algorithm k-beam search.

7.2.5 Partial A* and Partial IDA*

During the study of partial hash functions such as bit-state hashing, double bit-state hashing,
and hash compact (see Chap. 4), we have seen that the sizes of the hash tables can be
decreased considerably. This is paid for by giving up search optimality, since some states
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Figure 7.8: Effect of partial state storage (right) on the coverage of the state space wrt. full
state storage (left); shaded area illustrates main memory capacity.

can no longer be disambiguated. As we have seen, partial hashing is a compromise to
the space requirements that full state storage algorithms have and can be casted as a
non-admissible simplification to traditional heuristic search algorithms. In the extreme
case, partial search algorithms are not even complete, since it they can miss an existing
goal state due to wrong pruning. The probability can be reduced either by enlarging the
number of bits in the remaining vector or by re-invoking the algorithm with different
hash functions (see Fig. 7.7 (right)).

partial A* applies bit-state hashing for A*’s Closed-list. The hash table for degenerates
to a bit array without any collision strategy (we write Closed[i] to highlight the difference).
Note that partial A* is applied without reopening, even if the estimate is not admissible,
since the resulting algorithm cannot guarantee optimal solutions anyway. The effect of
partial state storage is illustrated in Fig. 7.8. If only parts of a states are stored, more states
fit into main memory.

In order to analyze the consequences of applying non-reversible compression meth-
ods, we concentrate on bit-state hashing. Our focus on this technique is also motivated
by the fact that bit-state hashing compresses states drastically down to one or few bits
emphasizing the advantages of depth-first search algorithms. Alg. 7.15 depicts the A*
search algorithm with (single) bit-state hashing compression.

Given M bits of memory, single bit-state hashing is able to store M states. This saves
memory of factor Ω(log |S|), since the space requirements for an explicit state are at least
log |S| bits. For large state spaces and less efficient state encodings the gains in state space
coverage for bit-state hashing are considerable.

First of all, states in the search frontier can hardly be compressed. Secondly, it is often
necessary to keep track of the path that leads to each state. An additional observation is
that many heuristic functions and algorithms require the access the length (or cost) of the
optimal path through which the state was reached.

There are two solutions to these problems: either information is recomputed by
traversing the path that leads to the state, or it is stored together with the state. The
first so-called state reconstruction method increases time complexity, while the second one
increases the memory requirements. Still state reconstruction needs storing a predecessor
link, which on a W -bit processor typically requires W bits.

It is not trivial to analyze the amount of information needed to store the set Open,
specially considering that problem graphs are not regular. However, experimental results
show that the search frontier frequently grows exponentially with the search depth, such
that compressing the set of closed states does not help much. Hence, applying bit-state
compression for search algorithms such as BFS is not as effective as it is in DFS.

Non-admissible bit-state hashing can also be used in combination with linear IDA*
search. The implementation of Partial IDA* is shown in Alg. 7.16. Bit-state hashing can
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Procedure Partial-A*
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h, successor

generating function Expand, goal predicate Goal, hash table size M , function hash
Output: Shortest path to goal node, or ∅ if no such path exists

for each i in {1, . . . ,M} Closed [i] ← false ;; Initialize bit-state list
Open← {s} ;; Initialize search frontier
f(s)← h(s) ;; Set initial cost value
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; Loop until goal found or not reachable

Remove u from Open with minimum f(u) ;; Select node for expansion
Closed [hash(u)]← true ;; Mark element visited
if (Goal(u)) ;; Check for termination

return Path(u) ;; Return solution
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors of u

if (v in Open) ;; Successor in search frontier
f(v)← min{f(v), g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v)} ;; Update cost

if (v not in Open and Closed [hash(v)] = false) ;; Successor new
f(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Compute cost
Insert v into Open ;; Update search frontier

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 7.15: Generic heuristic search algorithm with bit-state compression.

be combined with transposition table updates propagating f - or h-value back to the root,
but as the pruning technique is incomplete and annotating any information at a partially
stored state is memory intense, it is simpler to initialize the hash table in each iteration.

Refreshing large bit-vector tables is fast in practice, but for shallow searches with a
small number of expanded nodes this scheme can be improved by invoking ordinary
IDA* with transposition table updates for smaller thresholds and by applying bit-vector
exploration in large depths only.

7.3 Reduction of the Closed List

When searching tree-structured state spaces, the Closed-list is usually much smaller than
the Open-list, since the number of generated nodes is exponentially growing with search
depth. However, in some problem domains its size might actually dominate the over-
all memory requirements. For example, in the GRIDWORLD problem, the Closed-list is
roughly described as an area of quadratic, while the Open-list of linear size. We will
see that search algorithms can be modified such that, when running out of space during
the search, much or all of the Closed list can be temporarily discarded and only later be
partially reconstructed in order to obtain the solution path.
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Procedure Partial-IDA*
Input: Node u, path cost g, upper bound U , hash table size M , hash function hash
Output: Shortest path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such exists
Side effects: Update threshold U ′

if (Goal(u)) exit with Path(u) ;; Terminate search
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors

if not (Closed [hash(v)]) ;; State not in hash table
Closed [hash(v)] ← true ;; Insert fingerprint
f(v)← g + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Compute heuristic estimate
if (f(v) > U ) ;; Cost exceeds old bound

if (f(v) < U ′) ;; Cost smaller than new bound
U ′ ← f(v) ;; Update new bound

else ;; f -value below current threshold
Partial-IDA*(v, g + w(u, v)) ;; Recursive call

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 7.16: Partial IDA* algorithm based on single bit-state hashing.

7.3.1 Dynamic Programming in Implicit Graphs

The main precondition of most dynamic programming algorithmsis that the search graph
has to be acyclic. This ensures a topological order � on the nodes such that u � v when-
ever u is an ancestor of v.

For example, this is the case for the rectangular lattice of the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE

ALIGNMENT problem. Typically, the algorithm is described as explicitly filling out the
cells of a fixed-size, pre-allocated matrix. However, we can equivalently transfer the
representation to implicitly defined graphs in a straightforward by modifying Dijkstra’s
algorithm to use the level of a node as the heap key, instead of its g-value. This might save
us space, in case we can prune the computation to only a part of the grid. A topological
sorting can be partitioned into levels leveli by forming disjoint, exhaustive, and contigu-
ous subsequences of the node ordering. Alignments can be computed by proceeding in
rows, columns, anti-diagonals, and many more possible partitions.

When dynamic programming traverses a k-dimensional lattice in anti-diagonals, the
Open list consists of at most k levels (e.g., for k = 2, the parents to the left and top of a cell
u at level are at level− 1, and the diagonal parent to the top-left at level− 2); Thus, it is of
order O(kNk−1), one dimension smaller than the search space O(Nk).

The only reason to store the Closed list is for tracing back the solution path once the
target has been reached. A means to reduce the number of nodes that have to be stored
for path reconstruction is to associate, similar as in Sec. 7.1.4, a reference count with each
node that maintains the number of children on whose optimal path it lies. The pseudo-
code is shown in Alg. 7.17, and the corresponding node relaxation step in Alg. 7.18, where
procedure DeleteRec is the same as shown before in Alg. 7.10.

In general, the reference counting method has been experimentally shown to be able
to drastically reduce the size of the stored Closed list. It is possible, however, to go even
further.
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Procedure Dynamic-Programming
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w,

successor generating function Expand, goal predicate Goal, level function level(u)
Output: Shortest path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
g(s)← 0 ;; Initialize path costs
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Remove u from Open with minimum level(u) ;; Level-wise expansion
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; If goal is found return solution
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors

Improve(u, v) ;; Update search structures, g-, and f -value (Alg. 7.18)
if (ref(u) = 0) ;; No goal found in subtree

DeleteRec(u) ;; Call Alg. 7.10
return ∅ ;; No solution found

Algorithm 7.17: Dynamic programming search algorithm.

Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, g(v), Open, and Closed

if (v not in (Open ∪ Closed) or g(u) + w(u, v) < g(v)) ;; New or shorter
g(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) ;; Update shortest found path
ref(u)← ref(u) + 1 ;; Increment new parent’s reference count
if (parent(v) 6= ∅) ;; Previous parent exists

ref(parent(v))← ref(parent(v))− 1 ;; Decrement reference count of old parent
if (ref(parent(v)) = 0) ;; Node v was the last child left

DeleteRec(parent(v)) ;; No longer useful (Alg. 7.10)
parent(v)← u ;; Reset parent
if (v not in Open) ;; Node is not generated

Insert v into Open ;; Update search frontier
if (v in Closed) ;; Node already visited

Remove v from Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes

Algorithm 7.18: Edge relaxation step in dynamic programming.

7.3.2 Divide-and-Conquer Solution Reconstruction

Hirschberg first noticed that when we are only interested in determining the cost of an
optimal alignment, it is not necessary to store the whole matrix; instead, when proceed-
ing e.g. by rows, it suffices to keep track of only k of them at a time, deleting each row as
soon as the next one is completed. This reduces the space requirement by one dimension,
from O(Nk) to O(kNk−1); a considerable improvement for long sequences. Unfortu-
nately, this method doesn’t provide us with the actual solution path; In order to recover
it after termination of the search, re-computation of the lost cell values is needed. The
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solution is to apply the algorithm twice to half the grid each, once in forward direction,
and once in backward direction, meeting at a some intermediate relay layer. By adding
the corresponding forward and backward distances, the cell lying on an optimal path
can be recovered. This cell essentially splits the problem into two smaller subproblems,
one starting at the upper left corner, and the other at the lower right corner; they can be
recursively solved using the same method. Since in two dimensions, solving a problem
of half the dimension is roughly four times easier, the overall computation time is at most
double of that when storing the full Closed-list; the overhead reduces even more in higher
dimensions. Further refinements of Hirschberg’s algorithm exploit additionally available
memory to store more than one node on an optimal path, thereby reducing the number
of re-computations.

7.3.3 Frontier Search

Frontier search is motivated by the attempt of generalizing the space reduction for the
Closed list achieved by Hirschberg’s algorithm to general best-first search. It mainly ap-
plies to problem graphs that are directed or acyclic but has been extended to more gen-
eral graph classes. It is especially effective if the ratio of Closed to Open list sizes is large.
Fig. 7.9 illustrates frontier search in an undirected GRIDWORLD. All generated nodes as
well as tags for the used incoming operators to prevent reentering the set of expanded
node, which initially consists of the start state.

Figure 7.9: Snapshots during frontier search in the GRIDWORLD. Situation after expand-
ing the first node (top left), after expanding another node memorizing the incoming
edges (top right), after deleting the node that has been expanded (bottom left), and after
two more expansions (bottom right).

In directed acyclic graphs frontier search is even more apparent. Fig. 7.10 schemati-
cally depicts a snapshot during a two-dimensional alignment problem, where all nodes
with f -value no larger than the current fmin have been expanded. Since the accuracy of
the heuristic decreases with the distance to the goal, the typical ’onion-shaped’ distribu-
tion results, with the bulk being located closer to the start node, and tapering out towards
higher levels.
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Figure 7.10: Snapshot during best-first search in pairwise alignment (schematically).

However, in contrast to the Hirschberg algorithm, A* still stores all of the explored
nodes in the Closed list. As a remedy, we obtain two new algorithms.

Divide-and-conquer bidirectional search performs bidirectional breadth-first search with
the Closed lists omitted. When the two search frontiers meet, an optimal path has been
found, and a node on it in the intersection of the search frontiers. At this point, the
algorithm is recursively called for the two subproblems: the one from the start node to
the middle node, and the other one from the middle node to the target.

Divide-and-conquer forward frontier search searches only in forward direction, without
the Closed list. In the first phase, a goal t with optimal cost f∗ is searched. In the second
phase the search is re-invoked with a relay layer at about f∗/2. When a node on a relay
layer is encountered, all its children store it as their parent. Subsequently, every node past
the middle line saves its respective ancestor on the middle line that lies on its shortest
path from the start node. When the search terminates, the stored node in the relay layer
is an intermediate node roughly halfway on an optimal solution path. This intermediate
state i from s to t is detected, in the last phase the algorithm is recursively called for the
two subproblems from s to i, and from i to t. Fig. 7.11 depicts the recursion step (left)
and the problem in directed graphs of falling back behind the current search frontier
(right), if the width of the search frontier is too small. For this case, several duplicates are
generated.

Apart from keeping track of the solution path, A* uses the stored Closed-list to prevent
the search from leaking back, in the following sense. A consistent heuristic ensures that (as
in the case of Dijkstra’s algorithm) at the time a node is expanded, its g-value is optimal,
and hence it is never expanded again. However, if we try to delete the Closed nodes,
then there can be topologically smaller nodes in Open with a higher f -value; when those
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Figure 7.11: Divide-and-conquer forward frontier search (left) and the problem of back
leaks (right), s is the start, t the goal and i an intermediate state that is located in a relay
layer in or close to bδ(s, t)/2c.

are expanded at a later stage, they can lead to the re-generation of the node at a non-
optimal g-value, since the first instantiation is no longer available for duplicate checking.
In Fig. 7.10, nodes that might be subject to spurious re-expansion are marked “X”. The
problem of the search frontier “leaking back” into previously expanded Closed nodes is
the main obstacle for Closed list reduction in best-first search.

One suggested workaround is to save, with each state, a list of move operators de-
scribing forbidden moves leading to Closed nodes. However, this implies that the node
representation cannot be constant, but grows exponentially with the problem dimension.
Another way out is to insert all possible parents of an expanded node into Open specially
marked as not yet reached. However, this inflates the Open list and is incompatible with
many other pruning schemes.

7.3.4 *Sparse Memory Graph Search

The reduction of frontier search has inspired most of the upcoming algorithms. A promis-
ing attempt at memory reduction is sparse memory graph search, SMGS for short. It is based
on a compressed representation of the Closed list that allows the removal of many, but not
all nodes. Compared to frontier search it describes an alternative scheme of dealing with
back leaks.

Let Pred(v) denote the set of predecessors for node v, that is Pred(v) = {u | (u, v) ∈ E}.
The kernel K(Closed) of the set of visited nodes Closed is defined as the set of nodes for
which all predecessors are already contained in Closed:

K(Closed) = {u ∈ Closed | ∀v ∈ Pred(u) : p ∈ Closed}.

The rest of the Closed nodes is called the boundary B(Closed):

B(Closed) = Closed \ K(Closed) = {v ∈ Closed | ∃u ∈ Pred(v), u 6∈ Closed}.

The Closed nodes form a volume in the search space enclosing the start node; nodes
outside this volume cannot reach any node inside it without passing through the bound-
ary. Thus, storing the boundary is sufficient to avoid back leaks.

A sparse solution path is an ordered list (s = v0, . . . , vd = t) with d ≥ 1 and∑d−1
i=1 δ(vi, vi+1) = δ(s, t); i.e., it consists of a sequence of ancestor nodes on an optimal

path where vi doesn’t necessarily have to be a direct parent of vi+1. All Closed nodes
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except boundary nodes and relay nodes can be deleted, i.e., nodes that are used to re-
construct the corresponding solution path from the sparse representation. SMGS tries
to make maximum use of available memory by lazily deleting nodes only if necessary
because the algorithm’s memory consumption approaches the computer’s limit.

The algorithm SMGS assumes that the in-degree |Pred(v)| of each node v can be com-
puted. Moreover, the heuristic h must be consistent, i.e., w(u, v) + h(u) − h(v) ≥ 0 for
edge u, v, so that no re-opening can take place.

The core algorithm SMGS is very similar to the standard algorithm, except for the
reconstruction of the solution path, which is shown in Alg. 7.19. Starting from a goal
node, we follow the ancestor pointers as usual. However, if we encounter a gap, the
problem is dealt with a recursive call of the search procedure. Two successive nodes on
the sparse path are taken as start and goal node. Note that these decomposed problems
are by far smaller and easier to solve than the original one.

Procedure Path
Input: Goal node u
Output: Complete solution path from s to u

Path← (u) ;; initialize Path
while (ancestor(u) 6= ∅) ;; root not yet reached

if (ancestor(u) in Pred(u)) ;; Ordinary edge
Path← (ancestor(u),Path) ;; Add ancestor to path

else ;; Contracted edge
subPath← SMGS(ancestor(u), u) ;; Recursive call to fill in gap
Path← (subPath,Path) ;; Add partial path

u← ancestor(u) ;; continue loop
return Path ;; Path complete

Algorithm 7.19: Solution reconstruction in Sparse-Memory Graph Search.

Alg. 7.20 illustrates the edge relaxation step for SMGS. Each generated and stored
node u keeps track of the number of unexpanded predecessors in a variable ref(u). It is
initialized with the in-degree of the node minus one, accounting for its parent. During
expansion the ref-value is appropriately decremented; kernel nodes can then be easily
recognized by ref(u) = 0.

The pruning procedure (Alg. 7.21) prunes nodes in two steps. Before deleting ker-
nel nodes, it updates the ancestral pointer of its boundary successors to the next higher
boundary node. Further pruning of the resulting relay nodes is prevented by setting its
ref-value to infinity.

Fig. 7.12 gives a small example for the algorithm in the context of the multiple se-
quence alignment problem. The input consists of the two strings TGACTGC and ACGAGAT,
assuming that a match incurs no cost, a mismatch introduces cost 1, while a gap corre-
sponds to cost 2.

7.3.5 Breadth-First Heuristic Search

The term breadth-first heuristic search is short for the sparse-memory algorithm breadth-
first branch-and-bound search with layered duplicate detection. It is based on the obser-
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Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u; memory limit maxMem
Side effects: Update parent of v, Open, and Closed ;

If memory limit reached, delete Closed nodes

if (v in Open) ;; Node already in search frontier
ref(v)← ref(v)− 1 ;; Decrease predecessor counter
if (g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) < f(v)) ;; New path shorter

f(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; DecreaseKey operation
ancestor(v)← u ;; Update predecessor

else if (v in Closed) ;; Node already expanded
ref(v)← ref(v)− 1 ;; Decrease predecessor counter

else ;; New node
ref(v)← |Pred(v)| − 1 ;; Compute in-degree
ancestor(v)← u ;; Set ancestor
Insert v into Open with f(v) ;; Add new node to search frontier
if (|Open ∪ Closed| > maxMem) ;; Memory capacity exceeded

PruneClosed ;; Release memory (Alg. 7.21)

Algorithm 7.20: Improve Procedure for SMGS.

Procedure PruneClosed
Side effects: Delete Closed nodes with zero reference counts

for each (u in Open ∪ Closed) ;; For all generated nodes
if (ancestor(u) in Pred(u)) ;; Ancestor is predecessor

v ← ancestor(u) ;; Set temporary variable
while (v in Closed and ref(v) = 0) ;; Node v visited and completed

v ← ancestor(v) ;; Go to ancestor
if (v 6= ancestor(u)) ;; If temporary is not initial ancestor

ancestor(u)← v ;; Set ancestor
ref(v)←∞ ;; Do not remove relay nodes

for each (u ∈ Closed) ;; For all visited nodes u
if (ref(u) = 0) ;; If predecessor value is zero

Remove u from Closed ;; Free memory

Algorithm 7.21: Pruning the list of expanded nodes in SMGS.

vation that the storage of nodes serves two proposes. First, duplicate detection allows to
recognize states that are reached along a different path. Second, it allows to reconstruct
the solution path after finding the goal using the l inks to the predecessors. IDA* can be
seen as a method that gives up duplicate detection, while breadth-first heuristic search
gives up solution reconstruction.

Breadth-first search divides the problem graph into layers of increasing depth. If the
graph is uniformly weighted, then all nodes in one layer have the same g-value. More-
over, as shown for frontier search at least for regular graphs, we can omit the Closed list
and reconstruct the solution path based on an existing relay layer kept in main memory.
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Figure 7.12: Example for pruning MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT with SMGS; ex-
ploration process before the reduction of the Closed list (left), compressed representation
after the reduction (right) (nodes in Closed are highlighted.

Subsequently, breadth-first heuristic search combines breadth-first search with an
upper-bound pruning scheme (that allows the pruning of frontier nodes according to
the combined cost function f = g + h) together with frontier search to eliminate already
expanded nodes. The assumption is that the sizes of the search frontiers for breadth-first
and best-first search differ and that using divide-and-conquer solution reconstruction is
more memory efficient for breadth-first search.

Instead of maintaining used operator edges together with each problem graph node,
the algorithms maintain a set of layers of parent nodes. In undirected graphs two parent
layers are sufficient, as the successor of a node that is a duplicate has to appear either in
the actual layer or in the layer of previous nodes. More formally, assume that the levels
Open0, . . . ,Openi−1 have already been computed correctly. We consider a successor v of a
node u ∈ Openi−1: the distance from s to v is at least i− 2 because otherwise the distance
of u would be less than i − 1. Thus v ∈ Openi−2 ∪ Openi−1 ∪ Openi. Therefore, we can
correctly subtract Openi−1 and Openi−2 from the set of all successors of Openi−1 to build
the duplicate-free search frontier Openi for the next layer.

Suppose that an upper bound U on the optimal solution cost f∗ is known. Then
node expansion can immediately discard successor nodes whose f -values are larger than
U . The pseudo-code implementation using two backup BFS-layers for storing states as-
sumes an undirected graph and is shown in Alg. 7.22. The lists Open and Closed are par-
titioned along the nodes’ depth values. The relay layer r is initially set to bU/2c. During
the processing of layer l the elements are moved from Openl to Closedl and new elements
are inserted into Openl+1. After a level is completed l increases. The Closed list for layer
l and the Open list for layer (l + 1) are initialized to the empty set. In case a solution is
found the algorithm is invoked recursively to enable divide-and-conquer solution recon-
struction from s to m and from m to the established goal u, where m is the node in relay
layer r that realizes minimum costs wrt. u. Node m is found using the link ancestor(u),
which in case a previous layer is deleted, is updated as follows. For all nodes u below the
relay layer we set ancestor(u) to s. For all nodes above the relay layer we set ancestor(u) to
ancestor(ancestor(u)) unless we encounter a node in the relay layer. (The implementation
of DeleteLayer is left as an exercise.)

If all nodes were stored in main memory, breadth-first heuristic search would usually
traverse more nodes than A*. However, like sparse memory graph search, the main im-
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Figure 7.13: Effect of breadth-first heuristic search: area expanded by A* shaded gray,
best-first search frontier (left), and breadth-first search frontier (right) illustrated as el-
lipses in bold face.

pact of breadth-first heuristic search lies in its combination with divide-and-conquer solu-
tion reconstruction. We have already encountered the main obstacle for this technique
in heuristic search algorithms, the problem of back leaks; in order to avoid node re-
generation, a boundary between the frontier and the interior of the explicitly generated
search graph has to maintained, which dominates the algorithm’s space requirements.
The crucial observation is that this boundary can be expected to be much smaller for
breadth-first search than for best-first search; an illustration is given in Fig. 7.13. Es-
sentially, a fixed number of layers suffices to isolate the earlier layers. In addition, the
implementation is much easier.

As said, BFHS assumes an upper bound U on the optimal solution cost f∗ as an input.
There are different strategies to find U . One option is to use approximate algorithms like
hill-climbing or weighted A* search. Alternatively, we can use an iterative deepening
approach as in IDA*, starting with U ← h(s) and continuously increasing the bound.
Since the underlying search strategy is BFS, the algorithm has been called breadth-first
iterative deepening.

7.3.6 Locality

How many layers are sufficient for full duplicate detection in general is dependent on a
property of the search graph called locality.

Definition 7.2 (Locality) For a weighted problem graph G the locality is defined as

localityG = max{δ(s, u)− δ(s, v) + w(u, v) | u ∈ S, v ∈ Succ(u)}.

For undirected and unweighted graphs we have w ≡ 1. Moreover, δ(s, u) and δ(s, v)
differ by at most 1, so that the locality turns out to be 2. The locality determines the
thickness of the search frontier needed to prevent duplicates in the search. Note that the
layer that is currently expanded is included in the computation of the locality but the
layer that is currently generated is not.
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Procedure BFHS
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h,

successor generating function Expand, goal predicate Goal, threshold U
Output: Shortest path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such exists

ancestor(s)← ∅ {Initialize link for solution reconstruction}
Open0 ← {s}; Open1 ← Closed0 ← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
l← 0; r ← bU/2c ;; Initialize BFS level and relay layer
while (Openl ∪Openl+1 6= ∅) ;; Horizon not empty

while (Openl 6= ∅) ;; Current level not empty
Remove u from Openl with minimum f(u) ;; Extract best frontier node
Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
if (Goal(u)) ;; Terminal node reached

m← ancestor(u) ;; Node in relay layer
if (u in Succ(s)) ;; Node m is direct successor of s

P1 ← (s,m) ;; Simple path
else P1 ← BFHS(s,m, g(m)) ;; Recursive call
if (u in Succ(s)) ;; Node u is direct successor of m

P2 ← (m,u) ;; Simple path
else P2 ← BFHS(m,u, g(u)− g(m)) ;; Recursive call
return P1P2 ;; Concatenate two paths

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor set

Improve(u, v) ;; Change lists and prune wrt. U (Alg. ??)
if (l 6= r) ;; Relay layer not met

PruneLayer(l) ;; Remove layer, updating ancestor links
l← l + 1; Openl+1 ← Closedl ← ∅ ;; Prepare next layer

return ∅ ;; No solution found

Algorithm 7.22: Breadth-first heuristic search.

Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u, layer l
Side effects: Update ancestor link of v, Openl+1 Closed

if (g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ≤ U) ;; Search threshold condition
if (v not in Closedl−1 ∪ Closedl) ;; Frontier pruning condition

ancestor(v)← u ;; Initialize predecessor link
Insert v into Openl+1 with f(v) ;; Update next search frontier

Algorithm 7.23: Update of a problem graph edge in Alg. 7.22.

While the locality is dependent on the graph the duplicate detection scope also depends
on the search algorithm applied. We call a search graph a g-ordered best-first search
graph if each node is maintained in buckets matching its g-value. For breadth-first search,
the search tree is generated with increasing path lengths, while for weighted graphs the
search tree is generated with increasing path cost (this corresponds to Dijkstra’s explo-
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ration strategy in 1-LEVEL BUCKET data structure).

Theorem 7.2 (Locality determines Boundary) The number of buckets of a g-ordered best-first
search graph that need to be retained to prevent duplicate search effort is equal to the locality of
the search graph.

PROOF: Let us consider two nodes u and v, with v ∈ Succ(u). Assume that u has been
expanded for the first time, generating the successor v which has already appeared in the layers
0, . . . , δ(s, u)− localityG implying δ(s, v) ≤ δ(s, u)− localityG. We have

localityG ≥ δ(s, u)− δ(s, v) + w(u, v) ≥ δ(s, u)− δ(s, u)− localityG + w(u, v)
= localityG + w(u, v)

This is a contradiction to w(u, v) > 0.

To determine the number of shortest-path layers prior to the search, it is important
to establish sufficient criteria for the locality of a search graph. However, the condition
δ(s, u) − δ(s, v) + w(u, v) maximized over all nodes u and v ∈ Succ(u) is not a property
that can be easily checked before the search. So the question is, can we find a sufficient
condition or upper bound for it? The following theorem proves the existence of such a
bound.

Theorem 7.3 (Upper Bound on Locality) The locality of a problem graph can be bounded by the
minimal distance to get back from a successor node v to u, maximized over all u, plus w(u, v).

PROOF: For any nodes s, u, v in a graph, the triangular property of shortest path δ(s, u) ≤
δ(s, v) + δ(v, u) is satisfied, in particular for v ∈ Succ(u). Therefore δ(v, u) ≥ δ(s, u)− δ(s, v) and
max{δ(v, u) | u ∈ S, v ∈ Succ(u)} ≥ max{δ(s, u) − δ(s, v) | u ∈ S, v ∈ Succ(u)}. In positively
weighted graphs, we have δ(v, u) ≥ 0 such that max{δ(v, u)| u ∈ S, v ∈ Succ(u)} + w(u, v) is
larger than the locality.

Theorem 7.4 (Upper Bounds in Weighted Graphs) For undirected graphs with maximum edge
weight C we have localityG ≤ 2C.

PROOF: For undirected graphs with with maximum edge cost C we have

localityG ≤ max
u∈V,v∈Succ(u)

{δ(v, u)}+ C = max
u∈V,v∈Succ(u)

{δ(u, v)}+ C

= max
u∈V,v∈Succ(u)

{w(u, v)}+ C = 2C.

7.4 Reduction of the Open List

In this section we analyze different strategies that reduce the number of nodes in the
search frontier. First we look at different traversal policies that can be combined with a
branch-and-bound algorithm.

Even if the number of stored layers k is less than the locality of the graph, the number
of times a node can be re-opened in breadth-first heuristic search is only linear in the
depth of the search. This contrasts the exponential number of possible re-openings for
linear-space depth-first search strategies.
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Figure 7.14: Comparing breadth-first heuristic search (left) and divide-and-conquer beam
search (right) area expanded by A* shaded gray, breadth-first search frontier and relay
layer as ellipses.

7.4.1 Beam-Stack Search

We have seen that beam search accelerates search by not maintaining in each layer just
one node, but a fixed number maxMem. No layer of the search graph is allowed to grow
larger than the beam width so that the least-promising nodes are pruned from a layer
when memory is full. Unfortunately, this inadmissible pruning scheme means that the
algorithm is not guaranteed to terminate with an optimal solution.

Beam-stack search is a generalization of beam search that essentially turns it into an
admissible algorithm. It first finds the same solution like beam search, but then continues
to backtrack to pruned nodes in order to improve the solution over time. It can also
be seen as a modification of branch-and-bound search, and includes depth-first search
branch-and-bound and breadth-first search branch-and-bound as special cases. In the
first case the beam width is 1, and in the second case, the beam width is greater than or
equal to the size of the largest layer.

The first step towards beam stack search is divide-and-conquer beam search. It limits
the layer-width of breadth-first heuristic search to the amount of memory available. For
undirected search spaces, divide-and-conquer beam search stores three layers for dupli-
cate detection and one relay layer for solution reconstruction. The difference from tradi-
tional beam search is that it uses divide-and-conquer solution reconstruction to reduce
memory. Divide-and-conquer beam search has been shown to outperform e.g. weighted
A* in planning problems. Unfortunately, as with beam search, it is neither complete nor
optimal. An illustration of this strategy is provided in Fig. 7.14. To the left we see the
four layers (including the relay layer) currently stored breadth-first heuristic search. To
the right we have see that divide-and-conquer beam search explores a smaller corridor,
leading to less nodes to be stored in main memory.

The beam-stack search algorithm utilizes a specialized data structure called the beam
stack, a generalization of an ordinary stack used in DFS. In addition to the nodes, each
layer also contains one record of the breadth-first search graph. To allow backtracking,
the beam stack exploits the fact that the nodes can be sorted by their cost function f . We
assume that the costs are unique, and that ties are broken by refining the cost function
to some secondary order comparison criteria. On the stack in each layer an half-open
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interval [fmin, fmax) is stored, such that all nodes u are pruned with f(pu) < fmin and
all nodes are eliminated with an f(pu) ≥ fmax. All layers are initialized to [0, U) with U
being the current upper bound.

An illustration of beam-stack search is provided in Fig. 7.15. The algorithms is in-
voked with a beam width of 2 and an initial upper bound of∞. To the top of the figure
the problem graph is shown Nodes currently under consideration are shaded. Light
shading corresponds to the fact that a node could not be stored based on the memory
restriction. To the bottom of the graphs, the current value for U and the contents of the
beam stack is provided. We have highlighted four iterations. The first iteration expands
the start node and generates two of three successors for the next search depth. As all
weights were integer, the next possible value 3 is stored as the upper bound for the first
layer. When expanding the second layer, again one node does not satisfy the width. In
the next iteration we arrive at the goal on two possible path, suggesting a minimal solu-
tion of 8. The value overwrites the initial upper bound and is propagate bottom-up such
that 8 is the next upper bound to start with. As we have search all path corresponding
to a solution value smaller than 3 the lower bound is set to 3. The last step shows the
situation for searching the graph with the solution interval [3, 8]. It illustrates that beam-
stack search eventually finds the optimal solution 6 that is set to U and reported at the
root node.

Divide-and-conquer beam stack search combines divide-and-conquer solution recon-
struction with the beam-stack search. If memory becomes full, the nodes with the highest
f -values are deleted from the Open list. In divide-and-conquer beam-stack search there are
two complications to be resolved. First, divide-and-conquer solution reconstruction has
to be combined with backtracking. Since there are only a bounded number of layers in
memory, the layer to which the algorithm backtracks may not be in memory, so that it
has to be recovered. Fortunately, the beam-stack contains the interval of f -values to re-
cover a missing layer. The algorithm goes back to the start node and generates successor
nodes at each layer according to the corresponding beam-stack item, until all nodes in
the layer preceding the missing layer have been expanded. The other problem is the de-
cision on solution reconstruction or continuation of the search. If the algorithm starts
reconstructing the solution path using large amounts of memory, then the search infor-
mation computed so far is affected. For these cases a delayed solution reconstruction
approach is useful. Solution construction starts only if the search algorithm backtracks,
since this will delete search layers anyway.

Alg. 7.24 shows a recursive pseudo-code implementation of the search algorithm. Ini-
tially, the entire interval [0, U ] is pushed onto the beam stack. As long as no solution is
found, which means that there are unexplored intervals on the beam stack a recursive
search procedure beam-stack-wearch works on one interval from the initial node. If a so-
lution is found, then the upper bound value is updated. Subsequently, the refined upper
bound value truncates and eliminates the intervals on the beam stack. A goal has been
found if the upper bound is exceeded, otherwise the interval can be shortened by the
explored part.

To arrive at linear space performance of O(d · maxMem) elements, procedure
PruneLayer restricts the number of nodes stored. When beam-stack search prunes nodes
in a layer, it changes the fmax of the previous layer’s stack item to the lowest costs of the
nodes that have been pruned. This ensure that the search algorithm will not generate any
successor with a larger f -cost before backtracking to this layer. Backtracking is invoked
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Figure 7.15: Four iterations in beam-stack search; graph to be searched is visualized on
top of the content of the beam stack; the graph’s top node is the initial state, the node at
the bottom level is the goal.

if all successors of nodes in the current layer have an w-value greater than U . On every
backtrack beam-stack search forces the search beam to admit a different set of successors
by shifting the interval (fmin, fmax], i.e., the new fmin-value is initialized with fmax and
fmax is initialized with U .

Theorem 7.5 (Optimality of Beam-Stack Search) Beam-stack search is guaranteed to find an
optimal solution.

PROOF: We first show that, beam-stack search always terminates. If ∆ > 0 is the least operator
cost then maximum length of a path and the maximum depth of the beam-stack is at most dU/∆e.
If b is the maximal number of applicable operators (a.k.a. the maximal out-degree of the problem
graph), the number of backtracks in beam-stack search is bounded by O(bdU/∆e).

Moreover, beam-stack search systematically enumerates all successors of a level by shifting
the interval (fmin, fmax] of path costs. Therefore, no path will be ignored forever, unless the beam-
stack contains a node u with f(pu) > U or a node to which a lower-cost path has already been
found. Thus an optimal path must be found eventually.

As beam-stack stack search is a generalization to the two other branch-and-bound
algorithms above, with the proof above we have shown their optimality.

An illustration of divide-and-conquer beam-stack search is provided in Fig. 7.16
(right). In difference to ordinary beam stack search (left), intermediate layers are elim-
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Procedure Beam-Stack-Search
Input: Level l of beam stack, main memory bound maxMem
Side effects: Improvement to global variables U , bestPath

fmin,l ← 0; fmax,l ← U ;; Initialize top of beam stack
while (fmax,l < U ) ;; Promising nodes left

while (Openl 6= ∅) ;; Unexplored nodes in level l
Select u from Openl with minimum f(u) ;; Select node to expand
if (Goal(u)) ;; Goal encountered
U ← f(u); bestPath← Path(u) ;; Update bounds and solution path

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
Openl+1 ← Openl+1 ∪ Succ(u) ;; Level completed, start next level
PruneLayer(l + 1,maxMem) ;; Remove nodes no longer needed

Beam-Stack-Search(l + 1) ;; Call recursive search
fmin,l ← fmax,l; fmax,l ← U ;; Update top of beam stack

Procedure PruneLayer
Input: Level l of beam stack, main memory bound k
Side effects: Update Openl, fmax,l−1

if (|Openl| > k) ;; Layer too large
{ui1 , . . . , uik} ← Sort(Openl) ;; Sort open list according to increasing f -values
fmax,l−1 ← f(uik+1) ;; Update parent beam stack level
Openl ← {ui1 , . . . , uik} ;; Prune successors with larger f -value

Algorithm 7.24: The beam-stack search algorithm.
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Figure 7.16: Snapshots for ordinary (left) and divide-and-conquer beam-stack search
(right). The search tree is generated from bottom to the top to match the beam-stack
intervals. The active nodes that are contained in the beam are shaded. Each BFS-layer is
sorted by the f -value.

inated from main memory. If a solution has been found, it has to be reconstructed. The
beam width is induced by the resources of main memory.

7.4.2 Partial Expansion A*

The main observation that led to the development of Partial Expansion A* (PEA*) is that
classical A* search expands a node by always generating all of its successors. However,
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many of these nodes have an f -value larger than the optimal solution and hence will
never be selected. They just clutter the Open list and waste space.

In PEA*, see Alg. 7.25, each node stores an additional value F , which is the minimum
f -value of all of its yet non-generated children. In each iteration, only a node in Succ≤
with minimum F -value is expanded, and only those children with f = F can be inserted
into Open. After expansion a node transferred to the Closed list only when it has no more
non-generated successors left; otherwise, its F -value is updated to reflect the possible
increase in f -value due to the shrinking of set Succ>.

This algorithm has the advantage of only generating nodes with f value smaller than
the optimal cost, which cannot be avoided altogether. In experimental results in the do-
main of MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT, it has been shown to be able to reduce the
space memory requirement by about a factor of hundred. However, the overhead in com-
putation time can be considerable, since for minimum determination all possible edges
have to be considered, while only a few of them will actually be retained. As a remedy,
it was proposed to relax the condition by generating all children with f ≤ F + c at once,
for some small constant c.

Procedure PEA*
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s, weight function w, heuristic h,

successor generating function Expand, goal predicate Goal, constant C
Output: Shortest path to a goal node t ∈ T , or ∅ if no such path exists

Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize visited list structure
g(s)← 0 ;; Initialize path costs
F (s)← h(s) ;; Initialize merit
Open← {s} ;; Insert s into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long as there are frontier nodes

Select node u from Open with minimum F (u) ;; Select node for expansion
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; If goal is found return solution
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
Succ≤(u)← {v | v ∈ Succ(u), f(v) ≤ F (u) + c} ;; Minimal successors
Succ>(u)← {v | v ∈ Succ(u), f(v) > F (u) + c} ;; Non-minimal successors
for each v in Succ≤(u) ;; For all successors v of u

Improve(u, v) ;; Update search structures, g-, f -, and F -value
if (Succ>(u) = ∅) ;; All successors generated

Insert u into Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes
else ;; Still non-generated successors left

F (u)← min{f(v) | v ∈ Succ>} ;; Update F -value
Insert u into Open with F (u) ;; Re-open with new value

return ∅ ;; No solution exists

Algorithm 7.25: Algorithm PEA*.

Fig. 7.17 illustrates an example for PEA*. We see the first four expansion steps. In the
first expansion the f -value of the root is initialized to 1. Only one child node is stored
at this expansion, because the f-value of it equals the f -value of the root. The root’s f -
value is revised to 2, and it is re-inserted into Open. In the second expansion there are no
successors with the same f -value as the expanded node, so nothing is stored during this
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Procedure Improve
Input: Nodes u and v, v successor of u
Side effects: Update parent of v, Open, and Closed

if (v not in (Open ∪ Closed) or g(u) + w(u, v) < g(v)) ;; New or shorter
f(v)← g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Update shortest found path
F (v)← f(v) ;; Initialize F -value to usual merit
if (v not in Open) ;; Node is not contained in search frontier

Insert v into Open ;; Update search frontier
if (v in Closed) ;; Node is already expanded

Remove v from Closed ;; Update list of expanded nodes

Algorithm 7.26: Update procedure in PEA* for newly generated nodes.
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Figure 7.17: First four iterations of PEA* for an example graph. Black nodes represent
stored and gray nodes represent omitted states. The numbers denote the f -values of the
nodes, which are revised after expansion.

expansion. The expanded node is reinserted into Open after revising its f -value 3. In the
third expansion the root is expanded again and the second successor is stored. e root’s
f -value is revised to 4, and again inserted into Open.

Note the similarity of the underlying idea to that of algorithm RBFS (see Sec. 6.8,
p. 222)), which also prunes the search tree below a node if the f -values start to exceed
that of a sibling.

7.4.3 Two-Bit Breadth-First Search

External two-bit breadth-first search integrates a tight compression method into a search
algorithm. The approach for solving the large problems relies on reversible and mini-
mum perfect hash functions. It applies a space-efficient representation for an implicit
state space representation in breadth-first search with two frontier bits.

Each node is expanded at most once. Alg. 7.27 shows how to generate the state spaces
according to such implicit state space. The running time is determined by the size of
the search space times the maximum breadth-first layer times the efforts to generate the
children.

The algorithm uses two bits encoding numbers from 0 to 3, with 3 denoting an unvis-
ited state, and 0, 1, 2 the mod-3 of the current depth value. The main effect is that this
allows to distinguish newly generated states and visited states from the current layer.
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Procedure Two-Bit-Breadth-First-Search
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s and successor generator Expand,

bit-vector Open, and reversible perfect hash function (with Rank and Unrank)

for each i in {0, . . . , |S| − 1} ;; Scan array
Open[i]← 3 ;; Initialize array

Open[Rank(s)]← level← 0 ;; Insert initial state
loop ;; Until no more new states are encountered

level← level + 1 ;; Increase BFS layer
for each i in {1, . . . , |S| − 1} ;; Scan array

if (Open[i] = (level− 1) mod 3) ;; State on search frontier
Succ← Expand(Unrank(i)) ;; Reconstruct state and generate children
for each v in Succ ;; Consider all successors

if(Open[Rank(v)] = 3) ;; Only unvisited states are considered
Open[Rank(v)]← level mod 3 ;; Set depth value

Algorithm 7.27: Breadth-first search with two bits.

7.5 Summary

We have seen a sizable number of attempts to tame the explosion of the state space work-
ing at the limit of main memory. Exploiting various hybrids of A* and IDA* exploration
has given rise to different trade-offs between the time of regenerating a node and the
space for storing it to detect duplicates. The presented techniques provide a portfolio
for tackling a challenging state space exploration problem at the edge of main memory -
provided that no better guidance is known.

There are three sources of inefficiency of IDA* that have been addressed. First, in
a graph where we have multiple paths to a node, IDA* repeats work due to the large
number of duplicates. Second, each IDA* iteration repeats all the work of the previous
iteration. This is necessary because IDA* uses essentially no storage. IDA* uses a left-
to-right traversal of the search frontier. If thresholds are increased too rapidly, then IDA*
may expand more nodes that necessary. In contrast A* maintains the frontier in sorted
order, expanding nodes in a best-first manner, which incurs some cost for handling the
data structures.

The repeated states problem have been solved using a transposition table as a cache
of visited states. The table is usually implemented as a large hash dictionary to minimize
the lookup costs. A transposition table entry essentially stores and updates h-values. It
serves two purposes and its information can be split in the minimal g-value for this state
and the backed-up f -value obtained from searching this state. The g-values are used to
eliminate provably non-optimal paths from the search. The f -values are used to show
that additional search at the node for the current iteration threshold is unnecessary. For
larger state vectors a better coverage of the search space have be achieved by applying
inadmissible compaction methods like bit-state hashing.

If heuristics are rather weak, their influence can be scaled in weighted heuristic search
variants like weighted A* using node priorities f(u) = g(u) + λ · h(u). In some case, the
loss of solution quality can be bounded to obtain ε-optimal solutions. Another complete-
ness preserving strategy, appropriate especially for inconsistent heuristics, is k-best first
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search, which selects the k-best nodes from the priority queue. Its aggressive variant
k-beam search, removing all other nodes from the queue, is often faster but incomplete.

ITS aims to span the gap between A* and IDA* by using whatever memory is avail-
able to reduce the duplicated node generations that make IDA* inefficient. SMA* chooses
for expansion the deepest, least f -cost node. ITS exploration order, by contrast, is left-
to-right depth-first. New nodes are inserted into a data structure representing the search
tree, and the node chosen for expansion is the deepest, left-most node whose f -value
does not exceed the current cost bound. ITS requires the whole tree structure in order to
retract nodes if it runs out of memory. Fringe search also explores successors from left to
right but with much simpler data structure.

The advantage of state caching algorithms is that they explore the middle ground be-
tween time and space of IDA* and A* search. The disadvantage of many state caching
algorithms is that their successes in practice are rather small. State caching distinguish
between the virtual search tree that has been traversed so far and the part of it that resides
in main memory The main challenge is to dynamically chance the set of stored nodes ac-
cording to the (possibly asymmetrically) growing search tree, without loosing efficiency
gains for node expansion. We observe a trade-off between the depth of the search, and
its width, or, more generally speaking, between exploration and exploitation of the search
space.

Another set of memory-limited algorithms including frontier search, breadth-first
heuristic, sparse-memory graph search and beam-stack search eliminate already ex-
panded nodes from the memory while preventing the algorithms to take a back-edge
to fall behind search frontier. The largest of such back-edge defines the locality and is,
therefore, dictated by the structure of the problem graph. In undirected graphs, only
three BFS-layers need to be stored in the RAM, while in acyclic graphs, only only one
layer is needed.

Some of the algorithms like breadth-first heuristic, sparse-memory graph search, and
beam-stack search additionally stress the fact that for a limited duplicate detection scope,
breadth-first search together with an upper bound on the solution cost saves more mem-
ory. The problem to reconstruct the solution path is considered using divide-and-conquer
based on information stored in relay layers.

For reducing the search frontier, we have looked at partial expansion algorithms,
which expand nodes but do not store all but only one successor. Such algorithms show a
benefit in case the search frontier grows exponential.

Moreover, we have shown that provided a perfect and reversible hash function, two
bits are sufficient to conduct a complete breadth-first exploration of the search space.

Table 7.3 summarizes the presented approaches to memory-limited search. We give
information on the algorithm’s implementation and whether in order to save space it
mainly reduces the Open or the Closed list. We also give information if the space limit is
on the number of states or bits or if it is logarithmic in the state space size. We provide
information on possible edge weights in the problem graph. For constant-depth solution
reconstructions implementations, undirected graphs are assumed. Most of the algorithm
can be extended to weighted and directed problem graphs. However, including these ex-
tensions can be involved. Last but not least, the table shows whether or not the algorithm
is optimal when assuming admissible heuristic estimates.

For an exploration at the edge of main memory, it is obvious that due to time overhead
for swapping of memory pages, saving memory eventually saves time.
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Name Reduces Space Weights Optimal
IDA*-TT (7.2) - maxMem Nodes IN

√

Stochastic Node Caching - maxMem Nodes IN
√

Fringe Search (7.3) - maxMem Nodes IN
√

Weighted A* Open/Closed maxMem Nodes IR -
k-best (7.13) Open/Closed maxMem Nodes IR -
k-beam (7.14) Open/Closed kd Nodes IR -

Partial A* (7.15) Closed M Bits IR -
Partial IDA* (7.16) Closed M Bits IN -

ITS (7.4,7.5) Open maxMem Nodes IN
√

(S)MA*/SMAG* (7.6-7.10) Open maxMem Nodes IN
√

DP/Frontier Search (7.17,7.18) Closed maxMem Nodes IN
√

SMGS (7.19-7.21) Closed maxMem Nodes DAG
√

BFHS (7.22,7.23) Closed maxMem Nodes uniform
√

Beam-Stack-Search (7.24) Open/Closed maxMem Nodes uniform
√

PEA* (7.25,7.26) Open maxMem Nodes IR
√

Two-Bit BFS (7.27) Open/Closed 2|S| Bits uniform
√

Table 7.3: Overview memory limited search algorithms.

7.6 Exercises

7.1 * Consider depth-first search (wih duplicate detection) that continues the exploration when a
goal has been found and that bounds the search to the depth of that state minus 1. Initially, there
is a depth-bound that is set to a certain upper bound value by the user.

1. Show that the strategy can also be trapped by the anomaly described in the text.

2. Given an example of an unweighted problem graph with not more than six nodes, where
the anomaly arises. How large is your depth bound?

3. Fix the problem to make the algorithm admissible and re-explored when they are reached
through a path that is shorter than the currently shortest one on which they were previously
reached. Give a pseudo-code implementation.

4. Explain, when and why this optimal algorithm has to look at the critical set of all nodes that
have a cost value smaller than the optimum.

5. Show that the worst-case time complexity for the reopening strategy is exponential in the
size of the state space.

6. Compare this behavior with the A* and IDA* approach. What are the benefits and what are
the drawbacks?

7.2 ** Fig. 7.18 provides an example for the effect of SNC. On the left hand it shows that IDA*
with a transposition table caches nodes a, b, d in the order of expansion. In contrast, SNC is likely
to store node e that is visited more often. As e is detected as a duplicate state, the entire subtree
below e (not show) is not repeatedly explored.

1. Continue generating nodes for another two layers, selecting monotone f -values for the
nodes. Execute SNC with probabilities p = 0, p = 0.2, p = 0.4, p = 0.6, p = 0.8, p = 1.0.

2. Draw experiments on larger grids and plot the probability of caching nodes with respect to
the number of times the same node is expanded.
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Figure 7.18: Comparing the behavior of IDA*-TT-DFS (left) with IDA*-SNC-DFS (right).

3. To which algorithm SNC reduces to for p = 0 and p = 1?

7.3 Extended IDA* searches with a cost-bounded priority queue. States are expanded in A*-like
fashion with the exception that the maximum cost value is not exceeded. The first stage collects
at most m states in running memory-bounded IDA*. The queue additionally allows to access to
the element of maximal cost. In the second stage of the algorithm the collected frontier nodes in
D are selected and expanded. Successors nodes v of u are re-inserted into D if they are safe,
i.e., if D is not full and the f -value of v is smaller than the maximal f -value in the priority queue.
This is done until D eventually becomes empty. The very last expanded node in the second phase
then gives the bound for the next IDA* exploration.

1. Show the invariance conditions in the second phase

(a) All x in D have not been expanded.

(b) For all x in D we have f(x) ≥ U ′.
(c) For all x in D we have f(x) ≤ f(u) of all generated but not expanded nodes u.

(d) For all expanded nodes u we have U ′ > f(u).

(e) If f(u) < U ′ then u has been expanded.

2. Use the invariance conditions to that the algorithm will terminate with an optimal solution.

7.4 For deriving local search topology for heuristic functions on directed search spaces in (en-
forced) hill-climbing search, discuss what is meant by

1. a harmless dead-end

2. a recognized dead-end

3. an unrecognized dead-end

4. a local minima

5. a maximal edit distance

7.5 Use enforced hill-climbing to solve the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE together with the Manhattan dis-
tance estimate.

1. Is the algorithm complete?

2. Test your implementation to generate a solution for the instance
(15, 2, 12, 11, 14, 13, 9, 5, 1, 3, 8, 7, 0, 10, 6, 4). Is your solution optimal? Note that the
optimal solution length is 65.

7.6 * Compare k-best first search with weighted A* and beam Search on a randomly generated
graph of 10 nodes with

1. a consistent heuristic

2. a non-admissible heuristic
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Figure 7.19: Example graph for memory restricted search in SMAG.

To generate a graph, throw a (biased) coin for every edge between every pair of vertices.

7.7 * Fig. 7.19 shows a typical tree in SMAG*, where the left subtree has been pruned to make
room for the more promising right subtree. The f -costs that are propagated bottom-up are shown
with their original f -costs. Nodes are generated in the order of their number. The pruned region
is shown.

1. How large is the memory (measured in the number of nodes)?

2. When does it become full?

3. In which order are the nodes pruned?

4. Explain how node 9 will get a value of 5, although it was once known to have a value of 6.

7.8 * Run frontier and breadth-first search in the GRIDWORLD.

1. Compute the exact number of nodes in level i.

2. Determine the accumulated number of nodes in the levels 1, . . . , i.

3. Quantify the ratio of Open and Closed list sizes for a given level.

4. Determine the ratio of Open and Closed list sizes in the limit for a large BFS level.

7.9 ** Construct a small example case, where the sizes of the breadth-first search frontier and
the best-first search frontier are considerably different.

7.10 ** Illustrate how the best-first search frontier can be traversed in breadth-first manner to
save main memory.

1. Divide the list of nodes into buckets of same g- and h-values.

2. Which buckets have to be kept in main memory, which buckets can be dropped for explo-
ration?

3. Explain how the solution path can be reconstructed using relay layers?

7.11 ** Complete the table in Fig. 7.12 in for pruning the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
problem with SMGS.

1. Compute the optimal alignment costs.
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2. Invoke one additional memory reduction phase.

3. Reconstruct the solution path by showing which recursive calls to SMGS are invoked.

7.12 ** Implement procedure PruneLayer for the algorithm breadth-first heuristic search in
pseudo-code.

7.13 ** One problem of beam-stack search are large plateaus of nodes that have the same f -
value and that exceed the memory capacity.

1. Discuss a beam-stack variant that solves the problem by refining the comparison operation.

2. Discuss a beam-stack variant that explores such plateaus completely using disk.

3. Discuss a beam-stack variant that enforces the cost function to be monotone by considering
the lexicographic ordering on states.

Procedure One-Bit-Reachability
Input: Implicit problem graph with start node s and successor generating function Expand,

bit-vector Open and reversible perfect hash function (with Rank and Unrank)

for each i in {0 . . . N !/2− 1} ;; Initialize array
Open[i]← false ;; Set each bit to not visited

Open[Rank(s)mod N !/2]← true ;; Insert initial state
loop ;; Endless loop for full state space coverage

for each i in {0 . . . N !/2− 1} ;; Perform a scan
if (Open[i] = true) ;; State seen before

(valid, π)← Unrank(i) ;; Inverse of perfect hash function
if (¬valid) Swap(π0, π1) ;; Uncompress puzzle state
Succ← Expand(π) ;; Generate children
for each v in Succ ;; Consider them one by one

Open[Rank(v)mod N !/2]← true ;; Mark successor

Algorithm 7.28: Traversing the entire search space with an implicit search frontier
using one bit per state.

7.14 ** A simplification of the two-bit breadth-first search algorithm allows to generate the entire
state space using only one bit. Alg. 7.28 participates from the implicit ordering imposed by the
minimum perfect hash function for the (n2− 1)-PUZZLEpuzzle and selects the one of Myrvold and
Ruskey (see Chap. 4). As the algorithm does not distinguish between Open and Closed nodes,
the algorithm may expand a node multiple times. If the successor’s position is smaller than the
actual one, it will be expanded in the next run, otherwise in the same one.

1. Show that the number of scans in the algorithm one-bit-reachability is bounded by the max-
imum BFS layer.

2. Show how to perform BFS with one bit for the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE. Can you avoid multiple
node expansions?
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search by Gooley and Wah [1990]. The anomaly of depth-bounded DFS is described in Edelkamp
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underlying problem graph is repeatedly searched. This avoids a priority queue representation of
the list of generated nodes.

Transposition tables have been suggested for IDA* exploration by Reinefeld and Marsland
[1994] in the context on improved puzzle solving. The term is inherited from two-player game
search, where move transpositions are detected by hashing. Avoiding multiple searches from
identical nodes, transposition tables speed-up the search of the game/search tree considerably.
Stochastic node caching is due to Miura and Ishida [1998] and has been successfully applied
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context of the MREC algorithm.
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and improved it by incorporating the path-max heuristic (SMA*). Kaindl and Khorsand [1994]
generalized it to graph search (SMAG). Zhou and Hansen [2003b] improved its efficiency when
re-opening nodes. Iterative threshold search (ITS) was proposed by Ghosh et al. [1994]. IDA* with
bitstate hashing has first been proposed in the context of protocol validation by Edelkamp et al.
[2004c]. It has been brought to AI by Hüffner et al. [2001] to optimally solve Atomix instances.

As discussed in the text, earlier approaches in memory limited search had only limited suc-
cess in exploring the middle-ground between A* and IDA*. As one reason, the overhead for
implementing the caching policies often did not pay off. Recent algorithms appear more careful
in testing applicability. Often acyclic or undirected search spaces are assumed. Algorithm RIDA*
was presented by Wah and Shang [1994]. Zhou and Hansen [2003a] presented the approach to
prune the Closed list in A* and Yoshizumi et al. [2000] introduced Partial Expansion A*. The
algorithm of Hirschberg [1975] has influenced Korf [1999] in the development of the divide-and-
conquer strategy frontier search for multiple-sequence alignment problems. The approach was
improved by Korf and Zhang [2000] into a forward search algorithm. Divide-and-conquer beam
search is presented by Zhou and Hansen [2004a] and its extension to beam-stack search by Zhou
and Hansen [2005b].

The time complexity of SMAG* has also been established for the algorithm DBIDA*, devel-
oped by Eckerle and Schuierer [1995]. It dynamically balances the search tree. The algorithm, its
bi-directional variant, and a lower bound example are studied in detail by Eckerle [1998].

Enforced hill-climbing has been proposed by Hoffmann and Nebel [2001] in the context of
action planning. It has been adapted to both propositional and numerical planning by Hoffmann
[2003]. In case of failure in directed problem graph the planner chooses best-first search with
f = g + 5h as complete back-end. Adjusting the weights in A* was studied in detail by Pohl
[1977a]. The presentation of ε-optimal approximation for A* with node selection based on search
efforts refers to results presented by Pearl [1985]. The algorithm k-best first search is introduced
by Felner [2001] and empirically evaluated in the incremental random trees with dead-ends, in
sliding-tile puzzles, and in number partition problems. Although beam search is often associated
with a breadth-first strategy, Rich and Knight [1991] suggest applying it to best-first search. A
more general definition is given by Bisani [1987], where any search algorithm that uses pruning
rules to discard non-promising alternatives is called beam search. One example for the adaption
to the depth-first branch-and-bound search algorithm is provided by Zhang [1998]. He used
iterative weakening, as introduced by Provost [1993] to regain completeness. A closely related
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technique is iterative broadening by Ginsberg and Harvey [1992]. Beam search has been applied
to accelerate bug-hunting in model checking by Wijs [1999].

Breadth-first heuristic search, breadth-first iterative deepening and divide-and-conquer beam
search were introduced by Zhou and Hansen [2004a]. These advanced algorithms base on early
findings of Memory-bounded A* search by Zhou and Hansen [2002]. Beam-stack search was
introduced as a generalization to depth-first and breadth-first branch-and-bound search by Zhou
and Hansen [2005b]. It showed good performance in finding optimal solution to STRIPS-type
planning problems.

The space-efficient representation for an implicit state space representation in breadth-first
search with two frontier bits was applied to state space search by Kunkle and Cooperman [2008],
with an idea that goes back to Cooperman and Finkelstein [1992]. For large instances to the
PANCAKE problem, two-bit breadth-first search was applied to by Korf (2008a).



Chapter 8

Symbolic Search

In previous chapters we have seen that there is a strong interest in improving the scal-
ability of search algorithms. The central challenge in scaling up search algorithm is the
state explosion problem, which denotes that the size of the state space grows exponentially
in the number of state variables (problem components). In recent years, symbolic search
techniques originally developed for verification domains, have shown a large impact on
improving AI search. The term symbolic search originates in the research area symbolic
model checking, which name has been chosen to contrast explicit-state model checking.

Symbolic search executes a functional exploration of the problem graph. Symbolic
state space search algorithms use Boolean functions to represent sets of states. Accord-
ing to the space requirements of ordinary search algorithms, they save space mainly by
sharing parts of the state vector. Different to shared dictionary data structures discussed
in Chap. 4 sharing is realized by exploiting a functional representation of the state set. For
example, the set of all states in the (n2− 1)-PUZZLE with the blank located on the second
or fourth position wrt. the state vector (t0, . . . , tn2−1) is represented by the (characteris-
tic) function (t1 = 0) ∨ (t3 = 0). The characteristic function of a state set can be much
smaller than the number of states it represents. The main advantage of symbolic search
algorithms that it operate on the functional representation of both state and actions. This
has a drastic impact on the design of available search algorithms, as known explicit-state
algorithms have to be adapted exploration of sets of states.

In this chapter we will first see how to represent states and action as (characteristic)
functions, and then briefly address the problem of obtaining an efficient state encoding
scheme. This functional representations of states and actions then allow us to compute
the functional representation of a set of successors, or the image, in a specialized oper-
ation. As a byproduct, the functional representation of the set of predecessors, or the
preimage, can also be efficiently determined.

We refer to the functional (or implicit) representation of state and action sets in a
data structure as their symbolic representation. We select BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS

(BDDs) as the appropriate data structure for characteristic functions. BDDs are directed,
acyclic, and labeled graphs. Roughly speaking, these graphs are interpreted deterministic
finite-state automata, accepting the state vectors (encoded in binary) that are contained
in the underlying set. In a scan of a state vector starting at the start node of the BDD
at each intermediate BDD node, a state variable is processed, following a fixed variable
ordering. The scan either terminates at a (non-accepting) leaf labeled false (or 0), which

274
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means that a state is not contained in the set, or at a(n accepting) leaf labeled true (or 1),
which means that the state is not contained in the set. Compared to a host of ambigu-
ous representations of Boolean formulas, the BDD representation is unique. As in usual
implementations of BDD libraries, different BDDs share their structures. Such libraries
have efficient operations of combining BDDs and subsequently support the computation
of images. Moreover, BDD packages often support arithmetic operations on variables of
finite domains with BDDs. To avoid notational conflicts in this chapter, we denote nodes
of the problem graph as states and vertices of the BDDs as nodes.

Symbolic uninformed search algorithms (e.g., symbolic breadth-first search and symbolic
shortest-path search), as well as symbolic heuristic search algorithms (e.g., symbolic A*,
symbolic best-first search, as well as symbolic-branch-and-bound search) are introduced. For
the case of symbolic A* search, a complexity analysis shows that, assuming consistent
heuristics, the algorithm requires a number of images that is at most quadratic in the
optimal solution length.

We also consider symbolic search to cover general cost functions. As state vectors are
of finite domain, such cost functions require arithmetics based on BDDs.

Subsequent to the presentation of the algorithms, we consider different implementa-
tion refinements to the searching schemes. Next we turn to symbolic algorithms that take
the entire graph as an input in the form of a BDD. Finally, we give examples of symbolic
search in different branches of AI, e.g., in solving (multiple-fault) diagnosis problems.

8.1 Boolean Encodings for Set of States

Symbolic search avoids (or at least lessen) the costs associated with the exponential mem-
ory requirement for the state set involved as problem sizes get bigger. Representing
fixed-sized state vectors (of finite-domain) in binary is uncomplicated. For example, the
FIFTEEN-PUZZLE can be easily encoded in 64 bits, with 4 bits encoding the label of each
tile. A more concise description is the binary code for the ordinal number of the permu-
tation associated with the puzzle state yielding dlog 16!/2e = 44 bits (see Chap. 4). For
SOKOBAN we have different options; either we encode the position of the balls individ-
ually, or we encode their layout on the board. Similarly, for propositional planning, we
can encode the valid propositions in a state by using the binary representation of their
index, or we take the bit vector of all facts, being true and false. More generally, a state
vector can be represented by encoding the domains of the vector, or – assuming a perfect
hash function of a state vector – using the binary representation of the hash address.

Given a fixed-length binary state vector for a search problem, characteristic functions
may represent state sets. Such function evaluates to true for the binary representation of
a given state vector if and only if the state is a member of that set. As the mapping is
one-to-one, the characteristic function can be identified with the state set.

Let us consider the following SLIDING TOKEN PUZZLE as a running example. We
are given a horizontal bar, partitioned into four positions (see Fig. 8.1) with one token
moving between adjacent locations. In the initial state, the token is found on the leftmost
position 0 = (00)2. In the goal state, the token has reach position 3 = (11)2. Since we only
have four options, two variables x0 and x1 are sufficient to uniquely describe the position
of the token and, therefore, each individual state. They refer to the bits for the states. The
characteristic function of all states is provided in Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: The SLIDING TOKEN PUZZLE and its binary encoding.

State ID State Role Binary Code Boolean Formula
0 Initial 00 ¬x0¬x1

1 – 01 ¬x0x1

2 – 10 x0¬x1

3 Goal 00 x0x1

Table 8.1: Encoding of states in the SLIDING TOKEN PUZZLE.

The characteristic function for combining two or more states is given by the disjunc-
tion of characteristic functions of the individual states. For example, the combined repre-
sentation for the two positions 0 = (00)2 and 1 = (01)2 is ¬x0. As the representation for
two states is smaller than for the single ones, we can imagine a representational gain by
using characteristic functions for larger sets of states.

A symbolic representation for several states, however, is not always smaller than an
explicit one. Consider the two states 0 = (00)2 and 3 = (11)2. Their combined represen-
tation is ¬x0¬x1∨x0x1. Given the offset for representing the term, in this case the explicit
representation is actually the better one, but, in general, the gain for sharing the encoding
is often big.

Transitions are formalized as relations, i.e., as sets of tuples of predecessor and suc-
cessor states, or alternatively, as the characteristic function of such sets. The transition
relation has twice as many variables than the encoding of the state. The transition relation
Trans is defined such that if x is the binary encoding of a given position and if x′ is the
binary encoding of a successor state. Trans(x, x′) evaluates to true. To construct Trans, we
observe that it is the disjunction of all individual state transitions. In our case we have
the six actions (00) → (01), (01) → (00), (01) → (10), (10) → (01), (10) → (11) and
(11)→ (10), such that

Trans(x, x′) = (¬x0¬x1¬x′0x′1) ∨ (¬x0x1¬x′0¬x′1) ∨ (¬x0x1x
′
0¬x′1) ∨

(x0¬x1¬x′0x′1) ∨ (x0¬x1x
′
0x
′
1) ∨ (x0x1x

′
0¬x′1).

Table 8.2 relates the concepts needed for explicit state heuristic search to their sym-
bolic counter-parts. As a feature, all algorithms in this chapter work for initial state sets,
reporting a path from one member to the goal. For the sake of coherence, we nonetheless
stick to singletons. Individual transition relations Transa(x, x′) avoid a monolithic rep-
resentation for Trans(x, x′). Weighted transition relations Trans(w, x, x′) include action
cost values encoded in binary. Heuristic relations Heur(value, x) partition the state space
according the heuristic values encoded in value.
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Explicit Concept Notation Symbolic Concept Notation
State u Characteristic Function φ{u}(x)

State Set S Characteristic Function φS(x)
Search Frontier Open Characteristic Function Open(x)
Expanded State Closed Characteristic Function Closed(x)

Initial State s Characteristic Function φ{s}(x)
Successor State Set Succ Characteristic Function Succ(x)

Goal (State Set) G Characteristic Function φG(x)
Action a Individual Transition Relation Transa(x, x′)

Action Set A Full Transition Relation Trans(x, x′)
Action Costs w(a) Weighted Transition Relation Trans(w, x, x′)

Heuristic Function h Heuristic Relation Heur(value, x)

Table 8.2: Comparison of concepts in explicit-state and symbolic search.

8.2 Binary Decision Diagrams

BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS (BDDs) fundamental to various areas such as model
checking and the synthesis of hardware circuits. In AI search, they are used to space-
efficiently represent huge sets of states.

In the introduction, we have informally characterized BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS

as finite-state automata. For a formal treatment a binary decision diagram is viewed as
a data structure for representing Boolean functions on variables x1, . . . , xn. Assignments
to the variables are mapped to either true or false.

Definition 8.1 (BDD) A binary decision diagram (BDD) is a directed node- and edge labeled
acyclic graph with a single root node and two sinks labeled 1 and 0. The nodes are labeled by
variables xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the edge labels are either 1 or 0.

For evaluating the represented function for a given input, a path is traced from the
root node to one of the sinks, quite similar to the way DECISION TREES are used. What
distinguishes BDDs from DECISION TREES is the use of certain reductions, detecting un-
necessary variable tests and isomorphisms in subgraphs, leading to a unique representa-
tion that is polynomial in the length of the bit strings for many interesting functions.

Definition 8.2 (Reduced and Ordered BDD) A reduced and ordered BDD is a BDD, where on
each path a fixed ordering of variables is preserved (ordered BDD) and where nodes with identical
successors are omitted and isomorphic sub-BDDs are represented only once (reduced BDDs).

Fig. 8.2 illustrates the application of these two rules. An unreduced and a reduced BDD
for the goal state of the example problem is shown in Fig. 8.3.

Throughout this chapter we write BDDs, although we always mean reduced and or-
dered BDDs. The reason that the reduced representation is unique is that each node in a
BDD represents an essential sub-function. Given the uniqueness of BDD representations
it holds that the satisfiability test is available in O(1) time. If the BDD looks only consists
of a 0-sink, then it is unsatisfiable, otherwise it is satisfiable. This is a clear benefit to a
general satisfiability test of Boolean formulas, which – by the virtue of Cook’s theorem – is
an NP-hard problem (see Appendix). Some other efficient operations on BDDs are:
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Figure 8.2: BDD reduction rules: common edge (left), common subfunction (right).
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Figure 8.3: Unreduced (left) and reduced (right) BDD.

SAT-Count Input: BDD Gf . Output: |f−1(1)| = |{a ∈ {0, 1}n | f(a) = 1}| in O(|G|)
time. Description: The algorithm considers a topological ordering of the nodes in
the BDD. It propagates the number of possible assignments at each internal node
bottom-up. Application: For state space search, the operation determines the num-
ber of explicit states that are represented by a BDD. In AI literature, this operation
is also referred to as model counting.

Synthesis Input: BDDs Gf and Gg, operator ⊗ ∈ {∧,⇔,⊕,⇒,∨, . . .}. Output: BDD for
f ⊗ g in O(|Gf ||Gg|) time. Description: The implementation traverses both input
graphs in parallel and generates the result by merging matching sub-trees bottom-
up. The synchronization between the two parallel depth-first searches is the vari-
able ordering. If the index in the first BDD is larger than in the other, it has to wait.
As the traversal is depth-first, the bottom-up construction is organized postorder.
For returning a reduced BDD the application of both reduction rules is included
in the parallel traversal. Application: For state space search, synthesis is the main
operation to construct unions and intersections of state sets.

Substitution-by-Constant Input: BDD Gf , variable xi and constant c. Output: BDD
f |xi=c in O(|Gf |) time. Description: The algorithm sets all (1 − c) successors of xi
to the zero sink (followed by BDD reduction). Application: In state space search,
variants for substitution-by-constant are needed to reconstruct the solution path.

Quantification Input: BDD Gf , variable xi. Output: BDD ∃xi : f = f |xi=0 ∨ f |xi=1 (or
∀xi : f = f |xi=0 ∧ f |xi=1) in O(|Gf |2) time. Description: The algorithm applies
the synthesis algorithm for f |xi=0, f |xi=1 and ∨ (or ∧). Application: In state space
search, quantification is used when projecting a state set to a subset of variables.
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Relational Product Input: BDDs Gf and Gg, variable xi. Output: BDD ∃xi : f ∧ g = (f ∧
g)|xi=0∨(f ∧g)|xi=1 (or ∀xi : f ⇒ g = (f ⇒ g)|xi=0∧(f → g)|xi=1) inO((|Gf ||Gg|)2)
time. Description: The basic algorithm applies the synthesis algorithm for (f ∧
g)|xi=0, (f ∧ g)|xi=1 and ∨ (or (f ⇒ g)|xi=0 and (f → g)|xi=1, and ∧). Alg. 8.11
(see Exercises) shows how to integrate quantification with the additional operator.
Application: In state space search, the relational is used when computing the image
and preimages of a state set.

Substitution-by-Variable Input: BDD Gf , variable xi and x′i (f does not depend on x′i).
Output: BDD f [x′i ↔ xi] = f |xi=x′i in O(|Gf |2) time. Description: The function
f |xi=x′i can be written as f |xi=x′i = ∃xi : f∧xi = x′i, so that a substitution by variable
is a relational product. (If x′i follows xi in the variable ordering the algorithm simply
relabels all xi nodes with x′i in O(|Gf |2) time). Application: In state space search,
substitution-by-variable is needed to change the variable labels.

Negation Input: BDD Gf . Output: BDD for ¬f in O(1) time. Description: The algo-
rithm simply exchanges the labels of the sinks. Analogous to the satisfiability test
it assumes the sinks are accessible in constant time. Application: In state space
search, negation is needed to remove a state set, as set subtraction is realized via a
combination of a conjunction and a negation.

The variable ordering has a huge influence on the size (the space complexity in terms
of the number of nodes to be stored) of a BDD. E.g., the function f = x1x2 ∨ x3x4 ∨
. . . ∨ x2n−1x2n has linear size (2n + 2 nodes) if the ordering matches the permutation
(1, 2, 3, 4, . . . 2n − 1, 2n), and exponential size (2n + 1 nodes) if the ordering matches the
permutation (1, 3, . . . 2n − 1, 2, 4, . . . 2n). Unfortunately, the problem of finding the best
ordering (the one that minimized the size of the BDD) for a given function f is NP-hard.
The worst case are functions that have exponential size for all orderings (see Exercises)
and, therefore, do not suggest the use of BDDs.

For transition relations, the variable ordering is also important. The standard variable
ordering simply appends the binary codes. The interleaved variable ordering alternates x
and x′ variables. The BDD for the transition relation according to a non-interleaved vari-
able ordering is depicted in Fig. 8.4 (arrow heads are omitted for sake of clarity). The
visualization of the BDD for an interleaved ordering is left as an exercise.

There are many different possibilities to come up with an encoding of states for a
problem and a suitable ordering among the state variables. The more obvious ones often
waste a lot of space. So it is worthwhile to spend efforts in finding a good ordering. Many
applications select orderings based upon an approximate analysis of available input in-
formation. One approach is a conflict analysis, that determines how strong a state variable
assignment depends on another. Variables that inherit a high degree for a conflict should
be encoded closer together.

Alternatively, advanced variable ordering techniques have been developed, such as
the sifting algorithm. is roughly characterized as follows. As a BDD has to respect the
variable ordering on each path, it is possible to partition it according to levels of nodes
with the same variable index. Let L(xi) be the level of nodes with variable index i,
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, The sifting algorithm repeatedly seeks a better position for a variable
(or an entire group of variables) in the ordering by moving it up (or down) in the current
order. Variables xi are selected, for which the levels L(xi) in the BDDs are at their widest,
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Figure 8.4: The BDD for the transition relation.

i.e. for which |L(xi)| is maximal. Interestingly, the reordering technique can be invoked
dynamically during the course of computations.

;̀; adding finite-domain variables (with BDDs);̀; multiplying finite-domain variables
(with BDDs)Performing arithmetics is essential to many BDD-based algorithms. We il-
lustrate how add finite-domain variables using BDDs (multiplication is dealt with anal-
ogously). As most BDD packages support finite domain variables, we abstract from
the binary representation. As it is not difficult to shift a domain from [min,max] to
[0,max−min], without loss of generality, in the following we assume all variable do-
mains to start with value 0 and end with value max.

The BDD Inc(a, b) that encodes the binary relation a + 1 = b, can be constructed by
enumerating all possible assignments of the form (i, i+ 1), 0 ≤ i < max, i.e.,

Inc(a, b) = ((a = 0) ∧ (b = 1)) ∨ ((a = 1) ∧ (b = 2)) ∨ . . . ∨ ((a = max−1) ∧ (b = max)),

assuming that the binary relation Equal(a, b), written as a = b, is provided by the under-
lying BDD package.

BDD Add(a, b, c) represents the ternary relation a + b = c. For the construction, we
might enumerate all possible assignments to the variables a, b, and c. For large domains,
however, the following recursive computation should be preferred.

Add(a, b, c) = ((b = 0) ∧ (a = c)) ∨ ∃ b′, c′ (Inc(b′, b) ∧ Inc(c′, c) ∧ Add(a, b′, c′)).

Hence, Add is the result of a fixpoint computation. Starting with the base case (b =
0) ∧ (a = c) – which unifies all cases in which according relation is true – the closure
of Add is computed by applying the second part of the equation until the BDD repre-
sentation no longer changes. The according pseudo-code is shown in Alg. 8.1. To allow
multiple quantification, in each iteration the sets of variable (for the parameters b and c)
are swapped (denoted by [b↔ b′, c↔ c′]). The BDDs From and New denote the same set,
but kept as separate concepts: the one is used for termination detecting and the other on
for initiating the next iteration.
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Procedure Construct-Add
Input: BDD for relation Inc
Output: BDD for relation Add

Reach(a, b, c)← From(a, b, c)← (a = c ∧ b = 0) ;; Initialize construction
repeat ;; Until convergence

To(a, b′, c′)← From(a, b, c)[b↔ b′, c↔ c′] ;; Change variable labels in BDD
To(a, b, c)← ∃b′, c′(Inc(b′, b) ∧ Inc(c′, c) ∧ To(a, b′, c′) ;; Apply equation
From(a, b, c)← New(a, b, c)← To(a, b, c) ∧ ¬Reach(a, b, c) ;; Prepare next iteration
Reach(a, b, c)← Reach(a, b, c) ∨ New(a, b, c) ;; Update relation

until (New(a, b, c) = ∅) ;; Fixpoint reached
return Reach(a, b, c) ;; Fixpoint is the relation Add

Algorithm 8.1: BDD Arithmetics via fixpoint computation.

8.3 Computing the Image for a State Set

What have we achieved so far? We are able to reformulate the initial and final states in
a state space problem as BDDs. As an end in itself, this does not help much. We are
interested in a sequence of actions that transforms an initial state into one that satisfies
the goal condition.

By conjoining the transition relation with a formula describing a set of states, and
quantifying the predecessor variables, we compute the representation of all states that
can be reached in one step from some state in the input set. This is the relational product
operator.

Hence, what we are really interested in, is image of a state set S with respect to a
transition relation Trans, which is equal to applying the following operation

ImageS(x′) = ∃x (Trans(x, x′) ∧ φS(x)),

where φS denotes the characteristic function of set S. The result is a characteristic func-
tion of all states reachable from the state in S in one step. For example, the image of the
state set {0, 2} represented by φS = ¬x1 is given by

ImageS(x′) = ∃x0∃x1 ¬x1 ∧ ((¬x0¬x1¬x′0x′1) ∨ (¬x0x1¬x′0¬x′1) ∨
(¬x0x1x

′
0¬x′1) ∨ (x0¬x1¬x′0x′1) ∨ (x0¬x1x

′
0x
′
1) ∨ (x0x1x

′
0¬x′1))

= ∃x0∃x1 (¬x0¬x1¬x′0x′1) ∨ ∃x0∃x1 (x0¬x1¬x′0x′1) ∨
∃x0∃x1 (x0¬x1x

′
0x
′
1) = ¬x′0x′1 ∨ ¬x′0x′1 ∨ x′0x′1 = x′1.

and represents the state set {1, 3}.
More generally, the relational product of a vector of Boolean variables x and two

Boolean functions f and g combines quantification and conjunction in one step and is
defined as ∃x(f(x) ∧ g(x)). Since existential quantification of a Boolean variable xi in
the Boolean function f is equal to f |xi=0 ∨ f |xi=1, the quantification of the entire vector
x results in a sequence of subproblem disjunctions. Although computing the relational
product is NP-hard in general, specialized algorithms have been developed leading to an
efficient determination of the image for many practical applications.
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8.4 Symbolic Blind Search

First, we turn to undirected search algorithms that originate in symbolic model checking.

8.4.1 Symbolic Breadth-First Tree Search

In a symbolic variant of BFS we determine the set of states Si reachable from the initial
state s in i steps. The search is initialized with start state s, i.e., S0 = {s}. The following
equation determines φSi given both φSi−1 and the transition relation:

φSi(x
′) = ∃x (φSi−1(x) ∧ Trans(x, x′)).

The formula calculating the successor function is a relational product. Informally, a state
x′ belongs to Si if it has a predecessor x in the set Si−1 and there exists an operator which
transforms x into x′. Note that on the right hand side of the equation φ depends on x
compared to x′ on the left hand side. Thus, it is necessary to substitute x′ with x in φSi for
the next iteration. In case of an interleaved representation there is no needs to reorder or
reduce, and the substitution can be achieved by a textual replacement of the node labels
in the BDD.

In order to terminate the search we test whether or not a state is represented in the
intersection of the set Si and the set of goal states G. Since we enumerated S0, . . . , Si−1

the iteration index i is known to be the optimal solution length.

Procedure Symbolic-Breadth-First-Tree-Search
Input: State space problem with transition relation Trans
Output: Optimal solution path

Open(x)← φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize search frontier
do ;; Repeat-until loop

Succ(x′)← ∃x (Open(x) ∧ Trans(x, x′)) ;; Determine successor set
Open(x)← Succ(x′)[x′ ↔ x] ;; Iterate with new search frontier

while (Open(x) ∧ φT (x) = false) ;; Until goal is found
return Construct(Open(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Reconstruct solution

Algorithm 8.2: Breadth-first tree search implemented with BDDs.

Let Open be the representation of the search frontier and let Succ be the BDD for the
set of successors. Then the algorithm symbolic breadth-first tree search can be realized as
the pseudo-code Alg. 8.2 suggests. It leads to 3 iterations for the example problem (see
Fig. 8.5). We start with the initial state represented by a BDD of two inner nodes for the
function ¬x0 ∧ ¬x1. After the first iteration we obtain a BDD representing the function
x0 ∧ ¬x1. The next iteration leads to a BDD of one internal node for ¬x1, while the last
iteration results in a BDD for x1 that contains the goal state. The corresponding contents
of the Open list is made explicit in Table 8.3.

Theorem 8.1 (Optimality and Complexity of Symbolic Breadth-First Tree Search) The solution
returned by symbolic breadth-first tree search has the minimum number of steps while apply-
ing the same number of images.
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Figure 8.5: 4 iterations in symbolic breadth-first tree search.

Step State Set Binary Codes Boolean Formula
0 {0} {00} ¬x0¬x1

1 {1} {01} ¬x0x1

2 {0, 2} {00, 10} ¬x1

3 {1, 3} {01, 11} x1

Table 8.3: State sets in the 4 iterations of symbolic breadth-first tree search.

PROOF: The algorithm generates every possible state in the search tree in breadth-first manner,
such that the first goal state is encountered has optimal depth.

We now see that by keeping the intermediate BDDs, a legal sequence of states linking
the initial state to a goal state can then easily be extracted, which in turn can be used to
find a corresponding sequence of actions. The goal state is on the optimal path. The state
in an optimal path that comes before the goal must be in the previous BFS layer. We,
therefore, intersect the predecessors of the goal state with that layer. All states that are
in the intersection are reachable in an optimal number of steps and reach the goal with
an optimal number of steps, so any of these states can be chosen to continue solution
reconstruction until the initial state is found.

Sets with a smaller g-value can be removed to recover main memory. If all previous
layers remain in main memory, sequential solution reconstruction is sufficient. If buckets
are eliminated as in frontier search (see Chap. 7), an intermediate relay layer has to be
maintained in main memory. The state closest to the start state on the relay layer can
then be used for divide-and-conquer solution reconstruction.

8.4.2 Symbolic Breadth-First Search

The introduction of a list Closed containing all states ever expanded is the common ap-
proach in explicit-state exploration to avoid duplicates. In symbolic breadth-first search
(see Alg. 8.3) this technique reduces to the refinement Succ∧¬Closed of the successor state
set Succ. The operation is called forward or frontier set simplification. One advantage is that
the algorithm terminates in case no solution exists.

The BDDs for exploring the SLIDING TOKEN PUZZLE are shown in Fig. 8.6 with for-
mula representations listed Table 8.4. For bigger examples, memory savings by applying
an implicit state set representation in the form of a BDD are expected to grow. Fig. 8.7
shows a typical behavior.

Theorem 8.2 (Optimality and Complexity of Symbolic BFS) The solution returned by symbolic
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Procedure Symbolic-Breadth-First-Search
Input: State space problem with transition relation Trans
Output: Optimal solution path

Closed(x)← Open(x)← φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize search sets
do ;; Repeat-until loop

if (Open(x) = false) return ”Exploration completed” ;; Full graph has been seen
Succ(x)← ∃x(Open(x) ∧ Trans(x, x′))[x′ ↔ x] ;; Image computation
Open(x)← Succ(x) ∧ ¬Closed(x) ;; Delete set of expanded states
Closed(x)← Closed(x) ∨ Succ(x) ;; Update visited list

while (Open(x) ∧ φT (x) = false) ;; Until goal found
return Construct(Open(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution

Algorithm 8.3: Symbolic BFS.
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Figure 8.6: Four steps in symbolic BFS.

BFS has the minimum number of steps. The number of images is equal to the solution length. It
stops, if a problem obeys no solution.

PROOF: The algorithm generates each possible node in the problem graph exactly once, such
that the first goal state encountered has optimal depth. If no goal is returned the entire reachable
search space has been explored.

In Chap. 7, we have seen that for some problem classes like undirected or acyclic
graphs, duplicate elimination can be reduced from all to a reduced number of BFS levels.
In undirected search spaces, is also possible to apply frontier search (see Chap. 7). In
the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE for each BFS-level, all permutations (vectors) have the same parity
(minimum transpositions needed to transform the state vector into the identity modulo
2, either even or odd). This implies that states in odd depths cannot re-appear in an even
depth and vice versa. As a consequence, only BFS-level i − 2 has to be subtracted from
BFS-level i to remove all duplicates from the search.

8.4.3 Symbolic Pattern Databases

We have seen that the main limitation for applying pattern databases in search practice
is the restricted amount of (main) memory and that the objective in symbolic search is to
represent large sets of states with BDD nodes.

Symbolic pattern databases are pattern databases that have been constructed symboli-
cally for later use either in symbolic or explicit heuristic search. It is based on the ad-
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Step State Set Binary Codes Boolean Formula
0 {0} {00} ¬x0¬x1

1 {1} {01} ¬x0x1

2 {2} {10} x0¬x1

3 {3} {11} x0x1

Table 8.4: State sets in the 4 iterations of symbolic BFS.
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Figure 8.7: State and BDD growth in symbolic BFS.

vantage of the fact that Trans has been defined as a relation. In backward breadth-first
search we start with the goal setB0 and iterate until we encounter the start state. We then
successively compute the preimage according to the formula

φBi(x) = ∃x′ (φBi−1(x′) ∧ Trans(x, x′)).

Each state set in layer is efficiently represented by a corresponding characteristic function.
Different to the posterior compression of the state set, the construction itself works on
compressed representation, allowing much larger databases to be constructed.

For symbolic pattern database construction, backward symbolic BFS is used. For an
abstraction function ψ the symbolic pattern database Heur(value, x) is initialized with
the projected goal set ψ(T ) and, as long as there are newly encountered states, we take
the current list of frontier nodes and generate the predecessor list with respect to the
abstracted transition relation Transψ. Then we attach the current BFS level to the new
states, merge them with the set of already reached state states, and iterate. In Alg. 8.4
Closed is the set of visited states for backward search, Open is the current abstract search
frontier, and Pred is the set of abstract predecessor states.

Note that beside the capability to represent large sets of states in the exploration, sym-
bolic pattern databases have one further advantage to explicit ones: fast initialization. In
the definition of most problems the goal is not given as a collection of states but as a
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Procedure Construct-Symbolic-Pattern-Database
Input: Abstract state space problem wrt. ψ and transition relation Transψ
Output: Symbolic pattern database Hψ(value, x′)

Closed(x′)← Open(x′)← ψ(T )(x′) ;; Initialize search
i← 0 ;; Initialize BFS Layer
while (Open(x′) 6= false) ;; Abstract state space fully traversed?

Pred(x′)← ∃x′ (Open(x′) ∧ Transψ(x, x′))[x↔ x′] ;; Determine predecessor set
Open(x′)← Pred(x′) ∧ ¬Closed(x′) ;; Frontier set simplification
Hψ(value, x′)← Hψ(value, x′) ∨ (value = i ∧Open(x′)) ;; Add to pattern database
Closed(x′)← Closed(x′) ∨Open(x′) ;; Increase set of explored states
i← i+ 1 ;; Increase BFS layer

return Hψ(value, x′) ;; Exploration completed

Algorithm 8.4: Symbolic pattern database construction.

formula to be satisfied. In explicit pattern database construction all goal states have to
be generated and inserted into the backward exploration queue, while for the symbolic
construction, initialization is immediate by building the BDD for goal formula.

Let’s consider a the example of the THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE. With x tiles in the pattern,
the abstract state space consists of 36!/(36 − x)! states. A perfect hash-table for the 35-
Puzzle calls for about 1.23 kilobytes (x = 2), 41.83 kilobytes(x = 3), 1.34 megabytes
(x = 4), 43.14 megabytes (x = 5), 1.3 gigabytes (x = 6), and 39.1 gigabytes (x = 7). For
generating the abstract state space, the search frontier additionally has to be stored.

The results for the construction of one disjoint 6-tile symbolic pattern database is
shown in Fig. 8.8. In total the additive set consumes 2.6 gigabytes; a noticable reduction
wrt. the corresponding explicit construction. The total size of the 7-tile pattern database
is 6.6 gigabytes.

Another key performance of symbolic pattern databases is a fast construction time. In
some domains a performance of about 250 million expanded states per second has been
obtained.

8.4.4 Cost-Optimal Symbolic Breadth-First Search

Symbolic BFS finds the optimal solution in the number of solution steps. BDDs are also
capable of optimizing a cost functions f over the problem space space-efficiently. In this
section, we do not make any specific assumption about f (such as to be monotone or
being composed of g or h), except that f operates on variables of finite domains. The
problem has become prominent in the area of (over-subscribed) action planning, where a
cost function encodes and accumulates the desire for the satisfaction of soft constraints on
planning goals, which has to be maximized. As an example, consider that additionally to
an ordinary goal description, we prefer certain blocks in BLOCKSWORLD to be placed on
the table. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to minimization problems. This
implies that we want to find the path to a goal node in T that has the smallest f -value.

To compute a BDD F (value, x) for the cost function f(x) over a set finite domain state
variables x = (x1, . . . , xk) with xi ∈ [minxi ,maxxi ], we first compute the minimum and
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Figure 8.8: Memory profile for symbolic THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE pattern databases (on a
logarithmic scale).

maximum values that f can take. This defines the range [minf ,maxf ] that has to be en-
coded in binary. For example if f is a linear function

∑k
i=1 aixi with ai ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

then minf =
∑k
i=1 ai minxi and maxf =

∑k
i=1 ai maxxi .

To construct F (value, x) we build a sub-BDDs Partial(value, x) with value representing
aixi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and combine the intermediate results to the relation F (value, x) using
the relation Add. As the ai are finite the relation Partial(value, x)i can be computed using
value = xi+ . . .+xi (ai times) or adapt the ternary relation Mult (to be constructed similar
to Add). This shows that all operations to construct F can be realized using finite-domain
arithmetics on BDDs. Actually, there is an option of constructing the BDD for a linear
function directly from looking at the coefficients in O(

∑n
i=0 |ai|) time and space.

Alg. 8.5 displays the pseudo-code for symbolic BFS incrementally improving an up-
per bound U on the solution cost. The algorithm applies symbolic BFS until the entire
search space has been traversed and stores the currently optimal solution. As before
state sets are represented in form of BDDs. Additionally, the search frontier is reduced to
those states that have a cost value of at most U . In case an intersection with the goal is
found, the breadth-first exploration is suspended to construct solution with the smallest
f -value for states in the intersection. The cost gives a new upper bound U denoting the
quality of the currently best solution minus 1. After the minimal-cost solution has be
found, the breadth-first exploration is resumed.
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Procedure Cost-Optimal-Symbolic-BFS
Input: State space problem with transition relation Trans and cost relation F
Output: Cost-optimal solution path

U ← maxf ;; Initialize bound U
loop ;; Endless loop

Closed(x)← Open(x)← φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize search sets
Intersect(x)← φ{s}(x) ∧ φT (x) ;; Intersection of search frontiers
Bound(value, x)← F (value, x) ∧∨Ui=minf

(value = i) ;; Omit states from search frontier
Eval(value, x)← Intersect(x) ∧ Bound(value, x) ;; Evaluate costs for intersection found
while (Eval(value, x) 6= false) ;; Until improvement has been made

if (Open(x) = false) return ”Exploration completed” ;; Full state space seen
Succ(x)← ∃x (Trans(x, x′) ∧Open(x))[x↔ x′] ;; Determine successor set
Open(x)← Succ(x) ∧ ¬Closed(x) ;; Subtract state seen before
Closed(x)← Closed(x) ∨ Succ(x) ;; Update set of reachable states
Intersect(x)← Open(x) ∧ φT (x) ;; Search frontiers meet
Eval(value, x)← Intersect(x) ∧ Bound(value, x) ;; Evaluate full solution cost
if (Eval(value, x) 6= false) ;; Solution found

for each i ∈ {minf , . . . , U} ;; Find best solution
if (F (value, x) ∧ (value = i) ∧ Eval(value, x) 6= false) ;; Using discretization
U ← i− 1 ;; Lower the bound
sol← Construct(Eval(value, x)) ;; Generate the solution
break ;; Do not look for worse solutions

return sol ;; Return solution path

Algorithm 8.5: Cost-optimal symbolic BFS algorithm.

Theorem 8.3 (Optimality of Cost-Optimal Symbolic BFS) The plan constructed by cost-
optimal symbolic BFS has minimum cost. The number of images is bounded by the maximum
BFS-level.

PROOF: The algorithm applies duplicate detection and traverses the entire state space. It
generates each possible state exactly once. Eventually, the state with minimal f -value will be
found. Only those goal states are abandoned from the cost evaluation that have an f -value larger
than or equal to the current best solution. The exploration terminates if all BFS-Layers have been
generated.

8.4.5 Symbolic Shortest Path Search

Before turning to the symbolic algorithms for directed search, we take a closer look at
the bucket implementation of Dijkstra’s SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS algorithm for
solving search problems with action costs.

Finite action costs are a natural search concept. In many applications, costs can only
be positive integers (sometimes for fractional values it is also possible and beneficial to
achieve this by rescaling). As an example, take macros of actions, which dramatically
reduce the search efforts. The output is the shortest path π = (a1 . . . , ak) with ai ∈ A that
leads from the (set of) initial state(s) s ⊆ S to the a goal in T . The objective is to minimize
the sum

∑
ai∈π w(ai).
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As BDDs allow sets of states to be represented efficiently, the priority queue of a
search problem with integer-valued cost function can be partitioned to a list of buck-
ets We assume that the largest action cost (inducing the difference between the largest
and smallest key) is bounded by some constant C.

The priority queue of a search problem with integer valued cost function can be casted
as a set of pairs whose first component are the f -values and whose second component are
the x-values. They are represented by a BDD Open(f, x). The variables should be ordered
in a way that allows the most significant variables to be tested at the top. The variables
for the encoding of f can be assigned smaller indices than the variables encoding x, since
aside from the potential to generate smaller BDDs, this allows an intuitive understanding
of the BDDs and its association with the priority queue. Fig. 8.10 (left) illustrates the
representation of the priority queue in form of BDDs.

Procedure Symbolic-Shortest-Path-Search
Input: State space problem with weighted transition relation Trans
Output: Optimal solution path

Open(f, x)← (f = 0) ∧ φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize search frontier
loop ;; Endless loop

fmin = min{f | f ∧Open(f, x) 6= false} ;; Find minimum
Min(x)← ∃f(Open(f, x) ∧ f = fmin) ;; Extract minimum bucket
if (Min(x) ∧ φT (x) 6= false) ;; If goal has been found

return Construct(Min(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution
Rest(f, x)← Open(x) ∧ ¬Min(x) ;; Delete set of states from queue
Succ(f, x)← ∃x′, f ′, w ;; Cost-assigned image

(Min(x′) ∧ Trans(w, x′, x) ∧ Add(f ′, w, f) ∧ f ′ = fmin) ;; . . . of min bucket
Open(f, x)← Rest(f, x) ∨ Succ(f, x) ;; Include successor set to search frontier

;; Until goal has been found

Algorithm 8.6: Dijkstra’s algorithm implemented with BDDs.

Let the weighted transition relation Trans(w, x′, x) be satisfied, if and only if the step
from x′ to x has cost w ∈ {1, . . . , C}. Then, the symbolic version of Dijkstra’s algorithm
can be implemented as shown in Alg. 8.6. For the sake of simplicity, the algorithm has
no Closed list, so that it can contain one state with different f -values. (As with symbolic
breadth-first tree search, duplicate elimination is not difficult to add, but may induce
additional complexity to the BDD.)

The working of the algorithm is as follows. The BDD Open is set to the representation
of the start state with f -value 0. Unless we establish a goal state, in each iteration we
extract all states with minimum f -value fmin. The easiest option to find the next value of
fmin is to test all internal values f starting from the last value of fmin for intersection with
Open. A more efficient option is to exploit the BDD structure in case the f -variables are
encoded on top of the BDD.

Given fmin we determine the successor set, and update the priority queue. The BDD
Min of all states in the priority queue with value fmin is extracted, resulting the BDD Rest
of the remaining set of states. If no goal state is found, the variables in Min the (weighted)
transition relation Trans(w, x′, x) is applied to determine the BDD for the set of successor
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states. In order to calculate f = fmin + w and attach new f -values to this set we have to
retain the old f -value fmin. Finally, the BDD Open for the next iteration is obtained by
the disjunction of the successor set with the remaining queue.

Theorem 8.4 (Optimality Symbolic Shortest-Path Search of Algorithm 8.6) For action weights
w ∈ {1, . . . , C}, the solution computed by the symbolic shortest-path search algorithm is optimal.

PROOF: The algorithm mimics the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS algorithm of Dijkstra on
a 1-LEVEL BUCKET structure (see Chap. 4). Eventually, the state with minimum f -value is found.
As f is monotonically increasing, the first goal reached has optimal cost.

Theorem 8.5 (Complexity Symbolic Shortest-Path Search) For positive transition weights w ∈
{1, . . . , C}, the number of iterations (BDD images) the symbolic shortest-path search algorithm
is O(f∗), where f∗ is the optimal solution cost.

PROOF: The number of iterations (BDD images) is dependent upon the number of buckets that
are considered during the exploration. As the edge weight is a positive integer, we have at most
O(f∗) iterations, where f∗ is the optimal solution costs.

8.5 Limits and Possibilities of BDDs

To uncover the causes for good and bad BDD performance we aim at lower and upper
bounds for BDD growth in various domains.

8.5.1 Exponential Lower Bound

We first consider permutation games on (0, . . . , N − 1), such as the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE,
where N = n2. The characteristic function fN of all permutations on (0, . . . , N − 1) has
NdlogNe binary state variables and evaluates to true, if every block of dlogNe variables
corresponds to the binary representation of an integer and every satisfying path of N
integers is a permutation.

It is known that the BDD for fN needs more than b
√

2Nc BDD nodes for any variable
ordering. This at least suggests that permutation games are hard for BDD exploration.

8.5.2 Polynomial Upper Bound

In other state spaces, we obtain an exponential gain using BDDs. In GRIPPER, there is
one robot to transport 2k = n balls from one room A to another room B. The robot has
two grippers to pick up and put down a ball.

It is not difficult to observe that the state space grows exponentially. Since we have
2n =

∑n
i=0

(n
i

) ≤ n
(n
k

)
, the number of all states with k balls in one room is

(n
k

) ≥ 2n/n.
The precise number of all reachable states is Sn = 2n+1 + n2n+1 + n(n − 1)2n−1, where
S0
n = 2n+1 corresponds to the number of all states with no ball in a gripper.

The basic observation is that all states with an even number of balls in each room
(apart from the two states with all balls in the same room and the robot in other one) are
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Figure 8.9: BDD structure for representing b balls in room B.

part of an optimal plan. For larger values of n, therefore, heuristic search planners even
with a constant error of only 1 are doomed to fail.

The robot’s cycle for delivering two balls from one room to the other in any optimal
plan has length six (picking up the two balls, moving from one room to the other, putting
down the two balls, and moving back), such that every sixth BFS layer contains the states
on an optimal plan with no ball in a gripper. Yet there are still exponentially many of
these states, namely S0

n − 2.

Theorem 8.6 (Exponential Representation Gap for GRIPPER) There is a binary state encoding
and an associated variable ordering, in which the BDD size for the characteristic function of the
states on any optimal path in the breadth-first exploration of GRIPPER is polynomial in n.

PROOF: To encode states in GRIPPER, 1 + 2 · dlog(n + 1)e + 2n bits are required: one for the
location of the robot, dlog(n+ 1)e for each of the grippers to denote which ball it currently carries,
and 2 for the location of each ball. According to BFS, we divide the set of states on an optimal
path into layers l, 0 ≤ l ≤ 6k− 1. If both grippers are empty, we are in level l = 6d and all possible
states with b = 2d balls in the right room have to be represented, which is available using O(bn)
BDD nodes (see schema in Fig. 8.9). The number of choices with 1 or 2 balls in the gripper that
are addressed in the 2dlog(n + 1)e variables is bounded by O(n2), such that intermediate layers
with l 6= 6d lead to an at most quadratic growth. Hence, each layer restricted to the states on the
optimal plan contains less than O(n2 · dn) = O(dn3) = O(n4) BDD nodes in total. Accumulating
the numbers along the path, whose size is linear in n, we arrive at less than O(n5) BDD nodes
needed for the entire exploration.

We next look at the SOKOBAN domain, where we observe another exponential gap
between explicit-state and symbolic representation.

Theorem 8.7 (Exponential Representation Gap for SOKOBAN) If all
(n
k

) · (n−k) configurations
with k balls in a maze of n cells in SOKOBAN are reachable, there is a binary state encoding and an
associated variable ordering, in which the BDD size for the characteristic function of all reachable
states in SOKOBAN is polynomial in n.

PROOF: To encode states in SOKOBAN, 2n bits are required, i.e., 2 bits for each cell
(stone/player/none). If we were to omit the player, we would observe the same pattern that was
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Figure 8.10: BDD representation of the priority queue (left) and the estimate (right).

shown in Fig. ??, where the left branch would denote an empty cell and the right branch a stone,
leaving a BDD of O(nk) nodes. Integrating the player gives us a second BDD of size O(nk)
with links from the first to the second. Therefore, the complexity for representing all reachable
SOKOBAN positions requires a polynomial number of BDD nodes.

As
(n
k

) ≤ (nk )k, the number of all reachable states is clearly exponential.

8.6 Symbolic Heuristic Search

We have seen that in heuristic search, with every state in the search space we associate a
lower bound estimate h on the optimal solutions cost. Further, by re-weighting the edges,
the algorithm of A* can be transformed into Dijkstra’s algorithm. The rank of a node is
the combined value f = g + h of the generating path length g and the estimate h.

8.6.1 Symbolic A*

A* can be casted as a variant of Dijkstra’s algorithms with (consistent) heuristics. Subse-
quently, in the symbolic version of A* (symbolic A*) the relational product algorithm
determines all successors of the set of states with minimum f -value in one evalua-
tion step. It remains to determine their f -values. For the dequeued state u we have
f(u) = g(u) + h(u). Since we can access the f -, but usually not the g-value, the new
f -value of a successor v has to be calculated in the following way:

f(v) = g(v) + h(v) = g(u) + w(u, v) + h(v) = f(u) + w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v).

The estimator Heur can be seen as a relation of tuples (value, x), which is true if and
only if the heuristic value of the state represented by x is equal to number represented
by value. We assume that the heuristic relation Heur can be represented as a BDD for the
entire problem space (see Fig. 8.10, right).

There are different options to determine Heur. One approach tries to implement the
function directly from its specification (see Exercises for an implementation of the Man-
hattan distance heuristic in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE). Another option simulates explicit pat-
tern databases (as introduced in Chap. 5) that Heur is the outcome of a symbolic backward
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Procedure Symbolic-A*
Input: State space problem with weighted transition and estimate relation (Trans/Heur)
Output: Optimal solution path

Open(f, x)← Heur(f, x) ∧ φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize and evaluate search frontier
loop ;; Endless loop
fmin = min{f | f ∧Open(f,x) 6= false} ;; Compute minimum priority
Min(x)← ∃f(Open(f, x) ∧ f = fmin) ;; Determine according state set
if (Min(x) ∧ φT (x) 6= false) ;; If goal has been found

return Construct(Min(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution
Rest(f, x)← Open(x) ∧ ¬Min(x) ;; Extract set from queue
Succ(f, x)← ∃w, x′, h, h′, f ′Min(x) ∧ Trans(w, x, x′)∧ ;; Image with estimates

Heur(h, x) ∧ Heur(h′, x′) ∧ Formula(h, h′, w, f ′, f) ∧ f ′ = fmin[x↔ x′]
Open(f, x)← Rest(f, x) ∨ Succ(f, x) ;; Insert result in priority queue

Algorithm 8.7: A* implemented with BDDs.

BFS in abstract space. The implementation of symbolic A* is shown in Alg. 8.7. Since all
successor states are reinserted in the queue we expand the search tree in best-first manner.

The BDD arithmetics for computing the relation Formula(h′, h, w, f ′, f) based on the
old and new heuristic values (h′ and h, respectively), and the old and new costs (f ′ and
f , respectively) are involved:

Formula(h′, h, w, f ′, f) = ∃ t1, t2 Add(t1, h′, f ′) ∧ Add(t1, w, t2) ∧ Add(h, t2, f).

Optimality and completeness of symbolic A* are inherited from the fact that given an
admissible heuristic, explicit-state A* will find an optimal solution.

By pushing variables inside the calculation of Succ can be restated to

∃w, x′(Min(x)∧Trans(w, x, x′)∧∃h(Heur(h, x)∧∃h′(Heur(h′, x′)∧Formula(h, h′, w, fmin, f))).

This makes it easier to compute the image by subsequent relational products.
Let us consider our SLIDING TOKEN PUZZLE example once again. The BDD for the

estimate h is depicted in Fig. 8.11, where the estimate is set to 1 for states 0 and 1, and
set to 0 for states 3 and 4. The minimum f -values turn is 1. Assuming that f∗ will be
bounded by 4 we need only two variables f0 and f1 to encode f (by adding 1 to the
binary encoded value).

After the initialization step, the priority queue Open is filled with the initial state rep-
resented by the term ¬x0¬x1. The h value is 1 and so is the initial f -value (represented
by (00)2). There is only one successor to the initial state, namely ¬x0x1, which has an h
value of 1 and, therefore, an f -value 2 ≡ (01)2. Applying Trans to the resulting BDDs
we obtained the combined characteristic function of the states with index 0 and 2. Their
h-values differ by 1. Therefore, the term x0¬x1 is assigned to an f -value 2 ≡ (01)2 and
¬x0¬x1 is assigned to 3 ≡ (10)2 (the status of the priority queue is depicted to the left
of Fig. 8.12). In the next iteration we extract x0¬x1 with value 2 and find the successor
set, which in this case consists of 1 = (01)2 and 3 = (11)2. By combining the characteristic
function x1 with the estimate h we split the BDD of x1 into two parts, since x0x1 relates
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Figure 8.12: The priority queue Open after 2 and after 3 steps.

to an h-value 0, whereas ¬x0x1 relates to 1 (the resulting priority queue is shown to the
right of Fig. 8.12). Since Min now has a non-empty intersection with the characteristic
function of the goal we have established a solution. The represented state sets and their
binary encoding is shown in Table 8.5. The state that belong to the state set Min are bold.
The minimum f -value is 3 as expected.

To exemplify the effectiveness of the approach, we consider the SOKOBAN problem (as
introduced in Chap. 2). To compute the step-optimal solution for the problem of Fig. 2.7
symbolic A* has been invoked with a heuristic that counts the number of balls not on a
goal position. While symbolic BFS finds the optimal solution with a peak BDD of 250
thousand nodes (representing 61 million states) in 230 iterations, symbolic A* leads to
419 iterations and to a peak BDD of 68 thousand nodes (representing 4.3 million states).

8.6.2 Bucket Implementation

Symbolic A* applies to unweighted graphs or graphs with integer action costs. Its func-
tional implementation can be applied even to infinite state spaces by using more expres-
sive representation formalisms as BDDs (like cyclic finite state automata for state sets
induced by linear constraints over the integers).

For small values of C, a maximal h-value maxh it is possible to avoid arithmetic com-
putations with BDDs. We assume that the action costs are uniform and that a the heuristic
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Step Open Set Binary Codes Boolean Formula
0 {(1,0)} {(00,00)} ¬f0¬f1¬x0¬x1

1 {(2,1)} {(01,01) } ¬f0f1¬x0x1

2 {(3, 0), (2,2)} {(10, 00), (01,10)} (f0¬f1¬x0¬x1) ∨ (¬f0f1x0¬x1)
3 {(4, 1), (3,3)} {(11, 01), (10,11)} (f0f1¬x0x1) ∨ (f0¬f1¬x0¬x1)

Table 8.5: State sets in the 4 iteration of Symbolic A*.

Procedure Symbolic-A*
Input: State space problem with transition relation Trans and estimate relation Heur
Output: Optimal solution path

Open[0, h(s)](x)← φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize frontier bucket
fmin ← h(s) ;; Initial minimum
while (fmin 6=∞) ;; Search frontier not empty
g ← min{i | Open[i, fmin − i](x) 6= false} ;; Determine minimum depth
while (g ≤ fmin) ;; As far as merit not exceeded

Min(x)← Open[g, fmin − g](x) ;; Determine according state set
if (Min(x) ∧ φT (x) 6= false) ;; Goal found

return Construct(Min(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution
Succ(x)← ∃x Min(x) ∧ Trans(x, x′)[x↔ x′] ;; Compute image
for each h ∈ {0, . . . ,maxh} ;; Traverse all possible h values

Open[g + 1, h](x)← Open[g + 1, h](x) ∨ Succ(x) ∧ Heur[h](x) ;; Distribute set
g ← g + 1 ;; Increase depth

fmin ← min{i+ j > fmin | Open[i, j](x) 6= false} ∪ {∞} ;; Minimum f -value

Algorithm 8.8: Symbolic A* in a bucket implementation.

relation is partitioned into Heur[0](x), . . .Heur[maxh](x), with

Heur(value, x) =
maxh∨

i=0

(value = i) ∧Heur[i](x).

We use a two-dimensional bucket-layout for the BDDs as shown in Fig. ??. The ad-
vantages are two-fold. First, the state sets to be expanded next are generally smaller, and
the hope is that the BDD representation is as well. Second, given the bucket a state set
is addressed by, each state set already has both the g- and the h-value attached to it, and
the arithmetic computations that were needed to compute the f -values for the set of suc-
cessors are no longer needed. The refined pseudo-code implementation for symbolic A*
is shown in Alg. 8.8.

Theorem 8.8 (Optimality Symbolic A*) Given a uniformly weighted problem graph and a con-
sistent heuristic, the solution cost computed by symbolic A* is optimal.

PROOF: The algorithm mimics the execution of the re-weighted version of Dijkstra’s algorithm
on a 1-LEVEL BUCKET structure. Eventually, the state of minimum f -value will be encountered.
As the re-weighted transition costs are positive, f is monotonic increasing, and the first goal state
has optimal cost.
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Figure 8.13: The number of iterations in symbolic A*.

Theorem 8.9 (Complexity Symbolic A*) Given a uniform weighted problem graph and a consis-
tent heuristic the worst-case number of iterations (BDD operations) in symbolic A* is O((f∗)2),
with f∗ being the optimal solution length.

PROOF: For an optimal heuristic, i.e., a heuristic that estimates the shortest path distance, we
have at most h(s) = f∗ iterations in symbolic A*. On the other hand, if the heuristic is equivalent
to the zero function (breadth-first search), we need f∗ iterations, too.

In general there are at most f∗ + 1 different h values and at most f∗ + 1 different g-values
that are encountered during the search process. Consequently, for each period between two suc-
cessive increases of the minimum f -value, we have at most f∗ iterations. Consider Figure 8.13,
in which the g values are plotted with respect to the h-value, such that nodes with the same g-
and h-value appear on the diagonals f = g + h. The number of circles is an upper bound on the
number of iterations. It is clearly bounded by O((f∗)2).

For heuristics that are not consistent, we cannot terminate at the first goal that we
encounter (see Exercises). One option for this case is to constrain the g-value to be less
than the currently obtained solution quality f .

8.6.3 Symbolic Best-First Search

A variant of the symbolic execution of A*, called symbolic greedy best-first search, is ob-
tained by ordering the priority queue Open only according to the h values. In this case the
calculation of the successor relation simplifies to ∃x′ (Min(x′) ∧ Trans(x′, x) ∧ Heur(f, x))
as shown in the pseudo-code of Alg. 8.9. The old f -values are ignored.

Unfortunately, even for admissible heuristics the algorithm is not optimal. The hope
is that in huge problem spaces the estimate is good enough to lead the solver into a
promising goal direction. Therefore, especially inadmissible heuristics can support this
aim.

On solution paths the heuristic values eventually decrease. Hence, symbolic greedy
best-first search profits from the fact that the most promising states are in the front of the
priority queue, have a smaller BDD representation, and are explored first. This compares
to symbolic A* in which the combined merit on the solution paths eventually increases.
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Procedure Symbolic-Greedy-Best-First-Search
Input: State space problem with transition relation Trans and estimate relation Heur
Output: Optimal solution path

Open(x)← Heur(f, x) ∧ φ{s}(x) ;; Insert and evaluate initial state
do ;; Repeat-until loop
fmin = min{f | f ∧Open(f, x) 6= false} ;; Determine minimum priority
Min(x)← ∃f Open(f, x) ∧ f = fmin ;; Compute corresponding state set
Rest(f, x)← Open(f, x) ∧ ¬Min(x) ;; Extract state set
Succ(f, x)← ∃x′Min(x) ∧ Trans(x, x′) ∧ Heur(f, x′)[x↔ x′] ;; Compute image
Open(f, x)← Rest(f, x) ∨ Succ(f, x) ;; Determine new frontier list

while (Open(f, x) ∧ φT (x) ≡ false) ;; Until goal found
return Construct(Open(f, x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution

Algorithm 8.9: Greedy best-first search implemented with BDDs.

In between A* and greedy best-first search, there are different best-first algorithms. For
example, scaling the heuristic estimate similar to the weighted A* algorithm is as fol-
lows. If Heur(f, x) denotes the heuristic relation a weight factor λ can be introduced by
constructing Heur(λ · h, x).

8.6.4 Symbolic Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound

Even for symbolic search, memory consumption remains to be a critical resource for a
successful exploration. This motivates a breadth-first instead of a best-first traversal of
the search space as successfully proposed in the context of explicit-state exploration by
the algorithm breadth-first heuristic search (see Chap. 7). As with explicit search, the
strategy assumes a graph with small locality and constructs solution path with a divide-
and-conquer approach by keeping an additional relay layer in main memory.

If the provided solution bound is optimal, then we can expect savings wrt. Symbolic
A* search, as (the representation of) states that exceed the given bound do not have to be
generated/stored at all. If the bound is not optimal, then the so-called symbolic breadth-
first branch-and-bound algorithm explores more states than symbolic A* but retaining the
advantage in memory.

Recall that breadth-first branch-and-bound generates the search tree in breadth-first
instead of best-first order. The core search routine relies on an additional bound U on
the optimal solution length, which can be provided by the user or non-optimal search
algorithms like beam search. Using the bound, buckets are neglected from search if their
(g + h)-value is larger than U . Alg. 8.10 shows an implementation of this strategy for
symbolic search. In case the graph has been fully explored we only know that there is
no solution ≤ U . For the sake of clarity, we have omitted duplicate detection, which
depends on the locality of the underlying graph. As in explicit-state space search, such
breadth-first branch-and-bound traversal is only optimal if the optimal solution bound
U is provided. However, the symbolic variant breadth-first iterative-deepening A* that op-
erates with an increasing threshold value is optimal.

Theorem 8.10 (Complexity Symbolic Breadth-First Branch-and-Bound) Provided with the opti-
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Procedure Symbolic-Breadth-First-Branch-and-Bound
Input: State space problem with transition relation Trans, estimate relation H, bound U
Output: Solution path

Open[0, h(s)](x)← φ{s}(x) ;; Initialize frontier bucket
for each g ∈ {1, . . . , U} ;; Traverse state set breadth-first

for each h ∈ {0, . . . , U − g} ;; Prune h-values that are out of bounds
Min(x)← Open[g − 1, h](x) ;; Select state set
if (Min(x) ∧ φT (x) 6= false) ;; Goal found

return Construct(Min(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution
Succ(x)← ∃x Min(x) ∧ Trans(x, x′)[x↔ x′] ;; Compute image
for each h′ ∈ {0, . . . , U − g − 1} ;; Distribute according to possible h-values

Open[g + 1, h′](x)← Open[g + 1, h′](x) ∨ ∃h(Succ(x) ∧ Heur[f ](x) ∧ f = h′)

Algorithm 8.10: Symbolic breadth-first branch-and-bound with buckets.

mal cost threshold U = f∗, symbolic breadth-first branch-and-bound (without duplicate elimina-
tion) computes the optimal solution in O((f∗)2) iterations.

PROOF: If U = f∗, the buckets considered with a (g + h)-value smaller than or equal to f∗ are
the same as in symbolic A*, as these algorithms also consider the buckets on the diagonals with
rising g-value. Subsequently, we obtain the same number of images.

Employed with a symbolic estimate function and frontier search, symbolic breadth-
first branch-and-bound can be interpreted as a symbolic variant of breadth-first heuris-
tic search (see Chap. 7), where entire BFS-layers are omitted from the search process.
In search practice, such a symbolic and structured exploration shows some advantage.
In an instance of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE for which explicit-state A* consumes 1.17 giga-
bytes, and breadth-first heuristic search consumed 732 megabytes, symbolic A* required
820 megabytes while symbolic heuristic (branch-and-bound) search consumed only 387
megabytes main memory.

On the other hand, finding the optimal cost threshold can be involved and the it-
erative computation is more time-consuming than a straight application of A* search.
Moreover, symbolic A* can also be implemented with a similar delayed expansion strat-
egy. Consider the case of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE. We expand each f -diagonal twice. In
the first pass, only the successors on the active diagonal are generated, leaving out the
generation of the successors on the (f + 2)-diagonal. In the second pass, the remaining
successors on the (f + 2)-diagonal are generated. We can avoid computing the estimate
twice, since all successor states that do not belong to the bucket (g + 1, h − 1), belong
to the bucket (g + 1, h + 1). In the second pass we can, therefore, generate all succes-
sors and subtract bucket (g + 1, h − 1) from the result. The complexity of this strategy
decreases from exploring E = {(u, v) | v ∈ Succ(u) ∧ f(u) ≤ f∗} edges to explore
E′ = {(u, v) | v ∈ Succ(u) ∧ f(v) ≤ f∗}. Hence, expanding each state twice compensates
for a large number of generated nodes above the f∗-diagonal that are not stored in the
first pass.
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8.7 *Refinements

Besides forward set simplification there are several improvement tricks that can be played
to improve the performance of the BDD exploration.

8.7.1 Improving the BDD Size

Any set in between the successor set Succ and the simplified successor set Succ \ Closed
will be a valid choice for the frontier Open in the next iteration.

It has been shown that it is fortunate to represent the next frontier set by any negative
generalized co-factor Open = Succ¬Closed. In the Shannon-expansion of a Boolean function
f with respect to another function g, defined by f = (g ∧ fg)∨ (¬g ∧ f¬g), this determines
fg and f¬g at the position (x1, . . . , xn) with g(x1, . . . , xn) = 1 and ¬g(x1, . . . , xn) = 1.
However, if g(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 or ¬g(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 we have some flexibility. Therefore,
we may choose a set that minimizes the BDD representation instead of minimizing the set
of represented states. This is the idea of the restrict operator ⇓, which itself is a refinement
to the constrain operator ↓. Since both operators are dependent of the ordering we assume
the ordering π to be the trivial permutation. We define the distance |a− b| of two Boolean
vectors a and b of length n by the sum of |ai − bi|2n−i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The constrain
operator f ↓ g of two Boolean functions f and g evaluated at a vector a is then determined
as f(a) if g(a) = 1, and as f(b) if g(a) = 0, g(b) = 1 and |a − b| is minimum. The
restrict operator f ⇓ g now incorporates the fact that for the function h = ∃xi g we have
g∧fg = g∧fh. Without going into more details we denote that such image size optimizing
operators are available in several BDD packages. Unfortunately, the gains that reported
for AI search domains were not significant.

8.7.2 Partitioning

The image Succ of the state set Open with respect to the transition relation Trans has been
computed as Succ(x′) = ∃x (Trans(x, x′) ∧Open(x)). In this image, Trans(x′, x) is assumed
to be monolithic, i.e., represented as one big relation. For several domains constructing
such a transition relation prior to the search consumes huge amounts of the available
computational resources. Fortunately, it is not required to build Trans explicitly, we can
keep it partitioned as Trans =

∨
a∈A Transa for each individual action transition relation

Transa and every action a ∈ A in the problem graph.
The image now reads as

Succ(x) = ∃x
(∨

a∈A
Transa(x, x′) ∧ Open(x)

)
=
∨

a∈A

(∃x (Transa(x, x′) ∧ Open(x))
)
.

Therefore, the monolithic construction of Trans can be bypassed. The execution sequence
of the disjunction has an effect on the overall running time. One possible implementation
organizes this partitioned image in form of a balanced tree.

For heuristic functions that can be computed incrementally in a small integer range,
there is the choice to group state pairs (u, v) that have a common heuristic difference d.
This leads to a limited set of relations Heur(u, v, d). One example is the Manhattan dis-
tance heuristic with h(u) − h(v) ∈ {−1, 1} for all successors v of u. Here we would split
the possible transition Heur(x, x′, d) into two parts Heur1(x, x′,−1) and Heur2(x, x′,+1).
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Figure 8.14: A transition system for branching partitions.

The successors of a frontier bucket Open with coordinates g and h can now be inserted
either into bucket [g + 1, h− 1] or into [g + 1, h+ 1].

Such incremental computations are exploited in images via branching partitions. The
abstracted transition expressions are partitioned according to which variables they mod-
ify. Take for example the set of transitions (0, 0) → (1, 0), (0, 1) → (1, 1), and (1, 0) →
(0, 0) that modify variable x0 as well as (0, 0) → (0, 1) and (1, 1) → (1, 0) that modify
variable x1. Fig. 8.14 depicts the transition system with solid arrows for one and dashed
arrows for the other branching partition.

Then we can represent the partitioning in form of two Boolean functions P0(x, x′) =
(¬x0¬x1x

′
0) ∨ (¬x0x1x

′
0) ∨ (x′0¬x′1¬x0) and P1(x, x′) = (¬x0¬x1x

′
1) ∨ (¬x0x1¬x′1). This

leads to the expression

Succi(x′) =
p∨

i=0

(∃x′i (Open(x) ∧ Pi(x, x′i))).

As above, the disjunction and the quantification can be interchanged to ease the com-
putation of the image. Partitioning and incremental heuristics fit well together, so that
Pi(x, x′) can be combined with Heur(x, x′, d) and precomputed for each possible pair of
values (i, d).

8.8 Symbolic Algorithms for Complete Graphs

Symbolic search approaches are also under theoretical and empirical investigation for
classical graph algorithms, like TOPOLOGICAL SORTING, STRONGLY CONNECTED COM-
PONENT, SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS, ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS, MAXIMUM

FLOW etc. The difference to the implicit setting above is that the graph is now supposed
to be an input of the algorithms. In other words, we are given a graph G = (V,E,w) with
source s ∈ V represented in form a Boolean function or BDD Graph : V ×V ×{0, . . . , C} →
{0, 1}, such that Graph(u, v, w) = 1 if and only if (u, v) ∈ E and 0 ≤ w(u, v) ≤ C for all
u, v.

For the encoding of the |V | nodes, a bit-string of length k = dlog |V |e is used, so that
edges are represented by a relation with 2k variables. To perform an equality check x = y
in linear time an interleaved ordering (xk−1, yk−1, . . . , x0, y0) is preferred to a sequential
ordering (xk−1, . . . , x0, yk−1, . . . , y0).
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Since the maximum accumulated weight on a path can be nC the fixed size of encod-
ing of the weight function should be of sizeO(log nC). It is well known that the BDD size
for a Boolean function on l variables is bounded byO(2l−log l = O(2l/l) nodes, since given
the reduced structure, the deepest levels have to converge to two sinks. Using a binary
encoding for V and weights in nd we have that the worst case size of the BDD Graph is
of orderO(22 logn+log(nC)/(2 log n+log(nC))) = O(n2nC/ log(nC)) = O((nC)3/ log(nC)),
while the hope is that many structured graphs have a sub-linear BDD with size o(nC).
Since we cannot expect a gain for general graphs in the worst case, symbolic versions
for explicit graph algorithms are designed for sub-linear runtime on special graphs and
acceptable average-case behavior.

The symbolic SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS algorithm maintains distance func-
tion f : V → IN ∪ {∞} in form of a BDD Dist such that Dist(v, d) = 1 if and only if
f(v) = d. As we have discussed before, Dijkstra’s algorithm considers nodes in the set
Closed that already have a shortest path, selects nodes u ∈ Open = V \ Closed with min-
imum f(u), and adds u to Closed. Then it updates f for neighbors v of u according to
f(v) = min{f(v), f(u)+w(u, v)}. With BDD operations and n being the number of nodes
in the graph, one iteration can be performed with O(log(nC)) BDD operations. Having
at most O(n) iterations, we have at most O(n log(nC)) BDD operations in total. The re-
sult matches the observation we made for the symbolic version of Dijkstra’s algorithm in
implicit graphs using a bucket implementation of the priority queue.

For the Bellman-Ford algorithm we relax every node (u, v) ∈ E with f(u) + w(u, v) <
f(v) followed by an update of f(v). This can be achieved using a BDD representation for
Relax on the variables for u, v and d that evaluates to true if f(u) +w(u, v) = d < f(v). In
other words relation Relax is defined by:

∃d1, d2(f(u, d1) ∧ Graph(u, v, d2) ∧ d = d1 + d2) ∧ ¬(∃d1(f(u, d1) ∧ (d1 ≤ d)).

In total we have O(ne log(nC)) BDD operations. The observation is that Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm leads to many but fast operations, since the symbolic sets are fairly structured,
while the algorithm of Bellman and Ford relaxes edges in parallel, which leads to less op-
erations, but each of the operation is considerably slow. Experiments on random graphs
show that even though Dijkstra needs space almost linear in the size of the BDD repre-
sentation of the input graph, Bellman-Ford is usually faster.

8.9 Symbolic Diagnosis

In diagnosis, we are not only concerned with detecting errors, but additionally with ex-
plaining them. Application areas for such (model-based) diagnosis are intelligent tutoring,
intelligent authoring and intelligent debugging systems, in which the mistakes of a novice
student, author or programmer have to be uncovered based on a model of an experi-
enced one. The scenario differs from detecting errors in formal verification as introduced
for directed model checking as one practical application of heuristic search technology.

Finding a good diagnosis with respect to some existing flaws in a system is a guided
search in itself. Once we have found a misconception, we have to search for the flaw in
the argumentation according to the subject model of the problem. This is done by propa-
gating the error in the model and probing on more and more specific issues. The subject
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Figure 8.15: An arithmetic dependency network with multiplier and adder devices.

model or qualitative dependency network is an augmented undirected graph that is gener-
ated in a process called qualitative simulation. The edges represent discrete variables with
values of a certain range. In the easiest case a variable is Boolean stating that a condi-
tion is true or false (the velocity of a car is positive). In other cases a variable represents a
set of quantities (the acceleration of a car is large). The nodes in the network manipulate
and propagate the information found at incident edges. They represent the qualitative
knowledge and the influence the variables have on each other (tf the velocity of a car is
positive and the brakes are pushed, the velocity will decrease).

Dependency networks are constructed by an expert, explored in an empirical study,
or inferred with an inductive learning algorithm. In the diagnosis task we match the
knowledge of the learner to the network. The main objective is to efficiently store and
propagate the input information within the network. If a misconception arises, we aim
to pose only a few questions to pinpoint a wrong inference. In our scenario we allow the
learner to make multiple faults according to the model and simulate all possible worlds
he might be in. Since a diagnosis task is a search in a space of different hypothesis on the
values of variables, we deal with uncertainties in background knowledge.

8.9.1 General Diagnostic Engine

The general diagnostic engine (GDE), is a framework for performing model-based diagno-
sis. It is traditionally exemplified by arithmetic dependency networks, in which we have
devices such as adders (Ai) and multipliers (Mi). Edges connect the devices as illustrated
in Fig. 8.15 to an overall graph structure. Variables labeling the edges can be assigned to
specific values and the information according to the setting is broadcast within the net-
work. Devices can malfunction and, therefore, lead to contradictions. The set of possible
assignments to the variables is restricted to a small integer range. This implies that all dif-
ferent values can be encoded using only few bits. A probe of an edge is an assignment to
a variable that reflects the supervised background knowledge received in an interaction
with the learner. The access to this knowledge is often computationally expensive.

We distinguish two main stages in one iteration of a GDE. On the one hand, we have
to update the model according to a given probe and on the other hand, we have to dis-
criminate the candidates for the next probe. In the following we focus on the first issue.
GDE is based on an architecture called assumption based truth maintenance system (ATMS).
Besides the dependency network structure, an ATMS maintains database entries (v, jv),
with v being a variable and jv being its justification. A justification is a set of devices that
have been used to derive that variable V is assigned to v. Different justifications for a sin-
gle variable value might exists. Starting with an empty database the learner instantiate
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variables one after the other. These variables are final, since we have full knowledge of
their values. The consequences are drawn with respect to the functionality of the used
devices and lead to an assumption on the valuation of the other variables in the network.
If the assumption is not confirmed by the learner, we call a value a no-good.

In the example the assignments A to 1, B to 1, C to 1, and D to 1 forces F to equal 2
with justification {M1,M2, A1}. The assignment F to 1 is a no-good. Unfortunately, the ap-
proach to propagate the values in the network with a simple depth-first search is not suf-
ficient. We need some form of iteration. The new information has to be propagated in the
network until no further changes can be achieved and it has to be offered at every edge of
each device node. The database at device node k with degree n for the operation⊗ is up-
dated as follows: Take every combination of entries (v1, jv1), . . . , (vn−1, jvn−1) for the vari-
ables V1, . . . , Vn−1, calculate vn = ⊗(v1, . . . , vn−1) with justification jvn =

⋃n−1
i=1 jvi ∪ {k}

and insert the pair (vn, jvn) into the database. Especially in large models these efforts are
tremendous, s.t. merging the inputs reveals the bottleneck of the overall propagation.

8.9.2 Symbolic Propagation

The set of possible propagations of variables in a discrete domain at a given device con-
sists of instantiations to the incident variables (v1, . . . , vn). As seen above, BDDs can be
utilized to efficiently describe sets of states. In the case of a diagnosis problem a state is
a pair consisting of a variable assignment and set of devices that causes the variable to
have this particular value.

We have already seen that if we restrict the values to a finite domain, we can represent
the Boolean operations Add and Mult with parameters a, b and c in form of a BDD. The
key idea in using BDDs is that they do not only apply to a single element but to the whole
set that is described at the inputs. For example, combining the BDD characterization of
the set {1, 3, 7}with the BDD representation of {2, 4} and with the BDD for Mult directly
leads to the description of the BDD representation for the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 14, 21, 28}.
Moreover, the relational description allows us to apply the BDDs in the reverse direction.
For example, the Subtract and Div operators can be obtained by swapping the variable
sets a and c in Add and Mult.

Let A(a) and B(b) be the BDD representations of the different value assignments of
the input variables for a device that realizes a Boolean function F (a, b, c). The relational
product C(c) = ∃a, b (A(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ F (a, b, c)) computes the desired output BDD. The
other two propagation rules are obtained similarly. The justification of the result can
be obtained by disjoining the justifications of the inputs. We extend the result with the
influence of the currently operating unit and we only allow to execute the operation if
both inputs do not already rely on the unit. Therefore, we build the BDD Result based
on the disjunct on all triples of justifications satisfying these additional constraints. As
the number of units n and thus the number of bits to encode a justification is big and the
power set is exponential in n, one might doubt, that this BDD can be constructed, but we
explicitly build the BDD for ci = ai ∨ bi on every index i and build the conjunct for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Let A(a, ja) be the description of the first input and B(b, jb) be the description of the
second input. Then we have

C(c, jc) = ∃a, ja, b, jb (A(a, ja) ∧B(b, jb) ∧ F (a, b, c) ∧ Result(ja, jb, jc))
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The implementation of the proposed diagnosis system based on BDDs is simple.
Any diagnostic variable consists of a marker final, a BDD bdd representing all possible
value/justification pairs and the variable sets for addressing value and just. Diagnos-
tic variables are linked to at least two devices to inform the devices if a change to a BDD
has been obtained. There are four cases to terminate the propagation of the information.

• The output is final: We have full knowledge of the output values.

• One input BDD is the zero function: We prevent propagation.

• The output BDD is the zero function: Either the computation on the restricted domain
is not possible or one boundary condition to the relation Result is met.

• The result implies the output BDD: The output value has already been calculated or
no new information has been added to the device.

8.10 Summary

Symbolic search algorithms use a functional representation to express large but finite
sets of states based on a finite domain state encoding. We have chosen binary deci-
sion diagrams (BDDs) for the space-efficient unique representation for these functions.
Others representations for Boolean functions (e.g. ALGEBRAIC DECISION DIAGRAMS

(ADDs), AND INVERTER GRAPHS and DECOMPOSABLE NEGATIONAL NORMAL FORMS

(DNNFs)) will not induce any change to the exploration algorithms. Other symbolic data
structures (e.g., Presburger automata and difference bound matrices) can cover infinite state
sets, but follow similar algorithmic principles.

The advantage of symbolic search with BDDs for representing state sets include

• the exploitation of similarities within the state vector (due to path sharing within
the graph structure of the BDD)

• a polynomially sized BDD can include exponentially many paths.

• the uniqueness of the representation (which avoids any form of duplicate detection
within the underlying set)

• the functional exploration of the state space (which avoids an intermediate uncom-
pressed representation during the exploration)

During the exploration, a minimized binary variable encoding (e.g. x0x1 = (11)2 for
x = 3) outperforms a plain encoding of predicates (e.g. x0x1x2 = (111)1 for x = 3). Using
an appropriate relevance measure on the dependency of variables, good orderings can
be obtained that lead to smaller BDDs. As an immediate consequence, precondition and
effect variables should be interleaved. Permutation games are likely to be hard for BDDs,
while games that are based on selecting indistinguishable objects appear to be easier.

Symbolic search relies on a transition relation that operates twice the number of input
variables than the state vector. The relation features both forward or backward search
and can be extended to include action costs. If possible, the transition relation should be
kept partitioned to keep the most expensive image operation small. As enumerating all
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Name Partition DDD Arithmetic Guided Optimal
Symbolic-BFTS (8.2)

√
- - - length

Symbolic-BFS (8.3)
√ √

- - length
Symbolic-SSSP (8.6)

√
-

√
- weight

Symbolic-A* (8.7/8.8)
√

-
√

/-
√

weight
Symbolic-GBFS (8.9)

√
- -

√
-

Symbolic-BFBnB (8.10)
√

- -
√

weight
Cost-Optimal Symbolic-BFS (8.5)

√ √ √
- cost

Table 8.6: Overview symbolic search algorithms.

problem graph edges is out of reach for implicit graph search, we have introduced parti-
tions by individual actions (disjunctive partitioning), by abstract distance values (pattern
database partitioning), by hash differences (branching partitioning), and by discrete ac-
tion costs (cost value partitioning). Using a discretization into f = (g, h) buckets, BDD
arithmetics can be avoided.

Duplicate detection with respect to previous exploration sets is not necessarily an
advantage, as it may complicate the BDD representation, but – as a trade-off – one can
detect a non-solvable search problem due to a complete exploration. Even though diffi-
cult to formalize by the series of subproblem disjunction the number of represented states
seems to have some influence on the hardness of computing the image of a state set. The
number of previous layers that need to be maintained in the RAM to preserve full du-
plicate detection is defined by the length of the longest back edge in the (breadth-first or
best-first) generation of the graph, and matches the definition of the locality parameter
introduced in the previous chapter.

Different to many other expositions we emphasized on the extension to other implicit
graph search algorithms, and propose different symbolic search variants for breadth-first
search, Dijkstra search and A*. The two blind search algorithms were used to construct
pattern databases in a suitable abstract spaces. The advantages with respect to explicit
state pattern databases have been made visible in time and space.

Symbolic heuristic and branch-and-bound search is an apparent integration of com-
paction (using BDDs) and pruning (using pruning by the f -cost. In difference to symbolic
A*, symbolic versions of branch-and-bound take the solution bound as an additional in-
put parameter. For problems with exponentially increasing state sizes, iterative deepen-
ing applies.

Table 8.6 summarizes the presented approaches. We indicate if disjunctive transition
function splitting can be used to compute the image. We also denote whether or not the
provided implementations use a visited list for duplicate detection (DDD). The table also
shows, whether BDD arithmetic are used, if the search is guided by a heuristic relation,
and if the result is optimal.

Additionally, we have seen alternative application for symbolic search methods. We
have discussed a symbolic algorithm for solving SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS prob-
lem in a explicit but symbolically represented graphs. Last but not least, by addressing
the diagnosis problem in the context of the general diagnostic engine, with symbolic prop-
ergation we have considered a search in a set of different worlds, represented as a BDD.
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8.11 Exercises

8.1 ** Extend the arithmetics on finite domains with BDDs to perform multiplication.

1. Write a recursive Boolean formula for Mult based on the add relation.

2. Provide the pseudo-code for computing mult.

8.2 * Display the structure of the BDD for function f = x1x2 ∨ x3x4 ∨ . . . ∨ x2n−1x2n with respect
to the identity permutation ordering and the ordering (1, 3, . . . 2n− 1, 2, 4, . . . 2n).

8.3 *** Show that the BDD for the hidden weighted bit function HWB(x) = x|x|, where |x| denotes
the number of 1’s in the assignment to x, has exponential size for all variable orderings and,
therefore, does not suggest the use of BDDs.

8.4 ** In Alg. 8.11 we have depicted the non-trivial pseudo-code implementation of the relational
product algorithm that consists of an interleaved execution of conjunctions, deletion of variables
and disjunction of the subtrees due to the existential quantification. The procedure uses two hash
tables: a transposition table TT to detect if nodes have already been constructed beforehand,
and a unique table UT to apply the reduction rule of isomorphic subtrees.

1. The pseudo code extends the ordinary ∧-synthesis operation in the additional call if (x-
index(m)) return Synthesis(s0, s1,∨). Illustrate this algorithm for conjoining two BDDs for
the Boolean functions f(x) = x1x2 and g(x) = x1 ∨ x3 according to the variable order
(x1, x2, x3).

2. Illustrate working of the algorithm in computing the relational product on ∃x2(f ∧ g)

8.5 *** How many Boolean functions IBn → IB do we have? Show that the number of (reduced
ordered) BDD representations is exactly the same.

8.6 ** Supply pseudo-code implementations for the main BDD operations

1. Substitution by constant with integrated reduction rule application

2. SAT-count backing up counter values at internal nodes.

8.7 Give a 64-bit binary encoding for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE.

1. * Depict the characteristic function for the goal state in this encoding.

2. ** Explain how to compute the Manhattan distance function as a BDD in this encoding. You
may start with sub-BDDs for each tile and combine the results using a relational product on
temporary variables to connect them to build the overall sum.

8.8 * Provide two different encoding schemes for the Level 1 SOKOBAN instance (see Chap. 2);

1. One that encodes each ball in binary based on the index of the maze layout

2. One that encodes each ball using one bit.

3. Try to improve your encoding e.g. by omitting squares that can be excluded in finding a
solution.

4. How many variables do you need?

5. Which one is better encoding and how would you encode the man?
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Procedure RelationalProduct
Input: Two BDDs for Trans(x, x′) and S(x)
Output: BDD G∃x(Trans(x,x′)∧S(x)).

if (Search(TT, top(GTrans), top(GS)) ;; Node visited twice
return Search(TT, top(GTrans), top(GS) ;; Return found node

if (sink0(GTrans) or sink0(GS)) return sink0 ;; Return 0-sink
if (sink1(GTrans)) return sink1 ;; Return 1-sink
if (index(root(GTrans)) < index(root(GS))) ;; Variable index in GTrans smaller
s0 ← RelationalProduct(left(GTrans), GS) ;; Use 0-edge in GTrans
s1 ← RelationalProduct(right(GTrans), GS) ;; Use 1-edge in GTrans

else if (index(root(GTrans)) > index(root(GS))) ;; Variable index in GS smaller
s0 ← RelationalProduct(GTrans, left(GS)) ;; Use 0-edge in GS
s1 ← RelationalProduct(GTrans, right(GS)) ;; Use 1-Edge in GS

else ;; Indices in GTrans and GS are equal
s0 ← RelationalProduct(left(GTrans), left(GS)) ;; Use 0 edge in GTrans and GS
s1 ← RelationalProduct(right(GTrans), right(GS)) ;; Use 1-edge in GTrans and GS

m← min{index(top(GTrans)), index(top(GS))} ;; Minimum index of GTrans and GS
if (s0 = s1) return s0 ;; Reduction rule 1
if (Search(UT, s0, s1,m)) return Search(UT, s0, s1,m) ;; Reduction rule 2
if (x-index(m)) return Synthesis(s0, s1,∨) ;; If quantified compute disjunction
return new(s0, s1,m) ;; Otherwise generate node and include it in TT and UT

Algorithm 8.11: Relational product algorithm to compute image of a S wrt. to Trans.

8.9 * Provide an encoding for states and actions for STRIPS-type planning problems
(see Chap. 2). Show how to combine the operator encodings to a monolithic transition rela-
tion. You may use one bit for each grounded proposition to obtain a state descriptor with |AP| bits.
Take care of propositions that are not mentioned in the initial or goal state.

8.10 * Display the transition relation Trans for the SLIDING TOKEN PUZZLE for an interleaved
ordering.

8.11 * Perform a partitioned BFS exploration based on the set of transitions (0, 0) → (1, 0),
(0, 1) → (1, 1), and (1, 0) → (0, 0) that modify variable x0 as well as (0, 0) → (0, 1) and (1, 1) →
(1, 0) that modify variable x1. Starting node is (0, 0).

8.12 ** Give a consistent and non-redundant rule set for the academic knowledge database
verification example.

1. Display the BDDs for all instantiated rules.

2. Compute the BDD labels that are reached in a forward chaining algorithm.

8.13 ** Prove that the expressions that are generated in a labeling approach in a knowledge-
based system can require exponential size, with the exponent being in the depth of the rule set.

8.14 * Compute a BDD for the Add and Mult function in the variable range of [0..3] using inter-
leaved variable sets. How many BDD nodes do you need?

8.15 ** For admissible heuristics there might be successors that address a bucket below the fmin

diagonal in symbolic A*. Moreover, for explicit search we have seen that always considering the
smallest bucket as in A* may lead to an exponential number of reopenings.
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Show that for admissible estimates there exists an implementation of symbolic A* with number
of images can be bounded by O((f∗)4).

Procedure Symbolic-Shortest-Path-Search
Input: Discrete cost state space planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) in symbolic form

with φ{s}(x), φT (x), and Transa(x, x′)
Output: Optimal solution path

Open[0](x)← φ{s}(x)
for each f = 0, . . . , fmax ;; Scan buckets

Min(x)← Open[f ](x) ;; Extract minimum state set
if (Min(x) ∧ φT (x) 6= false) ;; If goal has been found

return Construct(Min(x) ∧ φT (x)) ;; Generate solution
for all i = 1 . . . , C ;; Consider all action costs

Succi(x)← ∨
a∈A,w(a)=i(∃x′(Min(x) ∧ Transa(x, x′))[x↔ x′] ;; Partitioned image

Open[f + i](x)← Open[f + i](x) ∨ Succi(x) ;; Insert result in search frontier
return ”Exploration completed” ;; Full graph has been seen

Algorithm 8.12: Dijkstra’s algorithm on buckets.

8.16 ** The bucket-based implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is as follows. In one iteration
we first choose the bucked with minimum f -value together with the BDD Min of all states in the
priority queue having this value. Next the partitioned transition relation Transa(x′, x) with c(a) = i
is applied to determine the BDD for the subset of all successor states that can be reached with
cost i. In order to attach new f -values to this set, we simply insert the result into bucket f + i. The
pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 8.12.

1. Give a slightly more compact implementation for the priority queue using a 1-LEVEL
BUCKET priority queue (see Chap. 4).

2. Integrate duplicate elimination to the algorithm.

3. Show that given that action costs are positive, we compute at most O(C · f∗) full images.

8.17 *** In the extension of BDDA* to discrete weights shown in Alg. 8.13, we determine all
successors of the set of states with minimum f -value, current cost total g and action cost i. It
remains to determine their h-values by a lookup in a (multiple) pattern database.

1. Perform the lookup and the combination of multiple pattern databases PDB1, . . . ,PDBk
entries on-the-fly (either by taking the sum or the max). Provide pseudo code.

2. Prove that transition weights w ∈ {1, . . . , C}, the algorith finds the optimal solution with at
most O(C ·(f∗)2) images, where f∗ is the optimal solution cost. ptimality and completeness
of BDDA* are inherited from explicit-state A*. As the g- and the h-value are both bounded
by f∗ it computes at most O(C · (f∗)2) full images.

8.18 ** Adapt the symbolic branch-and-bound algorithm to cost-optimal search with a monotonic
increasing objective function f = g + h represented as a BDD.

8.19 * Annotate the graph in Fig. 8.15 with the different value assignment that are possible, when
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Procedure Symbolic-Shortest-Path-A*
Input: Discrete cost state space planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) in symbolic form

with φ{s}(x), φT (x), and Transa(x, x′), shortest-path locality L
Output: Optimal solution path

for all h = 0, . . . , hmax

Open[0, h](x)← Evaluate(s, h)
for all f = 0, . . . , fmax

for all g = 0, . . . , f
h← f − g
for all l = 1, . . . ,L with g − l ≥ 0

Open[g, h](x)← Open[g, h](x) \Open[g − l, h](x)
Min(x)← Open[g, h](x)
if (Min(x) ∧ φT (x) 6= false)

return Construct(Min(x) ∧ φT (x))
for all i = 1, . . . , C

Succi(x)← ∃x ∨a∈A,w(a)=i(Min(x) ∧ Transa(x, x′))[x↔ x′]
for each h ∈ {0, . . . , hmax}

Open[g + d, h](x)← Open[g + d, h](x) ∨ Evaluate(Succi, h)
return false

Algorithm 8.13: Shortest path A* algorithm on buckets.

1. setting A to 2, B to 2, C and D to 1. What are the values for H, F and G, and which
justification is given?

2. setting F to 24, B to 2, G to 12. How are A and C and D, I, J , and H set, and which
justification is given?

8.20 ** BDDs can serve alternative data structure for solving the SUBSET QUERY or CONTAIN-
MENT QUERY problem (see Chap. 4). The characteristic function of each encountered pattern
is taken into disjunct with the boolean representation of the subset dictionary. In the example of
SOKOBAN, if variable bi denotes the existence of a ball at position i, we build the following boolean
function

PatternStore =
∨

p∈D

∧

i∈p
bi.

1. Denote how to add a pattern into the pattern store and derive its time complexity for inser-
tion.

2. Denote how to search a position for a contained pattern in the pattern store and derive the
time complexity of the operation.

8.21 ** For the graph in Fig. 8.15

1. Plot the BDD for the add relation for the interval [0..3], based on an interleaved ordering of
the 10 variables.

2. * Display the BDD Mult assuming that lower bits of the binary encoding of the value in [0..3]
are tested first and the ordering in the justification is given by {A1, A2,M1,M2,M3}.

3. Display the BDD after setting the diagnosis variables A, B, C and D to 1, such that a result
of 2 is obtained at F based on the justifying operators A1 M1 and M2. Display the BDD
for H according to the assignment of F to 1 that encodes the two variable/justification pairs
(0, {A1,M2}) and (1, {M1}).
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Chapter 9

External Search

Often search spaces are so large that even in compressed form they fail to fit into main
memory. During the execution of a heuristic search algorithm, only a part of the graph
can be processed in main memory at a time; the remainder is stored on a disk.

The costs for large amount of disk space have considerably decreased. At the time
of writing, 500 gigabytes could be obtained at the cost of about 200 US dollars. But
hard disk operations are about a 105 − 106 times slower than main memory accesses and
technological progress yields about annual rates of 40% increase in processor speeds,
while disk transfers only improve by about 10% percent. This growing disparity has led
to a growing attention to the design of I/O-efficient algorithms in recent years. In some
sense, the law of Intel co-founder Gordon Moore has been outpaced on external devices.
His prediction, popularly known as Moore’s Law, states that the number of transistors on
a chip doubles about every two years.

Most modern operating systems hide secondary memory accesses from the program-
mer, but offer one consistent address space of virtual memory that can be larger than inter-
nal memory. When the program is executed, virtual addresses are translated into physi-
cal addresses. Only those portions of the program currently needed for the execution are
copied into main memory. Caching and pre-fetching heuristics have been developed to
reduce the number of page faults (the referenced page does not reside in the cache and
has to be loaded from a higher memory level). By their nature, however, these methods
cannot always take full advantage of locality inherent in algorithms. Algorithms that
explicitly manage the memory hierarchy can lead to substantial speedups, since they are
more informed to predict and adjust future memory access.

We first give an introduction to the more general topic of I/O efficient algorithms.
We introduce the most widely used computation model, which counts I/Os in terms of
blocks transfers of fixed-size records to and from secondary memory. As external mem-
ory algorithms often run for weeks and months, a fault-tolerant hardware architecture is
needed and discussed in the text. We describe some basic external memory algorithms
like scanning and sorting, and introduce data structures relevant to graph search.

Then we turn to the subject of external memory graph search. In this part we are
mostly concerned with breadth-first search and single-source shortest-paths algorithms
that deal with explicit graphs stored on disk, but we also provide insights on external
(memory) depth-first search. The complexity for the general case is improved by exploit-
ing properties of certain graph classes.

For solving general state-space search problems, we adapt external memory breadth-
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first search to implicit graphs. As the use of early duplicate pruning in a hash table is
limited, in external memory search the pruning concept introduced has been coined to
the term delayed duplicate detection for frontier search. The fact that no external access to the
adjacency list is needed, reduces the I/O complexity to the minimum possible.

External breadth-first branch-and-bound search exploits the breadth-wise manner of
traversing the state space and can be applied to more general cost functions. Another im-
pact of external breadth-first search is that it may feature an external enforced hill-climbing
algorithm. Next, we show how the breadth-first search algorithm can be extended to an
A* exploration. As the external A* algorithm operates on sets of states it shares similarities
with the symbolic implementation of A*, introduced in the previous chapter.

We will also discuss different sorts of implementation refinements, e.g., we ad-
dress improvements to the sorting complexity for regular graphs and external pattern
databases for the creation of better search heuristics. Last but not least, we turn to the
external memory algorithm for non-deterministic and probabilistic search spaces. With
external value iteration we provide a general solution for solving Markov decision prob-
lems on disk.

9.1 Virtual Memory Management
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Figure 9.1: A two-layered storage system.

Modern operating systems provide a general-purpose mechanism for processing data
larger than available main memory called virtual memory. Transparently to the program,
swapping moves parts of the data back and forth from disk as needed. Usually, the virtual
address space is divided up into units called pages; the corresponding equal-sized units
in physical memory are called page frames. A page table maps the virtual addresses on the
page frames and keeps track of their status (loaded/absent). When a page fault occurs,
i.e., a program tries to use an unmapped page, the CPU is interrupted; the operating
system picks a rarely picked page frame and writes its contents back to the disk. It then
fetches the referenced page into the page frame just freed, changes the map, and restarts
the trapped instruction (see Fig. 9.1). In modern computers memory management is
implemented on hardware with a page size commonly fixed at 4,096 bytes.

Various paging strategies have been explored that aim at minimizing page faults. Be-
lady has shown that an optimal off-line page exchange strategy deletes the page, which
will not be used for the longest time. Unfortunately, the system, unlike possibly the appli-
cation program itself, cannot know this in advance. Several different on-line algorithms
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for the paging problem have been proposed, such as last-in-first-out (LIFO), first-in-first--
out (FIFO), least-recently-used (LRU), least-frequently-used (LFU), etc.

Despite that Sleator and Tarjan proved that LRU is the best general on-line algorithm
for the problem (achieving an optimal competitive ratio equal to the number of pages that
fit into main memory), we can reduce the number of page faults by designing data struc-
tures that exhibit memory locality, such that successive operations tend to access nearby
memory addresses. However, sometimes it would be desirable to have more explicit con-
trol of secondary memory manipulations. For example, fetching data structures larger
than the system page size may require multiple disk operations. A file buffer can be re-
garded as a kind of software paging that mimics swapping on a coarser level of granularity.
Generally, an application can outperform the operating system’s memory management
because it is well-informed to predict future memory access.

Particularly for search algorithms, system paging often becomes the major bottleneck.
This problem has been experienced when applying A* to the domain of route planning.
Node structures become large, compared to hardware pages. Moreover, A* does not
respect memory locality at all; it explores nodes in the strict order of f -values, regardless
of their neighborhood, and hence jumps back and forth in a spatially unrelated way.

9.2 Fault Tolerance

External algorithm often run for a long time and have to be robust with respect to the re-
liability of existing hardware. Unrecoverable error rates on hard disks happen at a level
of about 1 in 1014 bits. If such error occurs in critical systems areas, the entire file system
is corrupted. In conventional usage, such errors happen every 10 years. However, in ex-
tensive usage with file I/O in the order of terabytes per second, such worst case scenario
may happen every week. As one solution to the problem, a redundant array of inexpensive
disks (RAID) 1 is appropriate. Some of its levels are: 0 (striping - efficiency improve-
ment for the exploration due to multiple disc access without introducing redundancy);
1 (mirroring - reliability improvement for the search due to option of recovering data);
and 5 (performance and parity - reliability and efficiency improvement for the search,
automatically recovers from 1-bit disk failures).

Another problem with long-term experiments are environmental faults that lead to
switched down power supply. Even if data is stored on disk, it is not certain that all
data remains accessible in case of a failure. As hard disks may have individual reading
and writing buffers, disk access is probably not under full control by the application
program or the operating system. Therefore, it can happen that a file is deleted when
the file reading buffer is still unprocessed. The brute-force solution to this problem are
uninteruptable power supplies (UPS).

9.3 Model of Computation

Recent developments of hardware significantly deviate from the von-Neumann ar-
chitecture, e.g., the next generation of processors has multi-core processors and several

1Nowadays acronym also used for redundant array of independent disks.
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processor cache levels. Consequences like cache anomalies are well known: for example,
recursive programs like QUICKSORT often perform unexpectedly well in practice when
compared to other theoretically stronger sorting algorithms.

register, 2ns

cache, 20ns

hard disk, 10ms

tape, 1min

RAM, 200ns

Figure 9.2: The memory hierarchy.

The commonly used model for comparing the performance of external algorithms
consists of a single processor, a small internal memory that can hold up to M data items,
and an unlimited secondary memory. The size of the input problem (in terms of the num-
ber of records) is abbreviated by N . Moreover, the block size B governs the bandwidth of
memory transfers. It is often convenient to refer to these parameters in terms of blocks,
so we define m = M/B and n = N/B. It is usually assumed that at the beginning of
the algorithm, the input data is stored in contiguous blocks on external memory, and the
same must hold for the output. Only the number of block read and writes are counted,
computations in internal memory do not incur any cost (see Fig. 9.3). An extension of the
model considers D disks that can be accessed simultaneously. When using disks in par-
allel, the technique of disk striping can be employed to essentially increase the block size
by a factor of D. Successive blocks are distributed across different disks. Formally, this
means that if we enumerate the records from zero, the i-th block of the j-th disk contains
record number (iDB + jB) through (iDB + (j − 1)B − 1). Usually, it is assumed that
M < N and DB < M/2.

We distinguish two general approaches to external memory algorithms: either we
can devise algorithms to solve specific computational problems while explicitly control-
ling secondary memory access; or, we can develop general-purpose external memory data
structures, such as stacks, queues, search trees, priority queues, and so on, and then use
them in algorithms that are similar to their internal-memory counterparts.
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Figure 9.3: The external memory model.

9.4 Basic Primitives

It is often convenient to express the complexity of external-memory algorithms using
two frequently occurring primitive operations. These primitives, together with their
complexities, are summarized in Table 9.1. The simplest operation is external scanning,

Operation Complexity Optimality achieved by
scan(N) Θ( N

DB ) = Θ( nD ) Trivial sequential access
sort(N) Θ( N

DB logM/B
N
B ) = Θ( nD logm n) merge or distribution sort

Table 9.1: Primitives of external-memory algorithms.

which means reading a stream of records stored consecutively on secondary memory.
In this case, it is trivial to exploit disk- and block-parallelism. The number of I/Os is
Θ( N

DB ) = Θ( nD ).
Sorting is a fundamental problem that arises in almost all areas of computer science.

For the heuristic search exploration, sorting is essential to arrange similar states together,
e.g., in order to find duplicates. For this purpose, sorting is useful to eliminate I/O ac-
cesses. The proposed external sorting algorithms fall into two categories: those based on
the merging paradigm, and those based on the distribution paradigm.

EXTERNAL MERGESORT converts the input into a number of elementary sorted se-
quences of length M using internal-memory sorting. Subsequently, a merging step is
applied repeatedly until only one run remains. A set of k sequences S1, . . . , Sk can be
merged into one run with O(N/B) I/O operations by reading each sequence in block-
wise manner. In internal memory, k cursors pk are maintained for each of the sequences;
moreover, it contains one buffer block for each run, and one output buffer. Among the
elements pointed to by the pk, one with the smallest key, say pi, is selected; the element is
copied to the output buffer, and pi is incremented. Whenever the output buffer reaches
the block size B, it is written to disk, and emptied; similarly, whenever a cached block
for an input sequence has been fully read, it is replaced with the next block of the run
in external memory. When using one internal buffer block per sequence, and one out-
put buffer, each merging phase uses O(N/B) operations. The best result is achieved
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when k is chosen as big as possible, i.e., k = M/B. Then sorting can be accomplished in
O(logM/B

N
B ) phases, resulting in the overall optimal complexity.

On the other hand, EXTERNAL QUICKSORT partitions the input data into disjoint sets
Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that the key of each element in Si is smaller than that of any element
in Sj , if i < j. In order to produce this partition, a set of splitters −∞ = s0 < s1 <
. . . < sk < sk+1 = ∞ is chosen, and Si is defined to be the subset of elements x ∈ S
with si < x ≤ si+1. The splitting can be done I/O-efficiently by streaming the input data
through an input buffer, and using an output buffer. Then, each subset Si is recursively
sorted, unless its size allows sorting in internal memory. The final output is produced by
concatenating all of the elementary sorted subsequences. Optimality can be achieved by a
good choice of splitters, i.e., such that |Si| = O(N/k). It has been proposed to calculate the
splitters in linear time based on the classical internal-memory selection algorithm to find
the k-smallest element. We note that, while we will only be concerned with the case of a
single disk (D = 1), it is much more challenging to make optimal use of multiple disks
with Θ( N

DB logM/B
N
B ) = Θ( nD logm n) I/Os. Simple disk striping does not lead to optimal

external sorting. It has to be ensured that each read operation brings in Ω(D) blocks, and
each write operation must store Ω(D) blocks on disk. For EXTERNAL QUICKSORT, the
buckets have to be hashed to the disks almost uniformly. This can be achieved using a
randomized scheme.

9.5 External Explicit Graph Search

External explicit graphs are problem graphs that are completely provided on disk such
as large maps for route planning systems. Under external explicit graph algorithms, we
understand algorithms that can solve the REACHABILITY problem (by external depth-first
search and external breadth-first search), or the the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS

problem (by external Dijkstra search or external A* search) in explicitly specified directed or
undirected graphs that are too large to fit in main memory. We can distinguish between
assigning (BFS or DFS) numbers to nodes, assigning BFS levels to nodes, or computing
the (BFS or DFS) tree edges. However, for BFS in undirected graphs it can be shown that
all these formulations are reducible to each other inO(sort(|V |+ |E|)) I/Os, where V and
E are the sets of nodes and edges of the input graph (see Exercises).

The input graph consists of two arrays, one which contains all edges sorted by the
start node, and one array of size |V | which stores, for each vertex, its out-degree and
offset into the first array.

9.5.1 *External Priority Queues

External priority queues for general weights are involved. An I/O-efficient algorithm for
the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem simulates Dijkstra’s algorithm by replac-
ing the priority queue with the TOURNAMENT TREE data structure. It is a priority queue
data structure that was developed with the application to graph algorithms in mind; it
is similar to an external heap, but it holds additional information. The tree stores pairs
(x, y), where x ∈ {1, . . . , N} identifies the element, and y is called the key. The TOURNA-
MENT TREE is a complete binary tree, except for possibly some rightmost leaves missing.
It has N/M leaves. There is a fixed mapping of elements to the leaves, namely, IDs in the
range from (i − 1)M + 1 through iM map to the i-th leaf. Each element occurs exactly
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once in the tree, either in its leaf or in some ancestor thereof. Each node has an associ-
ated list of elements of size between M/2 and M , which are the smallest ones among all
descendants. Additionally, it has an associated buffer of size M . Using an amortization
argument, it can be shown that a sequence of k Update, Delete, or DeleteMin operations
on a tournament tree containing N elements requires at most O( kB log2

N
B ) accesses to

external memory.
The BUFFERED REPOSITORY TREE is a variant of the tournament tree that provides

two operations: Insert(x, y) inserts element x under key y, where several elements can
have the same key. ExtractAll(y) returns and removes all elements that have key y. As in
a TOURNAMENT TREE, keys come from a key set {1, . . . , N}, and the leaves in the static
height-balanced binary tree are associated with the key ranges in the same fixed way.
Each internal node stores elements in a buffer of size B, which is recursively distributed
to its two children when it becomes full. Thus, an Insert operation needs O( 1

B log2 |V |)
I/O amortized operations. An ExtractAll operation requires O(log2 |V | + x

B ) accesses to
secondary memory, where the first term corresponds to reading all buffers on the path
from the root to the correct leaf, and the second term reflects reading the x reported
elements from the leaf. Moreover, a BUFFERED REPOSITORY TREE T is used to remember
nodes that were encountered earlier. When v is extracted, each incoming edge (u, v) is
inserted into T under key u. If at some later point u is extracted, then ExtractAll(u) on T
yields a list of edges that should not be traversed because they would lead to duplicates.
The algorithm takes O(|V |+ |E|/B) I/Os to access adjacency lists. The O(|E|) operations
on the priority queues take at most O(|V |) times, leading to a cost of O(|V | + sort(|E|)).
Additionally, there are O(|E|) insert and O(|V |) ExtractAll operations on T , which add up
to O((|V |+ |E|/B) · log2 |V |) I/Os; this term also dominates the overall complexity of the
algorithm.

More efficient algorithms can be developed by exploiting properties of particular
classes of graphs. In the case of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) that are, e.g., apparent
in MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problems, we can apply the general technique of
time-forward processing for solving the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem. We as-
sume a topological order of G; i.e., for each edge (u, v), the index of u is smaller than that
of v. The start node has index 0. Nodes are processed in this order. Due to the fixed order-
ing, we can access all adjacency lists in O(scan(|E|)) time. Since this procedure involves
O(|V |+ |E|) priority queue operations, the overall complexity is O(sort(|V |+ |E|)).

It has been shown that the SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST PATHS problem can be solved
with O(sort(|V |)) I/Os for many subclasses of sparse graphs (see Fig. ??), e.g. for pla-
nar graphs that can be drawn in a plane in the natural way without having edges cross
between nodes. Such graphs naturally decompose the plane into faces. For example,
many route planning graphs are planar. Most algorithms are based on graph separation
techniques, that decompose a graph on disk. We next consider external DFS and BFS ex-
ploration for more general graphs classes.

9.5.2 External Explicit Depth-First Search

External DFS relies on an external stack data structure. The search stack is small compared
to the overall search but in the worst-case it can become large. For an external stack, the
buffer is just an internal memory array of 2B elements that at any time contains the
k < 2B elements most recently inserted. We assume that the stack content is bounded by
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at most N elements. A pop operation incurs no I/O, except for the case the buffer has run
empty, where O(1) I/O to retrieve a block of B elements is sufficient. A push operation
incurs no I/O, except for the case the buffer has run full, where O(1) I/O is to retrieve
a block of B elements is needed. Insertion and deletion take 1/B I/Os in the amortized
sense.

The I/O complexity for external DFS for explicit (possibly directed) graphs has been
shown to beO(|V |+|V |/M ·scan(|E|)) There are |V |/M stages where the internal buffer for
the visited state set becomes full, in which case it is flushed and duplicates are eliminated
from the external adjacency list representation by a file scan. Successors in the unexplored
adjacency lists that are visited are marked not to be generated again, such that all states in
the internal visited list can be eliminated. As with External BFS in explicit graphs, value
O(|V |) I/O is due to the unstructured access to the external adjacency list. Computing
strongly connected components in explicit graphs has the same I/O complexity than DFS,
i.e. O(|V | + |V |/M · scan(|E|)) I/Os. Dropping the term of O(|V |) I/O as with External
BFS, however, is a challenge.

For implicit graphs, no access to an external adjacency list is needed. Unfortunately,
we cannot access the search graph that not seen so far. Therefore, the major problem
for external DFS exploration in implicit graphs is that unseen adjacencies cannot been
modeled and there is no time for including a delay in the course of the algorithms.

9.5.3 External Explicit Breadth-First Search

Recall the standard internal-memory BFS algorithm, visiting each reachable node of the
input problem graph G one-by-one utilizing a FIFO queue. After a node is extracted, its
adjacency list (the sets of successors in G) is examined, and those of them that haven’t
been visited so far are inserted into the queue in turn. Naively running the standard
internal-BFS algorithm in the same way in external memory will result in Θ(|V |) I/Os
for unstructured accesses to the adjacency lists, and Θ(|E|) I/Os for finding out whether
successor nodes have already been visited. The latter task is considerably easier for undi-
rected graphs, since duplicates are constrained to be located in adjacent levels.

The algorithm of Munagala and Ranade improves I/O complexity for the case of
undirected graphs, in which duplicates are constrained to be located in adjacent levels.

The algorithm builds Open(i) from Open(i−1) as follows: LetA(i) = Succ(Open(i−1))
be the multi-set of successors of nodes in Open(i− 1); A(i) is created by concatenating all
adjacency lists of nodes in Open(i−1). Then the algorithm removes duplicates by external
sorting followed by an external scan. Since the resulting list A′(i) is still sorted, filtering
out the nodes already contained in the sorted lists Open(i − 1) or Open(i − 2) is possible
by parallel scanning. This completes the generation of Open(i). A doubly-linked list U
maintains all unvisited nodes, which is necessary when the graph is not completely con-
nected. Alg. 9.1 provides the implementation of the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade
in pseudo-code. The algorithm can record the nodes’ BFS-level in additional O(|V |) time
using an external array.

Theorem 9.1 (Efficient Explicit External BFS) On an undirected explicit problem graph, the
algorithm of Munagala and Ranade requires at most O(|V |+ sort(|E|)) I/Os.

PROOF: Since after preprocessing the graph is stored in adjacency-list representation, suc-
cessor generation takes O(|Open(i − 1)| + |Succ(Open(i − 1))|/B) I/Os. Duplicate elimi-
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nation within the successor set takes O(sort(A(i))) I/Os. Parallel scanning can be done
using O(sort(|Succ(Open(i − 1))|) + scan(|Open(i − 1)| + |Open(i − 2)|)) I/Os. Since

Procedure External-Explicit-BFS
Input: Explicit external problem graph with start node s
Output: BFS layers Open(i), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}

Open(−1)← Open(−2)← ∅; U ← V ;; Initialize frontier and unvisited list
i← 0 ;; Initialize iteration counter
while (Open(i− 1) 6= ∅ ∨ U 6= ∅) ;; Loop while states are available

if (Open(i− 1) = ∅) ;; Graph component empty
Open(i)← {x},where x ∈ U ;; Insert unvisited

else ;; Component not empty
A(i)← Succ(Open(i− 1)) ;; Determine successor list
A′(i)← RemoveDuplicates(A(i)) ;; Simplify list
Open(i)← A′(i) \ (Open(i− 1) ∪Open(i− 2)) ;; Subtract levels

for each v ∈ Open(i) ;; Remaining nodes
U ← U \ {v} ;; Mark visited

i← i+ 1 ;; Increase counter

Algorithm 9.1: External BFS by Munagala and Ranade

∑
i |Succ(Open(i))| = O(|E|) and

∑
i |Open(i)| = O(|V |), the execution of external BFS requires

O(|V | + sort(|E|)) time, where O(|V |) is due to the external representation of the graph and the
initial reconfiguration time to enable efficient successor generation.

An example is provided in Fig. 9.4. When generating Succ(Open(i − 1)) we unify
Succ(b) = {a, c, d} with Succ(c) = {a, b, d}. Removing the duplicates in Succ(b) ∪ Succ(c)
yields set {a, b, c, d}. Removing Succ(Open(i − 1)) reduces the set to {a, d}, omitting
Succ(Open(i− 2)) results in the final node set {d}.

Open(i−2) Open(i−1) Open(i)

s a

b

c

d

Figure 9.4: Example for the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade.

The bottleneck of the algorithm are the O(|V |) unstructured accesses to adjacency
lists. The following refinement of Mehlhorn and Meyer consists of a preprocessing and a
BFS phase, arriving at a complexity of O(

√
|V | · scan(|V |+ |E|) + sort(|V |+ |E|)) I/Os.

The preprocessing stage partitions the graph into K disjoint subgraphs {Gi | 1 ≤ i ≤
K} with small internal shortest-path distances; the adjacency lists are accordingly parti-
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tioned into consecutively stored sets {Fi|1 ≤ i ≤ K} as well. The partitions are created
by choosing seed nodes independently with uniform probability µ. Then K BFS are run
in parallel, starting from the seed nodes, until all nodes of the graph have been assigned
to a subgraph. In each round, the active adjacency lists of nodes lying on the boundary
of their partition are scanned; the requested target nodes are labeled with the partition
identifier, and are sorted (ties between partitions are arbitrarily broken). Then, a par-
allel scan of the sorted requests and the graph representation can extract the unvisited
part of the graph, as well as label the new boundary nodes and generate the active ad-
jacency lists for the next round. The expected I/O-bound for the graph partitioning is
O((|V | + |E|)/µDB + sort(|V | + |E|)); the expected shortest-path distance between any
two nodes within a subgraph is O( 1

µ). The main idea of the second phase is to replace
the node-wise access to adjacency lists by a scanning operation on a file H that contains
all Fi in sorted order such that the current BFS level has at least one node in Si. All sub-
graph adjacency lists in Fi are merged with H completely, not node-by node. Since the
shortest path within a partition is of order O( 1

µ), each Fi stays in H accordingly for at
most O( 1

µ) levels. The second phase uses O(µ|V | + (|V | + |E|)/µDB + sort(|V | + |E|))
I/Os in total; choosing µ = min{1,

√
(|V |+ |E|)/µDB}, we arrive at a complexity of

O(
√
|V | · scan(|V |+ |E|) + sort(|V |+ |E|)) I/Os. An alternative to the randomized strat-

egy of generating the partition described here is a deterministic variant using an Euler
tour around a minimum spanning tree. Thus, the bound also holds in the worst case.

9.6 External Implicit Graph Search

An implicit graph is a graph that is not residing on disk but generated by successively
applying a set of actions to nodes selected from the search frontier. The advantage in
implicit search is that the graph is generated by a set of rules, and hence no disk accesses
for the adjacency lists are required.

9.6.1 Delayed Duplicate Detection for BFS

A variant of Munagala and Ranade’s algorithm for breadth-first search in implicit graphs
has been coined with the term delayed duplicate detection for frontier search. Let s be the
initial node, and Succ be the implicit successor generation function. The algorithm main-
tains BFS layers on disk. Layer Open(i − 1) is scanned and the set of successors are put
into a buffer of size close to the main memory capacity. If the buffer becomes full, internal
sorting followed by a duplicate elimination phase generates a sorted duplicate-free node
sequence in the buffer that is flushed to disk. The outcome of this phase are k pre-sorted
files. Note that delayed internal duplicate elimination can be improved by using hash
tables for the blocks before flushed to disk. Since the node set in the hash table has to be
stored anyway, the savings by early duplicate detection are considerably small.

In the next step, external merging is applied to unify the files into Open(i) by a si-
multaneous scan. The size of the output files is chosen such that a single pass suffices.
Duplicates are eliminated. Since the files were pre-sorted, the complexity is given by
the scanning time of all files. One also has to eliminate Open(i− 1) and Open(i− 2) from
Open(i) to avoid re-computations; that is, nodes extracted from the external queue are not
immediately deleted, but kept until the layer has been completely generated and sorted,
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at which point duplicates can be eliminated using a parallel scan. The process is repeated
until Open(i− 1) becomes empty, or the goal has been found.

The corresponding pseudo-code is shown in Alg. 9.2. Note that the explicit partition
of the set of successors into blocks is implicit. Termination is not shown, but imposes no
additional implementation problem.

Theorem 9.2 (Efficient Implicit External BFS) On an undirected implicit problem graph, exter-
nal BFS with delayed duplicate elimination requires at most O(scan(|V |) + sort(|E|)) I/Os.

PROOF: As with the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade, delayed duplicate detection applies
O(sort(|Succ(Open(i−1))|)+scan(|Open(i−1)|+ |Open(i−2)|)) I/Os. However, since no explicit
access to the adjacency list is needed, by

∑
i |Succ(Open(i))| = O(|E|) and

∑
i |Open(i)| =

O(|V |), the total execution time is O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)) I/Os.

In search problems with bounded branching factor we have |E| = O(|V |), and thus
the complexity for implicit external BFS reduces to O(sort(|V |)) I/Os. If we keep each
Open(i) in a separate file for sparse problem graphs (e.g. simple chains) file opening and
closing would accumulate to O(|V |) I/Os. The solution for this case is to store the nodes
in Open(i), Open(i+ 1), and so forth consecutively in internal memory. Therefore, I/O is
needed, only if a level has at most B nodes.

Procedure External-BFS
Input: Problem graph with start node s
Output: Optimal solution path

Open(−1)← ∅,Open(0)← {s} ;; Initialize frontier lists
i← 1 ;; Initialize counter
while (Open(i− 1) 6= ∅) ;; Loop until done

A(i)← Succ(Open(i− 1)) ;; Determine successor list
if (Goal(Open(i))) ;; Terminal state in set

return Construct(Open(i)) ;; Generate solution path
A′(i)← RemoveDuplicates(A(i)) ;; Simplify list
Open(i)← A′(i) \ (Open(i− 1) ∪Open(i− 2)) ;; Remove previous levels
i← i+ 1 ;; Increase counter

Algorithm 9.2: Delayed duplicate detection algorithm for BFS.

The algorithm shares similarities with the internal frontier search algorithm
(see Chap. 7) that was used for solving the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problem.
In fact, the implementation has been applied to external memory search with consider-
able success. The BFS algorithms extends to graphs with bounded locality. For this case
and to ease the description of upcoming algorithms, we assume to be given a general file
subtraction procedure as implemented in Alg. 9.3.

In an internal non memory-limited setting, a plan is constructed by backtracking from
the goal node to the start node. This is facilitated by saving with every node a pointer
to its predecessor. For memory-limited frontier search, a divide-and-conquer solution
reconstruction is needed for which certain relay layers have to be stored in main memory.
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Procedure Subtract
Input: State set Open(i) and sets Open(j) for j < i, Locality l
Output: Refined state set Open(i)

for loc← 1 to l ;; Locality determines boundary
Open′(i)← Open′(i)\ Open(i− loc) ;; Subtraction of previous levels

Algorithm 9.3: File subtraction for external duplicate elimination.

In external search divide-and-conquer solution reconstruction and relay layers are not
needed, since the exploration fully resides on disk.

There is one subtle problem: predecessors of the pointers are not available on disk.
This is resolved as follows. Plans are reconstructed by saving the predecessor together
with every state, by scanning with decreasing depth the stored files, and by looking for
matching predecessors. Any reached node that is a predecessor of the current node is its
predecessor on an optimal solution path. This results in a I/O complexity that is at most
linear to scanning time O(scan(|V |)).

Even if conceptually simpler, there is no no need to store the Open-list in different files
Open(i), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}. We may store successive layers appended in one file.

9.6.2 *Cost-Optimal External Breadth-First-Search

In weighted graphs, external BFS with delayed duplicate detection does not guarantee an
optimal solution. A natural extension of BFS (see Chap. ??) is to continue the search when
a goal is found and keep on searching until a better goal is found or the search space is
exhausted. In searching with non-admissible heuristics we cannot prune states with an
evaluation larger than the current one. Essentially, we are forced to look at all states.
However, if f = g + h with monotone heuristic function h we can prune the exploration.

For the domains where cost f = g+h is monotonically increasing, external breadth-first
branch-and-bound (external BFBnB) with delayed duplicate detection does not prune away
any node that is on the optimal solution path and ultimately finds the optimal solution.
In Alg. 9.4, the algorithm is presented in pseudo-code. The sets Open denote the BFS
layers and the sets A, A′, A′′ are temporary variables to construct the search frontier for
the next iteration.

Theorem 9.3 (Cost-Optimality External BFBnB with Delayed Duplicate Detection) For a state
space with f = g + h, where g denotes the depth and h is a consistent estimate, external BFBnB
with delayed duplicate detection terminates with the optimal solution.

PROOF: In BFBnB with cost function f = g + h, where g is the depth of the search and h a
consistent search heuristic, every duplicate with a smaller depth has been explored with a smaller
f -value. This is simple to see as the h-values of the query node and the duplicate node match, and
BFS generates duplicate with smaller g-value first. Moreover, u is safely pruned if f(u) exceeds
the current threshold, as an extension of the path to u to a solution will have a larger f -value.
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Procedure External-Breadth-First-Branch-and-Bound
Input: Weighted problem graph with start node s
Output: Optimal solution cost U

U ←∞ ;; Initialize upper bound
f(s)← h(s) ;; Evaluate initial node
Open(−1)← ∅; Open(0)← {s} ;; Initialize frontier layers
j ← 0 ;; Initialize BFS iteration counter
while (Open(j − 1) 6= ∅) ;; Termination criterion
A(j)← Succ(Open(j − 1)) ;; Generate Successors
for each v ∈ A(j), v ∈ Succ(u) ;; For each successor
f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) + h(v)− h(u) ;; Set cost
if (Goal(v) and f(v) < U) U ← f(v) ;; Update bound

A′(j)← A(j) \ {u ∈ A(j) | f(u) ≥ U} ;; Prune nodes
A′′(j)← RemoveDuplicates(A′(j)) ;; Remove duplicates in layer
A′′(j)← Subtract(A′′(j)) ;; Subtract previous layers
Open(j)← A′′(j) ;; Set next layer
j ← j + 1 ;; Increase iteration counter

return U ;; Optimal solution cost

Algorithm 9.4: External breadth-first branch-and-bound.

Since external BFBnB with delayed duplicate detection expands all nodes u with f(u) < f∗ the
algorithm terminates with the optimal solution.

Furthermore, we can easily show that if there exist more than one goal node in the
state space with different solution cost, then an external BFBnB with delayed duplicate
detection will explore less nodes than a complete external BFS with delayed duplicate
detection.

Theorem 9.4 (Gain External BFBnB to External BFS) If nBFBnB is the number of nodes ex-
panded by external BFBnB with delayed duplicate detection for U ≥ f∗, and nBFS the num-
ber of nodes expanded by a complete run of external BFS with delayed duplicate detection, then
nBFBnB ≤ nBFS .

PROOF: External BFBnB does not change the order in which nodes are looked at during a
complete external breadth-first search. There can be two cases. In the first case, there exist just
one goal node t which is also the last node in a breadth-first search tree. For this case, clearly
nBFBnB = nBFS . If there exists more than one goal node in the search tree, let t1, t2 ∈ T be the
two goal nodes with f(t1) > f(t2) = f∗ and depth(t1) < depth(t2). Since t1 will be expanded first,
f(t1) will be used as the pruning value for all the next iterations. In case, there does not exists
any node u in the search tree between t1 and t2 with f(u) > f(t2), nBFBnB = nBFS , otherwise
nBFBnB ≤ nBFS .

Table 9.2 gives an impression of cost-optimal search in a selected optimization prob-
lem, reporting the number of nodes in each layer obtained after refinement with respect
to the previous layers. An entry in the goal cost column corresponds to the best goal cost
found in that layer.
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BFS-Layer Nodes Space (GB) Goal Cost
0 1 0.000000536 105
1 2 0.00000107 -
2 10 0.00000536 -
3 61 0.0000327 -
4 252 0.000137 -
5 945 0.000508 104
6 3,153 0.00169 -
7 9,509 0.00585 -
8 26,209 0.0146 103
9 66,705 0.0361 -

10 158,311 0.0859 -
11 353,182 0.190 101
12 745,960 0.401 -
13 1,500,173 0.805 -
14 2,886,261 1.550 97
15 5,331,550 2.863 -
16 9,481,864 5.091 -
17 16,266,810 8.735 96
18 26,958,236 14.476 -
19 43,199,526 23.197 -
20 66,984,109 35.968 95
21 100,553,730 53.994 -
22 146,495,022 78.663 -
23 205,973,535 110.601 93
...

...
...

...

Table 9.2: Results of cost-optimal search on typical search domain.

9.6.3 *External Enforced Hill Climbing

How to integrate search heuristics into the above approach? In Chap. 7 we have intro-
duced enforced hill climbing as a more conservative form of hill climbing search. Starting
from a start state, a (breadth-first) search for a successor with a better heuristic value is
started. As soon as such a successor is found, the hash tables are cleared and a fresh
search is started. The process continues until the goal is reached. Since the algorithm
performs a complete search on every state with a strictly better heuristic value, it is guar-
anteed to find a solution in directed graphs without dead-ends.

Having external BFS in hand, an external algorithm for enforced hill climbing can be
constructed by utilizing the heuristic estimates. In Alg. 9.5 we show the algorithm in
pseudo-code format. The externalization is embedded in the sub-procedure Alg. 9.6 that
performs external breadth-first search for a state that has an improved heuristic estimate.
Fig. 9.6.3 shows parts of an exploration for solving a action planning instance. It pro-
vides a histogram (logarithmic scale) on the number of nodes in BFS layers for external
enforced hill climbing in a typical search problem.
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Procedure External-Enforced Hill-Climbing
Input: Problem graph with start node s, successor set generation function Succ.
Output: Path to goal node.

u← s ;; Initialize search
while (h 6= 0) ;; As far as goal node not found

(u′, h′)← External-EHC-BFS(u, h) ;; Search for improvement
if (h′ =∞) return ∅ ;; No better evaluation found
u← u′ ;; Update u for next iteration
h← h′ ;; Update h

return Construct(u) ;; Return solution path

Algorithm 9.5: Main routine for external enforced hill climbing.

Procedure External-EHC-BFS
Input: Node u with evaluation h(u)
Output: Node v with evaluation h(v) < h(u) or failure

Open(0, h)← u ;; Add initial node to queue
i← 1 ;; Initialize BFS Layer
while (Open(i− 1, h) 6= ∅) ;; As far as queue not empty

A(i)← Succ(Open(i− 1, h)) ;; Compute successors
forall v ∈ A(i) ;; Traverse successors

if h(v) < h(u) ;; Improvement found
return (v, h′) ;; New seed state together with new heuristic

A′(i)← RemoveDuplicates(A(i)) ;; Eliminate duplicates in current layer
A′(i)← Subtract(A′(i)) ;; Duplicates in previous layers
Open(i)← A′(i) ;; Update next frontier
i← i+ 1 ;; Increase BFS Layer

Algorithm 9.6: External BFS searching for a better state v.

Theorem 9.5 (Complexity External Enforced Hill-Climbing) Let h(s) be the heuristic estimate
of the initial state. External enforced hill climbing with delayed duplicate elimination in a problem
graph with bounded locality requires at most O(h(s) · (scan(|V |) + sort(|E|))) I/Os.

PROOF: The I/O complexity is bounded by the number of calls to BFS times the I/O complexity
of each run, i.e., by O(h(s) · (scan(|V |) + sort(|E|))) I/Os.

Enforced hill climbing has one important drawback: its results are not optimal. In
directed search spaces with unrecognized dead-ends it can be trapped, without finding a
solution to a solvable problem.

9.6.4 External A*

In the following we study how to extend external breadth-first-exploration in implicit
graphs to A*-like search. If the heuristic is consistent, then on each search path, the
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Figure 9.5: Typical memory profile external enforced hill climbing.

evaluation function f is non-decreasing. No successor will have a smaller f -value than
the current one. Therefore, the A* algorithm, which traverses the node set in f -order,
expands each node at most once. Take for example a sliding tile puzzle. The f -values of
nodes u and successor nodes v of are either the same or f(v) = f(u) + 2.

As above, external A* maintains the search frontier on disk, possibly partitioned into
main-memory-sized sequences. In fact, the disk files correspond to an external represen-
tation of a bucket implementation of a priority queue data structure (see Chap. 4). In the
course of the algorithm, each bucket addressed with index i contains all nodes u in the
set Open that have priority f(u) = i. An external representation of this data structure will
memorize each bucket in a different file.

We introduce a refinement of the data structure that distinguishes between nodes
with different g-values, and designates bucket Open(i, j) to all nodes u with path length
g(u) = i and heuristic estimate h(u) = j. Similar to external BFS, we do not change
the identifier Open to separate generated from expanded nodes. During the execution
of A*, bucket Open(i, j) may refer to elements that are in the current search frontier or
belong to the set of expanded nodes. During the exploration process, only nodes from
one currently active bucket Open(i, j) with i+ j = fmin are expanded, up to its exhaustion.
Buckets are selected in lexicographic order for (i, j); then, the buckets Open(i′, j′) with
i′ < i and i′ + j′ = fmin are closed, whereas the buckets Open(i′, j′) with i′ + j′ > fmin or
with i′ > i and i′+ j′ = fmin are open. Depending on the actual node expansion progress,
nodes in the active bucket are either open or closed.

In order to estimate the maximum number of buckets once more we consider Fig-
ure 8.13 as introduced in the analysis of the number of iteration in BDD-A* (see Chap. 8),
in which the g-values are plotted with respect to the h-values, such that nodes with
the same f = g + h value are located on the same diagonal. For nodes that are
expanded in Open(g, h) the successors fall into Open(g + 1, h− 1), Open(g + 1, h), or
Open(g + 1, h+ 1). The number of naughts for each diagonal is an upper bound on the
number of buckets that are needed. In Chap. 8, we have already seen that the number is
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bounded by O((f∗)2).
By the restriction for f -values in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE only about half the number of

buckets have to be allocated. Note that f∗ is not known in advance, so that we have to
construct and maintain the files on the fly.
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Figure 9.6: Memory profile external A* (on a logarithmic scale).

Fig. 9.6 shows the memory profile of external A* on a THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE puzzle
instance (with 14 tiles permuted). The exploration starts in bucket (50, 0) and terminated
while expanding bucket (77, 1). Similar to external BFS but in difference to ordinary A*,
external A* terminates while generating the goal, since all states in the search frontier
with a smaller g-value have already been expanded. For this experiment three disjoint
3-tile and three disjoint 5-tile pattern databases were loaded, which, together with the
buckets for reading and flushing consumed about 4.9 gigabytes of RAM. The total disk
space taken was 1,298,389,180,652 bytes, or 1.2 terabytes, with a state vector of 188 =
32 + 2 × (6 × 12 + 6 × 1) = 188 bytes: 32 bytes for the state vector plus information for
incremental heuristic evaluation: 1 byte for each value stored, multiplied by 6 sets of at
most 12 PDBs plus 1 value each for their sum. Factor 2 is due to symmetry lookups. The
exploration took about 2 weeks.

The following result restricts duplicate detection to buckets of the same h-value.

Lemma 9.1 In external A*for all i, i′, j, j′ with j 6= j′ we have Open(i, j) ∩Open(i′, j′) = ∅.
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PROOF: As in the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade, we can exploit the observation that in
undirected problem graph, duplicates of a node with BFS-level i can at most occur in levels i, i−1
and i− 2. In addition, since h is a total function, we have h(u) = h(v) if u = v.

For ease of describing the algorithm, we consider each bucket for the Open list as a
different file. Very sparse graphs can lead to bad I/O performance, as they may lead to
buckets that contain by far less than B elements and dominate the I/O complexity. For
the following, we generally assume large graphs for which (f∗ + 1)2 = O(scan(|V |)) and
(f∗)2 = O(sort(|E|)).

Alg. 9.7 depicts the pseudo-code of the external A* algorithm for consistent estimates
and uniform graphs. The algorithm maintains the two values gmin and fmin to address
the currently considered buckets. The buckets of fmin are traversed for increasing gmin up
to fmin. According to their different h-values, successors are arranged into three different
frontier lists A(fmin), A(fmin + 1), and A(fmin + 2); hence, at each instance only four
buckets have to be accessed by I/O operations. For each of them, we keep a separate
buffer of size B/4; this will reduce the internal memory requirements to B. If a buffer
becomes full then it is flushed to disk. As in BFS it is practical to pre-sort buffers in
one bucket immediately by an efficient internal algorithm to ease merging, but we could
equivalently sort the unsorted buffers for one bucket externally.

There can be two cases that can give rise to duplicates within an active bucket (see
Fig. 9.7, black bucket): two different nodes of the same predecessor bucket generating a
common successor, and two nodes belonging to different predecessor buckets generating
a duplicate. These two cases can be dealt with by merging all the pre-sorted buffers cor-
responding to the same bucket, resulting in one sorted file. This file can then be scanned
to remove the duplicate nodes from it. In fact, both the merging and duplicates removal
can be done simultaneously.

h

f

g

Figure 9.7: External A* with consistent heuristic in a uniform undirected graph.

Another special case of the duplicate nodes exists when the nodes that have already
been evaluated in the upper layers are generated again (see Fig. 9.7). These dupli-
cate nodes have to be removed by a file subtraction process for the next active bucket
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Open(gmin+1, hmax−1) by removing any node that has appeared in Open(gmin, hmax−1)
and Open(gmin − 1, hmax − 1) (Buckets shaded in light gray). This file subtraction can be
done by a mere parallel scan of the pre-sorted files and by using a temporary file in which
the intermediate result is stored. It suffices to remove duplicates only in the bucket that is
expanded next, i.e., Open(gmin+1, hmax−1). The other buckets might not have been fully
generated and hence we can save the redundant scanning of the files for every iteration
of the inner most while loop.

When merging the pre-sorted sets A′ with the previously existing Open buck-
ets (both residing on disk), duplicates are eliminated, leaving the sets Open(gmin +
1, hmax − 1), Open(gmin + 1, hmax) and Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1) duplicate-free. Then
the next active bucket Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1) is refined not to contain any node in
Open(gmin − 1, hmax − 1) or Open(gmin, hmax − 1). This can be achieved through a parallel
scan of the pre-sorted files and by using a temporary file in which the intermediate result
is stored, before Open(gmin +1, hmax−1) is updated. It suffices to perform file subtraction
lazily only for the bucket that is expanded next.

Procedure External A*
Input: Problem graph with start node s
Output: Optimal solution path

Open(0, h(s))← {s} ;; Initialize frontier bucket
fmin ← h(s) ;; Initialize merit
while (fmin 6=∞) ;; Termination criterion for full exploration
gmin ← min{i | Open(i, fmin − i) 6= ∅} ;; Determine minimal depth
while (gmin ≤ fmin) ;; As far as merit not exceeded
hmax ← fmin − gmin ;; Determine corresponding h-value
A(fmin), A(fmin + 1), A(fmin + 2)← Succ(Open(gmin, hmax)) ;; Successors
Open(gmin + 1, hmax + 1)← A(fmin + 2) ;; New bucket
Open(gmin + 1, hmax)← A(fmin + 1) ∪Open(gmin + 1, hmax) ;; Merge
Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)← A(fmin) ∪Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1) ;; Merge
if (Goal(Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1))) ;; Terminal state in set

return Construct(Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)) ;; Generate solution path
Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)← ;; Simplify list

RemoveDuplicates(Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)) ;; Sort/scan
Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)← Open(gmin + 1, hmax − 1)\ ;; Eliminate duplicates from . . .

(Open(gmin, hmax − 1) ∪Open(gmin − 1, hmax − 1)) ;; . . . previous levels
gmin ← gmin + 1 ;; Increase depth

fmin ← min{i+ j > fmin | Open(i, j) 6= ∅} ∪ {∞} ;; Find minimal f -value

Algorithm 9.7: External A* for consistent and integral heuristics.

Theorem 9.6 (Optimality of External A*) In an unweighted graph external A* is complete and
optimal and computes the optimal solutions path (length).

PROOF: Since external A* simulates A* and only changes the order of expanded nodes that
have the same f -value, completeness and optimality are inherited from the properties shown for
A*.
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Theorem 9.7 (I/O Performance of External A* in Undirected Graphs) The complexity for exter-
nal A* in an implicit unweighted and undirected graph with a consistent estimate is bounded by
O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)) I/Os.

PROOF: By simulating internal A*, delayed duplicate elimination ensures that each edge in
the problem graph is looked at at most once. Similar to the analysis for external implicit BFS
O(sort(|Succ(Open(gmin +1, hmax−1))|) I/Os are needed to eliminate duplicates in the successor
lists. Since each node is expanded at most once, this adds O(sort(|E|)) I/Os to the overall run
time. Filtering, evaluating nodes, and merging lists is available in scanning time of all buckets
in consideration. During the exploration, each bucket Open will be referred to at most six times,
once for expansion, at most three times as a successor bucket and at most two times for dupli-
cate elimination as a predecessor of the same h-value as the currently active bucket. Therefore,
evaluating, merging and file subtraction add O(scan(|V |) + scan(|E|)) I/Os to the overall run time.
Hence, the total execution time is O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)) I/Os.

If we additionally have |E| = O(|V |), the complexity reduces to O(sort(|V |)) I/Os.
We next generalize the result to directed graphs with bounded locality.

Theorem 9.8 (I/O Performance of External A*in Graphs with Bounded Locality) The complexity
for external A* in an implicit unweighted problem graph with bounded locality and consistent
estimate is bounded by O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)) I/Os.

PROOF: Consistency implies that we do not have successors with an f -value that is smaller than
the current minimum. If we subtract a buckets Open(j, h) from Open(i, h) with i < j and i − j
being smaller than the locality l, then we arrive at full duplicate detection, Consequently, during
the exploration each problem graph node and edge is considered at considered most once. The
efforts due to removing nodes in each bucket individually accumulate to at most O(sort(|E|)) I/Os,
while subtraction adds O(localityG · scan(|V |)) = O(scan(|V |)) I/Os to the overall complexity.

Internal costs have been neglected in the above analysis. Since each node is consid-
ered only once for expansion, the internal costs are |V | times the time texp for successor
generation, plus the efforts for internal duplicate elimination and sorting. By setting the
weight w(u, v) of the new edges (u, v) to h(u) − h(v) + 1, for consistent heuristics A*
can be cast as a variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm that requires internal costs of O(C · |V |),
C = max{w(u, v) | v successor of u} on a bucket-based priority queue. Due to con-
sistency we have C ≤ 2, so that, given |E| = O(|V |), internal costs are bounded by
O(|V | · (texp + log |V |)), where O(|V | log |V |)) refers to the total internal sorting efforts.

To reconstruct a solution path, we store predecessor information with each node on
disk (thus doubling the state vector size), and apply backward chaining, starting with
the target node. However, this is not strictly necessary: For a node in depth g, we in-
tersect the set of possible predecessors with the buckets of depth g − 1. Any node that
is in the intersection is reachable on an optimal solution path, so that we can iterate the
construction process. The time complexity is bounded by the scanning time of all buckets
in consideration, namely by O(scan(|V |)) I/Os.

Up to this point, we have made the assumption of uniformly weighted graphs; in
the rest this section, we generalize the algorithm to small integer weights in {1, . . . , C}.
Due to consistency of the heuristic, it holds for every node u and every successor v of
u that h(v) ≥ h(u) − w(u, v). Moreover, since the graph is undirected, we equally have
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h(u) ≥ h(v)−w(u, v), or h(v) ≤ h(u)+w(u, v); hence, |h(u)−h(v)| ≤ w(u, v). This means
that the successors of the nodes in the active bucket are no longer spread across three,
but over 3 + 5 + . . .+ 2C + 1 = C · (C + 2) buckets. In Fig. 9.8, the region of successor is
shaded in dark gray, while the region of predecessors is shaded in light gray.

g

h

2C

C

C

f

Figure 9.8: External A* with consistent estimate in a nonuniform undirected graph.

For duplicate reduction, it is sufficient to subtract the 2C buckets Open(i −
1, j), . . . ,Open(i − 2C, j) from the active bucket Open(i, j) prior to its nodes’ expansion.
(indicated by the shaded rectangle in Fig. 9.8).

Theorem 9.9 (I/O Performance of External A* in Non-Uniform Graphs) The I/O complexity for
external A* in an implicit unweighted and undirected graph, where the weights are in {1, . . . , C},
with a consistent estimate, is bounded by O(sort(|E|) + C · scan(|V |)).

PROOF: It can be shown by induction over f = i + j that no duplicates exist in smaller buckets.
The claim is trivially true for f ≤ 2C. In the induction step, assume to the contrary that for some
node v ∈ Open(i, j), Open(i′, j) contains a duplicate v′ with i′ < i − 2C; let u ∈ Open(i −
w(u, v), ju) be the predecessor of v. Then, by the undirected graph structure, there must be
a duplicate u′ ∈ Open(i′ + w(u, v), ju). But since f(u′) = i′ + w(u, v) + ju ≤ i′ + C + ju <
i− C + ju ≤ i− w(u, v) + ju = f(u), this is a contradiction to the induction hypothesis.

The derivation of the I/O complexity is similar to the uniform case; the difference is that each
bucket is referred to at most 2C + 1 times for bucket subtraction and expansion. Therefore, each
edge in the problem graph is considered at most once. Also, we need O(C2) I/Os for accessing
the files, which in fact can be eliminated by a similar strategy as in BFS algorithm by Munagala
and Ranade.

If we do not impose a bound C on the maximum integer weight, or if we allow di-
rected graphs, the run time increases to O(sort(|E|) + f∗ · scan(|V |)) I/Os. For larger edge
weights and f∗-values, buckets become sparse and should be handled more carefully.

Let us consider how to externally solve FIFTEEN-PUZZLE problem instances that can-
not be solved internally with A* and the Manhattan distance estimate. Internal sorting
is implemented by applying Quicksort. The external merge is performed by maintaining
the file pointers for every flushed buffer and merging them into a single sorted file. Since
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we have a simultaneous file pointers capacity bound imposed by the operating system,
a two-phase merging applies. Duplicate removal and bucket subtraction are performed
on single passes through the bucket file. As said, the successor’s f value differs from the
parent node by exactly 2.

g/h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0 - - - 1+0 - - - - - - -
1 - - - - 2+0 - - - - - -
2 - - - 0+4 - 2+0 - - - - -
3 - - - - 7+3 - 4+0 - - - -
4 - - - 0+7 - 13+4 - 10+0 - - -
5 - - - - 5+15 - 24+10 - 24+0 - -
6 - - - 0+6 - 12+26 - 46+28 - 44+0 -
7 - - - - 9+10 - 20+51 - 99+57 - 76+0
8 - - - 0+8 - 15+25 - 48+137 - 195+0 -
9 - - - - 4+17 - 45+52 - 203+0 - -

10 - - - 0+3 - 13+49 - 92+0 - - -
11 - - - - 2+19 - 46+0 - - - -
12 - - - 0+5 - 31+0 - - - - -
13 - - 0+2 - 10+0 - - - - - -
14 - 0+2 - 5+0 - - - - - - -
15 0+2 - 5+0 - - - - - - - -

Table 9.3: Nodes inserted in the buckets.

In Table 9.3 we show the diagonal pattern of nodes that is developed during the ex-
ploration for a simple problem instance. The entry x + y in the cell (i, j) implies that
x and y number of nodes are generated from the expansion of Open(i − 1, j − 1) and
Open(i− 1, j + 1), respectively.

Instance N Ndr Ndr+sub

1 530,401 2,800 1,654
2 71,751,166 611,116 493,990
3 <out of disk space> 7,532,113 5,180,710
4 <out of disk space> <out of disk space> 297,583,236
5 <out of disk space> <out of disk space> 2,269,240,000
6 <out of disk space> <out of disk space> 2,956,384,330

Table 9.4: Impact of duplicate removal and bucket subtraction on generated nodes.

Table 9.4 illustrates the impact of duplicate removal (dr)and bucket subtraction (sub)
for problem instances of increasing complexity. In some cases, the experiment is termi-
nated because of the limited hard disk capacity. As observable from the fourth entry, the
potential gain for duplicate elimination reaches 99% when both methods are used.

One interesting feature of our approach from a practical point of view is the ability to
pause and resume the program execution in large problem instances. This is desirable,
e.g. in the case we the limits of secondary storage are reached, since after upgrading the
system one can resume the execution with more disk space).
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9.6.5 *Lower Bound for Delayed Duplicate Detection

Is the complexity for external A* I/O-optimal? To devise lower bounds for delayed du-
plicate elimination, the following external variant of the big-oh notation is appropriate:

O(f(n,M,B)) = {g | ∃c ∈ IR+ ∀M,B ∈ IN
∃n0 ∈ IN ∀n ≥ n0 : g(n,M,B) ≤ f(n,M,B)}.

The classes Θ and Ω are defined analogously. The intuition for universally quantify-
ing M and B is that the adversary first chooses the machine, and then we, as the good
guys, evaluate the bound. External sorting in this model has the above-mentioned I/O
complexity of Ω

(
N log N

B /B log M
B

)
As internal set inequality, set inclusion and set disjoint-

ness require at least N logN − O(N) comparisons, the lower bound on the number of
I/Os for these problems is also bounded by Ω(sort(N)).

For the internal duplicate elimination problem the known lower bound on the num-
ber of comparisons needed isN logN−∑k

i=1Ni logNi−O(N) whereNi is the multiplicity
of record i. The main argument is that after the duplicate removal, the total order of the
remaining records is known. This result can be lifted to external search and leads to an
I/O complexity of at most

Ω

(
max

{
N log N

B −
∑k
i=1Ni logNi

B log M
B

, N/B

})
.

for external delayed duplicate detection. For the sliding tile puzzle with two preceding
buckets and a branching factor b ≤ 4 we have Ni ≤ 8. For general consistent estimates in
uniform graphs we haveNi ≤ 3c, with c being an upper bound on the maximal branching
factor.

Theorem 9.10 (I/O Performance Optimality for External A*) If |E| = Θ(|V |), delayed duplicate
bucket elimination in an implicit unweighted and undirected graph A* search with consistent
estimates needs at least Ω(sort(|V |)) I/O operations.

PROOF: Since each node gives rise to at most c successors and there at most 3 preceding
buckets in A* search with consistent estimates in an uniformly weighted graph, given that previous
buckets are mutually duplicate free, we have at most 3c nodes that are the same. Therefore, all
sets Ni are bounded by 3c. Since k is bounded by N we have that

∑k
i=1Ni logNi is bounded

by k · 3c log 3c = O(N). Therefore, the lower bound for duplicate elimination for N nodes is
Ω(sort(N) + scan(N)).

A related lower bound also applicable to the multiple disk model, establishes that
solving the duplicate elimination problem with N elements having P different values
needs at least Ω(NP sort(P )) I/Os, since the depth of any decision tree for the duplicate
elimination problem is at least N log(P/2). For a search with consistent estimates and
bounded branching factor, we assume to have P = Θ(N) = Θ(|E|) = Θ(|V |), so that the
I/O complexity reduces to O(sort|V |).
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9.7 *Refinements

As an additional feature, external sorting can be avoided to some extent, by a single or
a selection of hash functions that splits larger files into smaller pieces until they fit into
main memory. As with the h-value in the above case a node and its duplicate will have
the same hash address.

9.7.1 Hash-based Duplicate Detection

Hash-based duplicate detection is designed to avoid the complexity of sorting. It is based
on two orthogonal hash functions. The primary hash function distributes the nodes to
different files. Once a file of successors has been generated, duplicates are eliminated.
The assumption is that all nodes with the same primary hash address fit into main mem-
ory. The secondary hash function maps all duplicates to the same hash address. This
approach can be illustrated by sorting a card deck of 52 cards. If we have only 13 internal
memory places the best strategy is to hash cards to different files based on their suit in
one scan. Next we individually read each of the files to main memory to sort the cards or
search for duplicates.

More generally the idea goes back to BUCKET SORT. In its first phase, real numbers
a ∈ [0, 1) are thrown into n different buckets bi = [i/n, (i + 1)/n). All the lists that
are contained in one bucket can be sorted independently by some other internal sorting
algorithm. The sorted lists for bi are concatenated to a fully sorted list. In the worst case
each element is thrown into the same bucket, such that BUCKET SORT does not improve
the sorting. However, in the average case, the (internal) algorithm is much better. Let Xi

be a random variable that denotes how many elements fall into bucket i, i.e. Xi denotes
the length of bucket list bi. For every bucket we might assume that the probability that
an element falls into bucket bi for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is 1/n. Therefore, Xi pleases a binomial
distribution with parameters n and p = 1/n. The mean is E[Xi] = np = 1 and the
variance is V [Xi] = np(1− p) = 1− 1/n.

By iterating BUCKET SORT, it is not difficult to come up with an idea of external ver-
sion of RADIX SORT that scans the files more than once according to a radix representation
of the key values. We briefly illustrate how it works. Say that we have some numbers in
the range of 0 and 99, say 48, 26, 28, 87, 14, 86, 50, 23, 34, 69, and 17 in decimal (10-ary)
representation. We devise 10 buckets b0, . . . b9, representing the numbers 0, . . . 9. We have
two distribution and collection phases. In the first phase we distribute according to the
rightmost decimal, yielding b0 = [50], b1 = [], b2 = [], b3 = [23], b4 = [14, 34], b5 = [],
b6 = [26, 86], b7 = [87, 17], b8 = [48, 28], and b9 = [69]. We collect the data by scanning 50,
23, 14, 34, 26, 86, 87, 17, 48, 28, 69, and distribute this set according to the leftmost deci-
mal, yielding b0 = [], b1 = [14, 17], b2 = [26, 28], b3 = [34], b4 = [48], b5 = [50], b6 = [69],
b7 = [], b8 = [86, 87], and b9 = [] for a final scan that produces the sorted outcome.

For the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE problem in ordinary vector representation with a number
for each board position, we have 16 phases for radix sort using 16 buckets. If the problem
description is packed into 8 bytes then we get 8 phases of RADIX SORT using 256 buckets.

If we haveN data elements with a radix representation of length l with base b then the
internal time complexity of RADIX SORT isO(l(N+b)), and the internal space complexity
O(N + b). Since all operations can be buffered, the external time complexity reduces to
O(l(scan(|V |) + b)) I/Os. Since we may assume that the number b of buckets needed is
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small, we have an improvement to EXTERNAL MERGESORT, if l · scan(N) < sort(N).

9.7.2 Structured Duplicate Detection

Structured duplicate detection incorporates a projection function that maps nodes into an
abstract problem graph; this reduces the successor scope of nodes that have to be kept in
main memory. Projections are state space homomorphisms (as introduced in Chap. 5),
such that for each pair of consecutive abstract nodes the pair of original nodes are also
connected. A bucket now corresponds to the set of original states, which all map to the
same abstract state. In difference to delayed duplicate detection, structured duplicate
detection detects duplicates early; as soon as they are generated. Before expanding a
bucket, not only the bucket itself, but all buckets that are potentially affected by successor
generation have to be loaded and, consequently, fit into main memory.

This gives rise to a different definition of locality, which determines a handle for the
duplicate-detection scope. In difference to the locality for delayed duplicate detection the
locality for structured duplicate detection is defined as the the maximum node branching
factor bmax = maxv∈φ(S) |Succ(v)| in the abstract state space φ(S).

If there are different abstractions to choose from, a suggestion is to take the those that
have the smallest ratio of maximum node branching factor bmax and abstract state space
size |φ(S)|. The idea is that smaller abstract state space sizes should be preferred but
usually lead to larger branching factors.

2
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Figure 9.9: Example for structured duplicate detection.

In the example of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE (see Fig. 9.9), the projection is based on nodes
that have the same blank position. This state-space abstraction also preserves the ad-
ditional property that the successor set and the expansion sets are disjoint, yielding no
self-loops in the abstract problem graph. The duplicate scope defines the successor buck-
ets that have to be read into main memory.

The method is crucially dependent on the availability and selection of suitable ab-
straction functions φ that adapt to the internal memory constraints. In contrast, delayed
duplicate detection does not rely on any partitioning beside the heuristic function and it
does not require the duplicate scope to fit in main memory.

Structured duplicate detection is compatible with ordinary and hash-based duplicate
detection, as in case the files that have to be loaded into main memory do no longer fit,
we have to delay. However, the structured partitioning may have truncated the file sizes
for duplicate detection to a manageable number. Each heuristic or hash function defines
a partitioning of the search space but not all partitions provide a good locality with re-
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spect to the successor or predecessor states. State space abstractions are specialized hash
functions in which one can study the successor relationship.

9.7.3 Pipelining

Many external memory algorithms arrange the data flow in a directed acyclic graph, with
nodes representing physical sources. A node writes or reads streams of elements.

Pipelining is a technique inherited from the database community, and improves algo-
rithms that reads data from and writes data to buffered files. Pipelining allows algorithm
to feed the output as a data stream directly to the algorithm that consumes the output,
rather than writing it to the disk first.

Streaming nodes are equivalent to scan operations in non-pipelined external memory
algorithms. The difference is that non-pipelined conventional scanning needs a linear
number of I/Os, whereas streaming often does not incur any I/O, unless a node needs to
access external memory data structures.

The non-pipelined and pipelined version of external breadth-first search are com-
pared in Fig. 9.10. In the pipelined version the whole algorithm is implemented in one
scanner module that reads the nodes in Open(i−1) and Open(i−1) and scans through the
stream in just one pass, outputs the nodes in the current level Open(i) and the multi set
Succ(Open(i), which is passed directly to the sorter. The output of the sorter is scanned
once to delete duplicates and its output is used as Open(i+ 1) in the next iteration.

Parallel Scan

Open(i−1) Open(i−2)

Open(i)

Succ(Open(i))

Succ(Open(i))

Open(i−1) Open(i−2)

Open(i)

Generate Neighbors

Sort Neighbors

Subtract layer

Remove Duplicates

Sort Neighbors

Figure 9.10: Pipelining in external BFS.

Pipelining can save constant factors in the I/O complexity of an algorithm. There is a
trade-off, since on the other hand it usually increases the computational cost.
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9.7.4 Combining External and Iterative-Deepening A* Search

While external A* requires a constant amount of memory for the internal read and write
buffers, IDA* requires very little memory that scales linear with the search depth. Exter-
nal A* removes all duplicates from the search, but require slow disk to succeed. More-
over, in search practice disk space is limited, too. Therefore, one option is to combine the
advantages of IDA* and external A*.

As a first observation, simple pruning strategies (such as omitting predecessors from
the successor lists) help saving disk space and access for detecting all duplicate late.
Moreover, incremental heuristics (the successor’s h-value is computed by the old h-value
and the heuristic difference) stored together with the state can accelerate lookup time.

The integration of IDA* in external A* is simple. Starting with external A*, the buckets
on a predefined f -value are read and the states contained in the bucket are fed into IDA*.
All IDA* runs are independent (and can be distributed using different processors).

Split at f -Value Solution Length Nodes Generated
68 (IDA*) 82 94,769,462

70 (Hybrid) 82 133,633,811
72 (Hybrid) 82 127,777,529
74 (Hybrid) 82 69,571,621
76 (Hybrid) 82 63,733,384
78 (Hybrid) 82 108,334,552
80 (Hybrid) 82 96,612,234
82 (Hybrid) 82 229,965,025

Table 9.5: Combining IDA* with external A* for TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE instance.

In Table 9.5 we show results of solving a TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE instance accord-
ing to different f -value splits to document the potential of a hybrid algorithm. By its
breadth-first ordering, external A* expands the entire f∗-diagonal, while IDA* stops at
the first goal generated. Another TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE puzzle instance (with an opti-
mal step plan of 100 moves) and a split value of 94 generated 367,243,074,706 nodes in
217h:19m:11s using 4.9 gigabytes on disk. A split at 98 resulted in 451,034,974,741 nodes
in 256h:48m:47s and 169 gigabytes on disk.

9.7.5 External Pattern Databases

External pattern databases correspond to complete explorations of abstract state spaces.
Most frequently they correspond to external BFS search, paired with delayed duplicate
detection. The construction of external pattern databases is especially suited to frontier
search algorithms, as no solution path has to be reconstructed for the abstract state set.

For breadth-first construction each BFS-layer may be assigned to an individual file.
For determining the h-value of a state we have to scan the files to find a query state. As
this is a cost-intensive operation, different strategies apply.

Whenever possible, pattern database lookup should be delayed, so that the heuristic
estimate for a larger set of states can be retrieved. For example, as external A* distributes
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the set of successor states of each bucket according to their heuristic estimate values, it
can be adapted to delayed heuristic table lookup.

Even for internal pattern database search faster access for the pattern lookup during
search in the concrete state space can often be obtained if the outcome of the first phase
is reorganized. This systematic arrangement has been referred to as compiling a pattern
database. Compiling an external-memory pattern database is challenging because one
has to bypass an internal structure that is as big as the entire pattern database. The fol-
lowing result shows that such a construction is possible without too much burden.

Theorem 9.11 (Complexity External Pattern Databases Search) Let radius r of the abstract state
space be defined as maximum depth of the pattern database. In the unweighted problem graph
G = (V,E) and its abstraction φ(G) = (φ(V ), φ(E)) and that r file pointers and buffers fit into
main memory, external A* with one pattern database heuristic can be executed in O(sort(|E|) +
scan(|V |) + sort(|φ(E)|) + f∗ · scan(|φ(V )|)) I/Os.

PROOF: Constructing the pattern database externally corresponds to O(sort(|φ(E)|) +
scan(|φ(V )|)) I/Os and compiling the pattern databases can add another O(sort(|φ(E)|)) I/Os.
In case of an undirected graph we sort each layer individually and in case of a general graph with
bounded locality we sort the entire abstract state space. Moreover, external A* without external
pattern database lookups requires O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)) I/Os. If we sort the successors with
respect to the sorting criteria that has been used to generate the abstract state space we can
evaluate the entire successor set in one complete scan of the external pattern database. As we
look at most O((f∗)2) buckets we arrive at an overall lookup complexity of O((f∗)2 · scan(|φ(V )|))
I/Os. In case of undirected graph there are at most 3 pattern database BFS layers that are ad-
dressed for each successor set, such that each pattern database BFS layer is considered as a
candidate for a lookup at most 3f∗-times and each successor set is additionally scanned at most
3 times.

If we keep the pattern database partitioned, in order to scan the successor set of each bucket
only once, we have to assume that the number of files that can be opened simultaneously does
not exceed ∆ = max{h(v)−h(u)}+1 | u, v ∈ Succ(u)}. The important observation is that value of
∆ matches the locality value in abstract state space. The additional workload for pattern database
lookup is O(f∗ ·∆ ·scan(|φ(V )|))) I/Os. As we assume that ∆ is bounded by a constant, we arrive
at O (sort(|E|) + scan(|V |) + sort(|φ(E)|) + f∗scan(|φ(V )|)) I/Os.

Note that external breadth-first heuristic search with optimal value f∗ directly leads
to an I/O complexity ofO (sort(|E|) + scan(|V |) + sort(|φ(E)|) + f∗scan(|φ(V )|)), but iter-
atively searching for f∗ will be involved.

Can we avoid the additional sorting requests on the successor set? One solution is
to sort the successor sets in original space according to the order in abstract space. To
allow full duplicate elimination, synonyms have to be disambiguated. A hash function h
will be called order preserving, if for all u in original space h(u) ≤ h(u′) implies h(φ(u)) ≤
h(φ(u′)). For a singular pattern database heuristics it not difficult to obtain an order
preserving hash function. In concrete space with state comparison function ≤c we can
include any hash function hφ that has been used to order the states in abstract space as a
prefix to ≤c. We extend state u to uh = (hφ(φ(u)), u) and define h(uh) ≤ h(u′h) if either
hφ(φ(u)) < hφ(φ(u′)) or hφ(φ(u)) < hφ(φ(u′)) and u ≤c u′.

When using maximization over multiple pattern databases, a hash function that is
order preserving with respect to more than one abstraction is difficult to obtain. However,
successive projection and resorting does work. As the successor sets for resorting have no
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duplicates, external sorting will be counted on the set V not E. For this case, the number
of pattern databases k leads to the overall complexity of O(sort(|E|) + k · sort(|V |) +∑k
i=1 (sort(|φi(E)|) + f∗ · scan(|φi(V )|)) I/Os.

If a heuristic estimate is needed as soon as a node is generated, an appropriate choice
for creating external-memory pattern databases is a backwards breadth-first search with
structured duplicate detection, as structured duplication already provides locality with
respect to a state space abstraction function. After the construction patterns are arranged
according to pattern blocks, one for each abstract state. When a concrete heuristic search
algorithm expands nodes, it must check if the pattern form the pattern-lookup scope are
in main memory, and, if not, it reads them from disk. Pattern blocks that do not belong to
the current pattern-lookup scope are removed. When the part of internal memory is full,
the search algorithm must decide, which pattern block to remove from internal memory,
e.g., by adopting the least-recently used strategy.

Symbolic pattern databases can also be constructed externally. Each BFS level (in
form of a BDD) can be flushed to disk, so that the memory for representing this level can
be re-used. As the BDD representation of a state set is unique, no effort for eliminating
duplicates in one BFS-level is required. Before expanding a state set, however, we apply
file-based delayed duplicate detection wrt. previous BFS-levels.

For the construction of larger pattern databases, the intermediate result of the sym-
bolic successor set computation (the image) can become too large to be completed in
main memory. As a solution, we can compute all sub-images (one for each individual
action), flush them, and externally compute their disjunct in form of a binary tree using a
separate program. For the THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE the process corresponds to flushing 840
sub-images an external unification with several restarts. The 7-tile pattern databases in
Fig. 8.8 was constructed that way; the semi-automated construction process took about a
month. In BFS-level 23 we observed a reduction of 13 gigabytes for all sub-images to 714
megabytes for the computed disjunct.

Fig. 9.11 illustrates the memory profile for a relay solution that solves a fully random
instances of the THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE with symbolic pattern databases. We see three
exploration peaks. When the search consumed too much resources, it was restarted
with the best solutions found. The initial h-value is 152 and the obtained interval
for the optimal solution length is [166, 214]. The large-scale exploration consumed
2, 566, 708, 604, 768 + 535, 388, 038, 560 + 58, 618, 421, 920 bytes ≈ 2.9 terabytes in about 3
weeks time.

9.8 *External Value Iteration

We now discuss an approach for extending the search model to cover uncertainty. More
precisely, we extend the value iteration procedure (introduced in Chap. 3) to work on
large state spaces that cannot fit into the RAM. We call the new algorithm external value
iteration. Instead of working on states, we work on edges for reasons that shall become
clear soon. In our case, an edge is a 4-tuple

(u, v, a, f(v))

where u is called the predecessor state, v the stored state, a the action that transforms
u into v, and f(v) is the current assignment of the value function to v. Clearly, v must
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Figure 9.11: Memory profile of relay solution for the THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE.

belong to Succ(a, u). In deterministic problems, v is determined by u and a and so it can
be completely dropped, but for the non-deterministic problems, it is a necessity.

Similarly to the internal version of value iteration, the external version works in two
phases. A forward phase, where the state space is generated, and a backward phase,
where the heuristic values are repeatedly updated until an ε-optimal policy is computed,
or tmax iterations are performed.

We will explain the algorithm using the graph in Fig. 9.12. The states are numbered
from 1 to 10, the initial state is 1, and the terminal states are 8 and 10. The numbers next
to the states are the initial heuristic values.

9.8.1 Forward Phase: State Space Generation

Typically, a state space is generated by a depth-first or a breadth-first exploration that
uses a hash table to avoid re-expansion of states. We choose an external breadth-first
exploration to handle large state spaces. Since in an external setting a hash table is not
affordable, we rely on delayed duplication detection. It consists of two phases, first re-
moving duplicates within the newly generated layer, and then removing duplicates with
respect to previously generated layers. Note that an edge (u, v, a, f(v)) is a duplicate, if
and only if, its predecessor u, its state v, and the action a match an existing edge. Thus,
in undirected graphs, there are two different edges for each undirected edge. In our case,
sorting-based delayed duplicate detection is best suited as the sorted order is further
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Figure 9.12: An example graph with initial (f = h)-values.

exploited during the backward phase.
Algorithm 9.8 shows external value iteration. The algorithm maintains layers L(d) on

disk in the form of files. The first phase ends up by concatenating all layers into one Open
list that contains all edges reachable from s. For bounded locality, the complexity of this
phase is O(scan(|E|) + sort(|E|)) I/Os.

Procedure External-Value-Iteration
Input: Problem graph with start node s; heuristic h; tolerance ε > 0; max. iterations tmax.
Output: ε-Optimal value function (stored on disk) if tmax =∞.

L(0)← {(∅, s,⊥, h(s))} ;; Initial state has no predecessor state and action
d← 0 ;; Initialize depth value
while (Layer(d) 6= ∅) ;; Unless state space fully traversed
d← d+ 1 ;; Maintain depth of BFS layer
Layer(d)← {(u, v, a, h(v)) | u ∈ Layer(d− 1), a ∈ A(u), v ∈ Succ(a, u)} ;; Next BFS-layer
Sort Layer(d) with respect to edges (u, v) ;; Prepare delayed duplicate detection
Remove duplicate edges in Layer(d) ;; Duplicate elimination within bucket
Subtract duplicate edges from Layer(d) ;; Duplicate elimination wrt previous buckets

Open0 ← Layer(0) ∪ Layer(1) ∪ . . . ∪ Layer(d− 1) ;; Merge BFS-layers
Sort Open0 with respect to states v ;; Sorting with respect to second component
t← 0; Residual← +∞ ;; Initialize iteration and approximation quality
while t < tmax ∧ Residual > ε ;; Termination criterion

Residual← Backward-Update(Opent) ;; Call subroutine
t← t+ 1 ;; Increase iteration

Algorithm 9.8: External value iteration algorithm.

9.8.2 Backward Phase: Update of Values

This is the most critical part of the approach and deserves more attention. To perform the
update on the value of state v, we have to bring together the value of its successor states.
As they both are contained in one file, and there is no arrangement that can bring all
successor states close to their predecessor states, we make a copy of the entire graph (file)
and deal with the current state and its successor differently. To establish the adjacencies,
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Figure 9.13: Backward phase. the files Open0 and Temp are stored on disk. A parallel
scan of both files is done from left to right. The file Open1 is the result of the first update;
f -values that changed in the first update are shown with bold underline typeface.

the second copy, called Temp, is sorted with respect to the node u. Remember that Open
is sorted with respect to the node v.

A parallel scan of files Open and Temp gives us access to all the successors and values
needed to perform the update on the value of v. This scenario is shown in Fig. 9.13 for
the graph in the example. The contents of Temp and Opent, for t = 0, are shown along
with the heuristic values computed so far for each edge (u, v). The arrows show the flow
of information (alternation between dotted and dashed arrows is just for clarity). The
results of the updates are written to the file Opent+1 containing the new values for each
state after t+ 1 iterations. Once Opent+1 is computed, the file Opent can be removed as it
is no longer needed.

Algorithm 9.9 shows the backward update algorithm for the case of MDP models; the
other models are similar. It first copies the Opent list in Temp using buffered I/O oper-
ations, and sorts the new Temp list according to the predecessor states u. The algorithm
then iterates on all edges from Opent and search for the successors in Temp. Since Opent
is sorted with respect to states v, the algorithm never goes back and forth in any of the Opent
or Temp files. Note that all reads and writes are buffered and thus can be carried out very
efficiently by always doing I/O operations in blocks.

We now discuss the different cases that might arise when an edge (u, v, a, f(v)) is read
from Opent. States from Fig. 9.12 that comply with each case are referred in parentheses,
while the lines in the algorithm are referred in brackets. The flow of the values in h for
the example is shown in Fig. 9.13.

• Case I: v is terminal (states 8 & 10). Since no update is necessary, the edge can be
written to Opent+1.

• Case II: v is the same as the last updated state (state 3). Write the edge to Opent+1

with such last value. (Case shown in Fig. 9.13 with curved arrows.)

• Case III: v has no successors. That means that v is a terminal state and so is handled
by case I.

• Case IV: v has one or more successors (remaining states). For each action a ∈ A(v),
compute the value q(a, v) by summing the products of the probabilities and the
stored values. Such value is kept in the array q(a).
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For edges (x, y, a′, f ′) read from Temp, we have:

• Case A: y is the initial state, implying x = ∅. Skip this edge since there is nothing to
do. By taking ∅ as the smallest element, the sorting of Temp brings all such edges to
the front of the file. (Case not shown for sake of brevity.)

• Case B: x = v, i.e. the predecessor of this edge matches the current state from Opent.
This calls for an update in the q(a)-value.

The array q : A→ IR is initialized to the edge weight w(a, v), for each a ∈ A(v). Once all
the successors are processed, the new value for v is the minimum of the values stored in
the q-array for all applicable actions.

An important point to note here is that the last edge read from Temp in Line 16 isn’t
used. The operation Push-back in Line 18 puts back this edge into Temp. This operation
incurs in no physical I/O since the Temp file is buffered. Finally, to handle case II, a copy
of the last updated node and its value are stored in variables vlast and hlast respectively.

Theorem 9.12 (I/O Complexity External Value Iteration) Assuming bounded locality the algo-
rithm external value iteration performs at most O(scan(|E|) + tmax · sort(|E|)) I/Os.

PROOF: The forward phase requires localityG · scan(|E|) + sort(|E|) I/Os. The backward phase
performs at most tmax iterations. Each such iteration consists of one sorting and two scanning
operations for a total of O(tmax · sort(|E|)) I/Os.

As an example domain we consider sliding tile puzzle, performing two experiments:
one with deterministic moves, and the other with noisy actions that achieve their in-
tended effects with probability p = 0.9 and no effect with probability 1 − p. The rectan-
gular 3 × 4 sliding tile puzzle cannot be solved with internal value iteration because the
state space does not fit in RAM. External value iteration generated a total of 1,357,171,197
edges taking 45 gigabytes of disk space. The backward update is finished successfully
after 21 days and 72 iterations using 1.4 gigabytes RAM. The value function for initial
state converges to 28.8889 with a residual smaller than ε = 10−4.

9.9 *Flash Memory

Mechanical hard disks have provided us with reliable service over these years. This is
about to change with the advent of solid state disk (SSD). A solid state disk is electrically,
mechanically and software compatible with a conventional (magnetic) hard disk drive.
The difference is that the storage medium is not magnetic (like a hard disk) or optical
(like a CD) but solid state semiconductor (NAND flash) such as battery backed RAM or
other electrically erasable RAM-like chip. In last years, NAND flash memories outpaced
DRAM in terms of bit-density and the market with SSDs continues to grow. This pro-
vides faster access time than a disk, because the data can be randomly accessed and does
not rely on a read/write interface head synchronising with a rotating disk. Typical data
transfer bandwidth and access time for both magnetic and solid state disk in Fig. 9.14.

The speed of random reads for a solid state disk build with NAND flash memory lies
roughly at the geometric mean of the speeds of random access memory (RAM) and mag-
netic hard drive (HDD) ?. The only factor limiting solid state disks from being massively
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Procedure Backward-Update
Input: Edge state space Opent (stored on disk).
Output: Edge state space Opent+1 (stored in disk).
Side Effect: Files Temp and Opent+1 written

Residual← 0 ;; Initialize approximation quality
Temp← Opent ;; Copy file
Sort Temp with respect to states u ;; Sorting with respect to first component
for each (u, v, a, f) ∈ Opent ;; Scan entire search space

if v ∈ T ;; Special case (I), goal found
Write (u, v, a, f) to Opent+1 ;; Copy value to next iteration

else if v = vlast ;; Case (II), successor has not changed
Write (u, v, a, flast) to Opent+1 ;; Copy value to next iteration

else ;; Predecessor match
Read (x, y, a′, f ′) from Temp ;; Get old value, case (IV) is x = v; case (III) is x 6= v
for each a ∈ A(v) q(a)← w(a, v) ;; Compute initial q-value
while x = v ;; Predecessor match

q(a′)← q(a′) + Pa′(y|x) f ′ ;; Update q-value
Read (x, y, a′, f ′) from Temp ;; Read Next

Push-back (x, y, a′, f ′) in Temp ;; Last value needed to detect change
flast ← mina∈A(v) q(a) ;; Update value function
vlast ← v ;; Copy to temporary
Write (u, v, a, flast) to Opent+1 ;; Flush information
Residual← max{|flast − f |,Residual} ;; Update approximation quality

return Residual ;; Generate output

Algorithm 9.9: External value iteration – backward update.

Characteristic Hard Disk Solid State Disk
Read Bandwidth 65 MB/s 72 MB/s
Write Bandwidth 60 MB/s 70 MB/s
Random Read Access Time 11 ms 0.1 ms
Random Write Access Time 11 ms 5 ms

Figure 9.14: Characteristics of solid state and hard disk drives.

spread is the cost of the device if expressed per stored bit. The cost per stored bit is still
significantly higher for SSDs than for magnetic disks.

The external memory model is no longer a good match, since it does not cover the
different access times for random read and write operations. For solid state disks, it is,
therefore, suitable to extend the model of Aggarwal and Vitter with a penalty factor p for
random write operations.

We observe that random read operations on SSDs are substantially faster than on
mechanical disks, while other parameters are similar. Therefore, it appears natural to
ask, whether it is necessary to employ delayed duplicate detection (DDD) known from the
current I/O efficient graph algorithms, or it is possible to build an efficient SSD algorithm
using the standard immediate duplicate detection (IDD), hashing in particular.
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First, we study direct access to the solid state disk without exploiting RAM usage.
This implies both random read and random write operations. The implementation serves
as a reference, and can be scaled to any implicit search with a visited state space that fits
on the solid state disk.

Next, we compress the state in internal memory to include the address on secondary
memory only. For this case states are written sequentially to the background memory in
the order of generation. For resolving hash synonyms, states lookup random reads are
needed. Even though linear probing shows performance deficiencies for internal hash-
ing, for block-wise strategies, it is the apparent candidates. Alternative hashing strategies
can reduce the number of random reads.

The third option fosters flushing the internal hash table to the external device, once
it becomes full. In this case, full state vectors are stored internally. For large amounts of
background memory and small vector sizes, large state spaces can be looked at. Usually
the exploration process is suspended while flushing the internal hash table. We observe
different trade-offs for the amount of randomness for background readings and writing,
which mainly depend on increasing the locality of the access.

9.9.1 Hashing

The general setting (see Fig. 9.15) is a background hash table Hb kept on the SSD, which
can hold m = 2b entries. As said, SSDs prefer sequential writes and sequential read,
but can cope with an acceptable number of random reads. We additionally assume a
foreground hash table Hf with m′ = 2f entries. The ratio between fore- and background
is, therefore, r = 2k = 2b−f . Collisions especially on the background hash table can yield
additional burden. As chaining requires overhead for storing and following links, we are
left with open addressing and adequate probing strategies.
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RAM SSD
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Figure 9.15: Fore- and background memory, such as RAM and SSD.

As linear probing finds elements through sequential scanning, it is I/O efficient. For
a load factor of α% a successful search requires about 1/2 (1 + 1/(1− α)) accesses on
the average, while an unsuccessful search requires about LPα = 1/2

(
1 + 1/(1− α)2

)

accesses on the average. For a hash table that is filled up to α = 50% we have less than
three states to look at on the average, which easily fit into the I/O buffer. Given that
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random access is slower than sequential access, this implies that unless the hash table
becomes filled, linear probing with one I/O per lookup per node is an appropriate option
for SSD-based hashing.

9.9.2 Mapping

The simplest method to apply SSDs in graph search is to store each node at its back-
ground hash address in a file, and – if occupied – to apply conflict resolution strategy
on disk. By their large seek times, this option is clearly infeasible for HDDs, but it does
apply to some extent to SSDs. Nonetheless, besides extensive use of random writes that
operate block-wise and are, thus, expected to be slow, one problem of the approach is the
initialization time, incurred by erasing all existing data stored in background memory.

Hence, we apply a refinement to speed-up search. With one additional bit-vector
array kept in RAM, we denote, whether or not a state is already stored on disk. This
limits initialization time to reset all bits in main memory, which is much faster. Moreover,
this saves lookup time in case of hashing a new state with an unused table entry. Fig. 9.16
(left) illustrates the approach. The bit-vector occupied memorizes, whether the address on
the SSD is in use or not.

The extra amount of RAM additionally limits the size of the search spaces to be pro-
cessed. In search practice with a full state vector of several bytes to be stored in the
background memory, however, investing one bit per state in RAM does not harm much,
given that the ratio between main and external memory remains moderate. The only
limit for the exploration is imposed by the number of states that can be stored on the
solid state disk, which we assume to be sufficiently large.

For analyzing the approach, let n be the number of nodes and e be the number of
edges in the state space graph that are looked at. Without occupied vector requires e
lookup and n insert operations. Let B is the size of a block (amount of data retrieved,
or written with one I/O operation) and |sv| be the length of the state vector. As long as
LPα · |sv| ≤ B, at most two2 blocks are read for each lookup3. For LPα · |sv| > B no
additional random read access is necessary. After the lookup, an insert operation results
in one random write. This results in a flash I/O complexity of O(e + pn). Using the
occupied vector, the number of read operations reduces from e to n, assuming that no
collisions take place.

As the main bottleneck of the approach is random writing to the background memory,
as another refinement we can additionally employ a foreground hash table as a write
buffer. Due to numerous insert operations, the foreground hash table will once become
filled, and then has to be flushed to the background, which incurs writes and subsequent
reads. One option that we call merging is to sort the internal hash table wrt. to the external
hash function before flushing. If the hash functions are correlated, the sequence is already
presorted, by means that the number of inversions inv(Hf ) = |{(i, j) | hf (si) < hf (sj) ∧
hb(si) > hb(sj)}| is small. If inv(Hf ) = O(m′) and given that we use an algorithm that
exploits presorting we obtain a linear time sorting algorithm. While flushing we now
have a sequential write (due to the linear probing strategy), such that the total worst-case
I/O time for flushing is bounded by the number of flushes times the efforts for sequential
writes. Fig. 9.16 (right) illustrates the approach. As we are able to exploit sequential data

2when linear probing arrives at the end of the table, an additional seek to the start of the file is needed
3for example B = 4, 096 bytes, and |sv| ≈ 40 bytes.
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Figure 9.16: External hashing without and with merging.

processing, updating the background hash table corresponds to a scan (see Fig. 9.17).
Blocks are read into the RAM and merged with the internal information and then flushed
back to SSD.

RAM

SSD

read

insert

write

Figure 9.17: Updating tables in hashing with linear probing while merging.

9.9.3 Compressing

Here we store all state vectors in a file on the external storage device, and substitute
the state vector by its relative file pointer position. For an external hash table of size
m this requires dlogme bits per entry, that is mdlogme bits in total. Fig. ?? illustrates
the approach with arrows denoting the position on external memory. An additional bit-
vector occupied is no longer needed.

This strategy also results in e lookups and n insert operations. Since the ordering
of states on the SSD does not necessarily correlate with the order in main memory, the
lookup of states due to linear probing induces multiple random reads. Hence, the amount
of individual blocks which have to be read is bounded by LPα · e. In contrast, all insert
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operations are performed sequentially, utilizing a cache of B bytes in memory. Subse-
quently this approach performs O(LPα · e) random reads to the SSD. As long as LPα < 2
this approach performs less random read operations then mapping. By using another
internal hashing strategy, e.g. cuckoo hashing one reduces the number of lookups to
at most 2. As sequential writing of n states of s bytes requires n|sv|/B I/Os, the total
flash-memory I/O complexity is O(LPα · e+ n|sv|/B).
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Figure 9.18: State compressing strategy.

9.9.4 Flushing

The above approaches either require significant time to write data according to hb, or
request significant sizes of foreground memory. There are further trade-offs that we will
consider next.

One first solution that we call padding is to append the entire foreground hash table as
it is to the existing data on the background table. Hence, the background hash function
can be roughly characterized as hb(s) = i ·m′+hf (s), where i denotes the current number
of flushes, and s the state to be hashed.

Writing is sequential, and conflict resolution strategy is inherited from the internal
memory. For several flushing reading a state for answering membership queries becomes
involved, as the search for one state incurs up to rmany table lookups. Conflict resolution
may lead to an even worse performance. For a moderate number of states that exceed
RAM resources only by a very small factor, however, the average performance is expected
to be good. As far as all states can reside in main memory no access to the background
memory is needed.

We can safely assume that load factor α is small enough, so that the extra amount of
work due to linear probing is transparent by using block accesses. Again e lookups and n
insert operations are performed. Let ei be the number of successors generated in stage i,
i ∈ {0, . . . , r−1}. For stage 0 no access to the background table is needed. For stage i, i >
0, at mostO(i·ei) blocks have to be read. Together with the sequential write of n elements
(in r rounds) this results in a flash memory complexity of O(n|sv|/B + rp+

∑
0≤i<r i · ei)

I/Os. An illustration is provided in Fig. 9.19 (left). The entire foreground hash table has
been flushed once, while the maximum number of flushes is set to 3.
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Figure 9.19: Padding and slicing strategies.

The obvious alternative is to slice the background hash table. such that hb(s) becomes
hf (s) · r + #f . An illustration is provided in Figure 9.19 (right); situation after one flush,
and, again, at most 3 flushes are assumed.

The disadvantage of processing the entire external hash table during flushing is com-
pensated by the fact that the probing sequences in the hash tables can now be searched
concurrently. For the lookup we use a Boolean vector of size #f that monitors if an indi-
vidual probing sequence has terminated with an empty bucket. If all probing sequences
fail, the query itself has failed.

9.10 Summary

By the rapid increase in size and sequential access time and the rapid decrease in prices,
in this chapter we have studied external (memory) search algorithms that explore the
problem graph by utilizing hard disks.

Graph-search algorithms such as breadth-first search, depth-first search, A* use dupli-
cate detection in order to recognize when the same node is reached via alternative paths
in a graph. This traditionally involves storing already-explored nodes in random-access
memory (RAM) and checking newly-generated nodes against the stored nodes. How-
ever, the limited size of RAM creates a memory bottleneck that severely limits the range
of problems that can be solved with this approach. All clever techniques that have been
developed for searching with limited RAM eventually are limited in terms of scalability,
and many practical graph-search problems are too large to be solved using any of these
techniques. Relying on virtual memory slows down the exploration due to an excessive
number of page faults. We have shown that the scalability of graph-search algorithms
can be dramatically improved by using external memory, such as disk, to store generated
nodes for use in duplicate detection. However, this requires very different search strate-
gies to overcome the six orders-of-magnitude difference in random-access speed between
RAM and disk.

Disk access is supervised by the exploration algorithms rather than by the underlying
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operating system. Thus the algorithm design is mainly concerned about access locality.
Efficient designs provide alternative implementations to an internal hash table and allow
a delayed detection of duplicates. If disk-space becomes sparse, in early merging delayed
duplicate detections is invoked on-demand. In hash-based duplicate detection coarse hash
codes are effective for accelerating external sorting. If according to the hash value – the
neighboring sets fit into main memory, so-called structured duplicate detection preserves
that all duplicates are caught in the RAM.

The partitioning of the state space into buckets has much in common with the sym-
bolic (blind and heuristic) search algorithm in the previous chapter. As the exploration is
explicit-state, duplicates within one bucket have to be found by external sorting followed
by an external scan operation.

External breadth-first search was discovered for explicit graph search, but is much
more effective in implicit graph search as no access to the adjacency list is required. Some
algorithmic techniques, such preprocessing the explicit graph become obsolete while oth-
ers, like pipelining become more attractive. Using one file as a queue, external BFS is I/O
optimal in undirected graphs (either sparse or not). When looking at directed graphs,
once again, the locality of the problem graphs becomes the important measurement to
determine the duplicate detection scope. Besides the sorting it influences the I/O com-
plexity the most.

Given the optimal solution bound, external A* and external breadth-first heuristic
search both operate with a growing g-value and thus explore the same state sets. While
external A* has some difficulties in obtaining optimal efficiency in very sparse graphs (file
buffers are needed for every active bucket), external breadth-first heuristic search will
have difficulties when searching with an unknown solution depth (for a rising threshold
new states hardly squeeze in existing files).

We have extended external memory search from deterministic to the general search
model that includes non-deterministic and probabilistic search spaces, like MDPs. Differ-
ent to the deterministic setting, the external value iteration algorithm generates the entire
set of reachable states, requires many passes over the problem graph, and operates on the
problem graph edges instead of the problem graph nodes.

Table 9.6 gives an overview for the external algorithms presented in this chapter. To
ease the denotation of the complexities, we assume constant locality as implied be undi-
rected graph structures and use |G| to abbreviate |V |+ |E|. Nonetheless, most algorithms
extend to integer edge weights and directed graphs. In directed graphs, a larger set of
buckets has to be traversed to subtract duplicates from earlier search levels. In weighted
graphs, non-adjacent buckets have to be addressed. Explicit graph search is only efficient
for a regular graph subclasses. For external BFS and external A* we have a matching
lower bound.

Structured duplicate detection is assigned to a I/O complexity of O(|G|), which is
apparent if the projection function is the identity. In theory, such worst-case performance
can occur in any abstraction that forces singleton nodes to be retrieved from disk.

It is worth mentioning that the localized exploration that use RAM and hard disks
can also be used to optimize the algorithms that use only CPU cache and RAM.

With the advent of solid state disk technology, immediate duplicate detection be-
comes tractable, offering more flexibility for the choice of the exploration strategy. Mon-
itoring CPU performance, suggest that I/O waits are present, but not thrashing. With
SSDs random access time decreasing, SSDs will likely become fast enough to rise the
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Name I/O Complexity Weight Graph Optimal
Munagala/Ranade (9.1) O(|V |+ sort(|E|)) unif. undir.

√

Mehlhorn/Meyer O(
√
|V |scan(|G|) + sort(|G|)) unif. undir.

√

External-SSSP O(sort(|G|)) IR reg.
√

External-BFS (9.2) O(scan(|V |) + sort(|E|)) unif. undir.
√

External-A* (9.7) O(scan(|V |) + sort(|E|)) unif. undir.
√

External-PDB-A* O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |)+
sort(|φ(E)|) + f∗scan(|φ(V )|)) unif. undir.

√

External-BFBnB (9.4) O(l · (scan(|V |) + sort(|E|))) IR undir.
√

External-EHC (9.5,9.6) O(h(s) · (scan(|V |) + sort(|E|))) IN undir. -
External-SDD O(|G|) unif. struct.

√

External-VI (9.8,9.9) O(scan(|E|) + tmax · sort(|E|))) general struct.
√

Table 9.6: Overview external search algorithms, complexities assume constant locality.

CPU usage to full speed making the SSD fully transparent to the user. Compression,
likely the best performing strategy, requires substantial main memory, which according
to current ratios of space between RAM and SSDs is still no bottleneck.

9.11 Exercises

9.1 * For an external stack, the buffer is just an internal memory array of 2B elements that at any
time contains the k < 2B elements most recently inserted. We assume that the stack content is
bounded by at most N elements.

1. Implement a remove operation with no I/O, except for the case the buffer has run empty. In
this case a single I/O to retrieve a block of B elements is allowed.

2. Implement an insert operation with no I/O, except for the case the buffer has run full. In this
case a single I/O is to retrieve a block of B elements is allowed.

3. Show that insertion and deletion take 1/B I/Os in the amortized sense.

4. Why does a stack not use a buffer of size B, but 2B instead?

5. Implement an external queue using two stacks to achieve 1/B I/Os amortized for insertion
and deletion.

6. How to drop the condition on the fixed bound on the number of elements?

9.2 * An external linked list also maintains locality, i.e. elements that are near each other in the
list must tend to be stored in the same block.

1. Show that such simple implementation of putting B consecutive elements in each block,
gives a scan of a list with N elements in O(N/B) I/Os.

2. Show that simple implementation will require Θ(N/B) I/Os for insertion and deletion.

9.3 A refined implementation of an external linked list maintains the following relaxed invariant:
there are more than 2B/3 elements in every pair of consecutive blocks.

1. Show that the number of I/Os for a sequential scan grows by at most a factor of three.

2. If either neighbor of the block for an insertion is full, we split the block into two blocks of at
most B/2 elements. Show that the invariant is maintained.
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3. If one of the neighbors of the block for a deletion has 2B/3 elements or less, we merge the
two blocks. Show that the invariant is maintained.

4. Show that splitting and merging can be done in O(1) I/Os.

5. Show that the above implementation ensures a constant number of I/Os to update a linked
list.

6. Show that the above implementation gives O(1 +N/B) I/Os for n consecutive inserts.

7. Show that after an insertion at least B/6 deletions are needed to violate the invariance.

8. Increase space utilization from 1/3 to 1/ε using an invariance of Θ(1/ε) I/Os.

9.4 ** Suppose we are given three large arrays A, B and C of size n that exceed main memory.
Moreover C is a permutation, i.e., {C[1], . . . , C[n]} = {1, . . . , n}. The task is to assign A[i] to
B[C[i]] for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

1. Show that the naive approach of sequentially processing the input produces O(n) I/Os.

2. Devise a strategy that has an I/O complexity of O(sort(n)). Hint: build pairs (i, C[i]) for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and perform external sorts first on the second and then on the first coordinate.

9.5 Let the BFS number be the order of nodes in a level and the BFS tree the tree associated
with a BFS search. For each node v the parent of v in the BFS tree is the node with bfsnum =
minv,w bfsnum(w). Show that for undirected graphs the following transformation can be done
using O(sort(|V |+ |E|)) I/Os

1. BFS numbers in BFS tree.

2. BFS tree in BFS level. (Hint: use an Euler tour around the undirected BFS tree, and the
prefix-sum on appropriate weights of the Euler tour.)

3. BFS level in BFS numbers.

9.6 A simple external implementation of a binary search tree incurs O(logN) I/Os. B-trees are
a generalization of balanced binary search trees to trees of degree Θ(B). For external usage, a
B-tree node guides searches to one of the Θ(B) subtrees. The balance invariant requires that for
every node at level i smaller than the height of the tree h the number of leaves below are at least
(B/8)i and every node at level i ≤ h the number of leaves below are is at most 4(B/8)i. Show
that the balance invariant implies the following assertions

1. Any node has at most B/2 children.

2. The height of the B-tree is at most 1 + dlogB/8Ne.
3. Any non-root node has as at least B/32 children.

4. Infer that the worst case number of I/Os for searching a B-tree is at most 1 + dlogB/8Ne.
5. Show a lower bound of Θ(logB N) on the height of the B-tree.

6. Explain how to perform insertions and deletion in O(logB N) I/Os.

9.7 Explain the working of the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade with respect to the graph in
Fig. 9.20 starting at node 1 (Level 0).

1. What are the generated nodes in Succ(Open(i))?

2. Remove the duplicates. Denote the nodes remaining.

3. Remove the lists Open(i− 1) and Open(i− 2). Display the nodes remaining.
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Figure 9.20: Extended example for the algorithm of Munagala and Ranade.

9.8 Give an external implementation of the implicit version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm
(see Chap. 3) that uses O(k · (sort(|E|) + scan(|V |))) I/Os, where k is the length of the cost-
optimal solution path. You may restrict to undirected uniform-cost problem graphs.

1. Use a derivate of Munagala and Ranade’s external breadth-first search implementation.

2. Restrict duplicate elimination to allow re-opening.

3. Show that each edge and each node is considered at most k times to arrive at the stated
complexity.

9.9 Show that the number of buckets Open(i, j) that are considered by A* in a uniform problem
graph with a consistent heuristic is bounded by (f∗ + 1)2/3.

9.10 Give a pseudo-code implementation for external BFS exploration for cost-optimizing search,
incrementally improving an upper bound U on the solution cost. The state sets that are used
should be represented in form of files. The search frontier denoting the current BFS layer is
tested for an intersection with the goal, and this intersection is further reduced according to the
already established bound.

9.11 The efficiency of the external BFBnB algorithm is basically inversely proportional to the
factor U − f∗. The more realistic the upper bound, the bigger the pruning and hence the lesser
the number of expansions. This observation suggests an iterative strategy to find a good upper
bound. The strategy then follows is to use only the first k% of the nodes when sorted with respect
to the increasing cost value and discard the rest of the nodes in the layer. Using the found solution
cost as the upper bound for an increased value of k, we hope to converge to optimal solution cost
when k approaches to 1.

Unfortunately, there is an apparent problem with this approach. It is possible that for a partic-
ular iteration we arrive at a goal state, but at the next iteration we do not. This problem is more
frequent in domains, where there can be many different state with the same f -value, residing in a
set that has no total order. The algorithm is not guaranteed to continously converge with increas-
ing k. Let ki is the value of k in the ith iteration and ki+1 be the value of k in the (i+ 1)th iteration.
For the algorithm to continuously converge, the coverage area of the (i+ 1)th iteration must be at
least as large as the coverage area of the ith iteration. Formally, for any layer j,

Openi(j) ⊆ Openi+1(j) (9.1)

Such a guarantee can only be given if the maximum cost value that was chosen in the (i + 1)th
iteration for layer j is greater than or equal to the maximum cost value chosen in the i-th iteration.
As we exploit secondary memory such a condition is not limited by main memory capacity.
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1. Provide a selection criteria, which chooses all the nodes in the plateau or none.

2. Provided pseudo-code for the external exploration involving upper bound pruning and the
above mentioned selection criteria.

3. Prove the correctness of your approach, i.e., show that the selection criterion for external
iterative-broadening BFBnB search guarantees the coverage condition for every iteration i.

9.12 Let radius r of the abstract state space denote the maximum depth of the pattern database.
Show that by assuming bounded locality in the problem graph G = (V,E) and its abstraction
φ(G) = (φ(V ), φ(E)) and that r file pointers and buffers fit into main memory, external A* with one
pattern database heuristic can be executed in

O(sort(|E|) + scan(|V |) + sort(|φ(E)|) + (f∗ − h(s)) · scan(|φ(V )|))

I/Os. (The only change is the improved term f∗ − h(s) compared to f∗ in the text.)

Figure 9.21: The PANCAKE problem.

9.13 The PANCAKE problem is defined as follows. Given an n-stack of pancakes of different
sizes, how many flips of the first k pancakes are needed to get them into ascending order. The
problem was invented by Goodman in 1975 and is illustrated in Fig. 9.21. It is known that (5n+5)/3
flips alway suffice, and that 15n/14 is a lower bound.

In the BURNED PANCAKE the pancakes are burned one side and the additional requirement is
to bring all burned sides down. This problem was analyzed by Gates and Papadimitriou in 1979.
It is known that (2n− 2) flips always suffice and that 3n/2 is a lower bound.

1. Show that by iteratively putting the next largest element in its proper place we have a solu-
tion with 2n− 3 flips.

2. When the initial permutation has none of the desired adjacencies, at least n flips are
needed.

3. An unproven conjecture for the burned pancake problem is that the worst case scenario is
the original stack with all burned sides up. Validate the conjecture for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and state
the number of flips needed.

4. Solve the problem with External BFS up to n = 16 for the ordinary and up to n = 11 for the
burned pancake problem.
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First libraries for improved secondary memory maintenance are LEDA-SM Crauser [2001]
developed at MPI and TPIE developed at Duke University. A recent library for large data sets is
STXXL by Dementiev et al. [2005].
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Chapter 10

Distributed Search

In this chapter we consider different approaches to implement distributed versions of
A* and IDA*. We interpret distributed search when more than one search process is in-
voked, which can be due to partitioning the workload among different processors, as in
parallel search, or due to starting from different ends of the search space, as addressed in
bidirectional search. Probably the most important problem in distributed processing is the
communication (overhead) between the different search processes.

Modern computers can exploit parallelism on the hardware level. In parallel search
the exploration (generating the successors, computing the heuristic estimates, etc.) is
distributed among different processes; be it workstation clusters or parallel and multi-
core processor environments.

After introducing parallel processing with we turn to parallel heuristic search, start-
ing with parallel IDA*. We divide the presentation into synchronous and asynchronous
search, a notation which refers to the exchange of exploration information (nodes to ex-
pand, duplicates to eliminate) among different (depth-first) search processes. We then
consider algorithmic refinements like transposition-driven scheduling.

Early parallel formulations of A* assume that the graph is a tree, so that there is no
need to keep a Closed list to avoid duplicates. If the graph is not a tree, most frequently
static hash functions distribute the workload. We identify differences in shared memory
designs (e.g. multi-core processors) and distributed memory architectures (e.g. worksta-
tion clusters).

Newer parallel implementations of A* include frontier search and large amounts of
external memory. The design of effective data structures for concurrent access especially
for the search frontier is essential. One distributed data structure that is introduced fea-
tures both the capabilities of heaps and binary search trees. In parallel external search we
consider how to integrate external and distributed search. As a large-scale example for
parallel external breadth-first search, we present a complete exploration in the FIFTEEN-
PUZZLE.

Bidirectional search algorithms are distributed in the sense that two search frontiers
are searched concurrently. They solve the ONE PAIR SHORTEST PATH problem. Multiple
goals are typically merged to a single super-goal. Subsequently, bidirectional algorithms
search from two sides of the search space. Bidirectional breadth-first search comes at a
low price. For heuristic bidirectional search, however, this is no longer true. The original
hope was that the search frontiers meet in the middle. However, contrary to this intu-
ition, advantages of bidirectional heuristic search could not be validated experimentally

358
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for a long time, due to several misconceptions. We describe the development of vari-
ous approaches, turn to their analysis of drawbacks, and explain refined algorithms that
could finally demonstrate the usefulness of the bidirectional idea.

When splitting the search space into two parts, multiple-goal heuristic search is
very effective. We illustrate the essentials for computing optimal solutions to the 4-peg
TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem. The chapter is closed with considerations on searching
multiple goals in the Internet.

10.1 Introduction to Parallel Algorithms

Parallel or distributed algorithms are designed to solve algorithmic problems by using
many processing devices (processes, processors, processor cores, nodes, units) simulta-
neously. The reason that parallel algorithms are required is that it is technically easier
to build a system of several communicating slower processors, than a single one that
is multiple times faster. The speedup compared to a one-processor solution depends
on the specific properties of the problem at hand. The aspects of general algorithmic
problems most frequently encountered in designing parallel algorithms are: compati-
bility with machine architecture, choice of suitable shared data structures, and finding
adequate compromises between processing and communication overhead. An efficient
solution can only be obtained if the organization between the different tasks can be op-
timized and distributed in a way that the working power is effectively used. Parallel
algorithms commonly refer to a synchronous scenario, where communication is either per-
formed in regular clock intervals, or even in a fixed architecture of computing elements
performing the same processing or communication tasks (single-instruction multiple-data
architectures) in contrast to the more common case of multiple-instructions multiple-data
computers. On the other hand, the term distributed algorithm is preferably used for an
asynchronous setting with looser coupling of the processing elements. The use of termi-
nology, however, is not consistent. In AI literature, the term parallel search is preferred
even for a distributed scenario.

10.1.1 Parallel Processing

As an illustrative example for a parallel algorithm, consider the problem of adding eight
numbers a1, . . . , a8. One option is to compute a1+(a2+(a3+(a4+(a5+(a6+(a7+a8))))))
in a sequence. Obviously seven additions are necessary. Alternatively, we may add the
numbers as follows (((a1+a2)+(a3+a4))+((a5+a6)+(a7+a8))). The corresponding trees
are shown in Fig. 10.1. The second sequence can be computed more efficiently in parallel
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Figure 10.1: Computing the sum of eight numbers linearly (left) or in parallel (right).
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if more than one process is available. If we have four processes only 3 parallel steps are
necessary. In general we have reduced the (parallel) running time from O(n) to O(log n)
by using n/2 processes. The procedure for the single process i is depicted in Alg. 10.1.
Each processor executes the loop O(log n) times. The variables h, x and y are local for
each process. The algorithm is correct if the process work in lock-step mode, by means
that they execute the same steps at the same time. An example for the computation is
provided in Fig. 10.2.

Figure 10.2: Recursion schema for procedure Sum on eight numbers.

Procedure Sum
Input: Numbers a1, . . . , an, n = 2k

Output: Sum of a1, . . . , an.

for each h ∈ {1, . . . , k} ;; Iteration
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n/2h} in parallel ;; Select parts

ai ← a2i−1 + a2i ;; Compute sum, write back
return a1 ;; Special case, process 1 has result

Algorithm 10.1: Algorithm to compute a1 + . . .+ an in parallel.

One prominent computational model to analyze parallel algorithms is the parallel ran-
dom access machine (PRAM). A PRAM has p processes, each equipped with some local
memory. Additionally, all processes can access shared memory in which each process can
directly access all memory cells. This is a coarse approximation of the most commonly
used computer architectures. It concentrates on the partitioning of parts of computation
and guarantees that data is present at the right point in time. The PRAM is programmed
with a simple program that is parameterized with the process ID. A step in the execution
consists of three parts, reading, calculating and writing. A schematic view on a PRAM is
shown in Fig. 10.3.

To measure the performance of PRAM algorithms with respect to a problem of size n,
the number of processes is denoted with p(n) and the parallel running time with tp(n),
such that the total work is wp(n) = p(n) · tp(n). In a good parallelization the work of
the parallel algorithm matches the time complexity t(n) of the sequential one. Since
this is rarely the case, the term t(n)/wp(n) denotes the efficiency of the parallel algo-
rithm. Sometimes a parallel algorithm is called efficient if for some constants k, k′ we
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Figure 10.3: The PRAM model.

have tp(n) = O(logk t(n)) and wp(n) = O(t(n) logk
′
n), by means that the time is reduced

to a logarithmic term and the work is only a logarithmic factor from the minimum possi-
ble. The speedup is defined as O(t(n)/tp(n)), and is called linear in the number of processes,
if O(t(n)/tp(n)) = O(p). In rare cases, due to additional benefits of the parallelization,
super-linear speedups can be obtained.

For our example problem of computing the sum of n numbers procedure Sum is effi-
cient, as t(n) = O(n) and tp(n) = O(log n) and wp(n) = O(n). However, the speedup is
not linear in the number of processes, as n/ log n cannot be bounded by O(p).

Using parallel computation it seems plausible to compute not only the final result
sn = a1 + . . . + an but also all prefix-sums of the elements, namely sj = a1 + . . . + aj for
1 ≤ j ≤ n. The pseudo code is provided in Alg. 10.2. An example of the application of
the recursion schema is given in Fig. 10.4. The procedure is efficient, as – once more –
tp(n) = O(log n) and wp(n) = O(n).
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Figure 10.4: Computing the prefix-sum.

The prefix sum algorithm has been applied as a subroutine in many parallel algo-
rithms. For example, it helps to efficiently compress a sparse array or linked list or to
simulate a finite state machine (see Exercises).

10.1.2 Parallel Architectures

One problem with the PRAM model is that it does not match well with nowadays com-
puter hardware. For example, multi-core system are shared memory architectures that
differ in many aspects from vector machines and compute clusters.
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Procedure Prefix-Sum
Input: Numbers a1, . . . , an, n = 2k

Output: Prefix-sum a1, . . . , an.

for each j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} ;; Main loop
for each i ∈ {2j , . . . , n− 1} in parallel ;; Distributed computation

ai+1 ← ai+1 + ai−2j+1 ;; Compute sum, write back

Algorithm 10.2: Algorithm to compute all prefix-sums in parallel.

One indicator for a significant advantage of local operation in the RAM for distributed
computation is the time for copying say 10,000 bytes from one location to another, which
is about 3 seconds from RAM to RAM, about 15 seconds from RAM to disk, and about
600 seconds from RAM to network (measured on an ordinary PC). If we measure time
relative to the time needed to generate a successor, the time to check if a state is already
visited has been estimated by about 10, the time to flush the state by about 5, and the
time to transfer the state from one to another CPU by about 100.

Dual-core and quad-core CPUs are widely available, with a larger number of process-
ing cores expected in the near future. First of all, multi-core systems allow faster access
to the shared memory area, avoiding slow transfer of data across data links in the cluster.
Moreover, the limit of memory addresses has moved from 4 · 109 to 1018 bytes and thus
almost disappeared on 64-bit systems. The design of the parallel algorithm thus follows
the principle that time is the primary bottleneck.

10.1.3 Parallel Exploration

For an early example of parallel search, we reconsider computing the radius (minimal
solution length of the most difficult problem instance) of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE. The ap-
proach consists of two stages. In the first stage, a candidate set is determined, which con-
tains all positions that require more than k moves (and some positions requiring less than
k moves) using some upper bound function U . In stage 2 for each candidate, iterative-
deepening search using the Manhattan distance heuristic is applied to show that it can
be excluded from the candidate set, or that it requires more than k moves.

The candidate set is generated by applying an upper bound procedure U(u) to all
positions u in the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE. Whenever U(u) > k, u becomes a candidate. The
requirements on U are that it is fast to compute, so that it can be evaluated for all 1013

positions, and that it is a good upper bound, so that the candidate set does not contain
too many simple candidates. These requirements are satisfied by computing databases
for partial solutions. In a first step, a subset of the tiles are moved to their goal position.
A first database contains the optimal values for all permutations of this subset. In the sec-
ond step, the remaining tiles are moved to their goal positions without moving the tiles
fixed in the first step. Again, a database contains the optimal values for all permutations
of the remaining tiles on the remaining board.

Different approaches can be used during the proving phase. The obvious approach
of actually solving each candidate requires too much time. A shortcut for reducing the
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candidate set applies consistency constraints. As an example, let u be a candidate and
v its successor. If min{U(v) | v ∈ Succ(u)} < U(u) − 1, a shorter path for u can be
found. Both steps of the algorithm are computationally expensive. On 64 processors,
after applying consistency constraints, the following candidate set for k = 79 has been
computed: U(u) = 80, number of candidates 33, 208, U(u) = 81, number of candidates
1, 339, and U(u) = 82, number of candidates 44.

The remaining 1,383 candidates with 81 or more moves, was solved in parallel.
A bounded-depth macro move generator avoided repeating positions in shallow lev-
els of the search tree (reducing the number of nodes in the very large search trees
by roughly a factor of 4). The computation showed that all 1,383 candidates re-
quire less than 81 moves. Moreover, six positions required exactly 80 moves, e.g.
(15, 14, 13, 12, 10, 11, 8, 9, 2, 6, 5, 1, 3, 7, 4, 0). Therefore, this computation proves that the
hardest FIFTEEN-PUZZLE positions require exactly 80 moves to be solved.

10.1.4 Parallel Algorithm Design

Efficient parallel solutions often require the invention of original, novel approaches radi-
cally different from those used to solve the same problems sequentially.

Algorithms can be parallelized on a low or at high level. In a low-level paralleliza-
tion, only parts of the sequential algorithm are parallelized, e.g. the computation of the
bound, the selection of the subproblem, or the application of the elimination rule. Such
an algorithm will branch from the same subproblems in the same order. In a high-level
parallelization, the effects of the parallelism influence the algorithm as a whole, so that the
work is not equal to the one of the sequential algorithm. For example, several indepen-
dent sequential runs could be started from an initial set of nodes. In this case, a master
process governs the search process and assigns new work units to the other processes.

Synchronicity refers to what happens when a process completes its task; either one
process waits for the other to complete their tasks, or it starts working on a new task
immediately. In synchronous parallel search each node of the search space is assigned to
one process, which performs search on it. Subsequent work is distributed by this process
to idle recipient ones. In this manner eventually all processes receive work and perform
sequential search. Workload is distributed via sharing the work that is present on local
stacks. Enforcing a synchronous execution usually increases the communication com-
plexity. In asynchronous parallel search workload will not be balanced among different
processes. The only shared information that is broadcast are current upper bounds and
solution qualities. As a side-effect, a different timing for the information exchange can
lead to a non-deterministic behavior. On the other hand, the non-determinism does not
necessarily induce that the computed result is incorrect. The established solution cost is
either the value of the best solution found, or the value of the best solution to the remain-
ing subproblems. In such asynchronous setting not all processes have complete search
knowledge, such that information exchange is delayed.

Detecting overall termination in a distributed environment with messages can be
tricky. As one example we take Dijkstra and Scholten’s token-based termination detection
algorithm, which is illustrated in Fig. 10.5 and roughly works as follows. The algorithm
dynamically maintains a directed tree of all active processes with the root node being the
process that found and announces GoalFound first. When a process P sends the message
GoalFound, it becomes a parent. When GoalFound is received by process Q it proceeds
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Figure 10.5: Illustration of distributed termination detection.

as follows. If Q is passive, it becomes active and a child of P . If Q is already active, it
sends message done back to P . Each process P additionally maintains variable childP that
counts the number of children. Every time P sends GoalFound, childP is incremented.
Every time P receives GoalFound, it is decremented. When childP is 0 and P is passive, it
sends done to its parent.

10.1.5 State Space Partitioning

Parallel duplicate detection is a challenge in as early duplicate pruning can lead to large
communication overhead and, in some cases, considerable waiting times. What is needed
is a projection of the search space onto the processing elements that maps successors of
nodes to the same or near-by process.

An important step is the choice of a partition function ψ to evenly distribute the search
space over the computing nodes. One option is a hash function based distribution with
a hash function defined on the state vector. A hash-based distribution is effective if with
high probability the successors of a state expanded at a particular computing node also
map to the same node. This results in low communication overhead.

The independence ratio measures how many nodes on average can be generated and
processed locally on each CPU. If it is equal to one all successors must be communicated.
The larger the ratio, the better the distributed algorithm. Given 100 processors and a
randomized distribution of successors, the ration is 1.01, close to the worst-case. A state
space partitioning function should achieve two objectives: a roughly equal distribution of
work on all CPUs and a large independence ratio.

For large states full state hashing can become computationally expensive. As one so-
lution to the problem, incremental hashing exploits the hash value difference between the
state and its successor (see Chap. 4). Another approach is partial state hashing, which trun-
cates the state vector before computing the hash function and which restricts to those
parts that are changed least frequently.

10.1.6 Load Balancing

One drawback of static load balancing functions is that the partitioning may yield differ-
ent search efforts in different levels of the search tree, so that process far from the root,
will encounter frequent idling. Efforts for load balancing can be considerable especially
for small- and medium-sized problems.

A dynamic partitioning method is depth-slicing. The rationale behind it is that if a
hash-based partition function is used, there is a high probability that the successor states
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will not be handled by the node that generated them, resulting in a high network over-
head. Roughly speaking, the new method horizontally slices the depth-first search tree
and assigns each slice to a different node. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume an
unweighted state space, where we have access to the local depth d of every generated
node. Each process decides to communicate a successor if d(u) exceeds a bound L. When
a node is transmitted, the target CPU will generate the search space with a newly ini-
tialized stack. The local depth will be initialized to value zero and if the depth exceeds L
again it will be transmitted. The effect of this procedure will be a set of horizontal splits of
the search tree (see Fig. 10.6) In every L level, states are transmitted from one CPU to the
other. This induces that about every d mod L steps, a state will be transferred. As a result,
the independence ratio is close to L. If no hand-off is available, the process continues
with its exploration. As all processes are busy by then, the load is balanced.

P1

P1

P2

P2

Figure 10.6: Slicing the search tree in depth-first search with respect to depth.

As only one stack on each process is available, the remaining question for the im-
plementation (shown in Alg. 10.3) is when to select a node from the incoming queue,
and when to select a node from the local stack. If incoming nodes are preferred then
the search may continue breadth- instead of depth-first. On the other hand, if a node on
the local stack is preferred then a process would not leave its top part of the tree. The
solution is to maintain all nodes in a g-value ordered list in which the local and commu-
nicated successors are inserted. For each expansion, the node with maximum g-value is
preferred.

Similar to depth slicing a vertical partitioning of the search tree can be based on the
heuristic values. The motivation for load balancing is that the expected distance to the
error (used here) is a similar measure compared to the distance to the start state (used in
the method above). The core advantage is that it is not only suited to depth-first but any
general state expanding strategy including greedy best-first and breadth-first search.

10.1.7 Transposition-Driven Scheduling

As described earlier in Sec. 7.1.1, the classical way to address duplicate detection are
transposition tables. A shared transposition table can dramatically slow down the execu-
tion. This is because before expanding a node, a process would have to send a remote
lookup request to the process that holds the transposition table, and then wait for the
result.

Transposition-driven scheduling is a solution that integrates asynchronous search with
distributed hash tables for duplicate detection. The address returned by the hash function
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Procedure Depth-Slicing
Input: Problem graph with start node s, communication channels In and Out,

number of processes N
Output: Path from s to goal node

Open0 ← {s} ;; Master takes start node
for each i ∈ {0, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distributed computation

while not (GoalFound) ;; Termination check
Select u with maximal g-value in Openi ∪ In ;; Select node
Delete u from Openi ;; Remove u from search frontier
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Select start node
for each v in Succ(u) ;; Consider all successors

if (Goal(v)) return Announce(GoalFound) ;; To output solution path
if (g(u) mod L = 0 and avail(Out)) ;; Hand-off depth, open channel

Insert u into Out ;; Forward borderline node to channel
else ;; Continue locally

Insert u into Openi ;; Call subroutine on process

Algorithm 10.3: The depth slicing parallelization method.

refers to both the process number and the local hash table. Rather than waiting for a result
if a successor of an expanded node does not reside in the same process, the generated
node is migrated to the destination process Pi. The latter one searches the node in the
local table Closedi and stores the node in its work queue Openi. To reduce communication,
several nodes with the same source and destination process are bundled into packages.

Fig. 10.7 illustrates the main differences to distributed response strategies, where
the result of the table lookup is communicated through the network. In contrast,
transposition-driven scheduling includes the successor v of node u into the local work
queue. This eases an asynchronous behavior as process P2 no longer has to wait for the
response of process P1.

All processes are synchronized after all nodes for a given search threshold have been
exhausted. The algorithm achieves the goal of preventing duplicate searches with local
transposition tables. It has the advantage that all communication is asynchronous (non-
blocking). No separate load balancing strategy is required; it is implicitly determined by
the hash function.

Transposition-driven scheduling applies to general state space search. In the pseudo-
code of Alg. 10.4 we show how a node is expanded and how its successors are send to
the neighbor based on the partitioning of the search space, while Alg. 10.5 implements
the processing of it in the local structures.

10.2 Parallel Depth-First Search

For iterative deepening search we distinguish between a synchronous and an asyn-
chronous distribution. In the first case, work is distributed only within one IDA* iter-
ation, while in the second case a process seeks work also within the next iteration of
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Figure 10.7: Distributed response strategy (left), transposition-driven scheduling (right).

Procedure Transposition-Driven Scheduling
Input: Problem graph partitioned with distribution function ψ, number of processes N
Output: Solution if exists, or ∅

Openψ(s) ← {s} ;; Initialize search
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distributed computation

while (Openi 6= ∅ and not GoalFound) ;; Still work to do
Select and eliminate node in Openi ;; Choose a node for expansion
if (Goal(u)) ;; Terminal state found

return Announce(GoalFound) ;; Distributed solution path extraction
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successor set
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor set

Send(v, Pψ(v)) ;; Communicate children to responsible process
return ∅ ;; No goal found

Algorithm 10.4: Transposition-driven scheduling.

IDA*. Therefore, asynchronous versions of IDA* are not optimal for the first solution
found.

10.2.1 *Parallel Branch-and-Bound

Recall that a branch-and-bound algorithm consists of a branching rule that defines how to
generate successors, a bounding rule that defines how to compute a bound, and an elim-
ination rule that recognizes and eliminates subproblem, which cannot result in an opti-
mal solution. In sequential depth-first branch-and-bound (see Sec. ??, page ??) a heuristic
function governs the order in which the subproblems are branched from, and in case of
being admissible it also defines the elimination rule. Different selections or bounding
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Procedure Receive
Input: State v, process id i
Output: Updated local work queue and hash table

if not (v ∈ Closedi) ;; Node not present in local hash table
Insert v into Closedi ;; Store node in local hash table

else if not (v ∈ Openi) ;; Node not present in work queue
Insert v into Openi ;; Store node in local search frontier

Algorithm 10.5: Receiving a node in transposition-driven scheduling.

lead to different search trees.
The main difference between parallel implementations of branch-and-bound lies in

the way information about the search process is shared. It consists of the states already
generated, the lower bounds of the optimal solutions, and the upper bounds established.
If the underlying state space is a graph, duplicate elimination is essential. Other param-
eters are the way that information is used in the individual processes, and the way it is
divided.

In the following we present a simple generic high-level asynchronous branch-and-
bound algorithm. Every process stores the cost of the best solutions and broadcasts every
improvement to the other processes, which – in turn – use the information on the global
best solution cost for pruning.

Procedure Parallel-Branch-and-Bound
Input: Problem graph with start node s, number of processes N , number of nodes k
Output: Path from s to goal node, or ∅ if no solution is found

Open← Bounded-Search(s, k) ;; Initialize search
U ←∞; sol← ∅ ;; Initialize global variable
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; Termination criterion

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distributed computation
u← Select(Open) ;; Select next start node
Delete u from Open ;; Removal from search frontier
Bounded-DFS(u, k) ;; Call subroutine on process i and

;; Broadcast improvements on U
if (sol 6= ∅) return sol ;; Output solution path
else return ∅ ;; No goal found

Algorithm 10.6: Parallel branch-and-bound with global synchronization.

Alg. 10.6 shows a prototypical implementation. Like in the corresponding sequential
version (see Alg. 6.3), U denotes a global upper bound, and sol the best solution found
so far. We choose subindex i to refer to process Pi that executes the code. The process
P0 often takes a special role in initializing, finalizing, and coordinating the work among
the processes, and is called the master. Procedure Bounded-DFS calls individual searches
on process Pi. The procedure works in the same way as Alg. 6.4. It updates U and
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sol; the only difference is that the search is aborted if resources are exceeded. That is,
the additional input variable k indicates that based on existing resources in time and
space the work on each process is limited to a set of k generated nodes. For the sake of
simplicity we assume that the value is uniform for each participating process. In practice
this value can vary a lot, depending on the distribution of computational resources. We
further assume that the sizes for set of states for the master and the subprocesses are
the same. In practice, the initial search tree and the subtree sizes have to be adjusted
individually.

If in the given resource bound the search cannot be completed, value k can been in-
creased to start a new run. Alternatively, the master’s search frontier can be extended.
Up to the communication of bounds and according solutions, the implementation of
Bounded-DFS is equal to the sequential one. A real implementation depends on how
information is exchanged; via files in a shared memory architecture or via network com-
munication in a cluster.

10.2.2 Stack Splitting

Procedure Stack-Splitting
Input: Problem graph with start node s, number of processes N , number of nodes k
Output: Path from s to goal node

Push(S0, s) ;; Initialize search
idle← {2, . . . , N} ;; Master maintains set of idle processes
while not (GoalFound) ;; Termination criterion

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute the computation
if (|Si| = 0) ;; Client runs out of work

idle← idle ∪ {i} ;; Update list
else ;; Client has work

if (|Si| > k) and idle 6= ∅ ;; Too much work, distribute
j ← Select(idle) ;; Select partner process
idle← idle \ {j} ;; Remove from idle list
StackSplit(Pi, Pj) ;; Divide work

u← Pop(Si) ;; Select node for expansion
if (Goal(u)) return Announce(GoalFound) ;; Terminate search
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Extract top node
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors

Push(Si, v) ;; Continue with successor

Algorithm 10.7: Parallel DFS with stack splitting.

The parallel depth-first variant that we consider next is a task attraction scheme that
shares subtrees among the processes on demand. This scheme works for depth-first
search (see Alg. 10.7) but here we concentrate iterative deepening search.

In the denotation derived above we consider a synchronous search approach that per-
forms stack splits to explicit transfer of (a usual fixed number of) nodes, where a stack split
divides a larger stack of pending nodes to be expanded into pieces that can be distributed
among available idle processes. In parallel stack-splitting search, each process works on
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its own local stack of frontier nodes. When the local stack is empty, a process issues a
work-request to another process. The donor then splits its stack and sends a part of its
own work to the requester. Fig. 10.8 illustrates the approach for two stacks P and Q
where the stack of requester Q is initially empty and the stack of donor P is split.
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Figure 10.8: Stack splitting in parallel IDA*.

Initially, all work is given to the master. The other processes start with an empty
stack, immediately asking for work. If the master has generated enough nodes, it splits
its stack, donating subtrees to the requesting process.

There are several possible splitting strategies. If the search space is irregular, then
picking half of the states above the cutoff depth as in Fig. 10.8 is appropriate. However,
if strong heuristics are available, picking a few nodes closer to the threshold is recom-
mended.

10.2.3 Parallel IDA*

For parallel heuristic search, sequential IDA* is an appropriate candidate to distribute,
as it shares many algorithmic features with depth-first branch-and-bound. In contrast to
A*, it can run with no or limited duplicate detection.

For a selected set of sliding tile problems, parallel IDA* with stack-splitting achieves
almost linear speedups. These favorable results, however, apply only for systems with
small communication diameters, like a hypercube, or a butterfly architecture. The iden-
tified bottleneck for massively parallel systems is that it takes a long time to equally
distribute the initial work-load, and that recursive stack-splitting generates work pack-
ets with rather unpredictable processing times per packet. Moreover, the stack-splitting
method requires implementation of explicit stack handling routines, which can be in-
volved. A possible implementation is shown in Alg. 10.8.

10.2.4 Parallel Window Search

In parallel window search each process is given a different IDA* search threshold. In other
words, we give different processes different estimates of the depth of the goal. In this
way, parallelization cutoffs many iterations of wrong guesses. All processes traverse the
same search tree, but with different cost thresholds simultaneously. If a process completes
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Procedure Parallel-IDA*
Input: Problem graph with start node s, number of processes N

number of nodes k, old threshold U new threshold U ′ 6=∞
Output: Path from s to goal node

Push(S0, {s, h(s)}) ;; Initialize search
idle← {2, . . . , N} ;; Master maintains set of idle process
while not (GoalFound) ;; Termination criterion

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute the computation
if (|Si| = 0) ;; Client has run out of work

idle← idle ∪ {i} ;; Update list
else ;; Client has work

if (|Si| > k) and idle 6= ∅ ;; Too much work, distribute
j ← Select(idle) ;; Select partner process
idle← idle \ {j} ;; Remove from idle list
StackSplit(Pi, Pj) ;; Divide work

u← Pop(Si) ;; Select node for expansion
if (Goal(u)) return Announce(GoalFound) ;; Terminate search
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Extract top node
for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors

if (f(u) + w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v) > U ) ;; Cost exceeds bound
if (f(u) + w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v) < U ′) ;; Below new bound

U ′ ← f(u) + w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v) ;; Update new bound
else ;; f -value below current threshold

Push(Si, {v, f(u) + w(u, v)− h(u) + h(v)}) ;; Continue with v

Algorithm 10.8: Parallel IDA* with global synchronization.

an iteration without finding a solution it is given a new threshold. Some processes may
consider the search tree with a threshold that is larger than others.

The advantage of parallel window search is that the redundant search inherent in
IDA* is not performed serially. Another advantage of parallel window search is if the
problem graph contains a larger density of goal nodes. Some processes may find an early
solution in the search tree given a larger threshold while the others are still working on
the smaller thresholds. A pseudo-code implementation is provided in Alg. 10.9. Since se-
quential IDA* stops searching after using the right search bound, parallel window search
can result in a large number of wasted node expansions.

The two ideas of parallel window search and node ordering have been combined to
eliminate the weaknesses of each approach while retaining their strengths. In ordinary
IDA* search, children are expanded in a depth-first manner from left to right, bounded
in depth by the cost threshold. In parallel window search the search algorithm expands
the tree a few levels and sort the search frontier by increasing h-value. This frontier set is
updated each iteration. Nodes with smaller h-values are preferred. The resulting merge
finds near-optimal solution quickly, improve the solution until it is optimal, and then
finally guarantee optimality, depending on the amount of time available.

An example on how search tree nodes are spread among different processes is pro-
vided in Fig. 10.9. We see that the process with threshold 5 can find a suboptimal solution
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Procedure Parallel-Window-Search
Input: Problem graph with start node s, number of processes N , global solution sol
Output: Path from s to goal node

U ←∞; sol← ∅ ;; Initialize global variable
k ← h(s)− 1 ;; Initialize iteration counter
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute the computation

while (k < U) ;; Termination criterion, threshold lower than best solution found
k ← k + 1 ;; Next unprocessed search threshold
IDA*-DFS(s, k) ;; Invoke IDA* at s, improve global solution sol, cost U

return sol ;; Goal found

Algorithm 10.9: Distributing IDA* with respect to different search thresholds.
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Figure 10.9: Distribution of IDA* search tree in parallel window search (clockwise order).

10.2.5 Asynchronous IDA*

A generic scheme for highly parallel iterative-deepening search on asynchronous sys-
tems is asynchronous IDA*. The algorithm is based on a data partitioning, where different
parts of the search space are processed asynchronously by sequential routines running in
parallel on the distributed processing elements. The algorithm consists of three phases:

• Data Partitioning: all processes redundantly expand the first few tree levels until a
sufficient amount of nodes is generated.
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• Distribution: Each process selects some nodes from the frontier nodes of the first
phase for further expansion. One way of obtaining a wide-spread distribution of
nodes is to assign nodes i, p + i, . . . , k · p + i to process i. The nodes are expanded
to produce a larger set of, say, some thousand fine grained work packets for the
subsequent asynchronous search phase.

• Asynchronous Search: the processes generate and explore different subtrees in an
iterative-deepening manner until one or all solutions are found. Since the num-
ber of expanded nodes in each work package usually varies and is not known in
advance, dynamic load balancing is needed.

None of these three phases requires a hard synchronization. Processors are allowed
to proceed with the next phase as soon as they finished the previous one. Only in the
third phase, some mechanism is needed to keep all processes working on about the same
search iteration. However, this synchronization is a weak one. If a process runs out of
work, it requests unsolved work packages from a designated neighborhood (the origi-
nal algorithm was run on a transputer system, where processors are connected in a two-
dimensional grid structure). If such a package is found, its ownership is transferred to
the previously idle processor. Otherwise, it is allowed to proceed with the next iteration.
Load balancing ensures that all processors finish their iterations at about the same time.

10.3 Parallel Best-first Search Algorithms

At first glance, A* is more difficult to parallelize than IDA*. The challenge lies in the
distributed management of the Open and Closed lists. It is no longer guaranteed that
the first goal is optimal. It can happen that the optimal solution is computed by some
other process such that a global termination criterion has to be established. One non-
admissible solution is to accept a goal node that has been found by one process only if no
other process has a better f -valued node to expand.

10.3.1 Parallel Global A*

A simple parallelization of A* called parallel global A* follows an asynchronous concurrent
scheme. It lets all available processes work in parallel on one node at a time, accessing
data structures Open and Closed that are stored in global, shared memory. As opposed to
that, parallel local A* (PLA*) uses data structures local to each process; they are discussed
in the next section.

The advantage of parallel global A* is that it provides small search overheads, because
especially in a multiprocessor environment with shared memory, global information is
available for all processors. However, it also introduces difficulties. Since the two lists
Open and Closed are accessed asynchronously, we have to choose data structures that
ensure consistency and efficient parallel search.

If several processes wish to extract a node from Open, i.e., modify the data structure,
consistency can only be guaranteed by granting mutually exclusive access rights or locks.
In addition, if the Closed structure is realized by storing pointers to nodes in Open, it, too
would have to be partially locked. These locks re-serialize parts of the algorithm and can
limit the speedup.
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*Treaps

One proposal is to use a priority search tree data structure called a treap to represent Open
and Closed jointly. This saves the effort of having to manage two separate data structures.

Treaps exhibit the properties of binary search trees and heaps (see Chap. 4) at the same
time. Let X be a set of n items, associated both with a key and a priority. Keys and
priorities come from two ordered universes that need not be the same. A treap for X is
a binary tree with node set X that is arranged such that the priorities please the heap
property and – as in a ordinary search tree – the keys are sorted in an in-order traversal.
More precisely, the following invariants hold for nodes u and v:

• If v is a left child of u, then key(v) < key(u).

• If v is a right child of u, then key(v) > key(u).

• If v is a child of u, then priority(v) > priority(u).

It is easy to see that for any set X a treap exists and that by the heap property of the
priorities the item with the smallest priority is located at the root. To construct a treap for
X from scratch (assuming that the key is unique), we first select the element x ∈ X with
the smallest priority. Then, we partition X into X ′ = {y ∈ X | key(y) < key(x)} and X ′′ =
{y ∈ X | key(y) > key(x)} and construct the treaps for the sets X ′ and X ′′ recursively,
until we reach a singleton set which corresponds to a leaf. Fig. 10.10 shows a treap for the
set of (priority, key)-pairs {(11, 4), (12, 1), (13, 8), (14, 5), (15, 7), (16, 6), (18, 2), (19, 3)}.
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Figure 10.10: An example treap.

The access operations on a treap T are as follows. Lookup(key) finds the item x in T
with matching key component using the standard binary tree search. Insert(x) adds the
item x to T with matching key component. Let y be an item already in T with matching
key. If the priority of y is smaller than the one of x then x is not inserted, otherwise y is
removed and x is inserted. DeleteMin selects and removes the item x with the smallest
priority and Delete(key) removes the item x from T with matching key component.

Insertion makes use of the subtree rotation operation, an operation known from other
(balanced) binary search tree implementations (see Fig. 10.11). First, using the key of x
we search the position with respect to the in- and heap-ordering amongst the nodes. The
search stops when an item y is found such that its priority is larger than the one of x, or
an item z is encountered with matching key component. In the first case, the item x is
inserted between y and the parent of y. In the second case, x must not be inserted in the
treap since the priority of x is known to be larger than the one of z. In the modified tree
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Figure 10.11: Rotation operations to restructure a treap.

all nodes are in heap-order. To re-establish the in-order, the splay operation is needed that
splits the subtree rooted at x into two parts: one with the nodes that have a key smaller
than x and one with the nodes that have a key larger than x. All nodes y that turn out to
have the same key component during the splay operation are deleted. The splay operation
is implemented using a sequence of rotations.

The operations Delete and DeleteMin are similar in structure, as Delete removes an
element in the rooted tree that has a matching key component. DeleteMin rotates x down
until it becomes a leaf, where it can be deleted for good. The time complexity for each
of the operations is proportional to the depth of the treap, which can be linear in the
worst-case but remains logarithmic for random priorities.

*Locking

Using a treap the need for exclusive locks can be alleviated to some extend. Each oper-
ation on the treap manipulates the data structure in the same top-down direction. More-
over, it can be decomposed into successive elementary operations. The tree partial locking
protocol uses the paradigm of user view serialization. Every process holds exclusive access
to a sliding window of nodes in the tree. It can move this window down a path in the
tree, which allows other processes to access different, non-overlapping windows at the
same time.

Parallel A* using a treap with partial locking has been tested for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE

on different architectures, with a speedup for 8 processors in between 2 and 5.

10.3.2 Parallel Local A*

In parallel local A*, each process is allocated a different portion of the search space repre-
sented in its own local data structures. In this case, the inconsistencies of multiple lists
introduce a number of inefficiencies. Processes run out of work and become idle. Since
processes perform local rather than global best-first search, many processes may expand
non-essential nodes, additionally causing a memory overhead. In a state space search
graph duplicates arise in different processes, so that load balancing is needed to mini-
mize non-essential work and pruning strategies to cut down on duplicate work.

Different solutions for load balancing have been proposed. Earlier approaches use
either quantitative balancing strategies like round-and-robin and neighborhood averaging, or
qualitative strategies like random communication, AC and LM. In round-and-robin, a process
that runs out of work requests work from its busy neighbors in a circular fashion. In
neighborhood averaging, the number of active nodes among the neighboring processors
are averaged, and in random communication, each processor donates the newly generated
children generated in each iteration to a random neighbor. In the AC and LM strategies,
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each processor periodically reports the non-decreasing list of costs of nodes in Open to its
neighbors, and computes its relative load in order to decide which nodes to transfer. One
compromise between quantitative and qualitative load balancing is quality equalizing, in
which processors utilize load information of neighboring processes to balance the load
via nearest-neighbor work transfers. In summary, most load balancing schemes transfer
work from a donor processor to an acceptor processor.

There are two essentially different strategies for pruning: global and local hashing. For
global hashing, e.g. multiplicative hash function (Chap. 4) apply. By using the hash func-
tion also to balance the load, all duplicates will be hashed to the same process and can be
eliminated. As a drawback, transmissions for duplicate pruning are global and increase
message latency. In local hashing a search space partition scheme is needed. This ensures
that any set of duplicate nodes arises only within a particular process group. Finding
suitable local hash functions is a domain-dependent task and is sensible to the parallel
architecture. Design principles that have be exploited are graph leveling, clustering, and
folding. State space graph leveling applies to many combinatorial optimization problems,
every search node has a unique level. In clustering the effect on the throughput require-
ments of duplicate pruning is analyzed, while folding is meant to achieve static load
balance across parallel hardware substructures. Speed-up obtained for global hashing
are better than without hashing, but often smaller than for local hashing. In both cases,
quality equalizing improves the speedup substantially.

The number of generated nodes in parallel A* search can grow quickly, so that strate-
gies for searching with limited or fixed amount of memory may become necessary. In
this case, one applies memory-limited search algorithms (see Chap. 7) extended to the
situation, where main memory, even if shared among different processors becomes rare.
Partial expansion is one of the best choices to improve the performance of A* processes
that run in parallel.

10.4 Parallel External Search

Good parallel and I/O-efficient designs have much in common. Hence, combined paral-
lel and external search executes an external memory exploration (see Chap. 9) in dis-
tributed environments like multi-processor machines and workstation clusters. One
main advantage is that duplicate detection is parallelized without concurrent writes.

In similarity to the parallel memory model of a PRAM the distributed memory model
by Vitter and Shriver is a PDISK model. Each processor has its own local hard disk and
the processes communicate with each other via the network and access a global hard disk
(see Fig. 10.12).

10.4.1 Parallel External Breadth-First Search

In parallel external breadth-first search with delayed duplicate detection, the state space
is partitioned into different files using a global hash function to distribute and locate
states. For example in state spaces like the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE that are regular permutation
games, each node can be perfectly hashed to a unique index, and some prefix of the state
vector can be used to for partitioning. Recall that if state spaces are undirected, frontier
search (see Sec. 7.3.3, page 250) can distinguish neighboring nodes that have already been
explored from those that have not, and, in turn, omit the Closed list.
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Figure 10.12: Distributed memory model with 4 processors.

Fig. 10.13 depicts the layered exploration on the external partition of the state space
with a hash function that partitions both the current parent layer and the children layer for
the successors into files. If a layer is done, children files are renamed into parent files to
iterate the exploration.

child files

parent files

Figure 10.13: Externally stored state space with parent and children files.

It turned out that even on a single processor, multiple threads maximize the perfor-
mance of the disks. The reason is that a single-threaded implementation will block until
the read from or write to disk has completed.

Hash-based delayed duplicate detection (see Sec. ??, page ??) on the state vector prefix
works well to generate a suitable partition for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE. Within one iteration,
most file accesses can be performed independently. Only if one simultaneously expands
two parent files have a children file in common, the two processes will be in conflict.

To realize parallel processing a work queue is maintained, which contains parent files
waiting to be expanded, and child files waiting to be merged. At the start of each itera-
tion, the queue is initialized to contain all parent files. Once all parents of a child file are
expanded, the child file is inserted into the queue for early merging.

Each process works as follows. It first locks the work queue. The algorithm checks
whether the first parent file conflicts with any other file expansion. If so, it scans the
queue for a parent file with no conflicts. It swaps the position of that file with the one
at the head of the queue, grabs the non-conflicting file, unlocks the queue, and expands
the file. For each file it generates, it checks if all of its parents have been expanded. If
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so, it puts the children file at the head of the queue for expansion, and then returns to
the queue for more work. If there is no more work in the queue, any idle process wait
for the current iteration to complete. At the end of each iteration the work queue is re-
initialized to contain all parent files for the next iteration. Alg. 10.10 shows a pseudo-code
implementation. Fig. 10.14 shows the distribution of a bucket among three processors.

P1 P2 P3

client client master

successors

sort

merge

P1 P2 P3

P2 P3 P1 distribute

Figure 10.14: Distribution of buckets in parallel external BFS.

A complete search for the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE with its 16!/2 states has been executed
using a maximum of 1.4 terabytes of disk storage. Three parallel threads on two proces-
sors completed the search in about 4 weeks time. The results are shown in Fig. 10.1 and
validate that the radius of the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE is 80.

Procedure Parallel-External-BFS
Input: Undirected problem graph with start node s

number of processes N , hash partition ψ
Output: Partitioned BFS layers Openj(i), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}

g ← 0 ;; Master initializes layer
Open0(g)← {s} ;; Master initializes search
while (∪Ni=1Openi(g) = ∅) ;; Search not terminated

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute computation
if (Goal(Openj(g)) ;; Terminal state in set

return Announce(GoalFound) ;; Generate solution path
Aj ← Succ(Openj(g)) ;; Generated successors
RemoveDuplicates(Aj) ;; Sorting/Scanning current elements

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute computation
A′j ← {v ∈ ∪Ni=1Ai | ψ(v) = j} ;; Acquire nodes to sort
RemoveDuplicates(A′j) ;; Sorting/scanning
Openj(g + 1)← A′j \ (Openj(g) ∪Openj(g − 1)) ;; Frontier subtraction

g ← g + 1 ;; Increase depth
return Openj(i), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}

Algorithm 10.10: Parallel external breadth-first search for full state space enumer-
ation.
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d |Sd| d |Sd| d |Sd| d |Sd|
1 2 21 3,098,270 41 83,099,401,368 61 232,306,415,924
2 4 22 5,802,411 42 115,516,106,664 62 161,303,043,901
3 10 23 10,783,780 43 156,935,291,234 63 105,730,020,222
4 24 24 19,826,318 44 208,207,973,510 64 65,450,375,310
5 54 25 36,142,146 45 269,527,755,972 65 37,942,606,582
6 107 26 65,135,623 46 340,163,141,928 66 20,696,691,144
7 212 27 116,238,056 47 418,170,132,006 67 10,460,286,822
8 446 28 204,900,019 48 500,252,508,256 68 4,961,671,731
9 946 29 357,071,928 49 581,813,416,256 69 2,144,789,574

10 1,948 30 613,926,161 50 657,076,739,307 70 868,923,831
11 3,938 31 1,042,022,040 51 719,872,287,190 71 311,901,840
12 7,808 32 1,742,855,397 52 763,865,196,269 72 104,859,366
13 15,544 33 2,873,077,198 53 784,195,801,886 73 29,592,634
14 30,821 34 4,660,800,459 54 777,302,007,562 74 7,766,947
15 60,842 35 7,439,530,828 55 742,946,121,222 75 1,508,596
16 119,000 36 11,668,443,776 56 683,025,093,505 76 272,198
17 231,844 37 17,976,412,262 57 603,043,436,904 77 26,638
18 447,342 38 27,171,347,953 58 509,897,148,964 78 3,406
19 859,744 39 40,271,406,380 59 412,039,723,036 79 70
20 1,637,383 40 58,469,060,820 60 317,373,604,363 80 17

Table 10.1: Number of states in the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE with respect to their BFS level d.

10.4.2 Parallel Structured Duplicate Detection

Structured duplicate detection (Chap. 7) performs early duplicate detection in the RAM.
Each abstract state represents a file containing every concrete states mapping to it. As
all adjacent abstract states were load into main memory, duplicate detection for concrete
successor states remains in the RAM.

As the underlying search algorithm we assume breadth-first heuristic search (see
Chap. 7), which generates the search space with increasing depth, but prunes it with re-
spect to the f -value, provided that the optimal solution length is known. If not, External
A* or iterative-deepening breadth-first heuristic search apply.

Structured duplicate detection extends nicely to a parallel implementation. In paral-
lel structured duplicate detection abstract states together with their abstract neighbors are
assigned to a process. We assume that the parallelization takes care of synchronization
after one breadth-first search iteration has been completed, as a concurrent expansion in
different depths likely affects the algorithm’s optimality.

If in one BFS-layer, two abstract nodes together with their successor do not overlap,
their expansion can be executed fully independently on different processors. More for-
mally, let φ(u1) and φ(u2) be the two abstract nodes, then the scopes of φ(u1) and φ(u2)
are disjoint if Succ(φ(u1))∩ Succ(φ(u2)) = ∅. This parallelization maintains locks only for
the abstract space. No locks for individual states are needed.

The approach applies to both, shared and distributed memory architectures. In the
shared implementation each processor has a private memory pool. As soon as this is ex-
hausted it asks the master process (that has spawn it as a child process) for more memory
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that might have been released using a completed exploration by some other process.
For a proper (conflict-free) distribution of work, numbers I(φ(u)) were assigned to

each abstract node φ(u), denoting the accumulated influence that currently imposed to
this node by running processes. If I(φ(u)) = 0 the abstract node φ(u) can be picked for
expansion from every processor that is currently idle. Function I is updated as follows.
In a first step, for all φ(v) 6= φ(u) with φ(u) ∈ Succ(φ(v)) value φ(v) is incremented by
one: all abstract nodes that include φ(u) in their scope cannot be expanded, since φ(u) is
chosen for expansion. In a second step, for all φ(v) 6= φ(u) with φ(v) ∈ Succ(φ(u)) and all
φ(w) 6= φ(v) with φ(w) ∈ Succ(φ(v)) value φ(v) is incremented by one: all abstract nodes
that include any φ(v) as a successor of φ(u) cannot be expanded, since the they are also
assigned to the processor.

Fig. 10.15 illustrates the working of parallel structural duplicate detection for the
FIFTEEN-PUZZLE with the currently expanded abstract nodes shaded. The leftmost part
of figure shows the abstract problem graph together with 4 processes working indepen-
dently at expanding abstract states. The numbers I(φ(u)) are associated with each ab-
stract node φ(u). The middle part of the figure depicts the situation after one process
has finished, the right part shows the situation after process has been assigned to a new
abstract state.
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Figure 10.15: Example for parallel structured duplicate detection with 4 processes: before
P1 releases its work (left), after P1 has released his work (middle), after P1 has allocated
new work (right).

10.4.3 Parallel External A*

The distributed version of External A*, called parallel-external A* is based on the observa-
tion that the internal work in each individual bucket of external A* can be parallelized
among different processes. More precisely each two states in a bucket Open(g, h) can be
expanded in different processes at the same time. An illustration is given in Fig. 10.16, in-
dicating a uniform partition available for each Open(g, h)-bucket. We discuss disk-based
message queues to distribute the load among different processes.

Disk-based Queues

To organize the communication between the processes a work queue is maintained on
disk. The work queue contains the requests for exploring parts of a (g, h)-bucket to-
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Figure 10.16: Partition of buckets in parallel and external A*.

gether with the part of the file that has to be considered (as processes may have different
computational power and processes can dynamically join and leave the exploration, the
size of the state space partition does not necessarily have to match the number of pro-
cesses. By utilizing a queue, one also may expect a process to access a bucket multiple
times. However, for the ease of a first understanding, it is simpler to assume that the
jobs are distributed uniformly among the processes.) For improving the efficiency, we
assume a distributed environment with one master and several slave processes. In the
implementation, the master is in fact an ordinary process defined as the one that finalized
the work for a bucket. The applies to both the cases when each slave has its own hard
disk or if they work together on one hard disk e.g. residing on the master. We do not
expect all processes to run on one machine, but allow slaves to log-on the master ma-
chine, suitable for workstation clusters. Message passing between the master and slave
processes is purely done on files, so that all processes are fully autonomous. Even if slave
processes are killed, their work can be re-done by any other idle process that is available.

One file that we call the expand-queue, contains all current requests for exploring a
node set that is contained in a file (see Fig. 10.17). The filename consists of the current
g- and h-value. In case of larger files, file-pointers for processing parts of a file are pro-
vided, to allow for better load balancing. There are different strategies to split a file
into equi-distance parts or into chunks depending on the number and performance of
logged-on slaves. As we want to keep the exploration process distributed, we select the
file pointer windows into equidistant parts of a fixed number of C bytes for the nodes to
be expanded. For improved I/O, he number C is supposed to divide the system’s block
size B. As concurrent read operations are allowed for most operating systems, multiple
processes reading the same file impose no concurrency conflicts.

The expand-queue is generated by the master process and is initialized with the first
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Figure 10.17: A parallel work queue after the request of work of 3 processes.

block to be expanded. Additionally we maintain the total number of requests, i.e., the
size of the queue, and the current number of satisfied requests. Any logged-on slave
reads a request and increases the count once it finishes. During the expansion process, in
a subdirectory indexed by the slave’s name it generates different files that are indexed by
the g- and h-value of the successor nodes.

The other queue is the refine-queue also generated by the master process once all pro-
cesses are done. It is organized in a similar fashion as the expand queue and allows
slaves to request work. The refine-queue contains filenames that have been generated
above, namely the slave-name (that does not have to match with the one of the current
process), the block number, and the g- and h-value. For a suitable processing the master
process will move the files from subdirectories indexed by the slave’s name to ones that
are indexed by the block number. As this is a sequential operation executed by the master
thread, changing the file locations is fast in practice.

In order to avoid redundant work, each process eliminates the requests from the
queue. Moreover, after finishing the job, it writes an acknowledge to an associated file,
so that each process can access the current status of the exploration, and determine if a
bucket has been completely explored or sorted.

All communication between different processes can be shared files, so that a message
passing unit is not required. However, a mechanism for mutual exclusion is necessary. A
rather simple but efficient method to avoid concurrent writes accesses is the following.
Whenever a process has to write on a shared file, it issues an operating system command
to rename the file. If the command fails, it implies that the file is currently being used by
another process.

Sorting and Merging

For each bucket that is under consideration, we establish four stages in the algorithm with
a pseudo-code shown in Alg. 10.11. The four phases are visualized in Fig. 10.18 (top to
bottom). Zig-zag curves illustrate the order of the nodes in the files wrt. the comparison
function used. As the states are presorted in internal memory, every peak correspond to
a flushed buffer. The sorting criteria itself is defined first by the node’s hash key and then
by the low-level comparison based on the (compressed) state vector.
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In the exploration stage (generating the first row in the figure), each process p flushes
the successors with a particular g- and h-value to its own file (g, h, p). Each process has its
own hash table and eliminates some duplicates already in main memory. The hash table
is based on chaining, with chains sorted along the node comparison function. However,
if the output buffer exceeds memory capacity it writes the entire hash table to disk. By
the use of the sorting criteria as given above, this can be done using a mere scan of the
hash table.

In the first sorting stage (generating the second row in the figure), each process sorts its
own file. In the distributed setting we exploit the advantage that the files can be sorted in
parallel, reducing internal processing time. Moreover, the number of file pointers needed
is restricted by the number of flushed buffers, illustrated by the number of peaks in the
figure. Based on this restriction, we only need a merge of different sorted buffers.

In the distribution stage (generating the third row in the figure), all nodes in the pre-
sorted files are distributed according to the hash value’s range. As all input files are
presorted this is a mere scan. No all-including file is generated, keeping the individual
file sizes small. This stage can be a bottleneck to the parallel execution, as processes have
to wait until the distribution stage is completed. However, if we expect the files to reside
on different hard drives, traffic for file copying can be parallelized.

In the second sorting stage (generating the last row in the figure), processes resort the
files (with buffers presorted wrt. the hash value’s range), to find further duplicates. The
number of peaks in each individual file is limited by the number of input files (= number
of processes), and the number of output files is determined by the selected partitioning
of the hash index range. Using the hash index as the sorting key we establish that the
concatenation of files is sorted.

Local files externally sorted

P1 P2 PN

Sorted buffers in processors’ files

Externally sorted local files

Distributed in M disjoint hash
partitions by scanning

Distribution
stage

Expansion
phase: newly
gen. buffers
sorted on

partition order

Full bucket
sorting on
parition
order

Sorting on
state vectors

Figure 10.18: Stages of bucket expansions in parallel external A*.

Fig. 10.19 shows the distribution of a bucket among three processors.
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Procedure Parallel-External-A*
Input: Undirected problem graph with start node s, goal predicate Goal,

number of processes N , hash partition ψ
Output: Optimal solution path

g ← 0; h← h(s) ;; Initial bucket
Open0(g, h)← {s} ;; Master initializes search
while not (goalFound) ;; Search not terminated

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute computation
if (Goal(Openj(g, h)) ;; Terminal state in set

return Announce(GoalFound) ;; Generate solution path
Aj(h− 1), Aj(h), Aj(h+ 1)← Succ(Openj(g, h)) ;; Generated successors
Openj(g + 1, h+ 1)← Aj(h+ 1) ;; Prepare next level
Openj(g + 1, h)← Aj(h) ∪Openj(g + 1, h) ;; Prepare next level
RemoveDuplicates(Aj(h− 1)) ;; Sorting/Scanning

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} in parallel ;; Distribute computation
A′j(h− 1)← {u ∈ ∪Ni=1Ai(h− 1) | ψ(u) = j} ;; Allocate work
Openj(g + 1, h− 1)← A′j(h− 1) ∪Openj(g + 1, h− 1) ;; Prepare next level
RemoveDuplicates(Openj(g + 1, h− 1)) ;; Sorting/scanning
Openj(g + 1, h− 1)← Openj(g + 1, h− 1)\ ;; Eliminate duplicates

(Openj(g, h− 1) ∪Openj(g − 1, h− 1))
f ← min{k + l | ∪Ni=1 Openi(k, l) 6= ∅} ;; Update f -value
g ← min{l | ∪Ni=1 Openi(l, f − l) 6= ∅} h← f − g ;; Next non-empty bucket

Algorithm 10.11: Parallel external A* for consistent and integral heuristics.

Complexity

The lower bound for the I/O complexity for delayed duplicate elimination in an implicit
unweighted and undirected graph A* search with consistent estimates is Ω(sort(|E|)),
where E is the set of explored edges in the search graph. Fewer I/Os can only be ex-
pected if structural properties can be exploited. But by assuming a sufficient number file
pointers, the external memory sorting complexity reduces to Ω(scan(|E|)) = |E|/B I/Os,
as a constant number of merging iteration suffices to sort the file.

Strictly speaking the total number of I/Os cannot be reduced by parallel search, but
the distributed memory model by Vitter and Shriver does not count concurrent I/Os. More
disk reduce the I/Os, i.e. scan(|E|) reduces to |E|/DB If the number of disksD equals the
number of process N then we can have a speedup to |E|/NB either with local or global
hard disk access. Using this we can achieve in fact a linear number of I/O for delayed
duplicate elimination and sorting.

An important observation is that the more processes we invest, the finer the partition-
ing of the state space, and the smaller the individual file sizes. Therefore, a side effect on
having more processes at hand is an improvement in I/O performance.

10.4.4 Parallel Pattern Database Search

Disjoint pattern databases can be constructed embarrassingly parallel. The subsequent
search, however, faces the problem of high memory consumption due to many large
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Figure 10.19: Distribution of buckets in parallel external A* among three processors.

pattern databases, since loading pattern databases on demand significantly slows down
the performance.

One solution is to distribute the lookup to multiple processes. For external A* this
works as follows. As buckets are fully expanded, the order in a bucket does not matter, so
that we can distribute the work for expansion, evaluation and duplicate elimination. For
the THIRTY-FIVE-PUZZLE we choose one master to distribute generated states to 35 client
processes Pi, each one responsible for one tile i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 35}. All client processes
operate individually and communicate via shared files.

During the expansion of a bucket (see Fig. 10.20), the master writes a file Ti for each
client process Pi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 35}. Once it has finished the expansion of a bucket, the
master Pm announces that each Pi should start evaluating Ti. Additionally, the client is
informed on the current g- and h-value. After that, the master Pm is suspended, and waits
for all Pi’s to complete their task. To relieve the master from load, no sorting takes place
during distribution. Next, the client processes start evaluating Ti, putting their results
into Ei(h−1) or Ei(h+1), depending on the observed difference in the h-values. All files
Ei are additionally sorted to eliminate duplicates; internally (when a buffer is flushed)
and externally (for each generated buffer). As only 3 buckets are opened at a time (one
for reading and two for writing) the associated internal buffers can be large.

After the evaluation phase is completed, each process Pi is suspended. When all
clients are done, the master Pm is resumed and merges the Ei(h − 1) and Ei(h + 1) files
into Em(h− 1) and Em(h+ 1). The merging preserves the order in the files Ei(h− 1) and
Ei(h+ 1), so that the files Em(h− 1) and Em(h+ 1) are already sorted with all duplicates
within the bucket eliminated. The subtraction of the bucket (g− 1, h− 1) from Em(h− 1)
and (g − 1, h + 1) from Em(h + 1) now eliminates duplicates from the search using a
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Figure 10.20: Distributed expansion/evaluation of one bucket.
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Figure 10.21: Selection of PDBs for evaluation.

Besides the potential for speeding up the evaluation, the chosen distribution mainly
saves space. On the one hand, the master process does not need any additional memory
for loading PDBs. It can invest all its available memory for internal buffers required for
the distribution, merging and subtraction of nodes. On the other hand, during the entire
lifetime of client process Pi, it has to maintain only the PDB Dj that includes tile i in its
pattern (see Fig. 10.21).
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Figure 10.22: External memory search utilizing the GPU.

10.5 External-Memory Search on the GPU

In the last few years there has been a remarkable increase in the performance and ca-
pabilities of the graphics processing unit (GPU). Modern GPUs are not only powerful,
but also parallel programmable processors featuring high arithmetic capabilities and
memory bandwidths. High-level programming interfaces have been designed for using
GPUs as ordinary computing devices. These efforts in general purpose GPU programming
(GPGPU) has positioned the GPU as a compelling alternative to traditional microproces-
sors in high-performance computing. The GPU’s rapid increase in both programmability
and capability has inspired researchers to map computationally demanding, complex
problems to it. Since the memory transfer between the card and main board on the ex-
press bus is extremely fast, GPUs have become an apparent candidate to speed-up large-
scale computations. For the time-efficient generation of state spaces on disk we, therefore,
look at the GPU.

10.5.1 GPU-based Breadth-First-Search

We assume a hierarchical GPU memory structure of SRAM (small, but fast and parallel
access) and VRAM (large, but slow access). The general setting is displayed in Fig. 10.22.
In the following we illustrate how to perform GPU-based breadth-first search, generating
the entire search space.

Alg. 10.12 displays the main search algorithm running on the CPU. For each BFS-level
it divides into twoe computational parts that are executed on the GPU: applying actions
to generate the set of successors, and detecting and eliminating duplicates in a delayed
fashion via GPU-based sorting.

The two according kernel functions that are executed on the graphics card are dis-
played in Alg. 10.13 and Alg. 10.14. For the sake of clarity we haven’t shown the transfer
from hard disk to RAM and back for layers that do not fit in RAM, nor the copying from
RAM to VRAM and from VRAM to the SRAM, as needed for GPU computation.

One example for the subleties that arise is that for better compression in RAM and on
disk, we keep the search frontier and the set of visited states distinct, as only the first one
needs to be accessible in uncompressed form.
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Procedure GPU-BFS
Input: State space problem with initial state s
Output: State space partitioned into layers

g ← 0; Layer[g]← {s} ;; Initialize search
while (Layer[g] 6= ∅) ;; Until search levels off

Layer[g + 1]← SuccLayer← LayerPart← ∅ ;; Initialize set for expanding BFS level
for each u in Layer[g] ;; Process BFS-level

LayerPart← LayerPart ∪ {u} ;; Add node to part
if (|LayerPart| = |VRAM|) ;; RAM temporary for VRAM exgazsted

SuccLayer← SuccLayer ∪GPU-ExpandLayer(LayerPart) ;; Call kernel function
LayerPart← ∅ ;; Reinitialize structure

SuccLayer← SuccLayer ∪GPU-ExpandLayer(LayerPart) ;; Call kernel function
for each v ∈ SuccLayer ;; Consider all successors
H[hash(v)]← H[hash(v)] ∪ {v} ;; Insert in bucket
if H[hash(v)] full ;; Overflow in bucket

Sorted← GPU-DetectDuplicates(H) ;; Call kernel function
CompactedLayer← ScanAndRemoveDuplicates(Sorted) ;; Compaction in DDD
DuplicateFreeLayer← Subtract(CompactedLayer,Layer[0..g]) ;; Subtraction in DDD
Layer[g + 1]← Merge(Layer[g + 1],DuplicateFreeLayer) ;; Combine result
H[0..m]← ∅ ;; Reset layer

Sorted← GPU-DetectDuplicates(H) ;; Call kernel function
CompactedLayer← ScanAndRemoveDuplicates(Sorted) ;; Compaction in DDD
DuplicateFreeLayer← Subtract(CompactedLayer,Layer[0..g]) ;; Subtraction in DDD
Layer[g + 1]← Merge(Layer[g + 1],DuplicateFreeLayer) ;; Combine result
g ← g + 1 ;; Next layer

return Layer[0..g − 1] ;; Final result on disk

Algorithm 10.12: Large-Scale Breadth-First Search on the GPU.

GPU-Kernel ExpandLayer
Input: Layer = {u1, . . . , uk}
Output: SLayer = {v1, . . . , vl}

for each group g do ;; Select part
for each thread t do in parallel ;; Distributed computation
ui ← SelectState(Layer, g, t) ;; Project VRAM to SRAM
Vi ← Expand(effects, ui) ;; Generate successors

SLayer← SLayer ∪ Vi ;; Write successors
return SLayer ;; Feedback result to CPU

Algorithm 10.13: Expanding Layer on the GPU.

10.5.2 Delayed Duplicate Detection on the GPU

For delayed elimination of duplicates, we have to order a BFS level wrt. a comparison
function that operates on states (sorting phase). The array is then scanned and duplicates
are removed (compaction). Considering the strong set of assumptions of orthogonal,
disjoint and concise hash functions, ordinary hash-based delayed duplicate detection is
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GPU-Kernel DetectDuplicates
Input: H (unsorted)
Output: H (partially sorted)

for each group g ;; Select part
i← SelectTable(H, g) ;; Split table
H ′[i]← Sort(H[i]) ;; Invoke BITONIC SORT

return H ′ ;; Feedback partially sorted result to CPU

Algorithm 10.14: Detect Duplicates via Sorting on the GPU.

often infeasible. Therefore, we propose a trade-off between sorting-based and hash-based
delayed duplicate detection by sorting buckets that have been filled through applying a
hash function. The objective is that hashing in RAM performs more costly distant data
moves, while subsequent sorting addresses local changes, and can be executed on the
GPU by chosing the bucket sizes appropriately. If the buckets fit into the SRAM, they can
be processed in parallel.

Disk-based sorting refers to one of the major success stories for GPU computation.
Various implementations have been proposed, including variants of BITONIC SORT and
GPU-based QUICKSORT. Applying the algorithms on larger state vectors fails as their
movement within the VRAM slows down the computation significantly. Trying to sort
an array of indexes also fails, as now the comparison operator exceeds the boundary of
the SRAM. This leads to an alternative design of GPU sorting for state space search.

Hash-based Partitioning

The first phase of sorting smaller blocks in BITONIC SORT is fast, while merging the pre-
sorted sequences for a total ordered slows down the performance. Therefore, we employ
hash-based partitioning on the CPU to distribute the elements into buckets of adequate
size (see Fig. 10.23). The state array to be sorted is scanned once. Using hash function
h and a distribution of the VRAM into k blocks, the state s is written to the bucket with
index h′(s) = h(s) mod k. If the distribution of the hash function is appropriate and the
maximal bucket sizes are not too small, the buckets encounter a first overflow overflow,
if hash table is filled with more than 50%. All remaining elements are set to a pre-defined
illegal state vector that realizes the largest possible value in the ordering of states.

This hash-partitioned vector of states is copied to the graphics card and sorted by the
first phase of BITONIC SORT. The crucial observation is that – due to the presorting – the
array is not only partial sorted wrt. to the comparison function operating on states s, but
totally sorted wrt. to the extended comparison function operating on the pairs (h′(s), s).
The sorted vector is copied back from VRAM to RAM, and the array is compacted by
eliminating duplicates with another scan through the elements. Subtracting visited states
is made possible through scanning all previous layers residing on disk. Finally, we flush
the duplicate-free file for the current BFS level to disk and iterate. To accelerate discrim-
ination and to obey the imposed order on disk, the hash bucket value h′(s) is added to
the front of the state vector s.

If a BFS level becomes too large to be sorted on the GPU, we split the search fron-
tier into parts that fit in the VRAM. This yields some additional state vector files to be
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Figure 10.23: Hash-based partitioning.

subtracted to obtain a duplicate-free layer, but in practice time performance is still dom-
inated by expansion and sorting. For the case that subtraction becomes harder, we can
exploit the hash-partitioning, inserting previous states into files partitioned by the same
hash value. States that have a matching hash value are mapped to the same file. Provided
that the sorting order is first on the hash value then on the state, after the concatenation of
files (even if sorted separately) we obtain a total order on the sets of states. This implies
that we can restrict duplicate detection including subtraction to states that have matching
hash values.

On the GPU, we have a fixed amount of O(|VRAM|/|SRAM|) group operations,
where each group is sorted by BITONIC SORT. In our GPU sorting algorithm, the sorting
complexity is independent from the number of elements to be sorted, as in each iteration
the entire vector is processed. With a good distribution function, we assure that on the
average each bucket is at least 50% filled with successor states, such that we loose less
than factor 2 by not dealing with entirely filled buckets. As an example, in our case, we
have |VRAM| = 1 GB, and |SRAM| = (16 − c) KB, where c is a small constant, imposed
by the internal memory requirements of the graphics card. For a state vector of 32 byte,
we arrive at k = 256 elements in one group. Within each group BITONIC SORT is applied,
known to induce O(k log2 k) work and O(log k) iterations. In each iteration the num-
ber of comparisons that can be executed in parallel depends on the number of available
threads t, which in turn depends on the graphics card chosen. In our setting we work
with t = 128 threads, such that one scan induces time for (256/2)/t = 1 comparison.

Instead of sorting the buckets after they have been filled, it is possible to use chaining
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right away, checking each individual successor for having a duplicate against the states
stored in its bucket. Keeping the list of states sorted, as in ordered hashing, accelerates
the search, however, requires additional work for insertion, and does not speed up the
computation, if compared to parallel sorting the buckets on the GPU. We only imple-
mented a refinement that checks the state to be inserted in a bucket with the top element
to detect some duplicates quickly.

10.5.3 State Compression

With a 64-bit hash address we do not encounter any collision even in very large state
spaces. Henceforth, given hash function h, we compress the state vector for u to
(h(u), i(u)), where i(u) is the index of the state vector residing in RAM that is needed
for expansion. We sort the pairs on the GPU with respect to the lexicographic ordering
of h. The shorter the state vector, the more elements fit into one group, and the better the
expected speed-up on the GPU.

To estimate the probability of an error, assume a state space of n = 230 elements
uniformly hashed to the m = 264 possible bit-vectors of length 64. According to the
birthday problem, the probability of having no duplicates is m!/(mn(m− n)!). One known
upper bound is e−n(n−1)/2m, which in our case resolves to .9692, such that we have a less
than 96.92% chance of having no collision. But how much less can this be? For better
confidence on our algorithm, we need an lower bound. We have

m!/(mn(m− n)!) = m · . . . · (m− n+ 1)/mn = m/m · . . . · (m− n+ 1)/m
≥ ((m− n+ 1)/m)n ≥ (1− n/m)n.

For our case this resolves to

(1− 2−34)230
= (.99999999994179233909)1073741824.

This leads to a confidence of at least 93.94% that no duplicate arises while hashing the
entire state space to 64 bits. Recall, that missing a duplicate harms, only if the missed
state is the only way to reach the error in the system. If the above confidence appears still
to be too low, one may re-run the experiment with another independent hash function,
certifying that with more than a 99.6% chance, no false positive has been produced, while
traversing the entire state space.

10.5.4 Array Compaction on the GPU

The compaction operation can be accelerated on a parallel machine using an additional
vector unique as follows. The vector is initialized with 1s, denoting that we initially as-
sume that states are unique. In a parallel scan, we then compare a state with its left neigh-
bor and mark the ones that are not unique by setting its entry to 0. Next, we compute the
prefix sum.

Duplicates wrt. to previous levels can be integrated into this process and eliminated in
parallel as follows. First we map as many BFS levels as possible into the GPU. Processor
pi scans the current layer t and a selected previous layer i ∈ {0, . . . , t− 1}. As both arrays
Open(t) and Open(i) are sorted, the time complexity for the parallel scan is acceptable,
as the arrays have to be mapped from RAM to VRAM and back anyway. If a match is
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found, array unique is updated, setting the according bit in Opent to 0. The parallelization
we obtain for level subtraction is on processing different BFS level, while parallelization
for sorting and scanning are on partitioning the array. As all processors read the array
Opent we allow concurrent read. Additionally, we allow each processor to write into the
array unique. Since previous layers are mutually disjoint, no processor will access the
same position, so that the algorithm preserves exclusive writes.

10.5.5 Expansion on the GPU

The remaining bottleneck is the CPU performance in generating the successors, which
can also be reduced by applying parallel computation. For this we port the expansion for
states to the GPU, parallelizing the search.

For BFS, the order of expansions within one bucket does not matter, so that no com-
munication between threads is required. Each processor simply takes its share and starts
expanding. Having fixed the set of applicable actions for each state, generating the suc-
cessors in parallel on the GPU is immediate by replicating each state to be expanded by
the number of applicable actions. All generated states are copied back to RAM (or by
directly applying the GPU sorting)

10.6 Bidirectional Search

Bidirectional search is a distributed search option executed from both ends of the search
space, i.e., the initial and the goal node.

Bidirectional breadth-first search can accelerate the exploration by an exponential fac-
tor. Whether the bidirectional algorithm is more efficient than a unidirectional algorithm
particularly depends on the structure of the search space. In heuristic search, the largest
state sets are typically in the middle of the search space. In shallow depth, the set of
explored states is small based on their limited reachability, and in large depth they are
small due to the pruning power of the heuristic. Roughly speaking, when the search fron-
tiers meet in the middle, then we have invested twice as many space as in uni-directional
search for storing the Open-Lists. If the search frontiers meet earlier or later, there can be
some larger potential of savings.

After illustrating the application of Bidirectional BFS in the following we introduce
to Pohl’s path algorithm and to a wave-shaping alternative to it, called heuristic front-to-
front search. A non-optimal approximation to wave-shaping and an improvement to Pohl’s
algorithms are provided. A practical relevant trade-off between heuristic and breadth-
first search is perimeter search. It can be casted as a form of target enlargement.

10.6.1 Bidirectional Front-To-End Search

The first approach to bidirectional search was the Bidirectional Heuristic Path algorithm,
BHPA for short. It applies front-to-end-evaluations, i.e., heuristic evaluation functions
hd(u) that estimate the distance from u to s or to t respectively, depending on the search
direction d ∈ {0, 1}. Two A*-type searches are carried out quasi-simultaneously, i.e., the
search direction is changed from time to time. The cardinality criterion selects the Open-list
with the minimum number of elements. If the two search frontiers meet, a solution path is
found. However, even if the two parts of the search paths are optimal, the concatenation
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doesn’t need not to be. Therefore, the termination condition of the algorithm is that the
cost of the best solution found so far is no larger than the maximum of the two minimum
f -values in either of the Open-lists.
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Figure 10.24: Exploration of Search Space (Schematically): Normal A*-Search (a), Hy-
pothesized Passing of Search Fronts in Bidirectional Search (b), Redundant Evaluation in
BHPA (c), and Improvement by BS*(d).

One can establish the following simple upper and lower bounds of the exploration
efforts of BHPA with respect to A* search.

Theorem 10.1 (Efficiency BHPA) The number of node expansions nBHPA by BHPA can be
bounded as

min(nA∗1 − n
′
A∗1
, nA∗2 − n

′
A∗2

) + 1 ≤ nBHPA < nA∗1 + nA∗2 ,

where n′A∗
d

denotes the number of nodes expanded in an A*-search whose f -value is equal to the
optimal solution cost δ(s, t).

PROOF: For the upper bound, note that in the worst case, BHPA might have to perform the two
A*-searches completely, with the exception of at least one node expansion; if an optimal solution
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is found only in the last step, the termination condition is fulfilled immediately thereafter, and one
expansion can be saved on the opposite frontier.

The upper bound follows from the earliest possible time the termination condition can be
satisfied.

Disappointingly, experimental studies showed that the performance was actually
close to the upper bound. At that time, this was erroneously attributed to the assump-
tion that the frontiers pass each other, which led to the algorithms described in the next
section. However, in fact the frontiers go through each other, and a large search subspace
is explored twice.

This is avoided by the improved algorithm BS*, which exploits four optimizations:

Trimming: Nodes extracted from Open can be immediately diskarded if their f -value is
larger than the current best solution

Screening: successor nodes with an f -value larger than the current best solution need
not be inserted into Open.

Nipping: Nodes extracted from Opend do not have to be expanded if they are already
contained in Closed1−d.

Pruning: In the same situation, descendants of these nodes in Open1−d can be removed.

Alg. 10.15 gives the pseudo code for BS; BHPA is the algorithm with all the lines
marked with BS* removed. Fig. 10.24 illustrates the search strategies.

Although algorithm BS* saves a lot of time and memory, compared to BHPA, in ex-
periments it still couldn’t significantly outperform A*-search. Usually the frontiers meet,
and the optimal solution path is found early on in the computation; most of the effort
consists in proving that this found path is indeed optimal.

10.6.2 *Bidirectional Front-To-Front Search

Over a long time, researchers wrongly believed that the experimental inefficiency of
BHPA was due to the fact the the search frontiers passed each other. Therefore, wave-
shaping techniques were invented that would guide the two search frontiers towards each
other. These algorithms use front-to-front-evaluations that directly estimate the distance
between the search frontiers.

The bidirectional heuristic front-to-front algorithm (BHFFA) computes the value f(u, v) =
g0(u) + h(u, v) + g1(v) for all pairs (u, v) ∈ Open0 × Open1. Then it selects two nodes
umin and vmin for expansion in the two search frontiers that minimize the f -value, i.e.,
f(umin, vmin) = min{f(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ Open0 × Open1}. Different than in front-to-end
evaluation, the algorithm can admissibly terminate with the first solution path found.

BHFFA was experimentally shown to improve on unidirectional search in terms of
node expansions. However, the computational complexity is extremely high, and out-
weighs this advantage by far. In a straightforward implementation, each step requires
n0 · n1 heuristic evaluations, where ni is the number of nodes in search frontier i. The
total time complexity is O(n3), since there are at most n iterations for a total number of
n expansions. When storing the result in O(n0 · n1) memory, the number of evaluations
per expansion can be reduced to the number of successors of the expanded node, times
the size of the opposite search frontier.
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Procedure BHPA / BS
Input: Graph G, start node s, goal node t.
Output: Shortest path from s to t

Open0 ← {s}; Open1 ← {t} ;; Initialize search frontiers
Closed0 ← {}; Closed1 ← {} ;; Initialize visited list
α←∞ ;; Best solution cost found so far
while (α > max(min{f0(x) | x ∈ Open0},min{f1(x) | x ∈ Open1})) ;; Termination

Fix search direction d ;; Perform forward or backward search
Select and delete u in Opend ;; Delete minimum
Insert u into Closedd ;; Update according visited list
if (f(u) ≥ α) continue ;; BS∗: Trimming
if (u ∈ Closed1−d)) ;; Solution path found

α← min{α, gd(u) + g1−d(u)} ;; Update Threshold
Delete descendants from u in Open1−d ;; BS∗: Pruning
continue ;; BS∗: Nipping

Succd(u)← Expandd(u) ;; Generate successors
for all v in Succd(u) ;; Consider successors
if (gd(u) + w(u, v) + hd(v) ≥ α) continue ;; BS∗: Screening

Improved(u, v) ;; Insert v into Opend

;; Remove v from Closedd, if shorter path found
return α

Algorithm 10.15: Bidirectional Search with BHPA.

To ease this overhead, Politowski and Pohl proposed another important derivate of
BHFFA, called d-node retargeting. It guides the search frontier only towards one “central”
node in the opposite search frontier, the d-node, where d is fixed as the furthest search
node from the origin. Every k iterations, the search direction is switched, and a new
d-node is computed on the opposite search frontier.

Unfortunately, d-node re-targeting is not admissible. Moreover, parameter k has to
be chosen carefully. For a small parameter k one will get worse solutions when the two
search frontiers meet; for a larger value of k, one will imitate uni-directional search.

The challenging questions is why bidirectional search algorithm often perform poorly
in practice. One of the answers is found when looking at the number of nodes that A*
explores with respect to a given search depth. We choose a simple FIFTEEN-PUZZLE

problem example together with Manhattan distance heuristic and A*. Fig. 10.25 shows
the number of generated nodes with respect to a growing search depth. In difference to
breadth-first search the number of expanded nodes drop significantly at both ends. The
reason is that the heuristic estimate for the nodes closer to the goal is better. According
to the IDA* search tree prediction, in depth i we expect about NiP (c− i) nodes for large
f -cost threshold values c. If we assume P to be approximately normal distributed and
Ni to be approximately equal to bi with brute-force branching factor b, we often observe
that the reduction in P for smaller values of x is larger than the growth of Ni, so that
NiP (c− i) decreases exponentially both also at the end.

The mean for the distribution is – of course – not exactly equal to the half of the
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solution depth, but – quite often – it is not far off from this value. For our example with
data values vi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 15} we compute

∑15
i=1 vi = 1, 647 and

∑15
i=1 i · vi = 14, 761, so

that we have a mean of 8.962.
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Figure 10.25: Distribution on the number of generated nodes in A* with respect to a given
search depth.

10.6.3 Perimeter Search

Perimeter search tries to reap the benefits of front-to-front-evaluations, while avoiding
the computational efforts involved in re-targeting the heuristics towards a continuously
changing search frontier. The search direction only changes once. It conducts a depth-
bounded breadth-first search starting from the goal node; the nodes on the final search
frontier, called the perimeter, are stored. Then a forward search, starting from s, employs
front-to-front evaluation with respect to these nodes. Algorithm PS* does this in a A*-
like fashion, while algorithms IDPS* and BIDA* carry out IDA*. The difference between
the latter two is that BIDA* removes nodes from the perimeter that cannot influence the
heuristic evaluation. For retrieving the solution path, either the optimal solution path
is stored with each node or all nodes together with pointers to their parents are stored
as-well.

During the search we compute the heuristic value of each node outside the parameter
as the minimal value of the heuristic estimate to each perimeter node, plus the radius of
the perimeter. The main advantages of perimeter search is that the minimum heuristic
value together with the radius is generally more accurate than a single heuristic, and the
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search can terminate once a state in the perimeter has been found. The disadvantages
are that the memory requirements for storing the perimeter are considerable and, more
crucially, that the multiple heuristic computations are considerable. Latter on, we will
see that in the context of pattern databases the latter concern can be bypassed.

The forward search evaluation function is H(u) = minp∈P {h(u, p) + δ(p, t)}. This
implies H(u) = δ(u, t) for all u ∈ P .

Theorem 10.2 (Admissibility of H) Heuristic H(u) is admissible if h is admissible.

PROOF: We have to show that H(u) ≤ δ(u, t) for all u ∈ V \ P . Since h(u, v) ≤ δ(u, v) we have

δ(u, t) = min
v∈P
{δ(u, v) + δ(v, t)} ≥ min

v∈P
{h(u, v) + δ(v, t)} = H(u)

Theorem 10.3 (Consistency of H) Heuristic H(u) is consistent if h is consistent.

PROOF: We have to show that H(u) ≤ H(v) + w(u, v).

H(v) + w(u, v) = min
w∈P
{h(v, w) + δ(w, t)}+ w(u, v)

= min
w∈P
{h(v, w) + w(u, v) + δ(w, t)}

≥ min
w∈P
{h(u,w) + δ(w, t)} = H(u)

For the correctness of perimeter search, it is helpful to consider the perimeter reduc-
tion Gp of G, in which the entire perimeter is reduced to a single super node t∗ and all
incoming edges to the perimeter u are reassigned to w(u, t∗) = w(u, v) + δ(u, t).

Theorem 10.4 (Perimeter Reduction) For all non-goal nodes u in the perimeter reduced graph
GP of G, we have δG(s, t) = δGP (s, t∗).

PROOF: Let p = (p0, . . . , pk) be a solution path from s to t in G, then we have for a prefix p′ =
(p0, . . . , pl) that (p′, t∗) is solution path in GP . Consequently, g(p) = w(p0, p1) + . . .+w(pl−1, pl) +
w(pl, pl+1) + . . . + w(pk−1, pk). The condition w(pl, pl+1) + . . . + w(pk−1, pk) ≤ δ(pl, pt) implies
that g(p) ≤ g(p′t∗). For an optimal solution path p∗ we have δG(s, t) = δg(s, pl−1) + w(pl−1, pl) +
δ(pl, t∗) ≤ δG(s, pl−1) + δ(pl, t∗) = δGP (s, t∗).

*Improvements of Perimeter Search

The following update procedure has been suggested to save time in computing
minp∈P {h(u, p)+δ(p, t)}. However, it requiresO(|P |) storage at each node to store the es-
timated distance to the target through each perimeter node; therefore, for large problems
it can be used only in conjunction with the iterative-deepening procedure (IDPS*).

The improvement is based on the observation that with a consistent heuristic, it holds
for each n and m that |h(n)− h(m)| ≤ c(m,n), where c(n,m) is the cost of traversing the
arc between n and m. Thus, the estimate from n to a perimeter node can at most change
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by c(n,m), where m is the parent of n. Therefore, the heuristic value does not need to be
recomputed if its value cannot change enough to affect the minimum.

The heuristic is used once fully for the start node at the beginning of the search for
each perimeter node, and these estimates are stored, along with the index of the mini-
mum. Next, when a node n is generated from m, the heuristic value of the current min-
imum is recomputed. The arc cost c(m,n) is then subtracted from the rest of the stored
heuristic values; if any of these falls below the current minimum, it is recomputed using
h, too.

In the 15-puzzle domain, BIDA* expands only a fraction of the nodes A* expands.
This reduction has to be balanced with the increased computation time needed for the
heuristic evaluation. It turns out that when varying the perimeter radius, the overall
running time exhibits a minimum at depth 16; at this point, it amounts to 27.4 percent of
A*’s running time, and 0.9 percent of its expansions.

When analyzing the improvements, it becomes clear that the benefit of the bidirec-
tional approach lies primarily in a dynamically improved heuristic estimate. For exam-
ple, in the 15-puzzle, using a perimeter of only 1 (which contains 2 nodes) saves already
about half of the node generations of IDA*. The perimeter search diskovers an improve-
ment of the Manhattan distance heuristic under the name last move heuristic. In most cases
the heuristic is increased by 2 units. The last move consists of bringing the blank into its
goal position; therefore, before that, one of its neighbor tiles must be in the blank’s goal
position, which is not accommodated in the Manhattan distance.

Perhaps surprisingly, however, in other domains, it is hard to achieve any real im-
provements with perimeter search. This is for example the case in mazes under the same
Manhattan distance. The reason is that the same perimeter achieves the same absolute
improvement of the heuristic; however, since the solution length is longer by orders of
magnitude, the relative impact is too insignificant. In order to obtain the same savings
in expansions, a much larger perimeter would have to be computed, which would make
perimeter search very expensive in terms of computation and memory.

*Front-To-Front Variants of Perimeter Search

In order to avoid the increased computational effort of front-to-front evaluations, it has
been suggested to use the same scheme as in perimeter search of changing the direction
only once, and using the stored nodes of the first search in the second one, in conjunction
with front-to-front evaluation. For the two search stages, different A*-like or IDA*-like
algorithms can be instantiated (called BAA and BAI, respectively). If a Closed-node of
the backward stage is encountered, a solution path has been found, and it need not be
expanded further (it can be nipped). The search terminates if the best solution found
so far is no larger than the minimum f -value (in A*), resp. the next higher threshold (in
IDA*).

In addition, bidirectional search allows for dynamic improvements of the heuristic
which are not possible in unidirectional search. One such method is called the Add-
method. Let MinDiff be the minimum error of the heuristic on the perimeter around t,
i.e., MinDiff = min{g∗1(u)− h0(u)|u ∈ P}.

Lemma 10.1 (Non-increasing error of heuristic) If h0 is consistent, then the error in the heuristic
Diff0 = g∗1(u)− h0(u) cannot increase on an optimal solution path.
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PROOF: Let n and m be on an optimal path to t. Then

Diff0(m) = g∗1(m)− h0(m) ≤ g∗1(m) + w(n,m)− h0(n) = g∗1(n)− h0(n) = Diff0(n)

Using this lemma, the heuristic remains optimistic if we add the minimum error to it:

Theorem 10.5 (Quality Bound for Add-Method) H0(u) = h0(u) + MinDiff ≤ h∗0(u).

PROOF: The optimal path from n to t must go through some perimeter node p:

H0(n) = h0(n) + MinDiff ≤ h0(n) + Diff0(p) ≤ h0(n) + Diff0(n) = h∗0(n)

Now unidirectional A*-search wouldn’t be affected at all by adding a constant to all
heuristic values. However, recall that in BAI and BAA the current best solution is com-
pared to the minimum estimate in Open; therefore, the addition can lead to earlier termi-
nation. For further optimization, in order to maximize MinDiff, the perimeter generation
search can always select the node with the maximum error in the heuristic; this variant is
called Add-BDA.

The second method, called the Max-method, uses the estimate h′0(u) = fmin,1 − h1(u),
where fmin,1 is the minimum f -value of the perimeter, fmin,1 = min{g∗1(u)+h1(u)|u ∈ P}.

Theorem 10.6 (Admissibility Max-Method) h′0(u) ≤ h∗0(u).

PROOF: The optimal path from n to t must go through some perimeter node p:

h′0(n) = fmin,1 − h1(n) ≤ h1(p)− h1(n) + g∗1(p) ≤ δ(n, p) + g∗1(p) = h∗0(n)

This dynamic evaluation is not necessarily always better than the static function, but
since both are admissible, we can combine them as H0(u) = max{h0(u), fmin,1 − h1(n)}.

In experimental studies, it was shown that Max-BAI with a transposition table can
outperform IDA* (and all other bidirectional search algorithms) for the 15-puzzle, and
that Add-BDA has outperformed A* (and all other bidirectional search algorithms) on
maze problems.

*Near-Optimal Perimeter Search

Choosing f(u) = g(u) + λh(u) with λ > 1 in A* leads to inadmissible heuristics and
non-optimal solutions. Increasing values of λ results in finding solutions faster at the
expense of an increased solution length. For perimeter search it seems irrational to cal-
culate all these heuristics and then compute weighted versions. In near-optimal perimeter
search the heuristic function is defined as h(u, t) and not as h(u, P ) plus the depth of the
perimeter as in perimeter search. For near-optimal perimeter search only constant time is
needed to process each generated or expanded node. The match of a new node against
the perimeter nodes that are saved in a hash table can be performed in a constant time.
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Theorem 10.7 (Quality Bound on Perimeter Search) Let d be the depth of the perimeter P and
let HP = minp∈P {h(p, t)} for an admissible heuristic h. Let δ(s, t) be the length of an optimal
solution and W be the cost of the solution found by near-optimal perimeter search. then we
have

δ(s, t) ≤W ≤ δ(s, t) + d−HP

PROOF: For the first inequality we note that the cost of any path that leads to the goal cannot be
smaller than the optimal path cost. Since W is composed of the path cost g(u) and the heuristic
estimate HP = minp∈P {h(p, t)} ≤ h(u) ≤ h∗(u), the combined cost g(u) + HP cannot be larger
than δ(s, t).

Since near-optimal perimeter search uses an admissible heuristic 0 ≤ HP ≤ d and d−HP ≥ 0.
Let u be the first encountered node on the perimeter then we have W = g(u) + d. Since the cost
function of A* and near-optimal perimeter search fulfill f(u) = g(u) + h(u) ≤ δ(s, t) we have
g(u) + d ≤ δ(s, t) + d − h(u). In the worst case we can take the minimum heuristic value of all
nodes in the perimeter and get W ≤ δ(s, t) + d−HP .

The value d−HP can be viewed as the maximum mistake of heuristic values among
nodes in the perimeter.

10.6.4 Bidirectional Symbolic Breadth-First Search

As a byproduct for symbolic search for the construction of symbolic pattern databases we
have already seen the advantage of the transition relation T to perform backward search.
Recall that for state sets Si we successively determine the preimages of the goal set, by
computing

φSi(x
′) = ∃x (φSi+1(x) ∧ T (x′, x))

for a decreasing index i. As the search is symbolic large goal sets do not impose a burden
to the search process.

In bidirectional breadth-first search, forward and backward search are carried out
concurrently. On the one hand we have the symbolic forward search frontier φ{s} and
on the other hand the backward search frontier φG. When the two search frontiers meet
after f forward and b backward iterations we have found an optimal solution of length
f + b. With the two horizons Open0 and Open1 the algorithm is implemented in pseudo
code in Alg. 10.16.

In a graph with uniform weights, the number of iterations remains equal to the opti-
mal solution length f∗. Solution reconstruction now proceeds from the established inter-
section to the respective starting states.

The selection of the direction of the search is often critical for a successful exploration.
There are three simple criteria: BDD size, number of represented states, and smaller ex-
ploration time. Since the former two are not well-suited to predict the computational
efforts for the next iteration, the third criterion should be preferred.

10.6.5 *Island Search

Consider the road network of a city through which a river runs in north-south direction
(Fig. 10.26). Suppose we are trying to find the shortest path from a western to an eastern
destination; then the path is constrained to pass through one of the bridges over the river.
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Procedure Symbolic-Bidirectional-BFS
Input: State space problem with transition function T (x′, x), goal set G, and start node s
Output: Optimal solution path

Open0(x)← φ{s}; Open1(x)← φG ;; Initialize horizon lists
while (Open0(x) ∧ Open1(x) ≡ false) ;; Loop if search frontiers do not meet

Fix search direction d ;; Perform forward or backward search
if (d = 0) ;; Forward search

Open0(x′)← ∃x ((x = x′) ∧ Open0(x)) ;; Variable replacement
Succ(x)← ∃x′ (Open0(x′) ∧ T (x′, x)) ;; Forward image
Open0(x)← Succ(x) ;; Iteration with new search frontier

else ;; Backward search
Pred(x′)← ∃x (Open1(x) ∧ T (x′, x)) ;; Backward image
Open1(x′)← Pred(x′) ;; Iteration with new search frontier
Open1(x)← ∃x′ ((x = x′) ∧ Open1(x′)) ;; Variable replacement

return Construct(Open0(x) ∧Open1(x)) ;; Generate solution

Algorithm 10.16: Bidirectional BFS implemented with BDDs.

The idea of Island Search is to improve search efficiency by breaking the path up into two
components, before and after a bridge. Reaching a bridge can be regarded as a subgoal
that has to be achieved first.

s t

b1a

b2a
b2b

b1b

Figure 10.26: In order to route from s to t, either b1a or b2a ( or equivalently, b1b and b2b)
must be traversed. Hence, the shortest path problem can be decomposed into finding the
shortest paths from s to any of these bridges, and then from the bridges to t.

In terms of a general search graph G = (V,E), we assume that we know of a (not
too large) subset of nodes IS ⊂ V , such that any solution path must contain one element;
in other words, IS represents a cut of G. This can allow us to improve search efficiency
by means of a tighter heuristic estimate. Instead of using the goal distance h(u) from a
node u to the goal t everywhere, we obtain a better bound for nodes before the cut as
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min{h(u|i)} for i ∈ I , where h(u|i) denotes the estimated length of a minimum path from
u to t, constrained to pass through node i. For instance, in the route planning example,
we can replace the air distance from the current location to the goal destination by sum
of the air distance from the current location to the bridge, plus the air distance from the
bridge to the target destination, minimized over all bridges.

Island search can be incorporated both into A*-like and IDA*-like search algorithms.
In the original paper, the A*-algorithm is described using two Open and Closed lists; how-
ever, this is not strictly necessary. It is sufficient if each node stores an additional flag
indicating whether its generating path contains an ancestor in IS. When a node is ex-
panded, the successors inherit its flag, unless the node is in IS, in which case it is switched
on. Depending on its value, the h-value is estimated either conventionally or using the
constraint form.

The island search algorithm differs from A* or IDA* essentially only in the improved
heuristics; therefore, if the latter one is admissible, the algorithm is guaranteed to find an
optimal path, if one exists.

Moreover, suppose that the triangle equality h(x, y) ≤ h(x, z) + h(z, y) holds for the
heuristic estimate; this is obviously true for the air distance metric in our example. Then,
the A*-variant of island search is at least as efficient as A*, i.e., expands no more nodes.

The original island search algorithm I has been generalized to the case In for more
than two islands. In this scenario, there is a user-supplied lower bound E on the mini-
mum number of bridges that have to be passed on an optimal solution path. Each node
stores a set of flags for the cuts passed by its ancestors; the goal distance is used as the
heuristic only if this set has E elements.

The practical results of island search depend on how well the search graph can be
partitioned. In general, this must be done prior to the search in a domain-specific way. It
is important to obtain a small cut size: This limits the increased computation cost of the
heuristic, and usually leads to larger improvements. For example, in a route planning ap-
plication we could partition the road map into zones of urban areas, which are connected
to each other by relatively few highways and major roads.

10.7 *Multiple-Goal Heuristic Search

Most of the search algorithms we have considered in previous chapters work with mul-
tiple goal states for which the condition Goal is tested. However, for bidirectional search
we have reduced our considerations to 1-to-1 shortest path search. There is another mo-
tivation for multiple-goal heuristic search. Perimeter Search has extended the goal set
from one to many states and we would like to avoid a one-to-many heuristic frontier cal-
culation. The third motivation is Internet search as hits can be seen as multiple goals. As
search algorithms have to deal with limited resources to find multiple goals on-line, the
proposed solutions are different for this case.

10.7.1 Multiple-Goal Pattern Databases

The 3-peg TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem is often introduced to illustrate the power of
recursion. To move n disks from Peg 1 to Peg 2, first move (n − 1) disks from Peg 1 to
Peg 3, then move disk n from Peg 1 to Peg 2, then move (n− 1) disks from Peg 3 to Peg 2.
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
f(n) 1 3 5 9 13 17 25 33 41 49 65 81 97 113 129 161 193

n 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
f(n) 225 257 289 321 385 449 513 577 641 705 769 897 1,025

n 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
f(n) 1,153 1,281 1,409 1,537 1665 1,793 2,049 2,305 2,561 2,817

n 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
f(n) 3,073 3,329 3,585 3,841 4,097 4,609 5,121 5,633

Table 10.2: Conjectured number of moves to solve the 4-pegs TOWERS-OF-HANOI prob-
lem.

This leads to 2n − 1 moves. With 3 towers and n disks, the minimum number of moves
is 2n − 1, so that the strategy is optimal.

Figure 10.27: 4-peg TOWERS-OF-HANOI Problem.

An unproven conjecture on the 4-peg TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem (see Fig. 10.27)
states that an optimal solution begins by forming a sub-stack of the k smallest disks, then
moving the rest, and then moving those k again; k to be determined. If in the 4-peg n-
disk TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem we take 2 bits to encode the peg on which it is placed
we arrive at a state vector of length 2n bits.

Based on the conjecture the minimum number of moves can be computed. The results
are shown in Table 10.2. The numbers have been validated with parallel external heuristic
search with up to 30 disks, which corresponds to a state space size of 430 states. The
parallel search took over 28 days on a explored over 7.1 million states and required about
1.28 terabytes disk space.

For the TOWERS-OF-HANOI problems the goal and initial state are symmetrical. This
allows to reduce the search depth in the 4-peg problem to a half. The goal of the heuristic
search was any middle state in which all but the largest disk are distributed over the
two non-goal and non-initial pegs. If a middle state is found in depth l, then a complete
solution in depth 2l + 1 can always be constructed. A depth 1,025 search for the 30 peg
problem can thus be reduced to depth 512 to prove that no smaller solution exists.

The size of a single-goal pattern database is limited by the size of main memory, which
by 1 GB is 230 bytes. If we assume that the abstract solution length is below 256 steps, a
pattern database is bound to 15 disks. To construct the pattern database with 15 pegs all
states in which the 15 disks are distributed among two pegs are generated and assigned
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to a depth zero for initializing the backwards heuristic search. Then the entire state space
size of 415 states is generated.

Multiple-goal pattern database can overcome limitations of perimeter search. When
constructing the database, one can seed backward database construction with all the
states in the perimeter. During the overall search the minimum heuristic estimate is
found by a simple table lookup. This technique requires that perimeter and abstract
space computation are compatible.

10.7.2 Resource-bounded Multiple-Goal Search

Search engines for the Internet build their indices using crawlers that attempt to scan
large portions of the web. Brute-force crawlers require enormous resources, if specific
topics are given. Since the web can be casted as a graph, heuristic search is an apparent
candidate to improve the search. The crucial difference is the success criterion. Although
in both scenarios we have multiple goal nodes, traditional search algorithms terminate in
case a goal is found, while in web crawling, the search continues as many goal nodes as
possible have to be collected. A similar observation can be made in multiple alignment
problems of DNA sequences, as we are often interested in establishing a set of alignments
rather than a singleton one.

A pseudo-code algorithm for multiple goal search is shown in Alg. 10.17. The algo-
rithm is called with a set of possible start nodes S and a limit on the number of expanded
nodes. It collects all goal nodes, that it encounters in structure Goals, and terminates if
the horizon can no longer been extended (the set of reachable nodes has been explored
completely), or the bound on the number of expanded nodes is reached.

Procedure MultipleGoalBestFirst
Input: Problem graph with start nodes S, weighting function w,

limit bound, successor generator Expand, predicate Goal.
Output: Set Goals of goals found.

Goals← Closed← ∅ ;; Initialize structures
Count← 0 ;; Initialize number of expansions
Open← {(s, h(s)) | s ∈ S} ;; Insert start nodes into search frontier
while (Open 6= ∅ and Count < bound) ;; Hits still required, nodes available

u← arg minhOpen ;; Select best node
Open← Open \ {(u, h(u))} ;; Update horizon
Closed(u)← Closed(u) ∪ {(u, h(u))} ;; Update closed list
Count← Count + 1 ;; Increase number of expanded nodes
if (Goal(u)) ;; Solution path established

Goals← Goal ∪ {u} ;; Update goal structure
else Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Expansion yields successor set

for each v in Succ(u) ;; For all successors v of u
Improve(u, v) ;; Call subroutine

return Goals ;; Set of solutions

Algorithm 10.17: Multiple-goal greedy best-first search.

There is one core difference between single goal and multiple goal best-first search.
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Although classical means-ends heuristics, which estimate the distance to the set of goals
from one state, can be applied, the obtained guidance is often bad. While single-goal best-
first search typically uses an estimate for the distance to the closest goal, the multiple goal
versions call for different, more appropriate heuristics, discussed in the following.

One version is the sum-heuristic, which takes an ordinary distance estimate h(u, v)
between every two nodes and builds the sum hs(u) =

∑
t∈T h(u, t) in difference to the

minimum that is usually applied. The heuristic avoids the pitfall of progressing towards
a small number of goals rather than advancing towards a more distant but larger set.

One problem with the sum-heuristic is its tendency to progress towards all goals si-
multaneously. If the goals are scattered around the search front, all of the nodes around
the frontier have similar estimate values. This can be dealt with the progress-heuristic. It
counts the number of goals towards which progress is made and tries to maximize this
number. It prevents progressing towards the same goals in multiple paths.

When comparing two search directions we have considered only the concentration of
goal nodes, not the resources invested to reach the set of goals. Rather than computing
only the benefits of the search we might also take into consideration the expected cost.
Obviously, subgraphs are preferred for which the cost is low and the benefit is high.

10.8 Summary

Scaling a problem often implies that expanding a state involves new actions and increases
the internal computation time for generating and for the heuristic evaluation of the suc-
cessors. In extreme cases, internal time exceeds hard disk access time. We have divided
this chapter on distributed search into two equally important parts: one on parallel and
one on multi-directional search. If we have more processors at hand, then any multi-
directional search can be parallelized, even if some techniques may impose much com-
munication overhead.

Parallel search algorithms are designed to solve algorithmic problems using a net-
work of processes while distributing the workload among them. Processes communicate
via files or message passing. An efficient solution is obtained, if different tasks can be
distributed in a way that working power is effectively used. A speedup is expected if
the load is distributed uniformly with low inter-process communication. Internal work-
load is divided among different processors either residing on the same or on different
machines.

We looked at different parallel implementation for depth-first inspired search strate-
gies including parallel branch-and-bound and parallel iterative-deepening A* search. For
the elimination of duplicates a (static or dynamic) function distributing states to the pro-
cesses is crucial inducing lookup requests or entire states to be communicated. A loosely
coupled (asynchronous) computation is often faster than a tight (synchronous) one, but
requires structural knowledge of the problem. Here the search tree is often generated to
some search depth, and the search frontier distributed among the different processors.
As one option for load balancing large stack are split. Among the options for IDA* with
parallel window search a rather simple parallelization has been presented. For paral-
lelizing A* search, the search frontier has to maintained in appropriate data structures.
For shared memory architectures treaps trade access priority with the best-first order-
ing of keys induced by the f -value. For more loosely coupled, so-called local A* search
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approaches, load balancing together with controlling the extra efforts for expanding sub-
optimal states becomes a challenge.

With external parallel breadth-first and best-first we then suggest an improved dis-
tributed duplicate detection scheme for multiple processors and multiple hard disks. We
assumed a typical network scenario, where computers are inter-connected through Ether-
net or over TCP/IP. The computers have access to a shared hard disk through a network
file system and a local hard disk can be present at each computer. The setting extends
to multi-core or multiple processor systems. External designs often lead to new solu-
tions for parallel computing. Additional to parallelizing delayed duplicate detection,
we also studied parallel structured duplicate detection. In order to exploit larger joint
RAM capacities in a computer network a pattern-oriented, memory-based heuristics are
evaluated in parallel. As an example, a client-server architecture for solving the (n2− 1)-
PUZZLE has been discussed under the assumption that computing the heuristic takes
more time than generating the successor set. With the distribution of disjoint pattern
databases each client is responsible for (all) the pattern database(s) that have a specific
tile in their pattern. It exploits the fact that pattern databases are selected based on the
tile that moves. Individual RAM requirements are reduced allowing to larger pattern
databases to be kept on one process.

Table 10.3 summarizes the parallel search algorithms that have been introduced. We
provide information on how the algorithm performs duplicate detection, if it is syn-
chronous or asynchronous, whether the node set is kept local or global if the approach is
incremental (improves solution quality over time) and if it reports the optimal solution
at termination time.

Name Duplicate Synchron State set Iterative Optimal
Parallel BnB (10.6) - - local

√ √

Parallel DFS (10.7) -
√

local - -
Parallel IDA* (10.8) -

√
local

√ √

Asynchronous IDA* (10.8) - - local
√ √

Parallel-Window-Search (10.9) - - local
√ √

TDS (10.4,10.5)
√ √

local
√ √

Parallel Local A*
√ √

local -
√

Parallel Global A*
√ √

global -
√

Parallel-External-BFS (10.10) delayed - global -
√

Parallel-SDD early - global
√ √

Parallel-External-A* (10.11) delayed - global -
√

Table 10.3: Overview of parallel search algorithms.

We have seen a significant search improvements by integrating GPU computation.
Speed-ups of more than one order of magnitude on a single, moderately advanced graph-
ics card are possible especially on more recent or multiple cards. We restricted our ex-
position to large-scale breadth-first search. Many other external memory algorithms that
have discussed in this book are also streamed and suggest to be ported to the GPU.

As bidirectional algorithms we have introduced BS/BHPA and BHFFS that use ei-
ther front-to-end or front-to-front evaluations. Solutions quality is usually gradually
improved. We have illustrated why the prospects on savings driven from bidirectional
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breadth-first search have not been fulfilled in search practice. As one solution, perimeter
search avoids merging two opposite-directed search heuristics and uses complete search
at one end of the search space to increase the effectiveness for a search from the other side.
As all nodes of the perimeter have to be stored. Island search is a multi-directional algo-
rithm that exploits the structure of problem space to partitioning it into different pieces
that are searched individually.

Table 10.4 summarizes the bi/multi-directional search algorithms. We denote the
state representation, the applied search approach in forward and backward search (if
any), whether the algorithms improve the solution quality over time and if it is optimal
at the end.

Name Graph Forward Backward Improves Optimal
Symbolic-Bidir-BFS (10.16) Symbolic Blind Blind -

√

BHPA/BS (10.15) Explicit Guided Guided
√ √

BHFFS Explicit Guided Guided
√ √

Island Search Explicit k Guided - -
√

Perimeter Search Explicit Guided Blind -
√

Multiple-Goal-PDB-A* External Guided Blind -
√

Multiple-Goal-A* (10.17) Paths Guided -
√ √

Table 10.4: Overview of bidirectional search algorithms.

Bidirectional search can already accelerate single-processor search, namely when the
processor time-slices between the two search directions. It is also possible to implement
bidirectional search on more than two processors, for example, by using the search meth-
ods discussed in the chapter to distribute the workload of the search in one (or both)
directions.

10.9 Exercises

10.1 * Message passing interfaces libraries like MPI provide basic routines for message handling
between different processes. Explain how critical sections of read and writes are to be avoided in
MPI and compare the results with the alternative communication via (message) files as described
in the text.

10.2 ** For Bounded DFS, we have omitted pseudo code, since the algoirthm depends on how
information is exchanged. Produce it for two alternative information sharing approaches.

10.3 * Consider the set of numbers (a1, . . . , a8) = (5, 3, 9, 4, 6, 2, 4, 1).

1. Explain the working of the parallel computation for computing the sum of a1 . . . a8 by dis-
playing array b after each traversal of the loop of the procedure Sum.

2. Explain the working of the parallel computation for computing the prefix-sum a1 . . . aj by
displaying array b and s before and after the recursive call to procedure Prefix-Sum.

10.4 ** To simulate a finite state automaton using prefix sum computations use state set Q =
{1, 2, 3, 4} and transition alphabet Σ = {a, b} as an example. Let q0 = 1 and let δ consist of the
eight transitions 1 a→ 2, 2 a→ 3, 3 a→ 4, 4 a→ 1, 1 b→ 3, 2 b→ 1, 3 b→ 2, and 4 b→ 4 as shown in
Fig. 10.28. Let the input be string abbaabba.
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Figure 10.28: A state transition diagram of a finite state machine.

1. Compute the prefix-sum over the associate function ⊗ that combines the sequential appli-
cation of the transitions. E.g. the combined transition function for string ab is 1 → 1, 2 →
2, 3→ 4 and 4→ 3, since 1→ 2⊗ 2→ 1 results in 1→ 1.

2. Denote the state that is reached for each possible prefix by inserting the initial state q0 in
the transition function.

10.5 *** Sort large state sets (e.g. random strings) on the graphic processor of your graphic card.

• Show how sorting networks like Bitonic sort can be applied.

• Develop a strategy to parallelize Buicksort. What problems have to be resolved?

Can you be faster as CPU-sort?

10.6 ** Show how to use prefix sums to eliminate duplicates in a sorted sequence. Use an
additional array to mark the elements that are the same.

10.7 ** Use the solution of the previous exercise to compute the sum of two numbers x and y in
binary in parallel logarithmic time.

1. Devise a two-state finite state automata for propagating the carry bit. A state in this au-
tomata represents the carry bit from the i-th state to the (i + 1)th state. It depends on the
sum of the two bits of xi and yi, so that the transition alphabet is Σ = {0, 1, 2}.

2. Test your construction with the two numbers u = (01010111)2 and v = (00010011)2. Simu-
late the automata using the Prefix-Sum algorithm in parallel logarithmic time.

3. Compute the result of the addition. For each bit position the carry bit has to be added to the
input bits. If the solution is even then the result is 0, otherwise 1.

10.8 * Insert (17, 0) in the treap depicted in Fig. 10.10.

1. Where is the node containing (7, 0) finally located?

2. How many rotation steps do you need to satisfy the treap property? Distinguish between
left and right rotations.

3. Display the treap after each rotation step.

10.9 ** Consider a treap in form of a randomized search tree for a set S of n numbers, where the
priorities are uniformly distributed random numbers.

1. Show that the average case search path length in a randomized search tree has the com-
plexity O(log n).

2. Compute the average case time for insertion. (This is a tough one, since you have to
consider all permutations of the numbers {1, . . . , n}).
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3. Compute the average case time for deletion. Can you reuse the result of part (b)?

10.10 * Transform the alignment of alternating black and white checkers depicted to the left of
Fig. 10.29 into the arrangement shown to the right of Fig. 10.29. In this CHECKERS REARRANGE-
MENT problem your are allowed to move only two checkers of different colors at a time preserving
their original order and the alignment. You may introduce gaps as needed.

Figure 10.29: CHECKERS REARRANGEMENT Problem.

1. Find a solution to the problem by hand. Work backward to reduce the set of options.

2. Use an evaluation function for backward search that computes the number of color transi-
tions to apply a greedy heuristic search reasoning.

10.11 * Consider two jugs, one that contains 7 units of water, and one that contains 3 units of
water.

1. Find a solution sequence of fill and pouring operators that will result in one jar containing 5
units of water.

2. Work backwards to obtain the solution more efficiently.

10.12 * Draw a histogram on the number of expanded (or generated) nodes of A* in the FIFTEEN-
PUZZLE with Manhattan distance with respect to a growing search depth for the instance (14 1
9 6 4 8 12 5 7 2 3 0 10 11 13 15) Compare your result with respect to bidirectional breadth-first
search.

10.13 ** Take the distributed search model by Vitter/Shriver on a problem graph G = (V,E) with
locality L to be searched with N processors each having local disks. Show that parallel external
BFS requires O(Θ( |E|NB logM/B

|E|
B ) + L · |V |PB) I/Os.

10.14 * Show that for consistent heuristics parallel external A* terminates with the shortest path
from an initial state to a target states, and does not expand any node that has a higher f -value
than a state in T .

10.15 * Consider a simplification to parallel external A*, in which the master (having one disk)
applies a distributed sort but a single merge of the files Show that the algorithm requires
O(Θ( |E|NB logM/B

|E|
B ) + L · |V |B) I/Os.

10.16 *** This exercises addresses the radius of TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem, namely the
largest distance of any node from the initial state.

1. For the three peg TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem show that the minimum number of 2n−1

moves is the radius of the problem by performing a complete BFS.

2. Show that for the four peg TOWERS-OF-HANOI problem the diameter is not always equal
to the the radius. While the condition is satisfied for smaller values n, for the 15-disk it is
not. Run BFS on the 15-disk problem to validate that the optimal solution length is 129 and
radius is 130. how many states are in depth 130?

3. What is true beyond depth 20?
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10.17 * Compute all FIFTEEN-PUZZLE instances that lie on a perimeter of size 3 around the goal
node.

10.18 ** Implement IDA* with perimeter search to solve some random instances of the FIFTEEN-
PUZZLE problem.

10.19 * Suppose a uniform edge weight in the graph of (Fig. 10.26). Determine the intermediate
f -values at b1b and b2b using

1. no additional heuristic

2. a heuristic that counts the number of non-horizontal lines between the actual node and the
goal node (e.g. h(s) = 4).

Illustrate how Island Search continues given the information at the two nodes.

10.20 * Give an example of a multiple-goal search problem where all nodes have the same value
hsum, but where a progress heuristic can recognize that there is no need to expand some nodes.
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Chapter 11

State Space Pruning

One of the most effective approaches to tackle large problem spaces is to prune (i.e., cut off
branches from) the search tree. There are multiple reasons for pruning. Some branches
might not lead to a goal state, others lead inferior solutions; some result in positions
already reached on a different paths, and others are redundant; while they might lead to
a solution, there are still others that lead to a solution as well.

All state space pruning techniques reduce the node (and subsequently the average)
branching factor of the search tree, such that less successor nodes have to be analyzed.
As a smaller part of the state space is generated, pruning saves both search time and
space. However, there might be a trade-off between the two. Some techniques require
rather complex data structures such that the maintenance of pruning information may be
involved.

Pruning itself is not necessarily bound to a specific search algorithm. Some pruning
rules are erected on top of memory-limited search algorithms like IDA*, e.g., to enhance
duplicate detection. Others support A* search, e.g., to avoid being trapped in dead-ends.
We will analyze implementation alternatives under efficiencies aspect for storing and
accessing pruning information.

Most approaches to pruning rely on observed regularities in the search space that
have to be exploited to reduce the search efforts. Such regularities might be provided by
a domain expert. In other cases, pruning knowledge can be constructed fully automati-
cally. It is often the case, that this information is inferred by searching some simpler, e.g.
decomposed search spaces.

Static pruning techniques detect pruning knowledge prior to the main search rou-
tine. Other pruning rules may not be known to the search algorithm at the time when
it is started and have to be inferred during the execution of the program. This leads to
layered search algorithms. In the top-level search, the search algorithms search for prob-
lem solutions, and in frequently invoked lower-levels searches, pruning knowledge is
refined.

We call a pruning rule admissible if at least one optimal solution will be reachable from
the initial state and solution preserving if there exists at least one path from the initial state
to the goal state in the reduced state space. Admissible pruning strategies and admissible es-
timates are fundamentally different concepts, but both refinements allow heuristic search
algorithms like IDA* and A* to return optimal paths, and often are applied together to
overcome the search bottleneck for large state spaces. Henceforth, we have divided the
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Figure 11.1: A gridworld search space: not pruned (left), pruned based on eliminating
predecessors (middle), and pruned according to a small set of rules (right).

presentation in pruning algorithms that preserve optimality solution path and those that
do not.

• For admissible state space pruning we first address substring pruning, for which a set of
forbidden operation sequences is omitted from the search. Subsequently, we turn
to dead-end detection, for which we devise a decomposition approach. Finally, we
address symmetry reduction, which reduces the state space by focusing on represen-
tatives.

• For solution preserving state space pruning we first address state-spaces that are con-
structed by adding macro actions to the state space. In the macro problem solver a
table is constructed that contains the macros to solve subproblems. When solving
the state space problems the solver looks at the table entries to sequentially im-
prove the current state to the goal one. We then look at relevance cuts that prevent
a search algorithm from trying out every possible move in each state. Partial order
reduction exploits commutativity of moves and reduces the state space with respect
to a partially given goal.

11.1 Admissible State Space Pruning

As said, admissible pruning refers to a technique that reduces the branching factor of a state
space problem while preserving the existence of optimal solutions, such that algorithms
like A* and IDA* are capable of finding it.

11.1.1 Substring Pruning

Without mentioning them, most implementations of memory-limited search algorithms
perform already a basic form of pruning; when the successors or a node are generated,
they prohibit using an inverse action to return to the node’s parent. For example, in an
infinitely large gridworld state space (see Fig. 11.1, left) with actions U, D, L and R, the
action sequence LR will always produce a duplicate node. Rejecting inverse action pairs,
including RL, UD, and DU as well, reduces the number of children of a search node from 4
to 3 (see Fig. 11.1, middle).
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Figure 11.2: Example for duplicate and shortcut string for the EIGHT-PUZZLE.

In this section, we describe a method for pruning duplicate nodes that extends on
this idea. The approach is suitable for heuristic search algorithms like IDA* that have
imperfect duplicate detection due to memory restrictions; it can be seen as an alternative
to the use of transposition or hash tables.

We take advantage of the fact that the problem spaces of most combinatorial problems
are described implicitly. We consider the state space problem in labeled representation, so
that Σ is the set of different action labels. The aim of substring pruning is to prune paths
from the search process that contain one of a set of forbidden words D over Σ∗. These
words, called duplicates, are forbidden because it is known a priori that the same state can
be reached through a different, possibly shorter, action sequence, called shortcut; only the
latter path is allowed.

In order to distinguish between shortcuts and duplicates, we impose a lexicographical
ordering ≤l on the set of actions in Σ. In the gridworld example, it is possible to further
reduce the search according to the following rule: go straight in x-direction first, if at
all, and then straight in the y-direction, if at all, making at most one turn. Rejecting the
duplicates DR, DL, UR, and UL (with respective shortcuts RD, LD, RU, and LU), from the search
space according to this rule leads to the state space of Fig. 11.1 (right). As a result, each
point (x, y) in the gridworld example is generated via a unique path. This reduces the
complexity of the search tree to an optimal number of nodes (quadratic in the search
depth), an exponential gain. The set of pruning rules we have examined depends on the
fact that some paths always generate duplicates of nodes generated by other paths.

How can we find such string pairs (d, c), where d is a duplicate and c is a shortcut,
and how can we guarantee admissible pruning, by means that no optimal solution is
rejected?

First, we can initially conduct an exploratory (e.g. breadth-first) search up to a fixed
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First Part Second Part Inverse First Part Second Part Inverse
(Duplicate) (Shortcut) (Duplicate) (Shortcut)
RDLURDLURDL ε
RDLURDLURDL U D DRULDRU LURDL RDLUR
RDLURDLURD LU DR DRULDRUL LURD RDLU
RDLURDLUR DLU DRU DRULDRULD LUR RDL
RDLURDLU RDLU DRUL DRULDRULDR LU RD
RDLURDL RDLUR DRULD DRULDRULDRU L R
RDLURD RDLURD DRULDR DRULDRULDRUL ε ε

Table 11.1: Splitting a cycle into duplicate and shortcuts.

depth threshold. A hash table records all encountered states. Whenever a duplicate is
indicated by the hash conflict, the lexicographically larger action sequence is recorded as
a duplicate.

Another option that is applicable in undirected search spaces is to search for cycles,
comparing a newly generated node in the search tree with all nodes in its generating
path. The resulting cycle is split into one (or many) duplicate and shortcut (pairs). For
example the cycle in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE RDLURDLURDLU with inverse DRULDRULDRUL is
split as shown in 11.1 When splitting a full-length cycle, one part has to be inverted (all
its actions have to be reversed). In case the length of one string is equal to the length
of the other, we need some further criteria to draw a distinction between the two. One
valid option is a lexicographic order on the set of actions Σ (and subsequently on the
set of action strings Σ∗). In the EIGHT-PUZZLE example (see Chap. 2) with the actions
Σ = {U, R, D, L} let U ≤l R ≤l D ≤l L. As the problem graph of the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE is
undirected, so that we impose L to be inverse to R (written as L−1 = R), and U to be inverse
to D. One cycle in the puzzle is RDLURDLURDLU. As a duplicate we may fix DRULDR, for
which case RDLURD is its corresponding shortcut. The example is illustrated in Fig. 11.2.

For generating cycles, a heuristic can be used that minimizes the distance back to the
initial state, where the search was invoked. For such cycle-detecting search state-to-state
estimates like the Hamming distance on the state vector are appropriate.

The setting for uniformly weighted state space graphs naturally extends to weighted
search spaces with a weight function w on the set of action strings as follows.

Definition 11.1 (Pruning Pair) Let G be a weighted problem graph with action label set Σ and
weight function w : Σ∗ → IR. A pair (d, c) ∈ Σ∗ × Σ∗ is a pruning pair if:

1. w(d) > w(c), or, if w(d) = w(c), then c ≤l d;

2. for all u ∈ S: d is applicable in u if and only if c is applicable in u; and

3. for all u ∈ S we have that applying d on S yields the same result than applying c on S, if
they are both applicable, i.e., d(u) = c(u).

For sliding-tile puzzles, the applicability of an action sequence (Condition 2) merely
depends on the position of the blank. If in c the blank moves a larger distance in x-
or y-direction than in d, it cannot be a shortcut; namely, for some positions, d will be
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Figure 11.3: Moving blank area in the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE: duplicate (up) and shortcut
(down).

applicable, but not c. An illustration is provided in Fig. 11.3 If all three conditions for
a pruning pair are valid the shortcut is no longer needed and the search refinement can
rely only on the duplicates found, which in turn admissibly prune the search. It is easy
to see, that truncating a path that contains d preserves the existence of an optimal path to
a goal state (see Exercises).

The conditions may have to be checked dynamically during the actual search process.
If the conditions 2 or 3 are violated, we have to test the validity of a proposed pair (d, c).
Condition 2 is tested by executing the sequence d−1c at every encountered state, while
Condition 3 is tested via comparing the respective states before and after executing d−1c.

Note that the state space does not have to include invertible actions to apply d−1 for
testing Conditions 2 and 3. Instead, we can use |d−1| parent pointers to climb up the
search tree starting with the current state.

Pruning Automata

Assuming that we do not have to check conditions 2 or 3 for each encountered state
especially for depth-first oriented search algorithms like IDA*, searching for a duplicate
in the (suffix of the) current search tree path can slow down the exploration considerably,
if the set of potential duplicates is large.

The problem of efficiently finding any of a set of strings in a text is known as the
bibliographic search problem; it can elegantly be solved by constructing a substring acceptor
in form of a finite state automaton, and feeding the text to it.

The automaton runs synchronous to the original exploration and prunes the search
tree if the automaton reaches an accepting state. Each ordinary transition induces an au-
tomaton transition and vice versa. Substring pruning is important for search algorithms
like IDA*, since constant-time pruning efforts fit well to enhanced DFS explorations. The
reason is that the time to generate one successor for these algorithm is already reduced
to a constant in many cases.

As an example, Fig. 11.4 (left) shows the automaton for subset pruning with the string
DU. The initial state is the most-left and the accepting state is most-right state in the au-
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Figure 11.5: Search tree prediction with substring pruning automaton.

tomaton. Fig. 11.4 (right) depicts the automaton for full predecessor elimination with
accepting states omitted.

Table 11.2 shows the impact of substring pruning on the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE and in
RUBIK’S CUBE (see Chap. 2). Different construction methods have been applied: BFS
denotes that the search algorithm for generating duplicates operates breadth-first, with
a hash conflict denoting the clash of two different search paths. An alternative method
to find duplicates is cycle-detecting heuristic best-first search, abbreviated with CYC. By
unifying the generated sets of duplicates, both search methods can be applied in parallel
(denoted as BFS+CDBF). We display the number of states in the pruning automata and
the number of duplicate strings that are used as forbidden words for substring matching.

As pruning strategies cut off branches in the search tree, they reduce the average node
branching factor. We show this value with and without substring pruning (assuming that
some basic pruning rules have been applied already).

Substring pruning automata can be included in the prediction of the search tree
growth (see Chap. 6). This is illustrated in Fig. 11.5 for substring pruning the grid by
eliminating predecessors. In the beginning (depth 0) there is only one state. In the next
iteration (depth 1) we have 4 states, then 6 (depth 2), 8 (depth 3), 10 (depth 4), and so on.
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Puzzle Construction Duplicates States Without With
EIGHT-PUZZLE BFS 35,858 137,533 1.732 1.39
FIFTEEN-PUZZLE BFS 16,442 55,441 2.130 1.98
FIFTEEN-PUZZLE CYC 58,897 246,768 2.130 1.96
TWENTY-FOUR-PUZZLE BFS+CDBF 127,258 598,768 2.368 2.235
23 RUBIK’S CUBE BFS 31,999 24,954 6.0 4.73
33 RUBIK’S CUBE BFS 28,210 22,974 13.34 13.26

Table 11.2: Reducing the branching factor by substring pruning.
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Figure 11.6: Trie of action sequences leading to duplicates in the gridworld domain.

In order to accept several strings m1, . . . ,mn, one solution is to construct a non-
deterministic automaton that accepts them as substrings, representing the regular expres-
sion Σ∗m1Σ∗|Σ∗m2Σ∗| . . . |Σ∗mnΣ∗, and then convert the non-deterministic automata
into a deterministic one. While this approach is possible, the conversion and minimiza-
tion is computationally hard.

Aho-Corasick Algorithm

The algorithm of Aho and Corasick constructs a deterministic finite state machine for a
number of search strings. It first generates a trie of the set of duplicate strings. Fig. 11.6
shows a trie for the duplicates in the GRIDWORLD state space at Depth 2. Every leaf
corresponds to one forbidden action sequence and is considered to be accepting.

In the second step, the algorithm computes a failure function on the set of trie nodes.
Based on the failure function, substring search will be available in linear time. Let u be
a node in the trie and string(u) the corresponding string. The failure node failure(u) is
defined as the location of the longest suffix of string(u), which is also prefix of a string in
the trie (see Fig. 11.7, bold arrows).

The failure-values are computed in a complete breadth-first traversal, where, induc-
tively, the values in depth i rely on the values computed in depth j < i. Alg. 11.1 shows
the corresponding pseudo-code. To highlight the different branching in a search tree
and in a trie, we use T (u, a) to denote a possible successor of u via a and write ⊥ if this
successor along a is not available.

First, all nodes in BFS level 1 are determined and inserted into the queue Q. For the
example this includes the four nodes in depth 1. As long as Q is non-empty, the top
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Procedure Aho-Corasick-Failure
Input: Trie T with root s
Output: Failure function failure

failure(s)← s ;; Initialize failure function
for each a ∈ Σ ;; For all action characters

v ← T (s, a) ;; Determine child
if (v 6= ⊥) ;; If not void

Enqueue(Q, v) ;; Include in queue
failure(v)← s ;; Failures in level one all link to root

while (Q 6= ∅) ;; As far as trie nodes are left
u← Dequeue(Q) ;; Take next one
for each a ∈ Σ ;; For all action characters

v ← T (u, a) ;; Determine child
if (v 6= ⊥) ;; If not void

Enqueue(Q, v) ;; Include child in queue
f ← failure(u) ;; Initialize failure node
while (T (f, a) = ∅ ∧ f 6= s) ;; Determine failure node
f ← failure(f) ;; Fix failure node

if (T (f, a) = ∅) failure(v)← s ;; Loop back
else failure(v)← T (f, a) ;; Set failure function for child

Algorithm 11.1: Computation of failure function.

element u is deleted and its successors v are processed. To compute failure(v), the node in
the sequence failure(u), failure2(u), failure3(u) is determined that enables a transition with
the chosen character a. As a rationale, if string(failure(u)) is the longest suffix of string(u)
in the trie, and failure(u) has a child transition available labeled ’a’, then string(failure(u))a
is the longest suffix of string(u) that is contained in the trie.

In the example, to determine the failure value for node u in level 2 that was generated
due to applying action R we go back via the link of its predecessor to the root node s and
take the transition labeled R to u′. As a consequence, failure(u) = u′.

Each node is processed only once, and with an amortized analysis we can show that
computing the failure function takes time O(d) in total, where d is the sum of string
lengths in D, i.e. d =

∑
m∈D |m|.
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Figure 11.8: Partial automaton for substring pruning on a set of strings.

Theorem 11.1 (Time Complexity Failure Computation) Let D be the set of duplicates and d be
the total length of all strings in D. The construction of the failure function is O(d).

PROOF: Let |string(failure(u))| be the length of the longest proper suffix of string(u), that is prefix
of one string in D, where a string is proper if it is not empty. If u′ and u are nodes on the path
from the root node to a node i in T and u′ is the predecessor of u we have |string(failure(u))| ≤
|string(failure(u′))|+ 1.

Choose any string mi that corresponds to a path pi in the trie for D. Then the total increase in
the length for the failure function values of mi is

∑
u∈pi |string(failure(u))| − |string(failure(u′))| ≤

|mi|. On the other side |string(failure(u))| decreases on each failure transition by at least one and
remains non-negative throughout. Therefore, the total increase of the failure function strings for u
on pi is at most |mi|.

To construct the substring pruning automaton A from T , we also use breadth-first
search, traversing the trie T together with its failure function. With other words, we
have to compute ∆A(u, a) for all automaton states u and all actions a in Σ. The skeleton
of A is the trie T itself. The transitions ∆A(u, a) for u ∈ T and a ∈ Σ that are not in the
skeleton can be derived from the function failure as follows. At a given node uwe execute
a at failure(u) using the already computed values of ∆A(failure(u), a). In the example, we
have included the transitions for node u in Fig. 11.8 The time complexity to generate A is
O(d).

Searching existing substrings of a (path) string of length n is available in linear time
by simply traversing automaton A. This leads to the following result.

Theorem 11.2 (Time Complexity Substring Matching) The earliest match of k strings of total
length d in a text of length n can be determined in time O(n+ d).

Automaton A can now be used for substring pruning as follows. With each node in
the search process, we store a value state(u), denoting the state in the automaton; since
A has d states, this requires about log2 d memory bits per state. If u has successor v with
an action that is labeled with a we have state(v) = ∆A(a, s). This operation is available
in constant time. Therefore, we can check in constant time if the generating path to u has
one duplicate string as a suffix.
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*Incremental Duplicate Learning A*

A challenge is to apply substring pruning dynamically, during the execution of search
algorithm. In fact we have to solve a variant of the dynamic dictionary matching problem.
Unfortunately, the algorithm of Aho and Corasick is not well-suited to this problem.

In contrast to the static dictionary approach to prune the search space, generalized
suffix trees (as introduced in Chap. 4) make it possible to insert and delete strings while
maintaining quick substring search. They can be adapted to a dictionary automaton as
follows.

In duplicate pruning with a set of strings we need an efficient way to determine
∆(q, a) for an state q and action character a to avoid reconstructing the path of the current
state in the search tree. Therefore, we choose to search the longest substring of the strings
stored in the generalized suffix tree that matches the query ending at a given position.

Theorem 11.3 (Generalized Suffix Trees as FSMs) Let string a be read from a1 to aj−1. The re-
turned value hj of procedure ∆ invoked with aj is the longest suffix ai, . . . , aj of a1, . . . , aj which
is also substring of one m stored in the generalized suffix tree. The amortized time complexity for
∆ is constant.

PROOF: An automaton state q in the generalized suffix tree automaton is a pair q = (i, l)
consisting of the extended locus l and the current index i on the contracted edge incident to l.
Recall that substrings refer to at l are denoted as intervals [first, last] of the strings stored.

To find q′ = ∆(q, a) starting at state (i, l) we search for a new extended locus l′ and a new
integer offset i′ such that a corresponds to the transition stored at index position first + i of the
substring stored at l. We use existing suffix links of the contracted loci and possible rescans if
the character a does not match, until we have found a possible continuation for a. The extended
locus of the edge and the reached substring index i′ determines the pair (l′, i′) for the next state.
In case of reaching a suffix tree node that corresponds to a full suffix we have encountered an
accepting state q∗. The returned value in q∗ is the substring corresponding to the path from the
root to the new location. By amortization we establish the stated result.

To illustrate a dynamic learning algorithm we interleave the duplicate detection with
A*. As A* already has full duplicate detection based on existing states stored the hash
table (called synonyms), using substring pruning automaton for A* is an overkill. How-
ever, by pursuing this case study, it is not difficult to apply dynamic subset pruning
to other memory search algorithm. For the sake of simplicity we also assume that the
strings m stored in the generalized suffix tree are mutually substring free, i.e., no string is
a substring of another one.

The resulting algorithm is denoted as incremental duplicate learning A*, (IDLA*). Its
pseudo code is shown in Alg. 11.2. As usual, the update of the underlying data struc-
tures Open and Closed are hidden in the call of Improve, which mainly implements the the
relaxation step f(v)← {f(v), f(u) + w(u, v)}. The algorithm takes a state space problem
and a (empty or preinitialized) dictionary automaton data structure D as input parame-
ters. If according to the assumed regularity of the search space the detected tuples (d, c)
are pruning pairs, we only have to store string d. If we are uncertain about the regularity,
at the accepting state of the dictionary automaton for d, we additionally store the pro-
posed shortcut c and check whether or not it is actually applicable. Either way, inherited
by the optimality of A* the search algorithm outputs an optimal solution path.
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Procedure IDLA*
Input: State space problem with start node s,

Dictionary automaton D = (q0, Q,A,Σ,∆).
Output: Optimal solution path.

Open← {s}; Closed← ∅; q(s)← q0 ;; Initialize structures
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; If open empty, no solution

u← arg minfOpen ;; Find best node
Open← Open \ {u}; Closed← Closed ∪ {u} ;; Change lists
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; If goal reached, return solution path
Succ(v)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
for each v ∈ Succ(u), u a→ v, a ∈ Σ ;; For all successors and enabling actions

q(v)← ∆D(q(u), a) ;; q(v) is new automaton state
if (q(v) ∈ A) continue ;; Substring pruning automaton accepts, prune
if (v ∈ Closed) ;; Duplicate state encountered

v′ ← Lookup(Closed, v) ;; Find synonym
if (w(Path(v)) < w(Path(v′))) ;; Path to v is shorter

m← Path(v′) ;; v′ generates the duplicate string
else ;; Path to v′ is shorter

m← Path(v) ;; v generates the duplicate string
m← m[lcp(Path(v),Path(v′))..|m|] ;; Remove longest common prefix
D ← D ∪ {m} ;; Insert new duplicate

Improve(u, v) ;; Call update subroutine

Algorithm 11.2: Incremental learning of duplicates in A*.

The algorithm provides combined duplicate detection and usage. Before searching a
node in the hash table, we search if we encounter an accepting state in D. Depending on
the regularity of the search space, we might or might not check, whether the proposed
shortcut is valid. If D does not accept, then we use the hash table, to find a synonym v′

of the successor node v of u. If we do not find a match then we insert the new node in the
ordinary search structures only.

If there is a counterpart v′ of v in the hash table for Closed (computed using the generic
Lookup procedure, cf Chap. 4), we prune the longest common prefix (lcp) of both generat-
ing paths to construct the pair (d, c). This is useful to enhance the generality and pruning
power of (d, c). The shorter the strings, the larger the potential for pruning. The correct-
ness argument is simple: if (d, c) is a pruning pair, then every common prefix extension
is also a pruning pair. As a result the reduced pair is inserted into the dictionary.

For a simple example we once more consider the GRIDWORLD. As a heuristic we
choose the Manhattan distance estimate. Suppose that the algorithm is invoked with
initial state (3, 3) and goal state (0, 0). Initially, we have Open = {((3, 3), 6)}, where the
first entry denotes the state vector in form of a GRIDWORLD location and the second
entry denotes its heuristic estimate. Expanding the initial states yields the successor st
{((4, 3), 8), ((3, 4), 8), ((3, 2), 6), ((2, 3), 6)}. Since no successor is hashed, all elements are
inserted into Open and Closed. In the next step, u = ((2, 3), 6) is inserted and one successor
v = ((3, 3), 8) turns out to have a counterpart v′ = ((3, 3), 6) in the hash table. This leads
to the duplicate LR with corresponding shortcut ε, which is inserted into the dictionary
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automaton data structure. Next, ((3, 2), 6) is expanded. We establish another duplicate
string DU with shortcut sequence ε. Additionally, we encounter the pruning pair (LD,DL),
and so on.

11.1.2 Pruning Dead-Ends

In domains like the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE, every configuration that we can reach by executing
arbitrary move sequences remain solvable. This is not always the case, though; In several
domains there are actions that can never be reversed (doors may shut if we go through).
This directly leads to situations where a solution is off reach.

A simple case of a dead-end in SOKOBAN can be obtained by pushing a ball into a
corner, from where it cannot be moved. The goal of dead-end pruning is to recognize and
avoid these branches as early as possible.

This section presents an algorithm that allows to generate, memorize and generalize
situations that are dead-ends. The strategy of storing unsolvable sub-positions is very
general, but, in order to avoid introducing extensive notation, we take the SOKOBAN

problem (see Chap. 2) as a welcome case study.
Two simple ways of identifying some special cases of dead-end positions in SOKOBAN

can be described by the following two procedures IsolatedField and Stuck. The former one
checks for one or two connected, unoccupied fields, that are surrounded by balls and not
reachable by the man without pushes. If it is not possible to connect the squares only by
pushing the surrounding balls “from the outside”, the position one is a dead-end. The
latter procedure, Stuck, checks if a ball is free, i.e., if it has either no horizontal neighbor,
or no vertical neighbor. Initially, place all non-free balls into a queue. Then, ignoring all
free balls, iteratively try to remove free balls from the queue, until it becomes empty or
nothing changes any more. If in one iteration every ball stays inside the queue, some of
which are not located on goal fields, the position is a dead-end. In the worst case, Stuck
needs O(n2) operations for n balls, but in most cases it turns out to operate in linear time.
The correctness is given by the fact, that to free a ball with the men from a given position
at least two of its neighbors have to be free.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

Figure 11.9: A discovered dead-end.

Fig. 11.9 illustrates the procedure and shows an example of a dead-end in SOKOBAN.
None of the balls 1,2,5 or 6 can be moved, while the balls 3, 4, 7,and 8 can be moved. It is
obvious that without detecting the dead-end already on these balls, this position can be
the root of a very large search tree. Initially all balls are put in a queue. If a ball is free it is
removed, otherwise enqueued again. After a few iteration we reach fixpoint. Balls 1,2,5
and 6 cannot be set free. It is clear suck position may be a valid end state if the balls are
correctly placed on goal fields.

We could perform these checks prior to every node expansion. Note, however,
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that they only provide sufficient, but not necessary conditions for dead-ends. We can
strengthen the pruning capabilities based on the following two observations:

• A dead-end position can be recursively defined as being either a position that can
be immediately recognized to be a dead-end, or a non-goal position in which every
move that is available leads to a dead-end position. If all successors of a position
are dead-ends, the position itself is a dead-end, as well.

• Many domains allow a generalization of dead-end patterns; we can define a relation
v and write v v u if v is a subproblem of u. If v is not solvable, then neither is u.
For example, a (partial) dead-end SOKOBAN position remains a dead-end if we add
balls to it. Thus, v turns out to be a simple pattern matching relation.

Decomposing a problem into parts has been successfully applied in divide-and-
conquer algorithms, and storing solutions to already solved subproblems is called mem-
orizing. The main difference to these approaches is that we concentrate on parts of a
position to be retrieved. For SOKOBAN, decomposing a position should separate uncon-
nected positions and remove movable balls to concentrate on the intrinsic patterns that
are responsible for a dead-end. For example, in Fig. 11.9 the position be decomposed
by splitting the two ball groups. The idea of decomposing a position is a natural gener-
alization of the isolated field heuristic: a position with non-goal fields on which the man
can never get is a likely dead-end. Take the graph G of all empty squares and partition
G into connected components (using linear time). Examine each component separately.
If every empty square can be reached by the man the position is likely to be alive. If
one component is a dead-end, and indeed often they are, the entire position itself is a
dead-end.

Our aim is to learn and generalize dead-end positions when they are encountered in
the search; some authors also refer to this aspect as bootstrapping. Each dead-end subprob-
lem found and inserted into the subset dictionary (see Chap. 4) can be used immediately
to prune the search tree and, therefore, to get deeper into the search tree.

Depending on the given resources and heuristics, decomposition could be either in-
voked in every expansion step, every once in a while, or only in critical situations. The
decomposition itself has to be carefully chosen to allow a fast dead-end detection and
therefore a shallow search. A good trade-off has to be found: the characteristics respon-
sible for the dead-end on the one hand should appear in only one component and, on the
other hand, the problem parts should be far more easy to analyze than the original one.
For SOKOBAN, we can consider the partial position that consists of all balls that cannot
be safely removed by procedure Stuck.

Before we turn to the implementation, we study the search tree for the SOKOBAN puz-
zle shown in Fig. 11.10; it demonstrates how the above two observations, in conjunction
with a simple dead-end detection, can use bottom-up propagation to generalize more
complex patterns.

The root position s is a dead-end, and although the IsolatedField procedure would
immediately recognize this, we assume for the sake of the argument that only Stuck is
used as the basic dead-end position detection. Initially, the subset dictionary is empty
and the status of s is undefined. We expand u and generate its successor set Succ(u).
Three of the five elements in Succ(u) are found to be a dead-end; the responsible balls
are marked as filled circles. Marking can be realized through a Boolean array, with true
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Figure 11.10: Example for learning a dead-end position in SOKOBAN.

denoting that the corresponding ball is relevant for the dead-end, and false otherwise. For
usual transitions, a ball is a necessary constituent of a dead-end pattern if it is responsible
for the non-solvability of one successor state; hence, unifying the relevant vectors is thus
done by a Boolean or-operation. Generally, a state u is a dead-end, if relevant(u) v u is a
dead-end. Initially, relevant is the constantly false function for all states.

Since in this instance, the status of two successors is not defined, overall solvability
remains open. Therefore, the leftmost and rightmost node are both expanded (thin edges)
and decomposed (bold edges). Decomposition is preferred, which is done by assigning a
g-value of zero to the new born child.

The expansion of the partial states is easier, and we find all of their successors dead-
ended within one more step. As the root is a dead-end, we want to find a minimal re-
sponsible pattern by means of back-propagation. By unification, we see that all balls of
the expanded nodes in the second last level are relevant. Both positions are newly found
dead-ended and inserted into the subset dictionary. Since we have now reached a de-
composition node, it is sufficient to copy the relevant part to the parent; the failure of
one component implies the failure of the complete state. All generated nodes in Succ(u)
are dead-ends, and we can further propagate our knowledge bottom-up by forming the
disjunction of the successor’s relevance information. Finally, the root is also inserted into
the subset dictionary.

The corresponding pseudo-code for this kind of bottom-up propagation is given
in Alg. 11.3. We assume that in addition to the vector of flags relevant, each node main-
tains a counter succ of the number of non-dead children.

The main procedure Abstraction-Decomposition-A* (Alg. 11.4) carries out the search
for solvability (of possibly decomposed states) and for an optimal solution (in the main
search tree) in an interleaved fashion; a flag decomposed(u) remembers which of the two
modes is currently applied to state u. Moreover, solvable(u) keeps track of its status, true,
false, or unknown.

Like in A*, until the priority queue gets empty, the node with best f -value is selected.
If it is a goal node and we are in the top search level, we have found the solution to the
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Procedure PropagateDeadEnd
Input: Partial state u to be propagated
Output: Updated information associated to search tree nodes

PatternStore← PatternStore ∪ {u} ;; Update subset dictionary
if (u = root) return ;; End of propagation
p← parent(u) ;; Predecessor of u
if (decomposed(u)) ;; Node u result of decomposition

relevant(p)← relevant(u) ;; Copy relevance status
succ(p)← 0 ;; No successor

else ;; Node u result of expansion
relevant(p)← relevant(p) ∪ relevant(u) ;; Combine relevance flags
succ(p)← succ(p)− 1 ;; Decrement number of non-dead-end children

if (succ(p) = 0) PropagateDeadEnd(p) ;; Recursive call

Algorithm 11.3: Bottom-up propagation in the search-decomposition tree.

overall problem and can terminate; otherwise, the partial position is obviously solvable.
For non-goal nodes, we try to establish their solvability by applying a simple dead-end
check (e.g., using procedure Stuck), or by recognizing a previously stored pattern. Un-
solvable partial positions are used to find larger dead-end patterns by back-propagation,
as described above.

Since we are only interested in solvability of decomposed nodes, we do not have to
search the subproblems all the way to the end. If we have enough information for a
subproblem to be alive, we can back-up this knowledge in the search tree in an analogous
way. We might also allow a one-sided error without harming overall admissibility, i.e.,
let the alive procedure be overly optimistic.

The main difference to usual A* search is that for a node expansion of u, in addition
to the set of successor nodes Succ(u), decomposed positions ∆(u) are generated, and
then inserted into Open with g set to zero to distinguish the new root from other search
tree nodes. The ordinary successors are inserted, dropped and reopened as usual in A*.
Instead of using a lower bound estimate h to solve the puzzle, in the learning process we
can also try to actively focus the search to produce dead-ends.

Efficiently storing and searching dead-end (sub)positions is central to the whole learn-
ing process. We have called the abstract data structure providing insertion and lookup of
substructures a pattern store. Possible implementation of such dictionary data structure
have provided in Chap. 4.

11.1.3 Penalty Tables

In this section, an approach related to Abstraction-Decomposition-A* is described that
tries to generalize, store, and reuse minimal dead-end patterns, as well, but uses auxiliary,
separate pattern searches instead of a dedicated decomposition/generalization procedure.

The approach can be conveniently described for the SOKOBAN domain. We refer to
two different mazes: the original maze, i.e., the maze containing all the balls of the current
position; and the test maze, which will be used for pattern searches. The pattern search
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Procedure Abstraction-Decomposition-A*
Input: State space problem graph with start node s
Output: Shortest path to goal node

Open← {s}; Closed← ∅; PatternStore← ∅; ;; Initialize structures
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; If horizon empty then no solution

u← arg minfOpen ;; Node u kept in H for reopening
if (Goal(u)) ;; Goal is found

if (decomposed(u)) solvable(u)← true ;; In sub-search
else return Path(u) ;; In main search

if (solvable(u) = unknown) ;; Status of u undefined
if (DeadEnd(u)) or (u ∈ PatternStore) ;; Stored or simple dead-ended

solvable(u)← false ;; Set u to unsolvable
if (solvable(u) = false) ;; Node u is a dead-end

PropagateDeadEnd(u) ;; Bottom-up propagation
continue ;; Node u not expanded nor decomposed

if (alive(u)) or (solvable(u)) ;; Node u alive
PropagateAlive(u) ;; Bottom-up propagation free positions
continue ;; Node u not expanded nor decomposed

∆(u)← Decompose(u) ;; Invoke decomposition
for each v ∈ ∆(u)decomposed(u)← true ;; Mark decomposed state
Succ(u)← expand(u) ;; Compute successor set
for each v ∈ ∆(u) ∪ Succ(u) ;; Examine successor set

Improve(u, v) ;; Update Open and Closed

Algorithm 11.4: The decomposition and bottom-up propagation algorithm.

algorithm’s design is iterative and starts when a dead-end position has been found. Only
the last ball moved is put into the test maze, and the algorithm tries to solve this simpli-
fied problem. If it succeeds, another A* test search is triggered, with some other ball of
the original maze added; those balls are preferred that interfere with the path of the man
or of a ball in the previous solution. If no solution is found, a dead-end is detected. An ex-
ample is provided in Fig. 11.11. Since this pattern need not yet to be minimal, successive
iterations try to remove one ball at a time, while preserving the dead-end property.

In order to fine-tune the trade-off between main and auxiliary search, a number of
parameters control the algorithm, such as the maximum number of expansions maxn in
each individual pattern search, the maximal pattern size maxb, and the frequency of pattern
searches. One way to decide on the latter one is to trigger a pattern search for each
position if the number of its descendants explored in the main search exceeds a certain
threshold.

In order to improve search efficiency, we can make some further simplifications to the
A* procedure: since the pattern search is only concerned with solvability, as a heuristic it
suffices to consider each ball’s shortest distance to any goal field, rather than computing
a minimal matching, as usual. Moreover, balls on goal fields or balls that are reachable
and free and can be immediately removed.

We can regard a dead-end subset dictionary as a table which associates each matching
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Figure 11.11: Example for pattern-search: deadlock example (top), sequence of test mazes
(bottom).

Procedure Pattern-Search
Input: Last ball moved b, penalty table PatternStore, max. number of expansion m
Output: Updated penalty table

TestMaze← ∅; ManPath← ∅; BallPath← {b} ;; Clear test maze, initialize paths
while (∃b ∈ (ManPath ∪ BallPath) \ TestMaze) ;; Conflicting ball

TestMaze← TestMaze ∪ {b} ;; Find new ball (prefer closest)
(δ,ManPath,BallPath)← A*(TestMaze) ;; Solution length, new paths
if (δ =∞) and not (expanded > m) ;; Dead-end pattern

while (∃b ∈ TestMaze : A*(TestMaze \ {b}) =∞) ;; redundant ball
if (expanded > m) return ;; Limit for number of expansions reached
TestMaze← TestMaze \ {b} ;; Minimize pattern

PatternStore← PatternStore ∪ {(TestMaze,∞)} ;; Insert with infinite cost
return ;; Terminate sub-search

if (δ > h(TestMaze)) ;; Shortest solution exceeds lower bound
PatternStore← PatternStore ∪ {(TestMaze, δ − h(TestMaze))} ;; Set penalty

Algorithm 11.5: Computing heuristic penalty tables.

position with a heuristic value of∞. This idea leads to the straightforward extension of
dead-end detection to penalty tables, which maintain a corrective amount by which the
simpler, procedural heuristic differs from the true goal distance. When a partial position
has actually turned out to be solvable, the found solution distance might be larger than
the standard heuristic indicates, i.e., the latter one is wrong. Multiple corrections from
more than one applicable pattern can be added if the patterns do not overlap. An imple-
mentation of an algorithm to perform pattern searches based on heuristic penalty tables
is shown in Alg. 11.5. Again, possible implementations for penalty tables are subset dic-
tionaries as discussed in Chap. 4.

To apply pattern search in other domains, two properties are required: reducibility of
the heuristic and splittability of the heuristic wrt. the state vector. These conditions are
defined as follows. A state description S (viewed as a set of values) is called splitable, if
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for any two disjoint subsets S1 and S2 of S we have δ(S) = δ(S1) + δ(S2) + δ(S \ (S1 ∪
S2)) +C; this means that the solution of S is at least as long as both sub-solutions added.
The third term accounts for additional steps that might be needed for conditions that are
neither in S1 or in S2, and C stands for subproblem interactions. A heuristic is reducible,
if h(S′) ≤ h(S) for S′ ⊆ S.

If a heuristic is admissible, for S′ ⊆ S we additionally have a possible gap δ(S′) −
h(S′) ≥ 0. We define the penalty with respect to S′ as pen(S′) = δ(S′)− h(S′).

Theorem 11.4 (Additive Penalties) Let h be an admissible, reducible and splittable heuristic, S
be a state set, and S1, S2 ⊆ S be disjoint subsets of S. Then we have pen(S) ≥ pen(S1) +
pen(S2)

PROOF: Using admissibility of h and the definition of penalties, we deduce

pen(S) = δ(S)− h(S)
= δ(S1) + δ(S2) + δ(S \ (S1 ∪ S2)) + C − (h(S1) + h(S2) + h(S \ (S1 ∪ S2)))
= δ(S1)− h(S1) + δ(S2)− h(S2) + δ(S \ (S1 ∪ S2))− h(S \ (S1 ∪ S2)) + C

= pen(S1) + pen(S2) + pen(S \ (S1 ∪ S2)) + C

≥ pen(S1) + pen(S2)

As a corollary, the improved heuristic h′(S) = h(S) + pen(S1) + pen(S2) is admissible,
since h′(S) ≤ h(S) + pen(S) = δ(S). In other words, assuming reducibility and splittability
for the domain and the heuristic, the penalties of non-overlapping patters can be added,
without affecting admissibility.

Pattern search was one of the most effective techniques for solving many SOKOBAN

instances. It has also been used to improve the performance of search in the sliding-tile
puzzle domains. In the FIFTEEN-PUZZLE the savings in the number of nodes are of factor
of about 3-4 compared to Manhattan distance heuristic. The total runtime increases, since
a refined FIFTEEN-PUZZLE implementation has extremely low overhead.

11.1.4 Symmetry Reduction

For multiple lookups in pattern databases (see Chap. 5), we already utilized the power
of state-space symmetries for reducing the search efforts. For every physical symmetry
valid in the goal we apply it to the current state and get another estimate, which in turn
can be larger than the original lookup and lead to stronger pruning. In this section, we
expand on the observation and embed the observation in a more general context.

As a motivating example of the power of state space reduction through existing sym-
metries in the problem description, consider the ARROW PUZZLE problem, in which the
task is to change the order of the arrows in the arrangement ↑↑↑↓↓↓ to ↑↓↑↓↑↓, where the
set of allowed actions is restricted to reversing two adjacent arrows at a time. On im-
portant observation for a fast solution to the problem is that the order of arrow reversal
does not matter. This exploits a form of action symmetry that is inherent in the problem.
Moreover, two outermost arrows don’t participate in optimal solution and at least three
reversals are needed. Therefore, any permutation of swapping the arrow index pairs
(2,3), (3,4), and (4,5) leads to an optimal solution for the problem.
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For state space reduction with respect to symmetries we expect to be provided by the
domain expert, we use equivalence relations. Let P = (S, a, s, T ) be a state space problem
as introduced in Chap. 2.

Definition 11.2 (Equivalence Classes, Quotients, Congruences) A relation ∼ ⊆ S × S is an
equivalence relation if the following three conditions are satisfied: ∼ is reflexive, i.e. for all u in
S we have u ∼ v; ∼ is symmetric, i.e. for all u and v in S we have if u ∼ v then v ∼ u; ∼ is
transitive, i.e. for all u, v and w in S we have u ∼ v and v ∼ w implies u ∼ w. Equivalence
relations naturally yield equivalence classes [u] = {v ∈ S | u ∼ v} and a (disjoint) partition
of the search space into equivalence classes S = [u1]

·∪ . . .
·∪ [uk] for some k. The state space

(S/∼) = {[u] | u ∈ S} is called quotient state space. An equivalence relation ∼ of S is a
congruence relation on P if for all u, u′ ∈ S with u ∼ u′ and action a ∈ A with a(u) = v there
is a v′ ∈ S with v ∼ v′ and an action a′ ∈ A with a′(u′) = v′. Any congruence relation induces
a quotient state space problem (P/∼) = (S/∼), (A/∼), [s], {[t] | t ∈ T}). In (P/∼) an action
[a] ∈ (A/∼) is defined as follows. We have [a]([u]) = [v] if and only if there is an action a ∈ A
mapping u to v so that u ∈ [u] and v′ ∈ [v′].

Definition 11.3 (Symmetry, Orbit) A bijection φ : S → S is said to be a symmetry if φ(s) = s,
φ(t) ∈ T for all t ∈ T and for any successor v to u there exist an action from φ(u) to φ(v). Any
set Y of symmetries generates a subgroup g(Y ) called a symmetry group. The subgroup g(Y )
induces an equivalence relation ∼Y on states, defined as u ∼Y v if and only if φ(u) = v and φ ∈
g(Y ). Such an equivalence relation is called a symmetry relation on P induced by Y . The
equivalence class of u is called the orbit of u and denoted as [u]Y .

Any symmetry relation on P is a congruence on P . Moreover, u is reachable from s
if and only if [u]Y is reachable from [s]Y . This reduces the search for goal t ∈ T to the
reachability of state [t]Y .

To explore a state space with respect to a state symmetry, we use a function Canonical-
ize each time a new successor node is generated, and which determines a representative
element for each equivalence class. Note that finding symmetry automatically is not easy,
since it links to the computational problem of graph isomorphism which is hard.

If a symmetry is known, then the implementation of symmetry detection is imme-
diate, since both the Open set and Closed set can simply maintain the outcome of the
Canonicalize action.

In the following we explain one particular techniques for finding symmetry that have
been applied to improve the search in parameterized STRIPS planning problems.

An important feature of parameterized predicates and action descriptions in plan-
ning is that parameterized action declarations are transparent to different bindings of
parameters to objects. Disambiguating information is only present in the instance spe-
cific information. As a consequence, a symmetry is viewed as a permutation of objects
that are present in the current state, in the goal representation, and transparent to the set
of actions.

Let D be the set of domain objects with, |D| = n. There are n! possible permutations
of the set of n objects. Taking into account object type information reduces the number of
all possible permutations of domain objects to

( n
t1,t2,...,tk

)
,where ti is the number of objects

with type i, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. To reduce the number of potential symmetries to a tractable
size we further restrict symmetries to object transpositions [b↔ b′] (permutations of two
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Figure 11.12: Example for symmetry in the transportation planning problem, where three
passengers fly from their original location (left) to their respective destination (right).

objects b, b′ ∈ D), for which we have at most n(n − 1)/2 ∈ O(n2) candidates. Using type
information this number reduces to

∑k
i=1 ti(ti − 1)/2.

We denote the set of typed object transpositions byM . The outcome of a transposition
of objects (b, b′) ∈ M applied to a proposition f = (p b1, . . . , bk(p)), written as f [b↔ b′], is
defined as (p b′1, . . . , b

′
k(f)), with b′i = bi if bi /∈ {b, b′}, bi = b′ if bi = b, and bi = b if bi = b′.

It is simple to extend the definition for atoms to actions.
In the example depicted in Fig. 11.12, we have

(at scott city-a)[scott↔ dan] = (at dan city-a)

We observe that f [b↔ b′] = f [b′ ↔ b] and f [b↔ b′][b↔ b′] = f .
The above definition of object transpositions for atoms directly also extends from to

states, i.e., u[b↔ b′] = {f ′ | f ∈ u ∧ f ′ = f [b↔ b′]}.

Theorem 11.5 (Time Complexity for Object Symmetry Detection) The worst-case run-time to
determine the set of all object transpositions for which a planning problem P = (S,A, s, T )
is symmetric to is bounded by O(|M | · (propositions(T ) + propositions(s))), where
propositions(φ) denotes the number of atomic propositions in the (conjunctive) state formula
φ.

PROOF: A planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) is symmetric with respect to the transposition [b↔
b′], abbreviated as P [b ↔ b′], if s[b ↔ b′] = s and T [b ↔ b′] ∈ T . The brute-force time complexity
for computing f [b ↔ b′] is of order O(k(f)), where k(f) is the number of object parameters in f .
However, by pre-computing a lookup table, containing the index of f ′ = f [b↔ b′] for all (b, b′) ∈M ,
this time complexity can be reduced to a mere constant.

For the example problem, the goal contains the three facts for the target location of
dan, ernie, and scott. In the initial state the problem contains no domain object symme-
try, since s[scott↔ ernie] 6= s and T [dan↔ ernie] 6= T .
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Object symmetries that are present in the initial state may vanish or reappear dur-
ing search in a forward-chaining planner, which explores the search space starting in for-
ward direction, starting with the initial state. Goal conditions, however, do not change
over time, only the initial state s transforms into the current one u. Therefore, in a pre-
compiling phase we refine the set M to M ′ = {(b, b′) ∈M | T [b↔ b′] = T}. Usually, |M ′|
is much smaller than |M |. For the example problem instance, the only object symmetry
left in M ′ is the transposition of scott and ernie. The remaining task is to compute the
set M ′′(u) = {(b, b′) ∈ M ′ | u[b ↔ b′] = u} of symmetries that are present in the current
state u. In the initial state s of the example problem, we have M ′′(s) = ∅, but once scott
and ernie share the same location in a state u this object pair is included in M ′′(u). With
respect to Theorem 11.5 this additional restriction reduces the time complexity to detect
all remaining object symmetries to O(|M ′| · propositions(u)).

If a planning problem with current state c ∈ S is symmetric with respect to the object
transposition [b ↔ b′] then either the application of action or the application of operator
is neglected, significantly reducing the branching factor. The pruning set A′(u) of a set of
applicable operators A(u) is the set of all operators that have a symmetric counterpart
and that are not of minimal index. The symmetry reduction is defined as A(u) minus the
pruning set.

Theorem 11.6 (Optimality of Operator Pruning) Reducing the operator set A(u) to A′(u) for
all states u during the exploration of planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) preserves optimality.

PROOF: Suppose that for some expanded state u, reducing the operator set A(u) to A′(u) during
the exploration of planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) does not preserve optimality. Furthermore,
let u be the state with this property that is maximal in the search order. Then there is a plan π =
(a1 . . . , ak) in Pu = (S,A, u, T ) with associated state sequence (u0 = u, . . . , uk ⊆ T ). Obviously,
ai ∈ a(ui−1), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By the definition of the pruning set there exists a′1 = a1[o ↔ o′] of
minimal index that is applicable in u0.

Since Pu = (S,A, u, T ) = Pu[b↔ b′] = (S,A, u[b↔ b′] = u, T [b↔ b′] = T ) , we have a solution
a1[b ↔ b′], . . . , ak[b ↔ b′] with state sequence (u0[b ↔ b′] = u0, u1[b ↔ b′], . . . , uk[b ↔ b′] = uk)
that reaches the goal T with the same cost. This contradicts the assumption that reducing the
operator set A(u) to A′(u) does not preserve optimality.

11.2 Non-Admissible State Space Pruning

In this section we consider different options for such reasoning that sacrifice solution
optimality but yield large reductions to the search efficiency.

11.2.1 Macro Problem Solving

In some cases it is possible to group a sequence of operators to build a new one. This
allows the problem solver to apply many primitive operators at once. For pruning the
new combined operators substitute the original ones so that we reduce the set of appli-
cable operators for a state. The pruning effect is that the strategy requires fewer overall
decision when ignoring choices within each sequence. Of course, if the substitution of
operators is too generous, then the goal might either not be found.
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Here we consider an approach for the formation of combined operators that may
prune the optimal solutions, but preserve the existence of at least one solution path. A
macro operator, macro for short, is a fixed sequence of elementary operators executed to-
gether. More formally, for a problem graph with node set V and edge setE a macro refers
to an additional edge e = (u, v) in V × V for which there are edges e1 = (u1, v1), . . . ek =
(uk, vk) ∈ E with u = u1, v = vk, and vi = ui+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. In other words, the
path (u1, . . . , uk, vk) between u and v is shortcut by introducing e.

Macros turn an unweighted problem graph into a weighted one. The weight of the
macro is the accumulated weight of the original edges, i.e. w(u, v) =

∑k
i=0w(ui, vi). It

is evident that inserting edges does not affect the reachability status of nodes. If there
is no alternative in the choice of successors, that is Succ(ui) = {vi}, macros can simply
substitute the original edges without loss of information. As an example, take maze ares
of width one (tunnels) in SOKOBAN.

If there are more paths between a node, to preserve optimality of an underlying search
algorithm, we have to take the shortest one, i.e. w(u, v) = δ(u, v). These macros are called
admissible. The ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS algorithm of Floyd-Warshall (see Section 2)
can be seen as one example of introducing admissible macros to the search space. At the
end of the algorithm, all two nodes are connected (and assigned to the minimum path-
cost value). The original edges are no longer needed determine the shortest path value
such that omitting the original edges does not destroy the optimality of a search in the
reduced graph.

Unfortunately, regarding the size of the search spaces we consider, computing all-
pairs shortest paths in the entire problem graph is infeasible. Therefore, different at-
tempts have been suggested to approximate the information that is encoded in macros.
If one is interested only in computing some solution, one may use inadmissible macros
or delete problem graph edges after some but not all admissible macros have been in-
troduced. The importance of macros in search practice, is that they can be determined
before the overall search starts. This process is called macro learning.

A way to use inadmissible macros is to insert them with a weight w(u, v) smaller than
the optimum δ(u, v), such that they will be used with higher priority. Another option
is to restrict the search purely to the macros, neglecting all original edges. This is only
possible if the goal remains reachable.

In the rest of this section, we give an example on how a macro problem solver can
transform a search problem into an algorithmic scheme: the problem is decomposed into
an ordered list of subgoals, and for each subgoal, a set of macros is defined that transform
a state into the next subgoal.

We take the EIGHT-PUZZLE as an example. The operators are labeled by the direc-
tion in which the blank is moving. The entry in row r and column c in the macro table
(Table 11.3) holds the operator sequence to position the tile in position r into position c,
such that after executing the macro at (r, c) the tiles in position 1 to r− 1 remain correctly
placed.

Fig. 11.13 shows the successive application of macro actions. For tile i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, its
current location c and its goal location r are determined, and the corresponding macro m
is applied.

Given a macro table, one can estimate the worst case solution length needed by the
macro solver by summing the string size maxima in the columns. For the EIGHT-PUZZLE

we get a maximal length of 2+12+10+14+8+14+4 = 64.As an estimate for the average
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0
1 DR
2 D LURD
3 DL URDL URDL

LURD
4 L RULD RULD LURRD

LURD LULDR
5 UL DRUL RDLU RULD RDLU

DLUR RULD RDLU
ULDR URDL

6 U DLUR DRUULD DLUU DRUL LURRD
ULDR RDRU DLURU

LLDR LLDR
7 UR LDRU ULDDR LDRUL DLUR DRULDL DLUR

ULDR ULURD URDRU DRUL URRDLU
LLDR

8 R ULDR LDRR LURDR LDRRUL DRUL LDRU
UULD ULLDR LDRU

RDLU

Table 11.3: Macro table for the EIGHT-PUZZLE.
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Figure 11.13: Macro-solving the EIGHT-PUZZLE.

solution length, we can sum the arithmetic means of the macro lengths in the columns,
which is in this case

12/9 + 52/8 + 40/7 + 58/6 + 22/5 + 38/4 + 8/3 = 39.78.

In order to construct the macro table, it is most efficient to conduct a DFS or BFS search
in backward direction, starting from each goal state separately. For this purpose we need
backward operators (which do not necessarily need to be valid operators themselves);
the inverse of macro m will be denoted as m−1.

The row r(m) of macro m is the position on which pc(m) is located, which has to be
moved to c(m) in the next macro application.

For example, starting with the seventh subgoal, we will encounter a path
m−1 =LDRU, which alters goal position p′ = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) into p =
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 6, 7). Its inverse is DLUR; therefore c(m) = 6 and r(m) = 7, matching
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Figure 11.14: Influences of squares in SOKOBAN.

the last macro application in Fig. 11.13.

11.2.2 Relevance Cuts

Humans can navigate through large state spaces due to an ability to use meta-level rea-
soning. One such meta-level strategy is to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
actions. They tend to divide a problem into several subgoals, and then to work on each
subgoal in sequence. In contrast, standard search algorithms like IDA* always consider
all possible moves available in each position. Therefore, it is easy to construct examples
that are solvable by humans, but not by standard search algorithms. For example, in a
mirror-symmetrical SOKOBAN position, it is immediately obvious that each half can be
solved independently, however IDA* will explore strategies that humans would never
consider, switching back and forth between the two subproblems many times.

Relevance cuts attempt to restrict the way the search process chooses its next action, i.e.,
to prevent the program from trying all possible move sequences. Central to the approach
is the notion of influence; moves that don’t influence each other are called distant moves.
A move can be cut off, if within the last m moves, more than k distant moves have been
made (for appropriately chosen m and k); or, if it is distant to the last move, but not some
move within the last m moves.

The definition of distant moves generally depends on the application domain; we
sketch here one approach for SOKOBAN. First, we have to set up a measure for influence.
We precompute a table for the influence of each square on each other one. The influence
relation reflects the number of paths between the squares; the more alternatives exist,
the less the influence. For example, in Fig. 11.14 a and b are less influencing each other
than c and d. Squares on the optimal path should have a stronger influence than others.
Neighboring squares, that are connected by a possible ball push are more influencing
than if only the man can move between them. For example, in Fig. 11.14 a influences c
more than c influences a. In a tunnel, influence remains the same, regardless of the length
of the tunnel. Note that the influence relation is not necessarily symmetric.

Given a relevance table, a move M2 is regarded as distant from a previous move M1,
if its from-square influences M1’s from-square by less than some threshold, θ.

There are two possible ways that a move can be pruned. First, if with in the last
set of k moves more than l distant moves were made. This cut discourages arbitrary
switches between non-related areas of the maze. Secondly, a move that is distant with
respect to the previous move, but not distant to a move in the past k moves. This will
not allow switches back into an area previously worked on and abandoned just before.
If we set l = 1 the first criterion entails the second. Through the restrictions imposed
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by relevance cuts, optimality of the solution can no longer be guaranteed. However, a
number of previously unsolvable SOKOBAN instances could be handled based on this
technique. To avoid pruning away optimal solutions, one can introduce randomness
to the relevance cut decision. The probability determines if a cut is applied or not and
reflects the confident in the relevance cut.

Relevance cuts have been analyzed using the theoretical model of IDA* search
(see Chap. 6). Unfortunately, in an empirical study the model turned out to be inade-
quate to handle the non-uniformity of the search space in SOKOBAN.

11.2.3 Partial Order Reduction

Partial order reduction methods exploit the commutativity of actions in order to reduce
the size of the state space. The resulting state space is constructed in such a manner that
it is equivalent to the original one. The algorithm for generating a reduced state space
explores only some of the successors of a state. The set of enabled actions for node u is
called the enabled set and denoted as enabled(u). The algorithm selects and follows only a
subset of this set called the ample set and denoted as ample(u). A state u is said to be fully
expanded when ample(u) = enabled(u), otherwise it is said to be partially expanded.

Partial order reduction techniques are based on the observation that the order in
which some actions are executed is not relevant. This leads to the concept of indepen-
dence between actions.

Definition 11.4 (Independent Actions) Two actions a1 and a2 are independent if for each state
u ∈ S the following two properties hold:

1. enabledness is preserved: a1 and a2 do not disable each other.

2. a1 and a2 are commutative: a(a′(u)) = a′(a(u)).

As a case study, we choose propositional STRIPS planning, where the planning goal is
partially described by a set of proposition.

Definition 11.5 (Independent STRIPS Actions) Two STRIPS actions a =
(pre(a), add(a),del(a)) and a′ = (pre(a′), add(a′),del(a′)) are independent if
del(a′) ∩ (add(a) ∪ pre(a)) = ∅ and (add(a′) ∪ pre(a′)) ∩ del(a) = ∅.

Theorem 11.7 (Commutativity of Independent Strips Actions) Two independent STRIPS actions
are enabledness preserving and commutative.

PROOF: Let v be the state (u \ del(a)) ∪ add(a) and let w be the state (u \ del(a′)) ∪ add(a′).
Since (add(a′)∪del(a′))∩pre(a) = ∅, o is enabled in w, and since (add(a)∪del(a))∩pre(a′) = ∅,
o′ is enabled in v. Moreover,

o(a′(u)) = (((u \ del(a′)) ∪ add(a′)) \ del(a)) ∪ add(a)
= (((u \ del(a′)) \ del(a)) ∪ add(a′)) ∪ add(a)
= u \ (del(a′) ∪ del(a)) ∪ (add(a′) ∪ add(a))
= u \ (del(a) ∪ del(a′)) ∪ (add(a) ∪ add(a′))
= (((u \ del(a)) \ del(a′)) ∪ add(a)) ∪ add(a′)
= (((u \ del(a)) ∪ add(a)) \ del(a′)) ∪ add(a′) = o′(a(u))
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A further fundamental concept is the fact that some actions are invisible with respect
to the goal. An action α is invisible with respect to the set of propositions in the goal T , if
for each pair of states u, v, if v = α(u) we have u ∩ T = v ∩ T .

Fig. 11.15 illustrates independence and invisibility of actions. Actions α, β and γ are
pairwise independent. Actions α and β are invisible with respect to the set of propo-
sitions T = {p}, while γ is not. The figure also illustrates why partial order reduction
techniques are said to exploit diamond properties of a system.

p

pp

p

α
αγ

α γ
β

β β

β α

γ

γ

Figure 11.15: Illustration of independence and invisibility of actions.

The main goal of the ample set construction is to select a subset of the successors of
a state such that the reduced state space is stuttering equivalent to the full state space
with respect to a goal. The construction should offer a significant reduction without
requiring a high computational overhead. The following four conditions are necessary
and sufficient for the proper construction of a partial order reduced state space for a given
goal.

C0: ample(u) is empty exactly when enabled(u) is empty.

C1: Along every path in the full state space that starts at u, a action that is dependent on
an action in ample(u) does not occur without an action in ample(u) occurring first.

C2: If a state u is not fully expanded, then each action α in the ample set of u must be
invisible with regard to the goal.

C3: If for each state of a cycle in the reduced state space, an action α is enabled, then α
must be in the ample set of some of the successors of some of the states of the cycle.

The general strategy to produce a reduced set of successors is to generate and test a
limited number of ample sets for a given state. It is shown in Alg. 11.6. Conditions C0, C1
and C2 or their approximations can be implemented independently from the particular
search algorithm used. Checking C0 and C2 is simple and does not depend on the search
algorithm. Checking C1 is more complicated. In fact, it has been shown to be at least as
hard as establishing the goal for the full state space. It is, however, usually approximated
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Procedure CheckAmple
Input: State u, ample(u)
Output: Potentially reduced successor set Succ(u)

if (C0(ample(u)) and C1(ample(u)) and C2(ample(u)) and C3(ample(u))
Succ(u)← {v |∃α ∈ ample(u) : α(u) = v} ;; Reduced set

else ;; Conditions not satisfied
Succ(u)← {v |∃α ∈ enabled(u) : α(u) = v} ;; Unreduced set

return Succ(u) ;; Return successors of u

Algorithm 11.6: An algorithm for checking ample sets.

by checking a stronger condition that can be checked independently of the search algo-
rithm. We shall see that the complexity of checking the cycle condition C3 depends on
the search algorithm used.

Checking C3 can be reduced to detecting cycles during the search. Cycles can easily
be established in depth-first search: Every cycle contains a backward edge, i.e., an edge that
links back to a state that is stored on the search stack. Consequently, avoiding ample sets
containing backward edges except when the state is fully expanded ensures satisfaction
of C3 when using IDA*, since it perform a depth-first traversal. The resulting stack-based
cycle condition C3stack can be stated as follows:

C3stack: If a state u is not fully expanded, then at least one action in ample(u) does not
lead to a state on the search stack.

u

α1

α2..αn

dfs stack

Figure 11.16: Reduction example for depth-first search.

Consider the example on the left Figure 11.16. Condition C3stack does not characterize
the set {α1} as a valid candidate for the ample set. It accepts {α1, α2} as a valid ample
set, since at least one action (α2) of the set leads to a state that is not on the search stack
of the depth-first search.

The implementation of C3stack for DFS strategies marks each expanded state on the
stack, so that stack containment can be checked in constant time.

Detecting cycles with general search algorithms that do not perform a depth-first
traversal of the state space is more complex. For a cycle to exist, it is necessary to reach
an already generated state. If during the search a state is found to be already gener-
ated, checking that this state is part of a cycle requires to check if this state is reachable
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from itself, increases the time complexity of the algorithm from linear to quadratic in the
size of the state space. Therefore, the commonly adopted approach assumes that a cy-
cle exists whenever an already generated state is found. Using this idea leads to weaker
reductions. Fortunately for reversible state space the self-reachability check is trivial.

The cycle condition C3stack cannot be used that do not use a search stack, since cycles
cannot be efficiently detected. Therefore, we propose an alternative condition in order to
enforce the cycle condition C3, which is sufficient to guarantee a correct reduction.

Condition C3duplicate: If a node u is not fully expanded, then at least one action in
ample(u) does not lead to an already generated node.

In order to prove the correctness of partial order reduction with condition C3duplicate
for general node expanding algorithms one uses induction on the node expansion order-
ing, starting from a completed exploration and moving backwards with respect to the
traversal algorithm. For node u after termination of the search one ensures that each en-
abled action is executed either in the ample set of node u or in a node that appears later
on in the expansion process. Therefore, no action is omitted. Applying the result to all
nodes u implies C3, which, in turn, ensures a correct reduction.

Partial order reduction, does preserve the completeness of a search algorithm (no solu-
tion is lost) but not its optimality. In fact, the shortest path to a goal in the reduced state
space may be longer than the shortest path to a goal in the full state space. Intuitively,
the reason is that the concept of stuttering equivalence does not make assumptions about
the length of equivalent blocks.

Suppose that actions α and β of the state space depicted in Figure 11.17 are indepen-
dent and that α is invisible with respect to the set of propositions p. Suppose further that
we want to search for a goal ¬p, where p is an atomic proposition. With these assump-
tions the reduced state space for the example is stuttering equivalent to the full one. The
shortest path that violates the invariant in the reduced state space consists of actions α
and β, which has a length of 2. In the full one, the initial path with action β is the shortest
path to a goal state, such that the corresponding solution path has a length of 1.

¬p

¬p

α

β α

β

p

p

¬p

α

β

p

p

Figure 11.17: Example of a full state space (left) and a non-admissible reduction (right).

The problem can be partially avoided by post-processing the solution. The intuitive
idea is to ignore those actions that are independent from the action that directly lead to
the goal state, since they are not relevant. In order to get a valid solution path it is also
necessary to require that the ignored actions cannot enable actions that occurs after them
in the original solution. The approach may be able to shorten the established solution
path, but the resulting solution may not be optimal. Figure 11.18 depicts an example of a
full state space and a possible reduction. As in the example of Figure 11.17, a goal state
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is one in which proposition p does not hold. Suppose that the following pairs of actions
are independent: (α3, α4), (α6, α7) and (α6, α8), and that only α6 and α4 are visible and
negate the value of the proposition p. Then, the path formed by actions α1, α2, α3 and
α4 can be established as shortest path in the reduced state space denoted by the dashed
region. Applying the approach can result in the solution path α1α2α4 which length is 3.
This is possible, since α3 is invisible, and it is independent from α4, and cannot enable
α4. On the other hand, the optimal solution in the full state space is shorter: α5α6.

¬p

¬p

p

p

¬p

p

α2

α1 α5

α4

α4

α8

α6

p

¬p

¬p

¬p

p

α6

α6

α8α3

α3

α7

α7

p

Figure 11.18: Another example of a full state space and a reduction (dashed region).

11.3 Summary

In this chapter, we studied pruning to make search more efficient. Pruning means to
ignore parts of the search tree (and thus reduce the branching factor) to save runtime
and memory. This can be tricky since one would like the search to find a shortest path
from the start state to any goal state (admissible pruning) or at least some path from
the start state to a goal state (solution preserving pruning) if one exists. Also, pruning
itself requires runtime and memory and one thus needs to ensure that these costs are
outweighed by the corresponding savings. Pruning often exploits regularities in the state
space, knowledge of which can be supplied by an expert or learned automatically. The
learning can happen either before the search (static pruning), often in similar but smaller
state spaces than the ones to be searched, or during the search (dynamic pruning). If it
is done during the search, it can be done as part of finding a path from the start state to
a goal state or as part of a two-level architecture where the top level search finds a path
from the start state to a goal state and lower level searches acquire additional pruning
knowledge.

We discussed the following admissible pruning strategies.

• Substring pruning prunes action sequences (called duplicates) that result in the same
state as at least one no-more-expensive non-pruned action sequence (called the
shortcut). Thus, this pruning strategy is an alternative to avoiding the re-generation
of already generated states for search algorithms that do not store all previously
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generated states in memory, such as IDA*, and thus cannot easily detect duplicate
states. We discussed two static ways of finding duplicate action sequences, namely
by a breadth-first search that finds action sequences that result in the same state
when executed in the same state and by detecting action sequences that result in
the same state that they are executed in (cycles). For example, URDL is a cycle in an
empty gridworld, implying that UR is a duplicate action sequence of RU (the inverse
of DL) and ULD is a duplicate action sequence of R (the inverse of L). We also dis-
cussed a dynamic way of finding duplicate action sequences, namely during an A*
search (resulting in Incremental Duplicate Learning A*). To be able to detect dupli-
cate action sequences efficiently, one can encode them as finite state machines, for
example using the Aho-Corasick algorithm. We used the EIGHT-PUZZLE to illus-
trate substring pruning.

• Dead-end pruning prunes states from which no goal state can be reached. A state
can be labeled a dead-end if all successor states of it are dead-ends or by showing
that one simplification (called decomposition) of it is a dead-end. We discussed a
static way of finding dead-ends (called bootstrapping), namely using penalty ta-
bles. Penalty tables are a way of learning and storing more informed heuristics,
and an infinite heuristic indicates a dead-end. We also discussed a dynamic way
of finding duplicate action sequences, namely during an A* search (resulting in
abstraction decomposition A*). We used SOKOBAN to illustrate dead-end pruning.

• Symmetry reduction prunes action sequences that are similar (symmetric) to a same-
cost non-pruned action sequence. We discussed a dynamic way of symmetry re-
duction that exploits symmetry between objects for planning and uses some pre-
compiled knowledge of symmetry between objects in the goal state.

We discussed the following non-admissible pruning strategies.

• Macro problem solving prunes actions in favor of a few action sequences (called
macros), which not only decreases the branching factor but also the search depth.
We discussed a static way of macro learning for the eight puzzle where the macros
bring one tile after the other into place without disturbing the tiles brought into
place already.

• Relevance cuts prunes actions in a state that are considered unimportant because
they do not contribute to the subgoal currently pursued. Operators that do not
influence each other are called distant actions. Relevance cuts can, for example,
prune an action if more than a certain number of distant actions have been executed
recently (because the action then does not contribute to the subgoal pursued by the
recently executed actions) or if the action is distant to the last action but not a certain
number of actions that have been executed recently (because the action then does
not contribute to the subgoal pursued by the last action which already switched the
subgoal pursued by the actions executed before). We used SOKOBAN to illustrate
relevance cuts.

• Finally, partial order reduction prunes action sequences that result in the same state
as at least one non-pruned action sequence. Different from substring pruning, the
non-pruned action sequence can be more expensive than the pruned action se-
quence. The non-pruned actions are called ample actions. We discussed a way of
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Database Admissible Incremental Storage Retrieval
Substring Pruning (IDA*)

√
- O(l) O(1)∗

Substring Pruning (IDLA*)
√ √

O(l) O(1)∗

Dead-Ends (BDD)
√ √

O(k · |GPS |) O(k · |GPS |)
Pattern Search (naive)

√ √
O(k) O(k|P |)

Symmetry (Planning)
√ √

O(k) O(k · |M |)
Macro Operators - - O(n) O(n)
Relevance Cuts - - O(k2) O(k)
Partial Order -

√
O(1) O(n)

Table 11.4: Overview State Space Pruning.

determining the ample actions, utilizing properties of the actions such as their in-
dependence and invisibility, so that action sequences from the start to the goal are
not searched only if they are stuttering equivalent to an action sequence from the
start to the goal that is searched. We discussed ways of post-processing the found
action sequence to make it shorter, even though neither the partial order reduced
sequence nor the post-processed one can be guaranteed to be shortest.

Table 11.4 compares the state space pruning approaches. The strategies are classified
along the criteria whether or not they are admissible, i.e., preserve optimal solutions in op-
timal solvers, or incremental, i.e., allow detection and processing of pruning information
during the search. Pruning rules are hard criteria and can be seen as assigning a heuris-
tic estimate ∞ to the search. Some rules extend to refinements to the admissible search
heuristic / lower bound. The classification is not fixed and refer to the presentation in the
text. Depending on weakening (strengthening) assumptions for the pruning scenario, ad-
missible pruning techniques may become inadmissible (and vice versa). We also provide
some time efficiencies for storing and applying the pruning, which, of course, depend on
the implementation of the according data structure and neglect some subleties provided
in the text. For substring pruning we assume the Aho & Corasick automaton (IDA*) or
suffix trees (IDLA*). For Dead and and pattern search a pattern storage structure based
on an associative array. Symmetries can either be provided by the domain experts or
inferred by the system (action planning). For the complexities, l (n) is the duplicate (so-
lution path) length, S is the state vector of size k, P is the set of patterns, M is the set of
symmetries(* amortized complexity). For the sake of a concise notation, in action plan-
ning and SOKOBAN we assumed a unary boolean encoding of the set of atoms (squares)
to form the state vector.

11.4 Exercises

11.1 * Assume that we have found a pruning pair (d, c) according to its definition. Show that
pruning substrings d from search tree paths p is admissible.

11.2 * Determine all duplicate/shortcut string pairs for the (n2−1)-PUZZLE of accumulated length
12, by a hash lookup in depth 6 of a breadth-first search enumeration of the search space. Use the
lexicographic ordering on the characters to differentiate between duplicate and shortcuts. Build
the corresponding finite state machine that accepts the duplicate strings.
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Figure 11.19: The DINING PHILOSOPHERS example.

11.3 * Complex dead-end position in SOKOBAN are frequent.

1. Find a dead-end pattern u in SOKOBAN with more than 8 balls.

2. Show how pattern search determines the value∞ for u.

3. Display the tree structure for Abstraction-and-Decomposition A* with root u.

11.4 ** In Dijkstra’s DINING PHILOSOPHERS problem (see Figure 11.19) n philosophers sit
around a table to have lunch. There are n plates, one for each philosopher, and n forks lo-
cated to the left and to the right of each plate. Since two forks are required to eat the spaghetti on
the plates, not all philosopher can eat at a time. Moreover, no communication except taking and
releasing the forks is allowed. The task is to devise a local strategy for each philosopher that lets
all philosophers eventually eat. The simplest solution to access the left fork followed by the right
one, has an obvious problem. If all philosopher wait for the second fork to be released there is no
possible progress; a dead-end has occurred.

1. Give a state space characterization of the philosopher problem that pleases a rota-
tional symmetry ∼r. We have (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) ∼r (w0, w1, . . . , wn−1) if there exists a
k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} with

(v
(1+k) mod n

, v
(2+k) mod n

, . . . , v
(n−1+k) mod n

) = (w0, w1, . . . , wn−1).

2. Show that ∼r is a equivalence relation

3. Show that ∼r is a congruence relation. For this case a symmetry φk can be given by a right
shift of k, so that A represents the set of all shift operations, resulting in ∼r=∼A.

11.5 * For computing symmetries in a Logistic planning domain with 10 cities, 10 trucks, 5 air-
planes, and 15 packages determine

1. the number of symmetries that respect the type information.

2. the number of object symmetries that respect object types.

11.6 * Give two SOKOBAN examples each for a
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Figure 11.20: Relevance Analysis for SOKOBAN.

1. goal skew

2. tunnel

influence.

11.7 ** A relevance analysis precomputes an matrix D of influence numbers. The larger the
influence number the smaller the influence. One suggestion for calculating D is as follows. Each
square on the path between start and goal squares adds 2 for each alternative route for the ball
and 1 for each alternative route for a man. Every square that is part of an optimal path will only
add half of that amount. If the connection from the previous square on the path to the current
square can be taken by a ball only 1 is added, else 2. If the previous square is in a tunnel, value
0 is added regardless of all other properties.

For example for the influence number of (a, c) is calculated as follows. Let p = (a, q, b, p, c) be
the optimal path to the goal For the alternatives we obtain a vector (1, 2, 0, 4, 0) for the goal skew
we reduce the vector entries to (1, 1, 0, 2, 0). For the connection actions we additionally obtain a
vector (1, 1, 0, 1) as the second last transition corresponds to a tunnel move. This gives a total
influence number of 7.

1. Compute the relevance matrix D for the problem in Fig. 11.20.

2. Run a shortest path algorithm to find the largest influence between every two squares.

11.8 * Provide macros for the (3-blocks) BLOCKSWORLD problem.

1. Display the state space problem graph based on the actions stack, pickup, putdown and
unstack.

2. Form all 3-step macros, and and establish a macro solution in which a is on top of b and b
is on top of c starting from the configuration, where all blocks are on the table.

11.9 ** Explain how to apply macros to solve RUBIK’S CUBE (see Chap. 2).

1. Define a state vector representation for RUBIK’S CUBE that allows you to build a macro
table. How large is your table?

2. There are different solution strategies for incrementally solving the Cube available in the
Internet. Construct a macro table based on the 18 basic twist actions.

3. Construct a macro table automatically by writing a computer program searching for one
(shortest) macro for each table entry.
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Figure 11.21: Original and reduced state space.

11.10 ** Macro problem solving is only possible if the problem can be seralialized, i.e. if it finding
the overall goal can be decomposed into a an incremental goal agenda.

1. Give a formal characterization of sequentializability based on a state vector representation
(v1, . . . , vk) of the problem that is needed for macro problem solving.

2. Provide an example of a domain that is not sequentializable.

11.11 ** Show the necessity of condition C3 in partial order reduction! Consider the original
state space of Fig. 11.21 (left). Proposition p is assumed to be contained in the goal description.
Starting with S1 we select ample(S1) = α1, for S2 we select ample(S2) = α2, and and for S3 we
select ample(S3) = α3.

1. Explain that β is visible.

2. Show that the three ample sets satisfy C0, C1, and C2.

3. Illustrated that the reduced state graph does not contain any sequence, where p is changed
from true to false.

4. Show that each state along the cycle has deferred β to a possible future state.

11.12 *** Prove the correctness of partial order reduction according to condition C3duplicate for
depth-first, breadth-first, best-first, and A* like search schemes. Show that for each node u the
following is true: when the search of a general search algorithm terminates, each action α ∈
enabled(u) has been selected either in ample(u) or in a node v such that v has been expanded
after u.

11.5 Bibliographic Notes

The pattern matching approach of Aho and Corasick [1975] is a generalization of the algorithm
of Knuth et al. [1977]. The latter has been extended to include character wild-cards. Finite state
machine pruning based on Aho and Corasick’s approach is best documented in Taylor’s PhD
[Taylor, 1997]. The usability of suffix trees in state space search is due to Edelkamp [1997].

Dead-end pruning in SOKOBAN has been first suggested by Junghanns and Schaeffer [1998].
The presented algorithmic approach on abstraction and decomposition in A* bases on similar
findings Edelkamp [2003a]. Pattern search has been introduced by Junghanns and Schaeffer
[1998]. The idea shares similarities with Partition Search by Ginsberg [1996], where the entries of a
hash table are generalized to hold information about sets of problem states. Pattern searches are
a conflict-driven top-down proof of correctness, while the Method of Analogies Adelson-Velskiy
et al. [2003] is a bottom-up heuristic approximation.
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ature. Automorphism are referred to in the context of pattern databases Culberson and Schaeffer
[1998]. In action planning have been intensively studied by Fox and Long [1999], Rintanen [2003],
and Edelkamp [2003c]. In the area of Model Checking symmetry reduction is also fundamental.
A recent combination of symmetry reduction and directed search for the design of admissible
symmetric estimates has been given by Lluch-Lafuente [2003b].

The macro problem solver by Korf [1985b] refers to Korf’s PhD thesis work. There is much
work on the formation of macros in machine learning Langley [1996]. STRIPS, nowadays used
as an acronym for a basic specification language in action planning, actually refers to a planning
system by Fikes and Nilsson [1971b] that is based on macro. A recent application of so-called
partial-order macros to scale up action planners has been provided by Botea et al. [2005].

Relevance cuts have been proposed and theoretically studied Junghanns and Schaeffer [2001]
in the context of SOKOBAN. In two-player search, a number of meta-level reasonings such as
null-move search [Goetsch and Campbell, 1990] and futility cut-offs [Schaeffer, 1986] are known.

Two main families of partial order techniques exist. The first one is based on net unfoldings
as e.g. described by Bornot et al. [2002] while the second is based on the so-called diamond
properties. We focussed on the latter, which are called partial order reduction techniques. Several
partial order reduction approaches have been proposed, namely those based on “stubborn” sets
by Valmari [1991], “persistent” sets by Godefroid [1991] and “ample” sets Peled [1996]. Although
they differ in details, they are based on similar ideas. Due to its popularity, we mainly followed
the ample set approach. Nonetheless, most of the reasoning presented in this chapter and in
Section ?? can be adjusted to any of the other approaches. For an extended description of partial
order reduction methods we refer to Peled [1998].



Chapter 12

Real-Time Search

In this chapter, we describe real-time (heuristic) search and illustrate it with examples.
Real-time search is sometimes used to describe search methods that only need a constant
search time between action executions. However, we use a more restrictive definition
definition of real-time search in this chapter, namely that of real-time search as a version
of agent-centered search. Interleaving or overlapping searches and action executions of-
ten has advantages for intelligent systems (“agents”) that interact directly with the world.
Agent-centered search restricts the search to the part of the state space around the current
state of the agent, for example, the current location of a mobile robot or the current board
position of a game. The part of the state space around the current state of the agent is the
part of the state space that is immediately relevant for the agent in its current situation
(because it contains the states that the agent will soon be in) and sometimes might be the
only part of the state space that the agent knows about. Agent-centered search usually
does not search all the way from the start state to a goal state. Instead, it decides on the
local search space, searches it, and determines which actions to execute within it. Then,
it executes these actions (or only the first action) and repeats the overall process from its
new state, until it reaches a goal state.

The best known example of agent-centered search is probably game playing, such as
playing CHESS (as studied in Chap. 13). In this case, the states correspond to board po-
sitions and the current state corresponds to the current board position. Game-playing
programs typically perform a minimax search with a limited lookahead (= search hori-
zon) around the current board position to determine which move to perform next. The
reason for performing only a limited local search is that the state spaces of realistic games
are too large to perform complete searches in a reasonable amount of time. The future
moves of the opponent cannot be predicted with certainty, which makes the search tasks
nondeterministic. This results in an information limitation that can only be overcome by
enumerating all possible moves of the opponent, which results in large search spaces.
Performing agent-centered search allows game-playing programs to choose a move in a
reasonable amount of time while focusing on the part of the state space that is the most
relevant to the next move decision.

Traditional search methods, such as A*, first determine minimal-cost paths and then
follow them. Thus, they are off-line search methods. Agent-centered search methods,
on the other hand, interleave search and action execution and are thus on-line search
methods. They can be characterized as revolving search methods with greedy action
selection that solve suboptimal search tasks. Suboptimal search means looking for any

448
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path (that is, sequence of actions) from the start state to a goal state. The sequence of
actions that agent-centered search methods execute is such a path. They are revolving,
because they repeat the same procedure until they reach a goal state. Agent-centered
search methods have the following two advantages:

Time constraints: Agent-centered search methods can execute actions in the presence of
soft or hard time constraints since the sizes of their local search spaces are indepen-
dent of the sizes of the state spaces and can thus remain small. The objective of the
search in this case is to approximately minimize the execution cost subject to the
constraint that the search cost (here: time) between action executions is bounded
from above, for example in situations where it is more important to act reasonably
in a timely manner than to minimize the execution cost after a long delay.

Sum of search and execution cost: Agent-centered search methods execute actions be-
fore their complete consequences are known and thus are likely to incur some
overhead in terms of the execution cost, but this is often outweighed by a decrease
in the search cost, both because they trade-off the search and execution cost and
because they allow agents to gather information early in nondeterministic state
spaces, which reduces the amount of search they have to perform for unencoun-
tered situations. Thus, they often decrease the sum of the search and execution
cost compared to search methods that first determine minimal-cost paths and then
follow them, which can be important for search tasks that need to be solved only
once.

Agent-centered search methods have to ensure that they do not cycle without making
progress towards a goal state. This is a potential problem since they execute actions
before their consequences are completely known. Agent-centered search methods have
to ensure both that it remains possible to achieve the goal and that they eventually do
so. The goal remains achievable if no actions exist whose execution makes it impossible
to achieve the goal, if the agent-centered search methods can avoid the execution of such
actions in case they do exist, or if the agent-centered search methods have the ability to
reset the agent into the start state. Real-time search methods are agent-centered search
methods that store a value in memory for each state that they encounter during the search
and update them as the search progresses, both to focus the search and avoid cycling,
which accounts for a large chunk of their search time per search episode.

12.1 LRTA*

Learning real-time A* (LRTA*) is probably the most popular real-time search method and
we relate all real-time search methods in this chapter to it. The h-values of LRTA* approx-
imate the goal distances of the states. They can be initialized using a heuristic function.
They can be all zero if more informed h-values are not available. Fig. 12.1 illustrates
the behavior of LRTA* using a simplified goal-directed navigation task in known terrain
without uncertainty about the initial cell. The robot can move one cell to the north, east,
south, or west (unless that cell is blocked). All action costs are one. The task of the robot
is to navigate to the given goal cell and then stop. In this case, the states correspond to
cells, and the current state corresponds to the current cell of the robot. We assume that
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Figure 12.1: LRTA* in a simple GRIDWORLD.
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Figure 12.2: Initial value surface.

there is no uncertainty in actuation and sensing. The h-values are initialized with the
Manhattan distance. A robot under time pressure could reason as follows: Its current cell
C1 is not a goal cell. Thus, it needs to move to one of the cells adjacent to its current cell to
get to a goal cell. If it moves to cell B1, then the action cost is one and the estimated goal
distance from there is four as given by the h-value of cell B1. The cost-to-go of moving to
cell B1 is thus five. Similarly, the cost-to-go of moving to cell C2 is three. Thus, it looks
more promising to move to cell C2. Fig. 12.2 visualizes the h-value surface formed by
the initial h-values. Notice that a robot does not reach the goal state if it always executes
the move with the minimal cost-to-go and thus performs steepest descent on the initial
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Figure 12.3: LRTA*

h-value surface. It moves back and forth between cells C1 and C2 and thus gets trapped
in the local minimum of the h-value surface at cell C2. One could avoid this problem
by randomizing the action-selection process slightly, possibly together with resetting the
robot into a start state (random restart) after the execution cost has become large. LRTA*,
however, avoids this problem by increasing the h-values to fill the local minima in the
h-value surface. Fig. 12.3 shows how LRTA* performs a search around the current state
of the robot to determine which action to execute next if it breaks ties among actions in
the following order: north, east, south, and west. It operates as follows:

Local-Search-Space-Generation Step: LRTA* decides on the local search space. The lo-
cal search space can be any set of non-goal states that contains the current state. We
say that a local search space is minimal if it contains only the current state. We say
that it is maximal if it contains all non-goal states. In Fig. 12.1, for example, the local
search spaces are minimal. In this case, LRTA* can construct a search tree around
the current state. The local search space consist of all non-leaves of the search tree.
Fig. 12.3 shows the search tree for deciding which action to execute in the initial
state.

Value-Update Step: LRTA* assigns each state in the local search space its correct goal
distance under the assumption that the h-values of the states just outside of the
local search space correspond to their correct goal distances. In other words, it
assigns each state in the local search space the minimum of the execution cost for
getting from it to a state just outside of the local search space plus the estimated
remaining execution cost for getting from there to a goal state, as given by the h-
value of the state just outside of the local search space. The reason for this is that the
local search space does not include any goal state. Thus, a minimal-cost path from a
state in the local search space to a goal state has to contain a state just outside of the
local search space. Thus, the estimated cost of all minimal-cost paths from the state
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Figure 12.4: Example with a larger local search space.

via a state just outside of the local search space to a goal state is an estimate of the
goal distance of the state. Since this lookahead value is a more accurate estimate of
the goal distance of the state in the local search space, LRTA* stores it in memory,
overwriting the existing h-value of the state. In the example, the local search space
is minimal and LRTA* can simply update the h-value of the state in the local search
space according to the following rule provided that it ignores all actions that can
leave the current state unchanged. LRTA* first assigns each leaf of the search tree
the h-value of the corresponding state. The leaf that represents B1 is assigned an h-
value of four and the leaf that represents C2 is assigned an h-value of two. This step
is marked (1) in Fig. 12.3. The new h-value of the root node C1 then is the minimum
of the costs-to-go of the actions that can be executed in it (2). This h-value is then
stored in memory for C1 (3). Fig. 12.4 shows the result of one value-update step for
a different example where the local search space is non-minimal.

Action-Selection Step: LRTA* selects an action for execution that is the beginning of a
path that promises to minimize the execution cost from the current state to a goal
state (ties can be broken arbitrarily). In the example, LRTA* selects the action with
minimal cost-to-go. Since moving to cell B1 has cost-to-go five and moving to cell
C2 has cost-to-go three, LRTA* decides to move to cell C2.

Action-Execution Step: LRTA* executes the selected action and updates the state of the
robot, and repeats the overall process from the new state of the robot until the robot
reaches a goal state. If its new state is outside of the local search space, then it needs
to repeat the local-search-space generation and value-update steps. Otherwise, it
can repeat these steps or proceed directly to the action-selection step. Executing
more actions before generating the next local search space typically results in a
smaller search cost (because LRTA* needs to search less frequently), while executing
fewer actions typically results in smaller execution costs (because LRTA* selects
actions based on more information).
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Procedure LRTA*
Input: Search problem with initial h-values
Output: Updated h-values

u← s ;; Start in initial state
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Termination checking

Generate Slss with u ∈ Slss and Slss ∩ T = ∅ ;; Create local search space
for each u ∈ Slss ;; Traverse local search space

Value-Update-State(h(u), Slss) ;; See Alg. 12.2
repeat ;; Traverse local search space

a← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ;; Action selection
u← a(u) ;; Execute action

until (u /∈ Slss) ;; Leave local search space

Algorithm 12.1: LRTA*

Procedure Value-Update-Step
Input: Search problem with h-values and local search space
Output: Updated h-values

for each u ∈ Slss ;; Scan local search space
temp(u)← h(u) ;; Backup heuristic value
h(u)←∞ ;; Upper bound for minimization

while (|{u ∈ Slss| h(u) =∞}| 6= 0 ;; Unless one update for each state
v ← arg minu∈Slss,h(u)=∞ ;; For all unconsidered states

max{temp(u),mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))}} ;; Determine potential
value← max{temp(v),mina∈A(v){w(v, a) + h(Succ(v, a))}} ;; Modified estimate
if (value =∞) return ;; No improvement possible
h(v)← value ;; Update estimate

Algorithm 12.2: Value-update step.

The left column of Fig. 12.1 shows the result of the first couple of steps of LRTA* for
the example. The values in parentheses are the new h-values calculated by the value-
update step because the corresponding states are part of the local search space. The robot
reaches the goal cell after nine action executions, that is, with execution cost nine. Notice
that we assumed here that the terrain is known and the reason for using real-time search
is time pressure. Another reason for using real-time search could be missing knowledge
of the terrain and the resulting desire to restrict the local search spaces to the known part
of the terrain.

We now formalize LRTA*, using the following notation for deterministic and nonde-
terministic search tasks: S denotes the finite set of states of the state space, s ∈ S the start
state, and T ⊆ S the set of goal states. A(u) 6= ∅ is the finite, nonempty set of (potentially
nondeterministic) actions that can be executed in state u ∈ S; 0 < w(u, a) < ∞ denotes
the action cost that results from the execution of action a ∈ A(u) in state u ∈ S. We as-
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sume that all action costs are one unless stated otherwise; wmin = minu∈S,a∈A(u)w(u, a)
denotes the minimal action cost of any action; Succ(u, a) denotes the set of successor
states that can result from the execution of action a ∈ A(u) in state u ∈ S. In determin-
istic state spaces, Succ(u, a) contains only one state and we use Succ(u, a) also to denote
this state. An agent starts in the start state and has to move to a goal state. The agent
always observes what its current state is and then has to select and execute its next ac-
tion, which results in a state transition to one of the possible successor states. The search
task is solved when the agent reaches a goal state. We denote the number of states by
n = |S| and the number of state-action pairs (loosely called actions) by e =

∑
u∈S |A(u)|,

that is, an action that is applicable in more than one state counts more than once. More-
over, δ(u, T ) ≥ 0 denotes the goal distance of u ∈ S, that is, the minimal execution cost
with which a goal state can be reached from state u. The depth d of the state space is
its maximal goal distance, d = maxs∈S δ(u, T ). The expression “arg minx∈X f(x)” returns
the elements x ∈ X that minimize f(x), that is, the set {x ∈ X : f(x) = minx′∈X f(x′)}.
We assume that all search tasks are deterministic unless stated otherwise.

Alg. 12.1 shows pseudo code for LRTA*. It associates a non-negative h-value h(u)
with each state u ∈ S. In practice, they are not initialized up front but can rather ini-
tialized as needed. LRTA* consists of a termination-checking step, a local-search-space-
generation step, a value-update step, an action-selection step, and an action-execution
step. LRTA* first checks whether it has already reached a goal state and thus can termi-
nate successfully. If not, it generates the local search space Slss ⊆ S. The states in the local
search space correspond to the non-leaf nodes of the corresponding search tree, and thus
are all non-goal states. While we require only that u ∈ Slss and Slss ∩ T = ∅, in practice
LRTA* often uses forward search to select a continuous part of the state space around
the current state of the agent. LRTA* could determine the local search space, for exam-
ple, with a breadth-first search up to a given depth or with a (forward) A* search until
a given number of states have been expanded. In Fig. 12.1, for example, breadth-first
search with depth one picks a local search space that consists of the generated states B1,
C1 and C2; and a (forward) A* search that expands two states picks a local search space
that consists of the expanded states C1 and C2. LRTA* then updates the h-values of all
states in the local search space. Based on these h-values, LRTA* decides which action to
execute next. Finally, it executes the selected action, updates its current state, and iterates
the procedure.

Alg. 12.2 shows how LRTA* updates the h-values in the local search space using a
version of Dijkstra’s algorithm. It assigns each state its goal distance under the assump-
tion that the h-values of all states in the local search space do not overestimate the correct
goal distances and the h-values of all states outside of the local search space correspond
to their correct goal distances. It does this by first assigning infinity to the h-values of
all states in the local search space. It then determines the state in the local search space
whose h-value is still infinity and which minimizes the maximum of its previous h-value
and the minimum over all successor states of the cost of moving from the state to the suc-
cessor state plus the current h-value of the successor state. This value then becomes the
h-value of this state, and the process repeats. The way the h-values are updated ensures
that the states in the local search space are updated in the order of their increasing new
h-values. This ensures that the h-value of each state in the local search space is updated
at most once. The method terminates when either the h-value of each state in the local
search space has been assigned a finite value or an h-value would be assigned the value
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infinity. In the latter case, the h-values of all remaining states in the local search space
would be assigned the value infinity as well, which is already their current value.

Lemma 12.1 For all times t = 0, 1, 2, . . . (until termination): Consider the (t+1)st value-update
step of LRTA* (procedure call in Alg. 12.1). Let ht(u) ∈ [0,∞] and ht+1(u) ∈ [0,∞] refer to the
h-values immediately before and after, respectively, the value-update step. Then, the value-update
step terminates with

ht+1(u) =
{
ht(u) if s 6∈ Stlss
max{ht(u),mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + ht+1(Succ(u, a))}} otherwise for all u ∈ S.

PROOF: By induction on the number of iterations (see one of the exercises).

Lemma 12.2 Admissible initial h-values remain admissible after every value-update step of
LRTA* and are monotonically nondecreasing.

PROOF: By induction on the number of value-update steps, using Lemma 12.1 (see one of the
exercises).

After the value-update step has updated the h-values, LRTA* greedily chooses the
action with minimal cost-to-go for execution to minimize the estimated execution cost to
a goal state. Ties can be broken arbitrarily, although we explain later that tie breaking
can be important. Then, LRTA* has a choice. It can generate another local search space,
update the h-values of all states that it contains, and select another action for execution. If
the new state is still part of the local search space (the one that was used to determine the
action whose execution resulted in the new state), LRTA* can also select another action
for execution based on the current h-values. LRTA* with repeat-until loop utilizes more
information of the searches in the local search spaces and thus search less often. Thus, it
tends to have smaller search costs but larger execution costs. We analyze LRTA* without
repeat-until which is possible because LRTA* with repeat-until is a special case of LRTA*
without repeat-until: After LRTA* has run the search method on some local search space,
the h-values do not change if LRTA* runs the search method again on the same local
search space or a subset thereof. Whenever LRTA* repeats, the new current state is still
part of the local search space Slss and thus not a goal state. Consequently, LRTA* can
skip termination checking. LRTA* could now search a subset of Slss that includes the
new current state u, for example, use a minimal or maximal local search space. Since this
does not change the h-values, LRTA* can, in this case, also skip the search. We make use
of the following property of LRTA* with admissible h-values when proving its properties
in the following sections.

12.2 LRTA* with Lookahead One

We now state a version of LRTA* with lookahead one, the way it is often stated in the
literature. Its action-selection step and value-update step can be explained as follows.
The action-selection step greedily chooses the action a ∈ A(u) in the current non-goal
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Procedure LRTA*-With-Lookahead-One
Input: Search problem with initial h-values
Output: Updated h-values

u← s ;; Start in initial state
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Termination checking

a← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ;; Select action
h(u)← max{h(u), w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ;; Update value
u← a(u) ;; Execute action

Algorithm 12.3: LRTA* with lookahead one.

state u with the minimal cost-to-go w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a)) for execution to minimize the
estimated execution cost to a goal state. (Notice that the cost-to-go w(u, a) +h(Succ(u, a))
is basically the f-value of state Succ(u, a) of an A* search from u towards the goal states.)
The value-update step replaces the h-value of the current state with a more accurate es-
timate of the goal distance of the state based on costs-to-go of the actions that can be
executed in it, which is similar to temporal difference learning in reinforcement learn-
ing. If all h-values are admissible (that is, are lower bounds on the corresponding goal
distances), then both h(u) and the minimum of the costs-to-go of the actions that can
be executed in state u are lower bounds on its goal distance, and the larger of these
two values is the more accurate estimate. The value-update step then replaces the h-
value of state u with this value. The value-update step of LRTA* is sometimes stated as
h(u) = w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a)). Our slightly more complex version guarantees that the
h-values are nondecreasing. Since the h-values remain admissible and larger admissi-
ble h-values tend to guide the search better than smaller admissible h-values, there is no
reason to decrease them. If the h-values are consistent then both value-update steps are
equivalent.

In the following, we refer to Alg. 12.1 and not to Alg. 12.3 when we analyze the exe-
cution cost of LRTA*.

12.3 Analysis of the Execution Cost of LRTA*

A disadvantage of LRTA* is that it cannot solve all search tasks. This is so because it
interleaves searches and action executions. All search methods can solve only search
tasks for which the goal distance of the start state is finite. Interleaving searches and
action executions limits the solvable search tasks because actions are executed before
their complete consequences are known. Thus, even if the goal distance of the start state
is finite, it is possible that LRTA* accidentally executes actions that lead to a state with
infinite goal distance, such as actions that “blow up the world,” at which point the search
task becomes unsolvable for the agent. However, LRTA* is guaranteed to solve all safely
explorable state spaces. State spaces are safely explorable if and only if the goal distances
of all states are finite, that is, the depth is finite. (For safely explorable state spaces where
all action costs are one, it holds that d ≤ n− 1.) To be precise: First, all states of the state
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space that cannot possibly be reached from the start state, or can be reached from the
start state only by passing through a goal state can be deleted. The goal distances of all
remaining states have to be finite. Safely explorable state spaces guarantee that LRTA*
is able to reach a goal state no matter which actions it has executed in the past. Strongly
connected state spaces (where every state can be reached from every other state), for
example, have this property. In state spaces that are not safely explorable, LRTA* either
stops in a goal state or reaches a state with goal distance infinity and then executes actions
forever. One could modify LRTA* to detect with information from its local search spaces
only that it can no longer reach a goal state and terminate unsuccessfully (for example,
because the h-values have increased substantially) but this is complicated and seldomly
done. In the following, we assume that the state spaces are safely explorable.

LRTA* always reaches a goal state with a finite execution cost in all safely explorable
state spaces, as can be shown by contradiction (the “cycle argument”). If LRTA* did
not reach a goal state eventually, then there must be some cycle. Since the state space
is safely explorable, there must be some way out of the cycle. We show that LRTA*
eventually executes an action that takes it out of the cycle, which is a contradiction: If
LRTA* did not reach a goal state eventually, it would execute actions forever. In this
case, there is a time t from which on LRTA* visits only those states again that it vis-
its infinitely often; it cycles in part of the state space. The h-values of the states in the
cycle increase beyond any bound, since LRTA* repeatedly increases the h-value of the
state with the minimal h-value in the cycle by at least the minimal action cost wmin of
any action. (It gets into a state with the minimal h-value in the cycle and all of its suc-
cessor states then have h-values that are no smaller than its own h-value. Let h denote
the h-values before the value-update step and h′ denote the h-values after the value-
update step. According to Lemma 12.1, the h-value of state u is then set to h′(u) =
max{h(u),mina∈A(u)(w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)))} ≥ mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a))} ≥
mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ≥ mina∈A(u){wmin + h(u)} = wmin + h(u).) In particu-
lar, the h-values of the states in the cycle rise above the h-values of all states that border
the cycle. Such states exist, since in safely explorable state spaces one can reach a goal
state from every state. Then, however, LRTA* is forced to visit such a state after time t
and leave the cycle, which is a contradiction.

The performance of LRTA* is its execution cost until it reaches a goal state. The com-
plexity of LRTA* is its worst-case performance over all possible topologies of state spaces
with the same number of states, all possible start and goal states and all tie-breaking rules
among indistinguishable actions. We are interested in determining how the complexity
scales as the search tasks get larger. We measure the size of the search tasks as nonneg-
ative integers and use measures x such as x = nd, the product of the number of states
and the depth. An upper complexity bound O(x) has to hold for every x that is larger
than some constant, that is, basically every state space. Since we are mostly interested in
the general trend (but not outliers) for the lower complexity bound, a lower complexity
bound Ω(x) has to hold only for infinitely many different x. Furthermore, we vary only x.
If x is a product, we do not vary both of its factors independently. This is sufficient for our
purposes. To be able to express the complexity in terms of the number of states only, we
often make the assumption that the state spaces are reasonable. Reasonable state spaces
are safely explorable state spaces with e ≤ n2 (or, more generally, state spaces whose
number of actions does not grow faster than the number of states squared). For example,
safely explorable state spaces where the execution of different actions in the same state
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results in different successor states are reasonable. For reasonable state spaces where all
action costs are one, it holds that d ≤ n − 1 and e ≤ n2. We also study Eulerian state
spaces. A Eulerian state space is a state space where there are as many actions that leave
a state as there are actions that enter it. For example, undirected state spaces are Eulerian.
We call a state space undirected if every action in a state u whose execution results in a
particular successor state v has a unique corresponding action in state v whose execution
results in state u.

12.3.1 Upper Bound on the Execution Cost of LRTA*

In this section, we provide an upper bound on the complexity of LRTA* without repeat-
until loop. Our analysis is centered around the invariant from Lemma 12.3. The time
superscript t refers to the values of the variables immediately before the (t + 1)st value-
update step of LRTA*. For instance, u0 = s. Similarly, ht(u) denotes the h-values before
the (t + 1)st value-update step and ht+1(u) the h-values after the (t + 1)st value-update
step. In the following, we prove an upper bound on the execution cost after which LRTA*
is guaranteed to reach a goal state in safely explorable state spaces.

Lemma 12.3 For all times t = 0, 1, 2, . . . (until termination) it holds that the execution cost of
LRTA* with admissible initial h-values at time t is at most

∑
u∈S

[
ht(u)− h0(u)

] − (ht(ut) −
h0(u0)).1

PROOF: By induction: The h-values are admissible at time t according to Lemma 12.2. Thus,
they are bounded from above by the goal distances, which are finite since the state space is safely
explorable. For t = 0, the execution cost and its upper bound are both zero, and the lemma thus
holds. Now assume that the theorem holds at time t. The execution cost increases by w(ut, ot)
and the upper bound increases by

∑

u∈S\{ut+1}

ht+1(u)−
∑

s∈S\{ut}

ht(u)

=
∑

u∈S\{ut,ut+1}

[ht+1(u)− ht(u)] + ht+1(ut)− ht(ut+1)

Lemma 12.1=
∑

u∈S\{ut,ut+1}

[ht+1(u)− ht(u)] + max(ht(ut), w(ut, a) + min
a∈A(ut)

ht+1(Succ(ut, a)))− ht(ut+1)

≥
∑

u∈S\{ut,ut+1}

[ht+1(u)− ht(u)] + min
a∈A(ut)

ht+1(Succ(ut, a))− ht(ut+1) + w(ut, a)

≥
∑

u∈S\{ut,ut+1}

[ht+1(u)− ht(u)] + ht+1(ut+1) + w(ut, at)− ht(ut+1)

=
∑

u∈S\{ut}

[ht+1(u)− ht(u)] + w(ut, at)

Lemma 12.2
≥ w(ut, at),

and the lemma thus continues to hold.

Theorem 12.1 uses Lemma 12.3 to derive an upper bound on the execution cost.

1Sums have a higher precedence than other operators. For example,
∑

i
x+ y =

∑
i
[x] + y 6=

∑
i
[x+ y].
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Figure 12.5: Worst-case state space for LRTA*.

Theorem 12.1 (Completeness LRTA*) Let h0(u) denote the initial h-values. Then, LRTA*
with admissible initial h-values reaches a goal state with an execution cost of at most h0(s) +∑
u∈S [δ(u, T )− h0(u)].

PROOF: According to Lemma 12.3, the execution cost is at most

∑

u∈S

[
ht(u)− h0(u)

]
− (ht(ut)− h0(u0))

Lemma 12.2
≤

∑

u∈S

[
δ(u, T )− h0(u)

]
+ h0(u0).

= h0(ss) +
∑

u∈S
[δ(u, T )− h0(u)].
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Since the goal distances are finite in safely explorable state spaces and the minimal
action cost wmin of any action is strictly positive, Theorem 12.1 shows that LRTA* with
admissible initial h-values reaches a goal state after a bounded number of action exe-
cutions in safely explorable state spaces, that is, it is correct. More precisely: LRTA*
reaches a goal state with an execution cost of at most

∑
u∈S δ(u, T ) and thus after at most∑

u∈S δ(u, T )/wmin action executions. One consequence of this result is that state spaces
where all states are clustered around the goal states are easier to solve with LRTA* than
state spaces that do not possess this property. Consider, for example, sliding-tile puzzles,
which are sometimes considered to be hard search tasks because they have a small goal
density. As an example take the EIGHT-PUZZLE with 181,440 states but only one goal
state. However, the average goal distance of the EIGHT-PUZZLE is only 21.5 and its max-
imal goal distance is only 30. This implies that LRTA* can never move far away from
the goal state even if it makes a mistake and executes an action that does not decrease
the goal distance, which makes the EIGHT-PUZZLE state space easy to search relative to
other state spaces with the same number of states.

12.3.2 Lower Bound on the Execution Cost of LRTA*

LRTA* reaches a goal state with an execution cost of at most
∑
u∈S δ(u, T ), and it holds

that
∑
u∈S δ(u, T ) ≤∑n−1

i=0 i = n2/2−n/2 in safely explorable state spaces where all action
costs are one. Now assume that LRTA* with minimal local search space is zero-initialized,
which implies that it is uninformed. In the following, we show that the upper complexity
bound is then tight for infinitely many n. Figure 12.5 shows an example for which the
execution cost of zero-initialized LRTA* with minimal local search space is n2/2 − n/2
in the worst case until it reaches a goal state. The upper part of the figure shows the
state space. The states are annotated with their goal distances, their initial h-values, and
their names. The lower part of the figure shows the behavior of LRTA*. On the right,
the figure shows the state space with the h-values after the value-update step but before
the action-execution step. The current state is shown in bold. On the left, the figure
shows the searches that resulted in the h-values shown on the right. Again, the states are
annotated with their h-values after the value-update step but before the action-execution
step. The current state is on top. Ellipses show the local search spaces, and dashed lines
show the actions that LRTA* is about to execute. For the example state space, after LRTA*
has visited a state for the first time, it has to move through all previously visited states
again before it is able visit another state for the first time. Thus, the execution cost is
quadratic in the number of states. If LRTA* breaks ties in favor of successor states with
smaller indices, then its execution cost f(n) until it reaches the goal state satisfies the
recursive equations f(1) = 0 and f(n) = f(n − 1) + n − 1. Thus, its execution cost is
f(n) = n2/2 − n/2 (for n ≥ 1). The execution cost equals exactly the sum of the goal
distances because LRTA* was zero-initialized and its final h-values are equal to the goal
distances. For example, n2/2− n/2 = 10 for n = 5. In this case, LRTA* traverses the state
sequence s1, s2, s1, s3, s2, s1, s4, s3, s2, s1, and s5. Figure 12.5 visualizes this execution
trace.

12.4 Features of LRTA*

In this section, we explain the three key features of LRTA*.
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12.4.1 Heuristic Knowledge

LRTA* uses heuristic knowledge to guide its search. The larger its initial h-values, the
smaller the upper bound on its execution cost provided by Theorem 12.1. For example,
LRTA* is fully informed if its initial h-values equal the goal distances of the states. In
this case, Theorem 12.1 predicts that the execution cost is at most h0(s) = δ(s, T ) until
LRTA* reaches a goal state. Thus, its execution cost is at least worst-case optimal and no
other search method can do better in the worst-case. In general, LRTA* tends to be more
efficient the more informed the initial h-values are since more informed h-values tend to
make the searches more focused and thus faster, although this correlation is not perfect.

12.4.2 Fine-Grained Control

LRTA* allows for fine-grained control over how much search to perform between ac-
tion executions by varying the sizes of its local search spaces. For example, LRTA* with
repeat-until and maximal or, more generally, sufficiently large local search spaces per-
forms a complete search without interleaving searches and action executions, which is
slow but produces paths with worst-case optimal execution costs. On the other hand,
LRTA* with minimal local search spaces performs almost no search between action exe-
cutions. There are several advantages to this fine-grained control.

In the presence of time constraints, LRTA* can be used as anytime contract algorithm
for determining which action to execute next, which allows it to adjust the amount of
search performed between action executions to the search and execution speeds of robots
or the time a player is willing to wait for a game-playing program to make a move.
Anytime contract algorithms are search methods that can solve search tasks for any given
bound on their search cost, and their solution quality increases with the available search
cost.

The amount of search between action executions does not only influence the search
cost but also the execution cost and thus also the sum of the search and execution cost.
Typically, reducing the amount of search between action executions reduces the (overall)
search cost but increases the execution cost (because LRTA* selects actions based on less
information), although theoretically the search cost could also increase if the execution
cost increases sufficiently (because LRTA* needs to search more frequently). The amount
of search between action executions that minimizes the sum of the search and execution
cost depends on the search and execution speeds of the agent.

Fast-acting agents: A smaller amount of search between action executions tends to bene-
fit agents whose execution speed is sufficiently fast compared to their search speed
since the resulting increase in execution cost is small compared to the resulting
decrease in the search cost, especially if heuristic knowledge focuses the search suf-
ficiently well. For example, the sum of the search and execution cost approaches
the search cost as the execution speed increases, and the search cost can often be re-
duced by reducing the amount of search between action executions. For example,
when LRTA* is used to solve search tasks off-line, it only moves a marker within the
computer (that represents the state of a fictitious agent) and thus action execution
is fast. Small local search spaces are therefore optimal for the sliding-tile puzzles
with the Manhattan distance.
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Slowly-acting agents: A larger amount of search between action executions is needed
for agents whose search speed is sufficiently fast compared to their execution speed.
For example, the sum of the search and execution cost approaches the execution
cost as the search speed increases, and the execution cost can often be reduced by
increasing the amount of search between action executions. Most robots are exam-
ples of slowly-acting agents.

We will discuss later in this chapter that larger local search spaces sometimes allow
agents to avoid executing actions from which they cannot recover in state spaces that are
not safely explorable. On the other hand, larger local search spaces might not be practical
in state spaces that are not known in advance and need to get learned during execution
since there can be an advantage to restricting the search to the known part of the state
space.

12.4.3 Improvement of Execution Cost

If the initial h-values are not completely informed and the local search spaces are small,
then it is unlikely that the execution cost of LRTA* is minimal. In Figure 12.1, for example,
the robot could reach the goal cell in seven action executions. However, LRTA* improves
its execution cost, although not necessarily monotonically, as it solves search tasks with
the same goal states (even with different start states) in the same state spaces until its
execution cost is minimal, that is, it has converged. Thus, LRTA* can always have a small
sum of the search and execution cost and still minimize the execution cost in the long run
in case similar search tasks unexpectedly repeat, which is the reason for the “learning”
in its name. Assume that LRTA* solves a series of search tasks in the same state space
with the same set of goal states. The start states need not be identical. If the initial h-
values of LRTA* are admissible for the first search task, then they are also admissible
for the first search task after LRTA* has solved the search task and are state-wise at least
as informed as initially. Thus, they are also admissible for the second search task and
LRTA* can continue to use the same h-values across search tasks. The start states of
the search tasks can differ since the admissibility of h-values does not depend on them.
This way, LRTA* can transfer acquired knowledge from one search task to the next one,
thereby making its h-values better informed. Ultimately, better informed h-values result
in an improved execution cost, although the improvement is not necessarily monotonic.
(This also explains why LRTA* can be interrupted at any state and resume execution at a
different state.) The following theorems formalize this knowledge transfer in the mistake-
bounded error model. The mistake-bounded error model is one way of analyzing learning
methods by bounding the number of mistakes that they make.

Theorem 12.2 (Convergence LRTA*) Assume that LRTA* maintains h-values across a series of
search tasks in the same safely explorable state space with the same set of goal states. Then, the
number of search tasks for which LRTA* with admissible initial h-values reaches a goal state with
an execution cost of more than δ(s, T ) (where s is the start state of the current search task) is
bounded from above.

PROOF: It is easy to see that the agent follows a minimal-cost path from the start state to a goal
state if it follows a path from the start state to a goal state where the h-value of every state is
equal to its goal distance. If the agent does not follow such a path, then it transitions at least once
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Figure 12.6: h-Value Surface after Convergence.

from a state u whose h-value is not equal to its goal distance to a state v whose h-value is equal
to its goal distance since it reaches a goal state and the h-value of the goal state is zero since the
h-values remain consistent according to Lemma 12.2. Let a denote the action whose execution
in state u results in state v. Let h denote the h-values before the value-update step and h′ denote
the h-values after the value-update step. According to Lemma 12.1, the h-value of state u is set to
h′(u) = max{h(u),mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a))}} ≥ mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a))) ≥
w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)} ≥ w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a)) = w(u, a) + δ(Succ(u, a), T ) ≥ δ(u, T ). Thus,
h′(u) = δ(u, T ) since the h-values cannot become inadmissible according to Lemma 12.2. After
the h-value of state u is set to its goal distance, the h-value can no longer change since it could
only increase according to Lemma 12.2 but would then make the h-values inadmissible and thus
inconsistent, which is impossible according to the same lemma. Since the number of states is
finite, it can happen only a bounded number of times that the h-value of a state is set to its goal
distance. Thus, the number of times that the agent does not follow a minimal-cost path from the
start state to a goal state is bounded.

In this context, it counts as one mistake when LRTA* reaches a goal state with an
execution cost that is larger than δ(s, T ). LRTA* always traverses a minimal-cost path
after a bounded number of mistakes.

Assume that LRTA* solves the same search task repeatedly from the same start state.
We have shown that the h-values will not change during a search after a finite number
of searches, and LRTA* can then execute the same actions during all future searches. It
could, for example, always break ties according to a fixed ordering of the actions (system-
atic tie breaking). The h-values will then remain unchanged during all future searches,
and LRTA* will follow the same minimal-cost path from the start state to a goal state
during all future searches. (If LRTA* breaks ties randomly, then it eventually discovers
all minimal-cost paths from the start state to the goal states.) Fig. ?? (all columns) illus-
trates this aspect of LRTA*. In the example, LRTA* breaks ties among successor states in
the following order: north, east, south, and west. Eventually, the robot always follows a
minimal-cost path to the goal cell. Figure 12.6 visualizes the h-value surface formed by
the final h-values. The robot now reaches the goal state on a minimal-cost path if it al-
ways moves to the successor state with the minimal h-value (and breaks ties in the order
given above) and thus performs steepest descent on the final h-value surface.
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Procedure Min-LRTA*
Input: Search problem with initial q-values
Output: Updated q-values

u← s ;; Start in initial state
while u /∈ T ;; Termination Criterion

a← arg mina∈A(u) q(s, a) ;; Select action
q(s, a)← min{q(s, a), w(u, a) + min

a′∈A(Succ(u,a))
q(Succ(u, a), a′)} ;; Update

u← a(u) ;; Execute action

Algorithm 12.4: Min-LRTA*.

12.5 Additional Variants of LRTA*

So far we have discussed one variant of LRTA*, namely RTAA*. We now discuss several
additional variants of LRTA*.

12.5.1 Variants with Local Search Spaces of Varying Sizes

LRTA* with small local search spaces executes a large number of actions to escape from
depressions (= valleys) in the h-value surface (see one of the exercises). It can avoid this
by varying the sizes of its local search spaces during a search, namely by increasing the
size of its local search spaces in depressions. For example, LRTA* can use minimal local
search spaces until it reaches the bottom of a depression. It can detect this situation be-
cause then the h-value of its current state is smaller than the costs-to-go of all actions that
can be executed in it (before it executes the value-update step). In this case, it determines
the local search space that contains all states that are part of the depression by starting
with its current state and then repeatedly adding successor states of states in the local
search space to the local search space so that, once a successor state is added, the h-value
of each state in the local search space is less than the cost-to-go of all actions that can be
executed in it and result in successor states outside of the local search space. The local
search space is complete when no more states can be added. In Figure 12.1, for example,
LRTA* picks the minimal local search space that contains only the state C1 when it is in
state C1. It notices that it has reached the bottom of a depression and picks a local search
space that consists of the states B1, C1 and C2 when it is in state C2. Its value-update
step then sets the h-values of B1, C1 and C2 to 6, 7 and 8, respectively, which completely
eliminates the depression.

12.5.2 Variants with Minimal Lookahead

LRTA* needs to predict the successor state that results from the execution of a given ac-
tion in the current state. One can decrease the lookahead further if one associates the
values with state-action pairs rather than the states. Algorithm 12.4 shows pseudo code
for Min-LRTA*, that associates a q-value q(s, a) with each action a ∈ A(u) that can be
executed in state u ∈ S. The q-values are similar to the “signs” used by SLRTA* and
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Figure 12.7: Complex state space.

the state-action values of reinforcement-learning methods, such a Q-Learning, and cor-
respond to approximations of the costs-to-go of the actions. The q-values are updated as
the search progresses, both to focus the search and avoid cycling. Min-LRTA* has min-
imal lookahead because it uses only the q-values local to the current state to determine
which action to execute. Thus, it does not even project one action execution ahead. This
means that it does not need to learn an action model of the state space, which makes it
applicable to situations where the action model is not known in advance and thus the
agent cannot predict the successor state of an action before it has executed them at least
once. The action-selection step of Min-LRTA* always greedily chooses an action with
the minimal q-value in the current state. The value-update step of Min-LRTA* replaces
q(s, a) with a more accurate lookahead value. This can be explained as follows: The q-
value q(v, a′) of any state-action pair is the cost-to-go of action a′ in state v and thus a
lowest bound on the goal distance if one starts in state v, executes action a′ and then be-
haves optimally. Thus, mina′∈A(v) q(v, a′) is a lower bound on the goal distance of state
v, and w(u, a) + mina′∈A(Succ(u,a)) q(Succ(u, a), a′) is a lower bound on the goal distance
if one starts in state u, executes action a and then behaves optimally. Min-LRTA* always
reaches a goal state with a finite execution cost in all safely explorable state spaces, as can
be shown with a “cycle argument” in a way similar to the proof of the same property of
LRTA*.

Theorem 12.3 (Lower Bound Real-Time Search) The complexity of every real-time search method
that cannot predict the successor state of actions before it has executed them at least once is Ω(ed)
over all state spaces where all action costs are one. Furthermore, their complexity is Ω(n3) over
all reasonable state spaces where all action costs are one.

PROOF: Fig. 12.7 shows a complex state space, which is a reasonable state space in which
all states (but the start state) have several actions that lead back towards the start state. Every
real-time search method that cannot predict the successor state of actions before it has executed
them at least once needs Ω(ed) or, alternatively, Ω(n3) in the worst case to reach a goal state in
“complex” state spaces. It has to execute each of the Θ(n2) actions in non-goal states that lead
away from the goal state at least once in the worst case. Over all of these cases, it has to execute
Ω(n) actions on average to recover from the action, for a total of Ω(n3) actions. In particular, it
can execute at least n3/6 − n/6 actions before it reaches the goal state (for n ≥ 1). Thus, the
complexity is Ω(ed) and Ω(n3) since e = n2/2 + n/2− 1 (for n ≥ 1) and d = n− 1 (for n ≥ 1).

Theorem 12.3 provides lower bounds on the number of actions that zero-initialized
Min-LRTA* executes. It turns out that these lower bounds are tight for zero-initialized
Min-LRTA* and remain tight for undirected state spaces and Eulerian state spaces where
all action costs are one (see two of the exercises).
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Procedure RTAA*
Input: Search problem with initial h-values
Output: Updated h-values

u← s ;; Start in initial state
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Termination criterion

lookahead← l ;; Any desired integer greater than zero
Closed← ∅ ;; Fresh search space
ū← A*(u) ;; Until lookahead states have been expanded
if (ū = false) return false ;; No goal found
for each u ∈ Closed ;; Traverse set of expanded states

h(u)← g(ū) + h(ū)− g(u) ;; Value update step
repeat ;; Traverse A*’s search space

a← SelectAction(A(u)) ;; Action on minimal-cost path from u to ū
u← a(u) ;; Execute action

until (u /∈ Closed) ;; Leave A*’s state space

Algorithm 12.5: RTAA*.

12.5.3 Variants with Faster Value Updates

Real-time adaptive A* (RTAA*) is a real-time search method that is similar to LRTA* but
whose value-update step is much faster. Assume that one has to perform several (for-
ward) A* searches with consistent h-values in the same state space and with the same
goal states but possibly different start states. Assume that u is a state that was expanded
during such an A* search. We can obtain an admissible (= non-overestimating) estimate
of its goal distance δ(u, T ) as follows: The distance from the start state s to any goal state
via state u is equal to the distance from the start state s to state u plus the goal distance
δ(u, T ) of state u. It clearly cannot be smaller than the goal distance δ(s, T ) of the start
state s. Thus, the goal distance δ(u, T ) of state u is no smaller than the goal distance
δ(s, T ) of the start state s (= the f -value f(ū) of the goal state ū that was about to be ex-
panded when the A* search terminates) minus the distance from the start state s to state
u (= the g-value g(u) of state u when the A* search terminates).

g(u) + δ(u, T ) ≥ δ(s, T )
δ(u, T ) ≥ δ(s, T )− g(u)
δ(u, T ) ≥ f(ū)− g(u)

Consequently, f(ū)−g(u) provides an admissible estimate of the goal distance δ(u, T )
of state u and can be calculated quickly. More informed h-values can be obtained by
calculating and assigning this difference to every state that was expanded during the A*
search and thus is in the closed list when the A* search terminates. (The states in the open
list are not updated since the distance from the start state to these states can be smaller
than their g-values when the A* search terminates.) We now use this idea to develop
RTAA*, which reduces to the case discussed above if its local search space is maximal.

Alg. 12.5 shows pseudo code for RTAA*, which follows the pseudo code of LRTA*.
The h-values of RTAA* approximate the goal distances of the states. They can be initial-
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ized using a consistent heuristic function. We mentioned earlier that LRTA* could use
(forward) A* searches to determine the local search spaces. RTAA* does exactly that.
The (forward) A* search in the pseudo code is a regular A* search that uses the current
h-values to search from the current state of the agent toward the goal states until a goal
state is about to be expanded or lookahead > 0 states have been expanded. After the A*
search, we require ū to be the state that was about to be expanded when the A* search
terminated. We denote this state consistently with ū. We require that ū = false if the A*
search terminated due to an empty open list, in which case it is impossible to reach a
goal state with finite execution cost from the current state and RTAA* thus returns fail-
ure. We require Closed to contain the states expanded during the A* search (= the states
in the local search space) and the g-value g(u) to be defined for all generated states u,
including all expanded states. We define the f -values f(u) = g(u) + h(u) for these states
u. The expanded states u form the local search space, and RTAA* updates their h-values
by setting h(u) = f(ū) − g(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) − g(u). The h-values of the other states re-
main unchanged. We give an example of the operation of RTAA* in Section “Case Study:
Goal-Directed Navigation in Unknown Terrain.” For example, consider Fig. 12.16. The
states in Closed are shown in grey, and the arrows point to the states ū.

RTAA* always reaches a goal state with a finite execution cost in all safely explorable
state spaces no matter how it chooses its values of lookahead and whether it uses the
repeat-until or not, as can be shown with a “cycle argument” in a way similar to the proof
of the same property of LRTA*. We now prove several additional properties of RTAA*.
We make use of the following known properties of A* searches with consistent h-values:
First, they expand every state at most once. Second, the g-values of every expanded state
and state ū are equal to the distance from the start state to state u and state ū, respectively.
Thus, one knows minimal-cost paths from the start state to all expanded states and state
ū. Third, the f -values of the series of expanded states over time are monotonically non-
decreasing. Thus, f(u) ≤ f(ū) for all expanded states u and f(ū) ≤ f(u) for all generated
states u that remained unexpanded.

Lemma 12.4 Consistent initial h-values remain consistent after every value-update step of
RTAA* and are monotonically nondecreasing.

PROOF: We first show that the h-values are monotonically nondecreasing. Assume that the
h-value of a state u is updated. Then, state u was expanded and it thus holds that f(u) ≤ f(ū).
Consequently, h(u) = f(u) − g(u) ≤ f(ū) − g(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) − g(u) and the update cannot
decrease the h-value of state u since it changes the h-value from h(u) to g(ū) + h(ū)− g(u). We
now show that the h-values remain consistent by induction on the number of A* searches. The
initial h-values are provided by the user and consistent. It thus holds that h(u) = 0 for all goal
states u. This continues to hold since goal states are not expanded and their h-values thus not
updated. (Even if RTAA* updated the h-value of state ū, it would leave the h-value of that state
unchanged since f(ū)−g(ū) = g(ū)+h(ū)−g(ū) = h(ū). Thus, the h-values of goal states would
remain zero even in that case.) It also holds that h(u) ≤ w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a)) for all non-goal
states u and actions a that can be executed in them. Assume that the h-values are updated as
shown in the algorithm. Let h denote the h-values before the value-update step and h′ denote the
h-values after the value-update step. We distinguish three cases:

• First, both u and Succ(u, a) were expanded, which implies that h′(u) = g(ū)+h(ū)−g(u) and
h′(Succ(u, a)) = g(ū) + h(ū)− g(Succ(u, a)). Also, g(Succ(u, a)) ≤ g(u) +w(u, a) since the
A* search discovers a path from the current state via state u to state Succ(u, a) of execution
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cost g(u) + w(u, a) during the expansion of state u. Thus, h′(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) − g(u) ≤
g(ū) + h(ū)− g(Succ(u, a)) + w(u, a) = w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)).

• Second, u was expanded but Succ(u, a) was not, which implies that h′(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) −
g(u) and h′(Succ(u, a)) = h(Succ(u, a)). Also, g(Succ(u, a)) ≤ g(u) + w(u, a) for the same
reason as in the first case, and f(ū) ≤ f(Succ(u, a)) since state Succ(u, a) was generated
but not expanded. Thus, h′(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) − g(u) = f(ū) − g(u) ≤ f(Succ(u, a)) −
g(u) = g(Succ(u, a)) + h(Succ(u, a)) − g(u) = g(Succ(u, a)) + h′(Succ(u, a)) − g(u) ≤
g(Succ(u, a)) + h′(Succ(u, a))− g(Succ(u, a)) + w(u, a) = w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)).

• Third, u was not expanded, which implies that h′(u) = h(u). Also, h(Succ(u, a)) ≤
h′(Succ(u, a)) since the h-values of the same state are monotonically nondecreasing over
time. Thus, h′(u) = h(u) ≤ w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a)) ≤ w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)).

Thus, h′(u) ≤ w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)) in all three cases and the h-values thus remain consis-
tent.

Theorem 12.4 (Number of Search Tasks in RTAA*) Assume that RTAA* maintains h-values
across a series of search tasks in the same safely explorable state space with the same set of goal
states. Then, the number of search tasks for which RTAA* with consistent initial h-values reaches
a goal state with an execution cost of more than δ(s, T ) (where s is the start state of the current
search task) is bounded from above.

PROOF: The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 12.2, except for the part where one
proves that the h-value of state u is set to its goal distance if the agent transitions from state u

whose h-value is not equal to its goal distance to a state v whose h-value is equal to its goal
distance. When the agent executes some action a ∈ A(u) in state u and transitions to state v,
then state u is a parent of state v in the A* search tree produced during the last call of astar()
and it thus holds that (1) state u was expanded during the last call of A*(), (2) either state v was
also expanded during the last call of A*() or v = ū, (3) g(v) = g(u) + w(u, a). Let h denote the h-
values before the value-update step and h′ denote the h-values after the value-update step. Then,
h′(u) = f(ū)−g(u) and h′(v) = f(ū)−g(v) = δ(v, T ). The last equality holds because we assumed
that the h-value of state v was equal to its goal distance and thus can no longer change since
it could only increase according to Lemma 12.4 but would then make the h-values inadmissible
and thus inconsistent, which is impossible according to the same lemma. Consequently, h′(u) =
f(ū)−g(u) = δ(v, T )+g(v)−g(u) = δ(v, T )+w(u, a) ≥ δ(u, T ), proving that h′(u) = δ(u, T ) since
a larger h-value would make the h-values inadmissible and thus inconsistent, which is impossible
according to Lemma 12.4. Thus, the h-value of state u is indeed set to its goal distance.

RTAA* and a version of LRTA* that uses the same (forward) A* searches to determine
the local search spaces differ only in how they update the h-values after the (forward) A*
search. We now prove that LRTA* with minimal local search space and RTAA* with the
same local search space behave exactly the same if they break ties in the same way. They
can behave differently for larger local search spaces, and we give an informal argument
why the h-values of LRTA* tend to be more informed than the ones of RTAA* with the
same local search spaces. On the other hand, it takes LRTA* more time to update the
h-values and it is more difficult to implement, for the following reason: LRTA* performs
one search to determine the local search space and a second search (using a version of
Dijkstra’s algorithm) to determine how to update the h-values of the states in the local
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search space since it is unable to use the results of the first search for this purpose. Thus,
there is a trade-off between the search cost and the execution cost of the resulting path.

Theorem 12.5 (Equivalence RTAA* and LRTA*) RTAA* and LRTA* with consistent initial h-
values and minimal local search spaces behave exactly the same if they break ties in the same way.

PROOF: We show the property by induction on the number of A* searches of RTAA*. The
h-values of both search methods are initialized using the same heuristic function and are thus
identical before the first A* search of RTAA*. Now consider any A* search of RTAA* and let ū
be the state that was about to be expanded when the A* searches terminated. Let h denote
the h-values of RTAA* before the value-update step and h′ denote the h-values after the value-
update step. Similarly, let h̄ denote the h-values of LRTA* before the value-update step and h̄′

denote the h-values after the value-update step. Assume that h(u) = h̄(u) for all states u. We
show that h′(u) = h̄′(u) for all states u. Both search methods expand only the current state
u of the agent and thus update only the h-value of this one state. Since s 6= ū, it holds that
h′(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) − g(u) = g(ū) + h(ū) and h̄′(u) = mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h̄′(Succ(u, a))} =
mina∈A(u){g(Succ(u, a)) + h̄′(Succ(u, a))} = mina∈A(u){g(Succ(u, a)) + h̄(Succ(u, a))} = g(ū) +
h̄(ū) = g(ū) + h(ū) (because the h-values are consistent). Thus, both search methods set the
h-value of the current state to the same value and, if they break ties identically, then move to state
ū. Consequently, they behave exactly the same.

We now give an informal argument why the h-values of LRTA* with larger local
search spaces tend to be more informed than the ones of RTAA* with the same local
search spaces (if both real-time search methods execute the same number of actions after
every search). This is not a proof but gives some insight into the behavior of the two
search methods. Assume that both search methods are in the same state and break ties
in the same way. Let h denote the h-values of RTAA* before the value-update step and
h′ denote the h-values after the value-update step. Similarly, let h̄ denote the h-values of
LRTA* before the value-update step and h̄′ denote the h-values after the value-update
step. Assume that h(u) = h̄(u) for all states u. We now prove that h′(u) ≤ h̄′(u)
for all states u. The A* searches of both search methods are identical if they break
ties in the same way. Thus, they expand the same states and thus also update the h-
values of the same states. We now show that the h-values h′ cannot be consistent if
h′(u) > h̄′(u) for at least one state u. Assume that h′(u) > h̄′(u) for at least one state
u. Pick a state u with the minimal h̄′(u) for which h′(u) > h̄′(u) and pick an action a
with a = arg mina∈A(u)(w(u, a) + h̄′(Succ(u, a)). State u must have been expanded since
h(u) = h̄(u) but h′(u) > h̄′(u). Then, it holds that h̄′(u) = w(u, a) + h̄′(Succ(u, a)). Since
h̄′(u) = w(u, a) + h̄′(Succ(u, a)) > h̄′(Succ(u, a)) and state u is a state with the minimal
h̄′(u) for which h′(u) > h̄′(u), it must be the case that h′(Succ(u, a)) ≤ h̄′(Succ(u, a)). Put
together, it holds that h′(u) > h̄′(u) = w(u, a) + h̄′(Succ(u, a)) ≥ w(u, a) + h′(Succ(u, a)).
This means that the h-values h′ are inconsistent but we have earlier proved already that
they remain consistent, which is a contradiction. Consequently, it holds that h′(u) ≤ h̄′(u)
for all states u. Notice that this proof does not imply that the h-values of LRTA* always
dominate the ones of RTAA* since the search methods can move the agent to different
states and then update the h-values of different states, but it suggests that the h-values of
LRTA* with larger local search spaces tend to be more informed than the ones of RTAA*
with the same local search spaces and thus that the path of LRTA* tend to be of smaller
execution cost than the path of RTAA* with the same local search spaces (if both real-time
search methods execute the same number of actions after every search).
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12.5.4 Variants that Detect Convergence

One can modify LRTA* with admissible initial h-values to keep track of which h-values
are already equal to the corresponding goal distances. For example, LRTA* could mark
states so that a state is marked if and only if LRTA* knows that its h-value is equal to
its goal distance, similar to the idea behind the proof of Theorem 12.2. Assume that
LRTA* with minimal local search spaces maintains h-values and markings across a series
of search tasks in the same safely explorable state space with the same set of goal states.
Initially, only the goal states are marked. If several actions tie in the action-selection step
and the execution of at least one of them results in a marked state, then LRTA* selects
such an action for execution and marks its current state as well. The resulting version
of LRTA* then has the following properties: When a state is marked, its h-value is equal
to its goal distance and then can no longer change. Once LRTA* reaches a marked state,
it follows a minimal-cost path from there to a goal state and all states on that path are
marked. If the start state of LRTA* is marked, then it will follow a minimal-cost path to a
goal state. If the start state of LRTA* is not marked, then it will mark one additional state
until it reaches a goal state (see one of the exercises).

12.5.5 Variants that Speed up Convergence

The convergence of LRTA* can be accelerated in different ways. For example, one can
increase the size of its local search spaces. But one has several options even for LRTA*
with minimal local search spaces:

• One can use LRTA* in abstractions of the state spaces (where clusters of states form
meta-states), which effectively increases the size of its local search spaces.

• One can use more informed (but still admissible) initial h-values.

• One can weigh the h-values more heavily by using “w × h(Succ(u, a))” instead of
“h(Succ(u, a))” in the action-selection and value-update steps for a constant w > 1,
similar to weighted A*, which is what ε-LRTA* does (see one of the exercises).

• One can change LRTA* to backtrack to the previous state (if possible) rather than
execute the action selected by the action-selection step if the value-update step in-
creased the h-value of the current state, with the idea that the action-selection step
in the previous state might then select a different action than previously, which is
what SLA* does. (LRTA* does not always need to backtrack to the previous state if
the value-update step increased the h-value of the current state. Rather, it could use
a “learning quota” and only backtrack after the sum of the increases of the h-values
of a number of states are larger than the learning quota, which is what SLA*T does.)

There is also some speculation that the convergence of LRTA* can be accelerated in
undirected state spaces if its action-selection step breaks ties towards successor states
with minimal f -values rather than randomly or towards successor states with maximal
f -values. Breaking ties towards successor states with minimal f -values is inspired by A*,
that efficiently finds a minimal-cost path by always expanding a leaf node of the search
tree with the minimal f -value. If the g-values and h-values are perfectly informed (that
is, the g-value of each state is equal to its start distance and its h-value is equal to its
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Procedure Version-Of-LRTA*-1
Input: Search problem with initial g-values and h-values
Output: Updated g-values and h-values

u← s
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Termination criterion
a← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ;; Action selection

;; Break ties in favor of an action a such that state Succ(u, a) has a minimal
;; f -value, where f(Succ(u, a)) = g(Succ(u, a)) + h(Succ(u, a))

if (u 6= s) ;; Normal case, not initial state
g(u)← max{g(u),min

v∈S,a′∈A(v),Succ(v,a′)=u
{g(v) + w(v, a′)}} ;; Update

if (u /∈ T ) ;; Normal case, not target state
h(u)← max{h(u),mina′∈A(u){w(u, a′) + h(Succ(u, a′))}} ;; Update

u← a(u) ;; Execute action

Algorithm 12.6: Version of LRTA* (1).

Procedure FALCONS
Input: Search problem with initial g-values and h-values
Output: Updated g-values and h-values

u← s ;; Start in initial State
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Termination criterion

a← arg mina∈A(u) max{g(Succ(u, a)) + h(Succ(u, a)), h(s)} ;; Action selection
;; Break ties in favor of an action a so that the state Succ(u, a)

;; has a minimal value w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))
if (u 6= s) ;; Normal case, not initial state

g(u)← max{g(u), ;; Update g-value
min

v∈S,a′∈A(v),Succ(v,a′)=u
{g(v) + w(v, a′)},

maxa′∈A(u){g(Succ(u, a′))− w(u, a′)}}
if (u /∈ T ) ;; Normal case, not target state

h(u)← max{h(u), ;; Update h-value
mina′∈A(u){w(u, a′) + h(Succ(u, a′))},
max

v∈S,a′∈A(v),Succ(v,a′)=u
{h(v)− w(v, a′)}}

u← a(u) ;; Execute action

Algorithm 12.7: FALCONS with lookahead one.

goal distance), then the states with minimal f -values are exactly those on minimal-cost
paths from the start state to a goal state. Thus, if LRTA* breaks ties towards successor
states with minimal f -values, it breaks ties towards a minimal-cost path. If the g-values
and h-values are not perfectly informed (the more common case), then LRTA* breaks ties
towards what currently looks like a minimal-cost path. To implement this tie-breaking
criterion, LRTA* needs to maintain g-values. It can update the g-values in a way similar
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Figure 12.8: Illustration of FALCONS.

to how it updates the h-values, except that it uses the predecessor states instead of the
successor states. Alg. 12.6 shows pseudo code for the resulting version of LRTA* with
lookahead one: It executes actions with minimal cost-to-go and breaks ties towards ac-
tions whose execution results in successor states with smaller f -values. FAst Learning and
CONverging Search (FALCONS) implements this principle more consequently: It min-
imizes the f -value of the successor state and breaks ties towards actions with smaller
costs-to-go. To understand why it breaks ties this way, consider g-values and h-values
that are perfectly informed. In this case, all states on a minimal-cost path have the same
(minimal) f -values and breaking ties towards actions with smaller costs-to-go ensures
that FALCONS moves towards a goal state. Thus, while LRTA* focuses its h-value up-
dates on what it believes to be a minimal-cost path from its current state to a goal state,
FALCONS focuses its h-value updates on what it believes to be a minimal-cost path from
the start state to a goal state. While LRTA* greedily tries to get quickly to a goal state,
FALCONS greedily tries to get quickly to a minimal-cost path from the start state to a
goal state and then follows the path, as shown in Fig. 12.8. When it increases the g-value
or h-value of a state on the path, then it might no longer consider the path to be a minimal-
cost path from the start state to a goal state, and then again greedily tries to get quickly
to a minimal-cost path from the start state to a goal state and then follow the path, until
it finally converges to a minimal-cost path from the start state to a goal state if it main-
tains its h-values across a series of search tasks in the same safely explorable state space
with the same set of goal states. Alg. 12.7 shows pseudo code for FALCONS. The initial
g-values and h-values must be admissible. We moved the termination-checking step af-
ter the value-update step because it makes sense to update the g-values in goal states. It
turns out that care must be taken to ensure that FALCONS does not cycle forever and
converges to a minimal-cost path from the start state to a goal state if it maintains its
h-values across a series of search tasks in the same safely explorable state space with the
same set of goal states, which explains why the value-update step is so complicated. The
value-update step for the h-values, for example, basically simplifies to the one of LRTA*
with lookahead one in case the h-values are consistent (see one of the exercises).
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Figure 12.9: RTA*.

12.5.6 Non-Converging Variants

There are a large number of real-time search methods that basically operate like LRTA*
but use h-values with different semantics and thus differ from LRTA* in their value-
update steps, which allows them to reach a goal state but prevents them from converging
if they maintain their h-values across a series of search tasks in the same safely explorable
state space with the same set of goal states.

RTA*

A non-converging variant of LRTA* is real-time A* (RTA*). Its h-values correspond to ap-
proximations of the goal distances of the states, just like the h-values of LRTA*. RTA* uses
the value-update step “h(u) ← max{h(u), arg mina′∈A(u),Succ(u,a′)6=Succ(u,a){w(u, a′) +
h(Succ(u, a′))}}” but is otherwise identical to LRTA* from Alg. 12.3. (The minimum of
an empty set is infinity.) Thus, RTA* basically updates the h-value of the current state
based on the cost-to-go of the second-best action while LRTA* updates the h-value of the
current state based on the cost-to-go of the best action. Thus, the h-values of RTA* do
not remain admissible while the h-values of LRTA* do. RTA* always reaches a goal state
with a finite execution cost in all safely explorable state spaces, as can be shown with
a “cycle argument” in a way similar to the proof of the same property of LRTA*. While
RTA* applies to all safely explorable state spaces, the motivation for its value-update step
comes from state spaces that are trees, where the only reason for entering the current state
again is to execute the currently second-best action. (If one executes an action that enters
the current state again and then executes the currently best action again, then these two
actions together have no effect and thus do not need to get executed.) In Figure 12.9,
for example, LRTA* and RTA* move east in the start state. Then, however, LRTA* can
move west and east before it is forced to move east, while RTA* is forced to move east
right away. In general, RTA* tends to have a smaller execution cost than LRTA* but does
not converge if it maintains its h-values across a series of search tasks in the same safely
explorable state space with the same set of goal states.

Node Counting

Another non-converging variant of LRTA* is node counting. Its h-values correspond to the
number of times the states have been visited. It does not make sense to initialize them
with a heuristic function. Rather, they are initialized with zero. Node Counting then uses
the value-update step “h(u) ← 1 + h(u)” (because the current state has been visited one
additional time) but is otherwise identical to LRTA* from Alg. 12.3 if all action costs are
one. Node Counting always reaches a goal state with a finite number of action executions
in all safely explorable state spaces, as can be shown with a “cycle argument” in a way
similar to the proof of the same property of LRTA*.
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Figure 12.10: Reset state space.

We now analyze node counting in more detail and compare it against LRTA* in state
spaces were all action costs are one. Theorem 12.1 implies that LRTA* always reaches a
goal state with a finite execution cost in all safely explorable state spaces where all action
costs are one. Theorem 12.1, in conjunction with the example following it, also implies
that the complexity of zero-initialized LRTA* with minimal local search spaces is Θ(nd)
over all state spaces where all action costs are one and Θ(n2) over all safely explorable
state spaces where all action costs are one. It turns out that these complexities remain
tight for undirected state spaces and Eulerian state spaces where all action costs are one
(see one of the exercises).

Zero-initialized node counting has a complexity that is at least exponential in n (even
over all reasonable state spaces). Fig. 12.10 is a reset state space, which is a reasonable
state space where all action costs are one and in which all states (but the start state) have
an action that eventually resets one to the start state. Node Counting needs a number
of action executions in the worst case to reach a goal state in “reset” state spaces that is
at least exponential in n. If Node Counting breaks ties in favor of successor states with
smaller indices, then it executes 2n/2+1/2 − 3 actions before it reaches the goal state (for
n ≥ 3).

Thus, the complexity of zero-initialized node counting is at least exponential in n over
all state spaces where all action costs are one. It turns out that the complexity of node
counting is also at least exponential in (the square root of) n even over all reasonable
undirected state spaces where all action costs are one and over all reasonable Eulerian
state spaces where all action costs are one, including (planar) undirected trees (see one
of the exercises). Thus, the complexity of zero-initialized LRTA* is smaller than the one
of zero-initialized node counting in all of these cases. LRTA* has other advantages over
node counting as well since it is able to use heuristic knowledge to guide the search, can
take the action costs into account, allows for larger local search spaces, and converges if
it maintains its h-values across a series of search tasks in the same safely explorable state
space with the same set of goal states.

Edge Counting

Another non-converging variant of LRTA* is edge counting, that relates to node counting
as Min-LRTA* relates to LRTA*. Its q-values correspond to the number of times the ac-
tions have been executed. It does not make sense to initialize them with a heuristic func-
tion. Rather, they are initialized with zero. Edge Counting then uses the value-update
step “q(s, a)← 1 + q(s, a)” but is otherwise identical to Min-LRTA* from Algorithm 12.4
if all action costs are one. The action-selection step of Edge Counting always chooses the
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Figure 12.11: Version of reset state space.

action for execution that has been executed the least number of times. This achieves the
same result as random walks (namely, to execute all actions in a state equally often in the
long run), but in a deterministic way. One particular tie-breaking rule, for example, is
for Edge Counting to repeatedly execute all actions in a state in turn according to a fixed
order, resulting in edge ant walk. In other words, Edge Counting executes the first action
according to the given order when it visits some state for the first time, it executes the
second action according to the given order when it visits the same state next time, and
so on. Edge Counting always reaches a goal state with a finite number of action execu-
tions in all safely explorable state spaces, as can be shown with a cycle argument in a way
similar to the proof of the same property of LRTA*.

The complexity of zero-initialized edge counting is at least exponential in n in state
spaces where all action costs are one (even over all reasonable state spaces where all
action costs are one). Fig. 12.11 is a version of a reset state space, which is a reasonable
state space in which all states (but the start state) have an action that resets one to the start
state. Edge counting needs a number of action executions in the worst case to reach a goal
state in “reset” state spaces that is at least exponential in n. In particular, if edge counting
breaks ties in favor of successor states with smaller indices, then it executes 3× 2n−2 − 2
actions before it reaches the goal state (for n ≥ 2).

Thus, the complexity of zero-initialized Min-LRTA* is smaller than the one of zero-
initialized edge counting in state spaces where all action costs are one. However, it turns
out that the complexity of zero-initialized Edge Counting is Θ(ed) over all undirected
state spaces where all action costs are one and over all Eulerian state spaces where all
action costs are one (see one of the exercises). Furthermore, its complexity is Θ(n3) over
all reasonable undirected state spaces where all action costs are one and over all rea-
sonable Eulerian state spaces where all action costs are one. Thus, the complexity of
zero-initialized Min-LRTA* is equal to the one of zero-initialized edge counting in these
state spaces.

12.5.7 Variants for Nondeterministic State Spaces

Search in nondeterministic state spaces is often more time-consuming than search in de-
terministic state spaces since information limitations can only be overcome by enumer-
ating all possible contingencies, which results in large search spaces. Consequently, it is
even more important that agents take their search cost into account to solve search tasks
efficiently. Real-time search in nondeterministic state spaces has an additional advantage
compared to real-time search in deterministic state spaces, namely that it allows agents to
gather information early. This information can be used to resolve some of the uncertainty
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and thus reduce the amount of search performed for unencountered situations. Without
interleaving searches and action executions, an agent has to determine a complete con-
ditional plan that solves the search task no matter which contingencies arise during its
execution. Such a plan can be large. When interleaving searches and action executions,
on the other hand, the agent does not need to plan for every possible contingency. It has
to determine only the beginning of a complete plan. After the execution of this sub-plan,
it can observe the resulting state and then repeat the process from the state that actually
resulted from the execution of the sub-plan instead of all states that could have resulted
from its execution, an advantage that we have described already in the context of game
playing.

Min-Max LRTA*

Min-Max Learning Real-Time A* (Min-Max LRTA*) uses minimax search to generalize
LRTA* to nondeterministic state spaces. It views acting in nondeterministic state spaces
as a two-player game in which it selects an action from the available actions in the cur-
rent state. This action determines the possible successor states from which a fictitious
agent, called nature, chooses one. Min-Max LRTA* assumes that nature exhibits the most
vicious behavior and always chooses the worst possible successor state.

Min-Max LRTA* uses the maximal h-value of all successor states that can result from
the execution of a given action in a given state everywhere in the pseudo code where
LRTA* simply uses the h-value of the only successor state. Thus, the pseudo code of
Min-Max LRTA* is exactly the same as the pseudo code of LRTA* if every occurrence
of “h(Succ(u, a))” is replaced by “maxv∈Succ(u,a) h(v)” in Algorithms 12.1, 12.2, 12.3
and 12.8. For example, Min-Max LRTA* with lookahead one uses the action-selection
step “a ← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + maxv∈Succ(u,a) h(v)}” and the value-update step
“h(u) ← max{h(u), w(u, a) + maxv∈Succ(u,a) h(v)}” but is otherwise identical to LRTA*
from Alg. 12.3. Thus, Min-Max LRTA* is identical to LRTA* in deterministic state spaces.
It turns out that Min-Max LRTA* has similar properties as LRTA* but the goal distance
δ(u, T ) of a state u now refers to its minimax goal distance, that is, the minimal execution
cost with which a goal state can be reached from the state, even for the most vicious be-
havior of nature. For example, state spaces are now safely explorable if and only if the
minimax goal distances of all states are finite and h-values are admissible if and only if
they are lower bounds on the corresponding minimax goal distances. Then, Min-Max
LRTA* with admissible initial h-values reaches a goal state with an execution cost of at
most

∑
u∈S δ(u, T ) in state spaces where all actions have cost one. Thus, it reaches a goal

state with a finite execution cost in safely explorable state spaces where all actions have
cost one.

The h-values of Min-Max LRTA* approximate the minimax goal distances of the
states. (Informed) admissible h-values can be obtained as follows: One can assume that
nature decides in advance which successor state g(s, a) ∈ Succ(u, a) to choose whenever
action a ∈ A(u) is executed in state u ∈ S; all possible states are fine. If nature really be-
haved this way, then the state space would effectively be deterministic. h-values that are
admissible for this deterministic state space are admissible for the nondeterministic state
space as well, regardless of the actual behavior of nature. This is so because additional
action outcomes allow a vicious nature to cause more harm. How informed the obtained
h-values are in the nondeterministic state spaces depends on how informed they are in
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the deterministic state space and how close the assumed behavior of nature is to its most
vicious behavior.

Assume that Min-Max LRTA* maintains h-values across a series of search tasks in
the same safely explorable state space with the same set of goal states. It turns out that
the number of search tasks for which Min-Max LRTA* with admissible initial h-values
reaches a goal state with an execution cost that is larger than δ(s, T ) (where s is the start
state of the current search task) is bounded from above. The action sequence that Min-
Max LRTA* executes after convergence if it maintains its h-values across a series of search
tasks in the same safely explorable state space with the same set of goal states depends on
the behavior of nature and is not necessarily uniquely determined, but its execution cost
is at most as large as the minimax goal distance of the start state. Thus, the execution cost
of Min-Max LRTA* is either worst-case optimal or better than worst-case optimal. This
is possible because nature might not be as malicious as a minimax search assumes. Min-
Max LRTA* might not be able to detect this “problem” by introspection since it does not
perform a complete minimax search but partially relies on observing the actual succes-
sor states of action executions, and nature can wait an arbitrarily long time to reveal the
“problem” or choose not to reveal it at all. This can prevent the h-values from converg-
ing after a bounded execution cost (or search tasks) and is the reason why we analyzed
the behavior of LRTA* using the mistake-bounded error model, although this “problem”
cannot occur for LRTA*. It is important to realize that, since Min-Max LRTA* relies on
observing the actual successor states of action executions, it can have computational ad-
vantages even over several search episodes compared to a complete minimax search.
This is the case if nature is not as malicious as a minimax search assumes and some suc-
cessor states do not occur in practice. Min-Max LRTA* does not plan for these situations
since it only plans for situations that it actually encounters.

Probabilistic LRTA*

Min-Max LRTA* assumes that nature chooses the action outcome that is worst for the
agent. The value of a node where it is the turn of nature to move is thus calculated as
the maximum of the values of its children, and Min-Max LRTA* attempts to minimize
the worst-case execution cost. One advantage of using Min-Max LRTA* is that it does
not depend on assumptions about the behavior of nature. If Min-Max LRTA* can reach
a goal state for the most vicious behavior of nature, it also reaches a goal state if nature
uses a different and therefore less vicious behavior. However, the assumption that nature
chooses the action outcome that is worst for the agent is often too pessimistic and can
then make search tasks wrongly appear to be unsolvable, for example, if a vicious nature
could trap the agent no matter which actions the agent executes. In such situations, Min-
Max LRTA* can be changed to assume that nature chooses action outcomes according to
probability distributions that depend only on the current state and the executed action,
resulting in a totally observable Markov decision process (MDP) problem. In this case,
the value of a node where it is the turn of nature to move is calculated as the average of
the values of its children weighted with the probability of their occurrence as specified
by the probability distribution. Probabilistic LRTA*, this probabilistic variant of Min-Max
LRTA*, then attempts to minimize the average execution cost rather than the worst-case
execution cost. It uses the expected h-value of the successor states that can result from
the execution of a given action in a given state everywhere in the pseudo code where
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LRTA* simply uses the h-value of the only successor state. Let p(v|s, a) denote the prob-
ability with which the execution of action a ∈ A(u) in state s ∈ S results in state v ∈ S.
Then, the pseudo code of Probabilistic LRTA* is exactly the same as the pseudo code of
LRTA* if every occurrence of “h(Succ(u, a))” is replaced by “

∑
v∈Succ(u,a) p(v | u, a)h(v)”

in Alg. 12.3 and 12.8. For example, Probabilistic LRTA* with lookahead one uses the
action-selection step “a ← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) +

∑
v∈Succ(u,a) p(v | u, a)h(v)}” and the

value-update step “h(u) ← max{h(u), w(u, a) +
∑
v∈Succ(u,a) p(v | u, a)h(v)}” but is oth-

erwise identical to LRTA* from Alg. 12.3. However, the version of Dijkstra’s algorithm
from Algorithm 12.2 cannot be used directly with the change since assigning each state
its new h-value requires one to update the h-value of each state in the local search space
multiple times. One can use value iteration, policy iteration or other methods for solv-
ing totally observable Markov decision processes for this purpose. Probabilistic LRTA* is
identical to LRTA* in deterministic state spaces. It turns out that Probabilistic LRTA* has
similar properties as LRTA* but the goal distance of a state now refers to its expected goal
distance. For example, state spaces are now safely explorable if and only if the expected
goal distances of all states are finite and h-values are admissible if and only if they are no
larger than the corresponding expected goal distances.

12.6 Examples for How to Use Real-Time Search

We now discuss how one can use real-time search, using LRTA* as a basis. In addi-
tion to the case studies described in the following, real-time search methods have also
been used in other nondeterministic state spaces from mobile robotics, including moving-
target search, the task of catching moving prey.

12.6.1 Case Study: Off-Line Search

Many traditional state spaces from artificial intelligence are deterministic, including
sliding-tile puzzles and blocks worlds. The outcomes of action executions can be pre-
dicted with certainty in deterministic state spaces. Real-time search methods can solve
off-line search tasks in these state spaces by moving a fictitious agent in the state space.
Real-time search methods thus provide alternatives to traditional search methods, such
as A*. They have, for example, successfully been applied to traditional search tasks and
STRIPS-type search tasks. For instance, real-time search methods easily determine paths
for the twenty-four puzzle, a sliding-tile puzzle with more than 1024 states, and blocks
worlds with more than 1027 states. For these search tasks, real-time search methods com-
pete with other heuristic search methods such as greedy (best-first) search, that can find
paths faster than real-time search, or linear-space best-first search, that can consume less
memory.

12.6.2 Case Study: Goal-Directed Navigation in Unknown Terrain

Assume that a robot has to move from its current coordinates to a given goal coordinates
in initially unknown terrain. The robot knows the start and goal cell but not which cells
are blocked. It can move one cell to the north, east, south, or west (unless that cell is
blocked). All action costs are one. On-board sensors tell the robot in every cell which of
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Figure 12.12: Example.
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Figure 12.13: (Forward) A* searches.

the four adjacent cells (north, east, south, or west) are blocked. The robot uses a navi-
gation strategy from robotics: It assumes that cells are unblocked unless it has the cells
already observed to be blocked (freespace assumption). The task of the robot is to move
to the given goal cell, which we assume to be possible. We study this search task again in
the chapter on incremental heuristic search and in the chapter on robotics.

The states of the state space correspond to the cells, and the actions correspond to
moving from a cell to an adjacent cell. The action costs can increase between searches.
Initially, the all actions costs are one. When a robot observes that a cell is blocked, then
removes all actions that enter or leave the cell. LRTA* or RTAA* apply to this scenario
since consistent (or admissible) h-values remain consistent (or admissible, respectively) if
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Figure 12.14: RTAA* with maximal local search spaces
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Figure 12.15: LRTA* with maximal local search spaces.
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Figure 12.16: RTAA* with lookahead = 4.

some action costs increase or some actions are removed between searchers. This implies
that they are incremental search methods, that is, can solve a series of similar search tasks
faster than individual searches from scratch since they make the h-values more informed,
which tends to make future searches more focused and thus faster.

Fig. 12.12 shows a simple goal-directed navigation task in unknown terrain that we
use to illustrate the behavior of (forward) A*, LRTA* and RTAA*. The h-values are ini-
tialized with the Manhattan distance. Black cells are blocked. All cells have their initial
h-value in the lower left corner. All search methods start a new search episode (= run an-
other search) when the action cost of an action on their current path increases and break
ties between cells with the same f -values in favor of cells with larger g-values and re-
maining ties in the following order, from highest to lowest priority: east, south, west and
north. Figures 12.13, 12.14, and 12.15 show the robot as a small black circle. The arrows
show the found paths from the current cell of the robot to the goal cell, which is in the
lower right corner. Cells that the robot has already observed to be blocked are black. All
other cells have their h-value in the lower left corner. Generated cells have their g-value in
the upper left corner and their f -value in the upper right corner. Expanded cells are grey
and, for RTAA* and LRTA*, have their updated h-values in the lower right corner, which
makes it easy to compare them to the h-values before the update in the lower left corner.
Notice that A*, RTAA* with maximal local search spaces (that is, with lookahead = ∞)
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and LRTA* with the same local search spaces follow the same paths if they break ties in
the same way. They differ only in the number of cell expansions, which is larger for A*
(23) than for RTAA* with maximal local search spaces (20) and larger for RTAA* with
maximal local search spaces (20) than for LRTA* with maximal local search spaces (19).
The first property is due to RTAA* and LRTA* updating the h-values while A* does not.
Thus, A* falls prey to the local minimum in the h-value surface and thus expand the three
leftmost cells in the lowest row a second time, while RTAA* and LRTA* avoid these cell
expansions. The second property is due to some updated h-values of LRTA* being larger
than the ones of RTAA*. Notice, however, that most updated h-values are identical, al-
though this is not guaranteed in general. We also compare RTAA* with lookahead = 4
to RTAA* with maximal local search spaces, that is, lookahead = ∞. Figures 12.14 and
12.16 show that smaller local search spaces increase the execution cost (from 10 to 12)
but decrease the number of cell expansions (from 20 to 17) because smaller local search
spaces imply that less information is used during each search episode. (Notice that the
last search episode of RTAA* with lookahead = 4 expands only one cell since the goal cell
is about to be expanded next.)

For these search tasks, smaller local search spaces tend to increase the execution cost
of LRTA* and RTAA* but initially tends to decrease the number of cell expansions and the
search cost. Increasing the execution cost tends to increase the number of search episodes.
As the local search spaces become smaller, eventually the speed with which the number
of search episodes increases tends to be larger than the speed with which the lookahead
and the time per search episode decreases, so that the number of cell expansions and the
search cost increase again. The number of cell expansions and the search cost tend to be
larger for (forward) A* than RTAA*, and larger for RTAA* than LRTA*. RTAA* with local
search spaces that are neither minimal nor maximal tends to increase the h-values less
per update than LRTA* with the same local search spaces. Consequently, its execution
cost and number of cell expansions tends to be larger than the ones of LRTA* with the
same local search spaces. However, it tends to update the h-values much faster than
LRTA* with the same local search spaces, resulting in smaller search costs. Overall, the
execution cost of RTAA* tends to be smaller than the ones of LRTA* for given time limits
per search episode because it tends to update the h-values more quickly, which allows
it to use larger local search spaces and overcompensate for its slightly less informed h-
values.

12.6.3 Case Study: Coverage

Consider a strongly connected state space without any goal states. Strongly connected
state spaces guarantee that real-time search methods are always able to reach all states
no matter which actions they have executed in the past. Then, LRTA* with lookahead
one, RTA* and node counting visit all states repeatedly, as can be shown with a “cycle
argument” in a way similar to the proof that LRTA* always reaches a goal state with a
finite execution cost. In fact, the worst-case cover time (where the cover time is measured
as the execution cost until all states have been visited at least once) is the same as the
worst-case execution cost until a goal state has been reached if an adversary can pick
the goal state, for example, the state that was visited last when covering the state space.
Thus, the earlier complexity results carry over to coverage.

The property of real-time search methods to visit all states of strongly connected state
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Figure 12.17: Ant robots using node counting.

spaces repeatedly has been used to build ant robots, that is, simple robots with limited
sensing and computational capabilities. Ant robots have the advantage that they are easy
to program and cheap to build. This makes it feasible to deploy groups of ant robots and
take advantage of the resulting fault tolerance and parallelism. Ant robots cannot use
conventional search methods due to their limited sensing and computational capabili-
ties. To overcome these limitations, ant robots can use real-time search methods to leave
markings in the terrain that can be read by the other ant robots, similar to what real ants
do when they use chemical (pheromone) traces to guide their navigation. The ant robots
only have to leave markings in the terrain, sense markings at their adjacent locations, and
change the marking of their current location. Ant robots that each run the same real-time
search method on the shared markings (where the locations correspond to states and the
markings correspond to h-values) cover terrain once or repeatedly even if they move
asynchronously, do not communicate with each other except via the markings, do not
have any kind of memory, do not know the terrain, cannot maintain maps of the terrain,
nor determine complete paths. The ant robots do not even need to be localized, which
completely eliminates solving difficult and time-consuming localization tasks. The ant
robots robustly cover terrain even if they are moved without realizing that they have
been moved (say, by people running into them), some ant robots fail, and some markings
get destroyed. Many of the real-time search methods discussed in this chapter could be
used to implement ant robots. For example, the following properties are known if edge
counting is used to implement ant robots, in addition to it executing all actions repeat-
edly. A Eulerian cycle is a sequence of action executions that executes each action in each
state exactly once and returns to the initial state. Consider edge ant walk. Remember that
edge ant walk is a version of edge counting that repeatedly executes all actions in a state
in turn according to a fixed order. In other words, edge counting executes the first action
according to the given order when it visits some state for the first time, it executes the
second action according to the given order when it visits the same state next time, and
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Figure 12.18: Navigation task with unknown initial pose

so on. It turns out that this version of edge counting repeatedly executes a Eulerian cycle
after at most 2ed′ action executions in Eulerian state spaces without goal states, where
the diameter d′ of a state space is the maximal distance between any pair of its states.
Furthermore, consider k ant robots that each execute one action in each time step so that
they repeatedly execute all actions in a state in turn according to a fixed order. In other
words, the first ant robot that executes an action in some state executes the first action
according to the given order, the next ant robot that executes an action in the same state
executes the second action according to the given order, and so on. It turns out that the
number of times that any two actions have been executed differ by at most a factor of two
after at most 2(k+1)ed′/k time steps in Eulerian state spaces without goal states. Overall,
it is probably easiest to use node counting to implement ant robots since each ant robot
then marks locations and always increases the h-value of its current location by the same
amount. Figure 12.17 shows a simplified example. Each ant robot can move one cell to
the north, east, south, or west (unless that cell is untraversable). We assume that there is
no uncertainty in actuation and sensing. The ant robots move in a given sequential order
(although this is not necessary in general). If a cell contains an ant robot, one of its corner
is marked. Different corners represent different ant robots. Fig. 12.17 (top) demonstrates
how a single ant robot covers the GRIDWORLD, and Fig. 12.17 (bottom) demonstrates
how three ant robots cover it. Ant robots that leave more information in each cell (for
example, complete maps) tend to cover terrain even faster.

12.6.4 Case Study: Localization

Consider the goal-directed navigation task with pose uncertainty shown in Figure 12.18.
The robot knows the map of the terrain, but is uncertain about its start pose, where a pose
is a cell and orientation (north, east, south, west). It can move one cell forward (unless
that cell is blocked), turn left ninety degrees, or turn right ninety degrees. All action costs
are one. On-board sensors tell the robot in every pose which of the four adjacent cells
(front, left, behind, right) are blocked. We assume that there is no uncertainty in actuation
and sensing. For localization, the robot has to gain certainty about its pose and then stop.
We study this search task again in the chapter on robotics. For goal-directed navigation
with pose uncertainty, the robot has to navigate to any of the given goal poses and then
stop. Since there might be many poses that produce the same sensor reports as the goal
pose, this navigation task includes localizing the robot sufficiently so that it knows that it
is in the goal pose when it stops. We require that the mazes be strongly connected (every
pose can be reached from every other pose) and not completely symmetrical (localization
is possible). This modest assumption makes all robot navigation tasks solvable, since the
robot can always first localize itself and then, for goal-directed navigation tasks with pose
uncertainty, move to a goal pose.
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We now formally describe the navigation tasks, using the following notation: P is
the finite set of possible robot poses. A(p) is the set of possible actions that the robot can
execute in pose p ∈ P : left, right, and possibly forward. Succ(p, a) is the pose that results
from the execution of action a ∈ A(p) in pose p ∈ P . o(p) is the observation that the robot
makes in pose p ∈ P : whether or not there are walls immediately adjacent to it in the four
directions (front, left, behind, right). The robot starts in pose ps ∈ P and then repeatedly
makes an observation and executes an action until it decides to stop. It knows the maze,
but is uncertain about its start pose. It could be in any pose in Ps ⊆ P . We require only
that o(p) = o(p′) for all p, p′ ∈ Ps, which automatically holds after the first observation,
and ps ∈ Ps, which automatically holds for Ps = {p | p ∈ P ∧ o(p) = o(ps)}.

Since the robot does not know its start pose, the navigation tasks cannot be formulated
as search tasks in small deterministic state spaces whose states are the poses (pose space).
Rather, the robot has to maintain a belief about its current pose. Analytical results about
the execution cost of search methods are often about their worst-case execution cost (here:
execution cost for the worst possible start pose) rather than their average-case execution
cost, especially if the robot cannot associate probabilities or other likelihood estimates
with the poses. Then, all it can do is to maintain a belief in form of a set of possible
poses, namely the poses that it could possibly be in. Thus, its beliefs are sets of poses
and their number could even be exponential in the number of poses. The beliefs of the
robot depend on its observations, which the robot cannot predict with certainty since
it is uncertain about its pose. For example, it cannot predict whether the cell in front
of it will be blocked after it moves forward for the goal-directed navigation task with
pose uncertainty from Figure 12.18. The navigation tasks are therefore search tasks in
large nondeterministic state spaces whose states are the beliefs of the robot (belief space).
The robot will usually be uncertain about its current pose but can always determine its
current belief for sure. For example, if the robot has no knowledge of its start pose for the
goal-directed navigation task with pose uncertainty from Figure 12.18 but observes walls
all around it except in its front, then its start belief contains the following seven poses:
A 1→, A 6 ↓, A 8 ↓, A 10→, D 1→, D 5 ↑, and D 8 ↑.

We now formally describe the state space of the navigation tasks, using the following
notation: B denotes the set of beliefs and bs the start belief. A(b) denotes the set of actions
that can be executed when the belief is b. A(b, o) denotes the set of possible observations
that can be made after the execution of action awhen the belief was b. Succ(b, o, a) denotes
the successor belief that results if observation o is made after the execution of action a
when the belief was b. Then, for all b ∈ B, a ∈ A(b), and a ∈ A(b, a),

B = {b | b ⊆ P ∧ o(p) = o(p′) for all p, p′ ∈ b}
bs = Ps

A(b) = A(p) for any p ∈ b
O(b, a) = {o(Succ(p, a)) | p ∈ b}

Succ(b, o, a) = {Succ(p, a) | p ∈ b ∧ o(Succ(p, a)) = o}

To understand the definition of A(b), notice that A(p) = A(p′) for all p, p′ ∈ b after the
preceding observation since the observation determines the actions that can be executed.

For goal-directed navigation tasks with pose uncertainty, the robot has to navigate
to any pose in ∅ 6= Pt ⊆ P and stop. In this case, we define the set of goal beliefs as
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Figure 12.19: Min-Max LRTA*.

Bt = {b : b ⊆ Pt ∧ o(p) = o(p′) for all p, p′ ∈ b}. To understand this definition, notice
that the robot knows that it is in a goal pose if its belief is b ⊆ Pt. If the belief contains
more than one pose, however, the robot does not know which goal pose it is in. If it is
important that the robot knows which goal pose it is in, we useBt = {b | b ⊆ Pt ∧|b| = 1}.
For localization tasks, we use Bt = {b | b ⊆ P ∧ |b| = 1}.

The belief space is then defined as follows. It is safely explorable since our assump-
tions imply that all navigation tasks are solvable:

S = B

s = bs

T = Bt

A(u) = A(b) for u = b

Succ(u, a) = {Succ(b, o, a) : a ∈ O(b, a)} for b.

For goal-directed navigation tasks with pose uncertainty, one can use the admissible
goal-distance heuristic, that is, h(u) = maxp∈s δ({p}, T ). (Thus, the robot determines for
each pose in the belief state how many actions it would have to execute to reach the goal
pose if it knew that it was currently in that pose. The maximum of these values then
is an approximation of the minimax goal distance of the belief state.) For example, the
goal-distance heuristic is 18 for the start belief state used earlier, namely the maximum
of 18 for A 1 →, 12 for A 6 ↓, 10 for A 8 ↓, 1 for A 10 →, 17 for D 1 →, 12 for D 5 ↑,
and 9 for D 8 ↑. The calculation of δ({p}, T ) involves no pose uncertainty and can be
done efficiently without interleaving searches and action executions, by using traditional
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search methods in the pose space. This is possible because the pose space is deterministic
and small. The h-values are admissible because the robot needs at least of execution cost
of maxp∈s δ({p}, T ) in the worst case to solve the goal-directed navigation task with pose
uncertainty from pose p′ = arg maxp∈s δ({p}, T ), even if it knows that it starts in that pose.
The h-values are often only partially informed because they do not take into account that
the robot might not know its pose and then might have to execute additional localization
actions to overcome its pose uncertainty. For localization tasks, on the other hand, it is
difficult to obtain better informed initial h-values than zero-initialized ones. Figure 12.19
(excluding the dashed part) shows how Min-Max LRTA* performs a minimax search with
minimal local search space around the current belief state of the robot to determine which
action to execute next. The local search space consist of all non-leaves of the minimax tree
where it is the turn of the robot to move. Min-Max LRTA* first assigns all leaves of the
minimax tree the value determined by the heuristic function for the corresponding state
(1). Min-Max LRTA* then backs up these h-values towards the root of the minimax tree.
The value of a node where it is the turn of nature to move is the maximum of the values
of its children since nature chooses actions that maximize the minimax goal distance (2).
The value of a node where it is the turn of the robot to move is the minimum of the
sum of the action costs plus the values of its children, because Min-Max LRTA* chooses
actions that minimize the minimax cost-to-go (3). Finally, Min-Max LRTA* selects the
action that moves to a child of the root node of the minimax search tree that minimizes
the sum of the action cost plus the value of the child. Consequently, it decides to move
forward. Min-Max LRTA* then executes the selected action (possibly already searching
for action sequences in response to the possible observations it can make next), makes an
observation, updates the belief state of the robot based on this observation, and repeats
the overall process from the new belief state of the robot until the navigation task is
solved.

Min-Max LRTA* has to ensure that it does not cycle forever. It can use one of the
following two approaches to gain information between action executions and thus guar-
antee progress:

Direct Information Gain: If Min-Max LRTA* uses sufficiently large local search spaces,
then it finds paths that achieve a gain in information, in the following sense: After
following such a path it is guaranteed that the robot has either solved the navigation
task or at least reduced the number of poses it can be in (Greedy Localization). This
way, it guarantees progress towards a solution. For example, moving forward re-
duces the number of possible poses from seven to at most two for the goal-directed
navigation task with pose uncertainty from Figure 12.18. We study Greedy Local-
ization in more detail in the chapter on robotics since it performs agent-centered
search but not real-time search.

Indirect Information Gain: Min-Max LRTA* with direct information gain does not ap-
ply to all search tasks. Even if it applies, the local search spaces and thus the search
cost that it needs to guarantee a direct information gain can be large. To operate
with smaller local search spaces, it can use real-time search. It then operates as
before, with the following two changes: First, when Min-Max LRTA* needs the h-
values of a state just outside of the local search space (that is, the h-value of a leaf
of the minimax tree) in the value-update step, it now checks first whether it has
already stored an h-value for this state in memory. If so, then it uses this h-value.
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If not, then it calculates the h-value using the heuristic function, as before. Second,
after Min-Max LRTA* has calculated the h-value of a state in the local search space
where it is the turn of the robot to move, it now stores it in memory, overwriting any
existing h-value of the corresponding state. Fig. 12.19 (including the dashed part)
summarizes the steps of Min-Max LRTA* with indirect information gain before it
decides to move forward. The increase of the potential

∑
u∈S\{ut} h

t(u)) can be inter-
preted as an indirect information gain that guarantees that Min-Max LRTA* reaches
a goal state in safely explorable state spaces. A disadvantage of Min-Max LRTA*
with indirect information gain over Min-Max LRTA* with direct information gain
is that the robot has to store potentially one h-value in memory for each state it has
visited. In practice, however, the memory requirements of real-time search methods
often seem to be small, especially if the initial h-values are well informed and thus
focus the search, which prevents them from visiting a large number of states. Fur-
thermore, real-time search methods only need to store the h-values of those states
in memory that differ from the initial h-values. If the h-values are the same, then
they can be automatically re-generated when they are not found in memory. For
the example from Fig. 12.19, for instance, it is unnecessary to store the calculated h-
value 18 of the initial belief state in memory. An advantage of Min-Max LRTA* with
indirect information gain over Min-Max LRTA* with direct information gain is that
it is able to operate with smaller local search spaces, even local search spaces that
contain only the current state. Another advantage is that it improves its execution
cost, although not necessarily monotonically, until it converges if it maintains its
h-values across a series of localization and goal-directed navigation tasks with pose
uncertainty with the same goal poses in the same terrain. The actual start poses or
the beliefs of the robot about its start poses do not need to be identical.

So far, we have assumed that the robot can recover from the execution of each action.
If this is not the case, then the robot has to guarantee that the execution of each action does
not make it impossible to reach a goal state, which is often possible by increasing the local
search spaces of real-time search methods. For example, if Min-Max LRTA* is applied to
goal-directed navigation tasks with pose uncertainty and irreversible actions and always
determines a path after whose execution the belief state is guaranteed to contain either
only the goal pose, only poses that are part of the current belief state of the robot, or
only poses that are part of the start belief state, then either the goal-directed navigation
task remains solvable in the worst case or it was not solvable in the worst case to begin
with. We have also assumed that there is no actuator or sensor noise. Search tasks with
actuator but no sensor noise can be modeled with MDPs, and search tasks with actuator
and sensor noise can be modeled with partially observable MDPs (POMDPs). We have
already shown that MDPs can be solved with Probabilistic LRTA*. A POMDP can be
expressed as an MDP whose state space is the set of probability distributions over the
states of the POMDP. Thus, the state space of the resulting MDP is continuous and needs
to get discretized before one can use Probabilistic LRTA* on it.

12.7 Summary

In this chapter, we illustrated the concept of real-time search, described which kinds of
search tasks it is suitable for, and discussed the design and the properties of some real-
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time search methods. We learned that real-time search methods have been applied to
a variety of state spaces, including traditional search, STRIPS-type planning, moving-
target search, search of totally and partially observable Markov decision process models,
reinforcement learning and robot navigation. We learned that real-time search methods
have several advantages: First, different from the many existing ad-hoc search and plan-
ning methods that interleave searches and action executions, they have a solid theoretical
foundation and are state space independent. Second, they allow for fine-grained control
over how much search to do between action executions. Third, they can use heuristic
knowledge to guide their search which can reduce the search cost without increasing the
execution cost. Fourth, they can be interrupted at any state and resume execution at a
different state. In other words, other control programs can take over control at arbitrary
times if desired. Fifth, they amortize learning over several search episodes, which allows
them to find a path with a suboptimal execution cost fast and then improve the execution
cost as they solve similar search tasks, until the execution cost is satisficing or optimal.
Thus, they still asymptotically minimize the execution cost in the long run in case sim-
ilar search tasks unexpectedly repeat. Sixth, several agents can often solve search tasks
cooperatively by performing an individual real-time search each but sharing the search
information, thereby reducing the execution cost. For example, off-line search tasks can
be solved on several processors in parallel by running a real-time search method on each
processor and letting all real-time search methods share their values. While these proper-
ties can make real-time search methods the search methods of choice, we also learn that
they are not appropriate for every search task. For example, real-time search methods ex-
ecute actions before their consequences are completely known and thus cannot guarantee
a small execution cost when they solve a search task for the first time. If a small execution
cost is important, one might have to perform complete searches before starting to execute
actions. Furthermore, real-time search methods trade off the search and execution costs
but do not reason about the trade-off explicitly. In particular, it can sometimes be benefi-
cial to update values that are far away from the current state, and forward searches might
not be able to detect these states efficiently. Finally, real-time search methods have to store
a value in memory for each visited state and thus can have large memory requirements
if the initial values do not focus the search well.

LRTA* approximates Bellman’s optimality conditions for minimal-cost paths in a way
similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm. However, the h-values of LRTA* approach the goal dis-
tances from below if the initial h-values are admissible and monotonically nondecreasing,
while the corresponding values of Dijkstra’s algorithm approach the goal distances from
above and are monotonically non-increasing.

LRTA* with lookahead one and LRTA* with minimal local search spaces behave iden-
tically in state spaces where the execution of all actions in non-goal states necessarily
results in a state change, that is, cannot leave the current state unchanged. In general,
actions that are not guaranteed to result in a state change can safely be deleted from the
state spaces because there always exists a solution that does not use them if there exists
a solution at all. For example, the optimal solution does not use them. LRTA* with any
local search space, including minimal and maximal local search spaces, never executes
actions whose execution can leave the current state unchanged but LRTA* with looka-
head one can execute them.

An example of an LRTA* search that applies A* to perform updates in the local search
space called RTAA* has been presented. Moreover, the convergence and time perfor-
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Algorithm Scope Environment Graph Complete Learning
LRTA* (12.3) Lookahead 1 det. dir.

√ √

LRTA*-LSS (12.1) Local det. dir.
√ √

RTAA* (12.5) A* prob. dir
√ √

LRTA*-1 (12.6) Lookahead 1 det. dir.
√ √

FALCONS (12.7) Lookahead 1 det. dir.
√ √

RTA* Lookahead 1 det. undir.
√

-
Vertex Counting Lookahead 1 det. dir.

√
-

Edge Counting Lookahead 1 det. dir.
√

-
MinMax-LRTA* Lookahead 1 non-det. dir.

√ √

Probablistic-LRTA* Lookahead 1 prob. dir.
√ √

Table 12.1: Overview real-time search algorithms.

mances of LRTA* and RTAA* have been studied in depth, and worst case examples have
been given.

We also considered several variations of LRTA*, including ones that accelerate goal
finding (like FALCONS), and ones the accelerate the convergence process (like RTA*,
node edge counting). FALCONS additionally takes g-values for a better tie-breaking
strategy into account, while RTA* exploits the undirected search space to store the best al-
ternative in the h-value. We also looked at extensions to more general search space struc-
tures, like non-deterministic search spaces (like MinMax-LRTA*), in which the outcome
of an action is fully uncertain, and probabilistic search spaces (like Probabilistic-LRTA*),
in which the outcome or an action is uncertain with respect to a probability distribution
on the action outcomes.

Table 12.1 provides an overview on the real-time search algorithms introduced in this
chapter. We denote the scope of the value-update step, the environment type, and the
structure of the problem graph, whether or not the algorithms is complete and converg-
ing in the limit.

12.8 Exercises

12.1 ** Consider the following algorithm for solving the (n2−1)-PUZZLE: If n ≤ 3, then solve it by
brute force. Otherwise, use a greedy method to put the first row and column into place, tile by tile,
and then call the algorithm recursively to solve the remaining rows and columns. Show a greedy
method that can put an additional tile in the first row or column into place without disturbing the
tiles that it has already put into place and that only needs a constant search time before the first
action execution and between action executions. (It turns out that there exists a greedy method
with the above property so that the resulting algorithm solves the (n2 − 1)-PUZZLE with at most
5n3 +O(n2) action executions.)

12.2 * List several similarities and differences of Min-Max LRTA* and the minimax search method
used by game-playing programs.

12.3 ** Determine experimentally which value of lookahead is optimal when using LRTA* to solve
the EIGHT-PUZZLE with the Manhattan distance on your computer if the local search spaces are
generated by (forward) A* search until a goal state is about to be expanded or lookahead > 0
states have been expanded.
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Procedure Version-Of-LRTA*-2
Input: Search problem with initial h-values
Output: Updated h-values

u← s ;; Start in initial state
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Goal criterion

repeat ;; Any desired nonnegative number of times
v ← Select ;; Any desired non-goal state
a← arg mina∈A(v){w(v, a) + h(Succ(v, a))} ;; Select action
h(v)← max{h(v), w(v, a) + h(Succ(v, a))} ;; Update value

a← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ;; Select action
h(u)← max{h(u), w(u, a) + h(Succ(u, a))} ;; Update value
u← a(u) ;; Execute action

Algorithm 12.8: Version of LRTA* (2).

Procedure Version-Of-LRTA*-3
Input: Search problem with initial h-values
Output: Updated h-values

u← s ;; Start in initial state
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Termination criterion

a← arg mina∈A(u){w(u, a) + h′′(u, a)}
h(u)← max{h(u), w(u, a) + h′′(u, a)} ;; Update value
v ← Succ(u, a) ;; State selection
h′(u)← min

a∈A(u),Succ(u,a)6=v{w(u, a) + h′′(u, a)} ;; Update value
u← v ;; Execute action

Algorithm 12.9: Version of LRTA* (3)

12.4 **

1. Simulate by hand LRTA* with lookahead one in the state space from Figure 12.20 where
all action costs are one and the initial h-values label the states. Clearly, LRTA* with small
local search spaces executes a large number of actions to escape from depressions in the
h-value surface.

2. Show how LRTA* with local search spaces that vary during the search and RTA* with looka-
head one avoid this behavior for the example.

3. Implement all three real-time search methods and experimentally compare them in more
realistic state spaces of your choice.

12.5 ** One could add the additional value-update step “h(Succ(u, a)) ←
max(h(Succ(u, a)), h(u)−w(u, a))” between the value-update step and the action-execution step
of LRTA* with lookahead one, with the idea to update the h-value of a state not only based on
the h-values of its successor states but also on the h-value of one of its predecessor states.
Demonstrate that this is only a good idea if the initial h-values are inconsistent.
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Figure 12.20: Example state space

12.6 ** Assume that LRTA* with minimal local search spaces maintains h-values and markings
across a series of search tasks in the same safely explorable state space with the same set of
goal states. Initially, only the goal states are marked. If several actions tie in the action-selection
step and the execution of at least one of them results in a marked state, then LRTA* selects such
an action for execution and marks its current state as well. Prove the following properties of the
resulting version of LRTA*:

1. When a state is marked, its h-value is equal to its goal distance and then can no longer
change.

2. Once LRTA* reaches a marked state, it follows a minimal-cost path from there to a goal
state and all states on that path are marked.

3. If the start state of LRTA* is marked, then it will follow a minimal-cost path to a goal state.

4. If the start state of LRTA* is not marked, then it will mark one additional state until it reaches
a goal state.

12.7 ** Assume that LRTA* (very infrequently) gets teleported to a state close to its current state
when it executes an action in an undirected state space. How does this change its properties?
For example,

1. are its h-values guaranteed to remain admissible if its initial h-values were admissible?

2. is it guaranteed to reach a goal state in safely explorable undirected state spaces?

3. is it guaranteed to converge to a minimal-cost path if it maintains its h-values across a series
of search tasks in the same safely explorable undirected state space with the same set of
goal states?

12.8 ** Prove Lemmata 12.1 and 12.2.

12.9 *** Prove that the complexity of zero-initialized Min-LRTA* is Θ(ed) over all state spaces
where all action cost are one, in a way similar to the corresponding proof for LRTA*. As an
intermediate step, prove results for Min-LRTA* similar to Lemma 12.3 and Theorem 12.1.

12.10 ** How do Lemma 12.3 and Theorem 12.1 change for LRTA* with lookahead one if some
actions in non-goal states leave the current state unchanged in state spaces where all action
costs are one?

12.11 *** Prove that the complexity of both zero-initialized Min-LRTA* and zero-initialized edge
counting is Θ(ed) over all undirected state spaces where all action costs are one and over all
Eulerian state spaces where all action costs are one, using the undirected lollipop state space
from Fig. 12.21.

12.12 *** The vertex ant walk is defined by the rules in Alg. 12.10. It has no explicit termination
criterion.

A tie in the choice of u′ can only occur between yet unvisited states. Once a state is visited, it
always has a unique time stamp that avoids further ties.
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Figure 12.21: Lollipop state space.

Procedure Vertex-Ant-Walk
Input: State space problem with initial functions
Output: Hamiltonian path in state space problem

for each u ∈ S: (h(u), τ(u))← (0, 0)
u← s ;; Start in initial state
loop ;; Endless loop

v ∈ argmina∈A(v){x ∈ Succ(u, a) | (h(x), τ(x))} ;; Action selection
τ(u)← t; h(u)← h(v) + 1; t← t+ 1 ;; Value Update
u← a(v) ;; Action commitment

Algorithm 12.10: Vertex ant walk.

1. Show that if (u, v) is an edge in the state space problem graph G, then it always holds that
|h(u)− h(v)| ≤ 1

2. Let t be the t iteration. For notational convenience we abbreviate ht =
∑
v∈S h

t(u). Show
that at all times t, we have ht(G) ≥ t.

3. Show that a single ant covers any connected graph within O(nd) steps, where n is the
number of vertices and d is the diameter of the state space problem graph.

4. Show that the bound is tight.

5. Show that a Hamiltonian cycle, upon being traversed n consecutive times, becomes a limit
cycle of VAW.

12.13 *** Prove that the complexity of zero-initialized node counting is at least exponential in
n even over all reasonable undirected state spaces where all action costs are one and over all
reasonable Eulerian state spaces where all action costs are one.

12.14 ** Zero-initialized edge counting and zero-initialized node counting are related in state
spaces where all action costs are one. Consider any state space X and a state space Y that is
derived from state space X by replacing each of its directed edges with two directed edges that
are connected with an intermediate state. Figure 12.22 gives an example. Then, Node Counting
in state space Y, edge counting in state space Y, and edge counting in state space X behave
identically (if ties are broken identically). This means that node counting in state space Y and
edge counting in state space Y execute the same number of actions, which is twice the number of
actions that edge counting executes in state space X (since they have to execute two actions for
every action that edge counting executes in state space X). Is there a similar relationship between
LRTA* and Min-LRTA*?
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Figure 12.22: State space with intermediate states.

12.15 ** The section on “Case Study: Goal-Directed Navigation in Unknown Terrain” mentions
several experimental results in its last paragraph. Implement (forward) A*, LRTA* and RTAA* for
goal-directed navigation in unknown terrain and confirm or disconfirm these results.

12.16 ** It turns out that the goal-directed navigation task in unknown terrain can be solved with
fewer cell expansions with forward A* (that repeatedly searches from the current cell of the robot
to the goal cell) than backward A* (that repeatedly searches from the goal cell to the current cell
of the robot), where cells are blocked randomly, the h-values of both versions of A* are initialized
with the Manhattan distance, and all cell expansions are counted until the robot reaches the goal
cell. The difference is substantial even though the branching factor is the same in both directions.
Explain this phenomenon and then perform experiments that support your hypothesis.

12.17 * Implement a GRIDWORLD with five ant robots that all use LRTA* to cover the GRIDWORLD
repeatedly. All action costs are one. Test out different ideas for how to make the ant robots cover
the GRIDWORLD faster or more uniformly.

1. Can you make the ant robots cover the GRIDWORLD faster or more uniformly by biasing
them away from each other so that they spread out more quickly?

2. Can you make the ant robots cover the GRIDWORLD faster or more uniformly by letting them
all use node counting instead of LRTA*?

3. Do the experimental cover times of LRTA* and node counting reflect the difference in their
complexities?

12.18 *** Prove versions of Lemma 12.3, Theorem 12.1 and Theorem 12.2 for the version of
LRTA* from Alg. 12.8 that does not constrain the order in which the h-values of the states are
updated, which is sometimes called trial-based real-time dynamic programming. One can view
it as repeating the value-update step with different local search spaces (at least one of which
contains the current state) before it executes the action-selection step.
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12.19 * Describe how one can obtain (informed) admissible h-values for probabilistic LRTA*,
where the h-values approximate the expected goal distances of the states.

12.20 ** Consider one ant robot that performs edge ant walk in the GRIDWORLD from Fig. 12.1
with the start cell given in the figure. How many action executions does it need in the worst case
to visit every state of this undirected state space at least once (that is, for the worst possible order
of actions in each state). How many action executions does it need in the worst case before it
repeatedly executes a Eulerian cycle?

12.21 ** Consider LRTA* with lookahead one that uses “λ · h(Succ(u, a))” instead of
“h(Succ(u, a))” in the action-selection and value-update steps, for a constant λ > 1. Assume
that this version of LRTA* maintains h-values across a series of search tasks in the same safely
explorable state space with the same set of goal states. Prove or disprove that the number of
search tasks for which this version of LRTA* with admissible initial h-values reaches a goal state
with an execution cost that is larger than λ · δ(s, T ) (where s is the start state of the current search
task) is bounded from above.

12.22 ** The larger the size of the local search spaces of LRTA* is, the smaller the execu-
tion cost of LRTA* tends to be. However, updating the h-values in larger local search spaces is
time-consuming. To run faster, LRTA* can update the h-values in its local search spaces only
approximately, which is what RTAA* and the version of LRTA* in Alg. 12.8 does. There is also
a version of LRTA* that performs a branch-and-bound search, called minimin search, to set the
h-value of the current state to the value calculated by our version of Dijkstra’s algorithm but leaves
the h-values of the other states in the local search space unchanged. In this general context,
consider the version of LRTA* from Alg. 12.9. (The minimum of an empty set is infinity.)

1. How does it relate to LRTA* with larger local search spaces?

2. How does it relate to RTA*?

3. Which properties does it have?

4. Can you improve on it?

12.23 *** Prove that edge counting always reaches a goal state with a finite number of action
executions in all safely explorable state spaces.

12.24 *** Generalize the properties of LRTA* from the section on “Execution Cost of LRTA*” to
state spaces with arbitrary positive action costs. This requires one to modify the formulas slightly,
using the minimal action cost of any action, that is, the expression minu∈S,a∈A(u) w(u, a).

12.25 *** Argue that Theorem 12.5 basically implies that the complexity results from the section
on “Execution Cost of LRTA*” also apply to RTAA* with consistent initial h-values.

12.26 ** Simplify the value-update step of FALCONS with lookahead one in case its initial g-
values and h-values are consistent.

12.27 *** We stated that the complexity of zero-initialized LRTA* with minimal local search spaces
is Θ(nd) over all state spaces where all action costs are one and Θ(n2) over all safely explorable
state spaces where all action costs are one. What are the corresponding complexities for RTAA*?
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Chapter 13

Adversary Search

Adversaries introduce an element of uncertainty into the search process.
One model for adversary search is game playing. It is a special case of a layered tree

search that has been investigated in depth using specialized algorithms. Optimal strate-
gies result in perfect play. The players can take actions alternately and independently,
and we attempt to maximize the worst-case outcome. We address the standard game
playing algorithms negmax and minimax together with pruning options like αβ. Game
tree searches are rather depth-bounded rather than cost-bounded, and values at the leaf
nodes of the tree are computed through a static evaluation function. Retrograde analy-
sis calculates entire databases of classified positions in backward direction, starting from
won and lost ones; these databases can be used in conjunction with specialized game
playing programs as endgame lookup tables. Multi-player and general game playing
broaden this scope.

In non-deterministic or probabilistic environments, the adversary refers to the unpre-
dictable behavior of nature. In contrast to the deterministic search models, the outcome
of an executed action in a state is not unique. Each applicable action may spawn several
successors. There are many reasons for such uncertainty: randomness that is in the real-
world, the lack of knowledge for modeling the real-world precisely, the dynamic change
in the environment that we cannot control, sensors and actuators that are imprecise, etc.

Solutions to non-deterministic and probabilistic search tasks are no longer sequences
of actions but mappings from state to actions. As opposed to linear solution sequences,
adversary search requires state space traversal to return solution policies in the form of
a tree or a graph. The policy is often implicitly represented in form of a value function
that assigns a value to each of the states. For the deterministic setting, the value function
takes the role of the heuristic that is gradually improved to the goal distance. This links
the solution process for adversary search problems to the ones presented for real-time
search, where the value function for deterministic search models is improved over time.

In order to apply policies to the real-world, we embed the solutions in the environ-
ment in form of finite-state controllers. This means that solutions can be interpreted as
being programs that react on inputs by issuing an action in the current internal state and
changing this state based on the response of the environment.

In a probabilistic environment the standard formalism for a stochastic search prob-
lem is that of a Markov decision process. A simpler model of non-determinism is an
AND/OR graph, in which the solver controls the OR nodes, and the environment op-

497
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Figure 13.1: Initial and Mate-in-1 position in CHESS.

erates on the AND nodes. The main difference between the two is that outgoing edges
when performing actions are labeled with probabilities.

We unify solving deterministic, non-deterministic and probabilistic search in one
model. As with deterministic search, we usually search for policies that are optimal. In
non-deterministic and probabilistic environments, the intended effect might be achieved
or not; in this case, we maximize the expected rewards (or minimize the expected costs).

13.1 Two-Player Games

According to John McCarthy CHESS is the Drosophila of AI, in analogy with dominant
use of that fruit fly to study inheritance. Since the early 1950s, CHESS (see Fig. 13.1) has
advanced to one of the main successes in AI, resulting in the defeat of the human-world
champion in a tournament match, even if one may argue if computation-intense search
resemblances to the intellectual approach used by human players.

Generally, a move in CHESS consists of transporting one of the pieces of the player to
a different square, following the rules of movement for that piece. Up to one exception,
a player can take a piece of the opponent by moving one of his own pieces to the square
occupied by the opponent. The opponent’s piece is removed from the board and remains
out of play for the rest of the game. When the king is threatened and cannot make a move
such that after the move, the king is not threatened, then we have a mate position, which
ends the game (see Fig. 13.1, right, for a mate in one move). When a player cannot make
any legal move, but the king is not threatened, then the game is a draw. If the the same
position with the same player to move is repeated three times, he can also claim a draw.

The position to the right of Fig. 13.1 illustrates a move in a recent human-machine
game that has been overseen by the human world champion when playing against the
program Deep Fritz. The computer won by 4:2 on an ordinary PC. In contrast, Deep
Thought, the first computer system that defeated a human world champion in a match,
used a massively parallelized, hardware-oriented search scheme, evaluating and storing
billions of nodes in a second with a fine-tuned evaluation function and a large, human-
made opening book.
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Figure 13.2: Intermediate states in TIC-TAC-TOE (left), and NIM (right).

Figure 13.3: Intermediate positions in GO (left) and terminal one in CONNECT 4 (right).

Besides competitive play, some combinatorial CHESS problems like the number of
33,439,123,484,294 complete Knight’s tours have been solved using search.

TIC-TAC-TOE (see Fig. 13.2) is a game between two players, who alternate in setting
their respective tokens O and X on a 3×3 board. The winner of the game has to complete
either a row, a column or a diagonal with his own tokens. A player wins by having 3 of
his own tokens in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row. Obviously, the size of the state
space is bounded by 39 = 19, 683 states, since each field is either unmarked, or marked X
or O. A complete enumeration shows that there is no winning strategy (for either side);
the game is a draw (assuming optimal play).

NIM is a two-player game in which players remove one or more matches at a time
from a single row. The player to take the last match wins. One ”classic” NIM instance
is shown in Fig. 13.2 (right). By applying combinatorial game theory an optimal playing
strategy can be obtained without much search (see Exercises).

Strong GO programs try to emphasize much of the human way of thinking rather
than brute-force search methods for which computers are ideal, and from this point of
view GO might have a chance to become the next fruit fly of AI, in the sense of McCarthy.
Many techniques like rule-based knowledge representation, pattern recognition, and ma-
chine learning have been tried. The two players compete in acquiring territory by placing
stones on a 19×19 board (see Fig. 13.3, left). Each player seeks to enclose territory with his
stones and can capture opponent’s ones. The object of the game is to enclose the largest
territory. The game has been addressed by different strategies. One approach with ex-
ponential savings in some endgames uses a divide-and-conquer method in which some
board situations are split into a sum of local games of tractable size. Another influencing
search method exploits structure in samples of random play.

In CONNECT 4 (see Fig. 13.3, right), a player has to place tokens into one of the lowest
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Figure 13.4: Initial positions in HEX and AMAZONS.

Figure 13.5: Initial positions in NINE-MEN-MORRIS and CHECKERS.

unoccupied fields in each column. To win, four tokens of his color have to be lined
up horizontally, vertically, or diagonally before the opponent does. This game has been
proven to be a win for the first player in optimal play using a knowledge-based approach
and minimax-based search with an approach that introduces the third value unknown into
the game search tree evaluation. The approach has a working memory requirement linear
in the size of the search tree, while αβ requires only memory linear to the depth of it.

The basic aim of the board game NINE-MEN-MORRIS (see Fig. 13.5) is to establish
vertical or horizontal lines (a mill). Whenever a player completes a mill, that player
immediately removes one opponent piece that does not form part of a mill from the
board. If all the opponents pieces form mills then an exception is made and the player
is allowed to remove one. Initially, the players place a piece of their own color on any
unoccupied point until all eighteen pieces have been played. After that, play continues
alternately but each turn consists of a player moving one piece along a line to an adjacent
point. The game is lost for a player either by being reduced to two pieces or by being
unable to move. NINE-MEN-MORRIS has been solved with parallel search and huge
endgame databases. The outcome of a complete search is that the game is a draw.

In CHECKERS (see Fig. 13.5, right) the two players try to capture all the other players
pieces or render them immobile. An regular piece can move to a vacant square, diag-
onally forward. When such regular piece reaches the last row, it becomes a king. A
king can move to a vacant square diagonally forward or backward. A piece (piece or
king) can only move to a vacant square. A move can also consist of one or more jumps,
capturing opponent piece if jumped. Nowadays checker programs have perfect informa-
tion for all CHECKERS positions involving ten or fewer pieces on the board generated in
large retrograde analysis using a network of workstations and various high-end comput-
ers. CHECKERS is a draw.

HEX (see Fig. 13.4, left) is another PSPACE-complete board game. The players place
balls one of the cells with their color. Both players attempt to build a chain of his colored
cells connecting his (opposing) borders. Since the game can never result in a draw, it is
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Figure 13.6: Virtual and semi-virtual connections in HEX.

easy to prove that the game is won for the first player to move, since otherwise he can
adopt the winning strategy of the second player to win the game. In HEX the current
state-of-the-art programs use a unusual approach of electrical circuit theory to combine
the influence of sub-positions (virtual connections) to larger ones. A semi-virtual con-
nection allows to connect two pieces/two group of pieces provided that one can move,
a full virtual connection allows to connect pieces despite even if the opponent moves
(see Fig. 13.6).

AMAZONS (see Fig. 13.4, middle) is a board game, which has become popular in re-
cent years, and has served as a platform for both game-theoretic study and AI games
research. Players move queens on an n × n (usually 10 × 10) board. The pieces, called
queens or amazons, move like CHESS queens. As part of each move an arrow is shot
from the moved piece. The point where the arrow lands is reachable from the target
position and is eliminated from the playing area, such that the arrows eventually block
the movement of the queens. The last player to complete a move wins. AMAZONS is in
PSPACE, since (unlike CHESS and GO) the number of moves in an AMAZONS game is
polynomially bounded. Deciding the outcome of n× n AMAZONS is PSPACE-hard.

13.1.1 Game Tree Search

To select an optimal move in a two-person game, the computer constructs a game tree, in
which each node represents a configuration (such as a board position). The root of the tree
corresponds to the current position, and the children of a node represent configurations
reachable in one move. Every other level (a.k.a., ply) corresponds to opponent moves. In
terms of the formalism of Sec. 13.4, a game tree is a special case of an AND/OR graph,
with alternating layers of AND- and OR-nodes. We are particularly concerned here with
zero-sum games (the win of one player is the loss of the other), where both players have
perfect information (unlike, e.g., in a card game).

Usually, the entire tree is too large to be searched entirely, so the analysis is truncated
at some fixed level and the resulting terminal nodes are evaluated by a heuristic proce-
dure called a static evaluation function. The need for making a decision sooner than it
takes to determine the optimal move, and the bounded backup of horizon estimates is a
characteristic that two-player search shares with real-time search.

The evaluation procedure assigns a numeric heuristic value to the position, where
larger values represent positions more favorable to the player whose turn is to play. The
static evaluator doesn’t have to be correct, the only requirement is that it yields the correct
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values for terminal positions (e.g., check-mate or drawn configurations in CHESS), and
the informal expectation that higher values correlate with better positions, on average.
There is no notion of admissibility as in single-player games. A static evaluator can be
implemented using basically any appropriate representation. One common, simple form
is a weighted sum of game-specific features, such as material difference, figure mobility,
attacked figures, and so on.

A major share of the secret of writing strong computer games lies in the “black magic”
of crafting good evaluation functions. The challenge lies in striking the right balance be-
tween giving an indicative value without excessive computational cost. Indeed, easy
games can be searched completely, so almost any heuristic will do; on the other hand,
if we had an evaluation function at hand that is always correct, we wouldn’t have to
search in the first place. Usually, evaluation functions are developed by experts in labo-
rious, meticulous trial-and-error experimentation. However, we will later also discuss
approaches to let the computer “learn” the evaluation on its own.

It is a real challenge to find good evaluation functions for interesting games that can
be computed efficiently. Often the static evaluation function is computed in two separate
steps. First, a number of features are extracted, then these features are combined to an
overall evaluation function. The features are described by human experts. The evalua-
tion function is also often derived by hand, but it can also be learned or optimized by a
program. Another problem is that, all feature values have to be looked at and that the
evaluation can become complex. We give a solution based on classification trees, a natural
extension of decision trees, which are introduced first. Then we show how classification
trees can be used effectively in αβ search and how to find the evaluation functions with
bootstrapping.

We will assume that the value of a position from the point of view of one player is the
negative of its value from the point of view of the other. The principal variation is defined
as the path from the root on which each player plays optimally, i.e., chooses a move
that maximizes his worst-case return (as measured by the static evaluator at the leaves
of the tree). It may be found as follows: Label each interior node with the maximum of
the negatives of the values of its children. Then the principal variation is defined as the
path from the root to a leaf that follows from each node to its lowest-valued child; the
value at the root is the value of terminal position reached by this path (from the point of
view of the first player). This labeling procedure is called the negmax algorithm, with its
pseudo-code shown in Alg. 13.1.

Procedure Negmax
Input: Position u.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u)) return Eval(u) ;; No successor, static evaluation
res← −∞ ;; Initialize value res for current frame
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

res← max{res,−Negmax(v)} ;; Update value res
return res ;; Return final evaluation

Algorithm 13.1: The negmax game tree labeling procedure.
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Minimax is an equivalent formulation of negmax, where the evaluation values for the
two players do not necessarily have to be the negative of each other. The search tree
consists of two different types of nodes, the MIN nodes for one player that tries to mini-
mize the possible payoff, and the MAX nodes for the other player that tries to maximize
it (Alg. 13.2).

Procedure Minimax
Input: Position u.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u)) return Eval(u) ;; No successor, static evaluation
if (max-node(u)) val← −∞ ;; Initialize return value for MAX-node
else val← +∞ ;; Initialize return value for MIN-node
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

if (max-node(u)) val← max{val,Minimax(v)} ;; Recursive call at MAX-node
else val← min{val,Minimax(v)} ;; Recursive call at MIN-node

return res ;; Return final evaluation

Algorithm 13.2: minimax game tree search.

For all but some trivial games, the game tree cannot be fully evaluated. In practi-
cal applications, the number of levels that can be explored depends on a time limit for
this move; in this respect, the interleaving of computation and action is reminiscent of
the real-time search scenario (see Chap. 12). Since the actually required computation
time is not known beforehand, most game playing programs apply an iterative-deepening
approach, i.e., they successively search to 2, 4, 6, . . . plies until the available time is ex-
hausted. As a side effect, we will see that the search to ply k can also provide valuable
information to speed up the next deeper search to ply k + 2.

13.1.2 αβ-Pruning

We have seen how the negmax procedure performs depth-first search of the game tree and
assigns a value to each node. The branch-and-bound method of αβ-pruning determines
the root’s negmax value while avoiding examination of a substantial portion of the tree.
It requires two bounds that are used to restrict the search; taken together, these bounds
are known as the αβ-window. The value α is meant to be the least value the player can
achieve, while the opponent can surely keep it at no more than β. If the initial window
is (∞,∞), the αβ-procedure will determine the correct root value. The procedure avoids
many nodes in the tree by achieving cut-off s. There are two types to be distinguished:
shallow and deep cut-offs.

We consider shallow cut-offs first. Suppose the situation in Fig. 13.7, where one child
has value -8. Then the value of the root will be at least 8. Subsequently, the value of node
d is determined as 5, and hence node c achieves at least −5.

Therefore, the player at the root would always prefer moving to b, and the outcome
of the other children of c is irrelevant.

In deep pruning, the bound used for the cut-off can stem not only from the parent,
but from any ancestor node. Consider Fig. 13.8. After evaluating the first child f of e,
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Figure 13.7: Shallow cut-off in αβ-pruning.

its value must be −5 or larger. But the first player can already achieve 8 at the root by
moving to b, so he will never choose to move to e from d, and the remaining unexplored
children of e can be pruned. The implementation of αβ-search is shown in Alg. 13.3.
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Figure 13.8: Deep cut-off in αβ-pruning.

For any node u, β represents an upper bound that is used to restrict the node below
u. A cut-off occurs when it is determined that u’s negmax value is greater than or equal
to β. In such a situation, the opponent can already choose a move that avoids u with a
value no greater than β. From the opponent’s standpoint, the alternate move is no worse
than u, so continued search below p is not necessary. We say that u is refuted. It is obvious
how to extend αβ-pruning to minimax search (Alg. 13.4).

The so-called Fail-Safe version of αβ initializes the variable res with −∞, instead of
with α. This modification allows to generalize the search for the case where the initial
window is smaller than (−∞,∞). If the search fails, i.e., the root value lies outside this
interval, an estimate is returned that informs us if the true value lies below α, or above β.

Theorem 13.1 (Correctness of Minimax Search with αβ-Pruning) Let u be an arbitrary posi-
tion in a game and α < β. Then the following three assertions are true.

1. MinimaxAlphaBeta(u, α, β) ≤ α⇔ Eval(u) ≤ α
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Procedure NegmaxAlphaBeta
Input: Position u, bounds α, β.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u)) return Eval(u) ;; No successor, static evaluation
res← α ;; Initialize value res for current frame
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

val← −NegmaxAlphaBeta(v,−β,−res) ;; Initialize cut-off value
if (val > res) res← val ;; Update res
if (res ≥ β) return res ;; Perform cut-off

return res ;; Return final evaluation

Algorithm 13.3: αβ negmax game tree pruning.

Procedure MinimaxAlphaBeta
Input: Position u, value α, value β.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u)) return Eval(p) ;; No successor, return evaluation
if (max-node(u)) ;; MAX-node

res← α ;; Initialize result value
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

val← MinimaxAlphaBeta(v, res, β) ;; Recursion for α
res← max{res, val} ;; Take maximal value
if (res ≥ β) ;; Result exceeds threshold

return res ;; Propagate value
else ;; MIN-node

res← β ;; Initialize result value
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

val← MinimaxAlphaBeta(v, α, res) ;; Recursion for β
res← min{res, val} ;; Take minimal value
if (res ≤ α) ;; Result exceeds threshold

return res ;; Propagate value
return res ;; Propagate value

Algorithm 13.4: minimax game tree search with αβ-pruning.

2. MinimaxAlphaBeta(u, α, β) ≥ β ⇔ Eval(u) ≥ β

3. α < MinimaxAlphaBeta(u, α, β) < β ⇔ α < Eval(u) < β.

PROOF: We only proof the second assertion, the others are inferred analogously. Let u be a
MAX-node. We have minimaxAlphaBeta(u, α, β) ≥ β if and only if there exists a successor with
res ≥ β. Since for all further successors we have that the value res only increases and res for the
chosen state is the maximum of all previous res values including α, we conclude that res for the
chosen state is equal to minimaxAlphaBeta(u, res′, β) ≥ β for some value res′ < res. By using
induction we have that Eval(u) ≥ β.

For the opposite direction we assume that minimaxAlphaBeta(u, α, β) < β which means that
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for all successors the value res is smaller than β. Therefore, the value val for all successors is
smaller than β and Eval(u) < β.

Performance of αβ-pruning

To obtain a bound on the performance of αβ pruning, one has to prove that for each
game tree, there is a minimal (sub)tree that has to be examined by any search algorithm,
regardless of the values of the terminal nodes. This tree is called the critical tree, and its
nodes are critical nodes. It is helpful to classify nodes into three types, called PV, CUT, and
ALL. The following rules determine critical nodes.

• the root is a PV node.

• the first child of a PV node is a PV, the remaining children are CUT nodes.

• the first child of a CUT node is an ALL node.

• all children of an ALL node are CUT nodes.

If one does not implement deep cut-offs, only three rules for determining the minimal
tree remain:

• the root is a PV node.

• the first child of a PV node is also a PV, the remaining children are CUT nodes.

• the first child of a CUT node is a PV node.

The number of terminal leaves on the critical tree of a complete, uniform b-ary subtree
of height d is

bdd/2e + bbd/2c − 1.

This can also be motivated as follows. In order to prove that the value of the root is
at least v, bdd/2e leaves must be inspected, since one move must be considered on each
player level, and all moves on each opponent level (this subtree is also called the player’s
strategy). Conversely, to see that the value is at most v, bbd/2c − 1 leaf nodes have to be
generated (the opponent’s strategy). The principal variation lies in the intersection of the
two.

If the tree is searched in best-first order, i.e., the best move is always chosen first
for exploration, then αβ will search only the critical tree. Thus, for the performance of
this algorithm it is crucial to apply move ordering, i.e., sorting the moves heuristically
according to their expected merit.

Note that the above term is approximately 2
√
n, where n = dh is the number of leaves

in the whole (unpruned) tree. Consequently, we can state that αβ-pruning has the poten-
tial to double the search depth.
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Figure 13.9: minimax game search tree pruned by αβ and additional move ordering.

Extending Pruning to the Static Evaluator

Depending on its complexity, the static evaluation can claim most of the computational
effort in game tree search. One idea to cut down on unnecessary overhead is to extend
αβ-pruning into the evaluation itself. It is no longer considered an atomic operation.
For example, in a weighted sum type of evaluator, one feature is computed at a time,
and a partial estimate is available at each step. Suppose that, as is usually the case, all
feature values and weights are positive. Then, as soon as the partial sum exceeds the αβ-
search window, we can discard the position without taking the remaining features into
consideration.

This type of pruning is particularly powerful if the heuristic is represented in the form
of a tree. Each internal node in a decision tree contains a test condition (e.g., an attribute
comparison with a threshold value) that determines which branch to descend next. Its
leaves contain the actual outcome of the evaluation. Decision trees can be automatically
induced from labeled training examples. One drawback is that if an attribute is close to a
threshold value, the evaluation can abruptly jump based on an arbitrarily change in the
input feature. As a remedy, generalizations of decision trees have been developed and
have been applied to game playing that make the decision boundary “soft” or “fuzzy”.

13.1.3 Transposition Tables

As in single-agent search, transposition tables (see Sec. 7.1.1) are memory-intense dictio-
naries (see Chap. 4) of search information for valuable reuse. They are used to test if
the value of a certain state has already been computed during a search in a different
subtree. This can drastically reduce the size of the effectively search game tree, since
in two-player-games it is very common to have different move sequences (or different
orders of the same moves) lead to the same position.

The usual implementation of a transposition table is done by hashing. For fast hash
function evaluations and large hash tables to be addresses a compact representation for
the state is suggested.

We apply transposition table lookup to the negmax algorithm with αβ-pruning.
Alg. 13.5 provides a suitable implementation. In order to interpret the different stored
flags, recall, that the αβ-pruning scheme not all values of α and β yield the minimax
value at its root. There are three sets to be distinguished: valid, the value of the algorithm
matches the one of negmax search, lbound, the value of the algorithm is a lower bound for
the one of negmax search, and ubound, the value of the algorithm is an upper bound for
the one of negmax search.

In addition, note that the same position can be encountered at different depths of the
tree. This depth is also stored in the transposition table. Only if the stored search depth
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Procedure NegmaxAlphaBeta-TT
Input: Position u, value α, value β, value d.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u) or d = 0 return Eval(p) ;; No successor, return evaluation
if (Search(u) 6= nil) ;; Transposition table contains entry for u

(val, flag,depth)← Search(u)
if (depth ≥ d) ;; Make sure stored evaluation was at least as deep

if (flag = valid) return val ;; Stored value matches negmax value
if (flag = lbound) α← max{α, val} ;; Lower bound for negmax value
if (flag = ubound) β ← min{β, val} ;; Upper bound for negmax value
if (α ≥ β) return val ;; Pruning

res← α ;; Initialize result value
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

val← −NegmaxAlphaBeta-TT(v,−β,−res, d− 1) ;; Recursion for α
res← max{res, val} ;; Take maximal value
if (res ≥ β) ;; Result exceeds threshold

Insert(u, (res, lbound, d)) ;; Insert value in TT
return res ;; Propagate value

if (res > α)
Insert(u, (res, valid, d)) ;; Insert computed value in TT

else
Insert(u, (res,ubound, d)) ;; Insert upper bound in TT

return res ;; Propagate value

Algorithm 13.5: negmax game tree search with αβ-pruning and transposition table.

is larger or equal to the remaining search depth, can the result replace the execution of
the search.

Major nuances of the algorithm concern the strategy of when to overwrite an entry in
the transposition table. In Alg. 13.5, the scheme ”always replace” is used, which simply
over-writes anything that was already there. This may not be the best scheme, and in fact
there has been a lot of experimental work trying to optimize this scheme. An alternative
scheme is ”replace if same depth or deeper”. This leaves a currently existing node alone
unless the depth of the new one is greater than or equal to the depth of the one in the
table.

As explained in the exposition of αβ-pruning (Sec. 13.1.2), searching good moves first
makes the search much more efficient. This gives rise to another important use of trans-
position tables, apart from eliminating duplicate work; along with a position’s negmax
value, it can also store the best move found. So if you find that there is a ”best” move in
your hash element, and you search it first, you will often improve your move ordering,
and consequently reduce the effective branching factor. Particularly, if an iterative deep-
ening scheme is applied, the best moves from the previous, shallower search iteration
tend to also be the best ones in the current iteration.

The history heuristic is another technique of using additional memory to improve
move ordering. It is most efficient if all possible moves can be enumerated a priori; in
CHESS, for instance, they can be stored in a 64 × 64 array encoding the start and end
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squares on the board. Regardless of the exact occurrence in the search tree, the history
heuristic associates a statistic with each move about how effective it was in inducing cut-
offs in the search. It has been proven that these statistics can be used for very efficient
move ordering.

13.1.4 *Searching with Restricted Windows

Aspiration Search

Aspiration search is an inexact approximation of αβ with higher cut-off rates. αβ-pruning
uses an initial window W = (−∞,∞) such that the game theoretical value is eventually
found. If we initialize the window to some shorter range, we can increase the probability
of pruning. For example, we can use a window (v0−ε, v0 +ε), where v0 is a static estimate
of the root value. If the bounds are chosen so large that for any position with a value at
least that big we can be sure that it is won, then the exact outcome doesn’t matter any
more. Alternatively, if the window was chosen too small, the Fail-Safe modification of
αβ will return an improved bound α′ or β′ for either α or β, and a re-search has to be
conducted with an appropriately enlarged window (α′,∞) or (−∞, β′). The hope is that
the increased pruning outweighs the overhead of occasional repeated searches.

Null-Window Search

A special case of this algorithm is the so-called null-window search. Using the fact that the
values of α and β are integral, the initial window is set to (α − 1, α), so that no possible
values lie between the bounds. This procedure will always fail, either low or high; it can
essentially be used to decide whether the position is below or above a given threshold.
Null-window search is mostly used as a subroutine for more advanced algorithms, as
described in the following.

Principal-Variation Search

Principal-variation search (Alg. 13.6) is based on the same rationale as aspiration search,
i.e., it is attempting to prune the search tree by reducing the evaluation window as much
as possible. As soon as the value for one move has been obtained, it is assumed that
this move is indeed the best one; a series of null-window searches is conducted in order
to prove that its alternatives are inferior. If the null-window search fails high, then the
search has to be repeated with the correct bounds.

Memory-Enhanced Test Framework

In contrast to principal-variation search, this class of algorithms relies only on a series of
null-window searches to determine the negmax-value of a position. The general outline
of the framework s shown in Alg. 13.7. It requires the programmer to implement two
functions: InitBound calculates the test bound used in the first null-window search; and
UpdateBound does so for all successive iterations, depending on the outcome of the last
search. The aim is to successively refine the interval (lowerBound,upperBound) in which
the true negmax value lies, as fast as possible. In order to offset the cost of repeated
evaluations, a transposition table is used.
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Procedure PVS
Input: Position u, bounds α, β.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u)) return Eval(u) ;; No successor, static evaluation
v0 ← first(Succ(u)) ;; Try most promising successor first
res← −PVS(v0,−β,−α) ;; Initialize value res for current frame
for each v ∈ Succ(u) \ {v0} ;; Traverse successor list

if (res ≥ β) return res ;; CUT node
if (res > α) α← res ;; Update bound
val← −PVS(v,−α− 1,−α) ;; Null window search
if (val > res)

if (val > α and val < β)
res← −PVS(v,−β,−val) ;; Re-search with enlarged window

else
res← val ;; Improved value

return res ;; Return final evaluation

Algorithm 13.6: Principal-variation search in negmax-formulation.

Procedure MTD
Input: Position u.
Output: Value at root.

lower← −∞
upper←∞
test← InitBound(u) ;; Set initial test value
repeat

g ← NegMaxAlphaBeta-TT(u,Bound− 1,Bound) ;; Null window search
if (g ≤ test) upper← g else lower← g ;; Update bounds
test← UpdateBound(u, g, lower,upper) ;; Determine next test bound
until upper = lower ;; Interval narrowed down to size zero

return g ;; Return final evaluation

Algorithm 13.7: MTD algorithm framework.

One particular instantiation is called MTD(f). It uses the following procedure to up-
date the bound:

if (g = lower) test← g + 1 else test← g
That is, the new bound obtained from the last null-window search is used to split the

interval.
It is clear that starting with an initial guess closer to the real negmax-value should

reduce the number of iterations and lead to faster convergence. One way to obtain such
an estimate would be to use the static evaluation. Better yet, if, as usual, an iterative
deepening scheme is applied, the result of the previous shallower search can be exploited
in InitBound.

Apart from MTD(f ), Other possible instantiations of the MTD framework include:
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MTD(∞): InitBound returns ∞, UpdateBound sets testBound to g. While MTD(f) can be
called realistic, this procedure is optimistic to the extent that it successively decreases
an upper bound.

MTD(−∞): InitBound returns −∞, UpdateBound sets testBound to g + 1. This pessimistic
algorithm successively increases a lower bound.

MTD(bi): UpdateBound sets testBound to the average of lowerBound and upperBound to
bisect the range of possible outcomes.

MTD(step): Like in MTD(∞), an upper bound is successively lowered. However, by
making larger steps at a time, the number of searches can be reduced. To this end,
UpdateBound sets testBound to max(lower + 1, g − stepsize).

Best-First Search

For over a decade prior to the introduction of the MTD framework, best first search for
two-player games had been shown to have theoretical advantages over theαβ-procedure.
Like A*, the algorithm SSS* maintains an Open-list of unexpanded nodes; as governed by
a set of rules, in each step the node with the best evaluation is selected, and replaced by
a number of other nodes, its children or its parent. In some cases, Open has to be purged
of all ancestors of a node.

It was proven that in a statically ordered game tree, SSS* dominates αβ in the sense
of the number of evaluated leaf nodes that cannot be higher, and is often significantly
lower. However, the algorithm never played a practically relevant role due to a number
of perceived shortcomings:

• from the original formulation, the algorithm is hard to understand.

• it has large memory requirements.

• purging of ancestor nodes is slow.

These problems could still not be completely overcome by subsequently developed
improvements and variations, such as a recursive formulation, and an algorithm, which
in analogy to SSS*, successively increases a lower bound on the negmax value.

Now, with the advent of the MTD framework described in the previous section, a sur-
prising breakthrough in game tree search research was achieved by clarifying the relation
between the previously incomparable and disparate approaches of depth-first and best-
first search. Specifically, with a sufficiently large transposition table, MTD(∞) and SSS*
are equivalent to the extent that they expand the same nodes, in the same order. Since
MTD only adds one loop around standard αβ-search, it is easy to see that the reason why
SSS* can expand less leaf nodes is that searching with a null window allows for consider-
ably more pruning. The memory requirements can be flexibly alleviated in dependence
of available main memory by allocating less space for the transposition table (though it
might be argued that this objection to SSS* is no longer valid for modern-day computers).
No expensive priority queue operations are needed in the implementation, the transpo-
sition table is usually realized as a hash table, resulting in constant-time access.

An experimental comparison of different depth-first and best-first algorithms on real-
istic game situations in CHECKERS and CHESS was conducted. All algorithms were given
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Procedure AccMinimaxAlphaBeta
Input: Position u, bounds α, β, leaf evaluation is sum of interior nodes values.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u)) return 0 ;; No successor, return 0
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

if (max-node(u)) ;; MAX-node
α← max{α,Eval(v) + AccMinimaxAlphaBeta′(v, α− Eval(v), β − Eval(v)}

;; Recursion for α
else ;; MIN-node

β ← min{β,Eval(v) + AccMinimaxAlphaBeta′(v, α− Eval(v), β − Eval(v)}
;; Recursion for β

if α ≥ β break ;; Pruning
if (max-node(u)) ;; MAX-node

return α ;; Propagate value
else ;; MIN node

return β ;; Propagate value

Algorithm 13.8: The minimax game tree search procedure for accumulated node
evaluations.

the same memory constraints. The results contradicted a number of previously held be-
liefs. MTD(f ) turned out to consistently outperform other algorithms, both in terms of
expansion numbers and execution times. SSS* yields only a modest improvement over
αβ, and is sometimes outperformed both by depth-first and best-first algorithms. One
reason is that the dominance proof of SSS* over αβ assumes static move ordering; when,
in an iterative-deepening scheme, a transposition table is used to explore the best moves
from the previous iteration first, the latter algorithm can beat the former one. Contra-
dicting earlier results with artificially generated trees, best-first search is generally not
significantly better than depth-first search in practice, and can sometimes be even much
worse. The reason is that additional, commonly applied search enhancements (some of
which will be briefly discussed) are very effective in improving efficiency and reducing
their advantage.

Another important lesson learned from the empirical algorithm comparison is that
with search enhancements on realistic situations, the efficiency of all algorithms differed
only by at most around ten percent. Thus, we can say that the search enhancements used
in high-performance game playing programs improve the search efficiency to an extent
close to the critical tree, such that the question of which algorithm to use in no longer of
prime importance.

13.1.5 Accumulated Evaluations

In some domains, e.g., some card games, the total evaluation at a leaf is in fact the sum of
the evaluation at interior nodes. In this case, the αβ routine for minimax Search has to be
implemented with care. The problem of usual αβ-pruning is that the accumulated value
that will be compared in a transposition table lookup is influenced by the path. Alg. 13.8
shows a possible implementation for this case.
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Theorem 13.2 (Correctness αβ for Accumulated Estimates) Let u be any game position. Then
we have

AccMinimaxAlphaBeta′(u, α− Eval(u), β − Eval(u)) + Eval(u) =

AccMinimaxAlphaBeta(u, α, β).

PROOF: The claim is proven by induction. Let α′ = α−Eval(u) and β′ = α−Eval(u), then a call
to AccMinimaxAlphaBeta′(u, α′, β′) modifies α′ as follows:

α′ = max{α′,Eval(v) + AlphaBeta′(α′ − Eval(v), β′ − Eval(v))}
= max{α′,Eval(v) + AlphaBeta′(α− Eval(u)− Eval(v), β − Eval(u)− Eval(v))}
= max{α,AlphaBeta(v, α, β)} − Eval(v)

Hence, α = max{α,AlphaBeta(v, α, β)}, and both update rules are equivalent. The proof for
a MIN-node is similar.

13.1.6 *Partition Search

Partition search is a variation of αβ-search with a transposition table. The difference is that
the transposition table not only contains single positions, but entire sets of positions that
are equivalent.

The key observation motivating partition search is the fact that some local change in
the state descriptor does not necessarily change the possible outcome. In CHESS, a check-
mate situation can be independent of whether a pawn is on a5 or a6. For card games,
changing two (possibly adjacent) cards in one hand can result in the same tree. First, we
impose an ordering≺ on the set of individual cards, then two cards c and c′ are equivalent
with respect to hands of cards C1 and C2, if c, c′ ∈ C1 and for all d ∈ C2 we have c ≺ d if
and only if c′ ≺ d.

The technique is contingent on having available an efficient representation for the
relevant generalization sets. These formalisms are similar as in methods dealing with
abstract search spaces (see Chap. 5). In particular, we need three generalization functions
called P , C, and R, that map a position to a set. Let U be the set of all states, S ⊆ U a set,
and u ∈ U .

• P : U → 2U maps positions to sets such that u ∈ P (u); moreover, if u is a leaf,
then Eval(u) = Eval(u′) for each u′ ∈ P (u) (i.e., P is any generalization function
respecting the evaluation of terminal states).

• R : U × 2U → 2U maps a position and a set to a set. It must hold that u ∈ R(u, S),
if some position in S is reachable from u; moreover, every u′ ∈ R(u, S) must have
some successor in S (i.e., R is a generalization of u that contains only predecessors
of states in S).

• C : U × 2U → 2U also maps a position and a set to a set. It must hold that u ∈
C(u, S), if all successors of u are elements of S; moreover, all successors of any
u′ ∈ C(u, S) are constrained to lie in S. (i.e., C is a generalization of u that contains
only states whose successors are constrained to a subset of S).
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Note that if all states in a set S have a value of at least val, then this is also true for
R(p, S); analogously, an upper bound for the value of positions in S is also an upper
bound for those in C(p, S). Combining these two directions, if Sall denotes a superset of
the successors of a position u with equal value, and Sbest is a generalization of the best
move with equal value, then all states in R(u, Sbest) ∩ C(u, Sall) will also have the same
value as u. This is the basis for Alg. 13.9.

In the game of BRIDGE, partition search has been empirically shown to yield a search
reduction comparable to and on top of that of αβ-pruning.

Procedure PartitionSearch
Input: Position u, value α, value β, value d.
Output: Value at root.

if (leaf(u) or d = 0 return (Eval(p), P (u)) ;; No successor, return evaluation
Sres ← U ; Sbest ← Sall ← ∅ ;; Initialize sets
if (Search(u) 6= nil) ;; Transposition table contains entry for u

(Sres, val, flag,depth)← Search(u)
if (depth ≥ d) ;; Make sure stored evaluation was at least as deep

if (flag = valid) return (val, Sres) ;; Stored value matches negmax value
if (flag = lbound) α← max{α, val} ;; Lower bound for negmax value
if (flag = ubound) β ← min{β, val} ;; Upper bound for negmax value
if (α ≥ β) return (val, Sres) ;; Pruning

res← α ;; Initialize result value
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

(val, Snew)← −PartitionSearch(v,−β,−res, d− 1) ;; Recursion for α
if (val > res) (res, Sbest)← (val, Snew) ;; Update best move
Sall ← Sall ∪ Snew
if (res ≥ β) ;; Result exceeds threshold

Sres = Sres ∩R(u, Sbest) ;; Backup the generalization
Insert(u, (Sres, res, lbound, d)) ;; Insert value in TT
return (Sres, res) ;; Propagate value

if (res > α)
Sres = Sres ∩R(u, Sbest) ∩ C(u, Sall) ;; Backup the generalization
Insert(u, (Sres, res, valid, d)) ;; Insert computed value in TT

else
Sres = Sres ∩ C(u, Sbest) ;; Backup the generalization
Insert(u, (Sres, res,ubound, d)) ;; Insert upper bound in TT

return (res, Sres) ;; Propagate value

Algorithm 13.9: Partition search.

13.1.7 *Other Improvement Techniques

During the course of the development of modern game playing programs, several refine-
ments and variations of the standard depth-first αβ search scheme have emerged that
greatly contributed to their practical success.

• A common drawback of searching the game tree up to a fixed depth is the horizon
effect: If the last explored move was, e.g., a capture, then the static evaluation might
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be arbitrarily bad, ignoring the possibility that the opponent can take another piece
in exchange. The technique of quiescence search therefore extends evaluation beyond
the fixed depth until a stable or quiescent position is reached. Apart from null moves,
where a player essentially passes, only certain disruptive moves are taken into con-
sideration that can significantly change the position’s value, such as captures.

• Singular extension increases the search depth at forced moves. A MAX-position p
with depth-d value v is defined to be singular if all of its siblings p′ have a value at
most v−δ, for an appropriately chosen margin δ. Singular extensions are considered
a crucial for in the strength of world-champion CHESS program Deep Thought.

• Conspiracy search can be seen as a generalization of both quiescence search and sin-
gular extensions. The basic rationale behind this approach is to dynamically let the
search continue until a certain confidence in the root value has been established;
this confidence is measured by the number of leaf nodes that would have to “con-
spire” to change their value in order to bring the strategy down. Thus, the higher
the conspiracy number of a node, the more robust is its value to inaccuracies in the
static evaluation function. The tree can be searched in a way that aims to increase
the conspiracy number of the root node, and thus the confidence in its value, while
expanding as few nodes as possible.

The ABC procedure works similarly as αβ, except that the fixed depth thresholds is
replaced by two separate conspiracy depth thresholds, one for each player. The list
of options is recursively passed on to the leaves, as an additional function argu-
ment. In order to account for dependencies between position values, the measure
of conspiracy depth can be refined to the sum of an adjustment function applied to
all groups of siblings. A typical function should exhibit “diminishing return” and
approach a maximum value for large option sets. For the choice of the constant
function, the algorithm reduces to ordinary αβ search as a special case.

• Forward pruning refers to different cut-off techniques to break full-width search at
the deepest level of the tree. If it is MAX’s turn at one level above the leaves, and the
static evaluation of the position is already better than β, the successor generation
is pruned; the underlying assumption is that MAX’s move will only improve the
situation in his favor. Forward pruning might be unsafe because, e.g., zugzwang
positions are ignored.

• Interior-node recognition is another memorization technique in game playing that
includes game-theoretical information in form of score values to cut-off whole sub-
trees for interior node evaluation in αβ search engines. Recognizers are only in-
voked, if transposition table lookups fail.

• Monte-Carlo search (random game play) is an upcoming technique currently used
with some success in 9x9 GO. Instead of relying on a heuristic to rank the moves
that are available in a position (and then choosing the best one), their value is de-
rived from a multitude of simulated, complete games starting from that position
which the computer plays against itself.

Before starting to play, the players form an ordered list of all available moves they
are going to play. Then, in turn taking manner they execute these moves regardless
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of the opponent’s moves (unless it is not possible, in which case they simply skip
to the subsequent one). The underlying assumption is made that the quality of
the moves can be assessed independently of when they are played. While this is
certainly an over-simplification, it often holds in many games that a good move at
one ply stays a good one two plys ahead1. The value of a move is the average score
of the matches it occurred in, and is updated after each game.

When generating the move list, first, all moves are sorted according to their value.
Then, in a second pass, each element is swapped with another one in the list with a
small probability. The probability of shifting n places down the list is p(n) = e−n/T ,
where T is the so-called temperature parameter that slowly decreases towards zero
between games. The intuition behind this annealing scheme is that in the begin-
ning, larger variations are allowed to find the approximate “geographical region”
of a good solution on a coarse scale. As T becomes smaller, permutations become
less and less likely, allowing to refine the solution, or, to use the spatial analogy, to
find the lowest valley within the chosen region. In the end, the sequence is fixed,
and the computer actually executes the first move in the list.

• The UCT algorithm is a value-based reinforcement learning algorithm. The action
value function is approximated by a table, containing a subset of all state-action
pairs. A distinct value is estimated for each state and action in the tree by Monte-
Carlo simulation. The policy used by UCT balances exploration with exploitation.
UCT has two phases. In the beginning of each episode it selects actions according
to knowledge contained within the search tree. But once it leaves the scope of its
search tree it has no knowledge and behaves randomly. Thus each state in the tree
estimates its value by Monte-Carlo simulation. As more information propagates
up the tree, the policy improves, and the Monte-Carlo estimates are based on more
accurate returns. Let n(u, a) count the number of times that action a has been se-
lected from state u (initialized to 1 on the first visit). Let (s1, a1, s2, a2, ..., sk) be a
simulated path in which – if present – unused actions are chosen uniformly, and –
if all applicable actions have been selected – preferred by the q-value. The updates
are n(ut, at) = n(ut, at) + 1, and q(u, a) = q(ut, at) + (rt − q(ut, at))/n(ut, at), where
rt is a constant to which q(u, a) is also initialized. Under some certain assumptions,
UCT converges on the minimax value without using any prior knowledge on the
evaluation function.

• In some multi-player games or games of incomplete information like BRIDGE one
can use Monte-Carlo sampling to model the opponents according to the informa-
tion that is available. An exact evaluation of a set of samples for a given move
options then gives a good decision procedure. The sampling approach is often im-
plemented by a randomized algorithm that generates partial states efficiently. The
drawback of sampling is that it cannot deal well with information-gathering moves.

1We could call this the zero-th order algorithm. The first order algorithm would record the value of the
move dependent on the preceding move of the opponent, and so on. On the flip side, this also increases
drastically the number of games that need to be played to reach an acceptable accuracy
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13.1.8 Learning Evaluation Functions

As mentioned before, a crucial part of building good game playing programs lies in the
design of the domain-specific evaluation heuristic. It takes a lot of time and effort for an
expert to optimize this definition. Therefore, from the very beginning of computer game
playing, researchers tried to automate some of this optimization, making it a testbed for
early approaches to machine learning. For example in the common case of an evaluation
function being represented as a weighted sum of specialized feature values, the weight
parameters could be adjusted to improve the program’s quality of play based on its ex-
perience of previous matches. This scenario is closely related to that of determining an
optimal policy for a MDP (Sec. 2.4.3), so it will not come as a surprise that elements like
the backup of estimated values play a role here, too. However, MDP policies are of-
ten formulated or implicitly assumed as a big table, with one entry for each state. For
non-trivial games, this kind of rote learning is infeasible due to the huge number of pos-
sible states. Therefore, the static evaluator can be regarded as an approximation of the
complete table, mapping states with similarfeatures to similar values. In the domains
of statistics and machine learning, a variety of frameworks for such approximators have
been developed and can be applied, such as linear models, neural networks, decision
trees, Bayes networks, and many more.

Suppose we have a parametric evaluation function Evalw(u) that depends on a vector
of weights w = w1, . . . , wn, and a couple of training examples (u,Eval∗(u)) supplied by a
teacher consisting of pairs of positions and their “true” value. If we are trying to adjust
the function so that it comes as close as possible to the teacher’s evaluation, one way
of doing this would be a gradient descent procedure. The weights should be modified in
small steps such as to reduce the errorE, measured e.g. in terms of the squared differences
(Evalw(u)−Eval∗(u))2 between the current output and the target value. The gradient∇wE
of the error function is the vector of partial derivatives, and so the learning rule could be
to change w by an amount

∆w = α(Eval∗(u)− Evalw(u)) · ∇Evalw(u)

with a small constant α called the learning rate.
Supervised learning requires a knowledgeable domain expert to provide a body of la-

beled training examples. This might make it a labor-intensive and error-prone procedure
for training the static evaluator. As an alternative, it is possible to apply unsupervised
learning procedures, that improve the strategy while playing games against other oppo-
nents or even against themselves. These procedures are also called reinforcement learning,
for they are not provided with a given position’s true value - their only input is the ob-
servation of how good or bad the outcome of a chosen action.

In game playing, the outcome is only known at the end of the game, after many moves
of both parties. How do you find out which one(s) of them are really to blame for it, and
to what degree? This general issue is known as the temporal credit assignment problem. A
class of methods termed temporal difference learning is based on the idea that successive
evaluations in a sequence of moves should be consistent.

For example, it is generally believed that the minimax value of a position u, which is
nothing else than the backed-up static evaluation value of positions d moves ahead, is a
more accurate predictor than the static evaluator applied to u. Thus, the minimax value
could be directly used as a training signal for u. Since the evaluator can be improved in
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this way based on a game tree determined by itself, it is also a bootstrap procedure.
In a slightly more general setting, a similar discounted value function as described in

Sec. 2.4.3 is applied: Executing an action a in state u yields an immediate reward w(u, a).
The total value fπ(u) under policy π is w(u, a) + δf(v), where a is the action chosen by
π in a, and v is the resulting state. For a sequence of states u0, u1, etc. chosen by always
following the actions a0, a1, etc. prescribed by π, the value is equal to the sum

w(u0, a0) + δ · w(u1, a1) + δ2 · w(u2, a2) . . . .

The optimal policy π∗ maximizes the f∗-value.
An action-value function Q∗(u, a) is defined to be the total (discounted) reward ex-

perienced when taking action a in state u. It is immediate that f∗(u) = maxaQ∗(u, a).
Conversely, the optimal policy is π∗(u) = arg maxa {Q(u, a)}.

Temporal difference learning now starts with an initial estimate Q(u, a) of Q∗(u, a),
and iteratively improves it until it is sufficiently close to the latter (Alg. 13.10). To do
so, it repeatedly generates episodes according to a policy π, and updates the Q-estimate
based on the subsequent state and action.

Procedure Temporal Difference Learning
Input: Markov decision process problem, error bound ε.
Output: Optimized policy π.

π ← InitialPolicy ;; Initialize policy
while (Error bound on Q > ε) ;; Convergence criterion

select some u ∈ S ;; Choose initial node
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Goal not reached

a← π(u), v ← a(u), a′ ← π(v) ;; Determine action and successor
Q(u, a)← Q(u, a) + α · (w(u, a) + δ ·Q(v, a′)) ;; Update Q-value
u← v ;; Commit move

Update π ;; e.g., using arg min
return π

Algorithm 13.10: Temporal Difference Learning.

In Fig. 13.10 (left) we have displayed a simple directed graph with highlighted start
and goal node. The optimal solution is shown to its rights. The costs (immediate rewards)
assigned to the edges are 1000, in case it is the node of with no successor, 0 in case it is
the goal node and 1 if it is an intermediate node.

Fig. 13.11 dispays the (ultimate) effect of applying temporal difference learning or Q-
learning. On the left part of the figure, the optimal value function and on the right part
of the figure the optimal action-value function are displayed (upward/downward cost
values are annotated to the left/right of the bidirectional arrows).

The TD(λ) family of techniques has gained particular attention due to outstanding
practical success. Here, the weight correction tries to correct the difference between suc-
cessive estimates in a consecutive series of position u1, . . . , ut; basically, we are dealing
with the special case that the discount factor δ is 1, and all rewards are zero except for
terminal (won or lost) positions. A hallmark of TD(λ) is that it tries to do so not only for
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Figure 13.10: A graph to be searched (left) and its optimal solution (right).
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Figure 13.11: A graph with optimal value function (left) and with optimal action-value
function (right).

the latest time step, but also for all preceding estimates. The influence of these previous
observations is discounted exponentially, by a factor λ:

∆wt = α(Evalw(ut+1)− Evalw(ut)) ·
t∑

k=1

λt−k∇Evalw(uk).

As the two extreme cases, when λ = 0, no feedback occurs beyond the current time step,
and the formula becomes formally the same as the supervised gradient descent, but the
the target value replaced by the estimate at the next time step. When λ = 1, the error
feeds back without decay arbitrarily far in time.

Discount functions other than exponential could be used, but this form makes it par-
ticularly attractive from a computational point of view. When going from one time step
to the next, the sum factor can be calculated incrementally, without the need to remember
all gradients separately:

et+1 =
t+1∑

k=1

λt+1−k∇Evalw(uk)

= ∇Evalw(ut+1) +
t∑

k=1

λt+1−k∇Evalw(uk)

= ∇Evalw(ut+1) + λ · et.

In Alg. 13.10, the same policy being optimized is also used to select the next state to
be updated. However, in order to ensure convergence, it has to hold that in an infinite
sequence, all possible actions are selected infinitely often. One way to guarantee this
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is to let π be the greedy selection of the (currently) best action, except that it can select
any action with a small probability ε. This issue is an instance of what is known as the
Exploration-Exploitation Dilemma in Reinforcement Learning. We want to apply the best
actions according to our model, but without sometimes making exploratory and most
likely suboptimal moves, we will never obtain a good model.

One approach is to have a separate policy for exploration. This alley is taken by Q-
learning (Alg. 13.11). Note that

Q(u, a) ← α ·
(
w(u, a) + δ ·max

a′
{Q(v, a′)−Q(u, a)}

)

= (1− α)Q(u, a) + α ·
(
w(u, a) + δmax

a′
{Q(v, a′)}

)

Procedure Q-Learning
Input: Markov decision process problem, error bound ε, exploration policy π.
Output: Optimized estimates Q.

Q← InitialValueAction ;; Initialize Q-values
while (Error bound on Q > ε) ;; Convergence criterion

select some u ∈ S ;; Choose initial node
while (u /∈ T ) ;; Goal not reached

a← π(u), v ← a(u) ;; Determine action and successor
Q(u, a)← Q(u, a) + α (w(u, a) + δ ·maxa′{Q(v, a′)−Q(u, a)}) ;; Update Q value
u← v ;; Commit move

Algorithm 13.11: Q-Learning.

Finally, it should be mentioned that besides learning the parameters of evaluation func-
tions, approaches have been investigated to let machines derive useful features relevant
for the evaluation of a game position. Some logic-based formalisms stand out here in-
ductive logic programming attempts to find if-then classification rules based on training ex-
amples given as a set of elementary facts describing locations and relationships between
pieces on the board. Explanation-based learning was applied to classes of end games to gen-
eralize an entire minimax tree of a position such that it can be applied to other, similar
positions. In order to express minimax (or, more generally, AND/OR trees) as a logical
expression, it was necessary to define a general explanation-based learning scheme that
allows for negative preconditions (intuitively, we can classify a position as lost if no move
exists such that the resulting position is not won for the opponent).

13.1.9 Retrograde Analysis

Some classes of CHESS endgames with very few pieces left on the board still require solu-
tion lengths that are beyond the capabilities of αβ-search for optimal play. However, the
total number of all positions in this class might be small enough to store each position’s
value explicitly in a database. Therefore, many CHESS programs apply such special-case
databases instead of forward search. In the last decade, many of such databases have
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Figure 13.12: A state in TIC-TAC-TOE (left) and labeling of the board (right).

been calculated, and some games of low to moderate complexity have even been solved
completely. In this and the following sections, we will have a look at how such databases
can be generated.

The term retrograde analysis refers to a method of calculation which finds the optimal
play for all possible board positions in some restricted class of positions (e.g., in a specific
CHESS endgame, or up to a limited depth). It can be seen as a special case of the concept
of dynamic programming in computer science (see also Sec. 3.1.7). The characteristic of this
method is that a backward calculation is performed, and all results are stored for re-use.

In the initialization stage, one starts with all positions that are immediate wins or
losses; all other are tentatively marked as draws, possibly to be changed later. From
the terminal states, alternating win backup and loss backup phases successively calculate
all won or lost positions in 1,2, etc plies by executing reverse moves. The loss backup
generates predecessors of states which are lost for the player in n plies; all of these are
won for the opponent in n+ 1 plies. Win backup requires more processing. It identifies all
n-ply wins for the player, and generates their predecessor. For a position to be lost in n+1
plies for the opponent, all of its successors must be won for the player in at least n plies.
The procedure iterates until no new positions can be labeled. The states that could not be
labeled won or lost during the algorithm are either drawn or unreachable, i.e., illegal.

It would be highly inefficient to explicitly check each successor of a position in the
win backup phase. Instead, we can use a counter field to store the number of successors
that have not yet been proven a win for the opponent. If it is found to be a predecessor of
a won position, the counter is simply decremented. When it reaches zero, all successors
have been proven wins for the opponent, and the position can be marked as a loss.

13.1.10 *Symbolic Retrograde Analysis

In this section, we describe an approach how retrograde analysis can be performed sym-
bolically, paralleling the approach to forward search described in Chap. 8. The sets of won
and lost positions are represented as a Boolean expression; an efficient realization can be
achieved through BDDs.

We exemplify the algorithmic considerations to compute the set of reachable states
and the game theoretical values in this set for the game of TIC-TAC-TOE. We call the two
players white and black.

To encode a state s, all positions are indexed as shown in Fig. ??. We devise two
predicates: Occ(s, i) being 1 if position i is occupied, and Black(s, i) evaluating to 1 if the
position i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 9, is marked by Player 2. This results in a total state encoding length
of 18 bits. All final positions in which Player 1 has lost are defined by enumerating all
rows, columns and the two diagonals as follows.

WhiteLost(s) =
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(Occ(s, 1) ∧Occ(s, 2) ∧Occ(s, 3) ∧ Black(s, 1) ∧ Black(s, 2) ∧ Black(s, 3)) ∨
(Occ(s, 4) ∧Occ(s, 5) ∧Occ(s, 6) ∧ Black(s, 4) ∧ Black(s, 5) ∧ Black(s, 6)) ∨
(Occ(s, 7) ∧Occ(s, 8) ∧Occ(s, 9) ∧ Black(s, 7) ∧ Black(s, 8) ∧ Black(s, 9)) ∨
(Occ(s, 1) ∧Occ(s, 4) ∧Occ(s, 7) ∧ Black(s, 1) ∧ Black(s, 4) ∧ Black(s, 7)) ∨
(Occ(s, 2) ∧Occ(s, 5) ∧Occ(s, 8) ∧ Black(s, 2) ∧ Black(s, 5) ∧ Black(s, 8)) ∨
(Occ(s, 3) ∧Occ(s, 6) ∧Occ(s, 9) ∧ Black(s, 3) ∧ Black(s, 6) ∧ Black(s, 9)) ∨
(Occ(s, 1) ∧Occ(s, 5) ∧Occ(s, 9) ∧ Black(s, 1) ∧ Black(s, 5) ∧ Black(s, 9)) ∨
(Occ(s, 3) ∧Occ(s, 5) ∧Occ(s, 7) ∧ Black(s, 3) ∧ Black(s, 5) ∧ Black(s, 7))

The predicate BlackLost is defined analogously. In order to specify the transition rela-
tion, we fix a frame, denoting that in the transition from state s to s′, apart from the move
in the actual grid cell i, nothing else will be changed.

FrameField(s, s′, j) = (Occ(s, j) ∧Occ(s′, j)) ∨ (¬Occ(s, j) ∧ ¬Occ(s′, j)) ∧
(Black(s, j) ∧ Black(s′, j)) ∨ (¬Black(s, j) ∧ ¬Black(s′, j))

These predicates are concatenated to express that with respect to board position i, the
status of every other cell is preserved.

Frame(s, s′, i) =
∧

1≤i 6=j≤9

FrameField(s, s′, j)

Now we can express the relation of a black move with origin s and successor s′. As a
precondition, we have that one cell i is not occupied; the effects of the action are that in
state s′ cell i is occupied and black.

BlackMove(s, s′) =
∨

1≤i≤9

¬Occ(s, i) ∧ Black(s′, i) ∧Occ(s′, i) ∧ Frame(s, s′, i)

The predicate WhiteMove is defined analogously.
To devise the encoding of all moves in the transition relation Trans(s, s′), we introduce

one additional predicate BlackMove(s) for each state s; it is true for Black’s turn.

Trans(s, s′) = (¬BlackMove(s) ∧ ¬WhiteLost(s) ∧ WhiteMove(s, s′) ∧Move(s′)) ∨
(BlackMove(s) ∧ ¬BlackLost(s) ∧ BlackMove(s, s′) ∧ ¬Move(s′))

There are two cases. If it is Black’s turn and if he is not already lost, execute all black
moves; the next move is a white one. The other case is interpreted as follows. If White
has to move, and if he is not already lost, execute all possible white moves and continue
with a black one.
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Procedure Reachable
Reach← From← Start(s′) ;; Initialize set representations
do ;; Loop

To ← Replace(From, s′, s) ;; Rename variable set
To ← ∃s (Trans(s, s′) ∧ To(s)) ;; Perform one ply to state set
From← New ← To ∧ ¬Reach ;; Update search frontier
Reach ← Reach ∨ New ;; Update visited list

while (satisfiable(New)) ;; loop until there are no new states

Algorithm 13.12: Calculating the set of reachable positions.

Reachability Analysis

In general, not all positions that are expressible in the domain language are actually
reachable from the initial state (e.g., no TIC-TAC-TOE position can occur where both
White and Black have three marks in a row). To make symbolic retrograde analysis more
efficient, we can restrict attention to reachable states. Therefore, to prepare for this, we
describe symbolic reachability analysis first.

Essentially it corresponds to a symbolic breadth-first search traversal, which succes-
sively takes the set From of all positions in the current iteration and applies the transition
relation to find the set of all New positions in the next iteration. For the iteration to be
completed we further need a procedure Replace to change the variable naming from s′

back to s.
The algorithm terminates Iteration if no new position is available, i.e., the expression

for New is inconsistent. The union of all new positions is stored in the set Reached. The
implementation is depicted in Alg. 13.12.

Game-Theoretical Classification

As stated above, two-player games with perfect information are classified iteratively.
Therefore, in contrast to reachability analysis, the direction of the search process is back-
wards. Fortunately, backward search causes no problem, since the representation of all
moves has already been defined as a relation.

Assuming optimal play and starting with all goal situations according to one player
– here Black’s lost positions – all previous winning positions – here White’s winning
positions – are computed. A position is lost for Black if all moves lead to an intermediate
winning position in which White can force a move back to a lost position.

BlackLose(s) = BlackLost(s) ∨ ∀s′ (Trans(s, s′) ⇒ (∃s′′ Trans(s′, s′′) ∧ BlackLost(s′′))

This is also called a strong preimage. The choice of the actions ∧ for existential quantifica-
tion (weak preimage) and⇒ for universal quantification (strong preimage) are crucial.

The pseudo-code for symbolic classification is shown in Alg. 13.13. The algorithm
Classify starts with the set of all final lost positions for Black, and alternates between the
set of positions that in which black (at move) will lose and positions in which white (at
move) can win, assuming optimal play. In each iteration, each player moves once, cor-
responding to two quantifications in the analysis. The executed Boolean operations are
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Procedure Classify
WhiteWin← false ;; Initialize set of winning position
BlackLose← From← BlackLost(s) ;; Initialize set of lost positions
do ;; Loop

To ← Replace(From, s, s′) ;; Change variable set
To ← ∃s′ (Trans(s, s′) ∧ To(s′)) ;; Perform on ply
To ← To ∧ ¬Move(s) ;; Update Frontier
WhiteWin←WhiteWin ∨ To ;; Update won position
To ← Replace(WhiteWin, s, s′) ;; Change variable set
To ← ∀s′ (Trans(s, s′) ⇒ To(s′)) ;; Perform on ply
To ← To ∧Move(s) ;; Select player
From← New ← To ∧ ¬BlackLose ;; Update Frontier
BlackLose ← BlackLose ∨ New ;; Update lost position

while (New 6= false) ;; As long as there are new states

Algorithm 13.13: Classification.

exactly those established in the recursive description above. One important issue is to
attach the player to move, since this information might not be available in the backward
traversal. Furthermore, the computations can be restricted to the set of reachable states
through conjunction. We summarize that given a suitable state encoding Config, for sym-
bolic exploration and classification in a specific two-player game the programmer has to
implement the procedures of the following interface.

1. Start(Config): Definition of the initial state for reachability analysis.

2. WhiteLost(Config): Final lost positions for white.

3. BlackLost(Config): Final lost position for black.

4. WhiteMove(Config, Config): Transition relation for white moves.

5. BlackMove(Config, Config): Transition relation for black moves.

13.2 *Multi-Player Games

Most of the work in computer game playing research has focused on two-player games.
Games with three or more players have received much less attention. Nearly all multi-
player games involve negotiation or coalition-building to some degree, which makes it
harder to define what an “optimal” strategy consists of.

The value of a game state is formalized by a p-vector, where component i denotes the
value for player i. At the root, it is the first player’s turn to move; at the first level of
the game tree, it is the second player’s turn, and so on, until the sequence repeats after p
levels. These trees are called Maxn-trees.

The negmax-search formulation is based on the zero sum assumption, and on the fact
that with only two players, the score of one of them trivially determines the other one.
Therefore, in the following we will stick with the minimax formulation. The basic eval-
uation procedure can be readily transferred to the the case of multiple players: at each
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node, the player i to move chooses that one that maximimizes the the i-th component of
the score vector.

However, computational difficulties arise when trying to adopt two-player pruning
strategies, such as αβ-search. More precisely, shallow pruning works in the same way if
bounds on the maximum and minimum score of a player and of the total score can be
provided; deep pruning, however, is not applicable.

Let minp and maxp be the minimum and maximum score any player can achieve; and
minsum and maxsum be the minimum and maximum sum of the scores of all players. For
zero-sum games, these two are equal. Fig. 13.13 illustrates shallow pruning in an example
with three players, and maxsum = 10. Player 1 can secure a value of 8 by moving from
the root a to b. Suppose subsequently node d is evaluated to a score of 3. Since player 2
can score a 3 at c, both other players can achieve at most 10− 3 = 7 for their components
in the remaining unexplored children of c. Therefore, no matter what their exact outcome
is, player 1 will not choose to move to c, and hence they can be pruned.

(8,_,_)

a

b c

d e(_,3,_)

(>=8,_,_)

(<=7,>=3,<=7)

Cut off

Figure 13.13: Shallow cut-off in Maxn for three players.

The following lemma states that shallow pruning requires that the maximum achiev-
able score for any player must be at least half of the maximum total score.

Lemma 13.1 Assume minp is zero. Then shallow pruning in a Maxn tree requires maxp ≥
maxsum/2.

PROOF: In Fig. 13.13, denote the value for player 1 at b as x, and that for player 2 at d as y.
A cut-off requires x being larger than the maximal achievable value at c, or x ≥ maxsum − y −
(n − 2) · minp, which is equivalent to x + y ≥ maxsum using minp = 0. The claim follows from
2 ·maxp ≥ x+ y.

The asymptotic branching factor for Maxn with shallow pruning is (1 +
√

4b− 3)/2 in
the best case, where b is the branching factor without pruning. For a concrete game, the
potential for pruning depends on the number of players and the values of maxp, minsum,
and maxsum.

Let us now consider deep cut-offs. At first glance, following a similar argument as in
the two-player case, the situation in Fig. 13.14 should allow pruning all children of d but
the first: player 3 can achieve at least a value of 3, which leaves 7 for player 1 at best, less
than the 8 he can already achieve by moving from a to b. However, while the values of
the other children of e cannot be the final outcome at the root, they can still influence the
result. If the second child has the value (6, 0, 4), it will be selected by player 3; at c, player
2 will then prefer its right child e with value (9,1,0), which in turn yields the root value.
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(8,_,_)

(6,0,4)

(9,1,0)

(_,2,3)

a

b c

d e

f g

Cut off ???

(<=7,<=7,>=3)

(>=8,_,_)

Figure 13.14: Deep cut-off in Maxn is not feasible.

In contrast, the branch would be irrelevant for the final outcome if player 3 had selected
the left child, f , instead.

In the shallow pruning discussed above, we obtained an upper bound for player 2
by subtracting the minimum achievable score for player 1 from maxsum. But often we
can give tighter values, when lower and/or upper bounds for all players are available.
This is the case for example in card games, where the number of tricks or the total value
of card values in tricks is counted. A lower bound comes from the tricks a player has
already won, and an upper bound from the outstanding cards left on the table, i.e., those
that have not yet been scored by another player.

A recursive formulation of the resulting algorithm, called αβ-branch-and-bound, is
shown in Alg. 13.14. It assumed two heuristic functions hlow(u, k) and hup(u, k) for lower
and upper bounds on the score of player k in state u. The procedure performs shallow
cut-offs based on a bound computed from the current best solution at the parent node.

Procedure AlphaBetaBnB
Input: Node u, Player i, Bound U on i’s score.
Output: Best evaluation vector.

U ′ ← U −∑k 6=i,k 6=i−1 hlow(u, k) ;; Compute improved bound
if (hup(u, i− 1) ≤ maxsum− U ′) ;; Shallow pruning

return static value
best← (0, . . . , 0) ;; Initialize best score vector with minimum possible score
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; For all children of u

current← AlphaBetaBnB(v, i+ 1,maxsum− best[i]) ;; Recursively call
if (current[i] > best[i]) ;; Better solution found

best← current ;; Update
if (best[i] ≥ U ′ or best[i] = hup(u, i))

return best ;; Shallow BnB cut-off
return best

Algorithm 13.14: The αβ-Branch-and-Bound algorithm for multi-player games.
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As an alternative to Maxn, the tree evaluation can be reduced to the two-player case
by making the paranoid assumption that all players form a coalition to conspire against
the player at the root. This might result in non-optimal play, however allows to reduce
the search effort considerably. Player Max moves with a branching factor of b, while
Min combines the rest of the players, and has therefore bp−1 choices. The reduced tree
has depth D = 2 · d/p, where d is the depth of the original tree. The best-case num-
ber of explored nodes is b(p−1)·D/2 for Max, and bD/2 for Min, which together results in
O(b(p−1)·D/2), or O(b(p−1)/p) with respect to the original tree.

13.3 General Game Playing

In general game playing, strategies are computed domain-independently without knowing
which game is played. In other words, the AI designer does not know anything about
the rules. Best policies result in perfect play. The opponent(s) attempt to maximize their
individual outcome. The depth is often bounded by using a step counter.

The game description language (GDL) is designed for use in defining complete informa-
tion games. It is a subset of first order logic. GDL is a Datalog-inspired language for finite
games with discrete outcomes for each player. Broadly speaking, every game specifica-
tion describes the states of the game, the legal moves, and the conditions that constitute
a victory for the players. This definition of games is similar to the traditional definition
in game theory with a couple of exceptions. In this version, a game is a graph rather than
a tree. This makes it possible to describe games more compactly, and it makes it easier
for players to play games efficiently. Another important distinction between GDL and
classical definitions from game theory is that states of the game are described succinctly,
using logical propositions instead of explicit trees or graphs. An example is provided
in Fig. 13.15.

As another example take the game PEG whose initial state is shown in Fig. 13.16. On
the board 32 pegs are located at the depicted locations. The player can move one peg by
jumping over an occupied field onto an empty one. This jump may only be performed
in horizontal or vertical direction. The peg then moves to the formerly empty field, leav-
ing the field it started its jump empty. The peg that was jumped over is deleted from
the board leaving its field empty, too. The game ends when no more jumps are possi-
ble. As with each jump one peg is removed, this situation arises after 31 jumps at the
latest. The main goal is to remove all pegs except for one. This then should be located
in the very middle (i.e., we aim at the inverse of the initial state). This situation with
26,856,243 states classified to receives 100 points. We also give certain points for other fi-
nal states: 99 points for one remaining peg that is not in the middle (only 4 states receive
this value), 90, . . . , 10 points for 2, . . . , 10 pegs remaining with respective 134,095,586;
79,376,060; 83,951,479; 25,734,167; 14,453,178; 6,315,974; 2,578,583; 1,111,851; and 431,138
states in the classification set. The remainder of 205,983 states have more than 10 pegs on
the board.

Strategies for generalized game play include symbolic classification for solving, as
well as variants of αβ and Monte-Carlo sampling for playing the games.
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(init (cell 1 1 b))
...
(init (cell 3 3 b))
(init (control xplayer))
(<= terminal (line x))
(<= terminal (line o))
(<= terminal (not open))
(<= (goal xplayer 100) (line x))
(<= (goal xplayer 50) (not (line x)) (not (line o)) (not open))
(<= (goal xplayer 0) (line o))

(<= (row ?m ?x) (true (cell ?m 1 ?x)) (true (cell ?m 2 ?x)) (true (cell ?m 3 ?x)))
...
(<= (diagonal ?x) (true (cell 1 1 ?x)) (true (cell 2 2 ?x)) (true (cell 3 3 ?x)))
...
(<= (line ?x) (row ?m ?x))
...
(<= (line ?x) (diagonal ?x))
(<= open (true (cell ?m ?n b)))

(<= (next (cell ?m ?n x)) (does xplayer (mark ?m ?n)) (true (cell ?m ?n b)))
(<= (next (cell ?m ?n ?w)) (true (cell ?m ?n ?w)) (distinct ?w b))
(<= (next (cell ?m ?n b)) (does ?w (mark ?j ?k)) (true (cell ?m ?n b))

(or (distinct ?m ?j) (distinct ?n ?k)))
(<= (next (control oplayer)) (true (control xplayer)))
(<= (legal ?w (mark ?x ?y)) (true (cell ?x ?y b)) (true (control ?w)))

Figure 13.15: GDL description for TIC-TAC-TOE. Gains are associated with every termi-
nating state.

Figure 13.16: Initial state in PEG.

13.4 AND/OR Graph Search

As before, we formalize a state space as a graph in which each node represents a problem
state and each edge represents the application of an action. There are two conventional
representation for AND/OR graphs, either with explicit AND- and OR-nodes, or as a
hypergraph.
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Figure 13.17: Play tennis example (left), solution tree (right).
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C DBA C DBA

Figure 13.18: Conversion between AND/OR-graphs (left) and hypergraphs (right).

In the former representation, three different types of nodes exists. Apart from termi-
nal (goal) nodes, interior nodes have an associate type, namely either AND or OR. With-
out loss of generality, we can assume that an AND-node as only OR-nodes as children,
and vice versa; otherwise, we could transform it accordingly according to the associative
property (e.g., a AND (b AND c) = a AND b AND c). As with regular search trees,
edges can be assigned a weight, or cost. We will denote the cost of applying action a in
state u (assuming it is applicable) as w(u, a). AND/OR graphs are commonly used in
artificial intelligence to model problem reduction schemes. To solve a non-trivial prob-
lem, one decomposes it to a number of smaller subproblems. Successfully solving the
partial problems will produce a final solution to the original problem according to the
decomposition conditions.

A simple example for an AND/OR graph is the following (see Fig. 13.17, left). To
play tennis, two conjunctive conditions have to be satisfied: good weather and an avail-
able court. A court is either public or private. In the former case, there is no further
requirement. If the playground is private, we have to book it and to pay a deposit.

Hypergraphs are an equivalent formalization to AND/OR graphs. Instead of arcs that
connect pairs of nodes, a hypergraph has hyperarcs that connect a node to a set of k nodes.
The two representations can be transformed into each other by absorbing resp. inserting
AND-nodes, as Fig. 13.18 demonstrates.

Both AND/OR-graphs and hypergraphs can be interpreted in different ways. In the
deterministic interpretation, an OR-node corresponds to the type of nodes in ordinary
search trees, in that it is sufficient to solve a single successor. In contrast, all successor
states of an AND-node have to be solved in turn and are necessary parts of an overall
solution. On the other hand, in the framework of STOCHASTIC SHORTEST PATH problem,
an action is regarded as a stochastic action that transforms a state into one of several
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possible successor states according to some probability distribution: p(v | u, a) denotes
the probability that applying action a to state u results in a transition to state v.

Because a hyper-arc can have multiple successor states, AND/OR graph search gen-
eralizes the concept of a solution from a path to a tree (or, more generally, to a directed
graph, if the same subgoal occurs in different branches). Starting from the initial state, it
selects exactly one hyper-arc for each state, each of whose successors belong to the solu-
tion graph, in turn; each leaf is a goal node. The aim of the search algorithm is to find a
solution tree (see Fig. 13.17, right) with minimal expected cost.

Recursively, a solution graph π satisfies the following properties. The root is in the
solution graph. Only one successor of an OR node is in the solution graph. All of the
successors of an AND node are in π. The deepest directed paths must end with a goal
node. The tennis example has two possible solution graphs.

In a solution graph, we can associate with each node the cost of solving the problem
represented by that node. The cost of node u is defined by bottom-up recursion as fol-
lows. The cost f(u) of a goal node is 0. At an internal node, an action a is applied. We
have f(u) = f(v) + w(u, a) if v is a successor of an OR node u, and

f(u) = w(u, a) +
∑

v∈Succ(u,a)

f(v)

if u is an AND node. In the probabilistic interpretation, the latter formula becomes

f(u) = w(u, a) +
∑

v∈Succ(u,a)

p(v | u, a) · f(v).

In other words, the objective of a minimum cost solution is generalized to a solution with
expected minimum cost, averaging over all possible outcomes of an action.

13.4.1 AO*

We now describe a heuristic search algorithm to determine the minimum-cost solution
graph in an AND/OR tree. The algorithm starts with an initial node and then builds
the AND/OR graph using the successor generating subroutine Expand. At each time, it
maintains a number of candidate partial solutions, which are defined in the same way as a
solution, except that some tip nodes might not be terminal. In order to facilitate retrieval
of the best partial solution, at each node the currently known best action is marked; it can
then be extracted by following the marked edges top-down, starting at the root.

AO* as shown in Alg. 13.15 works by repeatedly enlarging the best partial solution
until a complete solution is found. The best partial solution is alleviated by associating with
each iteration, a non-terminal tip node from the currently best partial solution (which can
be retrieved by following the marked paths from the root) that is selected for expansion.
The f -value records as lower bound on the expected solution cost. For each successor, it
is initialized with its h-value (or zero, for a goal state).

Eventually, the root becomes labeled as solved, in which case we obtain a minimum-
cost solution graph by tracing down the marked edges. The performance of the algorithm
is dependent on the informedness of the search heuristic.

Since the solution cost of a node depends on that of its successors, it has to be updated
whenever the latter ones’ estimate changes. Therefore, the algorithm interleaves forward
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Procedure AO*
Input: State space AND/OR graph problem with initial state (root) s.
Output: Optimal solution graph π.

NTT ← {s}; f(s)← 0 ;; Initialize non-terminal tip nodes and cost value
repeat until solved(s) or (NTT = ∅) ;; Unless proven or disproven
π ← best partial solution ;; Expand best partial solution . . .
NTT ← nonterminal tip nodes of π ;; . . . by following marked actions
u← Select(NTT ) ;; Select any horizon node
NTT ← NTT \ {u} ;; Node is no longer tip
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
for each v ∈ Succ(u) \NTT ;; Process successors
NTT ← NTT ∪ {v} ;; New tip node
f(v)← h(v) ;; Initialize costs with heuristic
if (Goal(v)) solved(v)← true ;; Goal found

Z ← {u} ;; Start backup induction
while Z 6= ∅ ;; Unless completed
x← Select(Z) such that πx ∩ Z = ∅ ;; No descendant of x in Z
Z ← Z \ {x} ;; Eliminate x
if (AND(x)) ;; AND-node
f(x)←∑

y∈Succ(x)
f(y) + w(x, y) ;; Compute cost

for each y ∈ Succ(x) : mark(x, y)← true ;; Update π
solved(x)← ∧

y∈Succ(x)
solved(y) ;; Update solvability status

else ;; OR-node
best← arg min

y∈Succ(x)
{f(y) + w(x, y)} ;; Compute best successor

solved(x)← solved(best) ;; Update solvability
mark(x,best)← true ;; Update π
if (f(x) > f(best) + w(x, y)) or solved(x)) ;; Update necessary
f(x)← f(best) + w(x, y) ;; Update cost at x
Z ← Z ∪ {z | z ∈ ancestor(x),mark(parent(z), z)} ;; Insert ancestors

if (solved(s)) return π(s) ;; Solution found
else return ∅ ;; No solution found

Algorithm 13.15: The AO* search algorithm for AND/OR trees.

expansion with a dynamic programming step that uses backup induction. The set Z of
nodes possibly affected by the expansion of u consists of u and all its ancestors. More
precisely, only those ancestors can change their value where u lies on a path of minimal
cost. The nodes in Z are updated in an order so that all descendants of a node x are
treated before x. In case of an OR node, we mark the edge that leads to the minimum
heuristic estimate. In the case of an AND node, all edges are marked. Note that these
updates can change the partial solution tree.

For sake of completeness, Alg. 13.16 outlines the equivalent formalization of the AO*
algorithm for a stochastic environment. This time, we provide the stochastic version, tak-
ing into account the probabilities p(v | u, a). The deterministic algorithm can be derived
by simply setting them to 1. For brevity, the labeling of solved nodes is omitted.

Both Alg. 13.15 and Alg. 13.16, contain non-determinism about which of the generally
multiple terminal nodes of an optimal partial solution to choose for expansion. This
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Procedure AO*
Input: Probabilistic state space problem.
Output: Shortest path subgraph π.

NTT ← {s}; f(s)← 0 ;; Initialize non-terminal tip nodes and cost value
loop

π ← best partial solution ;; Expand best partial solution . . .
NTT ← nonterminal tip nodes of π ;; . . . by following marked actions
if (NTT = ∅) ;; No nonterminal node

return π ;; Return solution graph
u← Select(NTT ) ;; Any nonterminal node
NTT ← NTT \ {u} ;; Node is no longer tip
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

f(v)← h(v) ;; Initialize costs with heuristic
if (Goal(v)) solved(v)← true ;; Goal found

Z ← {u} ;; Start backup induction
while Z 6= ∅ ;; Unless completed

x← Select(Z) such that πx ∩ Z = ∅ ;; No descendant of x in Z
Z ← Z \ {x} ;; Eliminate x
f(x)← mina∈A

{
w(x, a) +

∑
y p(y | x, a) · f(y)

}
;; Update costs

π(a)← arg mina∈A
{
w(x, a) +

∑
y p(y |x, a) · f(y)

}
;; Best action

Algorithm 13.16: The AO* search algorithm for stochastic shortest path.

choice will greatly affect the efficiency of the overall algorithm. Possible alternatives
include the node with least cost, or with highest probability to be reached.

13.4.2 *IDAO*

Like IDA* does with A* for regular search graphs, it is similarly possible to devise an
iterative deepening variant of AO* to cope with AND/OR graphs. It exploits the fact
that the value function often maps to a small integer. It reassembles ideas for IDA* from
the deterministic case. The main driver loop of the IDAO* algorithm (Alg. 13.17) triggers
searches with successively increasing upper thresholds U .

The main difference to IDA* is the DFS subroutine (Alg. 13.18). When expanding an
AND-node, it recursively invokes the main procedure, rather than the DFS function. As
a result, for each successor to an AND-node, the IDAO* algorithm performs a series of
searches with increasing cost bound, starting from the heuristic estimate of the successor
node and ending when a solution is found or the cost bound of the predecessor AND-
node is reached. This is because we prefer cheaper partial solutions, even if the overall
cost (determined by the maximum over all children) does not increase. The cost value
returned is always a lower bound on the optimal cost of the expanded node, and equal
to the optimal cost if the node is solved.

IDAO* stops searching the successors of an AND-node as soon as one is found to
have a cost greater than the current bound, since this implies the cost of the AND-node
to also increase the bound. However, since the algorithm performs repeated depth-first
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Procedure IDAO*
Input: State space AND/OR graph problem, start node s and cost bound b.
Output: Optimal cost for solution subtree.

solved(s)← false
U ← h(s)
while (U < b and not solved(s))

U ← IDAO*-DFS(s, U)
return U

Algorithm 13.17: The IDAO* search algorithm.

Procedure IDAO*-DFS
Input: Current node u and cost bound U .
Output: New cost bound.

if (Goal(u)) ;; Terminal node encountered
solved(u)← true ;; Node is trivially solvable
return 0 ;; Cost to reach node from itself

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
if (and-node(u)) ;; AND-node

for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list
f(v)← IDAO*(v, U) ;; Call to main routine
if (f(v) > U) return f(v) ;; Threshold exceeded

solved(u)← ∧
v∈Succ(u)

solved(v) ;; All successors are solvable
f(u)← max{f(u),max

v∈Succ(u)
f(v)} ;; Cost values are stored

return f(u) ;; Cost values are maximized
else ;; OR-node

for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list
if (w(u, v) + h(v) ≤ U) ;; Cost below threshold

f(v)← IDAO*-DFS(v, U − w(u, v)) ;; Call to subroutine
if (solved(v)) return f(v) ;; Successor is terminal

else f(v)← w(u, v) + h(v) ;; Assign cost at horizon node
f(u)← min{f(u),min

v∈Succ(u)
w(u, v) + f(v)} ;; Cost values are stored

return f(u) ;; Feed-back resulting costs

Algorithm 13.18: The IDAO*-DFS search subroutine.

searches with increasing bounds, the entire problem will eventually be solved.
The algorithm shows how the f -value of a node can be made successively more ac-

curate by backing up those of its children. When these improved bounds are stored in a
transposition table that is always consulted prior to node expansion, the algorithm can
be sped up considerably.

For brevity, we have not shown the reconstruction of the optimal solution. In contrast
to AO*, this is performed in bottom-up fashion, starting at the leaves, and composing the
solution from the partial solutions for the children at interior nodes. This could imple-
mented by augmenting the return value to comprise not only the cost of the solution, but
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Procedure LAO*
Input: State space AND/OR graph problem with cycles, heuristic estimate h.
Output: Solution substructure π with loops.

NTT ← {s}; f(s)← h(s) ;; Initialize non-terminal tip nodes and cost value
loop

π ← best partial solution ;; Expand best partial solution . . .
NTT ← nonterminal tip nodes ;; . . . by following marked actions
if (NTT = ∅) ;; No nonterminal node

return π ;; Return solution graph
u← Select(NTT ) ;; Any nonterminal node
NTT ← NTT \ {u} ;; Node is no longer tip
Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor list

f(v)← h(v) ;; Compute estimate
Z ← ancestor(u) ;; Expanded node and ancestors
while (Z 6= ∅) ;; Backup induction

x← Select(Z \ πx) ;; No descendent of w in Z
Z ← Z \ {x} ;; Update Z
do either Policy-Iteration(Z) ;; Until convergence in Z
or Value-Iteration(Z) ;; One or more iterations
mark(x)← arg mina∈A

{
w(x, a) +

∑
y p(y |x, a) · f(y)

}
;; Mark best action

Algorithm 13.19: The LAO* algorithm.

the partial AND/OR tree as well.

13.4.3 *LAO*

Unlike dynamic programming, heuristic search can find an optimal solution graph start-
ing from a given state s without evaluating the entire state space. In light of the similar-
ities to Markov decision processes, the question arises whether AND/OR graph search
can be extended to this scenario for improved efficiency.

The major issue in the transferability concerns the existence of loops in MDPs. That is,
after executing an action, there might be a non-zero chance of staying in the same state.
A plan might have to repeat an action until it succeeds. As a consequence, MDPs are said
to have an indefinite horizon, since no worst-case upper bound on the solution length can
be ascertained.

LAO* is a simple generalization of AO* that can find solutions with loops (Alg. 13.19).
The key observation is that the backup-induction step of AO* can be regarded as a special
case of dynamic programming, and, hence, can be substituted by either policy iteration or
value iteration (see Chap. 3). Like AO*, LAO* has two main steps: a forward search step
and a dynamic programming step. The forward search step is the same as in AO*, except
that it allows a solution graph to contain loops. Forward search of a partial solution
graph now terminates at a goal node, a nonterminal tip node, or a loop back to an already
expanded node.

For admissible estimates and policy iteration, LAO* has the following properties.
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Theorem 13.3 (Optimality of LAO* for Policy Iteration) If h is admissible and policy iteration
is used to perform dynamic programming in LAO*, then:

1. After each step for every state u we have f(u) ≤ f∗(u).

2. After termination, for every state u in the best solution graph π, we have f(u) = f∗(u).

3. LAO* terminates after a finite number of iterations.

PROOF: The proof of the first assertion is by induction. Knowing that h is a lower bound, we have
for every node u in the explicit graph an initial heuristic value h(u) ≤ f∗(u). The forward search
step expands the best partial solution graph and does not change the cost of any node and so it
is sufficient to consider the dynamic programming step. For building an invariance condition, we
make the inductive assumption that before the step, for every state u we have f(u) ≤ f∗(u). If all
tip nodes have optimal cost, then all the non-tip nodes must converge to their optimal costs by the
convergence for policy iteration. But by the induction hypothesis, all tip nodes have admissible
costs. It follows that the non-tip nodes must converge to costs that are as good or better than
optimal when policy iteration is performed on them only.

To prove the second assertion, we observe that the search algorithm can only terminate if the
solution graph is complete, that is, has no unexpanded nodes. For every state u in this solution
graph it is contradictory to suppose f(u) < f∗(u), since that implies a complete solution that is
better than optimal. Together with Part 1 this yields f(u) = f∗(u).

For proving the last assertion, it is clear that LAO* terminates after a finite number of iterations
if the graph is finite, or equivalently the number of states in the MDP is finite.

For admissible estimates and value iteration algorithm LAO* can be proven to have
similar properties.

Theorem 13.4 (Optimality of LAO* for Value Iteration) If h is admissible and value iteration is
used to perform dynamic programming in LAO*, then:

1. After each step of LAO*, for every state u we have f(u) ≤ f∗(u).

2. For every state u of the best solution graph π, we have f(u) converges to f∗(u) in the limit.

PROOF: The proof of the first assertion is also by induction. Knowing that h is a lower bound, for
every node u in the explicit graph we have f(u) = h(u) ≤ f∗(u). The hypothesis is that for every
state u we have f(u) ≤ f∗(u). If value iteration is performed, by restating the Bellman optimality
equation we have

f(u) = min
a∈A

{
w(u, a) +

∑

v∈S
p(v | u, a) · f(v)

}

≤ max
a∈A

{
w(u, a) +

∑

v∈S
puv(a) · f∗(v)

}
= f∗(u).

In order to prove the second assertion, we observe that the graph is finite, so that LAO* must
eventually find a complete solution graph. In the limit, the nodes in their solution graph must
converge to their exact costs by the convergence proof for value iteration. The solution graph
must be optimal by the admissibility of the costs of all the nodes in the explicit graph.

LAO* represents a solution as a mapping from states to actions in form of a cyclic
solution graph or equivalently, a finite state controller. The representation generalizes the
graphical representations of a solution used by search algorithms like A* in form of a
simple path, and AO* in form of a acyclic graph.
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13.5 Summary

In this chapter, we generalized deterministic shortest path problems in different ways.
Deterministic shortest path problems assume that the successor state is completely de-
termined by the current state and the action executed in it. However, action executions
can sometimes result in more than one successor state from which one is chosen during
execution either probabilistically or by an adversary, in which case the search problem is
either a probabilistic or minimax (respectively) shortest path problem and one has to find
either the expected or worst-case (respectively) goal distances of the states. The optimal
behavior can, in both cases, be specified by the action that one should execute every time
one is in a given state (policy). We generalized these search problems to search problems
with three different kinds of nodes: The first kind of nodes are the goal nodes. The have
a given value. The second kind of nodes are called OR or, synonymously, MIN nodes.
They are nodes where one (the MIN player) picks one of the available actions. Their val-
ues are the minimum over all outgoing edges (= actions) of the sum of the cost of moving
to the successor node (= the cost of executing the action) and the value of the successor
node. The third kind of nodes depends on the search problem: For probabilistic shortest
path problems, they are called AVE nodes. They are nodes where nature picks one of the
outcomes of the chosen action. Their values are the average over all outgoing edges (=
outcomes) of the sum of the cost of moving to the successor node (typically zero) and the
value of the successor node. We argued that probabilistic shortest path problems can be
specified using Markov decision process (MDP) models with goal states. For minimax
shortest path problems, the third kind of nodes are MAX nodes. MAX nodes are nodes
where an adversary (they MAX player) picks one of the outcomes of the chosen action.
Their values are the maximum over all outgoing edges (= outcomes) of the sum of the
cost of moving to the successor node (typically zero) and the value of the successor node.
We also discussed AND-OR search problems, which are typically solved for tree-shaped
state spaces only. For AND-OR search problems, the third kind of nodes are AND nodes.
AND nodes are nodes where the chosen action is decomposed into several actions that
all need to be executed. Their values are the sum over all outgoing edges of the sum of
the cost of moving to the successor node and the value of the successor node.

We discussed ways of determining the values of all nodes for these search problems.
For tree-shaped state spaces (whose root node is the start node and whose leaves are the
goal nodes), this can be done by expanding every node once, starting at the goal nodes.
An example is the minimax search method for minimax shortest path problems. Minimax
shortest path problems can be solved with a Dijkstra-like search method that expands
every node once, starting at the goal nodes, even for state spaces with more general
topologies as long as there are only positive-cost cycles. The reason is that the optimal
policy is acyclic if the values of all nodes are finite. However, probabilistic shortest path
problems typically cannot be solved by expanding every node only once because there
might be no optimal policy that is acyclic even if the values of all nodes are finite. We
discussed several dynamic programming methods that can be used to solve probabilistic
shortest path problems, including policy iteration, value iteration, and Q-learning, where
Q-learning is not told about the outcomes and costs of the actions but needs to learn them
by executing actions (reinforcement-learning problem). We also generalized these three
search methods to probabilistic shortest path problems without goal nodes, by using
discounting to guarantee that the values of the nodes are finite.
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Algorithm Environment Structure Source
AO* (13.15) Non-deterministic Tree Single
AO* (13.16) Probabilistic Tree Single

IDAO* (13.17,13.18) Non-deterministic Tree Single
Q-Learning (13.11) Non-deterministic Graph Single

LAO* (13.19) Probabilistic Graph Single

Table 13.1: Overview AND/OR search algorithms.

We discussed that one can often utilize the knowledge of the start node to avoid
having to determine the values of all nodes. In this case, one can use heuristic search
methods that generalize A*. They start at the start node and use heuristics to focus the
search towards the goal nodes. Examples are AO* (and its iterative deepening version
to save memory) for AND-OR search problems and LAO* for MDPs. Table 13.1 sum-
marizes the algorithms for this class. It denotes whether the pseudo-code assumes a
non-deterministic or probabilistic environment and whether the AND/OR structure is
assumed to be a tree or a general graph. Last, but not least we mention if the algorithms
operate on a single source or on multiple source.

We then applied our insights to two-person zero-sum games with complete knowl-
edge of the current state (for example, board configuration in CHESS or CHECKERS), with
a brief discussion how to generalize the approaches to multi-person zero-sum games
with complete and incomplete information. In two-person zero-sum games with com-
plete knowledge of the current state, one tries to find the best move for a player (typ-
ically assumed to be the MAX player) under the assumption that the opponent (MIN
player) plays optimally, which is reasonable if one finds a strong move since the move
remains strong if the opponent does not play optimally. Thus, game playing problems
are basically minimax shortest path problems where all action costs are zero. The goal
states are the terminal states. Their value is, say, infinity for a win of the MAX player
(= loss of the MIN player) and minus infinity for a loss of the MAX player (= win of the
MIN player). These minimax shortest-path problems can be solved with the minimax
search method. Around goal states, one can simply calculate the correct values of the
states off-line (retrograde analysis) and store them in endgame databases. However, the
state spaces are typically much larger than the available memory and one thus cannot
store the values of all states. Instead, one performs a search each time the MAX player
has to move, generating only part of the state space around the current state (local search
space). The perimeter states of the local search space then become the goal states. Their
values correspond to how favorable the state appears to be for the MAX player based
on a static evaluation heuristic that can either be hand-coded or learned from experience
with machine learning methods, including reinforcement learning methods. Larger lo-
cal search spaces tend to help the minimax search method to discover misleading static
evaluations and thus result in better decisions (although this is not guaranteed). The min-
imax search method is typically implemented with depth-first search and thus operates
on trees which contain many states multiple times. It then uses transposition tables to
detect that the value of a state has already been computed and thus does not need to be
computed again, which makes it more efficient. We discussed different ways of making
it even more efficient by not evaluating the values of states that are unimportant because
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they cannot be reached during optimal play. The alpha-beta search method, for example,
maintains an alpha value (= the best value that the MAX player is guaranteed to achieve,
initialized with the value of a loss of the MAX player) and a beta value (= the best value
that the MIN player is guaranteed to achieve, initialized with the value of a loss of the
MIN player) during its minimax search. The value of the root node of the tree is then
guaranteed to be between the alpha and beta value, and one does not need to calculate
the value of a state for which the alpha value is not strictly smaller than the beta value.
The alpha-beta search method calculates the same values as the minimax search method
and thus executes the same actions, given the same local search spaces. However, it cal-
culates the values of many fewer states and can thus search much larger local search
spaces (namely trees of up two twice the depth if actions in states are evaluated in order
of decreasing strength for the person to play in the state) in the same time as the mini-
max search method and thus select better actions than the minimax search method. We
also discussed variants of the alpha-beta search method that initialize the alpha and beta
values differently and are then able to calculate the value of the root node exactly only if
it is between the initial alpha and beta values. These variants include aspiration search,
principal-variation search and search using the memory-enhanced test framework. We
discussed various other enhancements of the alpha-beta search method, including search
methods that generalize over similar states, that use static evaluations that are vectors of
values and that avoid horizon effects by enlarging the local search space until the static
evaluations are stable. There are also other search methods, including best-first search
methods, but they are more complex than these versions of the alpha-beta search method
(basically a depth-first search method) without being much more efficient for games like
CHESS. Games with large branching factors (like GO), however, require fundamentally
different approaches, for example, based on Monte-Carlo search or problem decompo-
sition. Games with probabilistic elements (like BACKGAMMON and other games that
require one to roll dice) or incomplete information (like many card games) can be solved
with variants of the minimax or alpha-beta methods. For card games, for example, sam-
pling the hands of the opponents based on the available information and then playing as
if one knew their hands seems to be a promising approach, that transforms the problem
to one of complete information and allows one to use variants of the alpha-beta method.

Table 13.2 displays the basic game-playing programs of this chapter. We denote if
the traversal direction is forward or backward search, on how many players are usually
modeled and a typical game playing application scenario. Analyzing games of chance
like BACKGAMMON bridges the stochastic with game tree search. Moreover we have
attached the memory requirements, where d is the depth of the search tree and |T | its
size.

Exercises

13.1 ** BLACKJACK is a card game, where a player tries to beat the dealer by obtaining a sum of
card values that is higher than the dealer’s. The limit is 21. The dealer stops hitting at 17. Explain
how BLACKJACK can be solved with on Q-learning. As the input take the number of episodes
for training, the number of games played per episode, the reinforcement values for a lost or won
game, the step-size parameter and the discount factor. Use epsilon-greedy for action selection.
Higher epsilon values indicate higher exploration. Display the percentage of win games and the
current learned Q-values.
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Algorithm Forward Players Typical Memory
Negmax (13.1)

√
2 Board O(d)

Minimax (13.2)
√

2 Board O(d)
NegmaxAlphaBeta (13.3)

√
2 Board O(d)

MiniMaxAlphaBeta (13.4)
√

2 Board O(d)
NegmaxAlphaBeta-TT (13.5)

√
2 Board O(|T |)

Principle-Variation Search (13.6)
√

2 Board O(d)
Memory-Test-Driver (13.7)

√
2 Board O(|T |)

AccumulateminimaxAlphaBeta (13.8)
√

2 Card O(d)
PartitionSearch (13.9)

√
2 Card O(|T |)

Reachable (13.12)
√

2 Board O(|T |)
Classify (13.13) – 2 Board O(|T |)

AlphaBetaBnB (13.14)
√

k Card O(kd)

Table 13.2: Overview game playing search algorithms.

13.2 ** In TETRIS the player is continually given pieces of varying shape that must be positioned
and rotated, then dropped on the pieces below. The shape of each subsequent piece is random.
Since pieces begin to pile up, the player must try to stack them efficiently. If the player manages to
complete a row, then that row disappears thus freeing up more space. Describe a reinforcement
strategy to learn to playing TETRIS without directly programming its strategies. When given a
random piece to add, it evaluates all the valid placements and chooses the action that results in
the best one according to the evaluation function. Vary the value learning parameter and compare
the efficiencies of Q-learning with temporal difference learning.

13.3 * Consider the state space of the game as Q = S × {0, 1}. A game has an initial state and
some predicate goal to determine whether the game has come to an end. We assume that every
path from the initial state to a final one is finite. For the set of goal states T = {u ∈ Q | Goal(s)},
we define an evaluation function Eval : T → {−1, 0, 1}, with −1 for a lost position, 1 for a winning
position, and 0 for a drawing one. This function is extended to Eval : Q → {−1, 0, 1} asserting a
game theoretical value to each state in the game.

Let Li be the set of lost positions for Player i, i ∈ {0, 1}.
1. Define the sets L1 and L2 recursively assuming optimal play.

2. Let R be the set of all reachable states, with respect to the initial position and the rules of
the game, define the set of draw games.

13.4 ** Represent the CONNECT 4 game efficiently and estimate the number of reachable states.

13.5 ** In HEX, a goal pattern is a virtual connection between both sides of the board (see
Fig. 13.19).

1. Show how to memorize goal pattern efficiently in a UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE (see
Chap. 4). Insert the patterns of Fig. 13.19 into the empty dictionary.

2. As illustrated in Fig. 13.19 there are many further patterns that can be obtained through
translation, reflection, and rotation. Determine the number of symmetries and insert all
symmetric patterns in the example into the UNLIMITED BRANCHING TREE.

13.6 *
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Figure 13.19: Hex goal patterns.
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In this partially completed TIC-TAC-TOE problem, both players were experts (neither one ever
afforded the other an opportunity to force a win.) What were the first and the last moves played?

13.7 ** The key to the theory NIM is the digital binary sum neglecting all carry overs, e.g., the
sum for (011)2, (100)2, and (101)2 is (010)2. The optimal strategy is finishing every move with sum
0.

1. What is the optimal move for the configuration (3, 3, 5)?

2. Show that there is always a move from a situation with a digital sum 6= 0 to one with digital
sum 0.

3. Show that every possible move in a situation with digital sum 0 makes the sum different to
0.

13.8 ** The most common implementation of an incremental hash function in game playing is
Zobrist hashing. Given a board with n squares and p different types of pieces an array Z of size
S × 2P is filled it with random numbers. The hash number is the XOR over the occupied squares
of the entire board. For a typical game, it can be computed incrementally.

If a piece is moved than an XOR the current hash number with the Zobrist numbers for that
piece corresponding to the two squares of the move is needed. For two-player games one often
has to XOR in another random number for the side to move. Extend Zobrist hashing to capturing
of pieces.

13.9 * Provide the pseudo code for minimax-αβ with transposition table pruning.

13.10 ** Show for the board in Fig. 13.20 that, given white to move, there is a check-mate in
three move. Hint: in one case you will have to exploit that there is indeed a mate in the assigned
number of moves.

13.11 ** The 2004 world-championship was almost won for Kramnik. He was in the lead by one
game and would remain world-champion at a final standing of 7:7. However, Leko (playing black)
won the fifth game with very limited time, finding a brilliant move wrt. the board in Fig. 13.21 (left),
resulting in a win of black.

Now Leko was in the lead. However, Game 14 was again won by Kramnik for a final outcome
of 7:7. At the end he found a check-mate in at most three moves on the board in Fig. 13.21 (right).
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Figure 13.20: White to move, wins in three moves.
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Figure 13.21: Black to move wins, and white to win in three moves.

1. Find the winning moves by hand?

2. Find them using any available chess program? Report the computer’s analyses, best by
explaining the evaluations in the search tree.

13.12 *** SKAT is a popular 3-player card game played on a 32 deck, where after bidding one
player plays the other two. After bidding computer SKAT can be played on a double-dummy
strategy that traverses a two-player search tree strategy grouping the two opponents together.
(To determine the strength of a hand, Monte Carlo simulation has to be put top of the double-
dummy solver.)

1. Find out, how SKAT is played, i.e., denote the value of each card and the rules of the game.

2. Find a 32-bit encoding for a hand, and illustrate how to reverse the mapping, and determine
a card-to-index procedure that allows to efficiently determine if a card is better than another.

3. Analyze the following game of 7 cards (♣ is trump):

Player 1: ♣J ♣10 ♥8 ♥K ♥10 ♠7 ♠K

Player 2: ♠J ♥J ♣ 8 ♦9 ♦Q ♦19 ♦A
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Player 3: ♣7 ♣Q ♦7 ♠8 ♠9 ♥7 ♥A

13.13 ** Apply symbolic retrograde analysis to TIC-TAC-TOE by using a symbolic model checking
tool (e.g., SMV or µcke).

13.6 Bibliographic Notes

Good introductions to game theory have been given by Osborne and Rubinstein [1994] and
by Owen [1982], and a general introduction to two-person game theory is found in the book
of Rapoport [1966]. Computer game playing goes back as far as to the pioneer of computer sci-
ence as a discipline, Turing 1953, and the found of information theory, Shannon 1950. In 1950,
Turing wrote the first computer chess program. The same year he proposed the Turing test that in
time, a computer could be programmed (such as playing chess) to acquire abilities rivaling hu-
man intelligence. If a human did not see the other human or computer during an imitation game
such as chess, he/she would not know the difference between the human and the computer.

Several enhancements to αβ including the history heuristic have been discussed by Schaeffer
[1989]. Marsland and Reinefeld [1993] have treated principal-variation search. Plaat et al. [1996]
have covered the MTD framework and its applications. SSS* was proposed in Stockman [1997].
Anantharaman et al. [1990] have described the concept of singular extensions. Classification tree
and regression trees have been discussed by Breiman et al. [1984]. Their application to αβ evalu-
ation functions has been discussed by Heinz and Hense [1993].

Conspiracy number search by McAllester [1988], McAllester and Yuret [2002], search the game
tree in a manner that several leaf evaluations have to change in order to change the root eval-
uation. Proof-number search, introduced by Allis et al. [1994], proves or disproves the game-
theoretical value. For this aim, it assigns a value to the root and shows that this value is equal
to the minimax value. In every node, a proof number (and a disproof number) is stored that
denotes the number of successors that have at least to be examined to prove (or disprove) the
value. As proof-number search always considers the node with the largest influence on the root it
is a best-first variant (with linear storage requirements). Proof-set search is a recent improvement
to proof-number search, that trades node explorations for a higher memory consumption Müller
[2002].

Samuel [1959] was the first researcher to implement a chess-playing program apply learning
in game, and it was demonstrated on TV. His minimax algorithm included many heuristic ex-
tensions and cutoffs that we would call today αβ-pruning. He was also the first to use machine
learning for improving the evaluation function, as a precursor of temporal-difference learning.
The program played many thousand games against different versions of itself, and adjusted the
weight parameters so as to approximate the minimax value of the position that resulted after two
real plies in the match. TD(λ) has been proposed by Sutton [1988]. It is an extension of TD(0)
on so-called eligibility traces. The most impressive application of TD(λ) was Tesauro’s TDGam-
mon (1995) that is estimated to play close to the level of the best human players. Monte-Carlo GO
has been implemented by Bruegmann [1993] and has played respectably on 9x9 GO. Most suc-
cessful GO programs use UCT as invented by Kocsis and Szepesvári [2006]. UCT goes back to
work of Auer et al. [2002]. Known GO programs are based on work by Gelly and Silver [2007]
and Coulom [2006].

Schrödl [1998] has introduced negation as failure to explanation-based learning and has used
it to derive generalized logical descriptions of minimax trees for the chess endgame king-rook
vs. king-knight and could achieve up to 10-fold speedups.

A comprehensive reference for combinatorial game theory is the book Winning Ways
by Berlekamp et al. [1982], in which games are split into a sum of local games of tractable size.
The divide-and-conquer decomposition search method by Müller [2001] propagates relative eval-
uations in the game tree applies to all minimax search algorithms such as αβ, and proof-number
search. It has been shown to be very effective in GO endgames Müller [1995] with exponential
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savings in several positions. PSPACE hardness results for HEX (invented by the Danish math-
ematician Hein) and AMAZONS (invented by Walter Zamkauskas) have been given by Reisch
[1981] and Furtak et al. [2005].

Early work on endgame databases has been surveyed by van den Herik and Herschberg
[1986]. Nowadays, Edward’s table-bases and Thompson’s databases are most important to the
chess community. Heinz [2000] provides a computer-chess primer and new results of computer-
chess. In CHECKERS, the distributed generation of a very large databases has eventually given the
edge in favor to the computer. The program’s log and the long story to beat the world champion
has been written in form of a book by Schaeffer [1997]. CONNECT 4 has been proven to be a win
for the first player in optimal play by Allis [1998]. NINE-MEN-MORRIS has been solved with huge
databases Gasser [1995], in which every position (after the initial setting) has been asserted to its
game-theoretical value.

Multi-player games have been considered in Luckhardt and Irani [1986]. Korf [1991] has
introduced pruning in Maxn trees. The Soft-Maxn algorithm by Sturtevant and Bowling [2006]
avoids the prediction of tie-breaking and thus allows to compute robust player. It has been im-
plemented with BDDs by Edelkamp and Kissmann [2008a]. A branch-and-bound αβ pruning
strategy for multi-player games has been proposed by Sturtevant and Korf [2000]. UCT for multi-
player games has been studied by Sturtevant [2008].

Early BRIDGE players that use hierarchical planning have been proposed bySmith et al. [1998].
A state-of-the art BRIDGE playing program based on Monte-Carlo sampling has been described
by Ginsberg [1999], while SKAT program has been contributed by Kupferschmid and Helmert
[2006], and later been extended with a bidding system by Kellner and Kupferschmid [2008] Frank
and Basin [1998] have shown that Monte-Carlo sampling cannot determine optimal play.

In generalized game playing, as proposed by Love et al. [2006], games are described using
syntax from the knowledge interchangeable format (KIF). Early players have been contributed
by Schiffel and Thielscher [2007] and Clune [2007]. Recent players often use UCT Finnsson and
Björnsson [2008]. A two-player generalized game playing classification algorithm based on BDDs
based on a PDDL-like problem encoding has been provided by Edelkamp and Kissmann [2008b].

Nilsson [1980] has introduced AO* search. A recent implementation of AO* for adversar-
ial planning has been provided by Bercher and Mattmüller [2008]. LAO* has been proposed
by Hansen and Zilberstein [1998] as an extended version of the AO* algorithm that is well-suited
to MDP problems. Real-time dynamic programming as suggested by Brato et al. [1995] is based
on the LRTA* search algorithm that has been introduced in the previous chapter. The difference
to LAO* is trial-based exploration to explore the state space and determine the order in which
to update the state costs. On the other hand, LAO* finds a solution by systematically expand-
ing a search graph in the manner of A* and AO*. In all these algorithms, dynamic value update
and frontier extension are called in alternation. Algebraic decision diagrams (ADDs) are of common
use for solving MDPs, as e.g., the publicly available library SPUDD [Hoey et al., 1999] shows.
Feng and Hansen [2002] indicate how to incorporate guidance to MDP solving and devise a sym-
bolic heuristic search implementation of LAO*. Applications of game playing in model checking
includes work by Bakera et al. [2008a]. Algorithm IDAO* with transposition tables has been pro-
vided by Haslum [2006] in the context of optimal temporal planning.

Learning DFS by Bonet and Geffner [2005] (LDFS), is a variant of IDA(O)* for AND/OR graphs
and MDPs. While IDA* consists of a sequence of DFS iterations that backtrack upon encounter-
ing states with costs exceeding a given bound, LDFS consists of a sequence of DFS iterations that
backtrack upon encountering states whose values are not consistent with the values of its chil-
dren. Upon encountering such inconsistent states, LDFS updates their values and backtracks, up-
dating along the way ancestor states as well. In addition, when the DFS beneath a state does not
find an inconsistent state, it is labeled as solved and not expanded again. Bounded LDFS by Bonet
and Geffner [2005] is a slight variation of LDFS that accommodates an explicit bound parameter
for focusing the search further on paths that are critical. For two-player games, bounded LDFS
reduces to memory-test driver algorithm MTD(−∞).

Bonet et al. [1997] have shown applicability of real-time search in early development stages
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of their planner HSP [Bonet and Geffner, 2001]. Bonet and Geffner [2000] have extended this ap-
proach to implement a general planning tool to solve partial observable MDPs. State abstraction
technique similar to the one presented here has been applied to Q-learning by Dietterich [2000],
and state abstraction for prioritized-sweeping using structured representation of the state space
has been suggested by Dearden [2001]. Barto and Mahadevan [2003] have provided a survey.



Chapter 14

Constraint Search

Constraint technology has evolved to one of the most effective search options. It is
understandable, by means the declarative formulation makes it easy to use. The tech-
nology is open and extensible, as it differentiates between branching, propagation and
search. Constraint search has been integrated (e.g. in form of a library) to many existing
programming languages and is effective in many practical applications, especially in time
tabling, logistics and scheduling domains.

A search constraint is a restriction on the set of possible solutions to a search problem.
For goal constraints (the standard setting in state space search), one specifies goal states,
and these incorporate constraints on the goal. In this case, constraints refer to the end
of solution paths, denoting the restriction on the set of possible terminal states. For path
constraints, constraints refer to the path as a whole. They are expressed in temporal logic,
a common formalism for the specification of desired properties of software systems. Ex-
amples are conditions that have to be satisfied always, or achieved at least sometimes
during the execution of a solution path.

In constraint modeling we have to decide about variables, their domains, and con-
straints. There are many different options to encode the same problem, and a good en-
coding may be essential for an efficient solution process.

Constraints can be of very different kinds. As special cases of constraints we have
binary and Boolean constraints. The former ones include at most two constraint variables in
each constraint to feature efficient propagation rules, while the latter ones refer to exactly
two possible assignments (true and false) to the constraint variables and are known as
satisfiability problems.

We further distinguish between hard constraints that have to be satisfied, and soft con-
straints, whose satisfaction is preferred but not mandatory. The computational challenge
with soft constraints is that they can be contradicting. In such case, we say that the prob-
lem is over-subscribed. We consider soft constraints to be evaluated in a linear objective
function with coefficients measuring their desirability.

Constraints express incomplete information such as properties and relations over un-
known state variables. Search is needed to restrict the set of possible value assignments.
The search process that assigns values to variables is called labeling. Any assignment cor-
responds to imposing a constraint on the chosen variable. Alternatively, general branch-
ing rules that introduce additional constraints may be used to split the search space.

The process to tighten and extend the constraint set is called constraint propagation. In

545
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constraint search labeling and constraint propagation are interleaved. As the most impor-
tant propagation techniques we exploit arc consistency and path consistency. Specialized
consistency rules further enhances the propagation effectiveness. As an example, we ex-
plain insights to the inference based on the all-different constraint that requires all variable
assignments to be mutually different.

Search heuristics determine an order on how to traverse the search tree. Search heuris-
tics can be used either to enhance pruning or to improve success rates e.g. by select-
ing the more promising nodes for a feasible solution. Different to the observation in
previous chapters, for constraint search diverse search paths turns out to be essential.
Consequently, as one heuristic search option, we control the search by the number of
discrepancies to the standard successor generation module.

Most of the text is devoted to strategies for solving constraint satisfaction problems, ask-
ing for satisfying assignments to a set of finite domain variables. We also address the
more general setting of solving constraint optimization problems, which asks for an optimal
value assignment with respect to an additionally given objective function. For example,
problems with soft constraints are modeled as a constraint optimization problem by in-
troducing additional state variables that fines the violation of preference constraints. We
will see how search heuristics in form of lower bounds can be included into the constraint
optimization, and how more general search heuristics apply.

In later parts of the chapter, we subject the search to solving some well-known NP-
hard problems with specialized constraint solvers. We will consider instances of SAT,
NUMBER PARTITION, BIN PACKING and RECTANGLE PACKING, as well as graph prob-
lems like GRAPH PARTITION and VERTEX COVER. We present heuristic estimates and
further search refinements to enhance the search process to obtain (optimal) solutions.

Temporal constraint are ones, that restrict the set of possible time points, e.g. to wake-
up between 7am and 8am. For this case variable domains are infinite. We introduce two
algorithmic approaches that can deal with temporal constraints.

14.1 Constraint Satisfaction

Constraint satisfaction is a technology for modeling and solving combinatorial prob-
lems. Its main parts are domain filtering and local consistency rules together with refined
search techniques to traverse the resulting state space. Constraint satisfaction relies on a
declarative problem description that consists of a set of variables together with their re-
spective domains. Each domain itself is composed by a set of possible values. Constraints
restrict the set of possible combinations of the variables.

Constraints are often expressed in form of arithmetic (in)equalities over a set of un-
known variables, e.g. the unary integer constraints 0 ≥ X and X ≤ 9 denote that the
value X consists of one digit. Combining a set of constraints can exploit information and
yield a set of new constraints. Arithmetic linear constraints such as X + Y = 7, and
X − Y = 5 can be simplified to the constraints: X = 6 and Y = 1. In constraint solving
practice, elementary calculus is not sufficient to determine the set of feasible solutions. In
fact, most constraint satisfaction domains we consider are NP hard.

Definition 14.1 (CSP, Constraint, Solution) A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), con-
sists of a finite set of variables V1, . . . , Vn of finite domains DV1 , . . . , DVn , and a finite set of
constraints, where a constraint is a(n arbitrary) relation over the set of variables. Constraints
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Figure 14.1: Solution to EIGHT QUEENS problem; no queen threats another one.

can be extensional in form of a set of compatible tuples or intentional in form of a formula. A
solution to a CSP is a complete assignment of values to variables satisfying all the constraints.

For the sake of simplicity this definition rules out continuous variables. Examples for
extending this class are considered later in this chapter in form of temporal constraints.

A binary constraint is a constraint involving only two variables. A binary CSP is a CSP
with only binary constraints. Unary constraints can be compiled into binary ones e.g. by
the addition to a additional constraint variable with only assignment 0.

Any CSP is convertible to a binary CSP via its dual encoding, where the roles of vari-
ables and constraints are exchanged. The constraint variables are encapsulated, by means
one has assigned a domain that is a Cartesian product of the domains of individual vari-
ables. The valuation of original variables can to be extracted from the valuation of en-
capsulated variables. As an example take the original (non-binary) CSP: X + Y = Z,
X < Y , with DX = {1, 2} and DY = {3, 4} and DZ = {5, 6}. The equivalent bi-
nary CSP consists of the two encapsulated variables V = {(X,Y, Z) | X + Y = Z}
W = {(X,Y ) | X < Z} together with their domains DV = {(1, 4, 5), (2, 3, 5), (2, 4, 6)}
and DW = {(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4)}. The binary constraints between V and W require
that the components that refer to the same original variables match, e.g.. the first compo-
nent in V (namely X) is equal to the first component in W and the second component in
in V (namely Y ) is equal to the first component in W .

One example is the EIGHT QUEENS problem (see Fig. 14.1). The task is to place
8 queens on a chess board, but with at most one one queen in the same row, column
or diagonal. If variable Vi denotes the column of the queen in row i, i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, we
have that DV1 = . . . = DV8 = {1, . . . , 8}. An assignment to one variable will restrict
the set of possible assignments to other ones. The constraints that induce no conflict are
Vi 6= Vj (vertical threat) and |Vi − Vj | 6= |i − j| (diagonal threat) for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 8.
(Horizontal threats are already taken care of in the constraint model.)

Such a problem formulation calls for an efficient search algorithm to find a feasible
variable assignment representing a valid placements of the queens on the board. A naive
strategy considers all 88 possible assignments , which can easily be reduced to 8!. A
refined approach maintains a vector for a partial assignment in a vector, which grows
with increasing depth and shrinks with each backtrack. To limit the branching during
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2 4
7 9 4

5 8 2 7
9 8 6 5

2 9 5 4
4 6 7 2
8 9 2 6 1

5 3
1 8

Figure 14.2: A Sudoku; empty spaces have to be filled with numbers such that all rows,
columns and blocks are permutations of 1, . . . , 9.

the search, we additionally maintain a global data structure to mark all places that are in
conflict with the current assignment.

A (see Fig. 14.2) is a puzzle with rising popularity in the US, but with a long tradition
in Asia & Europe. The rules are simple. fill all empty squares with numbers in {1, . . . , 9}
such that in each column, in each row, and in each 3× 3 block all numbers from 1 to 9 are
selected exactly once. If variable Vi,j with DVi,j = {1, . . . , 9} denotes the number in cell
i, j, where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, we have

• Vi,j 6= Vi,j′ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, 1 ≤ j 6= j′ ≤ 9 (vertical constraints)

• Vi,j 6= Vi′,j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, 1 ≤ i 6= i′ ≤ 9 (horizontal constraints)

• Vi,j 6= Vi′,j′ if bi/3c = bi′/3c and bj/3c = bj′/3c (sub-square constraints).

As another typical CSP example, we consider a CRYPTARITHM (a.k.a crypto-arithmetic
puzzle or alphametic), in which we have to assign numbers to each individual vari-
able, so that the equation SEND + MORE = MONEY becomes true. The set of variables is
{S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y}. Each variable is an integer from 0 to 9, while and S and M cannot be
0. The task is has to assign values to the variables that are pairwise different. It is not
difficult to check that the (unique) solution to the problem is given by the assignments
[S, E, N, D, M, O, R, Y] = [9, 5, 6, 7, 1, 0, 8, 2] (vector notation).

As we only consider problems with decimal digits, there are at most 10! different
assignments of the digits to variables. So a CRYPTARITHM is a finite state space problem,
but generalizations to bases other than decimal are provably hard (NP-complete).

Another famous CSP problem is the LONELY EIGHT problem. The task is to determine
all wild cards in the division that is shown in Fig. 14.1. For a human using basic calculus
and exclusions it is not difficult to obtain that the only solution 10, 020, 316/124 = 80, 809.
However, as no specialized constraints can be used, CSP solvers are confronted with
considerable work.

14.2 Consistency

Consistency is an inference mechanism to rule out certain variable assignments, which
in turn enhances the search. The simplest consistency check tests a current assignment
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Figure 14.3: The LONELY EIGHT problem; non-zero numbers have to be assigned to the
wild-cards such that the equation is true.

against the set of constraints. Such simple consistency algorithm for a set of assigned
variables and a set of constraints is provided in Alg. 14.1. We use Variables(c) to denote
the set of variables that are mentioned in the constraint c, and Satisfied(c, L) to denote if
the constraint is satisfied by the current label set L (assignment of values to variables).

Procedure Consistent
Input: Labeled set L, constraints C
Output: L satisfies C true/false

for each c in C ;; Consider all constraints
if (Variables(c) ⊆ L) ;; All variables are labeled

if not (Satisfied(c, L)) ;; Check assignment
return false ;; No conflict

return true ;; Feedback success or failure

Algorithm 14.1: Simple Consistency.

In the following we introduce more powerful inference methods like arc consistency
and path consistency, and discuss specialized consistency techniques like the all-different con-
straint.

14.2.1 Arc Consistency

Arc consistency is one of the most powerful propagation techniques for binary con-
straints. For every value of a variable in the constraint we search for a supporting value
to the other variable. If there is none, the value can be safely eliminated. Otherwise, the
constraint is arc consistent.

Definition 14.2 (Arc Consistency) The pair (X,Y ) of constraint variables is arc consistent if
for each value x ∈ DX there exists a value y ∈ Dy such that the assignments X = x and Y = y
satisfy all binary constraints between X and Y . A CSP is arc consistent if all all variable pairs
are arc consistent.

Consider a simple CSP with the variablesA andB subject to their respective domains
DA = {1, 2} and DB = {1, 2, 3}, as well as the binary constraint A < B. We see that value
1 can be safely removed from DB based on constraint and the restriction we have on A.
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Q D c

X < Y,Z < X − 2 DX = DY = DZ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} X < Y
Z < X − 2 DX = {4, 5}, DY = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} Z < X − 2
X < Y DX = {4, 5}, DY = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2} X < Y

DX = {4, 5}, DY = {5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2}

Figure 14.4: Executing AC-3; Q is the queue of constraints, DX the domain of variable X ,
and c the constraint selected.

In general, constraints are used actively to remove inconsistencies from the problem.
An inconsistency arises if we arrive at a value that cannot be in any solution. To abstract
from different inference mechanisms we assume a procedure Revise, to be attached to
each constraint, which governs the propagation of the domain restrictions.

AC-3 and AC-8

Algorithm AC-3 is one option to organize and perform constraint reasoning for arc con-
sistency. The input of the algorithm are the set of variables V , the set of domains D, and
the set of constraints C.

Procedure AC-3
Input: Set of variables V , set of domains D, set of constraints C
Output: Satisfiable true/false, restricted set of domains

Q← C ;; Initialize queue
while (Q 6= ∅) ;; As far as constraints are available

c← Select(Q) ;; Choose one constraint
D′ ← Revise(c,D) ;; Restrict domains based on that choice
if (exists d in D′ with d = ∅) return (false, D′) ;; Problem infeasible
Q← (Q ∪ {c′ ∈ C| ∃x ∈ Variables(c′) : D′x 6= Dx}) \ {c} ;; Update queue
D ← D′ ;; Update set of domains

return (true, D) ;; Return solution

Algorithm 14.2: Arc consistency with AC-3.

In the algorithm, a queue of constraints is frequently revised. Each time, when the do-
main of a variable changes, all constraints over this variable are enqueued. The pseudo-
code of the approach is shown in Alg. 14.2. As a simple example, take the following
CSP with the three variables DX = DY = DZ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, subject to the bi-
nary constraints X < Y and Z < X − 2. As X < Y , we have DX = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
DY = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, andDZ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Since Z < X−2, we infer thatDX = {4, 5},
DY = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and DZ = {1, 2}. Now we take constraint X < Y again in order to
find the arc consistent set DX = {4, 5}, DY = {5, 6}, and DZ = {1, 2}. Snapshots of the
algorithms after selecting variable c are provided in Fig. 14.4.

An alternative to AC-3 is to use a queue of variables instead of a queue of constraints.
The modified algorithm is referred to as AC-8. It assumes a user to specify for each con-
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Q D v

X, Y, Z DX = DY = DZ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} X
X,Y, Z DX = {4, 5}, DY = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2} X
Y,Z DX = {4, 5}, DY = {5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2} Y
Z DX = {4, 5}, DY = {5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2} Z

DX = {4, 5}, DY = {5, 6}, DZ = {1, 2}

Figure 14.5: Executing AC-8; Q is the queue of variables, DX the domain of variable X ,
and v the variable selected.

straint, when constraint revision should be executed. The pseudo-code of the approach
is shown in Alg. 14.3 and a step-by-step example is given in Fig. 14.5.

Procedure AC-8
Input: Set of Variables V , set of domains D, and set of constraints C
Output: Satisfiable true/false, Restricted Domains

Q← V ;; Initialize queue
while (Q 6= ∅) ;; As far as variables are available

v ← Select(Q) ;; Choose one variable
Q← Q \ {v} ;; Eliminate variable from queue
for each c in C with v in Variables(c) ;; Determine respective constraint

D′ ← Revise(c,D) ;; Restrict domains based on that choice
if (exists d in D′ with d = ∅) return (false, ·) ;; Problem infeasible
Q← Q ∪ {u ∈ Variables(c)| D′u 6= Du} ;; Update variable queue
D ← D′ ;; Update set of domains

return (true, D) ;; Return solution

Algorithm 14.3: Arc consistency with AC-8.

14.2.2 Bounds Consistency

Arc consistency works well in binary CSPs. However, if we are confronted with con-
straints that involve more than two variables, e.g. X = Y + Z the application of arc
consistency is limited. Unfortunately, hyper-arc consistency techniques is involved, and
similar to the complexity of SET COVERING and GRAPH COLORING NP-hard for n ≥ 3.
The problem is that we must determine, which values of the variables are legitimate,
which is a non-trivial problem.

The trick is to use an approximation of the set of possible assignments in form of
an interval. A domain range D = [a, b] denotes the set of integers {a, a + 1, . . . , b} with
minD = a and maxD = b.

For bounds consistency we only look at arithmetic CSPs, that range over finite do-
main variables for which which all constraints are arithmetic expressions. A primitive
constraint is bounds consistent if for each variable X that is in the constraint there is an
assignment for all other variables (in their domain range) that is compatible with setting
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{1,2,3}
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Y Z Y Z

X
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{1,2}

{1,2} {1,2} {1,2,3}

{1,2,3}

{1,2,3}

Figure 14.6: A graph for which path consistency but not arc consistency is complete (left)
and a graph for which path consistency is incomplete (right).

X to minD and X to maxD. An arithmetic CSP is bounds consistent, if each primitive
constraint is bounds consistent.

Consider the constraint X = Y + Z and rewrite it as X = Y + Z, Y = X − Z,
and Z = X − Y . Reasoning about minimum and maximum values of the right hand
side, we establish the following six necessary conditions: X ≥ minD(Y ) + minD(Z),
Y ≥ minD(X) − maxD(Z), Z ≥ minD(X) − maxD(Y ), X ≤ maxD(Y ) + maxD(Z), Y ≤
maxD(X) − minD(Z), and Z ≤ maxD(X) − minD(Y ). For example, the domains DX =
[4..8], DY = [0..3], and DZ = [2..2] are refined to DX = [4..5], DY = [2..3], and DZ = [2..2]
without missing any solution.

14.2.3 *Path Consistency

The good news are that arc consistency is fast in practice. The bad news are that arc
consistency does not detect all inconsistencies. As a simple example consider the CSP
shown in Fig. 14.6 (right) with the three variables X,Y, Z with DX = DY = DZ = {1, 2}
subject to X 6= Y , Y 6= Z, and X 6= Z. The CSP is arc consistent but not not solvable.
Therefore, we introduce a stronger form of consistency.

Definition 14.3 (Path Consistency) A path (V0, V1, . . . , Vm) is path consistent if

• for all x in the domain of V0, and

• for all y in the domain of Vm satisfying all binary constraints on V0 and Vm there exists
an assignment to V1, . . . , Vm−1, s.t. all binary constraints between Vi and Vi+1 for i ∈
{0, . . . ,m− 1} are satisfied.

A CSP is path consistent, if every path is consistent.

This definition is long but not difficult to decipher. On top of binary constraints be-
tween two variables, path consistency certifies binary consistency between the variables
on a path. It is not difficult to see that path consistency implies arc consistency. An ex-
ample to show that path consistency is still incomplete is provided in Fig. 14.6 (right).

For restricting the computational efforts, it is not difficult to show that it is sufficient
to explore paths of length two only (see Exercises). To come up with a path consistency
algorithm, we consider the following example, consisting of the three variables A,B,C
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with DA = DB = DC = {1, 2, 3}, subject to B > 1, A < C, A = B, and B > C −
2. Each constraint can be expressed in a (Boolean) matrix, denoting whether a variable
combination is possible or not:

B > 1 ∼




000
010
001


 , A = B ∼




100
010
001


 , A < C ∼




011
001
000


 , B > C − 2 ∼




110
111
111


 .

Let Ri,j be the matrix entry for the constraint between variable i and j; Rk,k models the
domain of k. Then consistency on the path (i, k, j) can be recursively determined by
applying the equation

Ri,j ← Ri,j ∧ (Ri,kRk,kRk,j).

The concatenations correspond to Boolean matrix multiplications, e.g. the scalar product
of the rows and columns in the matrix. The final conjunction is element-by-element.

For the example RA,C ← RA,C ∧RA,BRB,BRB,C , we establish the following equation.



000
010
001


 ∧




100
010
001


 ·




000
010
001


 ·




110
111
111


 =




000
001
000


 .

We observe that path consistency restricts the set of possible instantiations in the con-
straint.

For a path consistent CSP, we have to repeat the above revisions of paths. The pseudo-
code is shown in Alg. 14.4. It is a straight-forward extension to the ALL PAIRS SHORTEST

PATHS algorithm of Floyd and Warshall (see Chap. 3). Mathematically spoken, it is the
same algorithm applied to a different semiring, where minimization is substituted by
conjunction and addition is substituted by multiplication.

Procedure Path-Consistency
Input: Set of variables V , n = |V |, set of constraint matrices C

(one matrix between any pair of variables and for each variable)
Output: Path Consistent Constraint Matrices

Y n ← C ;; Set of temporary matrix
repeat ;; Until fix-point reached
Y 0 ← Y n ;; Initial matrix
for each k in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on iteration number

for each i in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on start node
for each j in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on end node
Y ki,j ← Y k−1

i,j ∧ (Y k−1
i,k Y k−1

k,k Y k−1
k,j ) ;; Perform update

until (Y n = Y 0) ;; Fix-point established
return Y 0 ;; Return path consistent constraint matrix

Algorithm 14.4: Algorithm for path consistency.
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X Y Z T
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Figure 14.7: Example of the all-different constraint for the variables {X,Y, Z, T} with
DX = {1, 2}, DY = {1, 2}, DZ = {1, 2}, DT = {2, 3, 4, 5}; matching edges (thick) show a
selected assignment.

14.2.4 Specialized Consistency

As path consistency is comparably slow with respect to arc consistency, it is not always
the best solution for overall CSP solving. In some cases specialized constraints (together
with effective propagation rules) are often more effective.

One important specialized constraint is the all-different constraint (AD) that we already
came across in the SUDOKU and CRYPTARITHM domains to the beginning of this chapter.

Definition 14.4 (All-Different Constraint) The all-different constraint covers a set of binary
inequality constraints among all variables X1 6= X2, X1 6= X3, . . . , Xk−1 6= Xk:

AD({X1, . . . , Xk}) = {(d1, . . . , dk) | ∀i : di ∈ Di ∧ ∀i 6= j : di 6= dj}

Propagating the all-different constraint, we achieve strong pruning. Its efficient im-
plementation is based on matching bipartite graphs, where the set of nodes V is partitioned
into two disjoint sets V ′ and V ′′, where for each edge its source and target nodes are con-
tained in a different set, and where matching is a node-disjoint selection of edges.

The assignment graph for the all-different constraint consists of two sets. On the one
hand, we have the variables, and, on the other hand, we have the values that are in the
domain of at least one of the variables. Any assignment to the variables that satisfies
the all-different constraint is a maximum matching. The running time for solving bipartite
matching problems in graphG = (V,E) isO(

√
|V ||E|). (using maximum flow algorithms).

An example for the propagation of the all-different constraint is provided in Fig. 14.7.

14.3 Search Strategies

As with path consistency, even strong propagation techniques are often incomplete.
Search is needed for resolving the remaining uncertainties on the current variable as-
signments.

The most important way to span a search tree is labeling, which assigns different val-
ues to variables. In a more general view, the search for solving constraint satisfaction
problems resolves disjunctions. For example an assignment not only assigns variables
on one branch but also denotes that this value is no longer available on other branches of
the search tree.
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This observation leads to very different branching rules to generate a CSP search tree.
They define the shape of the search tree. As an example, we can produce a binary search
tree, by settingX = x∨X 6= x for one particular value x and branch on only the these two
constraints. Another important branching rules is domain splitting, which also generates
a binary search tree. An example is to split the search tree according to the disjunction
X < 3 ∨ X ≥ 3. The next option are disjunctions on the variable ordering such as X <
Y ∨X ≥ Y .

Walking along this line, we see that each search tree node can be viewed as a set of
constraints, indicating which knowledge on the set of variables is currently known for
solving the problem. For example, assigning a value x to a variable X for generating a
current search tree node u adds the constraint X = x to the constraint set of the prede-
cessor node parent(u).

In the following we concentrate on labeling and on the selection of the variable to be
labeled next. One often applied search heuristic is first-fail. It prefers the variable, whose
instantiation will lead to a failure with the highest probability. The intuition behind the
strategy is to work on the simpler problems first. A consequent rule for this policy is
to test variables with the smallest domain first. Alternatively, we may select most con-
strained variables first.

For value selection, the succeed-first principle has shown good performance. It prefers
the values that might belong to the solution with the highest probability. Value selection
criteria define the order of branches to be explored and are often problem-dependent.

14.3.1 Backtracking

The search process is combined with consistency techniques that prune the search space.
For each search tree node we propagate constraints to make the problem locally consistent,
which in turn, reduces the options for labeling. The labeling procedure will backtrack
upon failure, and continue with a search tree node that has not yet resolved completely.

The pseudo-code for such backtracking approach is shown in Alg. 14.5. In the initial
call of the recursive sub-procedure Backtrack, the variable assignment set V is divided
into the set of already labeled variables L and the set of yet unlabeled variables U . If all
variables are successfully assigned to the problem is solved and the assignment can be
returned. As with the consistency algorithm an additional flag is attached to the return
value to distinguish between success and failure.

There is a trade-off between the time spend for search and the time spend for prop-
agation. The consistency call matches the parameters of the arc consistency algorithms
AC-3 and AC-8. It is not difficult to include more powerful consistency methods like path
consistency. On the other hand, more aggressive consistency mechanisms only check if
the current assignment leads to no contradiction with the current set of constraints. Such
a pure backtracking algorithm is shown in Alg. 14.6. Other consistency techniques remove
incompatible values only from connected but currently unlabeled variables. This tech-
nique is called forward checking. Forward checking is cheap. It does not increase the time
complexity of pure backtracking as the checks are only drawn earlier in the search pro-
cess.
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Procedure Backtrack
Input: Labeled/unlabeled variables L/U , domains D, and constraints C
Output: C satisfiable true/false and variable assignment

if (U = ∅) return (true, L) ;; Feedback labeled variables
x← Select(U) ;; Choose variable
for each v in Dx ;; Check domain of chosen variable

(b,D′)← AC-x(L,D,C ∪ {x = v}) ;; Call subroutine, e.g. Algorithms 14.2 and 14.3
if (b) ;; Subproblem consistent

(b, R)← Backtrack(U \ {x}, L ∪ {(x, v)}, D′, C ∪ {x = v}) ;; Recursive call
if (b) return (true, R) ;; Solution found

return (false, ·) ;; Problem inconsistent

Procedure Backtracking
Input: Variables V , Domains D Constraints C
Output: Assignment for V if C satisfiable or false

(b, L)← Backtrack(∅, V,D,C) ;; Call of recursive procedure
if (b) return L else return false ;; Feedback success or failure

Algorithm 14.5: Backtracking search algorithm.

14.3.2 Backjumping

One weakness of the backtrack procedure is that it throws away the reason of the conflict.
Suppose that we are given constraint variables A,B,C,D with DA = DB = DC = DD =
{1, 2, 3, 4} and a constraintA > D. Backtracking starts with labelingA = 1, and then tries
all the assignments for B and C before finding that A has to be larger 1. A better option
is to jump back to A at the first time D is labeled, as this is the source of the conflict.

We explain the working of the backjumping algorithm for the example with variables
A,B,C,D,E all of domain {1, 2, 3} and constraints A 6= C, A 6= D, A 6= E, B 6= D, E 6= B,
and E 6= D. The according constraint graph is shown in Fig. 14.8. Some snapshots of the
backjumping algorithm for this example are provided in Fig. 14.3.2, where the variables
are plotted against their possible value assignments following the order of labeling.

{1,2,3}

A

EC

B

D

{1,2,3}

{1,2,3}

{1,2,3}{1,2,3}

Figure 14.8: Constraint graph for a running example.

The pseudo-code for the backjumping procedure is shown in Alg. 14.7. The addi-
tional parameter for the algorithm is the previous level the procedure is invoked from.
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Procedure PureBacktrack
Input: Labeled/unlabeled variables L/U , and constraints C
Output: C satisfiable true/false and variable assignment

if (U = ∅) return (true, L) ;; Feedback labeled variables
x← Select(U) ;; Choose variable
for each v in Dx ;; Check domain of chosen variable

b← Consistent(L,C) ;; Call subroutine, matches Algorithm 14.1
if (b) ;; Subproblem consistent

(b, R)← PureBacktrack(U \ {x}, L ∪ {(x, v)}, C) ;; Recursive call
if (b) return R ;; Solution returned

return (false, ·) ;; Problem inconsistent

Procedure PureBacktracking
Input: Variables V , Constraints C
Output: Assignment for V if C satisfiable or false

(b, L)← PureBacktrack(∅, V, C) ;; Call of recursive procedure
if (b) return L else return false ;; Feedback success or failure

Algorithm 14.6: Pure backtracking search algorithm.

1 2 3
A
√

B
√

C × √

D × × √

E × × ×

1 2 3
A
√

B
√

C × √

D × × ×
E

1 2 3
A
√

B
√ ×

C × √

D × √

E × × √

Figure 14.9: Conflict matrix evolution for backjumping in the example of Fig. 14.8; matrix
entries denote impossible assignment, while check denotes current assignment. Value
assignment until first backtrack at E (left). After backtracking from E to the previous
level, there is no possible variable assignment (middle). Backjump to variable B as this
is the source of the conflict eventually finds a satisfying assignment (right).

The return value includes the jump level instead of simply denoting success or failure.
The values |L|+ 1 = |V |+ 1 are the otherwise impossible jump values chosen for success.
The implementation is tricky. It invokes an variant of the (simple) consistency check, for
which – in addition to the test of satisfaction of the constraints – the closest conflicting
level is computed. The pseudo-code is shown in Alg. 14.8. Its parameters are the cur-
rently labeled set L the constraint set C and the backjump level l. The implementation
of Alg. 14.8 is not much different from Alg. 14.1 in the sense, that returns a boolean de-
noting if the consistency check was successful and the level j on which the conflict has
been detected. The update of j takes the current labeled set L into account, which now
consists of triples with the third component being the level in which a variable is assigned
to. This level j is then used to determine the return value in Alg. 14.7 to determine the
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Procedure BackJump
Input: Labeled/unlabeled variables L/U , constraints C, and previous level p
Output: Labeled set for satisfied C or jump level to conflicting variable

if (U = ∅) return (|L|+ 1, L) ;; Feedback labeled variables
x← Select(U) ;; Select unlabeled variable
m← 0 ;; Initialize jump variable
for each v in Dx ;; Check domain of chosen variable

(b, j)← Consistent(L,C, p+ 1) ;; Compute closest conflict level, Alg. 14.8
if (b) ;; Test of consistency successful

m← p ;; Standard backtrack
(r,R)← BackJump(U \ {x}, L ∪ {(x, v, p+ 1)}, C, p+ 1) ;; Recursive call
if (r 6= p+ 1) return (r,R) ;; Success or backjump

else ;; Conflict in level j
m← max{m, j} ;; Update jump variable

return (m, ·) ;; Jump to the conflicting variable

Procedure Backjumping
Input: Variables V , Domains D Constraints C
Output: Assignment for V if C if satisfiable, or false

(r, L)← BackJump(∅, V,D,C, 0) ;; Call of subroutine
if (r = |V |+ 1) return L else return false ;; Feedback success or failure

Algorithm 14.7: Backjumping search algorithm.

level m for the next backjump.

Procedure Consistent
Input: Constraints C and level l
Output: Level to conflicting variable

j ← l ;; Level to be jumped
b← false ;; Flag denoting a conflict
for each c in C ;; Consider all constraints

if (Variables(c) ⊆ L) ;; All variables are labeled
if not (Satisfied(c, L)) ;; Check assignment

b← true ;; No conflict
j ← min{j,max{k | v ∈ Variables(c) ∧ (x, v, l) ∈ L ∧ k < l}} ;; Update

if (b) then return (false, j) else return (true, ·) ;; Feedback success or failure

Algorithm 14.8: Simple consistency for backjumping.

The re-assignment of variable C that is in between B and D is actually not needed.
This brings us to the next search strategy.
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Figure 14.10: Conflict matrix evolution for dynamic backtracking in the example of
Fig. 14.8; matrix entries denote source of conflict for chosen assignments, check denotes
current assignment, bold variables are transposed.

14.3.3 Dynamic Backtracking

A refinement to backjumping is dynamic backtracking. It copes for the problem of loos-
ing the in-between assignments when jumping back. Dynamic backtracking remembers
the source of the conflict, monitors the source of the conflict, and changes the order of
variables.

Consider again the example of Fig. 14.8. The iterations shown in Fig. 14.10 illustrate
how the sources of conflicts are maintained together with the assignments to the vari-
ables and how this information eventually allows to change the variable ordering. If we
assign A to 1 and B to 2 we need no conflict information. When assigning C to 2 we store
variable A at C as the source of a conflict of choosing 1. Setting D to 3 leads to the mem-
orization of conflict with A (value 1) and B (value 2). Now E has no further assignment
(left) so that we jump back to D but carry the conflict source AB from variable E to D
(middle). This leads to another jump from D to C and a change of order of the variable
B and C (right). A final assignment A to 1, C to 2 (with conflict source A) B to 1 (with
conflict source A), D to 2 (with conflict source A) and E to 3 (with conflict sources A and
B). In difference to backjumping, vertex C is not re-assigned.

14.3.4 Backmarking

Another problem for backtracking is redundant work for which unnecessary constraint
checks are repeated. For example, consider A, B, C, D with DA = DB = DC =
{1, . . . , 10} with the constraints A + 8 < C, B = 5D. Consider the search tree gener-
ated by labeling A, B, C, D (in this order). There is much redundant computation in
different subtrees when labeling variable C (after setting B = 1, B = 2, . . ., B = 10). The
reason is that the change in B does not influence variable C at all. Therefore, we aim at
removing redundant constraint checks.

The proposed solution is to remember previous (either good or nogood) assignments.
This so-called backmarking algorithm removes redundant constraint checks by memoriz-
ing negative and positive tests. It maintains the values

• Mark(x, v), for the farthest (instantiated) variable x in conflict with the current as-
signment v (conflict marking)

• Back(x), forxs the farthest variable to which we backtracked since the last attempt
to instantiate x (backtrack marking)
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Mark(X,1)

X=1 X=1

Y=1

Back(X)

Figure 14.11: Fortunate Case in Backmarking.

© 1
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1 © 1
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Figure 14.12: Example for backmarking in EIGHT QUEENS; queens are referred to as
circles number denote the farthest conflict queen, the ones far right denote the backtrack
marking.

Constraint checks can be omitted for the case Mark(x, v) < Back(x). An illustration is
given in Fig. 14.11. We detect that the assignment from X to 1 on the left branch on the
tree is inconsistent with the assignment of Y to 1, but consistent with all other variables
above X . The assignment from X to 1 on the right branch on the tree is still inconsistent
with the assignment of Y to 1 and does not need to be checked again.

The pseudo-code implementation is provided in Alg. 14.9 as an extension to the pure
backtracking algorithm. We see that checking if the conflict marking is larger than or
equal to the backtrack marking is performed before every consistency check. The algo-
rithm also illustrates how the value Back is updated. The conflict marking is assumed to
be stored together with each assignment. Note that as with backjumping (Alg. 14.8), the
consistency procedure is assumed to compute the conflict level together with each call.

The backmarking algorithm is illustrated for the EIGHT QUEENS problem of Fig. 14.1
in Fig. 14.3.4. The farthest conflict queen (the conflict marking) is denoted on the board,
while the backtrack marking is written to the right of the board. The sixth queen cannot
be allocated, despite of the assignment to the fifth queen, such that all further assign-
ments to the fifth queen are discarded. As backtrack levels are already for both cases, it
is not difficult to observe that backmarking can be combined with backjumping.
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Procedure BackMark
Input: Labeled/unlabeled variables L/U , constraints C, and level l
Output: Labeled set for satisfied C

if (U 6= ∅) return (true, L) ;; Feedback labeled variables
x← Select(U) ;; Select unlabeled variable
for each v in Dx ;; Check domain of chosen variable

if (Mark(x, v) ≥ Back(x)) ;; Check marking
if (Consistent(L ∪ {(x, v)}, C, l)) ;; Check consistency

(b, R)← BackMark(U \ {x}, {(x, v, l)} ∪ L,C, l + 1) ;; Recursive call
if (b) return R ;; Return labeled set

Back(X)← l − 1 ;; Jump will be to the previous variable
for each Y in U ;; Broadcast the jump

Back(Y )← min{l − 1,Back(Y )} ;; Update backtrack marking
return (false, ·) ;; No assignment found

Procedure Backmarking
Input: Variables V and constraints C
Output: Assignment for V if C if satisfiable, or false

(b, L)← BackMark(∅, V, C, 0) ;; Call of subroutine
if (b) return L else return false ;; Feedback success or failure

Algorithm 14.9: Backmarking search algorithm.

14.3.5 Search Strategies

In practical application of constraint satisfaction for real-life problems we frequently en-
counter that search spaces are so huge that they cannot be fully explored.

This immediately suggests heuristics to guide the search process into the direction
of an assignment that satisfies the constraints and optimizes the objective function. In
constraint satisfaction search heuristics are often encoded to recommend a value for an
assignment in a labeling algorithm. This approach often leads to a fairly good solution
on the early trials.

Backtracking mainly takes cares about the bottom part of the search tree. It rather
repairs later assignments than earliest ones. Consequently, Backtracking search relies on
the fact that search heuristics guide well in the top part of the search tree. As a drawback,
backtracking is less reliable in the earlier parts of the search tree. This is due to the fact,
that – as the search process proceeds – more and more information is available, and the
number of violations to a search heuristic is small in practice.

Limited Discrepancy Search

Errors in the heuristic values have also been examined in the context of limited discrepancy
search, LDS for short. It can be seen as a modification of depth-first search. On hard
combinatorial problems like NUMBER PARTITION(see below) it outperforms traditional
depth-first search.

Given a heuristic estimate, it would be most beneficial to order successors of a node
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Figure 14.13: Paths with none up to three discrepancies.

according to their h-value, and then to choose the left one for expansion first. A search dis-
crepancy means to stray from this heuristic preference at some node, and instead examine
some other node that was not suggested by the heuristic estimate.

For ease of exposition, we assume binary search trees (i.e., two successors per node
expansion). A discrepancy corresponds to a right branch in an ordered tree. LDS per-
forms a series of depth first searches up to a maximum depth d. In the first iteration, it
first looks at the path with no discrepancies, i.e., the leftmost path; then at all paths that
take one right branch, then with two right branches, and so forth. In Fig. 14.13 paths
with zero (first path), one (next three paths), two (next three paths) and three discrepan-
cies (last path) in a depth tree binary tree are shown.

Procedure Probe
Input: Node u with left/right successor left(u)/right(u), discrepancy k.
Output: Goal node if encountered, depth value

if (Goal(u)) ;; Node u is a leaf
return (true, 0) ;; Return goal node or empty set

(t, dl)← Probe(left(u), k) ;; Try left
if (t) return (true, 1 + dl) ;; If goal found, exit
if (k > 0) ;; Some discrepancy left

(t, dr)← Probe(right(u), k − 1) ;; Try right
if (t) return (true, 1 + dr) ;; If goal found, exit

return (false, ·) ;; Return encountered depth

Procedure LDS
Input: Binary search with start node s, upper bond on discrepancy K.
Output: Solution depth value or failure

for each k in {0, 1, 2, . . . ,K} ;; For all possible docrepancies
(b, d)← Probe(s, k) ;; Call of subroutine
if (b) return d ;; Solution found

return false ;; No solution

Algorithm 14.10: One iteration in limited discrepancy search.

To measure the time complexity of LDS, we count the number of explored leaves.

Theorem 14.1 (Complexity LDS) The number of leaves generated in limited discrepancy search
in a complete binary tree of depth d is (d+ 2)2d−1.
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PROOF: The number of unique paths with k discrepancies is
(
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Figure 14.14: Limited discrepancy search in a binary tree changing the order of exapan-
sion; from left to right, paths are sorted by the number of discrepancies (right branches).

The pseudo-code for LDS is provided in Alg. 14.10. Fig. 14.14 visualizes the branches
selected (drawn in bold) in different iterations of linear discrepancy search.

An obvious drawback of this basic scheme is that the i-th iteration generates all paths
with i discrepancies or less, hence replicates the work of the previous iteration. In particu-
lar, in order to explore the rightmost path in the last iteration, LDS regenerates the entire
tree. LDS has been improved later using an upper bound on the maximum depth of the
tree. In the i-th iteration, it visits leaf at the depth limit with exactly i discrepancies. The
modified pseudo-code for improved LDS is shown in Alg. 14.11. An example is provided
in Fig. 14.15.

This modification saves a factor of (d+ 2)/2:

Theorem 14.2 (Complexity Improved LDS) The number of leaves generated in improved limited
discrepancy search in a complete binary tree of depth d is 2d.

PROOF: Since each iteration of improved LDS generates those paths with exactly k discrepan-
cies, each leave is generated exactly once for a total of 2d leaf nodes.
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Function Probe
Input: Node u, depth d, discrepancy k.
Output: Goal node if encountered, depth value

if (Goal(u)) ;; Goal found or depth threshold encountered
if (d = 0) return (false, ·) ;; Depth bound reached

return (true, 0) ;; Return goal node or emptyset
if (d > k) ;; Depth exceeds discrepancy left

(t, dl)← Probe(left(u), d− 1, k) ;; Try left
if (t) return (true, 1 + dl) ;; If goal found, exit

if (k > 0) ;; Some discrepancy left
(t, dr)← Probe(right(u), d− 1, k − 1) ;; Try right
if (t) return (true, 1 + dr) ;; If goal found, exit

return (false, ·) ;; Return encountered depth

Procedure Improved-LDS
Input: Binary search with start node s, depth bound D, bound on discrepancy K.
Output: Solution depth value or failure

for each k in {0, 1, 2, . . . ,K} ;; For all possible discrepancies
(b, d)← Probe(s,D, k) ;; Call of subroutine
if (b) return d ;; Solution found

return false ;; No solution

Algorithm 14.11: One iteration in improved limited discrepancy search.

Figure 14.15: Improved limited discrepancy search: restricts number of discrepancies in
iterations.

A slightly different strategy, called depth-bounded discrepancy search, biases the search
towards discrepancies high up in the search tree by means of an iteratively increasing
depth bound. In the i-th iteration, depth-bounded discrepancy explores those branches
on which discrepancies occur at depth of i or less. Alg. 14.12 shows the pseudo-code
of depth-bounded discrepancy search. For the sake of simplicity, again we consider the
traversal in binary search trees only.
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Function Probe
Input: Node u, depth d, discrepancy k.
Output: Goal node if encountered, depth value

if (Goal(u)) return (true, 0) ;; Return goal node
if (d = 0) return (false, ·) ;; Depth bound reached
if (k = 0) ;; No discrepancy

(t, dl)← Probe(left(u), d− 1, 0) ;; Go left
if (t) return (true, 1 + dl) ;; If goal found, exit

if (k = 1) ;; One discrepancy
(t, dr)← Probe(right(u), d− 1, 0) ;; Go right
if (t) return (true, 1 + dr) ;; If goal found, exit

if (k > 1) ;; More than one discrepancy
(t, dl)← Probe(left(u), d− 1, k) ;; Try left
if (t) return (true, 1 + dl) ;; If goal found, exit
(t, dr)← Probe(right(u), d− 1, k − 1) ;; Try right
if (t) return (true, 1 + dr) ;; If goal found, exit

return (false, ·) ;; Return encountered depth

Procedure Depth-Bounded Discrepancy Search
Input: Binary search with start node s, depth bound D, bound on discrepancy K.
Output: Solution depth value or failure

for each k in {0, 1, 2, . . . ,K} ;; For all possible discrepancies
(b, d)← Probe(s,D, k) ;; Call of subroutine
if (b) return d ;; Solution found

return false ;; No solution

Algorithm 14.12: Depth-bounded discrepancy search.

Compared to improved LDS, depth-bounded LDS explores more discrepancies at the
top of the search tree (see Fig. 14.16). While improved discrepancy search on a binary
tree of depth d explores in its first iteration branches with at most one discrepancy, depth-
bounded discrepancy search explores some branches with up to log d discrepancies.

14.4 NP-hard Problem Solving

For an NP-complete problem L (see Appendix) we require

NP-containment a non-deterministic Turing-Machine M that recognizes L in polynomial
time

NP-hardness a polynomial-time transformation f – one for each problem L′ in NP – such
that x ∈ L′ if and only if f(x) ∈ L

The running time of M is defined as the length of the shortest path to a final state. A
deterministic Turing machine may simulate all possible computations of M in exponential
time. Therefore, NP problems are state space problems with a state space of configurations
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Figure 14.16: Depth-bounded discrepancy search: restricts discrepancies until given
depth.

of M , operators are transitions to successor configurations, the initial state is the start
configuration of M and the goal defined by its final configuration(s).

NP-completeness makes scaling successful approaches difficult but hard problems
are frequent for search practice with hundreds of thousands problem instances that have
been classified.

14.4.1 Boolean Satisfiability

Boolean CSPs are CSP in which all variable domains are Boolean. Hence, the only two
assignments that are allowed are true and false. If we are looking at variables of finite
domains only, any CSP is convertible to a Boolean CSP; via an encoding of the variable
domains. In such an encoding we impose each assignment of the form X = x for each
variable X and each value x ∈ DX .

Let a literal be a positive or negated Boolean variable, and a clause be a disjunction
of literals. We use the truth values true/false and their numerical equivalent 0/1 inter-
changeably.

Definition 14.5 (Satisfiability Problem) In SATISFIABILITY (SAT) we are given a formula f as
a conjunction of clauses over the literals {x1, . . . , xn} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn}. The task to search for an
assignment a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ {0, 1}n for x1, . . . , xn, so that f(a) = true.

By setting x3 to false the example function f(x1, x2, x3) = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3) ∧
(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) is satisfiable.

Theorem 14.3 (Complexity SAT) SAT is NP-complete.

PROOF: We only give the proof idea. The containment of SAT in NP is trivial as we can test a
non-deterministically chosen assignment in linear time. In order to show that for for all L ∈ NP we
have polynomial reduction to SAT, the computation of a non-deterministic Turing machine for L is
simulated with (polynomially many) clauses.
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Definition 14.6 (k-Satisfiability) In k-SAT the SAT instances consists of clauses of the form

l1 ∨ l2 ∨ . . . ∨ lk,with li ∈ {x1, . . . , xn} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn}

Dealing with clauses of length l ≤ k is immediate. For example, by adding the re-
dundant literal x2 to the second clause of the above formula, f is converted to 3-SAT
notation. Even if k-SAT instances are simpler than general SAT problems, for k ≥ 3 the
k-SAT problem is still intractable.

Theorem 14.4 (Complexity k-SAT) k-SAT is NP-hard for k ≥ 3.

PROOF: The proof applies a simple local replacement strategy. For each clause C in the original
formula, |C| − 2 extra variables are introduced for linking shorter clauses together. For example,
satisfiability of l1 ∨ l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4 is equivalent to satisfiability of the 3-SAT formula (l1 ∨ l2 ∨ y1)∧ (y1 ∨
l3 ∨ l4).

It is known that 2-SAT is in P. Since a∨b is equivalent to a⇒ b and b⇒ a, respectively,
we construct a graphGf with nodes {x1, . . . , xn}∪{x1, . . . , xn} and edges that correspond
to the induced implications. It is not difficult to see that f is not satisfiable, if and only if
Gf has a cycle that contains the same variable, once positive and once negated.

David-Putnam Logmann-Loveland Algorithm

The most popular methods to solve boolean satisfiability problems are refinements to the
Davis-Putnam Logmann-Loveland algorithm (DPLL). DPLL (as shown in Alg. 14.13) is
a depth-first variable labeling strategy with unit (clause) propagation. Unit propagation
detects literals l in clauses c that have a forced assignment, since all other literals in the
clause are false. For a given assignment a we write c|a = l for this case. The DPLL algo-
rithm incrementally constructs an assignment and backtracks if this partial assignment
already implies that the formula is not satisfiable. Refined implementation of DPLL-
algorithm simplify the clauses parallel to the elimination of variables, that proved to be
not satisfiable. Moreover, if a clause with only one literal is generated, the literal it pre-
ferred and its satisfaction can be propagated through the formula, which can lead to an
early backtracking.

There are so many refinements to the basic algorithms that we can only discuss a few.
First, we can preprocess the input to allow the algorithms to operate without branching
as far as possible. Moreover, preprocessing can help to learn about conflicts during the
search.

DPLL is sensitive to the selection of the next variable. Many search heuristics have
been applied that aim at a compromise between the efficiency to compute the heuristic
and the informedness to guide the search process. As a thumb rule, it is preferable not
to change the strategy too often during the search and to choose variables that appear
often in the formula. For unit propagation we have to know how many literals are not
false already. The update of these numbers can be time consuming. Instead, two literals
in each clause are marked as observed literals. For each variable x, a list of clauses in
which x is true and a list of clauses in which x is false is maintained. If x is assigned
to a value, all clauses in its list are verified and another variable in each of these clauses
is observed. The main advantage of the approach is that the lists of observables are not
updated during backtracking.
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Procedure DPLL
Input: Clause set C of Boolean function f , Partial Assignment a = (a1, . . . , ak)
Output: true, if C is satisfiable; false if not

if (
∧
c∈C c|a) return true ;; All clauses true in a

if not (
∨
c∈C c|a) return false ;; One clause false in a

if (exists c in C with c|a = l) ;; Unit clause detected
return DPLL(C, a ∪ {l← true}) ;; Unit clause preferred

if (DPLL(C, a ∪ {lk+1 ← true})) ;; Try setting next literal
return true ;; Satisfied assignment found

return DPLL(C, a ∪ {lk+1 ← false}) ;; Backtrack, try failing next literal

Algorithm 14.13: Algorithm of Davis-Putnam and Logmann-Loveland.

Conflicts are to be analyzed to determine when and to which depth to backtrack. Such
a backjump is a non-chronological backtrack that forgets about the variable assignments
that are not in the current conflict set, and has shown consistent performance gains.

As said, the running times of DPLL-algorithms depend on the choice/the ordering of
branching variables in the top level of the search tree. A restart is a re-invocation of the
algorithm after spending some fixed time without finding a solution. For each restart, a
different set of branching variables can be chosen, leading to a completely different search
tree. Often only a good choice of few variables assignments are needed to show satisfia-
bility or unsatisfiability. This is the reason why rapid restarts are often more effective than
continuing the search.

An alternative for solving large satisfiability problems is GSAT, an algorithm that per-
forms a randomized local search. The algorithm throws a coin and performs some vari-
able flips to improve the number of satisfied clauses. If different variables are equally
good one is chosen by random. Such and more advanced random strategies are consid-
ered in Chap. 15.

Phase Transition

One observation is that many randomly generated formulas are either trivially satisfi-
able or trivially non-satisfiable. This reflects a fundamental problem to the complexity
analysis of NP-hard problems. Even if the worst-case may be hard, many instances can
be very simple. As this observation is encountered in several other NP-hard problems,
researchers have started to analyze the average case complexity, with results much closer
to practical problem solving. Another option is to separate problem instances into those
that are hard and those that are trivial, and study problem parameters at which (ran-
domly chosen) instances turn from simple to hard or from hard to simple. The change is
also known as phase transition. In other words, these instances can be viewed as witnesses
for the problem’s (NP) hardness. Often it is the case that the phase transition is empiri-
cally studied. In some domains, however, theoretical results in form of upper and lower
bounds for the parameters are available.

For SATISFIABILITY, a phase transition effect has been analyzed by looking at the ratio
of the number of clauses m and the number of variables n.
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The generation of m = αn random formulas in 3-SAT is simple, e.g. by a

• random choice of variables, followed by a

• random choice of their signs (positive or negated)

In such random 3-SAT samples, empirically the hard problems have been detected
at α ≈ 4.3. Moreover, the complexity peak (measured in medium computational costs)
appeared to be independent to the algorithms chosen. Problems with a ratio smaller
than α are under-constrained and easy to satisfy, problems with a ratio larger than 4.3 are
over-constrained and easily shown to be non-satisfiable.

A simple bound for unsatisfiability is derived as follows. A random clause with 3
(different) literals according to a fixed assignment a is satisfied with probability 7/8 (Only
one assignment fails the formula). Therefore, for a fixed assignment a, the entire formula
is satisfied with probability (7/8)m. Given that 2n is the number of different assignments
this implies that the formula is satisfiable with probability ≤ 2n(7/8)m and unsatisfiable
with probability≥ 1−2n(7/8)m. Subsequently, ifm ≥ (n+1)/ log2(8/7) ≈ 5.19n, then the
probability for unsatisfiability is larger than 50 %. Similar observation have been made
for graph coloring, number partition, traveling salesman and many other problems.

Backbones and Backdoors

The backbone or a SAT problem is the set of literals that are true in every satisfying truth
assignment. If a problem has a large backbone, then there are many options to choose
an incorrect assignment to the critical variables. Search cost correlate with the backbone
size. If assigning the wrong value to such a critical backbone variable early during the
search, the correction of this mistake is very costly. Backbone variables are hard to find.

Theorem 14.5 (Hardness of Finding Backbones) If P 6= NP no algorithm can return a backbone
literal of a (non-empty) SAT backbone in polynomial time for all formulas.

PROOF: Suppose there is such an algorithm. It returns a backbone literal, if the backbone
is nonempty. We set this literal to true and simplify the formula. We then call the procedure
and repeat. This procedure will find a satisfying assignment if one exists in polynomial time,
contradicting the assumption that SAT is NP-hard.

A backdoor into a SAT instance is a set of variables, that eases solving the instance. It
is weak if the set of variables define a polynomially satisfiable formula, given a satisfi-
able instance. It is strong, if it gives a polynomially tractable formula for a satisfiable or
unsatisfiable problem. For example there are strong 2-SAT or ?? backdoors. In general,
backdoors depend on the algorithm applied, but might be strengthen to the condition
that unit propagation will directly solve the remaining problem.

It is not hard to see that that backbones and backdoors are not strongly correlated.
There are problems, in which the backbone and backdoor variables are disjoint. However,
statistical connections seem to exist. Hard combinatorial SAT problems appear to have
larger sizes of strong backdoors and backbones. Spoken otherwise, the sizes of strong
backdoors and backbones are good predictors for the hardness of the problem.

A simple algorithm to calculate backdoors simply tests every combination of literals
up to a fixed cardinality. Alg. 14.14 has the advantage that for small problems, every
weak and strong backdoor up to the given size is generated. However, this procedure
can only be used for small problems.
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Procedure Backdoor
Input: Formula f , maximal cardinality cmax

Output: A set of strong backdoors BS and a set of weak backdoors BW

BS ← BW ← ∅ ;; Initialize backdoor sets
for each X ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn} , |X| ≤ cmax ;; Subset literals

b← true ;; Initialize branching flag
for each L ⊆ X ;; Distinct set of literals

bL ← Unit-Propergate(f |L) ;; Flag denotes unit propagation suffices
if (bL) BW ← BW ∪ L ;; No branching required, weak backdoor
b← b ∧ bL ;; Update flag

if (b) BS ← BS ∪ L ;; No branching required, strong backdoor
return BS , BW ;; Generate Output

Algorithm 14.14: Computing Strong and Weak Backdoors.

14.4.2 Number Partition

The problem of dividing a set of number into two parts of equal sums is defined as fol-
lows.

Definition 14.7 Let a = (a1, . . . , an) be a set of numbers, and N = {1, . . . , n}. In NUMBER

PARTITION we search for an index set I ⊆ N , so that
∑
i∈I ai =

∑
i∈N\I ai.

As an example take a = (4, 5, 6, 7, 8). A possible index set is I = {1, 2, 3} since 4 + 5 + 6 =
7+8. The problem is solvable if and only if

∑
i∈N ai is even. The problem is NP-complete,

so that we cannot expect a polynomial time algorithm for it.

Theorem 14.6 (Complexity Number Partition) NUMBER PARTITION is NP hard.

PROOF: Number partition can be reduced from a special knapsack problem, i.e., given a =
(a1, . . . , an) and an integer A decide whether there is a set I ⊆ N for a

∑
i∈I ai = A. (Knapsack

itself can be shown to be NP-hard by a reduction from SAT). Given a = (a1, . . . , an, A) as an input
for knapsack an instance of number partition can be derived as derived as (a1, . . . , an, 1 − A +∑
i∈N ai, A + 1). If I is a solution to knapsack then I ∪ {n + 1} is a solution of number partition,

since
∑
i∈I ai +

∑
i∈N ai −A+ 1 =

∑
i∈N\I ai +A+ 1.

To reduce the trivial 2n algorithm for enumerating all possible partitions, we arbitrar-
ily divide the original set of n elements into two of size bn/2c and dn/2e. Then all subset
sums of this smaller set are computed and sorted. Then the two list are combined in a
parallel scan to achieve the value of (

∑
i∈N ai)/2.

For the example, we generate the lists (4, 6, 8) and (5, 7). The sorted subset sums are
(0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18) and (0, 5, 7, 12) with target value is 15. The algorithm takes two
pointers i and j, the first one starts at the beginning of the first list and is monotonic
increasing, while the second one starts at the end of the second list and is monotonic
decreasing. For i = 1 and j = 4 we have 0 + 12 = 12 < 15. Increasing i yields 4 + 12 =
16 > 15 which is slightly too large. Now we decrease j for 4 + 7 = 11 < 15, and increase
i twice in turn for 6 + 7 = 13 < 15 and 8 + 7 = 15, yielding the solution to the problem.
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Generating all subset sums can be done in time O(2n/2) by full enumeration of all
subsets. They can be sorted in timeO(2n/2 log(2n/2)) = O(n·2n/2) time using any efficient
sorting algorithm (cf Chap. 4). Scanning the two list can be performed in linear time, for
the overall run time of O(n · 2n/2). The running time can be improved to time O(2n/2)
applying a refined sorting strategy (see Exercises).

Heuristics

We introduce two heuristics for this problem: Greedy and Karmakar-Karp. The first heuris-
tic sorts the numbers in a in decreasing order, and successively place the largest number
in the smaller subset. For the example we get the following subset sums (8, 0), (8, 7),
(8, 13), (13, 13), (13, 17) for a final difference of 4. The algorithm takes O(n log n) to sort
and O(n) time to assign them for a total of O(n log n).

The Karmakar-Karp heuristic also sorts the numbers in a in decreasing order. It succes-
sively takes the two largest numbers and computes their difference, which is reinserted
into the sorted order of the remaining list of numbers. In the example, the sorted list is
(8, 7, 6, 5, 4) and 8 and 7 are taken. Their difference is 1 which is reinserted, for the re-
maining list (6, 5, 4, 1). Now 6 and 5 are selected yielding (4, 1, 1). The next step gives
(3, 1) and the final difference 2.

To compute the actual partition, the algorithm builds a tree with one node for each
original number. Each operation adds an edge between these nodes. The larger of the
nodes represents the difference value, so it remains active for subsequent computation.
In the example, we have (8, 7) → 1, with 8 representing difference 1; (6, 5) → 1, with
6 representing difference value 1; (4, 1) → 3, with 4 representing the difference; and
(3, 1) → 2 with 3 representing the difference. The edges inserted are (8, 7), (6, 5), (4, 8),
and (6, 4). The resulting graph is a (spanning) tree on the set of nodes. This tree is to be
2-colored to determine the actual partition. Using a simple DFS a 2-coloring is available
in O(n) time. Therefore, due to the sorting requirement the total time for the Karmakar-
Karp heuristic is O(n log n) as in the previous case.

Complete Algorithms

The complete greedy algorithm (CGA) generates a binary search tree as follows. The left
branch assigns the next number to one subset and the right one assigns it to the other
one. If the difference of the two sides of the equation

∑
i∈I ai =

∑
i∈N\I ai. at a leaf is

zero, a solution has been established. The algorithm produces the greedy solution first
and continuous to search for better solutions. At any node, where the difference between
the current subset sums is greater than or equal to the sum of all remaining unassigned
numbers, the remaining numbers are placed into the smaller subset. One optimization is
that – whenever the two subset sums are equal – we only assign a number to one of the
lists.

The complete Karmakar-Karp Algorithm (CKKA) builds a binary tree from left to right,
where at each node we replace the two largest of the remaining numbers. The left branch
replaces them by their difference, the right branch replaces them by their sum. The dif-
ference is add to the list, as seen before, while the sum is added to the head of the list.
Consequently, the first solution corresponds to the Karmakar-Karp heuristic, and as the
algorithm continues to find better partitions until a solution is found and verified. Sim-
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Figure 14.17: A BIN PACKING problem.

ilar pruning rules apply as in CGA. If the largest number at a node is greater than the
subset sum of the others, it can be safely pruned.

If there is no solution, both algorithm have to traverse the entire tree, such that the al-
gorithm perform equally bad in the worst-case. However, CKKA produces better heuris-
tic values and better partitions. Moreover, the pruning rule in CKKA is more effective.
For example in CKKA (4, 1, 1) and (11, 4, 1) are the successors of (6, 5, 4, 1), and the largest
number is greater than the sum of the others, so that both branches are pruned. In CGA,
the two children of the subtrees with difference 5 and difference 7 have to be expanded.

14.4.3 *Bin Packing

Bin packing is a simplification to the KNAPSACK problem.

Definition 14.8 (Bin Packing) Given n objects of size a1, . . . , an the task in BIN PACKING is
to distribute them among the bins of size b in such a way that a minimal number of bins is used.
The corresponding decision problem is to find a mapping f : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , k} such that
for each j the sum of all objects ai with f(i) = j is not larger than b.

Here we see that optimization problems are identified with a corresponding decision
problems, thresholding the objective to be optimized to some fixed value.

Theorem 14.7 (Complexity of Bin Packing) The decision problem for BIN PACKING is NP-hard.

PROOF: NP-hardness can be shown using a polynomial reduction from NUMBER PARTITIONL̇et
(a1, . . . , an) be the input of NUMBER PARTITION. An input for BIN PACKINGwe have n objects of
size a1, . . . , an be the input and A = b(a1 + . . . + an)/2c. If

∑n
i=1 ai is odd, then number partition

is not solvable. If
∑n
i=1 ai is even then the objects have a perfect fit into the two bins of size A.

There are polynomial-time approximation algorithms for BIN PACKING like first fit
(best fit, and worst fit), which incrementally searches for the first, (best, worst) placement of
an object in the bins (the quality of the fit is measured in terms of the remaining space).
First fit and best fit are known have an asymptotic worst case approximation ratio of 1.7,
by means that they cannot generally produce solutions that are better than 1.7 from the
optimum in the limit for large optimization values.

The modifications first fit decreasing and best fit decreasing presort the objects according
to their size. The rationale is that starting with the larger objects first will be better than
having them to be placed at the end. Postponing the smaller ones one can expect a better
fit. Indeed using a decreasing order of object sizes together with either strategy first fit or
best fit and can be shown to guarantee solutions that are at most a factor of 11/9 off from
the optimal one. Both algorithms run in O(n log n) time.
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Bin Completion

The algorithm for optimal BIN PACKING is based on depth-first branch-and-bound
(see Chap. 6). The objects are first sorted in decreasing order. The algorithm then com-
putes an approximate solution as initial upper bound, using the best solution among
first-fit, best-fit, and worst-fit decreasing. The algorithm next branches on the different
bins that an object can be placed in.

The bin completion strategy is based on feasible sets of objects with a sum that fits with re-
spect to the bin capacity. Rather than assigning objects one at a time to bins, it branches on
the different feasible sets that can be used to complete each bin. Each node of the search
tree, except the root node, represents a complete assignment of objects to a particular bin.
The children of the root represent different ways of completing the bin containing the
largest object. The nodes at the next level represent different feasible sets that include the
largest remaining object, etc. The depth of any branch of the tree is the number of bins in
the corresponding solution.

The key property that makes bin completion more efficient is a dominance condi-
tion on the feasible completions of a bin. For example let A = {20, 30, 40} and B =
{5, 10, 10, 15, 15, 25} be two feasible sets. Now partition B into the subsets {5, 10}, {25},
and {10, 15, 15}. Since 5 + 10 ≤ 20, 25 ≤ 30 and 10 + 15 + 15 ≤ 40 set A dominates set B.

In order to generate the non-dominated feasible sets efficiently we use a recursive
strategy illustrated in Alg. 14.15. The algorithm generates feasible sets and immediately
test them for dominance, so it never stores multiple dominated sets. It is not difficult
to understand. The input are sets of included, excluded and remaining objects that are
adjusted in the different recursive calls. In the initial call (not shown) the set of remaining
elements is the set of all objects, while the other two sets are both empty. The cases are
as follows. If all elements have been selected or rejected or we have a perfect fit, we
continue with testing from dominance, otherwise we select the largest remaining object.
If it over-sized with respect to remaining space we reject it. If we have a perfect fit we
immediately include it (the best fit for the bin has been obtained) and continue with the
rest, in the other cases we check for both inclusion and exclusion. Algorithm Test checks
dominance by comparing subset sums of included elements to excluded elements rather
than comparing pairs of sets for dominance. The worst-case running time of procedure
Feasible is exponential, since by reducing set R we obtain the recurrence relation T (n) ≤
2 · T (n− 1).

Improvements

To improve the algorithm there are different options. The first idea are forced placements
that reduce the branching. If only one more object can be added to a bin, which is easy
to be checked by scanning through the set of remaining element, then we only add the
largest of such objects to it, and if only two more objects can be added we generate all
undominated two-element completions in linear time.

For pruning the search space, we consider the following strategy: Given a node with
more than one child, when searching the subtree of any child but the first, we do not
need to consider bin assignments that assign to the same bin all the objects used to com-
plete the current bin in a previously-explored child node. One implementation of this
rule propagates a list of no-good sets along the tree. After generating the undominated
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Procedure Feasible
Input: Sets I,E, and R of included, excluded, and remaining objects, residual capacity U
Output: None; calls test routine for undominated feasible subsets

if (R = ∅) or (U = 0) ;; No remaining element or perfect fit
Test(I, E, U) ;; Apply subroutine, U residual capacity

else ;; Continue selection
x← argmax R ;; Element x is largest in R
if (x > U) ;; Upper bound exceeded

Feasible(I, E ∪ {x}, R \ {x}, U) ;; Drop element
if (x = U) ;; Upper bound met

Feasible(I ∪ {x}, E,R \ {x}, U − x) ;; Include x
else ;; Check both

Feasible(I ∪ {x}, E,R \ {x}, U − x) ;; Include x
Feasible(I, E ∪ {x}, R \ {x}, U) ;; Exclude x

Algorithm 14.15: Recursive computation of feasible sets for bin completion.

completions for a given bin, we check each one to see if it contains any current no-good
sets as a subset. If it does, we ignore that bin completion. The list of no-goods is pruned
as follows. Whenever there is a no-good set, but the no-good set is not a subset of the bin
completion, we remove that no-good set from the list that is passed down to the children
of that bin completion. The reason is that by including at least one but not all the objects
in the no-good set, we guarantee that it cannot be a subset of any bin completion below
that node in the search tree.

14.4.4 *Rectangle Packing

Rectangle packing considers packing a set of rectangles into an enclosing rectangle. It is
not difficult to devise a binary CSP for the rectangle packing problem. There is a variable
for each rectangle, whose legal values are the positions it could occupy without exceed-
ing the boundaries of the enclosing rectangle. Additionally we have a binary constraint
between each pair of rectangles that they cannot overlap.

Definition 14.9 (Rectangle Packing) In the decision variant of the RECTANGLE PACKING

problem we are given a set of rectangles ri of width wi and height hi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and an
enclosing rectangle of width W and height H . The task is to find an assignment to all the left
upper corner coordinates (xi, yi) of all rectangles ri such that

• each rectangle is entirely contained in the enclosing rectangle, i.e., 0 ≤ xi, 0 ≤ yi, xi+wi ≤
W , yi + hi ≤ H for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

• no two rectangles ri and rj with 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n overlap, i.e., xi + wi ≤ xj , xj + wj ≤ xi,
and yi + wi ≤ yj , yj + wj ≤ yi.

The optimization variant of the rectangle problem asks the smallest enclosing rectangle for which
an assignment to the variable is possible.
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Figure 14.18: Packing of squares 1× 1 to 25× 25.

When placing unoriented rectangles, both orientations are to be considered. In the
following mainly consider oriented rectangles.

RECTANGLE PACKING is important for VLSI and scheduling applications. Consider n
jobs, where each job i requires a number of machinesmi and a specific processing time di,
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Finding a minimal-cost schedule is equivalent to RECTANGLE PACKING

with wi = di and hi = mi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Theorem 14.8 (Complexity Rectangle Packing) The decision problem for RECTANGLE PACK-
ING is NP hard.

PROOF: RECTANGLE PACKING can be polynomially reduced from NUMBER PARTITION as follows.
Assume we have an instance of number partition a = (a1, . . . , an). Now we create an instance
for RECTANGLE PACKING as follows. First we choose a enclosing rectangle with width W < 1 and
height H =

∑n
i=1 ai/2. If

∑n
i=1 ai is odd then there is no possible solution to NUMBER PARTITION.

(W is chosen small enough to disallow changing orientation of the rectangle.) The rectangles to
be place have width W/2 and height ai. As the entire space of

∑n
i=1 ai cells has to be covered

any solution to the RECTANGLE PACKING problem immediately provides a solution to the NUMBER

PARTITION. If we do not find a solution to the rectangle packing problem it is clear that there is no
partitioning of a into two sets of equal sum.

In the following we concentrate on rectangles of integer size. As an example,
Fig. 14.18 shows the smallest enclosing rectangle for 1 × 1 to 25 × 25. This suggest an
alternative CSP encoding based on cells. Each cell cij with 1 ≤ i ≤ H and 1 ≤ j ≤ W
corresponds to a finite domain variable Cij ∈ {0, . . . , n}, which denotes if the cell cij is
free (0) or the index of the rectangle that is placed on it. In order to check for overlapping
rectangles, a two-dimensional array representing the actual layout of cells is used. When
placing a new rectangle we only need to check if all cells on the boundary of the new
rectangle are occupied.

Wasted Space Computation

As rectangles are placed, the remaining empty space gets chopped up into smaller irreg-
ular regions. Many of these regions cannot accommodate any of the remaining rectangles
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Figure 14.19: Partitioning of RECTANGLE PACKING into BIN PACKING problems.
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Figure 14.20: Refined partitioning of RECTANGLE PACKING into BIN PACKING problems.

and must remain empty. The challenge is to efficiently bound the amount of in a partial
solution.

A first option for computing wasted space is to perform horizontal and vertical slices
of the empty space. Consider the example of Fig. 14.19). Suppose that we have to pack
one (1× 1) and two (2× 2) rectangles into the empty area. Looking on the vertical strips
we find that there are 5 squares that can only accommodate the squares (1× 1), such that
5 − 1 = 4 squares have to remain empty. On the other hand, 11 − 4 = 7 squares are not
sufficient to accommodate the three rectangles of total size 9.

The key idea is to improve the wasted space calculation is consider the vertical and
horizontal dimensions together rather than performing separate calculations in the two
dimensions and taking the maximum. When packing oriented rectangles we have at
least different choices for computing wasted space. One is to use our new lower bound
that integrates both dimensions but using the minimum dimension of each rectangle to
determine where it can fit. Another option is to use the new bound but use both the
height and width of each empty rectangle.
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For each empty cell, we store the width of the empty row and the height of the empty
column it occupies. In an area of free cells, empty cells are grouped together if both
values match. We refer to these values as the maximum width and height of the group of
empty cells. A rectangle cannot occupy any of a group of empty cells if its width or height
is greater than the maximum width or height of the group, respectively. This results in
a a different constraint one-dimensional BIN PACKING problem (cf Fig. 14.20). There is
one bin for each group of empty cells with the same maximum height and width. The
capacity of each bin is the number of empty cells in the group. There is one element for
each rectangle to be placed, whose size is the area of the rectangle. There is a bipartite
relation between the bins and the elements, specifying which elements can be placed in
which bins, based on their heights and widths. These additional constraints simplify
the BIN PACKING problem. For example, if any rectangle can only be placed in one bin,
and the capacity of that bin is smaller than the area of the rectangle, then the problem is
unsolvable. If any rectangle can only be placed in one bin, and the capacity of the bin is
sufficient to accommodate it, then the rectangle is placed in the bin, eliminated from the
problem, and the capacity of the bin is decreased by the area of the rectangle. If any bin
can only contain a single rectangle, and its capacity is greater than or equal to the area of
the rectangle, the rectangle is eliminated from the problem, and the capacity of the bin is
reduced by the area of the rectangle. If any bin can only contain a single rectangle, and its
capacity is less than the area of the rectangle, then the bin is eliminated from the problem,
and the remaining area of the rectangle is reduced by the capacity of the bin.

Consider again the example of packing one (1 × 1) and two (2 × 2) rectangle, we
immediately see that the first block can accommodate one (2 × 2) rectangle, the second
(2× 2) rectangle, however, has no fit.

Applying any of these simplifying rules may allow further simplifications. When
the remaining problem cannot be simplified further, we compute a lower bound on the
wasted space. We identify a bin for which the total area of the rectangles it could contain
is less than the capacity of the bin. The excess capacity is wasted space, and the bin and
the rectangles involved are eliminated from the problem. We then look for another bin
with this property. Note that the order of bins can affect the total amount of wasted space
computed.

Dominance Conditions

The largest rectangle is placed first in the upper-left corner of the enclosing rectangle. Its
next position will be one unit down. This leaves an empty strip one unit high above the
rectangle. While this strip may be counted as wasted space, if the area of the enclosing
rectangle is large relative to that of the rectangles to be packed, this partial solution may
not be pruned based on wasted space. Partial solutions that leave empty strips to the left
of or above rectangle placements are often dominated by solutions that do not leave such
strips, and hence can be pruned from considerations (see Fig. 14.21).

A simple dominance condition applies whenever there is a perfect rectangle of empty
space of the same width immediately above a placed rectangle, with solid boundaries
above, to the left and to the right. The boundaries may consist of other rectangles or the
boundary of the enclosing rectangle. Similarly, it also applies to a perfect rectangle of
empty space of the same height immediately to the left of a placed rectangle. It applies
to both oriented and unoriented rectangles.
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Figure 14.21: Right packing dominated by left packing.

Figure 14.22: A clique (left), an independent set (middle) and a vertex cover (right); indi-
cated by shaded nodes.

14.4.5 *Vertex Cover, Independent Set, Clique

For the next set of NP-hard problems we are given an undirected graph G = (V,E). The
problem VERTEX COVER, CLIQUE, and INDEPENDENT SET are closely related.

Definition 14.10 (Vertex Cover, Clique, Independent Set) In VERTEX COVER we are asked to
find a node subset V ′ such that for all edges in E at least one of the end nodes are in V ′. Given G
and k, CLIQUE decides, whether or not there is a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that for all v, v′ ∈ V we
have {v, v′} ∈ E. Clique is the dual to the INDEPENDENT SET problem, which searches for sets
of k nodes that have no edge connecting any two of them.

An illustration for the three problems is provided in Fig. 14.22.

Theorem 14.9 (Complexity Vertex, Cover, Clique, Independent Set) VERTEX COVER, CLIQUE,
and INDEPENDENT SET are NP hard.

PROOF: For CLIQUE and INDEPENDENT SET, we simply have to convert edge existence to
convert the problem instances. To reduce INDEPENDENT SET to VERTEX COVER, we take an
instance G = (V,E) and k to INDEPENDENT SET and let the VERTEX COVER algorithm run on the
same graph with bound n− k. An independent set with k nodes implies that all other n− k nodes
supervise all edges. Otherwise, if n− k nodes cover the edge set, then all other k nodes build an
independent set.

Therefore, we only have to show that one of the three graph problems is NP-hard. This can
best be done using a reduction of 3-SAT to CLIQUE. Given a 3-SAT formula C consisting of the
m clauses c1, . . . , cm, the input for CLIQUE is defined as follows: V contains 3m nodes labeled
by the pair (i, j). Nodes represent the variables in the clauses. Set E contains an edge between
(i, j) and (i′, j′) if i 6= i′ and the literal corresponding to (i, j) is not negated at (i′, j′). Value k is
fixed as m. It is easy to see that we have a satisfying assignment for C if and only if the selected
nodes form a clique of size k.

Given the above equivalences, from now on, we discuss only VERTEX COVER.
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Enumeration

For search algorithm on graphs it is important to clarify terms. We distinguish between
nodes in the search tree and vertices in the graph. A brute-force approach enumerates all
2n different subsets and find the smallest one that is a vertex cover. A search tree is built
with internal nodes corresponding to partial assignments that branch on whether nodes
are in V ′ or not, and the leaves corresponding to a complete assignment. By spanning
a binary search tree of included and the check of a vertex performed incrementally by
traversing the tree, yielding an O(2n) algorithm. For a partial assignment we have three
sets: the set of included, the set of the excluded, and the set of free vertices.

A first improvement is to eliminate vertices u of degree one, while enforcing to take
adjacent vertices v of u into the vertex cover. A more general observation is that if a
node is not include in the vertex cover then all of its neighbors have to be included in the
vertex cover. This will lead to forced assignments. The opposite idea is to eliminate all
edges of a node that is selected, since they are already covered. During the search process
this may lead to isolated free vertices that have to be include into the cover, or ones of
degree one that are excluded with its neighbors included. Another improvement is to
order the nodes in the search tree with respect to decreasing node degree. Nodes with
many neighbors will be found high up in the search tree, while nodes with only little
number of neighbors are found to its bottom.

Lower Bounds

When looking at individual vertices in the free graph (the remaining graph that is induced
by the not yet assigned nodes) there is not much to infer. But by looking at pairs of
vertices we can devise a non-trivial heuristic as follows. For each pair of nodes (u, v) from
the free graph we define the admissible pairwise cost 1, if (u, v) ∈ E, and 0 otherwise.
This yields a bipartite graph. Since we look for edges with both endpoints that are not in
the vertex cover, we are computing a maximum matching of the free graph, which can be
computed in polynomial time.

14.4.6 *Graph Partition

The input of the GRAPH PARTITION problem is a graph G = (V,E).

Definition 14.11 (Graph Partition Problem) In GRAPH PARTITION a graphG has to be divided
into two equally-sized sets of vertices V ′, V ′′ ⊆ V with V ′ ∪ V ′′ = V and V ′ ∩ V ′′ = ∅ such
that the number of edges |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E |v′ ∈ V ′ ∧ v′′ ∈ V ′′}| that go from one set to the other
is minimized. The decision variant (also known as minimum cut problem) takes an additional
parameter k, and asks whether or not |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E |v′ ∈ V ′ ∧ v′′ ∈ V ′′}| ≤ k

The problem is very relevant in practice. Probably most important application is par-
allel processing in a computer network. Given n tasks and p processors (here p = 2), there
are many ways to assign n tasks to p processors, some of which have a low and some of
which have a high communication overhead.

Theorem 14.10 GRAPH PARTITION is NP-hard.
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Figure 14.23: A graph partition.

PROOF: We show that GRAPH PARTITION can be reduced from SIMPLE MAX CUT. This problem
is be known to be NP-hard by a polynomial reduction from 3-SAT (see Exercises) and defined
as follows. Given a graph an integer k is there a set N such that |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E | v′ ∈ N ∧ v′′ ∈
V \N}| ≥ k.

For an input (V,E, k) of SIMPLE MAX CUT we construct an input (V ∗, E∗, k∗) for GRAPH
PARTITION as follows: V ∗ = V ∪ {u1, . . . , un}, with n = |N |, E∗ = {(v′, v′′) ∈ V ∗ × V ∗ | (v′, v′′) /∈
E}, and k∗ = n2 − k. Suppose there is a partition N = V ′ ∪ V ′′ such that |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E |v′ ∈
V ′ ∧ v′′ ∈ V ′′}| ≥ k. Since k > 0 we have V ′ 6= ∅ and V ′′ 6= ∅. Let j = n − |V1| and W ′ =
V ′ ∪ {u1, . . . , uj} and W ′′ = N \ V ′, then N ′ = W ′ ∪ W ′′ is a partition of G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) with
|W ′| = |W ′′| = n, u1 ∈W ′, un ∈W ′′ and

|{(v′, v′′) ∈ E∗ | v′ ∈W ′ ∧ v′′ ∈W ′′}| = n2 − |{(v′, v′′) /∈ E∗ | v′ ∈W ′ ∧ v′′ ∈W ′′}|
= n2 − |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E | v′ ∈ V ′ ∧ v′′ ∈ V ′′}|
≤ n2 − k = k∗.

Now suppose that there is a partition W ′ and W ′′with u1 ∈ W ′, un ∈ W ′′ and |W ′| = |W ′′| = n
such that |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E∗ | v′ ∈W ′ ∧ v′′ ∈W ′′}| ≤ k∗. Then N = V ′ ∪ V ′′ where V ′ = W ′ ∪N and
V ′′ = W ′′ ∪N is a partition of G = (V,E) such that

|{(v′, v′′) ∈ E | v′ ∈ V ′ ∧ v′′ ∈ V ′′}| = |{(v′, v′′) /∈ E∗ | v′ ∈W ′ ∧ v′′ ∈W ′′}|
= n2 − |{(v′, v′′) ∈ E∗ | v′ ∈W ′ ∧ v′′ ∈W ′′}|
≥ n2 − (n2 − k) = k.

Therefore, G has a cut of weight greater than or equal to k if and only if G∗ has a partition into
equally sized subsets with less than k∗ edges.

If no restriction to the size of the subsets is made the problem can be solved in poly-
nomial time (this is the famous max-cut or min-flow problem). Other variants of GRAPH

PARTITION are also NP-hard. The problem of division of the vertices into an arbitrary
number of sets with at most M vertices per set is NP-hard even when M = 3. If M = 2,
it is not hard to see that the problem is equivalent to maximum matching.

In some variants of GRAPH PARTITION edge weights are introduced. An application
for such extended domain is VLSI design, where the vertices are logical units on the
chip, and the edges are wires connecting them. The goal is to place the units on the chip
so as to minimize the numbers and lengths of the wires connecting them. In Gaussian
elimination, graph partition can be used to reorder the rows and columns of the matrix
to decrease the number of nonzero entries created during elimination.

During the search, nodes in the search tree correspond to partial partitions of some of
the vertices. At each node in the search tree, the left branch correspond to an assignment
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Figure 14.24: Sets for the computation of a heuristic in GRAPH PARTITION.

of a vertex to V ′ and on the right branch we assign the same vertex to V ′′. It is obvious that
the search tree is binary and has depth n−1. We are only interested in leaves that partition
the vertices into equally size subsets. When pruning nodes with either |V ′| > n/2 or
|V ′′| > n/2 we have that

( n
n/2

)
leaves will remain in the search tree.

Heuristics

Vertices not being assigned to are called free vertices. Heuristic function propose different
completion strategies. Therefore, we distinguish between the assignment vertices in V ′

(groupA), the assignment vertices in V ′′ (groupB), the proposed completion to V ′ (group
A′), and the proposed completion to V ′′ (group B′).

When applying one of the following four heuristic functions we can divide the edges
in the graph into four following types.

1. Edges within A and A′ or within B and B′ do not cross the partition and will not
be counted by any heuristic.

2. Edges from A to B are already crossing the partition.

3. Edges from A′ to B or from B′ to A connect free to assigned vertices.

4. Edges from A′ to B′ connect free vertices. (cf Fig. 14.24).

The number of direct edges that connect a free vertex x to A (or B) is denoted by
d(x,A) (or d(x,B)). In the following we present two different heuristic functions for the
graph partition problem.

For each free vertex let h1(x) = min{d(x,A), d(x,B)}, then for a search node u we
define h1(u) as the sum of h1(x) for all free vertices in u. We observe that – up to tie-
breaking – function h1(x) implicitly selects an appropriate set for each free variable x.

Let x and y a pair of free vertices connected by an edge then we define h2(x, y) =
min{d(x,A) +d(y,A), d(x,B) +d(y,B), d(x,A) +d(y,B) + 1, d(x,B) +d(y,A) + 1}. It is a
lower bound on the number of edges that must cross the partition. To compute h2(u) for a
search node uwe have to combine the values h2(x, y) for the free variables. This is done as
follows. All pairwise distances are included into a pairwise graph, where an edge between
x and y are weighted with h2(x, y). Once more, a maximal matching is used to avoid
that the influence of a free variable is counted more than once. To improve the running
time from cubic to quadratic, during the search process the maximal matching can be
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computed incrementally. Unfortunately this heuristic turns out to be too complicated in
practice.

It is possible to improve the heuristics by drawing inferences on the free graph, that
connect free vertices in A′ and in B′ (see Exercises).

Search Enhancements

The first option to enhance the search process that is similar to a strategy in BIN PACKING

is to sort the vertices of the graph in decreasing order of degree and add new vertices to
that order rather than taking a random order. The reason is that if we handle nodes
with large branching factors at the top of the search tree then we have more flexibility
in selecting the set in larger depth. This extension improves both IDA* and depth-first
branch-and-bound.

Most of the nodes generated at the bottom of the search tree get pruned, and some
of the heuristics are more complicated than others. Therefore, it may be cost-effective to
check a computationally simpler heuristic first for failure, instead of selecting only the
involved ones. For the graph partition problem this reduces the average time per node
by more than 20% in practice.

14.5 Temporal Constraint Networks

A temporal constraint network consists of a set of variables {x1, . . . , xn} that denote time
points. It is a special case for CSPs with real-valued variables. Each constraint can be
interpreted as set of (closed) intervals {I1, . . . , Ik} = {[a1, b1], . . . , [ak, bk]}.

Unary constraint C(i) bounds the range of variables xi to disjunction of (a1 ≤ xi ≤
b1), . . . , (ak ≤ xi ≤ bk), while binary constraints C(i, j) bounds range of the difference
xj−xi to disjunction of (a1 ≤ xj−xi ≤ b1), . . . , (ak ≤ xj−xi ≤ bk). We implicitly assume
that conditions are on pairwise different intervals.

A binary constraint network consists only of unary and binary constraints. It is inter-
preted as a constraint graphGc = (V,E), where V denotes the set of variable andE defined
by the constraints. Edges are annotated with the intervals that are in the corresponding
constraints. A solution of a temporal CSP is an assignment to variables that satisfies all
constraints.

A minimal constraint network is a constraint network, where all intervals are minimal.
It turns out that the decisions, if a network obeys a solution and the task to determine
possible assignment to xi are NP hard. Consequently, we have to work on polynomial sub-
classes. In the following we will see, how to restrict the network to perform a consistency
check and to compute the minimal network in O(n3) time.

The restriction we apply is to use at most one time interval for each pair of variables.
This way, we disallow disjunctive condition. Solving this simple temporal network sub-
problem also gives an algorithm for the overall problem via the application of branch-
and-bound, where branching is obtained by selecting or neglecting one interval for a
given edge. Let l be the number of edges in the constraint graph, and k be the maxi-
mal number of disjuncts at one edge. Having O(n3) time to solve one simple temporal
network, we subsequently obtain O(kln3) time to obtain a solution for the disjunctive
temporal constraint network (for each edge there are k options to choose from, so that k
determines the branching factor in a search tree of depth l spanned by the constraints).
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Figure 14.25: Example of a simple temporal network.

14.5.1 Simple Temporal Network

In a simple temporal constraint network all constraints are either of the form xi − xj ≤ c
or xi ≤ c. The first form refers to a binary constraint, the second form corresponds to
a unary constraint. Unary constraints can be eliminated by introducing an additional
partner variable forced to be zero. Therefore, we arrive at a linear program with a simple
structure. Referring to variables as time points, the set of constraints in a simple temporal
network denote time intervals. As an example consider the following set of constraints:
x4−x0 ≤ −1, x3−x1 ≤ 2, x0−x1 ≤ 1, x5−x2 ≤ −8, x1−x2 ≤ 2, x4−x3 ≤ 3, x0−x3 ≤ −4,
x1 − x4 ≤ 7, x2 − x5 ≤ 10, and x1 − x5 ≤ 5.

In a weighted distance graph we associated weights to the edges of a graph, where
each node represents a variable. The value w(i, j) represents the inequality xj − xi ≤
w(i, j). The weighted distance graph for the example constraint set is shown in Fig. 14.25.
Consequently, for each path i = i0 to ik = j via nodes i1, . . . , ij−1 we have

xj − xi ≤
k∑

l=1

w(il−1, il)

As there are several paths from i to j we have xj − xi ≤ δ(xi, xj), where δ(xi, xj) is the
minimum over

∑k
l=1w(il−1, il). Each negative cycle C = i1, . . . , ik = i1 corresponds to

unsatisfiable inequality xi1 − xi1 < 0.

Theorem 14.11 (Consistency Simple Temporal Network) A simple temporal constraint network
is consistent if and only if the distance graph contains no cycles.

PROOF: We only show one direction, and start with a distance graph with no negative cycles.
Henceforth, there exists a shortest path between every two connected nodes. For shortest path
costs δ we have: δ(x0, xj) ≤ δ(x0, xi) + w(i, j) or δ(x0, xj) − δ(x0, xi) ≤ w(i, j). Hence the
assignment (δ(x0, x1), . . . , δ(x0, n)) to the variables xi, . . . , xn is a solution to temporal network.
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Figure 14.26: Example of a precedence network.

Moreover, we have that (−δ(x1, x0), . . . ,−δ(xn, x0)) is a solution and correspond to
the latest and earliest point in time. The minimal temporal constraint network is defined
by constraints [−δ(xj , xi), δ(xi, xj)]. The set of possible assignments to xi is defined by
[δ(xi, x0), δ(x0, xi)]. The constraint network is inconsistent if we have δ(xi, xi) < 0 for one
index i.

By the posterior calculations, the consistency problem solved in O(n3) with a variant
of the all pair shortest path problem of Floyd and Warshall. Although the algorithm does
not differ much from the presentation in Chap. 3, we have included the pseudo-code of
the algorithm in Alg. 14.16.

Procedure Simple-Temporal-Network
Input: Weighted constraint graph
Output: Shortest path table δ

for each i in {1, . . . , n} δ(xi, xi)← 0 ;; Initialize Diagonal
for each i, j in {1, . . . , n} δ(xi, xj)← w(i, j) ;; Initialize weight matrix
for each k in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on middle node

for each i in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on start node
for each j in {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on end node

if (δ(xi, xj) ≥ δ(xi, xk) + δ(xk, xj)) ;; Better evaluation found
δ(xi, xj)← δ(xi, xk) + δ(xk, xj) ;; Update value

Algorithm 14.16: Minimal network computation in simple temporal network.

14.5.2 *PERT Scheduling

The project evaluation and review technique (PERT) is a method to determine critical paths
in project scheduling. We are given a set of operators O together with a precedence
relationship among them. A simple example is provided in Fig. 14.26 Let e(oi) be the
earliest end time of oi, and d(oi) be the duration of oi, then the earliest starting time is
ti = e(oi)− d(oi).

The critical path is a sequence of operators, such that their total running time is greater
than or equal to all other operator path costs. Any delay on critical path enforces a delay
within project. The heart of PERT scheduling problem is a network of operators, together
with precedence relationship�d, where oi ≤d oj means that the end time of oi is less than
or equal to the start time of oj .
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Algorithmically, PERT scheduling can be seen as a shortest path algorithm for acyclic
graphs. It is well-known that an acyclic graph can be topological sorted in linear time.
This induces that a node is processed only if all its predecessors have been processed.
Viewed from a different angle, PERT scheduling can be interpreted as a specialized in-
stance of a simple temporal constraint network, since on can model start and end times
of each operator as time intervals using two constraint variables and the precedence rela-
tion as a binary constraint. The main advantage is that precedence scheduling problems
can be solved roughly in quadratic time while simple temporal network analysis requires
cubic time The pseudo-code is shown in Alg. 14.17.

Procedure PERT
Input: Sequence of operators o1, . . . , ok

Precedence relationship �d
Output: Duration of optimal schedule

for each i in {1, . . . , k} ;; Loop on current operator
e(oi)← d(oi) ;; Initialize earliest ending time
for each j in {1, . . . , i− 1} ;; Loop on previous operator

if (oj �d oi) ;; Test precedence relationship
if (e(oi) < e(oj) + d(oi)) ;; Larger evaluation demanded

e(oi)← e(oj) + d(oi) ;; Update value
return max1≤i≤k e(oi) ;; Critical path length

Algorithm 14.17: Computing the critical path with PERT scheduling.

Theorem 14.12 (Optimality and Time Complexity PERT Scheduling) The schedule π∗ =
((o1, t1), . . . , (ok, tk)) defined by the PERT algorithm is optimal and can be computed in time
O(k + l), where l is the number of preferences induced by �d.

PROOF: The induction hypothesis is that after iteration i, the value of e(oi) is correct. For the
base case, this is true, since e(o1) = d(o1). For the step case, we assume the hypothesis to be
true for 1 ≤ j < i. There are two cases.

1. There exists j ∈ {1, . . . , i−1} with oj �d oi. Hence, e(oi)← maxj<i{e(oj)+d(oj) | oj �d oi}.
The value of e(oi) is optimal, since oi cannot start earlier as maxj<i{e(oj) | oj �d oi} given
that all e(oj) are the smallest possible.

2. There is no j ∈ {1, . . . , i− 1} with oj �d oi. Therefore, e(oi) = d(oi) as in the base case.

To summarize, the value max1≤i≤k e(oi) is the duration of an optimal schedule.
To compute t1, . . . , tk we determine the earliest start times by setting set ti = e(oi) − d(oi),

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(k2), which can be reduced to O(k + l)
using adjacency lists.

14.6 *Path Constraints

Path constraints provide an important step towards the description of temporally extended
goals and have also been used to prune the search in form of additionally extended control
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knowledge. In short, path constraints assert conditions that must be satisfied during the
execution of the sequence of states visited during the execution of a solution path. Path
constraints are often expressed through temporal modal operators. Basic modal operators
are always, sometime, at-most-once, and at end (for goal constraints). The set is extended
with within which can be used to express deadlines. In addition, conditions like sometime-
before, sometime-after, always-within indicate the option of operator nesting. For a solution
path π = (u0, . . . , un) such constraints are interpreted as illustrated in Fig. 14.27, where
|= is chosen as the derivation symbol.

π |= φ ≡ π |= (at end φ) ⇔ un |= φ
π |= (always φ) ⇔ ∀0 ≤ i ≤ n : ui |= φ
π |= (sometime φ) ⇔ ∃0 ≤ i ≤ n : ui |= φ
π |= (within t φ) ⇔ ∃0 ≤ i ≤ t : ui |= φ
π |= (at-most-once φ) ⇔ ∀0 ≤ i ≤ n : ui |= φ⇒

∃i < j ≤ n : uj |= φ ∧ ∀j < l ≤ n : ul 6|= φ
π |= (sometime-after φ ψ) ⇔ ∀0 ≤ i ≤ n : ui |= φ⇒ ∃i < j ≤ n : uj |= ψ
π |= (sometime-before φ ψ) ⇔ ∀0 ≤ i ≤ n : ui |= ψ ⇒ ∃0 ≤ j < i : uj |= φ
π |= (always-within t φ) ⇔ ∀0 ≤ i ≤ t : ui |= φ
π |= (always-during t t′ φ) ⇔ ∀t ≤ i ≤ t′ : ui |= φ
π |= (always-after t φ) ⇔ ∀t < i ≤ n : ui |= φ

Figure 14.27: Path Constraints.

All these condition can be combined with boolean operators ∧, ∨, ¬ to generate more
complex expressions. In a more general setting, path constraints are expressed in linear
temporal logic (LTL). LTL is a propositional logic over boolean operators and includes
arbitrary nesting of the temporal modalities.

LTL is defined on the notion of infinite paths in model M , which is a sequence of states
π = u0, u1, . . .. Moreover, let πi for i > 0 denote the suffix of π starting at ui.

Definition 14.12 (Syntax and Semantics of LTL) Linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas have the
form always f , Af for short, where f is a path formula. If p is an atomic proposition then p is a
path formula. If f and g are path formulas then ¬f, f ∨ g, f ∧ g,X f,F f,G f, f U g are path
formulas.

For the next time operator X we have M,π |= X f ⇔ M,π1 |= f . For the until operator
g U f we have M,π |= g U f ⇔ ∃0 ≤ k : M,πk |= f ∧ ∃0 ≤ j ≤ k : M,πj |= g, for
the eventually operator we have M,π |= F f ⇔ ∃0 ≤ k : M,πk |= f , and for the globally
operator we have M,π |= G f ⇔ ∀0 ≤ k : M,πk |= f .

We give the following three examples (see Fig. 14.28).

1. The LTL formula “A(G p)” means: along every path, p will hold forever.

2. The LTL formula “A(F p)” means: along every path, there is some state, in which
p will hold.

3. The LTL formula “A(FG p)” means: along every path, there is some state, from
which p will hold forever.
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Figure 14.28: Three examples of an LTL formula.

For performing heuristic search on the extended plan conditions, we have to be able
to evaluate the truth of the constraints on the fly, for each encountered state. There have
been two suggestions being made to associate the formula with the currently expanded
state.

14.6.1 Formula Progression

One option to use LTL formulas for constraint search is formula progression. Depending
on the structure of an LTL formula f a procedure Progress (see Alg. 14.18) propagates the
satisfaction of f from a state to its successor.

Procedure Progress
Input: LTL formula f valid for node u
Output: LTL formula f valid for node v

case of ;; Switch on structure of formula
f = φ: f ′ ← (u |= f) ;; Formula is a atomic
f = f1 ∧ f2: f ′ ← Progress(f1, u) ∧ Progress(f2, u) ;; Formula is a conjunction
f = f1 ∨ f2: f ′ ← Progress(f1, u) ∨ Progress(f2, u) ;; Formula is a disjunction
f = ¬f1: f ′ ← ¬Progress(f1, u) ;; Formula is a negation
f = Xf1: f ′ ← f1 ;; Formula is of type next-time
f = f1Uf2: f ′ ← Progress(f2, u) ∨ (Progress(f1, u) ∧ f) ;; Formula is of type until
f = Ff1: f ′ ← Progress(f1, u) ∨ f ;; Formula is of type eventually
f = Gf1: f ′ ← Progress(f1, u) ∧ f ;; Formula is of type always

return f ′ ;; Feedback result

Algorithm 14.18: Formula progression algorithm.

As a running example we take BLOCKSWORLD. Suppose we want to propagate
G(on a b) in a node for which we know that (on a b) is satisfied. We obtain a formula
true∧G(on a b), which further simplifies to G(on a b). If (on a b) is not satisfied, we obtain
false ∧G(on a b), also false.

We briefly discuss a forward-chaining search algorithm that takes LTL control rules to
prune the search tree. With each node in the search tree we associate a formula. When ex-
panding a node u the associated formula fu is progressed to the successor v. The pseudo
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code is shown in Alg. 14.19. For the sake of simplicity we have chosen a depth-first search
traversal, but the algorithm extends to any kind of search algorithm (see Exercises).

It is not difficult to see that if the algorithm LTL-Solve terminates at a node u with
associated fu = false, no successor will ever fulfill the imposed constraint (see Exercises).

Procedure LTL-Solve
Input: Initial node s in a state space problem graph, LTL formula f
Output: Solution path

if (Goal(u)) return Path(u) ;; Terminal state detected
f ′ ← Progress(f, u) ;; Progress formula at current state
if (f ′ = true) ;; Progression successful

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Determine successor set
for each v in Succ(u) ;; Traverse successor set

LTL-Solve(v, f ′) ;; Recursive call

Algorithm 14.19: LTL Path Constraint Solver.

Integrating a search heuristic to the LTL-Solver is not immediate. However, if we are
able to determine a measurement on how far a temporal formula is from its satisfaction,
we could order the states along this measurement to prefer the ones that are closer to it.

14.6.2 Automata Translation

LTL formulas are often translated into an equivalent automata that runs concurrently to
the transitions taken in the overall search process and that accept when the constraint is
satisfied. As LTL formulas have been designed to express properties of infinite paths the
automaton model are Büchi automata. Syntactically, Büchi automata are the same as finite
state automata, but designed for the acceptance of infinite words. They generalize the fi-
nite case by having a slightly different acceptance condition. Let ρ be an infinite path and
inf(ρ) be the set of states reached infinitely often in ρ, then a Büchi automaton accepts, if
the intersection between inf(ρ) and the set of final states F is not empty. As path are finite,
we can view the Büchi automaton as an ordinary nondeterministic finite state automa-
ton, which accepts a word if it terminates in a final state. The labels of the automaton are
conditions on the set of variables in a given state. For a throughout treatment searching
with Büchi-Automata we refer the reader to Chap. 17.

Every LTL formula can be transformed into an equivalent Büchi automaton. (The con-
trary not always possible, since Büchi automata are clearly more expressive than LTL
expressions.) The application of automata in the search is that thay run concurrent to the
ordinary state exploration (each operator in the original state space induces a transition
in the automaton). If the automaton accepts the LTL formula, from which the automaton
has been build, is fulfilled. As there are many automated elaborated tools for the non-
trivial transformation of an LTL expression into an automata representation, we do not
dwell on how to derive the automaton construction automatically. Instead, we provide
some examples.

For (sometime φ) with respect to some constraint φ, an automaton for the LTL formula
Fφ is built. Let S be the original state space and AFφ be the constructed automaton for
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Figure 14.29: Büchi automata for the plan constraints Fontable a ∧ Fontable b constraint
(left) and for F(ontable a ∧ ontable b) (right).

formulaAFφ and⊗ denote the interleaved (synchronous) cross product between the state
space and the automaton, then the combined state space is S ⊗ AFφ with extended goal
T ⊗ {accepting(AFφ)}. The initial state s of the search problem is extended by the initial
state of the automaton, which in this case is not accepting.

As an example consider the BLOCKSWORLD assertion that on every solution path two
blocks a and b should be put down on the table at least once. This requirement corresponds
to the LTL formula Fontable a ∧ Fontable b with a Büchi automaton shown in Fig. 14.29
(left, && corresponds to ∧). The statement in some state visited by the plan both blocks a
and b are on the table is expressed in LTL formula as F(ontable a ∧ ontable b) with a Büchi
automata shown in Fig. 14.29 (right).

For formulas like (always φ) we construct the cross product S ⊗ AGφ. For nested ex-
pression like (sometime-before φ ψ) the temporal formula is more complicated, but the
reasoning remains the same. We set

S ← S ⊗A(¬φ∧¬ψ)U((¬φ∧ψ)∨(G(¬φ∧¬ψ)))

and adapt the planning goal and the initial state accordingly.
For (at-most-once φ) we explore the combined state space S ⊗ AGφ→(φU(G¬φ)) and for

(within t φ) we first build the cross product S ⊗ AFφ as for sometime. Additionally, we
enforce accepting(AFφ) to be fulfilled already in step t.

Constructing the Büchi automaton prior to the search can be time-consuming task.
However, the savings during the search are considerable, as for each state in the search
space it only has to store and progress the state in the automaton instead of the formula
description as a whole.

Concerning heuristics for the extended state spaces, it is not difficult to extend a dis-
tance heuristic for the original state space without the constraints with distance to an
accepting state in the Büchi automaton. In other words, the minimum distance to a ac-
cepting state in the automaton is another admissible heuristic for finding a valid solution
to the original problem. The state-to-accepting-state distances can be computed by in-
voking all-pair shortest-paths in the automaton or by chaining backwards from the goal
(as in pattern databases).
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14.7 *Soft and Preference Constraints

Annotating goal conditions and temporal path constraints with preferences models soft
constraints. A soft constraint is a condition on the trajectory generated by a solution that
the user would prefer to see satisfied rather than not satisfied, but is prepared to accept
might not be satisfied because of the cost of satisfying it, or because of conflicts with
other constraints or goals. In case a user has multiple soft constraints, there is a need
to determine which of the various constraints should take priority if there is a conflict
between them or if it should prove costly to satisfy them.

For example, in BLOCKSWORLD we might we prefer block a to to reside on the table if
a goal is reached. In a more complex transportation task we might desire that whenever a
ship is ready at a port to load the containers it has to transport, all such containers should
be ready at that port. Moreover, at the end of we would prefer all trucks to be clean and
to be present at their source location. Additionally, we would like no truck to visit any
destination more than once.

Such preference constraints are included into the a cost or objective function. This func-
tion calls for searching cost-optimal plans.

Goal preferences refer to constraints that are added to the goal condition. E.g., if we
prefer block a to reside on the table during the plan execution, we may impose preference p
(on-table a) with a indicator variable isviolatedp (denoting the violation of p) to be included
in a objective function. Such indicators are interpreted as natural numbers that can be
scaled and combined with other variable assignments in the objective function. More
precisely if we have a soft constraint of type preference p φp, we construct the indicator
function Xp(x, u) = (isviolatedp ∧ φp(u))∨ (¬isviolatedp ∧ φp(u)). and include isviolatedp as
a variable into f(x) =

∑n
p apisviolatedp, which has to be minimized.

Preferences for plan constraints can, in principle, be dealt with automata theory. In-
stead of requiring to reach an accepting state we prefer to be there, by means that not
arriving at an accepting state incurs costs to the evaluation of the objective function.

There is, however, one subtle problem. As trajectory constraints may prune the
search, a preference violating can also be due to a failed transition in the automata. For
example, the constraints like Gφ prunes the search on each operator in which the only
transition is not satisfied. The solution is introduce extra transition (one for each au-
tomata) that allows to bypass the enforced synchronization. Applying this transition is
assigned to corresponding costs and moves the automata into a dead(-end) state.

14.8 *Constraint Optimization

The option for constraint optimization on top of constraint satisfaction is realized via a
function that has to be minimized or maximized. As we can multiply the objective with
-1 we can restrict constrained optimization to the minimization of an objective function
subject to constraints on the possible values for the constraint variables. Constraints can
be either equality constraints or inequality constraints.

The typical constrained optimization problem asks to minimize some cost function
f(x) subject to constraints of the form g(x) = 0 or h(x) ≤ 0 Function f is called the
(scalar-valued) objective function and g and h are the vector-valued constraint functions.
Strict convexity of the objective function is not sufficient to guarantee a unique minimum.
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In addition, each component of the constraint must be strictly convex to guarantee that
the problem has a unique solution. In fact, solutions to the constrained problem are often
not stationary points of the objective function. Consequently, the ad hoc technique of
searching for all stationary points of the objective function that also satisfy the constraint
do not work.

If one restricts the class of constraint and objective functions one can do much better.
If one takes linear constraints, depending on the domain of x this corresponds to either
a linear program (LP) or integer linear program (ILP). While LP is polynomial time solv-
able, IP is NP-complete also for the case if the input variables x are either 0 or 1. Here
we restrict on integer programming concerning the satisfiability of a conjunction of lin-
ear constraints on integer variables. Constraint optimization problems on more general
formalisms are considered in Chap. 15.

The efficiency of constraint processing is dependent on the representation of the con-
straint. A recent trend is to use BDDs (see Chap. ??) for bounded arithmetic constraints
and linear expressions. Even while BDDs are the most basic representation, this result
improves on alternative, more expressive structures.

To compute a BDD F (x) for a linear arithmetic function f(x) =
∑n
i=1 aixi, we first

compute the minimal and maximal value that f can take. This defines the range that has
to be encoded in binary.

For the ease of presentation, we can assume that we consider xi ∈ {0, 1}. This restric-
tion is sufficient to deal with goal preferences as introduced above.

Theorem 14.13 (Time and Space Complexity Linear Arithmetic Constraint BDDs) The BDD
for representing f has at most O(n

∑n
i=1 ai) nodes and can be constructed with matching time

performance.

PROOF: For the construction, the BDD can is interpreted as a serial processor that processes
processes the integer variables x1, . . . , xn in this order. In the end the processor verifies whether
or not

∑n
i=1 aixi > a0 or −a0 +

∑n
i=1 aixi > 0. If at any time the computation fails the BDD

immediately evaluates to zero. Otherwise it continues. The processing starts with an initial value
of −a0 and then gradually adds aixi for increasing i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. How many BDD nodes are
needed in each level? The number can be bound by the range of the partial sum of all coefficients
considered so far. This implies that the total number of nodes in the BDD is at most b ·∑n

i=0 ai as
stated.

The approach extends to integer variables xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n with 0 ≤ xi ≤ 2b and to
the conjunction/disjunction of several linear arithmetic formulas (see Exercises). This
implies that integer programming on the satisfiability of a conjunction of m linear con-
straints can be solved in time O(nb

∏m
j=1

∑n
i=1 ai,j). The algorithm is polynomial in n

and b but exponential in m, the number of constraints. If n can be fixed then a pseudo-
polynomial algorithm exists.

14.9 Summary

A (hard) constraint is a restriction on the solution of a search problem. Generic constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) consist of a set of variables that need to get assigned a value
each from their discrete domains, say one of the values red, green or blue. The constraints
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impose restrictions on the possible assignments, for example, that variable X cannot be
assigned red if variable Y is assigned green. An example of a CSP is map coloring, where
one needs to pick a color for every state from among three available colors so that neigh-
boring states receive different colors. We showed how constraints that involve three or
more variables can be transformed to constraints that involve only one variable (unary
constraints) or two variables (binary constraints). We then discussed different search
methods for the resulting CSPs.

The idea behind constraint propagation is to rule out certain assignments to make the
subsequent search more efficient. Arc consistency rules out a value x for a variable X if
the variable is involved in at least one binary constraint that cannot be satisfied if variable
X is assigned value x. (If the values are integers, arc consistency can maintain intervals
of values rather than sets of values and is then also referred to as bounds consistency.)
Path consistency is more powerful than arc consistency by checking paths of constraints
at the same time instead of only individual constraints, for example a binary constraint
between variables X and Y and a binary constraint between variables Y and Z. It is
sufficient to check paths of length two. There are also specialized consistency methods
such as the constraint that all variables need to be assigned pairwise different values.

Constraint propagation methods rarely result in only one possible value for each vari-
able. Thus, they do not eliminate the need for search. The simplest possible systematic
search method is backtracking, that is, depth-first search. (We will discuss randomized
search in a later chapter.) Backtracking assigns values to the variables one after the other
in a fixed order and backtracks immediately if a partial assignment violates some con-
straint. There are several ways of making backtracking more efficient. Backjumping
improves on backtracking by backtracking to the variable that is responsible for the con-
straint violation instead of the previous variable. Dynamic backtracking improves on
backjumping by not forgetting the assignments to the variables between the current one
and the one to which it backtracks. Backmarking improves on dynamic backtracking in
some mysterious ways that the writer does not understand.

Various heuristics have been studied to decide in which order the various backtrack-
ing methods should consider the variables and in which order they should consider the
values of the variables (= variable and value ordering). However, it can be inefficient to
consider the values of the variables in a fixed order since, after some backtracks, the as-
signments of values to variables can differ substantially from the ones recommended by
the heuristic. It is called a discrepancy to not assign a variable the value recommended
by the heuristic. Limited discrepancy search uses the backtracking methods to generate
complete assignments of values to variables in order to increasing numbers of discrep-
ancies. The simplest version of limited discrepancy search generates in its ith iteration
all complete assignments of values to variables with at most i− 1 discrepancies and thus
replicates the effort of its (i − 1)th iteration. Improved limited discrepancy search im-
proves on limited discrepancy search by using a user-provided depth limit to generate
in its ith iteration all complete assignments of values to variables with exactly i − 1 dis-
crepancies. Often, the heuristic is less reliable towards the top of the search tree, that
is, when only a few variables have been assigned values. Depth-bounded discrepancy
search improves on limited discrepancy search by using an iteratively increasing depth
bound to generate in its ith iteration all complete assignments of values to variables with
discrepancies among the first i− 1 variables only.

We then discussed important classes of CSPs, some of which deviate from the generic
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CSPs discussed above but all of which are NP-hard, as well as problem specific heuris-
tics (such as variable or value ordering), pruning rules (often in form of lower bounds
on the cost of completing a solution) and systematic solution techniques that utilize the
structure of specific CSPs to find solutions faster. Many of these CSPs exhibit so-called
phase transitions: Underconstrained CSPs (= ones with few constraints) are easy to solve
because many complete assignments of values to variables are solutions. Similarly, over-
constrained CSPs are easy to solve or prove unsolvable because many partial assignments
of values to variables already violate the constraints and can thus be dismissed early dur-
ing the search. However, CSPs between these extremes can be difficult to solve. For some
classes of CSPs, it is known when they are are easy or difficult to solve.

A SATISFIABILITY (SAT) problem consists of a propositional formula with boolean
variables that need to get assigned truth values to make the propositional formula true.
Propositional formulas can be given in conjunctive normal form, that is, as a conjunction
of clauses. Clauses are disjunctions that consist of literals, that is, variables and their
negations. A k-SAT problem consists of a propositional formula in conjunctive normal
form whose clauses contain at most k literals. k-SAT problems are NP-hard for k ≥ 3 but
can be solved in polynomial time for k < 3. k-SAT problems for k ≥ 3 are often solved
with variants of the Davis-Putnam Logmann-Loveland algorithm, a specialized version
of the backtracking methods, but can also make use of structure in form of backbones
and backdoors.

A NUMBER PARTITION problem consists of a set of integers that need to be split into
two sets so that the integers in each set sum up to the same value. NUMBER PARTITION

problems are NP-hard. They are often solved with specialized versions of the backtrack-
ing methods in conjunction with problem specific heuristics such as the greedy or KK
heuristics.

A BIN PACKING problem consists of a bin capacity and a set of integers that need to
be partitioned into as few sets as possible so that the sum of the integers in each set are no
larger than the bin capacity. BIN PACKING problems are NP-hard. They are often solved
with specialized polynomial-time approximation algorithms or specialized versions of
depth-first branch-and-bound methods.

A RECTANGLE PACKING problem consists of a set of rectangles and an enclosing rect-
angle into which the other rectangles have to be placed without overlap, depending on
the problem either in any orientation or with given orientations. RECTANGLE PACK-
ING problems are NP-hard. They are often solved with specialized versions of the back-
tracking methods in conjunction with rectangle placements that dominate other rectan-
gle placements and problem specific lower bounds that estimate the amount of unusable
space in the enclosing rectangle given a partial placement of rectangles.

A VERTEX COVER problem consists of an undirected graph for which one needs to
find the smallest set of vertices so that at least one end vertex of every edge is in the
set. A CLIQUE problem consists of an undirected graph for which one needs to find the
largest set of vertices so that all vertices in the set are pairwise connected via single edges.
An INDEPENDENT SET problem consists of an undirected graph for which one needs to
find the largest set of vertices so that no two vertices in the set are connected via a single
edge. These problems are closely related and all NP-hard. They are often solved with
specialized versions of the backtracking methods in conjunction with problem specific
heuristics.

A GRAPH PARTITION problem consists of an undirected graph whose vertices have
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Problem Heuristics Run-Time
k-SAT # UnSat Clauses O(km)
NUMBER PARTITION Greedy, KK O(n log n)
BIN PACKING FF, FFD O(n log n)

Bin Completion exponential
RECTANGLE PACKING Wasted Space exponential
VERTEX COVER Maximum Matching O(n3)
GRAPH PARTITION e.g., h1 O(n2)

Table 14.1: NP Problems and their heuristics.

to be divided into two sets with equal cardinality so that the number of edges whose
two end vertices are in different sets is minimal. GRAPH PARTITION problems are NP
hard. They are often solved with specialized versions of the backtracking methods in
conjunction with problem specific heuristics.

Table 14.2 displays the NP problems and the heuristic estimates that have been men-
tioned in the text. We give rough complexities, where n, m are the input parameters, (n:
number of items to be packed/number of nodes in the graph, m: number of clauses).

A temporal constraint network problem consists of a number of variables that need
to get assigned a real value (interpreted as a time point) each. The constraints impose
restrictions on the possible assignments. They consist of a set of intervals each. Unary
constraints specify that the value of a given variable is in one of the intervals. Binary
constraints specify that the difference of the values of two given variables is in one of
the intervals. Temporal constraint network problems are NP-hard. However, they can be
solved in polynomial time with a version of the Floyd and Warshall algorithm if the con-
straints consist of single intervals each, resulting in simple temporal constraint networks.
They can also be solved in polynomial time with a version of Dijkstra’s algorithm if they
are acyclic and the constraints consist of single intervals each whose upper bounds are
infinity, resulting in PERT networks.

So far, the constraints imposed restrictions on the possible solutions, that is, nodes of
a search tree. However, the constraints can also impose restrictions on the paths from the
root to leaves of a search tree (= path constraints). In this case, backtracking methods can
backtrack immediately when the path from the root to the current node violates a con-
straint because all of its completions then violate the constraint as well. Path constraints
are often expressed in linear temporal logic (a common formalism for the specification
of desired properties of software systems) and can then be checked incrementally in two
ways. First, they can be checked by splitting the logic formula into a part that applies to
the current node and is checked immediately, and a part that applies to the remainder
of the path and is propagated to the children.of the current node. Second, they can be
checked by compiling the logic formula into a Büuchi automaton and then using it in
mysterious ways that the writer does not understand.

We also discussed very briefly a relaxation of CSPs to the case where not all con-
straints need to be satisfied (soft constraints). For example, each constraint can have an
associated cost and one wants to minimize the cost of the violated constraints (or, more
generally, some objective function that takes into account which constraints are satisfied
and which ones are violated), resulting in constraint optimization problems.
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Algorithm Scenario Propagation Constraints Domains
AC-3 (14.2) CSP - Binary Finite
AC-8 (14.3) CSP - Binary Finite
Bounds Consistency CSP

√
k Finite

Path-Consistency CSP
√

k Finite
Backtracking (14.5) CSP AC-x k Finite
Pure Backtracking (14.6) CSP Consistency k Finite
Backjumping (14.7) CSP Consistency k Finite
Backmarking (14.9) CSP Consistency k Finite
Dynamic Backtracking CSP Consistency k Finite
LDS (14.10) Binary Trees - General Finite
Improved LDS (14.11) Binary Trees - General Finite
Depth-bounded LDS (14.12) Binary Trees - General Finite
DPLL (14.13) k-SAT - k Boolean
Simple Temporal Network (14.16) Temporal CN - Binary Infinite
PERT (14.17) Temporal CN - Binary Infinite
Progression (14.18,14.19) TEG

√
LTL Boolean

Automata TEG - LTL Boolean

Table 14.2: Constraint search algorithms for CSPs, temporal constraint networks (CN)
and path constraints; TEG abbreviates searching with temporally extended goals.

Overall, constraint satisfaction and optimization techniques are widely used and
available as libraries for many programming languages, for several reasons: First, CSPs
are important for applications such as time tabling, logistics and scheduling. Second,
CSPs can be stated easily, namely in a purely declarative form. Third, CSPs can be solved
with general solution techniques or specialized solution techniques that utilize the struc-
ture of specific CSPs to find solutions faster. The solution techniques are often modular,
with several choices for constraint-propagation methods and several choices for the sub-
sequent search.

Table 14.2 classifies the different constraint search approaches.

14.10 Exercises

14.1 *** Generalize the result of bounded arithmetic constraints
∑n
i=1 aixi < a0 to b-bit variables

xi ∈ {0, . . . , 2b}.
1. Explain the working of Alg. 14.20 by constructing the BDD for 2x − 3y ≤ 1 for 4-bit values.

The algorithm is initially invoked by calling Node(1, 0,−a0)

2. Show that the running time to construct a BDD is bounded by O(nn
∑n
i=1)ai.

3. Consider the conjunction/disjunction of several linear arithmetic formulas of the form∑n
i=1 ai,j · xi ≤ a0,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Show that the satisfiability of a conjunction of m linear

constraints can be solved in time O(nb
∏m
j=1

∑n
i=1 ai,j). time.

14.2 * Consider the following 4 CRYPTARITHMS.
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Procedure Node
Input: Inequality Constraint C:

∑n
i=1 aixi < a0

Output: Unreduced BDD G that represents C on the domains of the xi’s

index← j · n+ i ;; Set variable index
if (i = n) and (j = b− 1) ;; Last level, accept if carry negative

if (c < 0) l← > ;; Carry negative
else l← ⊥ ;; Carry positive
if (c+ av < 0) r ← > ;; Carry plus coefficient negative
else r ← ⊥ ;; Carry plus coefficient positive
return new(l, r, index) ;; Decrease depth

if (i = n) ;; Last level, compute carry
if (even(c)) l← Node(1, j + 1, c/2) ;; Carry even
else l← Node(1, j + 1, (c− 1)/2) ;; Carry odd
if (even(c+ av)) r ← Node(1, j + 1, (c− av)/2) ;; Carry plus coefficient even
else r ← Node(1, j + 1, (c− av − 1)/2) ;; Carry plus coefficient odd
return new(l, r, index) ;; Decrease depth

return new (Node(i+ 1, j, c),Node(i+ 1, j, c), index) ;; Recursive call

Algorithm 14.20: BDD construction algorithms for linear and bound arithmetic con-
straint.

BLAU * ROT VITA * MAX YIN WEG * STADT
---------- ---------- + YANG -----------
ANLR WXXX ------ DDAET
OINL MWTX TEILT TTGNZ
ALNE WIWG -------

------- WCIG DISTANZ
ANTENNE ---------

WICHTIG

1. Find the unique solutions by hand.

2. Model the problems as CSPs.

3. Solve the CSPs with a constraint system using bounds consistency.

4. Solve the CSPs with a constraint solver using the all-different constraint.

14.3 *** Show that in path consistency is sufficient to explore paths of length two only.

14.4 * We have to assemble a meal containing all vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, B6, B12, C, D, and
E with at a selection of three fruits. The set of fruits can be assembled from: fruit 1 containing
B3, B12, C and E, fruit 2 containing A, B1, B2, and E, fruit 3 containing A, B12, and D, fruit 4
containing A, B1, B3 and B6, fruit 5 containing B1, B2, C and D, fruit 6 containing B1, B3, and D,
fruit 7 containing B2, B6, and E. Is this possible?

1. Use constraint satisfaction to solve the problem.

2. Model the problem as a SAT instance.

3. Model the problem as a binary CSP.
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14.5 ** Find a path through the following street network with no crossing used more than once
and that satisfies the constraints on the number of adjacent road fragments to a block. Start in
the upper left corner and exit in the lower right corner

↓
2 2 2 3

2 1 1 3 0 1
2 2 3 1 0 2

1 1 1 2 2 2
1 0 1 1

1

1. Solve the problem by hand.

2. Model the problem as a satisfiability problem

3. Solve the problem using a SAT solver.

14.6 **

1. Solve the problems in Fig. 14.2 by hand and by using a CSP-solver.

2. Generate SUDOKUS automatically. One frequently used method is to first start with a filled
SUDOKU, then transposing some rows and columns and then removing numbers without
affecting the uniqueness of the solution.

3. Illustrate how to use CSP technology to provide hints for a human to solve SUDOKUS.

14.7 **

1. Formalize the BIPARTITE MATCHING problem between a set of n males and n females as a
CSP.

2. Suppose we have m male and and f females (of m+f = n persons) to be grouped together
and set up a urn experiment, with names on the balls. Now we draw two balls, one after the
other, without putting one back. Determine m and f dependent on n so that the probability
that the sexes for the first and second ball are different is 1/2. For example n = 4, we have
m = 1 and w = 3, since the probability 1/4 · 3/3 = 1/4 of drawing first a male than a female
and equal to the probability 3/4 · 1/3 = 1/4 of drawing first a female than a male. You may
assume n to be a square number and f > m.

14.8 * The GRAPH COLORING asks for a mapping from the set of nodes to the set of colors, so
that no two adjacent nodes share the same color.

1. Show that deciding, whether a 2-coloring can be decided in polynomial time is available in
polynomial time.

2. Show that, unless P = NP , finding a 3-coloring requires exponential time.

3. Formalize the 3-coloring problem as a CSP.

4. Show that the graph with edges (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (2,4), (3,4), (4,5), (5,6), (3,5), (3,6) can
be 3-colored by providing mapping to the color set {1,2,3}.

14.9 ** The n-QUEENS problem aims at placing n non-conflicting queens on a chess board of
size n × n. Write a recursive backtracking search program to generate a feasible solutions. To
ease the search use an array representing the queen positions in each row. How big can you
raise n until CPU time exceeds 1 hour?
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14.10 *** Show that for the n-QUEENS problem, there is no need to search at all. Take the board
to be enumerated from 1 to n along both coordinate axes. We define a knight pattern S at (i, j)
to be the set of squares a knight can reach using a up-right jump, i.e. S(i, j) = {(i, j), (i − 1, j +
2), (i− 2, j + 4), (i− 3, j + 6), . . .}.

1. Show that for all even n in {n | (n − 2) mod 6 6= 0} = {4, 6, 10, 12, 16, . . .} the pattern
S(n/2, 1) ∪ S(n, 2) is a solution to n-Queens. For n = 6 we have:

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 ©
2 ©
3 ©
4 ©
5 ©
6 ©

2. Show that for an uneven n in {n | (n − 3) mod 6 6= 0} = {5, 7, 11, 13, 17, . . .} we can derive
an almost identical solutions. An example for n = 7 is as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 ©
2 ©
3 ©
4 ©
5 ©
6 ©
7 ©

3. Show that by re-arranging the location of the last three queens in S(n/2, 1)∪S(n− 1, 2) we
can find a solution to an even n in {n | (n− 2) mod 6 = 0} = {8, 14, 20 . . .}. An example for
n = 8 is as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 ©
2 ©
3 ©
4 ©
5 ©
6 ©
7 ©
8 ©

4. Prove that the pattern for odd n in {n|(n − 3) mod 6 = 0} = {9, 15, 21, . . .} can be found
by an extension of S(dn/6e, 1) ∪ S(n, n/3 + 1) followed by an enlargement of S(2n/3, 2) at
column n/3 + 1. An example for n = 15 is as follows:
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 ©
2 ©
3 ©
4 ©
5 ©
6 ©
7 ©
8 ©
9 ©

10 ©
11 ©
12 ©
13 ©
14 ©
15 ©

14.11 * Consider an arithmetic constraint of the for X = 3Y + 5Z with domain D, where DX =
[2..7], DY = [0..2], DZ = [−1..2].

1. Show that the constraint is not bounds consistent with D.

2. Find domains for X, Y , and Z that are bounds consistent.

14.12 * Determine the propagation rules for the constraint 4X + 3Y + 2Z ≤ 9.

1. Rewrite the expression into three forms, one for each variable.

2. Obtain inequalities based on minD and maxD.

3. Test the rules with the initial domain DX = DY = DZ = [0..9].

14.13 ** A knapsack has limited weight capacity of 9 units. Product 1 has weight 4, product 2
has weight 3, and product 2 has weight 2. The profits for products are 15 units, 10 units, and 7
units, respectively. Determine the selection of products for the knapsack to obtain a profit of 20
units or more.

1. Specify the CSP corresponding to the problem.

2. Apply bounds consistency to the initial domains [0..9].

3. For the labeling choose branch X = 0 first and apply bounds consistency once more.

4. Now choose branch Y = 1 and and apply bounds consistency to obtain a solution to the
problem. What is the value of Z?

5. Determine all alternative solutions to the problem.

14.14 * Display the selection of the first three paths in a complete binary tree of height 5 with

1. Linear discrepancy search.

2. Improved LDS.

3. Depth-bounded LDS.

14.15 ** Show that original LDS generates a total of 19 different path for a depth-three binary
tree, only eight of which are unique.
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14.16 ** To compute the time efficiency of LDS we have to count all internal nodes that are
generated. We assume a complete b-ary search tree to a uniform depth d.

1. Show that the total number of nodes generated by improved LDS is the the same as the
number of nodes generated by depth-first iterative deepening search.

2. Use your result to prove that the total number of nodes generated by improved LDS is
approximated by b b

b−1 + b2 b
b−1 + . . .+ bd b

b−1 .

14.17 ** Consider the following sequential schedule

0: (zoom plane city-a city-c) [100]
100: (board dan plane city-c) [30]
130: (board ernie plane city-c) [30]
160: (refuel plane city-c) [40]
200: (zoom plane city-c city-a) [100]
300: (debark dan plane city-a) [20]
320: (board scott plane city-a) [30]
350: (refuel plane city-a) [40]
390: (zoom plane city-a city-c) [100]
490: (refuel plane city-c) [40]
530: (zoom plane city-c city-d) [100]
630: (debark ernie plane city-d) [20]
650: (debark scott plane city-d) [20]

The action is prefixed by its starting time and the duration of the operator is shown in brackets.
Apply posterior scheduling to find an optimal parallel schedule. The precedence relation include
conflicts between flying (zooming) and boarding (debarking, refueling). Refueling, boarding and
debarking actions can be carried out concurrently, while flying and zooming can obviously not.

1. Use PERT scheduling to compute an optimal parallel plan. When do the operators start
and end in the schedule?

2. Model and solve the problem using simple temporal networks.

14.18 Show that for any problem L in NP, there is a polynomial p and a Turing machine M , such
that M accepts each w ∈ L with |w| = n in time 2p(n).

14.19 ** Show that a problem L is in NP if and only if there exist a polynomially decidable predi-
cate P and a polynomial p such that L can be expressed as the set of all words w for which there
exists a w′ with |w′| ≤ p(|w′|) and P (w,w′) is true.

14.20 * Partition the numbers 2,4,5,9,10,12,13 and 16 into two sets.

1. Compute the greedy heuristic for it.

2. Compute the KK heuristic for it.

3. Apply the algorithm CKK to find a solution to the problem.

14.21 ** Show that the running time for number partition with the DAC-strategy of Horowitz and
Sahni can be improved to time O(2n/2) by a refined sorting strategy.

14.22 ** For a problem L and a polynomial p let Lp be the subproblem, in which only inputs with
wmax ≤ p(|w|) are allowed, where wmax is the largest value in w. A problem L is NP complete in
the strong sense, if Lp is NP complete. Show

1. Number partition is not complete in the strong sense.
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2. TSP is NP complete in the strong sense.

14.23 *** With the refined methods for RECTANGLE PACKING it is possible to pack the 1× 1, . . . ,
24× 24 squares into a 70× 70 square. Verify that the minimum area that must be left is 49 units.

14.24 *** A related problem attributed to Golumb is the task to find the SMALLEST ENCLOSING
SQUARE: For each set of squares from 1×1 to n×n, what is the smallest square that can contain
them all? By the search based on wasted space validate the following table. How far can you
scale?

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36

14.25 Show that SIMPLE MAX CUT can be reduced from 3-SAT.

1. ** Show that MAX-2-SAT can be reduced from 3-SAT. (Hint: Transform a 3-SAT a ∨ b ∨ c to
the set of clauses a, b, c, d, ¬a∨negb, ¬a∨negc, ¬b∨negc, ¬a∨negd, ¬b∨negd, ¬c∨negd
and set the threshold k for the decision variant of MAX-2-SAT accordingly)

2. *** Show that SIMPLE MAX CUT can be reduced from MAX-2-SAT. )

14.26 ** Improve heuristic h1 in GRAPH PARTITION by drawing inferences on the free graph, that
connect free vertices in A′ and in B′.

1. Provide a number N(x) of allowed edges for x, of Type 3 edges that will be added to h1 if
we move x from one component to another.

2. Take as many edges as possible from the free graph and form a subgraph such that no
node x will be connected to more than N(x) neighbors. Solve the induced generalized
matching problem using network flow efficiently.

3. The computed flow F finally yields the heuristic h1(u) + F . Show that the heuristic is
admissible.

14.27 ** The research in SATISFIABILITYhas influenced the interest in more flexible formula spec-
ifications. The problem QUANTIFIED BOOLEAN FORMULA, (QBF-SAT), asks if formulas of the form
f ′ = Q1x1 . . . Qnxn f(x) with Qi ∈ {∃,∀} are satisfiable.

1. Show that 2-QBF-SAT is in P by extending the algorithm for 2-SAT.

2. Show that QBF-SAT is PSPACE-complete.

(a) For showing QBF ∈ DTAPE(n) ⊆ PSPACE, use that sub-evaluation An−1(f ′|x=0)
and An−1(f ′|x=1) can be merged to the overall evaluation An(f ′) on constant space.

(b) Show that for all L ∈ PSPACE we have QBF can be polynomially reduced to L. Let
ML be a deterministic Turing machine, bounded to p(n) space and 2p(n) time. Now for
input x construct a QBF-formula Qx of size O(p(n)2), which is true if and only if ML

accepts x. Avoid recursion in both sub-formulas.

14.28 * Use formula progression to propagate G((on a b)⇒ X(clear a)) in a state, for which you
know that (on a b) is valid.

14.29 **

1. Show that if LTL-Solve terminates at an intermediate node u with associated fu = false, no
successor of u will ever fulfill the imposed path constraint.

2. Extend the pseudo-code to include formula progression to A*.
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14.11 Bibliographic Notes

There are many introductions to CSP solving and programming, one of which is Mariott and
Stuckey [1998]. The complexity of cryptarithms has been discussed by Eppstein [1987]. Sudoku –
Su translates to number, while doku translates to single(ton) – has been most likely introduced by
Dell (1970). Under the name Kaji Maki it appeared in the journal Monthly Nikolist in 1984.

AC-3 is due to Mackworth [1977]. There have been several improvements that have been pro-
posed to enhance the traversal in AC-3/AC-8. For example, AC-4 by Mohr and Henderson [1986]
computes the sets of supporting values in optimal worst-case time, while AC-5 by Van Hentern-
ryck, Deville and Teng (1992) covers both AC-4 and AC-3. The algorithm AC-6 by Bessiere (1994)
furtherly improves AC-4 by remembering just one supporting value for a variable, and AC-7 by
Bessiere, Freuder and Regin improves AC-6 by exploiting symmetries that are constraint. More
recently, AC-2000 by Bessiere and Regin is an adaptive version of AC-3 that either looks for sup-
port or propagates deletions, while AC-2001 by Bessiere and Regin [2001] and AC-3.1 by Zhang
and Yap [2001] are recent improvements of AC-3 to achieve optimality.

The path consistency algorithm presented in the text is also due to Mackworth [1977]. He
revised it to PC-2 to revise only a subset of relevant paths. Mohr and Henderson [1986] extended
PC-2 to PC-3 based on AC-4, but the extension was unsound, and could delete a consistent value.
A correct version of PC-3, denoted as PC-4 has been proposed by Han and Lee (1988). The version
PC-5 by Singh (1995) bases on principles of AC-6. The all-different constraint based on matching
theory was presented by Regin [1994].

As search refinements to chronological backtracking that upon failure backtracks to last but one
variable, backjumping by Gaschnig [1979c] jumps back to a conflicting one. Dynamic backtracking
by Ginsberg [1993] upon failure un-assigns only the conflicting variable and back-marking by Elliot
(1980) remembers no-goods and use them in subsequent searches.

Not all algorithms that have been tested are complete, e.g. bounded backtrack search by
Harvey (1995) restricts the number of backtracks and depth-bounded backtrack search by Cheadle et
al. (2003) restricts the depth where alternatives are explored. In iterative broadening by Ginsberg
and Harvey (1990) we have a restricted number of successors (breadth) in each node. Credit search
by Cheadle et al. (2003) is a more recent technique that computes limited credit for exploring
alternatives and splits among the alternatives.

The linear discrepancy search scheme has been invented by Harvey and Ginsberg [1995] and
later been improved by Korf [1996]. Depth-bounded discrepancy search is due to Walsh [1997].

The book by Dechter [2004] includes a good introduction to temporal networks and their
application. The theorem on the minimal temporal networks is due to Shostak [1981] and to Leis-
erson and Saxe [1983]. The application of PERT to scheduling of partial or completed temporal
plans for a heuristic search solver has been pursued by Edelkamp [2003c]. A related approach
based on simple temporal networks is due to Halsey [2004].

The theory of NP-completeness was initiated by the theorem of Cook [1971], who showed
that the satisfiability problem SAT is NP complete by devising a polynomial encoding of the com-
putations of an non-deterministic Turing machine with SAT clauses. Garey and Johnson [1979]
enlarge the theory of NP completeness to a wide range of problems. Some results refer to joint
work by Garey et al. [1974].

The problem of phase transition go back to early work of Erdös and Renyi of analyzing thresh-
olds in random graphs. The research of phase transition in AI was initiated by Cheeseman et al.
[2001]. For the phase transition parameter for the ratio between the number of clauses and the
number of variables in 3-SAT, lower bounds of 2/3,. . . ,3.42, and upper bounds of 5.19,. . . ,4.5 have
been shown. Backbones are e.g studied by Slaney and Walsh [2001]. In Zhang [2004b] the con-
nection of backbones and phase-transition in 3-SAT problems is discussed. Their effect on local
search algorithms has been considered by Zhang [2004a]. The hardness of backbones has been
addressed Beacham [2000]. Backdoors have been reported in Ruan et al. [2004]. The algorithms
to compute strong and weak backdoors has been provided by Kilby et al. [2005].

Aspvall et al. [1979] showed that 2-SAT and 2-QBF-SAT are in P. Many good SAT solvers in
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practice refer to Chaff by Moskewicz et al. [2001]. Some of the refinements discussed for the DPLL
algorithm refer to this implementation. A QBF-Solver based on DPLL is proposed by Rintanen
(2001). Giunchiglia, Narrizano, Tachella (2003) introduce Backjumping to QBF-solving.

Karmarkar and Karp [1982] devised the polynomial-time approximation algorithm for NUM-
BER PARTITION. Yakir confirmed the conjecture that the value of the final difference in the KK
heuristic is of order O(nc logn) for some constant c. Horowitz and Sahni [1974] showed how to re-
duce the trivial 2n algorithm. Schroeppel and Shamir [1981] improved the algorithm by reducing
the space complexity from O(2n/2) to O(2n/4), without increasing the run time complexity. In the
Shroepel and Shamir algorithm, the subsets are generated on demand maintaining subset sums
on four equally-sized subsets. Korf [1998] has applied this approximation in form of a complete
any-time algorithm.

Optimal BIN PACKING has been considered by Korf [2002] in the bin completion algorithm with
lower bounds for the bin packing problem that were proposed by Martello and Toth [1990]. An
improved algorithm based on a faster algorithm to generate all undominated completions of a bin
and a better pruning is presented by Korf [2003b]. Most work on RECTANGLE PACKING deal with
approximate rather than optimal solutions. However, in resource constraint scheduling problems
and in the design of VLSI chips, where rectangle packing is applied to, deriving optimal solu-
tions is of practical interest. Initial results on optimal RECTANGLE PACKING are given by Korf
[2003c], with new results provided in the work by Korf [2004b]. The work refers to an article
of Gardner [1966]. Comparable good results were achieved by Moffitt and Pollack [2006] avoid-
ing discretization of the rectangles. The smallest enclosing square problem has been solved by
Golumb, Conway, and Reid for n up to 17.

Another challenge for heuristic search in constraint processing is the computation of the
treewidth for the bucket elimination algorithm of Dechter [1999]. It is determined by the max-
imum degree in any elimination order of variables. States are too large in main memory, recon-
struction schemes apply Dow and Korf [2007]. Zhou and Hansen [2008] propose a combination
of depth-first and breadth-first search.

Applying temporal logics to constrain the search is a wide-spread field. There are two concur-
rent approaches: formula progression as applied e.g. by Bacchus and Kabanza [2000] and automata
as applied in model checking e.g. by Wolper [1983]. Which one turns out to be the more effi-
cient overall approach is yet unresolved, but there is some initial data Kerjean et al. [2005] on
comparing the two approaches in the context of analyzing plan synthesis problems.

Path constraints provide an important step towards the description of temporal control
knowledge Bacchus and Kabanza [2000] and temporally extended goals DeGiacomo and Vardi
[1999]. To take care of both extended goals and control knowledge, Kabanza and Thiebaux [2005]
apply a hybrid algorithm, formula progression for the control knowledge and Büchi automata for
analyzing the temporally extended goal. The methods are applied concurrently for an extended
state vector that includes currently progressed formula and the current state in the Büchi automa-
ton.

Many planners for search control knowledge like SimPlan1, TAL- or TLPlan Kvarnström et al.
[2000], Bacchus and Kabanza [2000], and planners for temporally extended goals like MBP Lago
et al. [2002], Pistore and Traverso [2001] do not incorporate heuristic search. Recent progress on
heuristic search model checking for temporally extended goals has been documented by Baier
and McIlraith [2006] and Edelkamp [2006]. The first one uses derived predicates to compile the
properties into, while the second approach applies automata theory to compile the temporally
extended goals away, as illustrated here. Rintanen [2000] compares formula progression as in
TLPlan by Bacchus and Kabanza [2000] with a direct translation into plan operators. His trans-
lation applies all changes to the operators so that produced plans remain unchanged. Instead of
PDDL input, he considers set of clauses with next-time and until. Fox et al. [2004] considered the
transformation of maintenance and deadline goals in the context of PDDL2 planning. The setting is
slightly different as they consider formulas of the type U p c (and F p c), where p is the condition

1planiart.usherbrooke.ca/simplan
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until which (or from which condition) c must hold.
While soft constraints have been extensively studied in the CSP literature, only very recently

has the search community started to investigate them, see e.g. Brafman and Chernyavsky [2005],
Smith [2004] or Briel et al. [2004]. More recently, plan and preference constraints have been inte-
grated into PDDL, the description language for problems in action planning Gerevini and Long
[2005].

The work of Bartzis and Bultan [2006] introduces to the efficiency of BDD for bounded arith-
metic constraints. The authors also illustrate how to handle multiplication, overflows and multi-
ple bounds. The experimental results were impressing, as the approach could solve appropriate
model checking problems orders of magnitudes faster that previous state-of-the-art.



Chapter 15

Selective Search

The heuristic search strategies considered so far were mainly concerned about a systematic
enumeration of the underlying state space. Search heuristics accelerated the exploration
to arrive at goals fast. In many cases we could show the completeness of the search process,
by means that it returns a solution if it exists. Exceptions are partial search and beam
search methods, that sacrificed completeness for a better time and space performance in
successful runs.

Moreover, most approaches that we encountered so far were deterministic (meaning
that they return the same search result on each trial) even if the underlying search space
was not. In rare cases, we already came across the concepts of randomization, e.g. when
accessing to transposition tables with stochastic node caching in Chap. 7. In random-
ized search we distinguishes between Las Vegas algorithms, that are always correct but
may vary in run time, and Monte Carlo methods, that are are only mostly correct. In
a randomized algorithm, we can no longer study the worst-case time complexity, but
have to consider the average time complexity, averaged over the set of all possible inputs
(mostly assuming a uniform distribution among them). This is in contrast to the average
time complexity for deterministic algorithms, which we study because of the worst-case
analysis being too pessimistic in practice. For both incomplete and randomized searches,
restarting the algorithms with different parameters counter-balances some of their defi-
ciencies.

In this chapter we study selective search algorithm, a generic term to cover aspects of
local search and randomized search. Selective search strategies are satisficing, in the sense
that they do not necessarily return the optimal solution (though by chance they can), but
with very good results in practice.

Local search has a wide range of applicability in combinatorial optimization. A def-
inition of the (local) neighborhood of a state is devised and the aim is to optimize an
objective function in order to find a state with optimal global cost. As the algorithms are
inherently incomplete, in local search we at least aim at those that are superior to all states
in their neighborhood. As seen with general branching rules in CSP problem solving, a
neighborhood slightly differs from the set of successors of an implicit search algorithm.
Successors do not necessarily have to be valid (i.e. reachable) states. Through modifica-
tions to the state vector, selective search algorithms often allow “larger” jumps in the
search space compared to enumerative methods. One problem that has to be resolved is
to guarantee feasibility of the result of the neighbor selection operator.

For state space search problems that we aim at, rather paths than singular states have

605
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to be evaluated. The optimization criteria is to optimize a cost function on the set of
possible paths. Similar to the chapter of game playing, in this chapter state-to-goal es-
timates are generalized to evaluation functions that govern the desirability of a generated
node or path. In this perspective, lower bound heuristics are special cases, where the end
nodes of the paths are evaluated. As in real-time search move commitment is essential for
selective search strategies. Predecessor states once left can no longer be went back on.

The chapter is structured as follows. As the first representatives of local search algo-
rithms with randomization we look at the Metropolis Algorithms, Simulated Annealing, and
Randomized Tabu Search. Next we turn to exploration strategies that based on mimicing
processes in nature. The first attempt is based on simulating the evolution, while the sec-
ond attempt is based on simulating processes in ant colonies. Both adapt quite nicely to
heuristic state space search. We provide algorithms for the simple and the parameter-free
genetic algorithm (GA). Some theoretical insights to GA search are given. Next an intro-
duction to Ant Algorithms and their application to combinatorial optimization problems
is given. Besides the Simple Ant System a variant of Simulated Annealing for computer ants
called Algorithm Flood is discussed.

Next we consider Monte Carlo randomized search using the MAX-SAT problem as the
running example. Randomized strategies are often simpler to implement but their anal-
ysis can be involved. We study some complexities to show how some derivations may
be simplified. Before diving into the algorithms, we reflect the theory of approximation
algorithms and the limits of approximation.

Last but not least, we consider optimization with Lagrange multipliers for solving
non-linear and constrained optimization problems. Once again, the application to state
space search problems is based on the extended neighborhood of paths.

15.1 From State Space Search to State Space Minimization

The paradigm of enumerate state space to generation path sequences can be modified to
state space minimization that searches for the best state for a given evaluation function.
The idea is simple: in a lifted state space, states are considered as paths. The heuristic
estimate of the end state of the path serves as the evaluation functions to evaluate the
quality of the lifted state. In the ordinary setting, applying actions to the end state is the
only option to generate successors.

Extended successor relation, also called neighborhood, modify paths not only at their
ending state, but also at intermediate ones; or they merge two different paths into one.
For this cases, one has to be careful that paths to be evaluated are feasible.

One option is to think of a path as an integer vector x ∈ INk. Let (S,A, s, T ) be a state
space problem and h be a heuristic. We further assume that the optimal solution length
is k. This assumption will be relaxed later on.

The associated state space path π(v) generated by x is a path (u0, . . . , un) of states
with u0 = s and ui+1 being the (xi mod |Succ(ui)|) -th successor of ui, 1 ≤ i < k. If
|Succ(ui)| = 0 for one 1 ≤ i < k, then π(x) is not defined. The evaluation of vector x is
h(uk), i.e., the heuristic evaluation of the last state on the path π(x). If π(x) is not defined
(e.g. due to a dead-end with |Succ(ui)| = 0) for one i, the evaluation is∞.

Therefore, the use of the heuristic for path evaluation is immediate. The optimization
problem in the genetic algorithm corresponds to minimize the heuristic estimate. For a
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goal state we have estimate zero, the optimum. For each individual x of length k we have
at most one state with a generating path π(x).

This allows to define a various optimization algorithms for each state space problem
with known solution length. For modifying path in the extended successor relation, we
do not have to go back to a binary encoding, but modify the integer vectors in INk di-
rectly. For example a simple change in a selected vector position will allow very different
states to be generated.

So far we can solve problems with a solution path of length k only. There are mainly
two different options to devise a general state space search algorithm. First, we can in-
crease k in iterative-deepening manner and wait for the search algorithm to settle. The
other option is to allow vectors of different length to be part of the modification. In differ-
ence to the set of enumerative algorithms considered so far, with state space minimization
we allow different changes to the the set of paths, not only extensions and deletion at one
end.

15.2 Hill-Climbing Search

As mentioned in Chap. 7, Hill-climbing selects the best successor node under some eval-
uation function, which we denote by f , and commits the search to it. Then the successor
serves as the actual node, and the search continues. In other words, hill-climbing (for
maximization problems), or gradient descent (for minimization problems), commits to
changes that improve the current state until no more improvement is possible. Alg. 15.1
assumes a state space minimization problem with objective function f to be minimized.

Procedure Hill-Climbing
Input: State space minimization problem with initial state s and neighbor relation Succ
Output: State with low evaluation

u← v ← s; h← f(s) ;; Initialize search
do ;; Loop until local optimum found

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
for each v ∈ Succ(u) ;; Consider successors

if (f(v) < f(u)) u← v ;; Evaluation improved
while (u 6= v) ;; Generate successors
return u ;; Output solution

Algorithm 15.1: Hill-climbing.

Before dropping into more general selective search strategies, we briefly reflect the
main problems.

The first problem is the feasibility problem. Some of the instances generated may not be
valid with respect to the problem constraints: the search space divides into feasible and
infeasible regions (see Fig. 15.1 (left)). The second problem is the optimization problem.
Some greedily established local optimal solutions may not be globally optimal. In the
minimization problem illustrated in Fig. 15.1 (right) we have two local optima that have
to be exited to eventually find the global optimum.
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Figure 15.1: Problems of feasibility (left) and local optimality (right).

Figure 15.2: Improvement of hill-climbing based on book-keeping. The arrow shows
the end of the last hill-climbing iteration, the additional curve the estimated function to
predict the next starting point of hill-climbing after re-estimation.

One option to overcome local optima proposed in the stage algorithm is book-keeping
previous optima. It may be casted as a statistical machine learning method for large-
scale optimization. The approach remembers the optima of all hill-climbing applications
to the given function and estimates a function of the optima. Then, in stage 1 of the
algorithm it uses the ending point of as a starting point for hill-climbing on the estimated
function of the optima. In a second stage the algorithm uses the ending point as a starting
point for hill-climbing on the given function. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 15.2. The
oscillating function has to be minimized, known optima and predicted optima curve is
shown. Using this function the next optima would be predicted and used as a starting
point.

15.3 Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a local search approach based on the analogy of the Metropolis al-
gorithm, which itself is a variant of randomized local search. The Metropolis algorithm
generates a successor state v from u by perturbation, transferring u into v with a small
random distortion (e.g. random replacement at state vector positions). If the evaluation
function f , also called energy in this setting, at state v is lower than at state u then u is
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Procedure Simulated Annealing
Input: State space minimization problem, initial temperature T
Output: State with low evaluation

t← 0 ;; Iteration counter
u← s ;; Start search from initial state
while (T > ε) ;; T not too close to 0

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
v ← Select(Succ(u)) ;; Choose (random) successor
if (f(v) < f(u)) u← v ;; Evaluation improved, select v
else ;; Evaluation worse

r ← Select(0, 1) ;; Choose random probability
if
(
r < e

f(u)−f(v)
T

)
;; Check Boltzmann condition

v ← u ;; Continue search at v
t← t+ 1 ;; Evaluation improved, select v
T ← Cooling(T, t) ;; Decrease T according to iteration count

return u ;; Output solution

Algorithm 15.2: Simulated Annealing

replaced by v, otherwise v is accepted with probability e
f(u)−f(v)

kT , where k is the Bolzmann
constant. The motivation is adopted from physics. According to the laws of thermody-
namics the probability of an increase in energy of magnitude ∆E at temperature T is

equal to e−
∆E)
kT . In fact, the Boltzmann distribution is crucial to prove that the Metropolis

algorithm convergences.
For describing simulated annealing, we expect that we are given a state space

minimization problem with evaluation function f . The algorithm itself is described
in Alg. 15.2. The cooling-scheme reduces the temperature. It is quite obvious that a slow
cooling implies a large increase in the time complexity of the algorithm.

The initial temperature has to be chosen large enough that all operators are allowed,
i.e. as the maximal difference in cost of any two adjacent states. Cooling is often done by
multiplying a constant c to T , so that the value T in iteration t equals ckT . An alternative
is T/ log(k + 2).

In the limit on can expect convergence. It has been shown that in an undirected search
space with an initial temperature T that is at least as large as the size of the minimal de-
terioration that is sufficient for leaving the deepest local minimum, simulated annealing
converges asymptotically. The problem is that even to achieve an approximate solution
one needs a worst-case number of iterative steps that is quadratic in the search space, by
means that breadth-first search can turn out to performs better.

15.4 Tabu Search

Tabu search is a local search algorithm that restricts the feasible neighborhood by neigh-
bors that are excluded. The word tabu (or taboo) was used by the aborigines of Tonga
island to indicate things that cannot be touched because they are sacred. In Tabu search,
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such states are maintained in a data structure called tabu list. They help avoid being
trapped in a local optimum. If all neighbors are tabu, a move is accepted that worsen
the value of the objective function to which an ordinary deepest decent method would
be trapped. A refinement is the aspiration criterion: if there is a move in the tabu list that
improves all previous solutions the tabu constraint is ignored. According to a provided
selection criteria tabu search stores only some of the previously visited states. The pseudo
code is shown in Alg. 15.3.

Procedure Tabu Search
Input: State space minimization problem
Output: State with low evaluation

Tabu← {s} ;; Initialize Tabu list
Best← s ;; Initialize currently best state
Terminate← false ;; Initialize termination flag
u← s ;; Start search from initial state
while (¬Terminate) ;; Loop

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
v ← Select(Succ(u) \ Tabu) ;; Choose (random) successor
if (f(v) < f(u)) Best← u ;; Evaluation improved, select v
Tabu← Refine(Tabu) ;; Update Tabu list
Terminate← Update(Terminate) ;; Modify flag
v ← u ;; Continue with v

return best ;; Output solution

Algorithm 15.3: Tabu Search

One simple strategy for updating the tabu list is to forbid any state that has been
visited in the last k steps. Another option is to require that local transformation do not
always change the same parts of the state vector or to modify the cost function during
the search.

Randomized tabu search as shown in Alg. 15.4 can be seen as a generalization to Sim-
ulated Annealing. It combines the reduction of the successor set by a Tabu list with the
selection mechanism applied in Simulated Annealing. Instead of the Bolzmann condi-
tion, one can accept successors according to a probability decreasing e.g with f(u)−f(v).
As with standard simulated annealing in both cases, one can prove asymptotic conver-
gence.

15.5 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms have seen a rapid increase in their application scope due to a con-
tinuous report of solving hard combinatorial optimization problems. The implemented
concepts of recombination, selection, recombination, mutation and fitness are motivated
by their similarities to natural evolution. In short, the fittest surviving individual will en-
code the best solution to the posed problem. The simulation of the evolutionary process
refers to the genetics in living organisms on a fairly high abstraction level.

Unfortunately, most evolutionary algorithms are of domain-dependent design, while
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Procedure Randomized Tabu Search
Input: State space minimization problem, initial temperature T
Output: State with low evaluation

Tabu← {s} ;; Initialize Tabu list
Best← s ;; Initialize currently best state
Terminate← false ;; Initialize termination flag
u← s ;; Start search from initial state
while (Terminate) ;; Loop

Succ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors
v ← Select(Succ(u) \ Tabu) ;; Choose (random) successor
if (f(v) < f(u)) v ← Best← u ;; Evaluation improved, select v
else ;; Evaluation worse

r ← Select(0, 1) ;; Choose random probability
if
(
r < e

f(u)−f(v)
T

)
;; Check Boltzmann condition

v ← u ;; Continue with v
Tabu← Refine(Tabu) ;; Update Tabu list
Terminate← Update(Terminate) ;; Modify flag

return best ;; Output solution

Algorithm 15.4: Randomized Tabu Search

using an explicit encoding of a selection of individuals of the state space, where many
exploration problems, especially in Artificial Intelligence applications like puzzle solving
and action planning are described implicitly. As we show it is, however, possible to
encode paths for general state space problems as individuals in a genetic algorithm.

15.5.1 Randomized Local Search and (1 + 1) EA

Probably the simples question for optimization is the following: given a f : {0, 1}n → IR,
determine the assignment to f with lowest f -value.

Randomized local search (RLS) is a variant can be casted as an evolutionary algorithm
with a population of size 1. In RLS the first state is chosen uniformly at random. Then
the offspring v is obtained from u by mutation. A process, called selection commits the
search to successor v if its fitness f(v) is larger than or equal to f(u) (greater than or equal
in the case of a minimization problem). The mutation operator of RLS as is implemented
in Alg. 15.5 chooses a position i ∈ {1, . . . , n} in the state vector at random and replaces it
with a different randomly chosen value. In case of bit vectors (that is considered here), the
bit is flipped. In the case of vectors from Σ = {1, . . . , k} one of the k − 1 different values
is chosen according to the uniform distribution. RLS is a hill climber (see Chap. 7) with a
small neighborhood and can get stuck in local optima. Therefore, larger neighborhoods
of more local changes have been proposed.

The (1 + 1) EA also works with populations of size 1. The mutation operator of the
(1 + 1) EA changes each position independently from the others with probability 1/n.

The (1+1) EA is implemented in Alg. 15.6 and always finds the optimum in expected
finite time, since each individual in {0, 1}n has a positive probability to be produced as
offspring of a selected state. Although no worsening are accepted, (1 + 1) EA is not a
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Procedure Randomized Local Search
Input: Boolean function f : {0, 1}n
Output: State in {0, 1}n with low evaluation

u← Select({0, 1}n) ;; Select initial state vector
while (¬Terminate) ;; Until termination criterion reached

v ← u ;; Local copy of current state
i← Select({0, 1, . . . , n}) ;; Select bit position
vi ← ¬ui ;; Mutate bit
if (f(v) < f(u)) u← v ;; Select successor
Terminate← Update(Terminate) ;; Modify flag

Algorithm 15.5: Randomized Local Search

Procedure (1 + 1) EA
Input: Boolean function f : {0, 1}n
Output: State in {0, 1}n with low evaluation

pm ← 1/n ;; Set mutation rate
u← Select({0, 1}n) ;; Select initial state vector
while (¬Terminate) ;; Until termination criterion reached

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; Consider all bit positions
if (Select(0, 1) > pm) vi ← ui else vi ← ¬ui ;; Mutate bits

if (f(v) < f(u)) u← v ;; Select successor
Terminate← Update(Terminate) ;; Modify flag

Algorithm 15.6: Randomized (1 + 1) EA

pure hill climber; it allows almost arbitrary big jumps.
Such search algorithms do not know if the best point ever seen is optimal. In the

analysis we, therefore, consider the search as an infinite stochastic processes. We are in-
terested in the random variable the first point of time when an optimal input is sampled.
The expected of that variable is referred to as the expected run-time.

The expected run-time and success probabilities for RLS and for the (1 + 1)-EA have
be studied for various functions. For example we have the following result.

Theorem 15.1 (Expected Run-Time (1 + 1) EA) For the function f(u) = u1 + . . . + un the
expected runtime of the (1 + 1) EA is bounded by O(n log n).

PROOF:
Let Ai = {u ∈ {0, 1}n|n − 1 ≤ f(u) < n}. For x ∈ Ai let s(u) be the probability that mutation

changes u into some v ∈ Aj where j > i and let s(i) = min{s(u) | u ∈ Ai}. The expected
time to leave Ai is 1/s(i), so that for a bound on the total expected run time we have to compute∑n
i=1 1/s(i). For our case, inputs from Ai have n + 1 − i neighbors with a larger function value.
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Therefore,

s(i) ≥ (n+ 1− i)
(

1
n

(1− 1
n

)n−1

)
≥ (n+ 1− i)/en.

Hence, the total expected run time is bounded by

n∑

i=1

1/s(i) ≤ en

n∑

i=1

1/(n+ 1− i)

≤ en

n∑

i=1

1/i ≤ en · (lnn+ 1) = O(n log n).

There are also family of functions for which mutation as the only genetic algorithms is
provably worse than evolutionary algorithms, for which a recombination operator have
been defined.

15.5.2 Simple GA

Many genetic algorithms maintain a sample population of states (or their respective path
generation vectors) instead of enumerating the state space state by state.

Definition 15.1 (Simple GA) A simple genetic algorithm, simple GA for short, consists of

1. The (initial) initial population C: a list of n individuals, n even (for proper mating)

2. The set of individuals or chromosomes p ∈ C : these can be feasible and infeasible problem
solutions, to be coded as a string over some alphabet Σ

3. The evaluation function e(p), a problem depending object function to be minimized

4. The fitness function f(p), a non-negative function, derived from e(p). It correlates posi-
tively with reproduction choices ϕ(p) of p

5. The selection function ϕ with
∑
p∈C ϕ(p) = n. A general option for the selection function

is to take ϕ(p) = f(p)/f̄ with f̄ = 1/n
∑
p∈C f(p).

In many cases individuals are bit vectors.

Definition 15.2 (Genetic Operators) The cross-over and mutation operators are defined as fol-
lows:

1. cross-over: divide
p = (p1, . . . , pn) and q = (q1, . . . , qn)

in partial sequences and recombine p′ and q′, as

• 1-point cross-over:
choose random ` ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, and set

p′ = (p1, . . . , p`, q`+1, . . . , qn)
q′ = (q1, . . . , q`, p`+1, . . . , pn)
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• 2-point cross-over:
choose random `, r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ` < r, and set

p′ = (p1, . . . , p`,q`+1, . . . , qr,pr+1, . . . , pn)
q′ = (q1, . . . , q`,p`+1, . . . , pr,qr+1, . . . , qn)

• uniform cross-over:
generate random bit mask b = (b1, . . . , bn) and set (bitwise boolean operations)

p′ =(b ∧ p) ∨ (¬b ∧ q)
q′ =(b ∧ q) ∨ (¬b ∧ p)

2. mutation: each component b of a chromosome is modified with probability pm; e.g. pm =
0.1% oder pm = 1/n

Procedure Simple-Genetic-Algorithm
Input: Initial population of states, evaluation and fitness function e and f ,

recombination and mutation rate pm and pr
Output: Individual with high fitness

t← 1 ;; Initialize population counter
Ct← initial population with |Ct| = n even ;; Draw initial population
loop ;; until termination

for each p ∈ Ct calculate e(p) ;; Compute individual evaluation
for each p ∈ Ct compute f(p) from e(p) ;; Calculate individual fitness
if (Terminate(Ct)) break ;; Termination criteria met
Ct+1/2 ← Selection(Ct) ;; Intermediate generation
t← t+ 1 ;; Increase population count
Ct← ∅ ;; Initialize next generation
while (|Ct−1/2| 6= 0) ;; While individuals left

remove random p, q in Ct−1/2 ;; Take two pair at random
(p, q)← Cross-Over(p, q, pc) ;; pc = recombination rate
Ct ∪ {p′, q′} ;; Append children

for each p ∈ Ct, b ∈ p ;; pm = for all bit positions in all individuals
b← Mutation(b, pm) ;; pm = mutation rate

return p ∈ Ct with max. f(p) ;; return solution

Algorithm 15.7: Simple GA on solution strings.

Alg. 15.7 depicts a general strategy for solving genetic algorithms (GAs). It bases
on the four basic routines Selection, Recombination/Cross-Over, Mutation, and Termination.
Subsequently, in order to solve a problem with a genetic algorithm, we have to choose
an encoding for potential solutions, choose an evaluation and a fitness function, and
to choose parameters n, pc, pm, and a termination criteria. The algorithm itself is then
implemented, e.g. with the help of existing software libraries.

Infeasible solutions shall be sentenced by a surplus term, so that the live expectancy
is small. This can be dealt with as follows. The surplus term is a function on the distance
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Figure 15.3: Cut obtained by GA with ten generations.

of the feasible region and the best infeasible vector is always worse than the best feasible
one.

Let us consider an example. The SUBSET SUM problem is given byw = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈
INn, B ∈ IN . The feasible solutions are x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n with

∑n
i=1wixi ≤

B. The objective function to be maximized is P (x) =
∑n
i=1wixi. This problem can be

reformulated as a minimization problem for the simple GA as follows.

e(x) = λ(x) (B − P (x)) + (1− λ(x))P (x) with

λ(x) =

{
1 if x is feasible
0 otherwise

with fitness f(x) =
∑n
i=1wi − e(x)

The MAXIMUM CUT problem has a weighted graph G = (V,E,w) as input with
w(u, v) = w(v, u) and w(u, u) = 0 for all u ∈ V . The set of feasible solutions is
V0, V1 ⊆ V with V0 ∩ V1 = ∅, V0 ∪ V1 = V . Let C ← {(v, v′) ∈ E | v ∈ V0, v

′ ∈ V1}. The
objective function is W (C) =

∑
(u,v)∈C w(u, v) and an optimal solution C is a solution

with maximal value of W (C). The encoding of V0, V1 is given by vectors x = (x1, . . . , xn),
with xi = 1 if and only if i ∈ V1. The formulation of MAXIMUM CUT as maximizing GA
problem reads as follows

e(x) =
n−1∑

i=1

n∑

j=i+1

w(i, j) [xi (1− xj) + xj (1− xi)] .

Figure 15.3 shows an example of a cut with n = 10.
Tests with n = 100 show that after 1,000 iterations and 50,000 evaluations, ob-

tained solutions differ from the optimum by at most 5 % (on the average) with only
(5 · 104)/2100 ≈ 4 · 10−24 % of the entire state space that has been looked at.

15.5.3 Insights to Genetic Algorithm Search

We now come to some insights of GAs, stating that selection and recombination is equal
to innovation. Let us consider the iterated analysis of the hyper-plane partition in the
n-cube, i.e. the graph with nodes IBn, where two nodes are connected if the bit-flip (or
Hamming) distance is one.

Definition 15.3 (Schema, Order, Value) A schema is a string in {0, 1, *}, of at least one non-*-
character. The order o(s) of a schema s is the number of non-* characters in s. The value ∆(s)
of a schema s is the length between the maximal and minimal index of a non-* character.
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Figure 15.4: Representation of good schemas.

The order of 1**1*****0** is 3 and ∆(****1**0**10**) = 12−5 = 7. The probability
that a 1-point cross-over has an intersection in schema s is ∆(s)/(n− 1).

The bit-string x fits to schema s, x ∈ s, if s can be changed into x by modifying at most
one * characters in x. Therefore all x that fit into s are located on a hyper-plane. Every
x ∈ IBn belongs to

∑n−1
k=0

(n
k

)
= 2n − 1 hyper-planes. There are 3n − 1 different hyper-

planes. A random population of size n has many chromosomes which fit to schema s of
small order o(s). On the average we have n/2o(s) individuals. The evaluation of x exhibits
an implicit parallelism. Since x contains informations of over 2n − 1 schemas, a GA
senses schemas, so that the representation of good schemas in the upcoming generation
is increased.

Due to information loss, convergence to the optimum cannot be expected by recom-
bination alone. We need mutation, which performs small changes to individuals and
generates new information. Selection and mutation together are sufficient for perform-
ing randomized local search.

In Fig. 15.4 individuals x with x1 = 0 are better than those of x1 = 1 and survive
better. Therefore the population rate in regions with f(x) > f̄ is increased.

We next try to formally quantify the changes when progressing from Ct to Ct+1. The
result, the schema theorem, is fundamental to the theory of GA. Actually, the statement
is not a formal theorem but the result of some mathematical observations, important
enough to be unrolled here. The schema theorem estimates a lower bound of the expected
sensing rate of a schema s in going from Ct to Ct+1.

Let the cardinality M of a schema s in iteration t be defined as M(s, t) =
|{x ∈ Ct | x ∈ s}| and M(s, t+ 1/2) = M(s, t) f(s, t)/f̄ where

f(s, t) =
1

M(s, t)

∑

x∈Ct,x∈s
f(x)

The argumentation takes two conservative assumptions: each cross-over is destruc-
tive, and gains are small. Then we have

M(s, t+ 1) ≥ (1− pc)M(s, t)
f(s, t)
f̄

+ pc

[
M(s, t)

f(s, t)
f̄

(1− d(s, t))
]

= M(s, t)
f(s, t)
f̄

[1− pc d(s, t)] (∗)

where d(s, t) is the probability that a schema s is destroyed in iteration t by a cross-
over operation. If x, y ∈ s are recombined there is no loss. Let P (s, t) = M(s, t)/n be the
probability that of a random x ∈ Ct we have x ∈ s, and d(s, t) = ∆(s)

n−1 (1− P (s, t)) . Then,
insertion into (∗) and division by n yields a first version of the schema theorem

P (s, t+ 1) ≥ P (s, t)
f(s, t)
f̄

[
1− pc

∆(s)
n− 1

(1− P (s, t))
]
.
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By assuming that the partner of x ∈ s originates in Ct+1/2, we have d̃(s, t) =
∆(s)
n−1

(
1− P (s, t) f(s,t)

f̄

)
. Hence, the second version of the schema theorem is

P (s, t+ 1) ≥ P (s, t)
f(s, t)
f̄

[
1− pc

∆(s)
n− 1

(
1− P (s, t)

f(s, t)
f̄

)]
.

Considering the destructive effect of mutation we have

P (s, t+ 1) ≥ P (s, t)
f(s, t)
f̄

[
1− pc

∆(s)
n− 1

(
1− P (s, t)

f(s, t)
f̄

)]
(1− pm)o(s) .

15.6 Approximate Search

In order to analyze the quality of a suboptimal algorithm, we take brief excursion to the
theory of approximation algorithms.

We say that algorithm A computes a c-approximation, if for all inputs I we have

mA(I)/mOPT (I) ≥ c (deterministic) or E[mA(I)]/mOPT (I) ≥ c (probabilistic),

where mA is the value computed by the approximation and mOPT is the value com-
puted by the optimal algorithm to solve the (maximization) problem. By this definition,
the value of c is in contained in [0, 1].

15.6.1 Approximating TSP

The algorithm of Christofides also uses the triangle inequality. It computes a near-optimal
tour T with d(T ) ≤ 3 · d(Topt)/2, where d(Topt) is the cost of the best solution Topt. The
algorithm first constructs a MST T ′. Let V ′ be defined as the set of vertices in T ′ with odd
degree. Next it finds a minimum weight matching M on V ′ (with an O(|V ′|3) algorithm)
and constructs an Euler tour T ′′ on the edges of T ′ ∪ M . Last but not least, it prunes
shortcuts in T ′′ and returns the remaining tour T . The sum of degreesD of all the vertices
is 2e. Therefore D is even. If De is the sum of degrees of the vertices which have even
degree, then De is also even. Therefore, D − De = 2k for some integer value k. This
means that the sum of degrees of the vertices which have odd degree each is also an
even number. Thus there are even numbers of vertices having odd degree. Therefore,
the minimum weighted matching on the vertices in V ′ is well defined. The Euler tour
based on the MST and the matching M starts and ends at the same vertex and visits all
the edges exactly once. It is a complete cyclic tour, which then is truncated by using
shortcuts according the triangular property. We have d(T ) ≤ d(T ′′) = d(T ′) + d(M) =
d(MST ) + d(M) ≤ d(Topt) + d(M). It remains to show that d(M) ≤ d(Topt)/2. Suppose
that we have an optimal TSP tour To visiting only the vertices that have odd degrees.
Then d(To) ≤ d(Topt). We choose alternate edges among the edges on this path. Let
M ′ and M ′′ be two sets of edges with d(M ′) ≤ d(M ′′). Consequently, we have d(To) =
d(M ′) + d(M ′′) ≥ 2 · d(M ′). Because we find the minimum matching edges M , we have
d(M) ≤ d(M ′) ≤ d(T ′′)/2 ≤ d(Topt)/2. Combining the results, we have d(T ) ≤ d(Topt) +
d(Topt)/2 = 3 · d(Topt)/2.
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15.6.2 Approximating MAX-k-SAT

In contrast to the decision problem k-SAT with k literals in each clause, in the optimizing
variant MAX-k-SAT we search for the maximal degree of satisfiability. More formally, for
a formula with m clauses and n variables the task is to determine

max{1 ≤ j ≤ m | a ∈ {0, 1}n, a satisfies j clauses}.

The implementation of a deterministic (1/2)-approximation of MAX-k-SAT is pro-
vided in Alg. 15.8. It is not difficult to see that the simple approximation algorithm pro-
vides an assignment that is off by at most a factor of 2. We see that for each iteration there
are at least as many clauses, that are satisfied than unsatisfied.

Procedure Approximate-MAX-SAT
Input: Clause set C of a MAX-k-SAT formula
Output: Assignment for variables in C

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; Loop on set variables
if (|{c ∈ C | xi ∈ c}| > |{c ∈ C | xi ∈ c}|)

ai ← true ;; xi appears in more clauses than xi
if (|{c ∈ C | xi ∈ c}| > |{c ∈ C | xi ∈ c}|)

ai ← false ;; xi appears in more clauses than xi
C ← C \ {c | c|ai = true} ;; Remove all satisfied clauses
C ← C \ {c | c|ai = false} ;; Remove all unsatisfied clauses

return a ;; Return found assignment

Algorithm 15.8: Deterministic Approximation Algorithm of of MAX-k-SAT, c(ai) de-
notes the simplification of a clause c wrt. to assignment ai to variable xi. result

15.7 Randomized Search

The concept of randomization accelerates many algorithms. For example, randomized
quicksort randomizes the choice of the pivot element to fool the adversary and in choos-
ing an uneven split into two parts. Such algorithms that are always correct and that
have better time performance on the average (over several runs) are called Las Vegas al-
gorithms. For the concept of randomized search in the Monte Carlo setting, we expect the
algorithm only to be mostly correct (the leading characters MC used in both terms may
help to memorize the classification).

In the following we will exemplify the essentials of randomized algorithms in the
context of maximizing k-SAT with instances consisting of clauses of the form u1 ∨ u2 ∨
. . . ∨ ul,with ui ∈ {x1, . . . , xn} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn}. Searching for satisfying assignments for
random SAT instances is closed to find a needle in a haystack. Fortunately, there is often
more structure in the problem that let heuristic value selection and assignment strategies
be very effective.

The brute-force algorithm for SAT takes all 2n assignments and checks, whether they
satisfy the formula. The runtime is O(n · 2n) when testing sequentially, or O(2n) when
testing in form of a binary search tree.
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A simple strategy shows that there is space for improvement. If the variable order
is chosen along the clause structure then one of the 2k assignments of a clause is always
false. Therefore, a refined backtrack approach runs in O((2k − 1)n/k).

The Monien-Speckenmeyer algorithm is a deterministic k-SAT solver that includes a re-
cursive procedure shown in Alg. 15.9, which works on the structure of f . For k = 3 the

Procedure Monien-Speckenmeyer
Input: MAX-k-SAT Instance f
Output: Assignment for f

if (f trivial) return result ;; Termination criterion
{u1, . . . , ul} ← SelectShortest ;; Choose shortest clause
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , l} ;; For all literals

if (MonienSpeckenmeyer(f |
u1←false,...,ui−1←false,ui←true)) ;; Recursive Call

return true ;; Propagate success
return false ;; Propagate failure

Algorithm 15.9: The algorithm of Monien and Speckenmeyer.

algorithm processes the following assignments: first u1 ← 1, then u1 ← 0 ∧ u2 ← 1, and
finally, u1 ← 0 ∧ u2 ← 0 ∧ x3 = 1. The recurrence relation for the algorithm is of the form
T (n) ≤ T (n− 1) + . . . + T (n− l). Assuming T (n) = αn yields αk = αk−1 + . . . + α1 + 1
for general k and α3 = α2 + α + 1 for k = 3 so that α ≈ 1.839. Therefore, Monien-
Speckenmeyer corresponds to an O(1.839n) algorithm. With some tricks the run-time
can be reduced to O(1.6181n)

Let the probability of finding a satisfying assignment be p. The probability of not
finding a satisfying assignment in t trials is q = (1 − p)t. We have q = (1 − p)t ≤ e−tp,
since 1− x ≤ e−x. Therefore, the number of iterations t has to be chosen so that e−tp ≤ ε,
by means t ≥ ln(1/ε)/p.

Another simple randomized algorithm for k-SAT has been suggested by Paturi
Pudlák and Zane. The iterative algorithm is shown in Alg. 15.10. It generates an as-
signment at a time by selecting and setting appropriate variables starting modifying a
generated random permutation.

The state space to be searched is {false, true}n. It is illustrated in Fig. ??. Unsuccess-
ful assignments are represented as hollow nodes, while a satisfying assignment is rep-
resented in form of a black spot. The algorithm of Paturi Pudlák and Zane generates
candidates for a MAX-k-SAT in the space.

The success probability p for one trial can be shown to be p ≥ 2−n(1−1/k). Subse-
quently with O(2n(1−1/k)) iterations, we have a success probability of ≥ 1 − o(1). For
3-SAT this yields an algorithm with expected runtime of O(1.587n).

The Hamming sphere algorithm (see Alg. 15.11) invokes a recursive procedure with
parameters (a, d), where a is the current assignment and d is a depth limit. It is imple-
mented in Alg. 15.11 and illustrated in Fig. ??. The initial depth value is the radius of the
Hamming sphere. They are illustrated as arrows in the circles denoting the spheres. As
the algorithm is called many time we have shown several such spheres, one containing a
satisfying assignment.
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Procedure PPZ
Input: MAX-k-SAT Instance f
Output: Assignment for f

π ← SelectPermutation(1, . . . , n) ;; Choose random permutation
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; For all variables

if ({xπ(i)} ∈ f) aπ(i) ← true ;; Set variable
else if ({xπ(i)} ∈ f) aπ(i) ← false ;; Clear variable
else aπ(i) ← Select({false, true}) ;; Throw coin
f ← f |xπ(i)←aπ(i) ;; Simplify with respect to assignment

return (a1, . . . , an) ;; Feedback assignment

Algorithm 15.10: Algorithm of Paturi Pudlák and Zane.

Figure 15.5: Solving k-SAT problems with the PPZ algorithm.

The analysis of the algorithm is as follows. The test procedure is called t times with
random a ∈ {0, 1}n and d = βn. The running time to traverse one sphere is O(q(n)kd) .=
O(kd). The size of the Hamming sphere of radius βn ≤ n/2 is equal to

βn∑

i=0

(
n

i

)
.=

(
n

βn

)
.= 2h(β)n =

[(
1
β

)β ( 1
1− β

)1−β
]n

The success probability is p = 2(h(β)n)/2n = 2(h(β)−1)n Therefore, t ∈ O(2(1−h(β))n)
iterations are needed. The running time O((2(1−h(β))kβ)n) is minimal for β = 1/(k + 1),
such that O(( 2k

k+1)n)
Solving k-SAT with random walk works as shown in the iterative procedure Alg. 15.12.

The algorithms starts with a random assignment and improves that by flipping the as-
signments to random variables in unsatisfied clauses. This procedure is closely related to
the GSAT algorithm introduced in the previous chapter.

The procedure is called t times and is terminated in case of a satisfying assignment.
An illustration is provided in Fig. ??, where the walks are shown as directed curves, one
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Procedure Hamming-Sphere
Input: MAX-k-SAT Instance f , current assignment a, depth d
Output: Improved assignment for f

if (f(a) = true) return true ;; Satisfying assignment found
if (d = 0) return false ;; Radius of Sphere exceeded
{l1, . . . , lk} ← SelectUnsatClause ;; Choose unsatisfied clause randomly
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} ;; For all literals in clause

if (Hamming-Sphere(flip(a, i), d− 1)) ;; Flip and call recursively
return true ;; Propagate success

return false ;; Indicate failure

Algorithm 15.11: Algorithm Hamming-Sphere.

Figure 15.6: Solving k-SAT problems with the Hamming-sphere algorithm.

ending at a satisfying assignment.
The analysis of the algorithm bases on a model of the walk in form of a stochastic

automata. It mimics the analysis of the GAMBLER’S RUIN problem. Step 1 generates
a Binomial distribution according to the Hamming distances from the goal in a fixed
assignment. In Step 2 the transition probabilities of ≥ 1/3 (improvement towards the
goal) and ≤ 2/3 (distancing from the goal). The probability to encounter the Hamming
distance 0 is

p =
n∑

j=0

(
n

j

)
2−nqj with qj

.=
(

1
k − 1

)j

For 3-SAT we have

qj
.=

(
3j
2j

)(
1
3

)2j (2
3

)j
.=

[
23h(2/3)

(
1
3

)(
2
3

)2
]j

=

[(
3
2

)2 (3
1

)(
4
33

)]j
=
(

1
2

)j

If we include this result in the equation above, we have p = 2−n
(
1 + 1

k−1

)n
. The average-

time complexity of the random walk strategy is therefore bounded by .= O(1/p) = O((2 ·
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Procedure Random-Walk
Input: MAX-k-SAT Instance f
Output: Assignment for f

a← Select({false, true}n) ;; Any random assignment
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 3n} ;; Random walk to certain number of steps

if (f(a)) return a ;; Satisfying assignment found
{l1, . . . , lk} ← SelectUnsatClause ;; Choose unsatisfied clause randomly
flip(a,Select({1, . . . , k})) ;; Flip assignment to random variable

Algorithm 15.12: Algorithm Random-Walk.

Figure 15.7: Solving k-SAT problems with the Random-Walk algorithm.

(1− 1
k ))n).

15.8 Ant Algorithms

Genetic algorithm mimic biological evolution. By their success, the research in bionic al-
gorithms that model optimization processes in nature has been intensified. Many new
algorithms mimic ant search, e.g., consider some natural ants while searching food as
shown in Fig. 15.8. Ant communication is performed via pheromones. They trade ran-
dom decision for adapted decision. In contrast to natural ants, computer ants

• solve optimizing problems via sequences of decisions,

• chose random decision, while being guided by pheromone and other criteria,

• have a limited memory

• can detect feasible options, and

• distribute pheromones proportional to the quality of the established solution.
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Figure 15.8: Ants searching for food.

Procedure Ant-Search
Input: TSP problem instance, Parameter (see below)
Output: Optimized solution

t← 0 ; ;; Time
for each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , c} ;; For all cities
τij ← Pheromone(i, j, t) ;; Compute pheromone size

while not (Terminate) ;; Termination criterion not met
t← t+ 1 ;; Increase iteration count
for each k ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; For all ants

while not (CompleteTour(k)) ;; Unless Hamiltonian cycle
j ← ChooseCity(k) ;; Selection

Lk ← TourLength(k) ;; Evaluation criteria
for each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; For all ant pairs
τij ← Pheromone(i, j, t) ;; Compute pheromone level

return ShortestTour

Algorithm 15.13: The ant system algorithm for solving TSP.

15.8.1 Simple Ant System

Alg. 15.13 shows a simple ant system to find an optimized solution for the TSP problem.
The parameters of the simple ant system algorithm for TSP are

1. The number of ants n. Usually we have n = c, i.e. each ant starts in another cities

2. Values α, β ∈ [0,∞) to weighten the relative impact of the pheromones in relation
to their visibility: if α is too bit we have early stagnation or exploitation. if α is too
small we have an iterative heuristic or exploration, suggested setting: α = 1, β = 5;

3. Variable ρ ∈ [0, 1]: influences the memory of the algorithm, if ρ is too big we have an
early convergence, if ρ is too small we do not exhibit knowledge, suggested setting:
ρ = 1/2.

4. Additional value Q that determines influence of new information in relation to ini-
tialization, τij(0), turns out to be not crucial, suggested setting: Q = 100.

In the algorithm we have two subroutines to be implemented.

1. Choice of city j for ant k in city i: If i is not defined, j is initialized, otherwise deter-
mined by
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• j does not be part of an existing tour

• probability Pij for choosing j is proportional to 1/dij and τij

Pij ←





[τij ]
α [ηij ]

β

∑
h∈Ω(k)

[τih]α [ηih]β
for j ∈ Ω(k)

0 otherwise
τij : pheromone level on (i, j)
α : weight of τij
ηij : 1/dij visibility
β : weight of ηij

Ω(k) : Set of k unvisited cities

2. Computation of pheromone size τij(t) for (i, j):
If t = 0 then τij(t) is newly initialized, otherwise a fraction (1 − ρ) disappears and
ant k distributes Q/Lk:

τij(t+ 1) ← ρ τij(t) + ∆τij
∆τij =

∑µ

k=1
∆τkij

∆τkij =

{
Q/Lk for (i, j) ∈ Tour(k)
0 otherwise

Test show that ant algorithms are quite successful with parameters (α = 1, β = 1,
ρ = 0.9, Q = 1, n ≤ 33).

15.8.2 Algorithm Flood

Another important option for optimization is simulated annealing. Since we are only in-
terested in the main characteristic of this technique we prefer the interpretation as a form
of ant search. Suppose ants are walking on a landscape which is slowly flooded by water
as shown in Fig. 15.9. The hope is that at the end an ant will be positioned on the highest
mountain corresponding to the best evaluation possible.

In the pseudo-code presentation in Alg. 15.14 each ant has a position (initialized with
SelectPosition) and it position corresponds to a solution of the problem. There are neigh-
bors positions in Succ that can be reached by applying operators. The quality of the
solution is measured by the evaluation function height. The water level level is a slowly
rising parameter and the call to Dry indicates that only dry ants remain active. Test show
the effectiveness of the algorithm for problems with many neighbors.

As in the case of GAs, algorithm flood can be easily adapted to general heuristic search
state space problems by using ants encodings for paths, a suitable neighborhood relation,
and the heuristic estimate as the evaluation function.
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Figure 15.9: The Flood is raising.

Procedure Flood
Input: State space problem (S,O, s, T ), initial (water) level level
Output: Evaluation of optimized solution

t← 1 ;; Initialize time
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; For all ants

position(i)← SelectPosition ;; Choose start locations
active(i)← true ;; All ants are active

while not (Terminate) ;; Look for termination criterion
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ;; For all ants

if (active(i)) ;; As far as alive
position(i)← Succ(i, level) ;; Successor states
active(i)← Dry(i, l) ;; Survivors

level← level + Rain ;; Increase water level
t← t+ 1 ;; Increase iteration count

return max{height(i) | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} ;; Return best solution

Algorithm 15.14: Flood Algorithm

15.9 *Lagrange Multipliers

In continuous non-linear programming (CNLP), we have continuous and differential func-
tions f , h = (h1, . . . , hm)T and g = (g1, . . . , gr)T . The non-linear program Pc given as

min
x
f(x), where x = (x1, . . . , xv) ∈ IRv

subject to
h(x) = 0 and g(x) ≤ 0.
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is to be solved in finding a constrained local minimum x with respect to the continuous
neighborhood Nc(x) = {x′ | ||x′ − x|| ≤ ε and ε > 0} of x.

A point x∗ is a constraint local minimum (CLM), if x∗ is feasible and f(x∗) ≤ f(x) for
all feasible x ∈ Nc(x∗).

Based on Lagrange-multiplier vectors λ = (λ1, . . . , λm)T and µ = (µ1, . . . , µr)T , the
Lagrangian function of Pc is defined as

L(x, λ, µ) = f(x) + λTh(x) + µT g(x)

15.9.1 Sattle-Point Conditions

A sufficient sattle point condition for x∗ in Pc is fulfilled, if there exist λ∗ and µ∗ such that

L(x∗, λ, µ) ≤ L(x∗, λ∗, µ∗) ≤ L(x, λ∗, µ∗)

for all x satisfying ||x − x∗|| < ε and all λ ∈ IRm and µ ∈ IRr. To illustrate that the
condition is only sufficient, consider the following CLNP

min
x
f(x) = −x2 subject to h(x) = x− 5 = 0

It is obvious that x∗ = 5 is a CLM. Differentiating the Lagrangian L(x, λ) = x2 + λ(x− 5)
with respect to x and evaluating it at x∗ = 5 yields −10 + λ = 0, which implies λ∗ =
10. However, since the second derivative is −2 < 0, we know that L(x, λ) is at a local
maximum at x∗ instead of a local minimum. Hence there exists no λ∗ that satisfies the
sufficient sattle-point condition.

To devise a sufficient and necessary sattle-point condition we take the transformed
Lagrangian for Pc defined as

Lc(x, α, β) = f(x) + αT |h(x)|+ βT max{0, g(x)}

where |h(x)| is defined as (|h1(x)|, . . . , |hm(x)|)T and max{0, g(x)} is given by
(max{0, g1(x)}, . . . ,max{0, gr(x)})T .

A point x ∈ IRv is regular with respect to the constraints, if the gradient vectors of the
constraints are linearly independent.

Theorem 15.2 (Extended Sattle Point Condition) Suppose x∗ ∈ IRv is regular. Then x∗ is a
CLM of Pc if and only if there exist finite α∗ ≥ 0 and β∗ ≥ 0 such that, for any α∗∗ > α∗ and
β∗∗ > β∗ the following condition is satisfied

Lc(x∗, α, β) ≤ Lc(x∗, α∗∗, β∗∗) ≤ Lc(x, α∗∗, β∗∗).

PROOF: The proof consists of two parts. First, given x∗, we need to prove that there exist finite
α∗∗ > α∗ ≥ and β∗∗ > β∗ ≥ 0 that satisfy the above condition. The inequality on the left hand side
is true for all α and β because x∗ is a CLM, which implies that |h(x∗)| = 0 and max{0, g(x∗)} ≤ 0.

To prove the inequality on the right hand side, we know that the gradient vectors of the equality
and the active inequality constraints at x∗ are linear independent, because x∗ is a regular point.
According to the necessary condition on the existence of a CLM by Karush, Kuhn and Tucker (see
Bibliographic Notes) there exist unique λ∗ and µ∗ that satisfy ∇xL(x∗, λ∗, µ∗) = 0, where µ ≥ 0
and µj = 0 if gj(x∗) < 0. When we divide the index sets for h and g into negative and non-negative
sets, we get
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• Pe(x) = {i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}| hi(x) ≥ 0}
• Ne(x) = {i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}| hi(x) < 0},
• A(x) = {j ∈ {1, . . . , r}| gj(x) = 0}, and

• Ap(x) = {j ∈ {1, . . . , r}| gj(x) ≥ 0}.
Differentiating the Lagrangian function L(x, λ, µ) = f(x) + λTh(x) + µT g(x) with respect to x this
yields

∇xf(x∗) +
m∑

i=1

λ∗i∇xhi(x∗) +
r∑

j=1

µ∗j∇xgj(x∗) = 0.

Assuming x ∈ Nc(x∗) and α∗ = |λ∗| and β∗ = µ∗ we evaluate L(x, α∗∗, β∗∗) for all α∗∗ > α∗

and β∗∗ > β∗ as follows

L(x, α∗∗, β∗∗) = f(x) +
m∑

i=1

α∗∗i |hi(x)|+
r∑

j=1

β∗∗j max{0, gj(x∗)}

= f(x) +
∑

i∈Pe(x)

α∗∗i hi(x)−
∑

i∈Ne(x)

α∗∗i hi(x) +
∑

j∈Ap(x)

β∗∗j gj(x
∗)

Assuming x = x+ εx and using a Taylor series expansion of the functions around x∗ we have

L(x, α∗∗, β∗∗) = f(x∗) +∇xf(x∗)T εx+ +
∑

i∈Pe(x)

α∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx

−
∑

i∈Ne(x)

α∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx+
∑

j∈Ap(x)

β∗∗j ∇xgj(x∗)T εx+ o(εx2)

Since

• for all i ∈ Pe(x) : α∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx
• for all i ∈ Ne(x) : α∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx < 0

• for all j ∈ Ap(x) : β∗∗j ∇xgj(x)εx > 0, and

• for all j ∈ Ap(x) \A(x) : β∗∗j ∇xgj(x)εx > 0

with α∗∗ > |λ∗| and β∗∗ > µ∗ ≥ 0 we have

L(x, α∗∗, β∗∗) > f(x∗) +∇xf(x∗)T εx+ +
∑

i∈Pe(x)

λ∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx

−
∑

i∈Ne(x)

λ∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx+
∑

j∈Ap(x)

µ∗∗j ∇xgj(x∗)T εx

+o(εx2)

≥ f(x∗) +∇xf(x∗)T εx+ +
m∑

i=1

λ∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗)T εx

+
∑

j∈A(x)

µ∗∗j ∇xgj(x∗)T εx+ o(εx2)

= f(x∗) +


∇xf(x∗) +

m∑

i=1

λ∗∗i ∇xhi(x∗) +
∑

j∈A(x)

µ∗∗j ∇xgj(x∗)



T

εx

+o(εx2)
= f(x∗) + o(εx2) ≥ f(x∗) = L(x∗, α∗∗, β∗∗),
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which proves the right hand side of the inequality.
The second part of the proof assumes that the condition is satisfied, and we need to show

that x∗ is a CLM. Point x∗ is feasible because the inequality on the left hand side can only be
satisfied when h(x∗) = 0 and g(x∗) ≤ 0. Since |h(x∗)| = 0 and max{0, g(x∗)} ≤ 0 the inequality
of the right hand side ensures that x∗ is a local minimum when compared to all feasible points in
N(x∗). Therefore, x∗ is a CLM.

The theorem requires α∗∗ > α∗ and β∗∗ > β∗ instead of α∗∗ ≥ α∗ and β∗∗ ≥ β∗

because Lc may not be a strict local minimum when α∗∗ = α∗ and β∗∗ = β∗. Consider the
example CNLP with LC(x, α) = −x2 + α|x− 5|. At the only CLM x∗ = 5 Lc(x, α) is not a
strict local minimum when α = α∗ = 10, but when α = 20 > α∗.

The algorithmic solution according to the theorem is iterative in nature with the
pseudo-code given in Alg. 15.15.

Procedure Extended-Saddle-Point
Input: CNLP for Pc
Output: CLM x∗

α← 0; β ← 0 ;; Initialize global Lagrange multipliers
repeat

increase αi (resp. βi) by δ if hi(x) 6= 0 (resp. gi(x) 6≤ 0)
;; Increase Lagrange multipliers

repeat
perform decent on Lc with respect to x

until local minimum is found
until CLM of Pc is found ;; Constraints satisfied

Algorithm 15.15: Implementation of the sattle point iteration method for finding a
CLM.

Theorem 15.2 transfers to discrete and mixed (continuous and discrete) state spaces.
The difference in discrete (mixed) space is the definition discrete (mixed) neighborhood
Nd (Nm). Intuitively, Nd represents points that can be reached from y in one step, regard-
less whether there is a valid action to effect the transition. We require y′ ∈ Nd(y) if and
only if y ∈ Nd(y′)). A mixed neighborhood Nm(x, y) of a point x in continuous space and
a point y in discrete space can be defined as

Nm(x, y) =
{
(x′, y)|x′ ∈ Nc(x)

}⋃{
(x, y′)|y′ ∈ Nd(y)

}

The definition of a constraint local minimum is no defined on feasible points in the dis-
crete (mixed) neighborhood.

15.9.2 Partitioned Problems

The goal of solving state space problems can be reduced to the setting above. Our formu-
lation assumes that the (possibly continuous) time horizon is partitioned in k + 1 stages,
with ul local variables, ml local equality constraints, and rl local inequality constraints in
stage l, l ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
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Such partitioning decomposes the state variable vector S of the problem into k+1 sub-
vectors S0, . . . , Sk, where Sl = (S1(l), ..., Sut(l))T is a ul-element state vector in (mixed)
state space at stage l, and Si(l) is the i-th dynamic state variable in stage l. Usually
ut is fixed. A solution to such a problem is a path that consists of the assignments of
all variables in S. A state space search problem can be written as minS J(S) subject to
hl(Sl) = 0, gl(Sl) ≤ 0, t = 0, . . . , k, the local constraints, and H(S) = 0, G(S) ≥ 0, the global
constraints. Here, hl and gl are vectors of local-constraint functions that involve Sl and
time in stage t; and H and G are vectors of global-constraint functions that involve state
variables and time in two or more stages.

We define the neighborhood of a solution path p = (S0, . . . , Sk) as follows. The parti-
tionable (mixed) neighborhood of a plan p is defined as

N(p) =
k⋃

l=0

N (l)(p) =
k⋃

l=0

{
p′ | S′l ∈ N(Sl) and ∀ i 6= l : Si = S′i,

}

where N(pl) is the state space neighborhood of state vector Sl in stage l. Intuitively N(p)
is partitioned into k + 1 disjoint sets of neighborhoods, each perturbing on of the stages.

Here N(p) includes all plans that are identical to S in all stages except l, where S(l)
is perturbed to a neighboring state in N(Sl). For example, let N(2) = {1, 3} for each
stage in a three-stage problem and p = (2, 2, 2). Then N(p) is given by {(1, 2, 2), (3, 2, 2)},
{(2, 1, 2), (2, 3, 2)}, and {(2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 3)}; i.e. the union of the perturbation of p in stages
1,2, and 3.

Alg. 15.16 gives the iterative algorithm for computing solution of optimal quality.
For a fixed γ and ν the program finds Sl that solves the following mixed integer linear
program in stage l: minSl J(S) + γTH(S) + ηTG(S) subject to hl(Sl) = 0 and gl(Sl) ≤
0. As a result, the solution of the original problem is now reduced to solving multiple
smaller subproblems whose solutions are collectively necessary for the final solution.
Therefore, the approach reduces significantly the efforts in finding a solution, since the
size of each partition will lead to a reduction of the base of the exponential complexity
when a problem is partitioned.

The entire Lagrangian function that is minimized is

L(S, α, β, γ, η) = J(S) +
k∑

l=0

{
α(l)T |hl(Sl)|+ βT max{0, gl(Sl)}

}

+γT |H(S)|+ ηT max{0, G(S)}.

As in Theorem 15.2 necessary and sufficient conditions for L can be established, showing
that algorithm Lagrangian Search will terminate with an optimal solution.

15.10 *No-Free Lunch

Despite all successes in problem solving, it is clear that a general problem solver module
that solves all optimization problems is not to be expected. With their no-free-lunch theo-
rems, Wolpert and Macready have proven that any search strategy performs exactly the
same when averaged over all possible cost functions. They have shown if some algorithm
outperforms another on some cost function, then the latter one must outperform the for-
mer one on others. A universally best algorithm does not exist. If we look at all possible
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Procedure Lagrangian-Search
Input: State space problem in Program formulation
Output: Solution path π that minimizes objective function.

γ ← 0; η ← 0 ;; Initialize global Lagrange multipliers
repeat ;; Increase global Lagrange multipliers

increase γi (resp. ηi) by δ if Hi(S) 6= 0 (resp. Gj(S) 6≤ 0)
α(t)← 0; β(t)← 0 ;; Initialize local Lagrange multipliers
repeat ;; Increase local Lagrange multipliers

increase αi(l) (resp. βi(l)) by δ if hi(Sl) 6= 0 (resp. gi(Sl) 6≤ 0)
repeat

perform decent on L with respect to S ∈ N l(S)
until local minimum of L is found

until h(Sl) = 0 and g(Sl) ≤ 0 ;; Local constraints satisfied
until CLM π is found ;; Global constraints satisfied
return π

Algorithm 15.16: Implementation of Lagrangian method for finding a CLM.

(e.g. linear) cost functions in search spaces, no algorithm can outperform all others. Even
random searchers will perform the same on average on all possible search spaces. Other
no-free-lunch theorems show that even learning does not work. Consequently, there is no
universal search heuristic. However, there is some hope. By considering specific domain
classes of practical interest, the knowledge of these domains can certainly increase per-
formance. Loosely speaking, we trade the efficiency gain in the selected problem classes
with the loss in other classes. The knowledge we encode in search heuristics reflects state
space properties that can be exploited. A good advice for a programmer is to learn dif-
ferent state space exploration techniques and understand the problem to be solved. The
ability to devise effective and efficient search algorithms and heuristics in new situations
is a skill that separates the master programmer from the merely adequate one. The best
way to develop that skill is to solve problems.

15.11 Summary

In this chapter, we studied search methods that are not necessarily complete but often
find solutions of high quality fast. We did this in the context of solving optimization
problems in general and used, for example, traveling salesperson problems as examples.
Many of these search methods then also apply to path planning problems, for example,
by ordering the actions available in states and then encoding paths as sequences of action
indices.

The no-free-lunch theorems show that a universally best search algorithm does not
exist since they all perform the same when average over all possible cost functions. Thus,
search algorithms need to be specific to individual classes of search problems.

Complete search methods are able to find solutions with maximal quality. Approx-
imate search methods utilize the structure of search problems to find solutions whose
quality is only a certain factor away from maximal. Approximate search methods are
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only known for a small number of search problems. More general search methods typ-
ically cannot make such guarantees. They typically use hill-climbing (local search) to
improve an initial random solution repeatedly until it can no longer be improved, a pro-
cess that is often used in nature such as in evolution or for path finding by ants. They
often find solutions of high quality fast but do not know how good their solutions are.

To use search methods based on hill-climbing, one needs to carefully define which
solutions are neighbors of a given solution since search methods based on hill-climbing
always move from the current solution to a neighboring solution. The main problem of
search methods based on hill-climbing are local maxima since they cannot improve the
current solution any longer once they are at a local maximum. Thus, they use a variety
of techniques to soften the problem of local maxima. For example, random restarts allow
search methods based on hill-climbing to find several solutions and return the one with
the highest quality. Randomization allows search methods based on hill-climbing to be
less greedy yet simple, for example, by moving to any neighboring solution of the current
solution that increases the quality of the current solution rather than only the neighboring
solution that increases the quality of the current solution the most. Simulated annealing
allows search methods based on hill-climbing to move to a neighboring solution of the
current solution that decreases the quality. The probability of making such a move is
the larger the less the quality decreases and the sooner the move is made. Tabu search
allows search methods based on hill-climbing to avoid previous solutions. Genetic algo-
rithms allow search methods based on hill-climbing to combine parts of two solutions
(recombinations) and to perturb them (mutations).

While most of the chapter was dedicated to discrete search problems, we also showed
how hill-climbing applies to continuous search problems, in the context of hill-climbing
for continuous non-linear programming.

In Table 15.1 we have summarized the selective search strategies as proposed in this
chapter. All algorithms find local optimum solutions, but in some cases arguments are
given, why the local optimum should not be far off from the global optimum. In this
cases we wrote Global together with a star denoting that this will be achieved only in
the the theoretical limit, not in practice. We give some hint on the nature of theoretical
analyzes behind, and the main principle that is simulated to overcome the state explosion
problem.

Table 15.2 summarizes the results of randomized search in k-SAT problems, showing
the base α in the run-time complexity of O(αn). We see that for larger value of k the
values converge to 2. In fact, compared to the naive O(2k) algorithm with base α = 2,
there is no effective strategy with better α in general SAT problems.

15.12 Exercises

15.1 *
Show formally that 2n .= 2n · n2.

1.2. Validate that the phase transition for 3-SAT is empirically to be expected at m ≈ 4.25n, by
randomly generating 3-SAT formulas.

3. Shown that MAX-k-SAT is NP-hard for k ≥ 2.

15.2 *** In this exercise we develop a randomized (3/4)-approximation of MAX-2-SAT.
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Algorithm Optimum Neighborhood Principle
Simulated Annealing (15.2) Global∗ General Temperature
Tabu (15.3) Local General Forced Progression
Randomized Tabu (15.4) Local General Forced & Randomized Progression
Randomized Local Search (15.5) Local Boolean Selection, Mutation
(1 + 1) GA (15.6) Global∗ Boolean Selection, Mutation
Simple GA (15.7) Global∗ General Selection, Mutation, Recombination
Vertex Ant Search (12.10) Coverage Specific Pheromones
Ant Search (15.13) Global∗ Specific Pheromones
Flood (15.14) Local General Water Level
Lagrangian (15.15,15.16) CLM Mixed Multipliers

Table 15.1: Overview on selective search algorithms
.

k-SAT, k = 3 4 5 6 7 8
Brute-Force 2 2 2 2 2 2
Backtrack 1.91 1.97 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99
Monien-Speckenmeyer (15.9) 1.61 1.83 1.92 1.96 1.98 1.99
Paturi-Pudlák-Zane (15.10) 1.58 1.68 1.74 1.78 1.81 1.83
Hamming-Sphere (15.11) 1.5 1.6 1.66 1.71 1.75 1.77
Random-Walk (15.12) 1.33 1.5 1.6 1.66 1.71 1.75

Table 15.2: Runtime results for k-SAT
.

1. Give a randomized (1− 2−k)-approximation (RA) that simply selects a random assignment.
Given clauses C of length k show that that the probability that clause C is satisfied is 1−2−k.

2. Illustrate the working of randomized rounding (RR) where a SAT formula is substituted by
a linear program (LP), e.g. clause Cj = (x1 ∨ x2) is converted to

max
m∑

j=1

zj subject to y1 + (1− y2) ≥ zj for 0 ≤ yi, zj ≤ 1.

Then the solutions are computed with an efficient LP solver. The solutions are taken as
probabilities to draw boolean values for the assignment variables.

3. Show that the combined run of RA and RR yields a (3/4)-approximation for MAX-2-SAT.
Instead of proving the theorem formally, you may work out a small example.

15.3 ** As another example for a randomized algorithm we chose the probabilistic reduction of
3-dimensional matching (3-DM) on 2-SAT. The idea is as follows. With probability of 1/3 one of
the colors in f : V → {1, 2, 3} is omitted. The resulting problem is converted into a 2-SAT instance
with variables xv,j (v for the node and j for the color). The clauses are of the form (xv,i ∨ xv,j)
and (xu,1 ∨ xv,1) ∧ (xu,2 ∨ xv,2) ∧ (xu,3 ∨ xv,3).

1. Show that the probability of the correct choice of colors is (2/3)n.

2. Show that we need t ∈ O(1.5n ·ln(1/ε)) = O(1.5n) iterations for a running time of O(poly(n)·
1.5n) .= O(1.5n).
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3. Using the above reduction principle show that a CSP with binary constraints (the domain of
each variable is D) is solvable in time O(p(n) · (|D|/2)n).

15.4 ** Most k-SAT solver can be extended to constraint satisfaction problems (CSP), where k is
the order of the constraints and assignments. For the sake of simplicity assume that the domains
of all variables are the same (D).

1. For Hamming Sphere infer a run time of O((|D| · k
k+1 )n).

2. For Random-Walk establish a run time of O((|D| · (1 − 1/k))n). Show that for k = 2, this
bound for Random-Walk matches the one obtained for reduction in the previous exercise.

15.5 ** The algorithm of Monien-Speckenmeyer has been improved by using autarkic assign-
ments. An assignment b is called autarkic for f , if all clauses, with at least one b variable, are
already satisfied. For example, the assignment b = (0, 0) is autarkic for f = (¬x1∨x2∨x4)∧ (x1∨
¬x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x3 ∨ ¬x4) ∧ (x3 ∨ x4 ∨ x5), since only the first two clauses contain x1 and x2, and
these clauses are set to 1 by b.

1. Give another autarkic assignment for f .

2. Describe the changes to the algorithm of Monien and Speckenmeyer that are needed to
include this refinement.

15.6 ** Change the order of Ws and Bs in WWWBBB to WWWBBB . You are allowed to jump over at
most two places as far as if the target location is free. It is not required that the empty place is in
the front.

1. Determine an optimal solution by hand.

2. Use an evaluation function that counts the number of Bs to the left of each W, summed over
all three Ws. Apply genetic heuristic search to find a solution.

15.7 * Consider Simple-GA on the fitness function f(x) = 3 − (x − 2)2, with x ∈ {1, . . . , 10} by
using a binary string encoding of the two individuals p = 1 and q = 10.

1. Determine the maximum of the function analytically

2. Does the algorithm arrive at the optimum using bit mutation and 1-point cross-over, both
w.r.t. random bit positions.

15.8 ** Implement and run genetic heuristic search to the same instance. Use 100 randomly
generated paths of length 65 to start with and apply 1000 iterations of the algorithm.

15.9 * Consider the two parents p = (01001101) and q = (11100011) for a cross-over applications.
Obtain the children of p and q obtained by

1. 1-point cross-over (at index l = 5).

2. 1-point cross-over (l = 3, r = 6).

3. uniform cross-over (b = (00110011)).

15.10 * Perform VAW on the graph of Fig. 15.10.

1. Denote the tuples (ut, h(ut), τ(ut)), t ∈ {1, . . . , 18} starting at node 1.

2. When is the graph completely covered?

3. How long is the limit cycle?
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Figure 15.10: An example graph for the vertex ant walk.
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Figure 15.11: Another example graph for the vertex ant walk.

4. Denote the node sequence in the final tour as a regular expression.

5. Is the limit cycle Hamiltonian?

15.11 * Perform VAW on the graph of Fig. 15.11.

1. Denote the tuples (ut, h(ut), τ(ut)), t ∈ {1, . . . , 36} starting at node 1.

2. When is the graph completely covered?

3. How long is the limit cycle?

4. Denote the node sequence in the final tour as a regular expression.

5. Is the limit cycle Hamiltonian?

15.12 ** Devise an undirected graph, that omits a Hamiltonian path, which is not recognized by
the VAW process. (There is one with 9 nodes.)

15.13 ** For algorithm Flood take function height(x, y) = −(x − 4)2 + −(y − 6)4 to be optimize,
with respect to to a 10× 10 Grid. Start with n = 20 active ants at random position. Initialize W to
0 and increase it by 0.1 for each iteration.

15.14 ** Express the previous exercises now with real values on [0, 10]× [0, 10] as a continuous
non-linear programming task.

1. What is the constraint local minimum (CLM) for this function?

2. Express the optimization problem with Lagrangian multipliers.

3. Is it the global optimum?

15.15 * Heuristics for discrete domains are often found by relaxation of the problem formulation
from an integer program to a linear program.
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Figure 15.12: The Two-Ladder problem.

1. Formulate Knapsack as a (0/1) integer program.

2. Relax the conditions on integrality, to derive an upper bound on Knapsack

15.16 * In the Ladder Problem a ladder leans across a five-foot fence and just touching a high
wall three feet behind the fence.

1. What is the minimum possible length l of the ladder? Use standard calculus. Hint: The
formula (a + 3)2 + (b + 5)2 = l2 describes a circle with center (−3,−5) and radius L.
The proportionality of base and height for the two smaller right triangles yields ab = 15.
Substitute this in the first equation to obtain the single-variable function.

2. Provide the objective function F (a, b) with constraint function G(a, b) = 0 and solve the
problem using Lagrange multipliers to find a set of three equation in tree unknowns.

15.17 ** Consider now two ladders of lengths l and l′ leaning across two walls of given heights
h = 10 and h′ = 15 bordering an gap of given width W = 50 (see Fig. 15.12). The lower ends
of the ladders are placed at distances d′ and d′ from the walls, so that their upper ends meet at
a point above the water. The two ladders are supported in place by each other as well as by the
two walls. The problem is to find this minimal sum of l and l′.

1. Model and solve the problem by ordinary calculus.

2. Model and solve the problem as a Lagrange optimization problem.

15.13 Bibliographic Notes
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Chapter 16

Action Planning

In domain-independent action planning, a running system must be able to find plans
and exploit search knowledge fully automatically. In this chapter we concentrate on
deterministic planning (each action application produces exactly one successor) with no
uncertainty in the environment and no observation to infer otherwise inaccessible state
variables. The input of a planning problem consists a set of state variables, an initial state
in form of value assignments to the variables, a goal condition, and a set of actions. A
plan is a sequence (or schedule) of actions that eventually maps the initial state into one
that satisfies the goal condition.

The problem domain description language (PDDL) allows flexible specifications of do-
main models and problem instances. Starting from problems described in STRIPS no-
tation (as introduced in Chap. 2), PDDL has grown to an enormous expressive power,
including large fragments of first-order logic to combine propositional expressions, nu-
merical state variables to feature the handling of real-valued quantities, and constraints
to impose additional conditions on the set of valid plans. Metric planning introduces plan-
ning with costs, while temporal planning covers action duration. The agreed standard for
PDDL encompasses the following hierarchy of expressiveness.

Level 1: Propositional Planning This level includes all sorts of propositional descrip-
tion languages. It unifies STRIPS-type planning with the abstract description language
(ADL). ADL allows typed domain objects and any bounded quantification over
these. ADL also includes negated and disjunctive preconditions, and conditional
effects. While the former two language extensions can be easily compiled away by
introducing negated predicates and by splitting the operators, the latter ones are
essential in the sense that their compilation induces an exponential increase in the
problem specification. Propositional planning is decidable, but (PSPACE) hard.

Level 2, Metric Planning This level introduces numerical state variables, so-called flu-
ents, and an objective function to be optimized (the domain metric) that judges plan
quality. Instead of boolean values to be associated with each grounded atom, the
language extension enables the processing of continuous quantities, an important
requirement for modeling many real-world domains. The growing expressiveness
comes at a high price. Metric planning is not decidable even for very restricted
problem classes. This, however, does not mean that metric planners cannot suc-
ceed in finding plans for concrete problem instances.

638
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Level 3, Temporal Planning This level introduces duration, which denotes action execu-
tion time. The duration can be a constant quantity or a numerical expression depen-
dent on the assignment to variables. Two different semantics been been proposed.
In the PDDL semantics each temporal action is divided into an initial, an invari-
ant, and a final happening. Many temporal planners, however, assume the simpler
black-box semantics. The common task is to find a temporal plan, i.e., a set of actions
together with their starting times. This plan is either sequential (simulating additive
action costs) or parallel (allowing the concurrent execution of actions). The minimal
execution time of such temporal plan is its makespan, and can be included as one
objective in the domain metric.

More and more features have been attached to this hierarchy. Domain axioms in form
of derived predicates introduce inference rules, while timed initial facts allow action execu-
tion windows and deadlines to be specified. Newer developments of PDDL focus on
temporal and preference constraints for plans. Higher levels support continuous pro-
cesses and triggered events.

The results of the biennial international planning competitions (started in 1998) showed
that planners keep aligned with the language extensions, while preserving good perfor-
mances in finding and optimizing plans. Besides algorithmic contributions, the achieve-
ments also refer to the fact that computers have increased in their processing power and
memory resources.

As a consequence, modern action planning is apparently suited to provide proto-
typical solutions to specific problems. In fact, action planning becomes more and more
application-oriented. To indicate the range and flavor of applicability of modern action
planning, we list some examples that have been proposed as benchmarks in the context
of international planning competitions.

AIRPORT The task is to control the ground traffic on an airport, assigning travel routes
and times to the airplanes, so that the outbound traffic has taken off and the in-
bound traffic is parked. The main problem constraint is to ensure the safety of the
airplanes. The aim is to minimize the total travel time of all airplanes.

PIPESWORLD The task is to control the flow of different and possibly conflicting oil
derivatives through a pipeline network, so that certain product amounts are trans-
ported to their destinations. Pipeline networks are modeled as graphs consisting of
areas (nodes) and pipes (edges), where the pipes can differ in length.

PROMELA The task is to validate state properties in systems of communicating pro-
cesses. In particular, deadlock states shall be detected, i.e., states where none of
the processes can apply a transition. For example, a process may be blocked, when
trying to read data from an empty communication channel.

POWER SUPPLY RESTORATION The task is to reconfigure a faulty electricity network,
so that a maximum of non-faulty lines are supplied. There is uncertainty about the
status of the network, and various numerical parameters must be optimized.

SATELLITE The domain is inspired from a NASA application, where satellites have to
take images of spatial phenomena and send them back to earth. In an extended
setting, time frames for messages to the ground stations are imposed.
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ROVERS The domain (also inspired from a NASA application) models the problem of
planning for a group of planetary rovers to explore the planet they are on, e.g. by
taking pictures and samples from interesting objects.

STORAGE The domain involves spatial reasoning and is about moving a certain number
of crates from some containers to some depots by hoists. Inside a depot, each hoist
can move according to a specified spatial map connecting different areas of the
depot.

TRAVELING PURCHASE PROBLEM is a generalization of the TRAVELING SALESMAN

problem. We have a set of products and a set of markets. Each market is provided
with a limited amount of each product at a known price. The task is to a subset of
markets such that a given demand of each product can be purchased, minimizing
the routing and the purchasing costs.

OPENSTACK A manufacturer has a number of orders, each for a combination of different
products, and can make one product at a time only. The total required quantity
of each product is made at the same time. From the time that the first product
(included in an order) is made to the time that all products (included in the order)
have been made, the order is said to be ”open”. During this time it requires a
”stack”. The problem is to order the production of the different products, so that
the maximum number of stacks that are in use simultaneously is minimized.

TRUCKS Essentially, this is a logistics domain about moving packages between locations
by trucks under certain constraints. The loading space of each truck is organized by
areas: a package can be (un)loaded onto an area of a truck only if the areas between
the area under consideration and the truck door are free. Moreover, some packages
must be delivered within some deadlines.

SETTLERS The task is to build up an infrastructure in an unsettled area, involving the
building of housing, railway tracks, sawmills, etc. The distinguishing feature of the
domain is that most of the domain semantics is encoded with numeric variables.

UMTS The task is the optimization of the call setup for mobile applications. A refined
schedule for the setup is needed to order and accelerate the execution of the appli-
cation modules that are invoked during the call setup.

Probably the most important contribution to cope with the intrinsic difficulty of
domain-independent planning, was the development of search guidance in form of
generic heuristics. In the following, we introduce designs for planning heuristics for
both classes and show how to tackle more expressive planning formalisms, like metric
and temporal planning, as well as planning with constraints.

16.1 Optimal Planning

Optimal planners compute the best possible plan. They minimize the number of (sequen-
tial or parallel) plan steps or optimize the plan with respect to the plan metric. There are
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many different proposals for optimal planning, ranging from plan graph encoding, satis-
fiability solving, integer programming to constraint satisfaction, just to name a few. Some
recent approaches consider heuristic search planning based on admissible estimates.

We first introduce optimal planning via layered planning graphs and via satisfiability
planning. Next, admissible heuristics are devised that are based on dynamic program-
ming or on pattern databases.

16.1.1 Graphplan

Graphplan is a parallel-optimal planner for propositional planning problems. The rough
working of the Graphplan algorithm is the following. First the parametric input is
grounded. Starting with a planning graph, which only consists of the initial state in the
first layer the graph is incrementally constructed. In one stage of the algorithm, the plan-
ning graph is extended with one action- and one propositional layer followed by a graph
extraction phase. If this search terminates with no solution, the plan horizon is extended
with one additional layer. As an example, consider the ROCKET domain for transporting
cargo in space (see Fig. 16.1). The layered planning graph is shown in Table 16.1.

In the forward phase the next action layer is determined as follows. For every action
and every instantiation of it, a node is inserted – provided that no two preconditions are
marked as mutual exclusive (mutex). Two propositions a and b are marked mutex, if all
options to generate a are exclusive to all options to generate b. Additionally, so-called
noop actions are included that merely propagate existing propositions to the next layer.
Next, the actions are tested for exclusiveness and for each action a list of all other actions
is recorded, for which they are exclusive. To generate the next propositional layer, the
add-effects are inserted and taken as the input for the next stage.

(:action move
:parameters (?r - rocket ?from ?to - place)
:precondition (and (at ?r ?from) (has-fuel ?r))
:effect (and (at ?r ?to) (not (at ?r ?from)) (not (has-fuel ?r))))
(:action load
:parameters (?r - rocket ?p - place ?c - cargo)
:precondition (and (at ?r ?p) (at ?c ?p))
:effect (and (in ?c ?r) (not (at ?c ?p))))
(:action unload
:parameters (?r - rocket ?p - place ?c - cargo)
:precondition (and (at ?r ?p) (in ?c ?r))
:effect (and (at ?c ?p) (not (in ?c ?r))))

Figure 16.1: Some actions in ROCKET domain.

A fixpoint is reached when the set of propositions no longer changes. As one subtle
problem, this test for termination is not sufficient. Consider a goal in BLOCKSWORLD

given by (on a b), (on b c) and (on c a). Every two conditions are satisfiable but not
all three all together. Thus the forward phase terminates if the set of propositions and the
goal set in the previous stage has not changed.

It is not difficult to see that the size of the planning graph is polynomial in the number
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Prop. Level 1 Action Level 1 Prop. Level 2 Action Level 2 Prop. Level 3
(load b l) (in b r) (noop) (in b r)
(load a l) (in a r) (noop) (in a r)
(move l p) (at r p) (noop) (at r p)

(unload a p) (at a p)
(unload b p) (at b p)

(at a l) (noop) (at a l) (noop) (at a l)
(at b l) (noop) (at b l) (noop) (at b l)
(at r l) (noop) (at r l) (noop) (at r l)
(fuel r) (noop) (fuel r) (noop) (fuel r)

Table 16.1: Layered planning graph for the ROCKET domain. Propositional and action
levels alternate. First propositional level includes the initial state. The action layer i
contains all actions with preconditions satisfied in propositional layer i−1. A proposition
is added to layer i if it is already contained in layer i − 1 or there is an applicable action
that has the proposition as an add-effect.

of objects n, the number of actions m, the number p of propositions in the initial state,
the length l of the longest add-list, and the number of layers d in the planning graph.
Let k be the largest number of action parameters. The number of instantiated effects
is bounded by O(lnk). Therefore, the maximal number of nodes in every propositional
layer is bounded by O(p + mlnk). Since every operator can be instantiated in at most
O(nk) different ways, the maximal number of nodes in each action layer is bounded by
O(mnk).

In the generated planning graph, Graphplan constructs a valid plan, chaining back-
wards from the set of goals. In difference to most other planners, this processing works
layer by layer in order to take care of preserving the mutex relations. For a given time
step t Graphplan tries to extract all possible actions (including noops) from time step t−1,
which have the current goal condition as add-effects. The preconditions for these actions
build the subgoals to be satisfied in time step t − 1 to satisfy of the chosen subgoal at
time step t. If the set of subgoals is not solvable, Graphplan chooses a different set of ac-
tions, and recurs until all subgoals are satisfied or all possible combinations have been
exhausted. In the latter case, no plan with respect to the current depth threshold exists as
it can be shown that Graphplan terminates with failure if and only if there is no solutions
to the current planning problem. The complexity of the backward phase is exponential
(and has to be unless PSPACE = P). By its layered construction, Graphplan constructs a
plan that has the smallest number of parallel plan steps.

16.1.2 Satplan

To cast an fully instantiated action planning task as a satisfiability problem one assigns
to each proposition a time stamp denoting when it is valid. As an example, for the initial
state and goal condition of a sample BLOCKSWORLD instance, we may have generated
the formula

(on a b 1) ∧ (on b t 1) ∧ (clear a 1) ∧ (on b a 3)
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Further formulas express action execution. They include action effects such as

∀x, y, z, i : (on x y i) ∧ (clear x i) ∧ (clear z i) ∧ (move x y z i)⇒
(on x z i+ 1) ∧ (clear y i+ 1)

and noop clauses for propositions to persist. To express that no action with unsatisfied
precondition is executed, one may introduce rules, in which additional actions literals
imply their preconditions, such as

∀x, y, z, i : (move x y z i)⇒ (clear x i) ∧ (clear z i) ∧ (on x y i)

Effects are dealt with analogously. Moreover, (for sequential plans) one has to express
that at one point in time only one action can be executed. We have

∀x, x′, y, y′, z, z′, i : x 6= x′ ∨ y 6= y′ ∨ z 6= z′ ⇒ ¬(move x y z i) ∨ ¬(move x′ y′ z′ i)

Finally for a given step thresholdN we require that at every step i < N at least one action
has to be executed, i.e. for all i < N we require

∃x, y, z : (move x y z i).

The only model of the above planning problem is (move a b t 1), (move b t a 2).
Satplan is a combination of a planning problem encoding and a SAT solver. The planner’s
performance participates in the development of more and more efficient SAT solvers.

Extensions of Satplan to parallel planning encode the planning graph and the mutexes
of Graphplan. For this approach, Satplan does not find the plan with the minimal total
number of steps, but the one with the minimal number of parallel steps.

16.1.3 Dynamic Programming

One of the first estimates for heuristic search planning is the max-atom heuristic. It is an
approximation of the optimal costs for solving a relaxed problem in which the delete lists
are ignored. An illustration is provided in Fig. 16.2 (left).

The heuristic is based on dynamic programming. Consider a propositional and
grounded STRIPS-type planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) with planning states u and
v, and propositions p and q. Value h(u) =

∑
p∈T g(u, p) is the sum of the approximations

g(u, p), to reach p from u, where

g(u, p) = min{g(u, p), 1 + max
q∈pre(a)

g(u, q) | p ∈ add(a), a ∈ A}.

is a fixpoint equation. The recursion starts with g(u, p) = 0, for p ∈ u, and g(u, p) =
∞, otherwise. The values of g are computed iteratively, until the values do no longer
change. The costs g(u,C) for the set C is computed as g(u,C) =

∑
p∈C g(u, p). The max-

atom heuristic chooses the maximum of the cost values with g(u,C) = maxp∈C g(u, p).
The pseudo-code is shown in Alg. 16.1. This heuristic is consistent, since by taking the
maximum the cost values, the heuristic on an edge can decrease by at most 1.

As the heuristic determines the backward distance of atoms with respect to the ini-
tial state, the above definition of the heuristic is of use only for backward or regression
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Procedure Max-Atom
Input: State space planning problem P
Output: Max atom heuristic for T

for each p ∈ AP : g(p)←∞ ;; Initialize distance array to default
for each p ∈ u : g(p)← 0 ;; Initialize distance array to initial state
v ← u; u← ∅ ;; Initialize relaxed traversal
while (i 6= v) ;; Termination Criterion: no change

for each a ∈ {a′ ∈ A | pre(a′) ⊆ v} ;; For all enabled actions
pmax ← arg maxp∈pre(a){g(p)} ;; Most costly precondition
for each r ∈ add(a) ;; Consider all add-effects

if (1 + pmax ≤ g(r)) g(r)← 1 + pmax ;; Improve Value
u← v ;; Mark previous state
v ← u ∪ add(a) ;; Apply op (without delete-list)

return maxp∈T g(p)

Algorithm 16.1: Max-atom heuristic.

search. However, it is not difficult to implement a variant that is applicable to forward or
progression search, too.

The max-atom heuristic has been extended to max-atom-pair to include larger atom sets,
which enlarges the extracted information (without loosing admissibility) by approximat-
ing the costs of atom pairs:

g2(u, {p, q}) = min{ min
a∈A(p&q)

[1 + g2(u, pre(a))],

min
a∈A(p|q)

[1 + g2(u, pre(a) ∪ {p}), min
a∈A(q|p)

[1 + g2(u, pre(a) ∪ {q})}

where p&q denotes that p and q are contained in the add-list of the action, and where p|q
denotes that p is contained in the add-list and q is neither contained in the add- nor in the
delete-list. If all goal distances are precomputed, then these distances can be retrieved
from a table, yielding a fast heuristic.

The extension to hm with m being the number of atoms in the support is based on the
following recursion

hm(C) =





0 if C ⊆ u and |C| ≤ m
min(D,O)∈R(C) {1 + hm(D)} if C 6⊆ u and |C| ≤ m
maxD⊆C,|D|=m hm(D) if |C| > m.

The term (D,O) ∈ R(C) denotes that D is the result of regressing C by p, where
R(C) denotes all pairs (D,O) that contain C ∩ add(a) 6= ∅, C ∩ del(a) 6= ∅ and D =
(C \ add(a)) ∪ pre(a).

It has been argued that the layered arrangement of propositions in Graphplan, can be
interpreted as a special case of directed regression search with h2.

16.1.4 Planning Pattern Databases

In the following, we study how to apply pattern databases (see Chap. 5) to action planning.
For a fixed state vector (in form of a set of instantiated predicates) we provide a general
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effects
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Figure 16.2: Schematic view on action abstractions for max-atom (left) and pattern
database heuristic (right). The preconditions of the abstract actions are shown in form
of boxes on top of it, while the effects (separated in add (+) and delete effects (−)) are
shown in form of boxes below it. Marked boxes refer to facts that have been eliminated
in the relaxation of the problem.

abstraction function. The ultimate goal is to create admissible heuristics for planning
problems fully automatically.

Planning patterns omit propositions from the planning space. Therefore, in an ab-
stract planning problems wrt. a set R ⊆ AP , a domain abstraction is induced by
φ(u) = u|R = u ∩ R. (Later on, we will discuss how R can be selected automatically.)
The interpretation of φ is that all boolean variables for propositions not in R are mapped
to don’t care. An abstract planning problem P |R = (S|R, A|R, s|R, T |R) of a propositional
planning problem (S,A, s, T ) with respect to a set of propositional atoms R is defined by
s|R = s ∩ R, S|R = {u|R | u ∈ S}, T |R = {t|R | t ∈ T}, A|R = {a|R | a ∈ A}, where
a|R for a = (pre(a), add(a), del(a)) ∈ A is given as a|R = (pre(a)|R, add(a)|R, del(a)|R). An
illustration is provided in Fig. 16.2 (right).

This means that abstract actions are derived from concrete ones by intersecting their
precondition, add and delete lists with the subset of predicates in the abstraction. Re-
striction of actions in the concrete space may yield noop actions φR(a) = (∅, ∅, ∅) in the
abstract planning problem, which are discarded from the operator set A|R.

A planning pattern database with respect to a set of propositions R and a propositional
planning problem P = (S,A, s, T ) is a collection of pairs (d, v) with v ∈ S|R and d being
the shortest distance to the abstract goal. Restriction |R is solution preserving, i.e., for any
sequential plan π for the propositional planning problem P there exists a plan πR for
the abstraction P |R = (S|R, A|R, s|R, T |R). Moreover, an optimal abstract plan for P |R is
shorter than or equal to an optimal plan for P . Strict inequality holds if some abstract
actions are noops, or if there are even shorter paths in the abstract space. We can also
prove consistency of pattern database heuristics as follows. For each action a that maps
u to v in the concrete space, we have φ(a)(φ(u)) = φ(v). By the triangular inequality
of shortest paths, the abstract goal distance for φ(v) plus one is larger than or equal the
abstract goal distance φ(u).

Fig. 16.3 illustrates a standard (left) and multiple pattern database (right) showing
that different abstractions may refer to different parts of the state vector.

Encoding

Propositional encodings are not necessarily the best state space representations for solv-
ing propositional planning problems. A multi-valued variable encoding is often better. It
transforms a propositional planning task into a SAS+ planning problem, which is defined
as a quintuple P = (S,X,A, s, T ), with X = {v1, . . . , vn} being a set of state variables of
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Figure 16.3: Standard and multiple pattern databases on sets of propositions R and Q.
The horizontal ruler indicates the initial state vector in form of selected atomic propo-
sitions in AP . The rectangles illustrate the generated pattern databases on top of the
selected support atoms (the rectangle widths correspond to the selected sets of proposi-
tions and rectangle heights correspond to the sizes of the databases).

states in S (each v ∈ X has finite domain Dv), A being a set of actions given by a pair
(P,E) for preconditions and effects; s and T being the initial and goal state in form of a
partial assignment. A partial assignment for X is a function s over X , such that s(v) ∈ Dv,
if s(v) is defined.

The process of finding a suitable multi-valued variable encoding is illustrated with
a simple planning problem, where a truck is supposed to deliver a package from
Los Angeles to San Francisco. The initial state is defined by the atoms (ispackage
package), (istruck truck), (location los-angeles), (location san-francisco),
(at package los-angeles), and (at truck los-angeles). Goal states have to satisfy
the condition (at package san-francisco). The domain provides three action schemas
named load to load a truck with a certain package at a certain location, the inverse oper-
ation unload, and drive to move a truck from one location to another.

The first preprocessing step will detect that only the at (denoting the presence of a
given truck or package at a certain location) and in predicates (denoting that a package
is loaded in a certain truck) change over time and need to be encoded. The labeling
predicates ispackage, istruck, location are not affected by any operator and thus do
not need to be specified in a state encoding.

In a next step, some mutual exclusion constraints are discovered. In our case, we will
detect that a given object will always be at or in at most one other object, so propositions
such as (at package los-angeles) and (in package truck) are mutually exclusive.
This result is complemented by fact space exploration: ignoring negative (delete) effects
of actions, we exhaustively enumerate all propositions that can be satisfied by any legal
sequence of actions applied to the initial state, thus ruling out illegal propositions such
as (in los-angeles package), (at package package) or (in truck san-francisco).
Now all the information that is needed to devise an efficient state encoding schema for
this particular problem is at the planner’s hands. We discover that three two multi-valued
variables are needed. The first one is required for encoding the current city of the truck
and the other two variables to encode the status of the package.

Using the multi-valued variable encoding the number of possible planning states
shrinks drastically, while the number of reachable planning states remains unchanged. As
another consequence, the multi-valued variable encoding provides better predictions to
the expected sizes of the abstract planning spaces.
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Multiple Pattern Databases

As abstract planning problems are defined by a selection R of atoms there are several
different candidates for a pattern database. This remains true when projecting multi-
valued variables. We exemplify our considerations in BLOCKSWORLD, specified with the
four actions pick-up, put-down, stack, and unstack and four blocks a, b, c, and d. The
goal of the case study instance is {(on d c),(on c a),(on a b)} and the initial state is
given by {(clear b) (ontable d), (on b c), (on c a), (on a d)}.

The multi-valued variable encoding has nine variable domains: Dv1 = {(on c a),
(on d a), (on b a), (clear a), (holding a)}; Dv2 = {(on a c), (on d c), (on b c),
(clear c), (holding c)}; Dv3 = {(on a d), (on c d), (on b d), (clear d),
(holding d)}; Dv4 = {(on a b), (on c b), (on d b), (clear b), (holding b)}; Dv5

= {(ontable a), none}; Dv6 = {(ontable c), none}; Dv7 = {(ontable d), none}; Dv8 =
{(ontable b), none}; and v9 = {(handempty), none}; where none refers to the situation
in which none of the other atoms is present.

We may select variables with even index to define the abstraction φeven and variables
with odd index to define the abstraction φodd. The resulting planning databases are de-
picted in Table 16.2. Note that there are only three atoms present in the goal state so
that one of the pattern databases only contains patterns of length one. Abstraction φeven
corresponds to v1 and φodd corresponds to the union of v2 and v4.

To construct an explicit-state pattern database, we use a hash table storing the goal
distance for each abstract state. In contrast, symbolic planning pattern databases are plan-
ning pattern databases that have been constructed with BDD exploration for latter use
either in symbolic or explicit heuristic search. Each search layer is represented by a BDD.
In planning practice, a better scaling seems to favor symbolic pattern database construc-
tion.

Pattern Addressing

To store the pattern databases, large hash tables are required. The estimate of a state is
then a mere hash lookup (one for each pattern database). To improve efficiency of the
lookup, it is not difficult to devise an incremental hashing scheme.

First, we assume a propositional encoding. For u ⊆ AP = {p1, p2, . . . , p|AP |}we select
h(u) = (

∑
pi∈u 2i) mod q as the hash function with prime q denoting the size of the hash

table. The hash value of v = (u \ del(a)) ∪ add(a) can be incrementally calculated as

h(v) =




∑

ai∈(u\del(a))∪add(a)

2i


 mod q =



∑

pi∈u
2i −

∑

pi∈del(a)

2i +
∑

pi∈add(a)

2i


 mod q

=





∑

pi∈u
2i

 mod q −




∑

pi∈del(a)

2i


 mod q +




∑

pi∈add(a)

2i


 mod q


mod q

=


h(u)−




∑

pi∈del(a)

2i


 mod q +




∑

pi∈add(a)

2i


 mod q


 mod q.

Since 2i mod q can be pre-computed for all pi ∈ AP , we have an incremental run-
ning time to compute the hash address that is of order O(|add(a)| + |del(a)|), which is
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((on c a),0)
((clear a),1)
((holding a),2)
((on b a),2)
((on d a),2)

((on d c),(on a b),0)
((on d c)(clear b),1) ((on a b)(clear c),1)
((on d c)(holding b),2) ((clear c)(clear b),2)
((on d c)(on d b),2) ((on a b)(holding c),2)
((on a c)(on a b) ,2)
((clear c)(holding b),3) ((clear b)(holding c),3)
((on a c)(clear b),3) ((on d b)(clear c),3)
((holding c)(holding b),4) ((on b c)(clear b),4)
((on a c)(holding b),4) ((on c b)(clear c),4)
((on d b)(holding c),4) ((on a c)(on d b),4)
((on b c)(holding b),5) ((on a b)(on b c),5)
((on d b)(on b c),5) ((on c b)(holding c),5)
((on a c)(on c b),5) ((on c b)(on d c),5)

Table 16.2: Two pattern databases for the example problem. Pairs of pattern and goal
distances are shown. The upper one refers to the projection onto group of v1 with its set
of possible assignments (on c a), (on d a), (on b a), (clear a), and (holding a). It
is generated starting from (on c a). The second database projects to the cross product
of v2 covering (on a c), (on d c), (on b c), (clear c), (holding c) and v4 covering
(on a b), (on c b), (on d b), (clear b), and (holding b); starting from the partial
goal state (on d c),(on a b).

almost constant for most STRIPS-type planning problems. For constant time complexity
we store

(∑
pi∈add(a)

2i
)

mod q−
(∑

pi∈del(a)
2i
)

mod q together with each action a. Either
complexity is small, when compared with the size of the planning state.

It is not difficult to extend incremental hash addressing to multi-valued variables.
According to the partition into variables a hash function is defined as follows. Let
vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vik be the selected variables in the current abstraction and offset(k) =∏k
l=1 |Dvil−1

|. Furthermore, let variable(p) and value(p) be the variable index and the po-
sition of proposition p in its variable group. Then, the hash value of state u is

h(u) =
∑

p∈u
value(p) · offset(variable(p)) mod q.

The incremental computation of h(v) for v = (u \ del(a)) ∪ add(a) is immediate.

Automated Pattern Selection

Even in our simple example planning problem, the number of variables and the sizes
of the generated pattern databases for φeven and φodd differ considerably. Since we per-
form a complete exploration for pattern database construction, time and space resources
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v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 · · · n
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 · · · 1
2 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 · · · 0
3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 · · · 1
4 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 · · · 0
5 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 · · · 0
6 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 · · · 0
7 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 · · · 1
8 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

p 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 . . . 0

Figure 16.4: Gene representation of a planning pattern selection. In the columns vari-
ables are listed, while in the rows the patterns are enumerated. In the first pattern, the
v1,v5,v6,v8 and vn are present, whereas in the second pattern v3,v5 and v7 are chosen.

may become exhausted. Therefore, an automatic way to find a balanced partition wrt. a
given memory limit is required. Instead of imposing a bound on the total size for all pat-
tern databases altogether, we impose a threshold for the sizes of the individual pattern
databases, which has to be adapted to a given infrastructure.

As shown in Chap. 5, one option for pattern selection is PATTERN PACKING: accord-
ing the domain sizes of the variables, it finds a selections of pattern databases, so that
their combined sizes do not exceed the given threshold.

In the following, we consider genetic algorithms for improved pattern selection,
where pattern genes denote, which variable appears in which pattern. Pattern genes have
a two-dimensional layout (see Fig. 16.4). It is recommended to initialize the genes with
PATTERN PACKING. In order avoid that all genes of the initial population are identical,
the variables ordering for PATTERN PACKING can be randomized.

A pattern mutation flips bits with respect to a small probability. This allows to add
or delete variables in patterns. We extended the mutation operator to enable insertion
and removal of entire patterns. Using selection, an enlarged population produced by
recombination is truncated to its original size, based on their fitness. The (normalized)
fitness for the population is interpreted as a distribution function for selecting the next
population. Consequently, genes with higher fitness are chosen with higher probability.

The higher the distance-to-goal values in abstract space, the better the quality of the
corresponding database in accelerating the search in the concrete search space. As a con-
sequence, we compute the mean heuristic value for each of the database and superimpose
it over a pattern partitioning. If PDBi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p is the i-th pattern database and himax its
maximal h-value, then the fitness for gene g is

h(g) =
p

max
i=1

himax∑

x=1

i · |{u ∈ PDBi | h(u) = x}|
|PDBi|

, or h(g) =
p∑

i=1

himax∑

x=1

i · |{u ∈ PDBi | h(u) = x}|
|PDBi|

,

where the operator depends on the disjointness of the multiple pattern databases.
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Figure 16.5: Problems with the relaxed planning heuristic. The relaxed plan for the first
problem (left) is to move the right truck to pickup the package, move to D and drop it.
Then move the left truck to D, pick up the package and move it to B and drop it. For the
second problem (right) in the relaxed plan the package is teleported from D to A as (at
truck A) is already true in the initial state.

16.2 Suboptimal Planning

For suboptimal planning we first we introduce to the causal graph heuristic based on
the multi-valued variable encoding. Then we consider extension of the relaxed planning
heuristic as introduced in Chap. 2. to metric and temporal planning domains.

16.2.1 Causal Graphs

There are two main problems of the relaxed planning heuristic as introduced in Chap. 2.
Firstly, unsolvable problems can become solvable, and, secondly, the distance approxi-
mations may become weak. Take for example, the two LOGISTICS problems in Fig. 16.5.
In both cases, we have to deliver a packages to its destination (indicated with a shaded
arrow) using some trucks (initially located at the shaded nodes). In the first case (illus-
trated to the left of the figure) a relaxed plan exists, but the concrete planning problem
(assuming traveling constraints induced by the edges) is actually unsolvable.

In the second case (illustrated to the top right of the figure) a concrete plan exists.
It requires moving the truck to pick the package and return it to its home. The relaxed
planning heuristic returns a plan that is about half as good. If we scale the problem as
indicated to the lower part of the figure, heuristic search planners based on the relaxed
planning heuristic quickly fail.

The causal graph analysis is based on the following multi-valued variable encoding X =
{v1, v2, vc}, Dv1 = Dv2 = {A,B,C,D,E, F}, Dvc = {A,B,C,D,E, t1, t2}, A = {({v1 ←
A}, {v1 ← B}), ({v1 ← A}, {v1 ← C}), ({v1 ← A}, {v1 ← D}), ({v2 ← A}, {v2 ← B}), . . .,
({vc ← F, v1 ← F}, {vc ← t1}), . . . }, s = {v1 ← C, v2 ← F, vc ← E}, and T = {vc ← B}.

The causal graph of a SAS+ planning problem P with variable setX is a directed graph
(X,A′), where (u, v) ∈ A′ if and only if u 6= v and there is an operator (pre, eff) ∈ A, such
that eff(v) is defined and either pre(u) or eff (u) is defined. This implies that an edge is
drawn from one variable to another if the change of the second variable is dependent on
the current assignment of the first variable. The causal graph of the first example (to the
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Figure 16.6: The causal graph for the example problem with one variable for the truck
and two variables for the packages. Edges are drawn if the variables labeling the nodes
are dependent. More precisely, an edge connects vi and vj if the change of vj depends on
the current assignment of vi.
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Figure 16.7: The domain transition graph for the cargo variable vc, which is at the location
A, B, C, D, E, or F, or in the truck t1 or t2 (left), and for the truck variables v1 and v2 that
are moving between locations on a map (right).

left of Fig. 16.5) is shown in Fig. 16.6. These (in practice acyclic) graphs are divided into
high-level (vc) and low-level variables (v1 and v2).

Given a SAS+ planning problem with v ∈ X , the domain transition graph Gv is a di-
rected labeled graph with node set Dv. Being a projection of the original state space it
contains an edge (d, d′) if there is an operator (pre, eff) with pre(v) = d (or pre(v) unde-
fined) and eff(v) = d′. The edge is labeled by pre(X\{v}). The domain transition graph
for the example problem is shown in Fig. 16.7.

Plan existence in SAS+ planning problems is NP hard. Hence, depending on the
structure of the domain transition graph(s), a heuristic search planning algorithm ap-
proximates the original problem. The approximation, measured in the number of exe-
cuted plan steps is used as a (non-admissible) heuristic to guide the search in the concrete
planning space.

Distances are measured between different value assignments to variables. The (mini-
mal) cost δv(d, d′) to change the assignment of v from d to d′ is computed as follows. If v
has no causal predecessor, δv(d, d′) is the shortest path distance from d to d′ in the domain
transition graph, or ∞, if no such path exists. Let Xv be the set of variables, that have
v and all immediate predecessors of v in the causal graph of P . Let Pv the subproblem
induced by Xv with initial value of v being d and goal value of v being d′. Furthermore,
let δv(d, d′) = |π|, where π is the shortest plan computed by the approximation algorithm
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(see below). The costs of the low-level variables are the shortest path costs in the do-
main transition graph, and 1 for the high-level variables. Finally, we define the heuristic
estimate h(u) of the multi-valued planning state u as

h(u) =
∑

v∈V
δv(ds(v), dT (v))

The approximation algorithm uses a queue for each high-level variable. It has poly-
nomial running time but there are solvable instances for which no solution is obtained.
Based on a queue Q it roughly works as as shown in Alg. 16.2.

Procedure Causal Graph
Input: State space planning problem P
Output: Causal graph heuristic for T

if (dH = ds(vH)) π(dH)← ∅ ;; Initialize plan
else π(dH)← ⊥ ;; High level plan undefined
Q← DH ;; Initialize queue with high level variables
while Q 6= ∅ ;; No solution found

Delete dH from Q that minimizes |π(dH)| ;; Given that π(dH) is defined
π ← π(dH) ;; Initialize partial plan
for each t from dH to d′H with precondition pre ;; High-level transition

if (pre satisfied) ;; Search in domain transition graph of low-level variables
πL ← min-plan satisfying pre ;; Minimal step plan satisfying precondition
π′ ← (π, πL, t) ;; Concatenate plans
if (|π(d′H)| > |π′|) ;; Improvement found

π(d′H)← π′ ;; Update partial plan

Algorithm 16.2: Approximation of a plan with causal graph.

Applied to an example (Fig. 16.5, right), Q initially contains the elements
{A,B,C,D, t}. The stages of the algorithms are as follows. First , we remove D
from the queue, s.t. u = (vH ← D, vL ← A). Choosing (pickup D) yields π(t) =
((move A B), (move B C), (move C D), (pickup D)) Next, we remove t from the queue,
s.t. u = (vH ← t, vL ← D). Choosing (drop A) yields π(A) = ((move A B), (move B C),
(move C D), (pickup D), (move D C), (move C B), (move B A), (drop A)). Choosing
(drop B), (drop C) (drop D) produces similar but shorter plans. Afterwards, we re-
move C from the queue, s.t. u = (vH ← C, vL ← C), yields no improvement. Subse-
quently B is removed from the queue, s.t. u = (vH ← B, vL ← B), yields no improve-
ment. Last, but not least, A is removed from the queue, the algorithm terminate and
returns π(A).

16.2.2 Metric Planning

Metric planning involves reasoning about continuous state variables and arithmetic ex-
pressions. An example for an according PDDL action is shown in Fig. 16.8.

Many existing planners terminate with the first solution they find. Optimization in
metric planning, however, calls for improved exploration algorithms.
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(:action fly
:parameters (?a - aircraft ?c1 ?c2 - city)
:precondition (and (at ?a ?c1)

(>= (fuel ?a)
(* (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-burn ?a))))

:effect (and (not (at ?a ?c1)) (at ?a ?c2)
(increase total-fuel-used

(* (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-burn ?a)))
(decrease (fuel ?a)

(* (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-burn ?a)))))

Figure 16.8: An action in PDDL, Level 2. The parameters in the action fly are typed,
fuel, and slow-burn are unary predicates, while distance is a binary predicate. Moreover,
total-fuel-used is an global variable that is increased by the amount fuel is decreased.

The state space of a metric planning instance is the set of assignments to the state
variables with valid values. The logical state space is the result of projecting the state
space to the components that are responsible for representing predicates. Analogously,
the numerical state space is the result of projecting the state space to the components that
represent functions. Costs in the domain metric refer to assignments to the numerical
state variables. Figure 16.10 shows an instantiated problem, which refers to the domain
BOXES shown in Figure 16.9.

In metric planning problems, preconditions and goals are of the form exp⊗exp′, where
exp and exp′ are arithmetic expressions over the sets of variables and operators {+,−, ∗, /}
and where ⊗ is selected from {≥,≤,>,<,=}. Assignments are of the form v ← exp with
head v and exp being an arithmetic expression (possibly including v). Additionally, a
domain metric m← exp, which has to be minimized or maximized over the end states of
all valid plans.

Metric planning is an essential language extension. Since one can encode the working
of random access machines in real numbers, even the decision problem, whether or not
a plan exists, is undecidable. The undecidability results shows that in general we cannot
prove that a problem obeys no solution. However, if there is one, we may be able to
find it. Moreover, as metric planning problems may span infinite state spaces, heuristics
to guide the search process are even more important than for finite domain planning
problems. For example, we know that A* is complete even on infinite graphs, given that
the cumulated costs of every infinite path is unbounded.

Heuristic Estimate

The metric version of the propositional relaxed planning heuristic analyzes an extended
layered planning graph, where each fact layer includes the encountered propositional
atoms and numerical variables. The forward construction of the planning graph itera-
tively applies actions until all goals are satisfied. In the backward greedy plan extraction
phase the atoms and variables in the preconditions are included in a pending queue as
still to be processed. In contrast to the propositional relaxed planning heuristic, multiple
application of actions has to be granted, otherwise the inference of a numeric goal, say
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(define (domain Boxes)
(:predicates (in-A-Box1) (in-A-Box2) (in-B-Box1)

(in-B-Box2) (in-C-Box1) (in-C-Box2))
(:functions (weight-Box1) (weight-Box2))
(:action move-A-Box1-Box2
:precondition (in-A-Box1)
:effect (and (not (in-A-Box1)) (in-A-Box2)

(decrease weight-Box1 5) (increase weight-Box2 5)))
(:action move-A-Box2-Box1
:precondition (in-A-Box2)
:effect (and (not (in-A-Box2)) (in-A-Box1)

(decrease weight-Box2 5) (increase weight-Box1 5)))
(:action move-B-Box1-Box2
:precondition (in-B-Box1)
:effect (and (not (in-B-Box1)) (in-B-Box2)

(decrease weight-Box1 3) (increase weight-Box2 3)))
(:action move-B-Box2-Box1
:precondition (in-B-Box2)
:effect (and (not (in-B-Box2)) (in-B-Box1)

(decrease weight-Box2 3) (increase weight-Box1 3)))
(:action move-C-Box1-Box2
:precondition (in-C-Box1)
:effect (and (not (in-C-Box1)) (in-C-Box2)

(decrease weight-Box1 8) (increase weight-Box2 8)))
(:action move-C-Box2-Box1
:precondition (in-C-Box2)
:effect (and (not (in-C-Box2)) (in-C-Box1)

(decrease weight-Box2 8) (increase weight-Box1 8))))

Figure 16.9: The domain Boxes. We have two boxes and three objects. Each object as an
individual weight and is located in exactly one of the boxes. Box containment is described
using two predicates. The sum of all weights in one box is described using to functions.
Using six actions every objects can change its location.

(define (problem Equality)
(domain Boxes)
(:init (in-A-Box1) (in-B-Box1) (in-C-Box1)

(= weight-Box1 16))
(:goal (= weight-Box1 weight-Box2)))

Figure 16.10: The problem Equality. Initially all boxes are contained in the first box. The
goal is move the boxes such that both boxes have the same weight.
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Procedure Relax
Input Current Planning State u, Planning Goal T
Output Relaxed Planning Graph

P0 ← p(u) ;; Initialize propositions
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |X|} ;; For each variable index

mini0 ← maxi0 ← vi(u) ;; Initialize propositions and intervals
t← 0 ;; Initialize iteration counter
while (p(T ) 6⊆ Pt or ∃exp ∈ v(T ) : Test(exp,mint,maxt)) ;; Information to process
At ← {a ∈ A | p ∈ pre(a) ⊆ Pt, ;; Update action set

∀exp ∈ v(pre(a)) : Test(exp,mint,maxt)}
Pt+1 ← Pt ∪

⋃
pre(a)⊆Pt add(a) ;; Update propositional information

[mint+1,maxt+1]← [mint,maxt] ;; Initialize interval information
for a ∈ At,exp ∈ v(eff(a)) ;; Traverse action set

Update(exp,mint,maxt,mint+1,maxt+1) ;; Update interval information
if (relaxed problem unsolvable) return∞ ;; Termination criterion, failure
t← t+ 1 ;; Increase iteration counter

Algorithm 16.3: Plangraph construction for numerical relaxed planning heuristic.

100, by a single increment operator does not approximate the hundred steps needed. For
this case, numeric conditions in the pending queue need to be propagated backwards
through a selected action.

As a consequence, we have to determine the weakest precondition using the Hoare cal-
culus, a well-know concept to determine the partial correctness of computer programs.
Its assignment rule states that {p[x \ t]} x ← t; {p}, where x is a variable, p is a post-
condition and [x \ t] is the substitution of t in x. As an example consider the assignment
u ← 3x + 17 with postcondition p given as u < 5x. To find the weakest precondition we
take t = 3x+ 17, such that p[u \ t] evaluates to 3x+ 17 < 5x and x > 8.5. For the applica-
tion in relaxed metric planning, assume that an assignment of the form h← exp is subject
to a postcondition exp′. The weakest precondition of it is established by substituting the
occurrence of h in exp′ with exp. In a tree representation this corresponds to insert exp
at all leaves that correspond to h as subtrees in exp′. Usually, a simplification algorithm
refines the resulting representation of exp[h \ exp′].

In Alg. 16.3 we illustrate the plan construction process in pseudo-code. For each
layer t in the relaxed planning graph a set of active propositional and numerical con-
straints is determined. We use p(·) to select valid propositions and v(·) to select the vari-
ables. To determine the set of applicable actions At, we assume to have implemented a
recursive procedure Test. The input of this procedure is a numerical expression and a set
of intervals [minit,maxit], 1 ≤ i ≤ |V|, that describe lower and upper assignment bounds
for each variable vi. The output is a boolean that determines if the current assignment fits
into the corresponding bounds. We also assume a recursive implementation for Update to
adjust the bounds mint and maxt to mint+1 and maxt+1 according to a given expression
exp.

For the extraction process as shown in Alg. 16.4 we first search for the minimal layer in
which the chosen condition is satisfied. The propositional and numerical pending queues
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in Level i are denoted by p(Gi) and v(Gi). These pending queues representing the condi-
tions for the particular layer that have to be achieved while constructing the relaxed plan.
While the initialization for the propositional part given the compound goal condition is
rather simple (see with the relaxed planning heuristic in Chap. 2) for the initialization of
the numerical condition queue the variable intervals [mini,maxi] for an increasing layer
i, are utilized to test the earliest satisfaction of the goal condition.

Now the constructed planning graph is traversed backwards, layer by layer. To find
the set of active actions, we reuse the setAi and recompute the vectors mini+1 and maxi+1

as determined in the forward phase. We continue until either an add-effect of an action
in Ai is detected or the numerical conditions of an effect becomes satisfied. In both cases
we add the corresponding action to the relaxed plan and propagate the propositional
preconditions of the chosen action to the layer in the relaxed planning graph, where they
are satisfied for the first time as still to be processed.

The remaining code fragment (starting with for each exp′ ∈ v(eff(o)) considers how
numeric postconditions are propagates by themselves. For the ease of presentation we
restrict to ordinary assignments. After an assignment is chosen, we determine the weak-
est precondition for the expression as described above. It is also added to the pending
queue of the shallowed level, in which it is satisfied. This layer can easily be determined
by iteratively calling Test for the layers j ∈ {1, . . . , i}.

For example, if we have a postcondition of v ≥ 100 and an assignment v ← v + 1 in
one of the action effects, the weakest precondition to be progressed (according to Hoare’s
assignment rule) is v + 1 ≥ 100, which is equivalent to v ≥ 99. The latest layer in which
this condition is satisfied might be the one, where we started from. So if we have the
interval [0, 100] for v in the current layer i, and [0, 75] in the previous layer i − 1, we
include the action in the relaxed plan twenty-five times until v ≤ 75, at which time the
condition is included in the pending queue of layer i− 1.
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Procedure Extract
Input Relaxed Planning Graph, Planning Goal T .
Output Approximation for Relaxed Plan Length.

A← ∅ ;; Initialize relaxed plan
for i ∈ {1, . . . , t} ;; Process layers forwards
p(Gi)← {g ∈ p(T ) | layer(g) = i} ;; Initialize propositional information in Layer i
for each exp ∈ v(T ) ;; Initialize numerical information in Layer i

if (Test(exp,mini maxi)) v(Gi)← v(Gi) ∪ {exp}; v(T )← v(T ) \ {exp}
for i ∈ {t, . . . , 1} ;; Process layers backwards

[mini+1,maxi+1]← [mini,maxi] ;; Re-initialize interval information
for each a ∈ Ai ;; Re-traverse action set in Layer i

for each exp ∈ v(eff(a)) ;; for each numerical effect
Update (exp,mini,maxi,mini+1,maxi+1) ;; Re-compute interval information

for e ∈ add(a) e ∈ p(Gi) ;; Add-Effect condition matches list
A← A ∪ {a}; p(Gi)← p(Gi) \ add(a) ;; Update propositional list
for each p ∈ p(pre(a)): ;; Update propositional information

p(Glayer(p)) ← p(Glayer(p)) ∪ {p}
for each exp ∈ v(pre(a)) ;; Update numerical information

v(Glayer(exp)
) ← v(Glayer(exp)

) ∪ {exp}
for each exp ∈ v(Gi) ;; Traverse numerical list

if Test(exp,mini+1,maxi+1) ;; Interval condition match
A← A ∪ {a}; v(Gi)← v(Gi) \ {exp} ;; Update numerical list
p(Gi)← p(Gi) \ add(a) ;; Update propositional list
for each p ∈ p(pre(a)) ;; Update propositional information

p(Glayer(p)) ← p(Glayer(p)) ∪ {p}
for each exp ∈ v(pre(a)) ;; Update numerical information

v(Glayer(exp)
) ← p(Glayer(exp)

) ∪ {exp}
for each exp′ ∈ v(eff(a)) ;; Matching effect found

exp← exp[head(exp′) \ exp′] ;; Compute weakest precondition
for each j ∈ {1, . . . , i} ;; Determine earliest matching layer

if (Test(exp,minj ,maxj)) l← j
v(Gl)← v(Gl) ∪ {exp} ;; Update numerical information

return |A| ;; Estimate is size of action set

Algorithm 16.4: Extraction of a numerical relaxed plan.
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(:durative-action fly
:parameters (?a - aircraft ?c1 ?c2 - city)
:duration (= ?duration (/ (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-speed ?a)))
:condition (and (at start (at ?a ?c1))

(at start (>= (fuel ?a)
(* (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-burn ?a)))))

:effect (and (at start (not (at ?a ?c1)))
(at end (at ?a ?c2))
(at end (increase total-fuel-used

(* (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-burn ?a))))
(at end (decrease (fuel ?a)

(* (distance ?c1 ?c2) (slow-burn ?a))))))

Figure 16.11: An action in PDDL, Level 3.

16.2.3 Temporal Planning

Temporal planning domains include temporal modifiers at start, over all, and at end,
where label at start denotes the preconditions and effects at invocation time of the action,
over all refers to an invariance condition that must hold and at end refers to the finalization
conditions and consequences of the action. An example for a PDDL action with numbers
and durations is shown in Fig. 16.11.

Temporal Model

There are mainly two different options to translate the temporal information back to
metric planning problems with preconditions and effects. In the first case, the com-
pound action is split into three smaller parts, one for action invocation, one for invari-
ance maintenance, and one for action termination. This is the suggested semantic of
PDDL2.1, see Fig. 16.12 (top right). As expected there are no effects in the invariance
pattern, i.e. B′ = ∅. Moreover, for benchmarks it is uncommon that new effects in
at-start are preconditioned for termination control or invariance maintenance, such
that A′ ∩ (B ∪ C) = ∅. In these problems, a simpler model can be applied, using only
one untimed variant for each temporal action (see Fig. 16.12 bottom right). At least for
sequential plan finding we have not observed any deficiencies by assuming this temporal
model, in which each action starts immediately after a previous one has terminated.

This black-box semantics allow to drop the modifiers as conditions are checked at the
beginning and effects are checked to the end. The instantiation of a timed version of the
BOXES domain is provided in Fig. 16.13.

Operator Dependency

The purposes of defining action (in)dependency are twofold. First, at least one execution
order of two independent actions can be pruned from the search tree and, more impor-
tantly, it is possible to compute optimal schedules of sequential plans with respect to
the generated action sequence and its causal structure. If all actions are dependent (or
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cond:

eff:
pre:

pre: pre:eff: pre:eff:

eff:

eff:
at-endat-start

A B C

A′ B′ C ′

A A′ B B′ C C ′

ABC A′B′C ′

over-all

Figure 16.12: Compiling temporal modifiers into actions. The original action (left) with
preconditions and effects partitioned in at-start, at-end and over-all events, respec-
tively, is transformed into either the intended semantics (top-right) or into the black-box
semantic (bottom-right).

void with respect to the optimizer function), the problem is inherently sequential and no
schedule leads to any improvement.

Two grounded actions are dependent, if one of the following conditions holds:

1. The propositional precondition set of one action has a non-empty intersection with
the add or the delete lists of the other one (propositional conflict).

2. The head of a numerical modifier of one action is contained in some condition of
the other one, Intuitively, an action modifies variables that appear in the condition
of the other (direct numerical conflict).

3. The head of the numerical modifier of one action is contained in the formula body
of the modifier of the other one (indirect numerical conflict).

In an implementation (at least for temporal and numerical planning) the dependence
relation is computed beforehand and tabulated for constant time access. To improve the
efficiency of pre-computation, the set of leaf variables is maintained in an array, once the
grounded action is constructed. To detect domains for which any parallelization leads
to no improvement, a planning domain is said to be inherently sequential if all actions in
any sequential plan are dependent or instantaneous (i.e. with zero duration). The static
analyzer may check an approximation by comparing each action pair prior to the search.

Parallelizing Sequential Plans

A parallel plan πc = ((a1, t1), . . . , (ak, tk)) is a schedule of actions ai ∈ A, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, that
transforms the initial state s into one of the goal states t ∈ T , where ai is executed at time
ti. A precedence ordering�d induced by the set of actions {a1, . . . , ak} and a dependency
relation is given by ai �d aj , if ai and aj are dependent and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.

Precedence is not a partial ordering, since it is neither reflexive nor transitive. By
computing the transitive closure of the relation, however, precedence could be extended
to a partial ordering. A sequential plan a1, . . . , ak produces an acyclic set of precedence
constraints ai �d aj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, on the set of actions. It is also important to observe,
that the constraints are already topologically sorted according to �d by taking the node
ordering {1, . . . , k}.

Let d(a) for a ∈ A be the duration of action a in a sequential plan. For a parallel plan
πc = ((a1, t1), . . . , (ak, tk)) that respect�d, we have ti+d(ai) ≤ tj for ai �d aj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤
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(define (domain Boxes)
(:predicates (in-A-Box1) (in-A-Box2) (in-B-Box1)

(in-B-Box2) (in-C-Box1) (in-C-Box2))
(:functions (weight-Box1) (weight-Box2) )
(:durative-action move-A-Box1-Box2
:duration (= ?duration 2.5) :condition (in-A-Box1)
:effect (and (not (in-A-Box1)) (in-A-Box2)

(decrease weight-Box1 5) (increase weight-Box2 5)))
(:durative-action move-A-Box2-Box1
:duration (= ?duration 2.5) :condition (in-A-Box2)
:effect (and (not (in-A-Box2)) (in-A-Box1)

(decrease weight-Box2 5) (increase weight-Box1 5)))
(:durative-action move-B-Box1-Box2
:duration (= ?duration 0.9) :condition (in-B-Box1)
:effect (and (not (in-B-Box1)) (in-B-Box2)

(decrease weight-Box1 3) (increase weight-Box2 3)))
(:durative-action move-B-Box2-Box1
:duration (= ?duration 0.9) :condition (in-B-Box2)
:effect (and (not (in-B-Box2)) (in-B-Box1)

(decrease weight-Box2 3) (increase weight-Box1 3)))
(:durative-action move-C-Box1-Box2
:duration (= ?duration 6.45) :condition (in-C-Box1)
:effect (and (not (in-C-Box1)) (in-C-Box2)

(decrease weight-Box1 8) (increase weight-Box2 8)))
(:durative-action move-C-Box2-Box1
:duration (= ?duration 6.45) :condition (in-C-Box2)
:effect (and (not (in-C-Box2)) (in-C-Box1)

(decrease weight-Box2 8) (increase weight-Box1 8))))

Figure 16.13: The domain Boxes stated for black-box semantics.

k. An optimal parallel plan wrt. a sequence of actions a1, . . . , ak and precedence ordering
�d is a parallel plan π∗ = ((a1, t1), . . . , (ak, tk)) with minimal execution time among all
parallel plans πc = ((a1, t

′
1), . . . , (ak, t′k)) that respect �d.

Possible implementation of such schedulers can be based on the project evaluation and
review technique or on simple temporal networks (see Chap. 14).

16.2.4 Derived Predicates

Derived predicates are predicates that are not affected by any of the actions available to
the planner. Instead, the predicate’s truth values are derived by a set of rules of the
form if φ(x) then P (x). An example of a derived predicate is the above predicate in
BLOCKSWORLD, which is true between blocks x and y, whenever x is transitively (pos-
sibly with some blocks in between) on y. This predicate can be defined recursively as
follows.

(:derived (above ?x ?y - block)
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Procedure Derive
Input State u, rule set R
Output Approximation for Relaxed Plan Length

v ← u ;; Make a copy of input state
while (∃c : |c| = |x|, v |= φ(c), P (c) 6∈ v, (P (x), φ(x)) ∈ R) ;; Choose instantiation

v ← v ∪ {P (c)} ;; Update copy
D(u)← v ;; Update derived set

Algorithm 16.5: Fixpoint for a planning state based on applying a set of rules.

(or (on ?x ?y) (exists (?z - block) (and (on ?x ?z) (above ?z ?y)))))

The semantics, roughly, are that an instance of a derived predicate is satisfied if and
only if it can be derived using the available rules. More formally, let R be the set of rules
for the derived predicates, where the elements of R have the form (P (x), φ(x)) – if φ(x)
then P (x). Then D(u), for a set of basic facts u, is defined as follows.

D(u) =
⋂
{v ⊇ u | ∀(P (x), φ(x)) ∈ R : ∀c, |c| = |x| : (v |= φ(c)⇒ P (c) ∈ v)}.

This definition uses the standard notations of the modeling relation |= between states
(represented as sets of facts in our case) and formulas, and of the substitution φ(c) of the
free variables in formula φ(x) with a constant vector c. In words, D(u) is the intersection
of all supersets of u that are closed under application of the rules R. D(u) can be com-
puted by the simple process shown in Alg. 16.5. Hence, derivation rules can be included
in a forward chaining heuristic search planner by inferring the truth of the derived rule
for each step.

Suppose that we have grounded all derived predicates to the rules (p, φ). In φ there
can be further derived predicates, which by the acyclic definition of derived predicates
cannot be directly or indirectly be dependent from p. For the rule (p, φ) the values p and
φ are equivalent. This implies that p is nothing more than a macro for the expression φ.
All derived predicates can be eliminated from the planning instance by the substitution
with more complex descriptions. The advantage wrt. alternative methods for handling
derived predicates is that the state vector has not to be not extended.

16.2.5 Timed Initial Literals

Timed initial literals are an extension for temporal planning. Syntactically they are a very
simple way of expressing a certain restricted form of exogenous events: facts that will
become true or false at time points that are known to the planner in advance, indepen-
dently of the actions that the planner chooses to execute. Timed initial literals are thus
deterministic unconditional exogenous events.

An illustrative example considers a planning task for shopping. There is a single
action that achieves the goal, which requires a shop to be open as its precondition. The
shop opens at time step 9 relative to the initial state, and closes at time step 20. We can
express the shop opening times by two timed initial literals:
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(:init
(at 9 (shop-open))
(at 20 (not (shop-open))))

Timed initial literals can be inserted into a heuristic search planner as follows. We
associate with each (grounded) action so-called execution time windows, that specify
the interval of save execution. This is done by eliminating the preconditions that are
related to the time initial literal. For ordinary literals and STRIPS actions, the conjunction
of precondition lead to the intersection of action time windows. For repeated literals
or disjunctive precondition lists of time windows have to be kept. The execution time
windows can be integrated into the PERT scheduling process.

16.2.6 State Trajectory Constraints

State trajectory or plan constraints provide an important step of the agreed fragment of
PDDL towards temporal control knowledge and temporally extended goals. They assert condi-
tions that must be satisfied during the execution of a plan. Through the decomposition of
temporal plans into plan happenings, state trajectory constraints feature all levels of the
PDDL hierarchy. For example the constraint a fragile block can never have something above
it can be expressed as

(always (forall (?b - block) (implies (fragile ?b) (clear ?b))

As illustrated in Chap. 14 plan constraints can be compiled away. The approach trans-
lates the constraints in linear temporal logic and compiles them into finite state automata.
The automata are simulated in parallel to the search. The initial state of the automaton
is added to the initial state of the problem and the automaton transitions are compiled
to actions. A synchronization mechanism controls that the the original actions and the
automata actions alternate. Planning goals are extended with the accepting states of the
automata.

16.2.7 Preference Constraints

Annotating individual goal conditions or state trajectory constraints with preferences
model soft constraints and allow to scale the degree of satisfaction with respect to hard
constraints that have to be fulfilled in a valid plan. The plan objective function includes
special variables referring to the violation of the preference constraints and allows plan-
ners to optimize plans.

Quantified preference rules like

(forall (?b - block) (preference p (clear ?b))

are grounded (one for each block), while the inverse expression

(preference p (forall (?b - block) (clear ?b))

leads to only one constraint.
Preferences can be treated as variables using conditional effects, so that the heuristics

derived above remain appropriate for effective plan-finding.
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Chapter 17

Automated System Verification

The presence of a vast number of computing devices in our environment imposes a chal-
lenge for designers to produce reliable software. In medicine, aviation, finance, trans-
portation, space technology and communication, we are more and more aware on the
critical role correct software plays. Failure leads to financial and commercial disaster, hu-
man suffering and fatalities. However, systems are harder to verify than in earlier days.
Testing if a system works as intended becomes increasingly difficult. Nowadays design
groups spend 50-70% of the design time on verification. The cost of the late discovery of
bugs is enormous, justifying the fact that, for a typical microprocessor design project, up
to half of the overall resources spent, are devoted to its verification. In this chapter we
give evidence on the important role of heuristic search in this context.

The process of fully-automated property verification is referred to as model checking
and will cover most of the presentation here. Given a formal model of a system and a
property specification in some form of temporal logic, the task is to validate whether or
not the specification is satisfied in the model. If not, a model checker returns a coun-
terexample for the system’s flawed behavior helping the system designer to debug the
system. The major disadvantage of model checking is that it scales poorly; for a com-
plete verification each state has to be looked at. With the integration of heuristics into the
search process (known as directed model checking) we look at various options for improved
search. The applications range from checking models of communication protocols, Petri
nets, real-time as well as graph transition systems to the verification of real software.
There is a tight connection between model checking and action planning we emphasized.

Most of the work in heuristic search for automated system verification concentrates
on accelerated falsification. With directed automated theorem proving search algorithms like
A* and greedy best-first search are integrated in a deductive system. As theorem provers
draw inferences on top of axioms of an underlying logic, the state space is the set of proof
trees. More precisely, sets of clauses for a proof state are represented in form of a finite
tree and rules describe, how a clause is obtained by manipulating a finite set of other
input clauses. Inference steps are maintained mainly via resolution. As such systems are
provided in functional programming languages we look at functional implementations
of search algorithms.

Another aspect of automated system verification that is especially important for AI
applications is to check, whether or not a knowledge-based system is consistent or contains
anomalies. We address, how symbolic search techniques can be of help in here.

664
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17.1 Model Checking

Model checking has evolved into one of the most successful verification techniques. Exam-
ples range from mainstream applications such as protocol validation, software checking
and embedded systems verification to exotic areas such as business work-flow analy-
sis, scheduler synthesis and verification and planning. The success of model checking is
largely based on its ability to efficiently locate errors. If an error is found, a model checker
produces a counterexample that shows how the error occur, which greatly facilitates de-
bugging. In general, counterexamples are executions of the system, which can be paths
(if linear logics are used) or trees (if branching logics are used).

However, while current model checkers find error states efficiently, the counterexam-
ples are often unnecessarily complex, which hampers error explanation. This is due to
the use of naive search algorithms.

There are two primary approaches to model checking. First, symbolic model checking
applies a symbolic representation for the state set, usually based on binary decision dia-
grams. Property validation in symbolic model checking amounts to some form of sym-
bolic fix-point computation. Explicit-state model checking uses an explicit representation of
the system’s global state graph, usually given by a state transition function. An explicit
state model checker evaluates the validity of the temporal properties over the model, and
property validation amounts to a partial or full exploration of a certain state space. The
success of model checking lies in its potential for push-button automation and in its error
reporting capabilities. A model checker performs an automated complete exploration of
the state space of a software model, usually using a depth-first search strategy. When a
property violating state is encountered the search stack contains an error trail that leads
from an initial system state into the encountered state. This error trail greatly helps soft-
ware engineers in interpreting validation results.

The sheer size of the reachable state space of realistic software models imposes
tremendous challenges on model checking technology. Full exploration of the state space
is often impossible, and approximations are needed. Also, the error trails reported by
depth-first search model checkers are often exceedingly lengthy – in many cases they
consist of multiple thousands of computation steps which greatly hampers error inter-
pretation.

In the design process of systems two phases are distinguished. In a first explanatory
phase, one desires to locate errors fast, while in a second fault-finding phase one looks for
shortest error trails. Since the requirements of the two phases are not the same, different
strategies apply. In safety property checking the idea is to use state evaluation functions
to guide the state space exploration into a property violating state. Best-first search vari-
ants seems to be the most promising candidate for the first phase, but yields no optimal
solution counterexamples. For the second phase, the A* algorithm has applied with suc-
cess. It delivers optimally short error trails if the heuristic estimate for the path length to
the error trail is admissible. Even in cases where this cannot be guaranteed, A* delivers
very good results.

The use of heuristic search renders erstwhile unanalyzable problems analyzable in
many instances. The quality of the results obtained with A* depends on the quality of
the heuristic estimate, and heuristic estimates were devised that are specific for the vali-
dation of concurrent software, such as specific estimates for reaching deadlock states and
invariant violations.
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17.1.1 Temporal Logics

Models with propositionally labeled states can be described in terms of Kripke structures.
More formally, a Kripke structure is a quadruple M = (S,R, I, L) where S is a set of
states R is the transition relation between states using one of the enabled operators, I is
the set of initial states, and L : S → 2AP is a state labeling function. This formulation is
close to the definition of a state space problem in Chap. 2 up to the absence of terminal
states. That I may can contain more than one start state helps to model some uncertainty
in the system. In fact, by considering the set of possible states as one belief state set, this
form of uncertainty can be compiled away.

For model checking, the desired property of the system is to be specified in some form
of temporal logic. We already introduced to linear temporal logic (LTL) in Chap. 14. Given
a Kripke structure and a temporal formula f , the model checking problem is to find the set
of states inM that satisfy f , and check whether the set of initial states belongs to this state
set. We shortly write M |= f in this case.

The model checking problem is solved by searching the state space of the system.
Ideally the verification is completely automatic. The main challenge is the state explosion
problem. The problem occurs in systems with many components that can interact with
each other, so that the number of global states can be enormous. We observe that any
propositional planning problem can be modeled as an LTL model checking problem as
any propositional goal g ⊆ 2AP can be expressed in form of a counterexample to the
temporal formula f = A(G ¬g) in LTL. If the problem is solvable, the LTL model checker
will return a counterexample which in fact is a solution path for the planning problem.

The inverse is also often true. Several model checking problems can be modeled
as state space problems. In fact the class of model checking problems that fit into the
representation of a state space problem with a simple predicate to be evaluated at each
individual state. Such problems are called safety properties. The intuition behind such
property is to say that something bad should not happen. In contrast, liveness properties
refer to infinite runs with (lasso-shaped) counterexamples. The intuition is to say that
something good will eventually occur.

In automata-based model checking the model and the specification are both transformed
into automata for accepting infinite words. Such automata look like ordinary automata
but accepts if during the simulation of an infinite word one accepting state is visited
infinitely often. This assumes that system can be modeled by an automaton, which is
possible when casting all states in the underlying Kripke structure for the model as being
accepting. Any LTL formula can be transformed into an automata over infinite words
even if this construction may be exponential in the size of formula. Checking correctness
is reduced to checking language emptiness. More formally, the model checking proce-
dure validates that a model represented by an automaton M satisfies its specification
represented by an automaton S. The task is to verify if the language induced by the model
is included in the language induced by the specification, L(M) ⊆ L(S) for short. We have
L(M) ⊆ L(S) if and only if L(M) ∩ L(S) = ∅. In practice, checking language empti-
ness is more efficient than checking language inclusion. Moreover, one often constructs
the property automaton N for negation of the LTL formula, avoiding complementation
the automaton over infinite words, once it is constructed. The property automaton is
non-deterministic, such that both the model and the formula introduce branching to the
search process.
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Model Checking Problem

Abstract Model Checking Problem
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Error found

Failure

Abstraction Directed Model Checking

Figure 17.1: Abstraction-directed model checking. First an abstraction is computed. If the
abstract system is not correct, the abstraction serves as a heuristic for guiding the search
towards the error.

17.1.2 The Role of Heuristics

Heuristics are evaluation functions that order the set of states to be explored, such that
the states that are closer to the goal are considered first. Most search heuristics are state-
to-goal distance estimates that are based on solving a simplifications or abstractions of the
overall search problems. Such heuristics are computed either off-line, prior to the search
in the concrete state space, or on-line for each encountered state (set). In a more general
setting, heuristics are evaluation functions on generating paths rather than on states only.

The design of bug hunting estimates heavily depend on the type of error that is
searched for. Example error classes for safety properties are system deadlocks, asser-
tions or invariance violations. To guide the search, the error description is analyzed and
evaluated for each state. In trail-directed search we search for a short counterexample for
a particular error state that has been generated e.g. by simulating the system.

Abstractions often refer to relaxations of the model. If the abstraction is an over-
approximation (each behavior in the abstract space has a corresponding one in the con-
crete space which we will assume here), then a correctness proof for the specification in
the abstract space implies the correctness in the concrete space.

Abstraction and heuristics are two sides of the same medal. Heuristics correspond
to exact distances in some abstract search space. This leads to the general approach
of abstraction-directed model checking (see Fig. 17.1). The model under verification is ab-
stracted into some abstract model checking problem. If the property holds, then the
model checker returns true. If not, in a directed model checking attempt the same abstraction
can be used to guide the search in the concrete state space to falsify the property. If the
property does not hold, a counterexample can be returned, and – if it does hold – the
property has been verified. This framework does not include recursion as in counterex-
ample guided error refinement as shown in Fig. 17.2. But if the abstraction (heuristic) turns
out to be too coarse, it is possible to iterate the process with a better one.
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Figure 17.2: Counter-example guided error refinement. First an abstraction is computed.
If the abstract system is not correct, based on the validity of the counterexample either it
is returned or the abstraction is refined and the system iterates.

17.2 Communication Protocols

Communication protocols are examples for finite reactive concurrent asynchronous sys-
tems that are applied to organize the communication in computer networks. One impor-
tant representative of this class is TCP/IP, which organizes the information exchange in
the Internet. Control and data flow are essential for a communication protocols and is
organized either by the access to global/shared variables or via communication queues,
which are basically FIFO channels. Guards are boolean predicates associated with each
transition and determine whether or not it can be executed. Boolean predicates over
variables are conditions on arithmetic expressions, while predicates over queues are ei-
ther static (e.g. capacity, length) or dynamic (e.g. full, empty). Boolean predicates can be
combined via ordinary boolean operations to organize the flow of control.

In the following we introduce search heuristics used in the analysis of (safety proper-
ties for) communication protocols, mainly to detect violations of system invariants, asser-
tion, and deadlocks.

17.2.1 Formula-based Heuristic

System invariants are boolean predicates that hold in every global system state u. When
searching for invariant violations it is helpful to estimate the number of system transi-
tions until a state is reached where the invariant is violated. For a given formula f , let
hf (u) be an estimate of the number of transitions required until a state v is reached where
f holds, starting from state u. Similarly, let hf (u) denote the heuristic for the number of
transitions necessary until f is violated.

In Fig. 17.3, we illustrate a recursive definition of Hf as a function of f . In the defi-
nition of hf for f = f1 ∧ f2 the use of addition suggests that f1 and f2 are independent,
which may not be true. Consequently, the estimate is not a lower bound, affecting the op-
timality of algorithms like A*. If aim is to obtain short but not necessarily optimal paths,
we may tolerate inadmissibilities, otherwise, we may replace addition by maximization.

Formulas describing system invariants may contain other terms, such as relational
operators and Boolean functions over queues. We extend the definition of hf and hf as
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f hf (u) hf (u)
true 0 ∞
false ∞ 0
a if a then 0 else 1 if a then 1 else 0
¬f1 hf1(u) hf1(u)

f1 ∨ f2 min{hf1(u), hf2(u)} hf1(u) + hf2(u)
f1 ∧ f2 hf1(u) + hf2(u) min{hf1(u), hf2(u)}

Figure 17.3: Definition of hf for boolean expressions f . Value a is a basic proposition, f1

and f2 are logical sub-formulas.

shown in Fig. 17.4.
Note that the estimate is coarse but nevertheless very effective in practice. It is possi-

ble to refine these definitions for specific cases. For instance, Ha=b can be defined as a− b
in case a ≥ b and a is only ever decremented and b is only ever incremented.

f hf (u) hf (u)
full(q) capacity(q)− length(q) if full(q) then 1, else 0

empty(q) length(q) if empty(q) then 1, else 0
q?[t] length of minimal prefix of q without t if head(q) 6= t then 0,

(+1 if q lacks message tagged with t) else maximal prefix of t’s
a⊗ b if a⊗ b then 0, else 1 if a⊗ b then 1, else 0

Figure 17.4: Definition of hf for queue expressions and relational operators in f . Function
q?[t] refers to the expression that is true when the message at the head of queue q is tagged
with a message of type t. All other predicates are self-explaining. Symbol⊗ is a wildcard
for the relational operators =, 6=,≤, <,>, or ≥.

The control state predicate definition is given in Fig. 17.5. The distance matrix δi can
be computed with the ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS algorithm of Floyd and Warshall in
cubic time (see Chap. 3).

The statement assert extends the model with logical assertions. Given that an asser-
tion a labels a transition t = (u, v), with t ∈ Ti, then we say a is violated if the formula
f = ui ∧ ¬a is satisfied.

f hf (u) hf (u)
si δi(ui, si) if ui = si 1, else 0

Figure 17.5: Definition of hf for control state predicates in f . The value δi(ui, vi) is the
minimal number of transitions necessary for the process i to reach state ui starting from
state vi.
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label(t) executable(t, u)
q?x, q asynchronous channel ¬empty(q)
q?t, q asynchronous channel q?[t]
q!m, q asynchronous channel ¬full(q)

condition c c

Figure 17.6: Function executable for asynchronous communication operations and
boolean conditions, where x is a variable, and t is a tag.

17.2.2 Activeness Heuristic

In concurrent systems, a deadlock occurs if at least a subset of processes and resources is
in a cyclic wait situation. State u is a deadlock, if there is no outgoing transition from u to
a successor state v and at least one end state of a processes of the system is not valid. A
local control state can be labeled as end to indicate that it is a valid, i.e., that the system
may terminate if the process is in that state.

Some statements are always executable; amongst others assignments, else state-
ments, and run statements used to start processes. Other statements, such as send or
receive operations or statements that involve the evaluation of a guard depend on the
current state of the system. For example, a send operation q!m is only executable if the
queue q is not full; indicated by the predicate ¬full(q). Asynchronous untagged receive
operations (q?x, with x variable) are not executable if the queue is empty; the correspond-
ing formula is ¬ empty(q). Asynchronous tagged receive operations (q?t, with t tag) are
not executable if the head of the queue is a message tagged with a tag different from
t; yielding the formula q?[t]. Moreover conditions are not executable if the value of the
condition corresponding to the term c is false.

The boolean function executable, ranging over tuples of statements and global system
states, is summarized for asynchronous operations and boolean conditions in Fig. 17.6.

In order to estimate the number of transitions necessary from the current state to reach
a deadlock state, we observe that a deadlock state, all processes are necessarily blocked.
The active process heuristics uses the number of active or non-blocked processes in a given
state:

Ha(u) =
∑

Pi∈P∧active(i,u)

1

where active(i, u) is defined as

active(i, u) ≡
∨

t=(ui,vi)∈Ti

executable(t)

Assuming that the range of Ha is contained in {0, . . . , |P |}, the active processes heuristic
is not fine-grained for protocols involving a small number of processes.

Deadlocks are global system states in which no progress is possible. Obviously, in a
deadlock state each process is blocked in a local state that does not possess an enabled
transition. It is not trivial to define a logical predicate that characterizes a state as a dead-
lock state which could at the same time be used as an input to the estimation functionHf .
We first explain what it means for a process Pi to be blocked in its local state ui. This can
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be expressed by the predicate blockedi which states that the program counter of process
Pi must be equal to ui and that no outgoing transition t from state ui is executable.

blockedi(ui) ≡
∧

t=(ui,vi)∈Ti

¬executable(t, ui)

Suppose we are able to identify those local states in which a process i can block, i.e., in
which it can perform a potentially blocking operation. Let Ci be the set of potentially
blocking states within process i. A process is blocked if its control resides in some of
the local states contained in Ci. Hence, we define a predicate for determining whether
a process Pi is blocked in a global state u as the disjunction of blockedi(c) for every local
state c contained in Ci:

blockedi(u) ≡
∨

c∈Ci
blockedi(c)

Deadlocks, however, are global states in which every process is blocked. Hence, the dis-
junction of blockedi(u) for every processPi yields a formula that establish whether a global
state u is a deadlock state or not:

deadlock(u) =
n∧

i=1

blockedi(u).

Now we address the problem of identifying those local states in which a process can
block. We call these states dangerous. A local state is dangerous if every outgoing local
transition can block. Note that some transitions are always executable, for example those
corresponding to assignments. To the contrary, conditional statements and communica-
tion operations are not always executable. Consequently, a local state which has only
potentially non-executable transitions should be classified as dangerous. Additionally,
we may allow the protocol designer to identify states as dangerous. Chaining backwards
from these states, local distances to critical program counter locations can be computed
in linear time.

The deadlock characterization formula deadlock is constructed before the verification
starts and is used during the search by applying the estimate Hf , with f being a deadlock.
Due to the first conjunction of the formula, estimating the distance to a deadlock state
is done by summing the estimated distances for blocking each process separately. This
assumes that the behavior of processes is entirely independent and obviously leads to a
non-optimistic estimate. We estimate the number of transitions required for blocking a
process by taking the minimum estimated distance for a process to reach a local danger-
ous state and negate the enabledness of each outgoing transition in that state. This could
lead again to a non-admissible estimate, since we are assuming that the transitions per-
formed to reach the dangerous state have no effect on disabling the outgoing transitions
of that state.

It should be noted that deadlock characterizes many deadlock states that are never
reached by the system. Consider two processes Pi, Pj having local dangerous states u, v,
respectively. Assume that u has an outgoing transition for which the enabledness condi-
tion is the negation of the enabledness condition for the outgoing transition from v. In
this particular case it is impossible to have a deadlock in which Pi is blocked in local state
u and Pj is blocked in local state v, since either one of the two transitions must be exe-
cutable. As a consequence the estimate could prefer states unlikely to lead to deadlocks.
Another concern is the size of the resulting formula.
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17.2.3 Trail-Directed Heuristics

We describe now two heuristics that exploit the information of an already established
error state. The first heuristic is designed to focus at exactly the state that was found in
the error trail, while the second heuristic focuses on equivalent error states.

Hamming Distance Let u be a global state given in a suitable binary vector encoding,
i.e., as a vector (u1, . . . , uk). Further on, let v be the error state we are searching for. One
estimate for the number of transitions necessary to get from u to v is called the Hamming
distance Hd(u, v) that is defined as:

Hd(u, v) =
k∑

i=1

|ui − vi|

Obviously, in a binary encoding |ui − vi| ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Obviously, com-
puting Hd(u, v) is available in time linear in the size of the (binary) encoding of a state.
The heuristic is not admissible, since one transition might change more than one posi-
tion in the state vector at a time. Nevertheless, the Hamming distance reveals a valuable
ordering of the states according to their goal distances.

FSM Distance Another distance metric centers around the local states of component
processes. The FSM heuristic is the sum of the goal distances for each local process Pi,
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let ui be the program counter of state u in process i. Moreover, let δi(ui, vi)
be the shortest path distance between the program counters ui and vi in Pi. Then

Hm(u) =
n∑

i=1

δi(ui, vi).

Another way for defining the FSM heuristic is by constructing the boolean predicate f as∧
i∈{1,...,n} ui = vi. Applying the formula-based heuristic the yields hf (u) = Hm(u).

Since the distances between local states can be precomputed, each one can be gathered
in constant time resulting in an overall time complexity which is linear to the number of
processes of the system.

In contrast to the Hamming distance, the FSM distance abstracts from the current
queue load and from values of the local and global variables. We expect that the search
will then be directed into equivalent error states that could potentially be reachable
through shortest paths. The reason is that some kind of errors depend on the local state
of each component processes, while variables play no role.

17.2.4 Liveness Model Checking

The liveness as safety model checking approach proposes to convert a liveness model check-
ing problem into a safety model checking problem by roughly doubling the state vector
size. The most important observation is that the exploration algorithms have not to be
re-written.

In the extended search space we search for shortest lasso-shaped counterexamples,
without knowing the start of the cycle beforehand. We used the the consistent heuristic

Ha(u) = min {δN (uN , vN | v is accepting in N}
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of distances in N for finding accepting states in the original search space.
States in the extended search are abbreviated by tuples (u, v), with u recording the

start state of the cycle, and v being the current search state. If we reach an accepting state,
we immediately switch to a secondary search. Therefore, we observe two distinct cases:
primary search, for which the accepting state not yet reached; and cycle detection search, for
which an accepting state has to be revisited. The state u = v reached in secondary search
is the goal. As it is a successor of a secondary state, we can distinguish the situation from
reaching such a state for the first time.

For all extended states x = (u, v) in the enlarged search space S ′, let Ha(x) = Ha(u)
and Hm(x) = Hm(u, v). Now we are ready to merge the heuristics to one estimate

H(x) =

{
Ha(u) if u = v
H ′m(u, v) if u 6= v

(17.1)

Let h∗(x) be the shortest extension to a complete lasso-shaped counterexample with an
accepting seed state. As each counterexample has to contain at least one accepting state
inN , for primary states xwe have thatH = Ha(x) is a lower bound. For secondary states
x, we have

H(x) = H ′m(u, v) = max{Hm(u, v), δN (uN , vN )},
a lower bound to close the cycle and the lasso in total. Therefore, H is admissible. More-
over, we can strengthen the result.

It is not difficult to see that H is consistent, i.e., H(x) − H(x′) ≤ 1 for all successor
states x′ of x. As bothHa andH ′m are monotone, only one of them is true at a time. Hence,
we have to show thatH is monotone in case of reaching an accepting state. Here we have
that a predecessor e with an evaluation of H(x) = Ha(x) = 0 spawns successors e′ with
evaluation values of Hm(x′) > 0. However, this incurs no problem as H(x) −H(x′) ≤ 1
preserves monotonicity.

The model checking algorithm for directed external LTL search is an extension of
external A* (see Chap. 9), which traverses the bucket file list along growing f = g +
h diagonals. On disk we store (packed) state pairs. Fig. 17.7 illustrates a prototypical
execution.

17.2.5 Planning Heuristics

To encode communication protocols in PDDL, each process is represented by a finite state
automaton. As is not difficult to come up a specialized description, we are interested in a
generic translation routine; the propositional encoding should reflect the graph structures
of the processes and the communication queues.

In the example problem for converting the DINING PHILOSOPHERS problem
(see Chap. 11) the initial state is shown in Fig. 17.8 (top part).

The encoding of the communication structure is based on a related idea on represent-
ing updates in the channel as changes in an associated graph structure. The message-
passing communication model realizes the ring-based implementation of the queue data
structure. A queue is either empty (or full) if both pointers refer to the same queue state.
As a special case, very simple queues (as in our example) may consist of only one queue
state, so the successor bucket of queue state 0 is the queue state 0 itself. In this case
the grounded propositional encoding includes actions where the add and the delete lists
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h−value

g−value

Figure 17.7: Directed model checking LTL. For primary nodes (illustrated using two
white half circles), heuristic Ha applies, while for secondary nodes (illustrated using cy-
cles half white/half black) estimate Hm applies. Once a terminal state with matching
half-circles (illustrated using two black half circles) is reached, an accepting cycle is es-
tablished.

share an atom. We here make the standard assumption that deletion is done first. The
generated propositions for the dining philosophers example is exemplified in Fig. 17.8
(bottom part). The propositions for one queue and the connection of two queues to one
process are shown.

Globally shared and local variables are modeled using numerical variables. The only
difference of local variables compared to shared ones is their restricted visibility scope,
so that local variables are simply prefixed with the process they appear in. If the protocol
relies on pure message passing, no numerical state variable is needed; yielding a pure
propositional model for the DINING PHILOSOPHERS problem.

The PDDL domain encoding uses seven actions, named activate-trans, queue-
read, queue-write, advance-queue-head, advance-empty-queue-tail, advance-non-empty-queue-
tail, and process-trans. We show the activation of a process in Fig. 17.9.

Briefly, the actions encode the protocol semantics as follows. Action activate-trans
activates a transition in a process of a given type from local state s1 to s2. Moreover,
the action sets the predicate activate. This boolean flag is a precondition of the queue-read
and queue-write actions, which set propositions that initialize the reading/writing of a
message. For queue Q in an activated transition querying message m, this corresponds
to the Promela expression Q?m, respectively Q!m. After the read/write operation has been
initialized, the queue update actions must be applied, i.e. advance-queue-head, advance-
empty-queue-tail, or advance-non-empty-queue-tail as appropriate. The actions respectively
update the head and the tail positions, as needed to implement the requested read/write
operation. The actions also set a settled flag, which is a precondition of every queue access
action. Action process-trans can then be applied. It executes the transition from local state
s1 to s2, i.e. sets the new local process state and re-sets the flags.

If the read message does not match the requested message, or the queue capacity
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(is-a-process philosopher-0 philosopher)
(at-process philosopher-0 state-1)
(trans philosopher trans-3 state-1 state-6)
(trans philosopher trans-4 state-6 state-3)
(trans philosopher trans-5 state-3 state-4)
(trans philosopher trans-3 state-4 state-5)
(trans philosopher trans-6 state-5 state-6)
[...]
(is-a-queue forks-0 queue-1)
(queue-head forks-0 qs-0)
(queue-tail forks-0 qs-0)
(queue-next queue-1 qs-0 qs-0)
(queue-head-msg forks-0 empty)
(queue-size forks-0 zero)
(settled forks-0)
[...]
(writes philosopher-0 forks-0 trans-3) (trans-msg trans-3 fork)
(reads philosopher-0 forks-0 trans-4) (trans-msg trans-4 fork)
(reads philosopher-0 forks-1 trans-5) (trans-msg trans-5 fork)
(writes philosopher-0 forks-1 trans-6) (trans-msg trans-6 fork)

Figure 17.8: PDDL encoding for one philosopher’s process, for a (single-cell) communi-
cation channel, and for connecting communication to local state transitions.

(:action activate-trans
:parameters (?p - process ?pt - proctype ?t - transition ?s1 ?s2 - state)
:precondition (and

(forall (?q - queue) (settled ?q))
(trans ?pt ?t ?s1 ?s2)
(is-a-process ?p ?pt) (at-process ?p ?s1)

:effect (and (activate ?p ?t)))

Figure 17.9: Testing if a transition is enabled and activating it. A pending process is acti-
vated, if all queues have finalized their updates and if there is a transition that matches
the current process state.

is either too small or too large, then the active local state transition will block. If all
active transitions in a process block, the process itself will block. If all processes are
blocked, we have a deadlock in the system. Detection of such deadlocks is implemented,
in different domain versions, either as a collection of specifically engineered actions or,
more elegantly, as a set of derived predicates. In both cases one can infer, along the
lines of argumentation outlined above, that a process/the entire system is blocked. The
goal condition that makes the planners detect the deadlocks in the protocols is simply a
conjunction of atoms requiring that all processes are blocked. The PDDL description for
the derivation of a deadlock based on blocked read accesses is shown in Figure 17.10.

Extensions to feature LTL properties with PDDL specification are available via state
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(:derived (blocked-trans ?p - process ?t - transition)
(exists (?q - queue ?m - message ?n - number)
(and (activate ?p ?t) (reads ?p ?q ?t) (settled ?q)

(trans-msg ?t ?m) (queue-size ?q ?n) (is-zero ?n))))))
(:derived (blocked ?p - process)

(exists (?s - state ?pt - proctype)
(and (at-process ?p ?s) (is-a-process ?p ?pt)
(forall (?t - transition)
(or (blocked-trans ?p ?t)

(forall (?s2 - state) (not (trans ?pt ?t ?s ?s2)))))))))

Figure 17.10: Derivation of a deadlock in a concurrent system in PDDL. A process is
blocked if all its enabled transitions are blocked and a system is in a deadlock is if all
processes are blocked.

trajectory constraints or temporally extended goals.

17.3 Program Model Checking

An important application of automated verification lies in the inspection of real software,
as they can help to detect subtle bugs in safety-critical programs. Earlier approaches to
program model checking rely on abstract models which were either constructed manually or
generated from the source code of the investigated program. As a drawback, the program
model may abstract from existing errors, or report errors that are not present in the actual
program. The new generation of program model checkers build on architectures capable
of interpreting compiled code to avoid the construction of abstract models. The used
architectures include virtual machines and debuggers.

We exemplify our considerations in program model checking on the object-code level.
Based on a virtual processor, it performs a search on machine-code, compiled e.g. from
a c/c++ source. The compiled code is stored in ELF, a common object file format for bi-
naries. Moreover, the virtual machine was extended with multi-threading, which makes
it also possible to model-check concurrent programs. Such an approach provides new
possibilities for model checking software. In the design phase we can check, whether our
specification satisfies the required properties or not. Rather than using a model written
in the input language of a model checker, the developers provide a test implementation
written in the same programming language as the end product.

In assembly-level program model checking there are no syntactic or semantic restrictions
to the programs that can be checked as long as they can be compiled. Fig. 17.11 displays
the components of a state, which is essentially composed of the stack contents and ma-
chine registers of the running threads, the lock- and memory-pool. The other sections
contain the program’s global variables, while the lock- and memory-pool store the set of
locked resources and the set of dynamically allocated memory regions.

The state vector in Fig. 17.11 is quite large and one may conclude, that model checking
machine code is infeasible due to the memory required to store the visited states. In
practice, however, most states of a program differ only slightly from their immediate
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Figure 17.11: A state in an assembly-based model checker. Accessed and non-released
shared variables are maintained in the lock pool, dynamic memory blocks are maintained
in the memory pool, the current execution structure (of the active thread) is kept in stacks,
global data such as the program itself and some global variables are already reserved in
the object code file that is loaded before the model checker is started.

predecessors. If memory is only allocated for changed components, by using pointers to
unchanged component in the predecessor state, it is possible to explore large parts of the
programs state space, before running out of memory.

Fig. 17.1 shows an example program, which generates two threads from a abstract
thread class, that access the shared variable glob. If model checker finds an error trail of
program instructions , which leads to the line of the VASSERT statement, and the corre-
sponding system state violates the boolean expression, the model checker prints the trail
and terminates. Fig. 17.12 shows the error trail. The assertion is only violated, if Thread
3 is executed before Thread 2. Otherwise, glob would take the values 0, 2, and 9.

Heuristics have been successfully used to improve error detection in concurrent pro-
grams. States are evaluated by a estimator function, measuring the distance to an error
state, so that states closer to the faulty behavior have a higher priority and are considered
earlier in the exploration process. If the system contains no error, there is no gain.

Deadlock Heuristics The model checker automatically checks for deadlocks during the
program exploration. A thread can gain and release exclusive access to a resource using
the statements VLOCK and VUNLOCK, which take as their parameter a pointer to a base
type or structure. When a thread attempts to lock an already locked resource, it must
wait until the lock is released by the thread which holds it. A deadlock describes a state,
where all running threads wait for a lock to be released. An appropriate example for the
detection of deadlocks is the most-block heuristic. It favors states, for which more threads
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#include "IVMThread.h"
#include "MyThread.h"
extern int glob;

class IVMThread;
MyThread::MyThread()
:IVMThread::IVMThread(){
}
void MyThread::start() {
run();
die();

}
void MyThread::run() {
glob=(glob+1)*ID;

}
void MyThread::die() {
}
int MyThread::id_counter;

#include <assert.h>
#include "MyThread.h"
#define N 2

class MyThread;
MyThread * t[N];
int i,glob=0;

void initThreads () {
BEGINATOMIC
for(i=0;i<N;i++) {
t[i]=new MyThread();
t[i]->start();
}

ENDATOMIC
}
void main() {
initThreads();
VASSERT(glob!=8);
}

Table 17.1: The source of the program glob. The main program applies an atomic block
of code to create the threads. Such a block is defined by a pair of BEGINATOMIC and
ENDATOMIC statements. Upon creation, each thread is assigned a unique identifier ID by
the constructor of the super class. An instance of MyThread uses ID to apply the statement
glob=(glob+1)*ID. The VASSERT statement evaluates the boolean expression glob!=8.

Step 1: Thread 1 - Line 10 src-file: glob.c - initThreads
Step 2: Thread 1 - Line 16 src-file: glob.c - main
Step 3: Thread 3 - Line 15 src-file: MyThread.cc - MyThread::run
Step 4: Thread 3 - Line 16 src-file: MyThread.cc - MyThread::run
Step 5: Thread 2 - Line 15 src-file: MyThread.cc - MyThread::run
Step 6: Thread 2 - Line 16 src-file: MyThread.cc - MyThread::run
Step 7: Thread 1 - Line 20 src-file: glob.c - main
Step 8: Thread 1 - Line <unknown> src-file: glob.c - main

Figure 17.12: The error-trail for the ’glob’-program. First, the instances of MyThread are
generated and started in one atomic step. Then the run-method of Thread 3 is executed,
followed by the run-method of Thread 2. After Step 3, we have glob=(0+1)*3=3 and
after step 5 we have glob=(3+1)*2=8. Finally, the line containing the VASSERT-statement
is reached.

are blocked.

Structural Heuristics Another established estimate used for error detection in concur-
rent programs is the interleaving heuristic. It relies on a quantity for maximizing the in-
terleaving of thread executions. The heuristic do not assign values to states but to paths.
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The objective is that by prioritizing interleavings concurrency bugs are found earlier in
the exploration process.

The lock heuristic additionally prefers states with most variables locks and and most
threads alive. Locks are the obvious precondition for threads to become blocked and only
threads that are still alive, can get in a blocked mode in the future.

If threads have the same program code and the threads differ only in their (thread) ID,
their internal behavior is only slightly different. In the thread-ID heuristic the threads are
ordered linear according to their ID. This means, that we avoid all those executions in the
state exploration, where, for each pair of threads, a thread with a higher ID has executed
less instruction than threads with a lower id. States, that do not satisfy this condition will
be explored later in a way not to disable complete exploration.

Finally, we may consider the access to shared variables. In the shared variable heuristic
we prefer a change of the active thread after a global read or write access.

Trail-directed heuristics target trail-directed search, that is, given an error trail for the
instance, find a possibly shorter one. This turns out to be an apparent need of the appli-
cation programmer, for whom long error trails are an additional burden to simulate the
system and to understand the nature of the faulty behavior.

Examples for trail-directed heuristic are the above-mentioned Hamming distance and
FSM heuristic. In assembly-level program model checking the FSM heuristic is based on
the finite state automaton representation of the object-code that is statically available for
each compiled class.

The export of parsed programs in planner input for applying a tool-specific heuris-
tic is possible; including real numbers, threading, range statements, sub-routine calls,
atomic regions, deadlocks as well as assertion violation detection. Such approach, how-
ever, is always limited by the static structure of PDDL, which hardly cover dynamic needs
as e.g. present in memory pools.

17.4 Analyzing Petri Nets

Petri nets are fundamental to the analysis of distributed systems especially infinite-state
systems. Finding a particular marking corresponding to a property violation in Petri nets
can be reduced to exploring a state space induced by the set of reachable markings. Typ-
ical exploration approaches are undirected and do not take into account any knowledge
about the structure of the Petri net.

More formally, a standard Petri net is a 4-tuple (P, T, I−, I+), where P = {p1, . . . , pn}
is the set of places, T = {t1, . . . , tm} is the set of transitions with 1 ≤ n,m < ∞ and
P ∩ T = ∅. The backward and forward incidence mappings I− and I+ respectively map
elements of P × T and T × P to the set of natural numbers and fix the Petri net link
structure and the transition labels. To ease the exposition, we assume all place-transition
nets to be standard and use the terms Petri net and place-transition net synonymously.

A marking maps elements of P to a natural number. WithM(p) we denote the number
of tokens at place p. It is natural to assume that M is provided in vector representation.
Markings correspond to states in a state space. Petri nets are often supplied with an initial
markingM0, the initial state. A transition t is enabled, if all its input places contain at least
one token, i.e., M(p) ≥ I−(p, t) for all p ∈ P . If a transition is fired, it deletes one token
from each of its input places and generates one on each of its outputs places. A transition
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Figure 17.13: Place-transition Petri nets for 2 and 4 DINING PHILOSOPHERS. The graphi-
cal representation consists of circles for places, dots for tokens, rectangles for transitions,
and arrows for arcs between places and transitions. The left net is in its initial the net
to the right is in a deadlock state. The tokens are small. Moreover, the first net can be
viewed as a abstraction of the net to the right.

t enabled at marking m may fire and generate a new marking M ′(p) = M(p)− I−(p, t) +
I+(p, t) for all p ∈ P , written as M →M ′. A marking M ′ is reachable from M , if M ∗→M ′,
where ∗→ is the reflexive and transitive closure of→. The reachability set R(N) of a place
transition net N is the set of all markings M reachable from M0. A place-transition net N
is bounded, if for all places p there exists a natural number k, such that for all M in R(N)
we have M(p) ≤ k. A transition t is live, if for all M in R(N) there is a M ′ in R(N) with
M

∗→ M ′ and t is enabled in M ′. A place-transition net N is live, if all transitions t are
live. A firing sequence σ = t1, . . . , tn starting at M0 is a finite sequence of transitions such
that ti is enabled in Mi−1 and Mi is the result of firing ti in Mi−1.

In the analysis of complex systems, places model conditions or objects such as program
variables, transition model activities that change the values of conditions and objects, and
markings represent the specific values of the condition or object, such as the value of a
program variable.

n example of an ordinary place-transition petri net for the DINING PHILOSOPHERS

example with 2 and 4 philosophers is provided in Fig. 17.13. Different philosophers cor-
respond to different columns, while the places in the rows denote their states: thinking,
waiting, and eating. The markings for the 2-philosophers case correspond to the initial
state of the system, while for the 4-philosophers case, we show the markings that re-
sulted in a deadlock.

There are two different analysis techniques for Petri nets, the analysis of the reachability
set and the invariant analysis. The latter approach concentrates more on the Petri net
structure itself. Unfortunately, invariant analysis is applicable only if studying |P | × |T |
is tractable. Hence, we concentrate on the analysis of the reachability set. Recall that the
number of tokens for a node in a place transition net is not bounded a priori, so that the
number of possible states is infinite.

Heuristics estimate the number of transitions necessary to achieve a goal condition.
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Evaluation functions in the context of Petri nets associate a numerical value to each mark-
ing in order to prioritize the exploration of some successors with respect to some others.
The shortest firing distance δN (M,M ′) in a net N is defined as the length of the shortest fir-
ing sequence betweenM andM ′. The distance is infinite if there exists no firing sequence
between M and M ′. Moreover, δN (M,ψ) is the shortest path to a marking that satisfies
condition ψ starting at M , i.e., δN (M,ψ) = min{δN (M,M ′) | M ′ |= ψ}. Subsequently,
heuristic h(M) estimates δN (M,ψ). It is admissible, if h(M) ≤ δN (M,ψ) and monotone if
h(M)−h(M ′) ≤ 1 for a successor markingM ′ ofM . Monotone heuristics with h(M ′) = 0
for all M ′ |= ψ are admissible.

We distinguish two search stages. In the explanatory mode, we explore the set of
reachable markings having just the knowledge on what kind of error φ we aim at. In this
phase we are just interested in finding such error fast, without aiming at concise coun-
terexample firing sequences. For the fault-finding mode we assume that we know the
marking, where the error occurs. This knowledge is to be inferred by simulation, test or
a previous run in the explanatory mode. To reduce the firing sequence a heuristic esti-
mate between two markings is needed. The presentation of the heuristics is kept short,
as the heuristics and their properties share similarities with the ones for communication
protocols.

Hamming Distance Heuristic A very intuitive heuristic estimates is the Hamming dis-
tance heuristic

hH(M,M ′) =
∑

p∈P
[M(p) 6= M ′(p)].

Here, the truth of [M(p) 6= M ′(p)] is interpreted as an integer in {0, 1}. As a transition
may add/delete more than one token at a time, the heuristic is neither admissible nor
consistent. However if we divide hH(M,M ′) by the maximum number of infected places
of a transition, we arrive at an admissible value. In the 4-DINING PHILOSOPHERS prob-
lem, an initial estimate of 4 that matches the shortest firing distance to a deadlock.

Subnet Distance Heurisitic A more elaborate heuristic that approximates the distance
between M and M ′ works as follows. Via abstraction function φ it projects the place
transition network N to φ(N) by omitting some places, transitions and corresponding
arcs. In addition, the initial set of marking M and M ′ is reduced to φ(M) and φ(M ′). As
an example the 2 DINING PHILOSOPHERS place-transition net in Fig. 17.13 is in fact an
abstraction of the 4 DINING PHILOSOPHERS place transition net to its right.

The subnet distance heuristic is the shortest path distance required to reach φ(M ′) from
φ(M), formally

hφ(M,M ′) = δφ(N)(φ(M), φ(M ′)).

In the example of 4 DINING PHILOSOPHERS we obtain an initial estimate of 2. The heuris-
tic estimate is admissible, i.e., δN (M,M ′) ≥ δφ(N)(φ(M), φ(M ′)). Let M be the current
marking and M ′′ be its immediate successor. In order to prove that the heuristic hφ is
consistent, we show that hφ(M)− hφ(M ′′) ≤ 1. Using the definition of hφ, we have that

δφ(N)(φ(M), φ(M ′)) ≤ 1 + δφ(N)(φ(M ′′), φ(M ′)).

The above inequality is always true since the shortest path cost from φ(M) to φ(M ′)
cannot be greater than the shortest path cost that traverses φ(M ′′) (triangular property).
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To avoid recomputations, it is appropriate to precompute the distance prior to the
search and to use table lookups to guide the exploration. The subnet distance heuris-
tic completely explores the coverage of φ(N) and runs a ALL PAIRS SHORTEST PATHS

algorithm on top of it.
If we apply two different abstractions φ1 and φ2, in order to preserve admissibility,

we can only take their maximum, i.e.,

hmax
φ1,φ2

(M,M ′) = max{hφ1(M,M ′), hφ2(M,M ′)}.

However, if the support of φ1 and φ2 are disjoint, i.e., the corresponding set of places and
the set of transitions are disjoint φ1(P )∩φ2(P ) = ∅ and φ1(T )∩φ2(T ) = ∅, the sum of the
two individual heuristics

hadd
φ1,φ2

(M,M ′) = hφ1(M,M ′) + hφ2(M,M ′)

is still admissible. If we use an abstraction for the first two and the second two philoso-
phers we obtain the perfect estimate of 4 firing transitions.

Activeness Heuristic While the above two heuristics measure the distance from one
marking to another, it is not difficult to extend them for a goal by taking the minimum
of the distance of the current state to all possible markings that satisfy the desired goal.
However, as we concentrate on deadlocks, specialized heuristics can be established that
bypass the enumeration of the goal set.

A deadlock in a Petri net occurs if no transition can fire. Therefore, a simple distance
estimate to the deadlock is simply to count the number of active transitions. In other
words, we have

ha(M) =
∑

t∈T
enabled(t).

As with the Hamming distance the heuristic is not consistent nor admissible, since one
firing transition can change the enableness of more than one transition. For our running
example we find 4 active transitions in the initial states.

Planning Heuristics In the following we derive a PDDL encoding for Petri nets, so
that we can use in-built planning heuristic to accelerate the search. We declare two
object types place and transition. To describe the topology of the net we work with
the predicates (incoming ?s - place ?t - transition) and (outgoing ?s - place ?t -

transition), representing the two sets I− and I+. For the sake of simplicity all transitions
have weight 1. The only numerical information that is needed is the number of tokens at
a place. This marking mapping is realized via the fluent predicate (number-of-tokens ?p

- place). The transition firing action is shown in Figure 17.14.
The initial state encodes the net topology and the initial markings. It spec-

ifies instances to the predicates incoming and outgoing and a numerical predicate
(number-of-tokens) to specifyM0. The condition that a transition is blocked, can be mod-
eled with a derived predicate as follows

(:derived block (?t - transition)
(exists (?p - place)

(and (incoming ?p ?t) (= (number-of-tokens ?p) 0))))
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(:action fire-transition
:parameters (?t - transition)
:preconditions
(forall (?p - place)
(or (not (incoming ?p ?t))

(> (number-of-tokens ?p) 0)))
:effects
(forall (?p - place)
(when (incoming ?p ?t)

(decrease (number-of-tokens ?p))))
(forall (?p - place)
(when (outgoing ?t ?p)

(increase (number-of-tokens ?p)))))

Figure 17.14: Numerical planning action of a Petri net transition.

Consequently, a deadlock to be specified as the goal condition is derived as

(:derived deadlock (forall (?t - transition) (blocked ?t)))

It is obvious, that the PDDL encoding inherits a one-to-one correspondence to the
original place-transition net.

17.5 Exploring Real-Time Systems

Real-time model checking with timed automata is an important verification scenario, and
cost-optimal reachability analysis as considered here has a number of industrial applica-
tions including resource-optimal scheduling.

17.5.1 Timed Automata

Timed automata can be viewed as an extension of classical finite automata with clocks and
constraints defined on these clocks. These constraints, when corresponding to states are
called invariants, and restrict the time allowed to stay at the state. When corresponding
to transitions these constraints are called guards, and restrict the use of the transition. The
clocks C are real-valued variables and are used to measure durations. The values of all
the clocks in the system are denoted as a vector, also called as clock valuation function
v : C → IR+. The constraints are defined over clocks and can be generated by the
following grammar: for x, y ∈ C, a constraint α is defined as,

α ::= x ≺ d | x− y ≺ d | ¬α | (α ∧ α),

where d ∈ ZZ and ≺∈ {<,≤}. These constraints yield two different kinds of transitions.
The first one (delay transition) is to wait for some duration in the current state s - provided
the invariant(s) holds. This lets only the clock variables increase. The other operation
(edge transition) resets some clock variables while taking the transition t. The operation
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is possible given that the guard(t) holds. We allow an edge transition to be taken without
an increase in the clock variables, i.e., in time 0.

Trajectories are alternating sequences of states and transitions and define a path within
the automata. The reachability task is to determine, if the goal in form of partial assign-
ment to the ordinary and clock variables can be reached or not. The optimal reachability
problem is to find a trajectory that minimizes the overall path length.

For a reachability analysis on timed automata, one faces the problem of an infinite-
state space. This infiniteness is due to the fact that the clocks are real-valued and, hence,
an exhaustive state space exploration can yield to infinite branches. This problem was
solved with the introduction of a partitioning scheme based on regions. A region au-
tomata creates finitely many partitions of the infinite state space based on the equivalent
classes of the clock valuations. In model checking tools, though, a coarser representation
called as zone is used. Formally, a zone Z over a set of clocks C is a finite conjunction of
difference constraints of the form x− y ≤ d or x− y < d, with x, y ∈ C and integer d1.

The semantics for delay and edge transitions in a timed automata are based on some
basic operations. We restrict to changes in clock variables. For a clock vector u and a
zone Z we write u ∈ Z if u satisfies the constraints in Z. The two main operations
on (clock) zones are clock reset {x}Z = {u[0/x] | u ∈ Z} that resets all the clocks x,
delay or future (d time units) Z↑ = {u + d | u ∈ Z}. The reachability problem in timed
automata can then be reduced to the reachability analysis in zone automata. In a zone
automata, each state is basically a symbolic state corresponding to one or many states
in the original timed automata. The new state is represented as a tuple (l, Z), with l
being the discrete part containing the local state of the automata, and Z is the convex |C|-
dimensional hypersurface in Euclidean space. Semantically, (l, Z) now represents the set
of all states (l, u) with u ∈ Z. Let B(C) denotes the set of constraints defined on clocks
C and P(C) the power set of C. Formally, a timed automata is a tuple (S, l0, A, Inv, T ),
where S is the set of states, (l0, Z0) is the initial state with an empty zone, A ⊆ S×B(C)×
P(C)×S is the transition relation making states to their successors, given the constraints
on the edge are satisfied, Inv : S → B(C) assigns invariants to the states, and T is the set
of final states.

17.5.2 Linearly Priced Timed Automata

Linearly priced timed automata are timed automata with (linear) cost variables. For the
sake of brevity, we restrict their introduction to one cost variable c. Cost increases at states
with respect to a predefined rate and in transitions with respect to an update operation.
The cost-optimal reachability problem is to find a trajectory that minimizes the overall
path costs. Fig. 17.15 shows a timed automata. The minimum cost of reaching location
s3 with cost 13 correspond to the trajectory (d(0), t1, d(4), t2) of waiting 0 steps in s1 and
then taking the transition to s2, where four time steps are spent until the transition to the
goal in s3.

Similar to timed automata, for priced timed automata we use the notion of priced
zones to represent the symbolic states. Let ∆Z be the unique clock valuation of Z such
that for all u ∈ Z and ∀x ∈ C, we have, ∆Z ≤ u(x), i.e., it represents the lowest corner
of the |C|-dimensional hyper-surface representing a zone. In the following, we ∆Z is

1Unary constraints x ≤ d or x < d are rewritten as x − x0 ≤ d and x − x0 < d for some start time clock
variable x0, x− y ≥ d as y − x ≤ −d and x = y as x− y ≤ 0 and y − x ≤ 0.
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y ≥ 40 ≤ y ≤ 4
s1 s3s2

c = 4 x← 0
c = c+ 1 c = c+ 4

x← 0
y ≤ 4

x← 0
c = 2

Figure 17.15: Example of a priced timed automaton with 3 states s1 (init), s2 (intermedi-
ate), s3 (goal) with two clock variables x and y and the clock constraints defined on the
transitions. The rate of cost variable c is 4 at s1 and 2 at state s2.

referred as the zone offset. For the internal state representation, we exploit the fact that
prices are linear cost hyperplanes of zones. A priced zone PZ is a triple (Z, c, r), where
Z is a zone, integer c describes the cost of ∆Z and r : C → ZZ gives the rate for a given
clock. In other words, prices of zones are defined by the respective slopes that the cost
function hyperplane has in the direction of the clock variable axes. Furthermore, with
f : PZ → ZZ, we denote the cost evaluation function based on priced zones PZ. The cost
value f for a given clock x ∈ C in the priced zone PZ = (Z, c, r) can then be computed
as c+

∑
x∈C r(x)(v(x)−∆z(x)). Formally, a linearly priced timed automata over clocks C

is a tuple (S, l0, A, Inv,Price, T ), where S is a finite set of locations, (l0, PZ0) is the initial
state with empty priced zone PZ0, A ⊆ S × B(C) × P(C) × S is the set of transitions,
each consisting of a parent state, the guard on the transition, the clocks to reset and the
successor state, Inv assigns invariants to locations, and Prize : (S∪A)→ IN assigns prices
to the states and transitions.

17.5.3 Traversal Politics

In priced real-time systems, the costs f denote monotonic increasing function implying
that for all (u, v) ∈ A we have f(u) ≤ f(v). It is clear that breadth-first search does not
guarantee a cost-optimal solution. A natural extension is to continue the search when a
goal is encountered and keep on searching until a better goal is found or the state space
is exhausted. Such branch-and-bound algorithm is an extension to uninformed search
and prunes all the states that do not improve on the last solution cost. Given that the cost
function is monotone, the algorithm always terminates with an optimal solution. The
underlying traversal policy for branch-and-bound can be borrowed from either breadth-
first search, depth-first search, or best-first search.

Heuristics are either provided by the user, or inferred automatically by generalizing
the FSM distance heuristic to include clock variables. The automated construction of the
heuristic shares similarities with the ones for metric planning and is involved.

One of the involved differences between real-time reachability and ordinary reach-
ability analysis is the zone inclusion check. While in (delayed) duplicate elimination we
omit all identical states from further consideration, in real-time model checking we have
to check inclusions of the form Z ⊆ Z ′ to detect duplicate states. Once Z is closed un-
der entailment, in the sense that no constraint of Z can be strengthened without reducing
the solution set, the time-complexity for inclusion checking is linear to the number of
constraints in Z.
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Subsequently, while porting real-time model checking algorithms to an external de-
vices, we have to provide an option for the elimination of zones. Since we cannot define
a total order on zones, trivial external sorting schemes are useless in our case. In exter-
nal breadth-first we exploit the fact that two states (l, Z) and (l′, Z ′) are comparable only
when l = l′. This motivates the definition of zone union U where all zones correspond
to the states sharing a common discrete part l, and for all Z,Z ′ ∈ U , we have Z 6⊆ Z ′.
Duplicate states can now be removed by first sorting with respect to the discrete part l,
which will bring all states sharing the same l close together, and then doing a one-to-one
comparison among all such states. The result of this phase is a file where states are sorted
according to the discrete parts l forming duplicate free zone unions. This one-to-one com-
parison of all the zones for a particular l can only be performed I/O-efficiently when all
the states sharing the same l can be read into the main memory. The same approach of
internalizing zone unions is available during set refinement with respect to predecessor
files. We load both the zone union from the predecessor file and the one in the unrefined
file and check for the entailment condition.

17.6 Analyzing Graph Transition Systems

Graphs are a suitable formalism for software and hardware systems involving issues such
as communication, object orientation, concurrency, distribution and mobility. The prop-
erties of such systems mainly regard aspects such as temporal behavior and structural
properties. They can be expressed, for instance, by logics used as a basis for a formal
verification method, which main success is due to the ability to find and report errors.

Graph transition systems extend traditional transition systems by relating states with
graphs and transitions with partial graph morphisms. Intuitively, a partial graph morphism
associated to a transition represents the relation between the graphs associated to the
source and the target state of the transition, i.e., it models the merging, insertion, addition
and renaming of graph items (nodes or edges), where the cost of merged edges is the least
one amongst the edges involved in the merging.

As an example consider the ARROW DISTRIBUTED DIRECTORY PROTOCOL; a solution
to ensure exclusive access to mobile objects in a distributed system. The distributed sys-
tem is given as an undirected graph G, where vertices and edges respectively represent
nodes and communication links. Costs are associated with the links in the usual way,
and a mechanism for optimal routing is assumed.

The protocol works with a minimal spanning tree of G. Each node has an arrow
which, roughly speaking, indicates the direction in which the object lies. If a node owns
the object or is requesting it, the arrow points to itself; we say that the node is terminal.
The directed graph induced by the arrows is called L. Roughly speaking, the protocol
works by propagating requests and updating arrows such that at any moment the paths
induced by arrows, called arrow paths, either lead to a terminal owning the object or
waiting for it.

More precisely, the protocol works as follows: Initially L is set such that every path
leads to the node owning the object. When a node u wants to acquire the object, it sends
a request message find(u) to a(u), the target of the arrow starting at u, and sets a(u) to
u, i.e., it becomes a terminal node. When a node u whose arrow does not point to itself
receives a find(w) message from a node v, it forwards the message to node a(u) and sets
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Figure 17.16: Three states of the directory. The state on the left is the initial one: node
v0 has the object and all paths induced by the arrows lead to it. The state on the right
of the figure is the result of two steps: node v4 sends a request for the object through its
arrow; and v3 processes it by updating the arrows properly, i.e., the arrow points now to
v4 instead of v2.

a(u) to v. On the other hand, if a(u) = u (the object is not necessarily at u but will be
received if not) the arrows are updated as in the previous case but this time the request
is not forwarded but enqueued. If a node owns the object and its queue of requests is not
empty, it sends the object to the (unique) node u of its queue sending a move(u) message
to v. This message goes optimally through G.

Fig. 17.16 illustrates three states of a protocol instance with six nodes v0, . . . , v5. One
might be interested in properties like Can node vi be a terminal?, Can node vi be terminal and
all arrow paths end at vi?, Can a node v be terminal?, Can a node v be terminal and all arrow
paths end at v?.

The properties of a graph transition system can be expressed using different for-
malisms. One can use, for instance, a temporal graph logic, which combines temporal
and graph logics. A similar alternative are spatial logics, which combine temporal and
structural aspects. In graph transformation systems , one can use rules to find certain
graphs: the goal might be to find a match for a certain transformation rule. For the sake
of simplicity and generality, however, we consider that the problem of satisfying or falsi-
fying a property is reduced to the problem of finding a set of goal states characterized by
a goal graph and the existence of an injective morphism.

It is of practical interest identifying particular cases of goal functions as the following
goal types: 1. ψ is an identity - the exact graph G is looked for; 2. ψ is a restricted identity
- an exact subgraph of G is looked for; 3. ψ is an isomorphism - a graph isomorphic to G
is looked for; 4. ψ is any injective graph morphism - the most general case.

Note that there is a type hierarchy, since goal type 1 is a subtype of goal types 2 and
4, which are of course subtypes of the most general goal type 4. The computational com-
plexity of the goal function varies according to the above cases. For goals of type 1 and
2, the computational efforts needed are just O(|G|) and O(|ψ(G)|), respectively. Unfor-
tunately, for goal types 3 and 4, due to the search for isomorphisms, the complexities
increase to a term exponential in |G| for GRAPH ISOMORPHISM and to a term exponential
in |ψ(G)| for SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM.

We consider two analysis problems. The first one consists on finding a goal state,
the second problem aims at finding an optimal path to a goal state. The two problems
can be solved with traditional graph exploration algorithms. For the reachability prob-
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lem, for instance, one can use, amongst others, depth-first search, hill climbing, best-first
search, Dijkstra’s algorithm (and its simplest version breadth-first search) or A*. For the
optimality problem, only the last two are suited.

Removable Items Heuristic For graph transformation systems, graph morphisms are
induced by graph transformation rules, while in communication protocols by the oper-
ations of the processes. In most cases, such transitions are usually local and involve a
few insertion/deletion/merging of items. As a heuristic we can thus determine, prior to
the analysis, the number of items deleted and erased by graph morphisms so that is not
difficult to derive consistent heuristics.

Isomorphism Heuristics The main drawback of the above for goals of type 4 is evident.
If state graphs have more edges and nodes than the goal graph the resulting heuristic is
completely blind. Thus A* degenerates into Dijkstra and best-first into a random search.
Thus, we propose functions inspired by heuristics to decide GRAPH ISOMORPHISM or
SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM. For instance, if one has to decided whether two graphs are
isomorphic one would check first whether the two graphs have the same number of
items. If so, one could continue trying to match nodes with the same in- and out-degrees.

Obviously, none of the two heuristics presented in this section is consistent or admis-
sible in general, and one could define other versions of the heuristics by changing some
of the parameters used: the order criteria, the distance between vectors, etc. The idea of
these heuristics is, indeed, to illustrate the wide variety of non-admissible heuristics one
could define.

Hamming Distance Heuristic The Hamming distance of two bit vectors is the number
of vector indices on which the bits differ. As there are many different encodings of a
graph, we choose a simple one based on the image of the state representation in the
memory. As more than one bit can change within one transition (e.g. the last one before
reaching the goal), the heuristic is neither admissible nor consistent.

Planning Heuristics Finally, one can profit from specific heuristics available in the con-
crete tool that performs the analysis. In order apply a planner to graph transition sys-
tems, we first need a propositional description of graph transition systems in PDDL. Due
to the parametric description facility provided by planning formalism, it is easy to define
morphisms and partial morphisms as actions. For example, a morphism that inverses an
edge can be specified as follows.

(:action morphism-inverse
:parameters(?u ?v - node)
:precondition (and (link ?u ?v))
:effect

(and (not (link ?u ?v)) (link ?v ?u)))

A graph transition problem can be described with the help of predicates defining the
graph in the initial state. The whole graph can be described by the use of link predicates
defining the edges between different nodes of the graph.
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Fortunately, PDDL provides a very neat and elegant mechanism to formulate our
goals’ criteria. In the following we address methods to describe the folowing goals.

Property 1 goal (subgraph): Perhaps the most simple to describe are the type 1 goals as
we only search for a specific subgraph. As is evident from the PDDL specification of the
domain, the subgraph can easily be declared by using the (link u v) predicates.

Property 2 goal (exact graph): For a Property 2 goal, we look for an exact matching of the
goal graph in the state space. Just like for the previous type, we can describe the whole
graph with (link u v) predicates.

Property 3 goal (subgraph isomorphism): Given a goal graph G, the state space is
searched for a state that contains a subgraph isomorphic to G. In such case goals are
strictly more expressive and need an existential quantification over all the nodes to be
described succinctly. A goal of type 3 can then be included as

(:goal (exists (?n0 ?n1 - node) (link n0 n1))

Property 4 goal (isomorphism): Given a goal graph G, the state space is searched for
a node that contains a graph isomorphic to G. Having the existential quantifier in our
hands, we can describe G using (link u v) predicates, e.g.,

(:goal (exists ?n0 ?n1 ?n2 ?n3 ?n4 ?n5 - node)
(and (link ?n0 ?n0) (link ?n1 ?n0) (link ?n2 ?n0) (link ?n3 ?n1)

(link ?n4 ?n0) (link ?n5 ?n4))

In practice, heuristic search planners can outperform general tools for verifying graph
transition systems. But, similar to program model checking applications, the static struc-
ture of a plan models the approach is not able to cover dynamic behaviors in graph tran-
sition systems.

17.7 Checking Anomalies in Knowledge Bases

Nowadays, knowledge-based systems (KBS) are used in several applications. Especially
when applied to business settings, errors in the KBS can cause considerable damage.
Most KBS are rule based. Checking for anomalies in a given knowledge-based system is
a very important task. A popular classification of such anomalies are

1. redundancy: a rule can be omitted without affecting the system’s inferences

2. conflict: incompatible inferences can be made from valid initial data

3. circularity: an inference depends on itself.

4. defiency: no useful conclusions are produced for some valid input set.

Consider the following example for determining the academic status of a person with
a knowledge base consisting of 5 rules:

• (R1): member-of-university(X) ∧ unrolled(X)→ student(X)

• (R2): student(X) ∧ ¬has-degree(X,D)→ undergraduate(X)
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• (R3): student(X) ∧ has-degree(X,D)→ graduate(X)

• (R4): enrolled(X) ∧ ¬has-degree(X,D)→ undergraduate(X)

• (R5): ¬student(X)→ staff(X)

Moreover, let member-of-university(a), enrolled(a), and has-degree(a, bachelor)
be the possible inputs and undergraduate(a), graduate(a), and staff(a) mutu-
ally incompatible outputs. In order to check this rule base, goals are labeled.
As the first goal is reachable via two paths (via rule R4 or via rules R1, and
R2), we get two possible environments: {enrolled(a),¬has-degree(a, bachelor)},
and {member-of-university(a), enrolled(a),¬has-degree(a, bachelor)}, so that we
obtain a redundancy. The rule base also contains a conflict, namely the
conjunction of staff(a) and undergraduate(a) contains the valid combination
{¬member-of-university(a), enrolled(a),¬has-degree(a, bachelor)}.

The efficiency of a labeling approach clearly depends on the compactness of the gen-
erated labels. It is not difficult to see, that these may require exponential size, with the
exponent being in the depth of the rule sets (see Exercises). Henceforth, more efficient
representations like BDDs are needed.

The symbolic approach encodes the systems input in binary form, traverses the rule
base, thereby constructing the BDDs instead of labels that describe the in- and output
dependencies of the system, and checking these BDD labels against each other, and re-
porting any anomalies.

In the example one can choose a 3 bit unary encoding (x1, x2, x3) respectively
denoting the truth or absence of the inputs member-of-university(a), enrolled(a), and
has-degree(a, bachelor). Traversing the rule base either by forward or backward chaining
gives the BDD representation for the labels. For every rule instance in the inference space,
a BDD is constructed using the labels of the literals in its antecedent. The label of the cor-
responding hypothesis is obtained by computing the disjunct of the rule labels of all rule
instances having that hypothesis as a consequent. In the example we obtain the BDD
representations for undergraduate(a) = x2 ∧ ¬x3, for graduate(a) = x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3, and for
staff (a) = ¬x1 ∧ ¬x2. The redundancy anomaly is found during exploration by perform-
ing a containment operation on the set of BDD labels. The incompatible output anomaly
is established by conjoining the output BDDs for undergraduate(a) and for staff (a).

17.8 Automated Theorem Proving

Standard theorem proving procedures draw inferences on sets of clauses. For theorem
proving in predicate logic SAT solver technology is frequently applied.

To illustrate how automated theorem proving can be casted a variant to state space search
we recall the resolution rule for predicate logic. From sentences P1 ∨ P2 ∨ . . . ∨ Pn and
¬P1 ∨ Q2 ∨ ... ∨ Qm we derive resolvents P2 ∨ ... ∨ Pn ∨ Q2 ∨ . . . ∨ Qm, e.g. from P and
¬P ∨Q, we derive Q.

In first order logic we are given sentences P1∨ . . .∨Pn andQ1∨ . . .∨Qm, where each Pi
andQi is a literal. If Pj and ¬Qk unify with substitution list Θ, we can derive the resolvent
sentence subst(Θ, P1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pj−1 ∨ Pj+1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pn ∨ Q1 ∨ ... ∨ Qk−1 ∨ Qk+1 ∨ . . . ∨ Qm).
For example from clauses P (x, f(a))∨P (x, f(y))∨Q(y) and ¬P (z, f(a))∨¬Q(z), we can
derive the resolvent clause P (z, f(y)) ∨Q(y) ∨ ¬Q(z) using Θ = x/z.
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Procedure Unify
Input: Terms p, q, partial substitution list θ
Output: Complete unification list θ

(r, s)← Scan(p, q) ;; First terms, where p and q disagree
if ((r, s) = (∅, ∅)) return (θ,success) ;; Match found
if variable(r) ;; Process p

θ ← θ ∪ {r/s} ;; Extend substitution list
Unify(subst(θ, p), subst(θ, q), θ) ;; Recursive call

else if variable(s) ;; Process q
θ ← θ ∪ {s/r} ;; Extend substitution list
Unify(subst(θ, p), subst(θ, q), θ) ;; Recursive call

else return failure ;; No unification available

Algorithm 17.1: The Unification algorithm for FOL.

Unification itself is a pattern matching procedure, which takes two atomic sentences,
called literals, as input, returns failure if no match is obtained and a substitution list,
Θ, if match is found. The equation unify(p, q) = Θ means subst(Θ, p) = subst(Θ, q) for
two atomic sentences p and q, where Θ called the most general unifier (mgu), variables
are implicitly universally quantified and to make literals match, we replace variables
by terms. Examples are parents(x, father(x), mother(Justus)), parents(Justus, father(y), z)
with mgu {x/Justus, y/Justus, z/mother(Justus)}, and parents(x, father(x), mother(Justus)),
parents(Max, father(y),mother(y)) with unification failure.

The pseudo-code linear time algorithm that returns the mgu is provided in Alg. 17.1.
Note that the mgu not unique, that variable can never be replaced by a term containing
that variable and that it is important to check occurrences before making a recursive call.

The resolution refutation procedure realizes proof-by-contradiction with an implemen-
tation displayed in Alg. 17.2. Given a consistent set of axioms KB and a goal sentence
Q, we have to show that KB |= Q, i.e., every interpretation I that satisfies KB, satis-
fies Q. Since interpretation I either satisfies Q or ¬Q, we have (KB |= Q) if and only if
(KB ∧ ¬Q |= False).

As the resolution rule is only applicable with sentences that are in the form P1 ∨
P2 ∨ . . . ∨ Pn, the question remains, how to convert every FOL sentence into this form?
Fortunately, every FOL sentence can be converted to a logically equivalent sentence that
is in a normal form called clause form.

The nine steps to obtain a clause form are as follows. First, we eliminate all equiv-
alences by replacing each instance of the form (P ⇔ Q) with the equivalent expression
((P ⇒ Q) ∧ (Q ⇒ P )). Then we eliminate all implications by replacing each instance of
the form (P ⇒ Q) with (¬P ∨ Q). Next, we reduce the scope of each negation symbol
to a single predicate by applying equivalences such as converting ¬¬P to P ; ¬(P ∨Q) to
¬P ∧ ¬Q; ¬(P ∧Q) to ¬P ∨ ¬Q; ¬(∀x)P to (∃x)¬P , and ¬(∃x)P to (∀x)¬P . Afterwards
we standardize the variables and rename all variables so that each quantifier has its own
unique variable name; convert (∀x)P (x) to (∀y)P (y) if there is another place where vari-
able x is already used. Next, we eliminate existential quantification by introducing Skolem
functions, i.e., convert (∃x)P (x) to P (c), where c is a brand new constant symbol that is
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Procedure Resolution-Refutation
Input: KB set of consistent, true FOL sentences

Q goal sentence that we want to derive
Output: success if KB |= Q, and failure otherwise

KB ← KB ∪ {¬Q} ;; Proof by contradiction
while (false /∈ KB) ;; Potentially endless loop

(S1, S2)← SelectUnify(KB) ;; Sentences containing literals that unify
if ((S1, S2) = (∅, ∅)) return failure ;; No contradiction possible
resolvent← ResolutionRule(S1, S2) ;; Compute resolvent
KB ← KB ∪ {resolvent} ;; Extend knowledge base

return success ;; Contradiction found

Algorithm 17.2: Resolution refutation procedure

not used in any other sentence. Value c is called a Skolem constant. More generally, if
the existential quantifier is within the scope of a universal quantified variable, then in-
troduce a Skolem function that depend on the universally quantified variable. Function
f is called a Skolem function, and must be a new name that does not occur in any other
sentence in the entire KB. Subseqently, we remove universal quantification symbols by
first moving them all to the left end and making the scope of each the entire sentence,
and then just dropping the first part Afterwards, we distribute and over or to obtain a
conjunction of disjunctions. Next, we split each conjunct into a separate clause. Finally,
we standardize variables so that each clause contains unique variable names.

The resolution procedure can be thought of as the bottom-up construction of a search
tree, where the leaves are the clauses produced by KB and the negation of the goal. When
a pair of clauses generates a new resolvent clause, we add a new node to the tree with arcs
directed from the resolvent to the two parent clauses. It succeeds when a node containing
the False clause is produced, becoming the root node of the tree. This suggest a breadth-
first exploration. Level 0 clauses are those from the original axioms and the negation of
the goal. Level k clauses are the resolvents computed from two clauses, one of which
must be from level k − 1 and the other from any earlier level Compute all level 1 clauses
possible, then all possible level 2 clauses, etc. Breadth-first exploration is complete, but
very inefficient.

To control the resolution’s search, different suggestions have been made. The set-of-
support approach requires that at least one parent clause must be from the negation of the
goal or one of the descendents of such a goal clause. The strategy is complete, when we
assume that all possible set-of-support clauses are derived. In unit resolution, at least one
parent clause must be a unit clause, i.e., a clause containing a single literal. This strategy
is not complete in general, but for Horn clauses. For input resolution, at least one parent
from the set of original clauses (from the axioms and the negation of the goal) strategy is
not complete in general, but complete for Horn clauses.
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17.8.1 Heuristics

A top-down proof creates a proof tree, where the node label of each interior node corre-
sponds to the conclusion, and the node labels of its children correspond to the premises
of an inference step. Leaves of the proof tree are either axioms or instances of settled
theorems. A proof state represents the outer fragment of a proof tree: the top-node, repre-
senting the goal and all leaves, representing the subgoals of the proof state. All proven
leaves can be discharged, because they are not needed for further considerations. If all
subgoals have been solved, the proof is successful.

One estimate for the remaining distance to the goal is the number of internal nodes
of the current proof-state. An illustrative competitor is the string length of a proof state
representation. The number of trees with k internal nodes and the number of strings
with length k are both finite, such that for this internal node heuristic and the string length
heuristic the number of proof states with fixed heuristic value k are finite.

This is the basis for the design of guided search algorithms with guaranteed progress.
At the first glance, heuristic search according to the representation size of a theorem
seems not to be a good choice, since it exploits very poor knowledge. But even these
vague parts of information can speed up computation by magnitudes.

The third heuristic we suggest is the number of open subgoals in the current proof
state. This heuristic is the only one, which is admissible, when we assume that one in-
ference step can close at most one open subgoal at a time. This also proves that the open
subgoal heuristic is consistent.

In contrast to the internal node heuristic and the string length heuristic by the limited
range of information, the open subgoal heuristic can have infinite plateaus of states with the
same estimate value. In this case, greedy best-first search frequently fails to terminate. On
the other hand, in regular state spaces, even weaker heuristics may yield fast solutions in
greedy search.

17.8.2 Functional A* Search

In a forward proof, axioms and already proven theorems are combined to generate new
theorems. In a backward proof, one starts with the theorem to prove, which is step by
step reduced to new subgoals. With a tactic, basic inference steps are combined to larger
case-sensitive and proof-searching rules using axioms, memorized theorems or assump-
tions. For increasing performance in some basic object logics, tableau theorem provers
have been integrated, but their inference is not generic for all object logics. The inference
process is hidden in the auto tactic.

Greedy best-first search expands the states with minimal evaluation function value
first. It is attracted by local optima not complete even for finite graphs. In contrast, DFS
and BFS are complete as DFS uses global memory to store already proven subgoals, while
BFS could omit the pruning of duplicate states.

In a functional implementation of A* (see Alg. 17.3), one input parameter is the heuris-
tic function h (we have not expelled the in- and output parameters as the input are all
mappings and the function declaration itself is assigned to the output). Furthermore, the
successor generation function Γ, goal predicate Goal and the initial state s are passed to
the algorithms as parameters, where the goal function helps filtering the successor states.
The priority queue Open is represented by a list of triples (g, f, u), sorted by ascending f -
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Functional A* (s,Goal, h,Γ) = ;; Interface
let func relax(succs, t, g) = ;; Definition subroutine

let func f(v) = (g, g + h(v), v) ;; Local merit computation
l← (filter Goal succs) ;; Search for terminal state

in if (l 6= []) then l else ;; Termination in case goal is found
Open(foldr (insert,(map fsuccs), t)) ;; Insert successors calling . . .

end ;; . . . priority queue update
and ;; End first subroutine

func Open [] = [] | ;; Recursive definition
Open ((g, f, u) :: t) = ;; Main case

relax (Γ(u), t, g + 1) ;; Call subroutine
in ;; End second subroutine

relax (Γ(s), [], 0) ;; Initial call
end

Algorithm 17.3: Functional implementation of the A* algorithm. Keywords and func-
tion declarations are set in bold where variables, function calls are set in italics.

values. For the sake of brevity we have omitted re-opening of already expanded nodes on
shorter generating paths. If the heuristic function h is consistent, i.e. h(v)−h(u)+1 ≥ 0 for
all (u, v) ∈ E, this is no restriction. In this case, on every path the priority f is monotone.
All re-weighted edges are positive, and the correctness argument of Dijkstra’s algorithm
applies. All extracted nodes will have correct f -values. The implementation of A* in
Alg. 17.3 uses simultaneous recursion.

In contrast to the imperative setting, in functional A*, insert implements dictionary
updates within the set of horizon nodes. If the state is already contained in the priority
queue, no insertion takes place, thus avoiding duplicates within the queue. However,
since the Closed list of already expanded states is not modeled, even on finite graphs the
functional pure heuristic search derivate, i.e. f(v) = (g, h(v), v) is no longer complete.

Global expanded node maintenance in Closed is integrated in the pseudo codes of
Alg. 17.3 as follows: set Closed is supplied as an additional parameter: in A* to the relax
function, and in IDA* to the depth function. In A*, Closed is initialized to the empty list
at the very beginning, while in IDA*, Closed is re-initialized in each iteration. Instead
of (map f succs) visited states are first eliminated by (map f eliminate(Closed, succs)). The
dictionary for Closed can be implemented through lists, balanced trees, or low level hash
tables.

17.9 Bibliographic Notes

Approver by Hajek [1978] is probably the first tool for the automated verification of communi-
cation protocols. It has already applied guidances to search the state space. The tool was capable
of dealing with a broader class of concurrent systems than the classical communication protocols,
like, for instance, mutual exclusion algorithms. The SpotLight system by Yang and Dill [1998] has
applied A* to combat the state explosion problem. A general search strategy, called the target en-
largement analysis, computed nodes around the goal by applying some pre-images starting from
the target description before starting the forward search. With this respect, this technique shares
similarities with perimeter search (see Chap. ??). A first study of symbolic guided model checking
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models beyond main memory capacity. Jabbar and Edelkamp [2006b] have parallelized the ap-
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Biere [2004].

Counter-example guided error refinement has been suggested by Clarke et al. [2001]. Pat-
tern/abstraction database heuristics have been introduced independently by Edelkamp and
Lluch-Lafuente [2004b] (for explicit-state model checking) and by Qian and Nymeyer [2004] (for
symbolic model checking). An automated translation of communication protocol specifications
from Promela to PDDL has been suggested by Edelkamp [2003b]. With two scalable protocol
designs, namely the deadlock solution to the DINING PHILOSOPHERS problem and the OPTICAL
TELEGRAPH protocol, the domain has been entered as a benchmark for the 4th international plan-
ning competition Hoffmann et al. [2006].

Directed model checking the machine code has been proposed by Mehler [2005] based on
work of Leven et al. [2004]. The architecture refers to model checking Java programs through
extending its virtual machines by Visser et al. [2000], and by model checking via a steered de-
buggers as proposed by Mercer and Jones [2005]. A related approach is proposed by Robby et al.
[2003]. Externalization and parallelization is discussed by Edelkamp et al. [2007b].

Petri nets were invented by Petri [1962] as a means of describing concurrency and synchro-
nization in distributed systems. They have been used for action planning by Fabiani and Meiller
[2000] and by Hickmott et al. [2006]. The transcriptions are automated, each predicate is repre-
sented by a place and each action is realized as a transition.

Model checking with timed automata as invented by Alur and Dill [1994] is a decidable sub-
field of the analysis of hybrid automata, see Henzinger et al. [1995] with a number of indus-
trial applications. UPPAAL as proposed by Larsen et al. [1997] is one very successful verification
tool based on timed automata. It can be used for modeling, simulation and validation of real-
time systems. It deals with non-deterministic processes with finite control structure, channel or
shared variable communication, and real-valued clocks. UPPAAL CORA developed by Larsen
et al. [2001] is the extension of UPPAAL designed for efficient cost-optimal reachability analysis
in priced timed automata. UPPAAL CORA is also competitive in resource-optimal scheduling as
shown by Rasmussen et al. [2004]. A recent proposal to generate heuristics for UPPAAL has been
provided by Kupferschmid et al. [2006]. External branch-and-bound for real-time domains has
been proposed by Edelkamp and Jabbar [2006a]. A connection from mu-calculus parity games
and symbolic planning is drawn by Bakera et al. [2008b].

The graphical nature of designs appears explicitly in approaches like graph transformation sys-
tems [Rozenberg, 1997], and implicitly in other modeling formalisms like algebras for concurrent
communicating processes [Milner, 1989]. A formal definition of the ARROW DISTRIBUTED DIREC-
TORY PROTOCOL has been given by Demmer and Herlihy [1998]. Edelkamp et al. [2006] have
integrated graph transition systems into an ordinary model checker (SPIN) and suggest many of
the heuristics discussed in the text. Converting graph transition systems into inputs for planners
has been suggested by Edelkamp and Jabbar [2005]. The scenario restricts to solve the optimiza-
tion problems with respect to some cost algebra Edelkamp et al. [2005].

Automated theorem proving for the verification of systems is of rising interest. As a trivial
example, all recent bounded model checkers based on SMV by McMillan [1993] that perform SAT-
based exploration apply theorem proving techniques. On the other hand, many theorem provers
like PVS by Owre et al. [1996] include model checking units. Directed automated theorem prov-
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ing and the functional application of A* (in Isabelle) has been invented by Edelkamp and Leven
[2002]. A self-contained introduction to interactive proof in Isabelle, developed at Cambridge
University and TU Munich, has been provided by Nipkow et al. [2002]. Standard functional heap
priority queue representation are described by Okasaki [1998]. He used a priority queue represen-
tation based on linear lists and also omits the Closed list. There are different state-of-the art generic
higher-order logic (HOL) theorem proving systems to which directed search appears applicable,
e.g. HOL [Gordon, 1987] and COQ [Barras et al., 1997].



Chapter 18

Vehicle Navigation

Navigation is a ubiquitous need to satisfy today’s mobility requirements. Current navi-
gation systems assist almost any kind of motion in the physical world including sailing,
flying, hiking, driving and cycling. This success in the mass market has been largely fu-
eled by the advent of the Global Positioning system, which provides a fast, accurate, and
cost-efficient way to determine one’s geographical position anywhere on the earth. GPS
is most useful in combination with a digital map; map matching can provide the user with
the information of where he is located with regard to it. However, for use in a vehicle, it
is not only desirable to know the current position, but also to obtain directions of how to
get from the current position to a (possibly unknown) target. To solve this problem, route
finding has become a major application area for heuristic search algorithms.

In this chapter, we briefly review the interplay of search algorithms and other com-
ponents of navigation systems, and we discuss particular algorithmic challenges arising
in this field.

18.1 Components of Route Guidance Systems

Let us first give a brief overview of the different components of a navigation system.
Apart from the routing algorithm, relevant aspects include the generation and processing
of suitable digital maps, positioning, map matching, geocoding, and user interaction. The next
sections discuss these topics in turn.

18.1.1 Generation and Preprocessing of Digital Maps

Digital maps are usually represented as graphs, where the nodes represent intersections
and the edges are unbroken road segments that connect the intersections. Nodes are
associated with a geographical location. Between intersections intermediate nodes of
degree 2 so-called shape points) approximate a road’s geometry.

Each segment has a unique identifier and additional associated attributes, such as the
name, the road type (e.g., highway, on/off-ramp, city street), speed information, address
ranges, and the like. Generally, no information about the number of lanes is provided.
The straightforward representation for a two-way road is by means of a single undirected
segment. However, for navigation purposes a representation is often more convenient
that breaks them up into two unidirectional links of opposite direction.

697
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Today’s commercially available digital maps have achieved an accuracy in the range
of a few to a few ten’s of meters as well as a coverage for all the major highway road
network and urban regions in the industrialized world. They are produced based on
a variety of sources: Digitization of legacy (paper) maps, aerial photographs, and data
collection by specialized field personnel with proprietary equipment, such as optical sur-
veying instruments and high-precision GPS systems. Maps can be digitized by hand,
tracing each map’s lines with a cursor, or automatically with scanners. Since maps are
bound to change continually over time, updates have to be supplied on a regular basis,
typically once or twice a year.

Besides navigation, the combination of enhanced digital road maps and precise po-
sitioning systems enables a much wider range of novel in-car applications that improve
safety and convenience, such as curve speed warning, lane departure detection, predic-
tive cruise control for fuel savings, and more. However, for such applications current
commercial maps still lack some necessary features and accuracy, such as accurate alti-
tude, lane structure, and intersection geometry. A number of national and international
research efforts are currently under way to investigate the potential of these technolo-
gies, like the U.S. Department of Transportation project EDMap and its European Union
counterpart NextMap, which are similar in scope. The objective of EDMap was to de-
velop and evaluate a range of digital map database enhancements that might enable or
improve the performance of driver assistance systems under development or consider-
ation by automakers. The project partners included several automotive manufacturers
and map suppliers.

Alternative approaches to the traditional labor- and equipment-intensive process of
map generation have been researched, and prototypical systems have been developed.
One such proposition is statistical in spirit: it is based on a large quantity of possibly
noisy data from GPS traces for a fleet of vehicles, as opposed to a small number of highly
accurate points obtained from surveying methods. It is assumed that the input probe data
is obtained from vehicles that go about their usual business unrelated to the task of map
construction, possibly piggybacking on other applications based on positioning systems.
The data are (semi-)automatically processed in different stages. After data cleanup and
outlier removal, traces from different cars are split into sections that belong to the same
segment and pooled together, based on an initial inaccurate map, or unsupervised road
clustering. Then, each segment geometry is refined using spine fitting. The histogram
of distances of GPS points to the road centerline is used to determine the number and
position of lanes; finally, observed lane transitions at intersection help to connect the
lanes to intersection models.

In a separate project, techniques for offline and online generation of sparse maps has
been developed, tailored to the use in small, portable devices. The map is based on a
collection of entire routes. Intersection points are identified, and segments comprise not
individual roads, but subsections of traces not intersecting other traces. Heuristic search
methods are needed to estimate if traces represent the same road.

Regardless of the way a digital map has been generated, for navigation purposes it
has to be brought in efficiently manageable data structures. The requirements of a rout-
ing component are often different from the map display and map matching component,
and need a separate representation. For routing, we do not need to explicitly store shape
points, only the combined ance and travel times of the line segments between two in-
tersections is relevant for routing. Still, many intersection nodes of degree two remain.
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These nodes can be eliminated by merging the adjacent edges through adding their dis-
tance and travel time values.

In order to find roads that are close to a given location, we cannot afford to sift exten-
sively through large networks. Appropriate spatial data structures access methods (e.g., R-
tree, CCAM) have been developed that allow fast location-based retrieval, such as range
queries. Recently, some general-purpose databases have begun incorporating spatial ac-
cess methods.

18.1.2 Positioning Systems

The notion positioning system is a general term to identify and record the location of an
object on the earth’s surface. There are three types of positioning systems commonly in
use: stand-alone, satellite-based, and terrestrial radio-based.

Stand-Alone Positioning Systems

Dead reckoning (DR) is the typical stand-alone technique that sailors commonly used in
earlier times before the development of satellite navigation. In order to determine the
current position, DR incrementally integrates the distance traveled and the direction of
travel relative to a known start location. Direction of a ship used to be determined by
magnetic compass, and the distance traveled was computed by the time of travel and the
speed of the vehicle (posing the technical challenge of building mechanical clocks that
work with high accuracy in an environment of rough motions and changing climates).
In modern land-based navigation, however, various sensor devices can be used, such as
wheel rotation counters, gyroscopes, and inertial measurement units (IMUs). A common
drawback of dead reckoning is that the estimation errors increase with the distance to the
known initial position, so that frequent updates with a fixed position are necessary.

Satellite-Based Positioning Systems

With a GPS receiver, users anywhere on the surface of the earth (or in space around the
earth) can determine their geographic position in latitude (north-south, ascending from
the equator), longitude (east-west), and elevation. Latitude and longitude are usually
given in units of degrees (sometimes delineated to degrees, minutes, and seconds); ele-
vation is usually given in distance units above a reference such as mean sea level or the
geoid, which is a model of the shape of the earth.

The global positioning system was originally designed by the United States Department
of Defense for military use. It comprises 24 satellites orbiting at about 12,500 miles above
the earth’s surface. The satellites circle the earth about twice in a 24-hour period. Each
GPS satellite transmits radio signals that can be used to compute a position. These signals
are currently transmitted on two different radio frequencies, called L1 and L2. The civil-
ian access code is transmitted on L1 and is freely available to any user, while the precise
code is transmitted on both frequencies, and can be used only by the U.S. military.

To calculate a position, a GPS receiver uses a principle called triangulation (to be pre-
cise: trilateration), a method for determining a position based on the distance from other
points or objects that have known locations.
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The satellite’s radio signals carry two key pieces of information, its position and ve-
locity, and a digital timing signal based on an accurate atomic clock on board the satel-
lite. GPS receivers compare this timing information to timing information generated by
a clock within the receiver itself to determine the time it took the radio signal to travel
from the satellite to the receiver (and hence its distance, taking into account the speed of
light).

Since each satellite measurement constrains the location to lie on a sphere around
it, the information of three satellites leaves only two possible positions, one of which
can generally be ruled out for not lying on the earth’s surface. So, while in principle
three satellites are sufficient for localization, in practice another one is needed in order to
compensate for inaccuracies in the receiver’s quartz clock.

Obviously with such a sophisticated system, many things can cause errors in the po-
sitional computation and limit the accuracy of measurement. Apart from clock errors,
major noise sources are:

• Atmospheric interference: the signal is deflected by the ionosphere, and has to
travel a longer distance, particularly for satellites that stand low over the horizon.

• Multipath: the signal is reflected at nearby buildings, trees, etc, so that the receiver
has to distinguish between the original signal and its echo.

• Due to the various external gravitational influences, the satellite’s orbit can deviate
from the theoretical prediction.

To achieve higher position accuracy, most GPS receivers utilize what is called Dif-
ferential GPS (DGPS). A DGPS receiver utilizes information from one or more station-
ary base-station GPS receivers. The base-station GPS receiver calculates a position from
the satellite signals, and its difference from the accurately known real position. Under
the valid assumption that nearby locations experience a similar error (e.g., due to atmo-
spheric noise), the difference is broadcast to the mobile receivers, who add it to their
computed position. Publicly available differential correction sources can be classified as
either local area or wide area broadcasts. Local area differential corrections are usually
broadcast from land-based radio towers and are calculated from information collected
by a single base station. The most common local area differential correction source is a
free service maintained by the United States Coast Guard. Wide area differential correc-
tions are broadcast from geostationary satellites and are based on a network of GPS base
stations spread throughout the intended coverage area. A common source for different
corrections used by many low-cost GPS receivers is the Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS). It is broadcast on the same radio frequency as the GPS signals; therefore, the
receivers can conveniently obtain it using the same antenna.

The European Galileo program will build a civilian global navigation satellite system
that is inter-operable with GPS and the Russian GLONASS. By offering dual frequencies
as standard, however, Galileo will deliver real-time positioning accuracy down to the
meter range, which is unprecedented for a publicly available system. It is planned to
reach full operational capability with a total of 30 satellites deployed by 2008.
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Terrestrial Radio-Based Positioning Systems

Apart from satellite-based navigation, terrestrial radio-based positioning systems have
been designed for specific applications (e.g., offshore navigation). They commonly em-
ploy direction or angle of arrival (AOA), absolute timing or time of arrival (TOA), and
differential time of arrival (TDOA) techniques to determine the position of a vehicle. For
example, LORAN-C consists of a number of base stations at known locations that keep
sending a synchronized signal. By noting the time difference between the signals re-
ceived from two different stations, the position can be constraint to a hyperbola; exact
location requires a second pair of base stations.

Indoor navigation systems generally use infrared and short-range Radios, or Radio
Frequency identification (RFIDs). The mobile networking community uses a technique
known as Cell Identification (Cell-ID).

Hybrid Positioning systems

We have seen that dead-reckoning can maintain the position independently of the avail-
ability of external sources, however it needs regular fixes with known positions, or the
error will increase steeply with the distance traveled. On the other hand, satellite-based
or terrestrial positioning systems can provide an accurate position, but are not available
everywhere or all the time (e.g., GPS needs a clear view of the sky, rendering it unreliable
in tunnels or urban canyons). Therefore, many practically deployed positioning systems
employ a combination of fixed positioning and dead reckoning. Most factory-installed
navigation systems use a combination of (D)GPS with wheel rotation counters, gyro-
scopes, and steering wheel sensors. A universal, principled way of integrating several
noisy sensors into a consistent estimate is the Kalman filter. In order to use the Kalman fil-
ter to estimate the internal state of a process given only a sequence of noisy observations,
one must supply a time-dependent model of the process. In our case, it must be specified
how variable like speed, acceleration etc. at a discrete time instant t evolve from a given
state at time t − 1. In addition, we have to define how the observed outputs depend on
the system’s state, and how the controls affect it. Then, the process can be essentially
modeled as a Markov chain built on linear operators perturbed by Gaussian noise.

Factory-installed vehicle navigation systems can offer a higher positional accuracy
than hand-held devices due to the integration of built-in sensors. Due to the big gap in
cost, however, the latter ones are becoming more and more popular, especially in Europe.

18.1.3 Map Matching

Map matching means associating a position given as a longitude/latitude-pair with the
most probable location with regard to a map. With perfect knowledge of the location
and flawless maps, this would be a trivial step. However, GPS positions might some-
times deviate from the true position by tens to hundreds of meters; and in addition, dig-
ital maps contain inaccuracies in the geometry of roads, spurious or missing segments.
Moreover, roads are usually represented as lines, and intersections simplified as points
where segments meet. Real roads, however, particularly multi-lane highways, have a
non-negligible width; real intersections also have a considerable extent, and can com-
prise turn lanes.
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Figure 18.1: Point-to-point map matching: The current GPS position is associated with
the closest intersection.

Figure 18.2: Point-to-curve map matching: The current GPS position is associated with
the closest (interpolated) point on a line segment.

Geometric techniques utilize only the estimated location(s) and the road segments.
We can distinguish between point-to-point matching, point-to-curve matching, and
curve-to-curve matching. In point-to-point matching (Fig. 18.1), the objective is to find
the closest node ni to the measured position p (e.g., the location predicted by GPS). Gen-
erally, the Euclidean distance is used to find the distance between p and ni. The number
of nodes ni is quite large in a road network; however, this number can be reduced us-
ing a range query with a suitable window size and the appropriate spatial access method
(e.g., R-tree, CCAM). Point-to-point matching gives inaccurate results when we are in the
middle of a segment, far away from intersections.

In point-to-curve matching (Fig. 18.2), the objective is to find the closest curve from the
measured point. Since most commonly map segments are represented as a sequence of
line sequence (a so-called polyline), we find the minimum distance between p and any
point on some line segments li. The procedure consists of projecting a point on a line
segment (Fig. 18.3). Generally, we can first retrieve a set of candidate segments with a
range query centered on p. Then, each line segment of each road is tested in turn.

To improve efficiency, a bounding box can be associated with each segment. For-
mally, the axis-parallel bounding box Box(P ) for a set of coordinates P is defined as the
smallest enclosing rectangle [x1, x2] × [y1, y2] for P , i.e., x1 = min{x | (x, y) ∈ P},
y1 = min{y | (x, y) ∈ P}, x2 = max{x | (x, y) ∈ P}, y2 = max{y | (x, y) ∈ P}. Then,
irrelevant segments can be excluded with little effort by computing the distance of p to
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Figure 18.3: Projection of a point onto a line segment. An intermediate point A′ on the
line segment is found that has minimal distance from the current GPS position A. As in
the case of point B, the closest point B′ on the line can lie outside the segment; in this
case, the distance is defined with regard to the closest end point B′′.

the bounding box first; we continue with the actual sequence of projections only if it is
sufficiently small (i.e, smaller than the best line segment found so far). Apart from the
location of a vehicle, it is also often worthwhile to take into account the heading (direc-
tion of travel) of the vehicle for disambiguation between two close segments running in
different direction, e.g., in the vicinity of intersections.

Still, point-to-curve-matching has limitations. For example, a frequently observed
problem in current navigation systems is that a vehicle on a freeway is mapped to an exit
ramp, which runs almost parallel (or vice versa). Due to map inaccuracy and the width
of lanes, the closest line segment is indeed on the wrong street. In this case, taking into
account only proximity and heading of the current position is not enough.

A more accurate geometric method, curve-to-curve matching, uses not only the current
point pn, but an entire (segment of the) polyline of historical positions p0, p1, . . . , pn, the
so-called trace of the vehicle, simultaneously to find the most probable line segment. The
knowledge of a vehicle’s previous segment constrains the subsequent segment to one
of the outgoing edges of its head node. Since alternative candidate routes have to be
maintained in parallel and simultaneously extended, it turns out that heuristic search
algorithms, most notably A*, provide the best map matching results. Each state in the
search consists of a match between a position pi and a line segment, and its successors
are all matches of pi+1 that are consistent with the map; i.e., they are matched either to the
same segment, or to any segment that is connected to it in the direction of travel. As a
cost measure, we can apply projected point distance, heading difference, or a weighted
combination of the two.

Often, digital maps have a higher relative accuracy than absolute accuracy; that means
that the distance error between adjacent shape points is much smaller that the distance
between the lat/long position of a shape point and its ground truth. In other words, the
map can be locally shifted. An effective way of compensating for these types of inaccu-
racies is to use a cost function in the A*-algorithm that penalized discrepancies between
the driven distance, as estimated from the vehicle trace, and the distance between the
matching start- and end points according to the digital map.

In summary, a search algorithm (heuristic or not) performing curve-to-curve match-
ing can correct for GPS and map inaccuracies much more effectively than simple point-to-
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Figure 18.4: Curve-to-curve map matching: The history of the trace is used for disam-
biguation of possible routes. Knowing the (most likely) previous segments restricts the
feasible matches of the current position that are consistent with the road network.

curve matching. In exchange, considerable more computation effort is involved. There-
fore, it is used where accuracy is of primary concern, such as in automatic lane keeping or
map generation (see the previous section); if rapid response is more important than occa-
sional errors, such as in most navigation systems, point-to-curve matching is employed.

18.1.4 Geocoding and Reverse Geocoding

Geocoding is the term used for determining a location along a measured network - typi-
cally this means transforming a textual description, such as a street address, into a loca-
tion. Conversely, reverse geocoding maps a given position into a normalized description
of a feature location. Reverse geocoding therefore includes map matching, to be discussed
in the next section.

Often, maps do not contain information about individual buildings, but address
ranges for street segments. Geocoding then applies interpolation: If the address range
of a street segment spans the address being geocoded, a point location will be created
where that address should be. For instance, 197 will be located 97% of the way from the
100 end of the 100-199 block of Main St. (to be precise: 97 / 99 * 100 = 97.97%). An-
other limitation is the network data used - if there inaccuracies in the street network, the
geocoding process will produce unexpected results.

18.1.5 User interface

The market acceptance of commercial routing systems depends largely not only on the
quality of the map data and the speed and accuracy of the search algorithm, but also on
the interaction with the user. This starts with the convenience of entering start and target
destinations, which involves geocoding (see Sec. 18.1.4), but also search capabilities and
tolerance against variations of address format, slight spelling errors, and so on. Speech
recognition plays an important role for in-vehicle systems.

After a route has been found, the system provides the driver with spoken and/or vi-
sual advice to guide him to his destination. If available, a graphical map display must
look appealing, and find the right scale and detail of presentation. For off-line naviga-
tion, a textual route description is generated; in on-board systems, the position of the
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car is used in combination with the current route to determine the necessary advice and
the timing of giving advice. Usually, the driver first receives a warning that he should
prepare to make a certain turn ahead of time so that he can actually make the necessary
preparations, such as changing lanes and slowing down. Then the actual advice is given.
While the driver is progressing towards his destination, the car navigation system mon-
itors the progress of the car by comparing the current position and the presented route.
Of course, not all drivers (correctly) follow all instructions. If the car is not positioned on
the current route for a certain amount of time, then the system concludes the driver has
deviated from his route, and a new route needs to be planned from the position of the car
to the destination.

18.2 Routing Algorithms

The route planning algorithm implemented in most car navigation systems is an approx-
imation algorithm based on the A*. The problem can become challenging due to the large
size of maps that have to be stored (It is an example of a graph that has to be stored explic-
itly). Moreover, constraints on the available computation time of the algorithm are often
very tight due to real-time operation. As we will see, to speed up computation, some
shortcut heuristics are applied that sometimes result in non-optimal solutions. Often, at
the start an initial route is presented to the driver. As the driver progresses along the
proposed route, the system can recalculate the route to find successively improvements.

Car navigation systems usually provide the option to choose among several differ-
ent optimization criteria. In general, the driver can choose between planning a fastest
route, a shortest route, and a route giving preference or penalties to freeways. Also op-
tions to avoid toll roads or ferries may be available. In the future, we expect to see an
increase in the personalization of planned routes, by an increasing adaptation of the used
cost functions to the preferences of the individual driver.

Another aspect of the quality of routes in real-life situations concerns traffic condi-
tions. Information can be static, e.g., average rush-hour and off-peak speeds, or be re-
ceived online wirelessly, e.g. , by radio (RDS) or cell phone. Taking traffic information
into account for route planning is a major challenge of a navigation system.

Another real-life requirement that is often overlooked when applying heuristic search
to a road network is the existence of traffic rules. At a particular intersection, the driver
may, for example, not be allowed to make a right turn. Traffic rules can be modeled by
a cost function on pairs of adjacent edges. If a traffic rule exists that forbids the driver
to go from one road segment to another, then an infinite cost is associated with that pair
of adjacent edges. In extension, this formalism also allows us to flexibly encode travel
time estimates for intersections (on average, left turns take more time than right turns or
straight continuations). The cost of a path P with edges e0, . . . , en is defined as

w(P ) =
n∑

i=0

we(ei) +
n−1∑

i=0

wr(ei, ei+1),

where we is the edge cost, and wr is the cost associated with turning from ei to ei+1.
In the straightforward formalization of the state space, intersections are identified

with nodes, and road segments between them as edges. However, this is no longer fea-
sible in the presence of turn restrictions. Because an optimum route may contain a node
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more than once, the standard A* algorithm cannot be used to determine the optimum
route. However, an optimum route does not contain an edge more than once. In order
to plan optimum routes in a graph with rules, a modified A*-algorithm can be used that
evaluates edges instead of nodes. The g-value of an edge e reflects the path cost from the
start node up to the head node of e. Additionally, a value gn associated with each node n
is maintained, which keeps track of the minimum of all g-values of edges ending in n.

18.2.1 Heuristics for Route Planning

When trying to find a shortest route, the edge costs are equal to the length of the edge.
The (modified) A*-algorithm can use a h-value based on the Euclidean distance, or bee
line, from the geographical location L(u) associated with the node u to the location of the
destination t. The Euclidean distance between Cartesian coordinates p1 = (x1, y1) and
p2 = (x2, y2) is defined as

d(p1, p2) = ||p1 − p2||2 =
√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2,

where || · ||2 denotes the so-called L2-norm. The heuristic h(u) = d(L(u), L(t)) is a lower
bound, since the shortest way to the goal must be at least as long as the air distance.
It is also consistent, since for adjacent nodes u and v, h(u) = ||L(t) − L(u)||2 ≤ ||L(t) −
L(v)||2+||L(v)−L(u)||2 = ||L(t)−L(v)||2+||L(u)−L(v)||2 ≤ h(v)+w(u, v) by the triangle
inequality of the Euclidean plane. Therefore, no reopening is needed in the algorithm.

As for the fastest route, it is common to estimate travel time based on road classes.
Every segment of the road network has been assigned a certain road class. This road
class can be used to indicate the importance of a road: the higher the road class number
the less important the road. For example, edges with road class 0 are mainly freeways,
and edges with road class 1 are mainly highways. An average speed is associated with
each road class, and the cost of an edge is determined as its length, divided by this speed.
The Euclidean distance divided by the overall maximum speed vmax can be used as a
h-value to plan fastest routes.

Many route planning systems allow the user to prefer a combination between the
fastest and the shortest route. We can express this using a preference parameter τ that
determines the relative weights of a linear combination of the two. We define hτ as the
heuristic estimate for a node u in this extended model as:

hτ (u) = τ · 1
vmax

· ‖L(u)− L(t)‖2 + (1− τ) · ‖L(u)− L(t)‖2

= ‖L(u)− L(t)‖2 · (
τ

vmax
+ (1− τ))

Since τ and vmax are constant for the entire graph and ‖L(u)−L(t)‖2 never overestimates
the actual edge cost, hτ never overestimates the actual path cost, i.e., it is admissible. The
consistency of hτ follows from the fact that it is the sum of two consistent functions.

18.2.2 Time-Dependent Routing

Certain properties of a road network change over time. Roads may be closed during
specific time periods. For example, a road can be closed for construction work during
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several hours or days. Particularly during rush hours, the driving time of a route is typ-
ically longer. In order to take this into account, the basic model has been extended to
handle time-dependent costs. The weight functions we and wr accept an additional argu-
ment, representing time. We also define analogous functions te(e, t) and tr(e1, e2, t) that
denote the time needed to pass an edge and for turning between edges at time t, respec-
tively (For the case of the shortest route, te = we and tr = wr). This formalism also allows
e.g. to model phases of stoplights. The cost of a path P = (e0, . . . , en) at departure time
t0 is calculated as

w(P, t0) = we(e0, t0) +
n∑

i=1

we(ei, ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti)) +
n∑

i=1

wr(ei−1, ei, ti),

where ti+1 = ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti) + te(ei, ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti)) denotes the arrival time at the
head node of edge ei+1.

In this formalism, however, some assignments of time-dependent costs lead to com-
plications. As an extreme case, suppose that for a ferry that operates only during certain
times, we assign a weight of infinity outside that interval. Then a vehicle starting at a cer-
tain time might not find a possible route with finite weight at all, while it can be possible
for a later departure. It can be optimal to delay the arrival at a node u if the cost of the
time-route from node u to the destination decreases more than the cost of the time-route
from the starting point to node u increases by delaying the arrival. This means that cy-
cles or large detours can be actually beneficial. It has been shown that finding an optimal
route for the general case of time-dependent weights is NP-hard.

In order to apply (a variant of) Dijkstra’s algorithm or the A*-algorithm, we have to
ensure the precondition of Bellman’s principle of optimality, i.e., that every partial time-
route of an optimum time-route is itself an optimum time-route (see Sec. 3.1.3). Let
h∗(e, t0) denote the minimum travel time to get to the goal, starting at time t0 from the
tail node of edge e. Then the road graph is called time-consistent if for all times t1 ≤ t2,
and every pair of adjacent edges e1 and e2, we have

t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1) + h∗(e2, t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1)) ≤ t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2) + h∗(e2, t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2)).

Roughly speaking, this condition states that leaving a node later can perhaps reduce the
duration of traversing an edge, but it cannot decrease the arrival time at the goal. Time-
consistency of a road graph implies that the Bellman condition holds.

In order to show time-consistency, it turns out that we do not have to explicitly inspect
the routes between all pairs of start and destination nodes; instead, it is sufficient to check
every pair of adjacent edges. More precisely, we have to verify the condition that for all
times t1 ≤ t2 and every pair of adjacent edges e1 and e2, we have

t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1) + te(e2, t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1) ≤ t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2) + te(e2, t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2).

Then time-consistency of the road graph follows from a straightforward induction on the
number of edges in the solution path.

The model can be generalized to the case that we are trying to minimize a cost mea-
sure different from travel time, e.g., distance. Then, besides time-consistency, the feasibil-
ity of the search algorithm requires cost-consistency. A road graph is called cost-consistent
if for every minimum-cost time route (e1, . . . , en) departing at time t0 from node s to node
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d, the partial route (e1, . . . , ei) departing at t0 is also an optimal route from s to ei. In ad-
dition, if there are two minimum-cost time-routes from node s to edge ei with identical
cost, then the time-route (e1, . . . , ei) is the one with the earliest arrival time at the head
node of ei . Unlike for time-consistency, unfortunately, there is no easy way of verifying
cost-consistency without planning the routes between all pairs of nodes.

Under the above-mentioned properties of time- and cost-consistency, the Bellman
equation holds, and we can apply the A*-algorithm for route finding. The only modi-
fication we have to make is to keep track of the arrival time at the end node of each edge,
and to use this arrival time to determine the (time-dependent) cost of its adjacent edges.

18.2.3 Stochastic Time-Dependent Routing

The time-dependent costs from the last section can be used to model a variety of delays in
travel time, for example congestion during rush hours, traffic lights timing, timed speed
or turn restrictions, and many more conditions. However, it goes without saying that the
exact progress a particular driver will make at a certain time is unknown. In this section,
we are concerned with attempts to model the uncertainty of the prediction.

In the most general setting, the cost and driving time of an edge e is a random vari-
able described by a probability density function f(e, t). However, in such a formalism the
complexity of calculating the stochastic cost of a route can be tremendous; it involves a
detailed computation of all possible combinations of realized travel times for the edges
in the route. To see this, consider a trip consisting of only two edges, e1 and e2. The
probability that the trip takes k seconds is equal to a very lengthy sum, namely, of the
probability that e1 takes 1 second and e2 takes k − 1 seconds, plus the probability that e1

takes 2 seconds and e2 k − 2 seconds, and so on. In the continuous case, we have to form
an integral, or more precisely, what is known as a convolution. These operations would
be computationally infeasible for practical route planning algorithms.

One way out is to consider only probability density functions of certain parametric
forms with nice properties. Thus, it has been proposed that if the travel times are ex-
ponentially or Erlang-distributed and the travel time profiles have a simple form, then
the expected travel time and variance of the travel time of a stochastic time-route can be
computed exactly. However, in the following we discuss a different approach.

First, costs and travel times of adjacent edges are assumed to be independent. Turn
restrictions are assumed to be certain, and not included in the stochastic modeling. Each
edge carries two pieces of information, the mean µ and the standard deviation σ of the
cost. The model also includes two factors β and γ to reflect the driver’s preferences. The
estimated cost of a stochastic path P is defined as w(P, t0) = µ(w(P, t0)) + β · σ(w(P, t0));
in turn, the mean and standard deviation of the weight of the path is computed as

µ(w(P, t0)) = µ(we(e0, t0)) +
n∑

i=1

µ(we(ei, ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti)) +
n∑

i=1

wr(ei−1, ei, ti)

σ(w(P, t)) = σ(we(e0, t0)) +
n∑

i=1

σ(we(ei, ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti)),

with ti+1 = ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti) +µ(te(ei, ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti)))) +σ(te(ei, ti + tr(ei−1, ei, ti)))).
Minimizing the estimated cost gives the driver the option to indicate his willingness

of taking uncertainty into account when planning a route. For example, for β = 1 a
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decrease of 10 minutes in the expected travel time and a decrease of 10 minutes in the
standard deviation of the travel time are considered equally desirable. For higher values
of β, reducing uncertainty becomes more important than reducing the expected travel
time. For lower values of β, the situation is exactly the other way around. The factor
γ is used to increase the travel time per edge. For γ = 0, the driving time is assumed
to be equal to the expected driving time. Setting γ > 0 means the driver is pessimistic
about the actual driving time. The larger it is, the more likely the driver will arrive at
his destination before the estimated arrival time. This is especially useful for individuals
that have an important appointment.

Exactly as in the previous section, we have to ensure the time-consistency of the graph
to guarantee the Bellman precondition. Taking into account the preference parameters,
we have to show for all allowed values for β (or γ), for all times t1 ≤ t2 and all pairs of
adjacent edges e1 and e2 that

t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1) + µ(te(e2, t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1)) + β · σ(te(e2, t1 + tr(e1, e2, t1)) ≤
t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2) + µ(te(e2, t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2)) + β · σ(te(e2, t2 + tr(e1, e2, t2)).

Consequently, the test needs to be performed with the minimum and the maximum al-
lowed value for β.

18.3 Cutting Corners

As mentioned above, the requirement of real-time operation, combined a road graph
that can consist of millions of nodes, poses hard time and memory constraints on the
search algorithm. Therefore, various pruning schemes have been proposed. Some of the
techniques described in Chap. 11 can be applied; in the following, we introduce some
methods that are specific for geometric domains.

Non-admissible pruning reduces computation time or memory requirements by com-
promising the guarantee of finding an optimal solution. For example, most commercial
navigation systems of today incorporate the rationale is that when far away from start
and goal, the optimal route most likely uses only freeways, highways, and major connec-
tions. The system maintains maps on different levels of detail (based on the road class),
where the highest one might only contain the highway network, and the lowest level is
identical to the entire map. Given a start and destination point, it selects a section of the
lowest level map only within a limited range of both; within larger ranges, it might use
an intermediate level, and for the highest distance only the top level map. This behavior
reduces computation time considerably, while still being a good solution in most cases.

Similarly, we know that the Euclidean distance is overly optimistic most of the time.
Multiplying it by a small factor, say, 1.1, yields more realistic estimates and can reduce
the computation time dramatically, while the solution is often almost identical. This is an
instance of non-optimal A* described in Chap. 7.

The next two sections present two admissible schemes for the reduction of search time.

18.3.1 Geometric Container Pruning

In a domain like route planning, where a multitude of shortest-path queries have to be
answered on the same problem graph, it is possible to accelerate search by means of
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pieces of information computed prior to the arrival of the queries. As an extreme case, we
could compute and memorize all distances and starting edges for the paths between all
pairs of nodes using the Floyd-Warshall (Chap. 3) or Johnson’s algorithm; this can reduce
the query processing to a mere linear backtracking from target to source. However, the
space required for saving this information is O(n2), which is often not feasible because of
n being very large. In the next section, we present an approach that reduces the search
time in return for more reasonable memory requirements.

A recent research on annotating a graph by geometric containers to guide a search algo-
rithm has shown significant gains in terms of the number of expanded nodes. The basic
idea is to reduce the size of the search space of Dijkstra’s or the A* algorithm by pruning
edges that can be safely ignored because they are already known not to lie on a shortest
path to the target. The two stages for geometric speed-ups are as follows:

1. In a preprocessing step, for each edge e = (u, v), store the set of nodes t such that
a shortest path from u to t starts with this particular edge e (as opposed to other
edges emanating from u).

2. While running Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*, do not insert edges into the priority
queue whose stored set does not contain the target.

The problem that arises is that for n nodes in the graph one would need O(n2) space
to store this information, which is not practically feasible. Hence, we do not remember
the set of possible target nodes explicitly, but approximations of it, so-called geometric
containers. For containers with constant space requirement, the overall storage will be
in O(n).

A simple example for a container would be an axis-parallel rectangular bounding box
around all possible targets. However, this is not the only container class we can think of.
Other options are enclosing circles or the convex hull Hull(P ) of a set of points P , which
is defined as the smallest convex set that contains P . Recall that a set M ⊆ S is called
convex if for all two elements a, b ∈M the line segment between a and b is also completely
contained inM.

A container will generally contain nodes that do not belong to the target node set.
However, this does not hurt an exploration algorithm in the sense that it still returns the
correct result, but increases only the search space. Incorporating the above geometric
pruning scheme into an exploration algorithm like Dijkstra or A* will retain its complete-
ness and optimality, since all shortest paths from the start to the goal node are preserved.

The containers can be computed by Alg. 18.1 in time O(n2 log n). It essentially solves
a sequence of single-source-all-targets problems, for all nodes; a variable ancestor(u) re-
members the respective outgoing edge from s used on the shortest path to u. Fig. 18.5
shows the result of computing a container for the starting point C and the resulting con-
tainer for edge (C,D).

The application of containers in explicit graph search is shown in Alg. 18.2. While
running any optimal exploration algorithm on query (s, t), we do not insert edges into
the horizon list that are definitely not part of a shortest path to the target. The time
required for the computation of these containers pays off well during the main search.
The results have shown a reduction of 90 to 95% in explored nodes in rail networks of
different European countries. Fig. 18.6 shows the effect of bounding-box pruning in the
reduction of traversed edges.
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Procedure Create-Containers
Input: Explicit state space problem graph G = (V,E,w)
Output: Rectangular Containers BB : e→ V ′ ⊆ V

for each s ∈ V ;; All nodes serve as initial node
Insert(Open, (s, 0)) ;; Insert init node with zero priority
for each v ∈ V \ {s} ;; For all other nodes

Insert(Open, (v,∞)) ;; Insert into list with infinite cost
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; As long there are horizon nodes
u←− DeleteMin(Open) ;; Extract best one
Γ(u)← Expand(u) ;; Generate successors by node expansion
for each v ∈ Γ(u) ;; For all successor nodes

if (f(v) > f(u) + w(u, v)) ;; If better path established
f(v)← f(u) + w(u, v) ;; Update costs
DecreaseKey(Open, (v, f(v))) ;; Update priority queue
if (u = s) ;; Special case, initial node reached

ancestor(v)← (s, v) ;; No contraction at s
else ;; Usual case

ancestor(v)← ancestor(u) ;; Contraction of shortest path tree
for each y ∈ V \ {s} ;; For all nodes

Enlarge(Box(ancestor(y)), y) ;; Update bounding box container

Algorithm 18.1: Creating shortest path containers.
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Figure 18.5: Example for creating the target container for C.

It is instructive to compare shortest path pruning to the related approach of pattern
database heuristics (see Chap. 16). In the latter case, state-to-goal instead of state-to-state
information is stored. Pattern databases are used to refine the search for a fixed goal and
varying initial state. In contrast, shortest path pruning uses pre-computed shortest path
information for a varying initial and goal state.
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Procedure Bounding-Box-Graph-Search
Input: Graph G, start vertex s, target vertex t
Output: Shortest path from s to t

[...]
while (Open 6= ∅)
u←− DeleteMin(Open)
if (Goal(u)) return Path(u)
Γ(u)← Expand(u)
for each v ∈ Γ(u)

if (t /∈ Box(u, v)) continue
Improve(u, v)

Algorithm 18.2: Bounding box graph search algorithm.

Figure 18.6: Shortest path search without and with container pruning.

18.3.2 Localizing A*

Consider the execution of the A* algorithm on a search space that is slightly larger than
the internal memory capacity of the computer, yet not as large to require a completely
external search. We often cannot simply rely on the operating systems virtual memory
mechanism for moving pages to and from the disk; the reason is that A* does not respect
locality at all; it explores nodes strictly according to the order of f -values, regardless of
their neighborhood, and hence jumps back and forth in a spatially unrelated way only
for marginal differences in the estimation value.

In the following, we present a heuristic search algorithm to overcome this lack of
locality. Local A* is a practical algorithm that takes advantage of the geometric embed-
ding of the search graph. In connection with software paging, it can lead to a significant
speedup. The basic idea is to organize the graph structure such that node locality is pre-
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Figure 18.7: Example for the HEAP OF HEAPS data structure.

Procedure IsEmpty
return

∧k
i=1IsEmpty(Hi) ;; all Open lists empty

Procedure Insert(Node u, Merit f(u))
if (φ(u) 6= active ∧ f(u) < f(Min(Hφ(u)))) ;; If improvement to overall heap

DecreaseKey(H,(Hφ(u), f(u))) ;; Update overall heap
Insert(Hφ(u),(u, f(u))) ;; Inserting in relevant heap

Procedure DecreaseKey(Node u, Merit f(u))
if (φ(u) 6= active ∧ f(u) < f(Min(Hφ(u)))) ;; If improvement to overall heap

DecreaseKey(H,(Hφ(u), f(u))) ;; Update overall heap
DecreaseKey(Hφ(u),(u,f(u))) ;; Forward operation to relevant heap

Algorithm 18.3: Access Operations on HEAP OF HEAPS.

served as much as possible, and to prefer to some degree local expansions over those with
globally minimum f value. As a consequence, the algorithm cannot stop with the first so-
lution found; we adopt the General-Node-Ordering-A* framework of Chap. 3. However,
the overhead in the increased number of expansions can be significantly outweighed by
the reduction in the number of page faults.

In the application of the algorithm to route planning we can partition the map accord-
ing to the two dimensional physical layout, and store it as in a tile-wise fashion. Ideally,
the tiles should roughly have a size such that a few of them fit into main memory.

The Open list is represented by a new data structure, called HEAP OF HEAPS

(see Fig. 18.7). It consists of a collection of k priority queues H1, . . . ,Hk, one for each
page. At any instant, only one of the heaps, Hactive, is designated as being active. One
additional priority queue H keeps track of the root nodes of all Hi with i 6= active; It is
used to quickly find the overall minimum across all of these heaps.

Let node u be mapped to tile φ(u). The following priority queue operations are dele-
gated to the member priority queuesHi in the straightforward way. Whenever necessary,
H is updated accordingly.

The Insert and DecreaseKey operations (see Alg. 18.3) can affect all heaps. However,
the hope is that the number of adjacent pages of the active page is small and that they are
already in memory or have to be loaded only once; for example, in route planning, with a
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Procedure DeleteSome
CheckActive ;; Evaluate page changing condition
return DeleteMin(Hactive) ;; Perform extraction

Procedure CheckActive
if (IsEmpty(Hactive) ∨ ;; Forced change if active page is empty

(f(Min(Hactive))− f(Min(Min(H))) > ∆ ;; First condition satisfied
∧ f(Min(Hactive)) > Λ)) ;; Second condition satisfied

Insert(H, Hactive, f(Min(Hactive))) ;; Flush current active page
Hactive ← DeleteMin(H) ;; Find next active page

Algorithm 18.4: Maintenance of active heap.

rectangular tiling each heap can have at most four “neighbor heaps”. all other pages and
priority queues remain unchanged and thus do not have to reside in main memory. The
working set of the algorithm will consist of the active heap and its neighbors for some
time, until it shifts attention to another active heap.

To improve locality of the search, DeleteMin is substituted by a specialized Delete-
Some operation that prefers node expansions with respect to the current page. Operation
DeleteSome performs DeleteMin on the active heap (see Alg. 18.4).

As the aim is to minimize the number of switches between pages, the algorithm fa-
vors the active page by continuing to expand its nodes although the minimum f value
might already exceed the minimum of all remaining priority queues. There are two con-
trol parameters: An activeness bonus ∆ and an estimate Λ for the cost of an optimum
solution. If the minimum f -value of the active heap is larger than that of the remaining
heaps plus the activeness bonus ∆, the algorithm may switch to the priority queue satis-
fying the minimum root f value. Thus, ∆ discourages page switches by determining the
proportion of a page to be explored. As it increases to large values, in the limit each acti-
vated page is searched to completion. However the active page still remains valid, unless
Λ is exceeded. The rationale behind this second heuristic is that one can often provide
a heuristic for the total least cost path that is, on the average, more accurate than that
obtained from h, but which might be overestimating in some cases.

With this implementation of the priority queue, the algorithm Node-Ordering-A* re-
mains essentially unaltered; i.e., the data structure and page handling is transparent to
the algorithm. Traditional A* arises as a special case for ∆ = 0 and Λ < h∗(s), where
h∗(s) denotes the actual minimum cost of a path between the source and a goal node.
Optimality is guaranteed, since we leave the heuristic estimates unaffected by the heap
prioritizing scheme, and since each node inserted into the HEAP OF HEAPS must eventu-
ally be returned by a DeleteMin operation.

We incorporated the algorithm into a commercially available route planning system.
The system covers an area of approximately 800 × 400 km at a high level of detail, and
comprises approximately 910,000 nodes (road junctions) linked by 2,500,000 edges (road
elements). The entire graph, together with the labels needed for the search algorithm,
already exceed the advertized minimum main memory hardware requirements.

For long-distance routes, conventionalA* expands the nodes in a spatially uncorre-
lated way, jumping to a node as far apart as some 100 km, but possibly returning to the
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Figure 18.8: Granularity of the partition (lines indicate page boundaries).

successor of the previous one in the next step. Therefore, the working set gets extremely
large, and the virtual memory management of the operating system leads to excessive
paging and is the main burden on the computation time.

As a remedy, we achieve memory locality of the search algorithm by exploiting the
underlying spatial relation of connected nodes. Nodes are geographically sorted accord-
ing to their coordinates in such a way that neighboring nodes also tend to appear close to
each other. A page consists of a constant number of successive nodes (together with the
outgoing edges) according to this order. Thus, pages in densely populated regions tend
to cover a smaller area than those representing rural regions. For not too small sizes, the
connectivity within a page will be high, and only a comparably low fraction of road ele-
ments cross the boundaries to adjacent pages. Fig. 18.8 shows some bounding rectangles
of nodes belonging to the same page.

There are three parameters controlling the behavior of the algorithm with respect to
secondary memory, the algorithm parameters ∆ and Λ, and the (software) page size.
The latter one should be adjusted so that the active page and its adjacent pages together
roughly fit into available main memory. The optimum solution estimate Λ is obtained
by calculating the Euclidean distance between the start and the goal and adding a fixed
percentage. Fig. 18.9 juxtaposes the number of page faults to the number of node ex-
pansions for varying page size and ∆. We observe that the rapid decrease of page faults
compensates the increase of expansions (note the logarithmic scale). Using an activeness
bonus of about 2 km suffices to decrease the value by more than one magnitude for all
page sizes. At the same time the number of expanded nodes increases by less than 10%.

18.4 Bibliographic Notes

Astronomical positioning and dead reckoning are nautical techniques thousands of years old.
However, while determining latitude had been mastered early on, measuring longitude proved
to be extremely harder. Thus English ships were being wrecked, thousands of lives were lost,
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Figure 18.9: Number of page-faults and node expansions for varying page size and ac-
tiveness bonus ∆.

and precious cargo wasn’t making its scheduled delivery. Competing with the most renowned
astronomers of his time, in the early 1700s a simple clockmaker named John Harrison thought that
well-built clock with a dual face would solve the problem. Sobel [1996] gives a fascinating account
of his struggle against enormous obstacles put in his way by ingrained scientific establishment.

Comprehensive overviews of the components of modern navigation systems and their inter-
action can be found in [Schlott, 1997] and [Zhao, 1997]. Advanced vehicle safety applications
and the requirements they impose on future digital maps are discussed in the final reports of the
EDMap [CAMP Consortium, 2004] and NextMAP [Ertico, 2002] projects. An approach to gen-
erate high-precision digital maps from unsupervised GPS traces is described in [Schroedl et al.,
2004]. A recent incremental learning approach for constructing maps based on GPS traces is
proposed by Brüntrup et al. [2005]. GPS route planning on the superposition of traces is pro-
posed by Edelkamp et al. [2003]. It determines intersections of GPS traces efficiently using the
sweep-line segment intersection algorithm of Bentley and Ottmann [1979], which is one of the first
output sensitive algorithm in Computational Geometry. The geometric travel planning approach
included Voronoi diagrams for query point location search, and A* heuristic graph traversal for
finding the optimal route. Winter [2002] discusses modifications to the search algorithm to ac-
commodate turn restrictions in road networks. Our account of time-dependent and stochastic
routing is based on the excellent work of Flinsenberg [2004], which should also be consulted for
further references on different aspects of routing algorithms. An overview of research concerning
real-time vehicle routing problems is presented by Ghiani et al. [2003].

Shortest path containers have been introduced by Wagner and Willhalm [2003] and have been
adapted to dynamic edge changes in Wagner et al. [2003]. The approach links to initial work of
Schulz et al. [2000] on shortest path angular sectors. A GPS route planner implementation using
shortest path containers in A* is provided by Edelkamp et al. [2003]. Further algorithmic details
on dynamic changes to the inferred structures are discussed in Jabbar [2003]. Local A* based on
the HEAP OF HEAPS data structure was proposed by Edelkamp and Schrödl [2000] in the context
of a commercial route planning system.



Chapter 19

Computational Biology

Computational biology or bioinformatics is a large research field on its own. It is dedicated
to the discovery and implementation of algorithms that facilitate the understanding of
biological processes. The field encompasses different areas such as building evolutionary
trees and operating on molecular sequence data. Many approaches in computational
biology refer to statistical and machine learning techniques. We concentrate on aspects,
for which the paradigm of state space search applies.

First of all, we observe a tight analogy between biological and computational pro-
cesses. For example generating test sequences for a computational system relates to gen-
erating experiments for a biological system. On the other and many biochemical phe-
nomena reduce to the interaction between defined sequences.

We selected two problems as representatives for the field and in which heuristics have
been applied for increasing the efficiency of the exploration. On the one hand, we analyze
BIOLOGICAL PATHWAY problems, which are intensively studied in the field of molecular
biology for a long time. We show how these problems can be casted as state space search
problems and we illustrate how one problem can be implemented as a planning domain
to participate from the general planning heuristics.

On the other hand, we consider what has been denoted as the holy grail in DNA
and protein analyses. Throughout the book, we have already made several references
to MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT. The core of this chapter aims at providing a co-
herent perspective and to point out recent trends in research of this ubiquitous problem
in computational biology.

19.1 BIOLOGICAL PATHWAY

The understanding of biological networks such as (metabolic and signal transduction)
pathways is crucial for understanding molecular and cellular processes in the organism
or system under study. One natural way to study biological networks is to compare
known with newly discovered networks and look for similarities between them.

A BIOLOGICAL PATHWAY is a sequence of chemical reactions in a biological organism.
Such pathways specify mechanisms that explain how cells carry out their major functions
by means of molecules and reactions that produce regular changes. Many diseases can be
explained by defects in pathways, and new treatments often involve finding drugs that
correct those defects. An example of signaling pathways in a cell is illustrated in Fig. 19.1.

717
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Figure 19.1: Signaling pathways in a cell.

We can model parts of the functioning of a pathway as a search problem by simply
representing chemical reactions as actions. One example of the BIOLOGICAL PATHWAY

domain is the pathway of the mammalian cell cycle control. There are three different kinds
of basic actions corresponding to the different kinds of reactions that appear in the path-
way.

A simple qualitative encoding of the reactions of the pathway has five different ac-
tions: an action for choosing the initial substrates, an action for increasing the quantity
of a chosen substrate (in the propositional version, quantity coincides with presence, and
it is modeled through a predicate indicating if a substrate is available or not), an action
modeling biochemical association reactions, an action modeling biochemical association
reactions requiring catalysts, and an action modeling biochemical synthesis reactions. An
encoding in form of a planning domain is provided in Fig. 19.2.

The goals refer to substances that must be synthesized by the pathway, and are dis-
junctive with two disjuncts each. Furthermore, there is a limit on the number of input
substrates that can be used in the pathway.

In extended versions both the products that must be synthesized by the pathway
and the number of the input substrates that are used by the network are turned into
preferences. The challenge here is finding paths that achieve a good trade-off between
the different kinds of preferences.

Moreover, reactions have different durations and can happen if their input substrates
reach some concentration level. On the other hand, reactions generate their products in
specific quantities. The refined goals are summations of substance concentrations that
must be generated by the pathway.

19.2 MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT

Despite their limitation to moderate number of sequences, however, the research into
exact algorithms is still going on, trying to push the practical boundaries further. They
still form the building block of heuristic techniques, and incorporating them into existing
tools could improve them. For example, an algorithm iteratively aligning two groups of
sequences at a time could do this with three or more, to better avoid local minima. More-
over, it is theoretically important to have the “gold standard” available for evaluation
and comparison, even if not for all problems.
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(define (domain pathways)
(:requirements :typing :adl)
(:types simple complex - molecule)
(:predicates(association-reaction ?x1 ?x2 - molecule ?x3 - complex)

(catalyzed-association-reaction ?x1 ?x2 - molecule ?x3 - complex)
(synthesis-reaction ?x1 ?x2 - molecule)
(possible ?x - molecule) (available ?x - molecule)
(chosen ?s - simple) (next ?l1 ?l2 - level) (num-subs ?l - level))

(:action choose
:parameters (?x - simple ?l1 ?l2 - level)
:precondition (and (possible ?x) (not (chosen ?x))

(num-subs ?l2) (next ?l1 ?l2))
:effect (and (chosen ?x) (not (num-subs ?l2)) (num-subs ?l1)))

(:action initialize
:parameters (?x - simple)
:precondition (and (chosen ?x))
:effect (and (available ?x)))

(:action associate
:parameters (?x1 ?x2 - molecule ?x3 - complex)
:precondition (and (association-reaction ?x1 ?x2 ?x3)

(available ?x1) (available ?x2))
:effect (and (not (available ?x1)) (not (available ?x2)) (available ?x3)))

(:action associate-with-catalyze
:parameters (?x1 ?x2 - molecule ?x3 - complex)
:precondition (and (catalyzed-association-reaction ?x1 ?x2 ?x3)

(available ?x1) (available ?x2))
:effect (and (not (available ?x1)) (available ?x3)))

(:action synthesize
:parameters (?x1 ?x2 - molecule)
:precondition (and (synthesis-reaction ?x1 ?x2) (available ?x1))
:effect (and (available ?x2)))

Figure 19.2: PDDL encoding of BIOLOGICAL PATHWAY.

Since MSA can be cast as a minimum-cost path finding problem, it is amenable to
heuristic search algorithms developed in the AI community; these are actually among
the currently best approaches. Therefore, while many researchers in this area have often
used puzzles and games in the past to study heuristic search algorithms, recently there
has been a rising interest in MSA as a test-bed with practical relevance.

A number of exact algorithms have been developed previously that can compute
alignments of a moderate number of sequences. Some of them are mostly constrained
by available memory, some by the required computation time, and some on both. It is
helpful to roughly group them into two categories: those based on the dynamic program-
ming paradigm, which proceed primarily in breadth-first fashion; and best-first search,
utilizing lower and/or upper bounds to prune the search space. Some recent research,
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including the one introduced in Sec. 19.2.2, attempts to beneficially combine these two
approaches.

The earliest MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT algorithms were based on dynamic
programming Sec. 3.1.7. We have seen how Hirschberg’s algorithm (Sec. 7.3.2) is able to
reduce the space complexity by one dimension fromO(Nk) toO(kNk−1), for k sequences
of length at most N , by deleting each row as soon as the next one is completed; only a
few relay nodes are maintained. in order to finally recover the solution path, a divide-and-
conquer-strategy recomputes the (much easier) partial problems between the relays.

Sec. 7.3.1 described how DP can be cast in terms of Dijkstra’s algorithm, to do es-
sentially the same, but relieving us from the necessity of explicitly allocating a matrix
of size N3; this renders dynamic programming quickly infeasible when more than two
sequences are involved. The program MSA introduced reference counting for Closed list
reduction, which can already have a big practical impact on the feasibility of instances.

For integer edge costs, the priority queue can be implemented as a bucket array point-
ing to doubly linked lists, so that all operations can be performed in constant time (To be
precise, the DeleteMin-operation also needs a pointer that runs through all different g-
values once; however, we can neglect this in comparison to the number of expansions).
To expand a vertex, at most 2k − 1 successor vertices have to be generated, since we
have the choice of introducing a gap in each sequence. Thus, like dynamic program-
ming, Dijkstra’s algorithm can solve the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problem in
O(2kNk) time and O(Nk) space for k sequences of length ≤ N .

On the other hand, while dynamic programming and Dijkstra’s algorithm can be
viewed as variants of breadth-first search, we achieve best first search if we expand nodes
v in the order of an estimate (lower bound) of the total cost of a path from s to the t passing
through v. Rather than the g-value as in Dijkstra’s algorithm, we use f(v) := g(v) + h(v)
as the heap key, where h(v) is a lower bound on the cost of an optimal path from v to t;
most of the time, the sum of optimal pairwise alignments is used.

Unfortunately, the standard linear-memory alternative to A*, IDA*, is not applicable
in this case: while it works best in tree-structured spaces, lattice-structured graphs like in
the sequence alignment problem induce a huge overhead in duplicate expansions due to
the combinatorially explosive number of paths between any two given nodes.

It should be mentioned that the definition of the MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT

problem as given above is not the only one; it competes with other attempts at formaliz-
ing biological meaning, which is often imprecise or depends on the type of question the
biologist investigator is pursuing. In the following, we are only concerned with global
alignment methods, which find an alignment of entire sequences. Local methods, in con-
trast, are geared towards finding maximally similar partial sequences, possibly ignoring
the remainder.

19.2.1 Bounds

Let us now have a closer look on how lower and upper bound are derived.
Obtaining an inaccurate upper bound on δ(s, t) is fairly easy, since we can use the cost

of any valid path through the lattice. Better estimates are e.g. available from heuristic
linear-time alignment programs such as FASTA and BLAST.

In Sec. 2.5, we have already seen how lower bounds on the k-alignment are often
based on optimal pairwise alignments; usually, prior to the main search, these subprob-
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lems are solved in backward direction, e.g., by ordinary DP, and the resulting distance
matrix is stored for later access.

Let U∗ be an upper bound on the cost of an optimal multiple sequence alignment
G. The sum of all optimal alignment costs Lij = d(sij , tij) for pairwise subproblems
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i < j, call it L, is a lower bound on G. Carrillo and Lipman pointed out
that by the additivity of the sum-of-pairs cost function, any pairwise alignment induced
by the optimal multiple sequence alignment can at most be δ = U − L larger than the
respective optimal pairwise alignment. This bound can be used to restrict the number of
values that have to be computed in the preprocessing stage and have to be stored for the
calculation of the heuristic: for the pair of sequences i, j, only those nodes v are feasible
such that a path from the start node si,j to the goal node ti,j exists with total cost no
more than Li,j + δ. To optimize the storage requirements, we can combine the results of
two searches. First, a forward pass determines for each relevant node v the minimum
distance d(sij , v) from the start node. The subsequent backward pass uses this distance
like an ’exact heuristic’ and stores the distance d(v, tij) from the target node only for those
nodes with d(sij , v) + d(v, tij) ≤ d(s, t) + δ

Still, for larger alignment problems the required storage size can be extensive. In the
program MSA, the user is allowed to adjust δ individually for each pair of sequences.
This makes it possible to generate at least heuristic alignments if time or memory doesn’t
allow for the complete solution; moreover, it can be recorded during the search if the δ-
bound was actually reached. In the negative case, optimality of the found solution is still
guaranteed; otherwise, the user can try to run the program again with slightly increased
bounds.

The general idea of precomputing simplified problems and storing the solutions for
use as a heuristic is the same as in searching with pattern databases. However, these ap-
proaches usually assume that the computational cost can be amortized over many search
instances to the same target. In contrast, in the case of MSA, the heuristics are instance-
specific, such that we have to strike a balance.

19.2.2 Iterative-Deepening Dynamic Programming

As we have seen, a fixed search order as in dynamic programming can have several
advantages over pure best-first selection.

• Since Closed nodes can never be reached more than once during the search, it is safe
to delete useless ones (those that are not part of any shortest path to the current
Open nodes) and to apply path compression schemes, such as the Hirschberg al-
gorithm. No sophisticated schemes for avoiding back leaks are required, such as the
above-mentioned methods of core set maintenance and dummy node insertion into
Open.

• Besides the size of the Closed list, the memory requirement of the Open list is de-
termined by the maximum number of nodes that are open simultaneously at any time
while the algorithm is running. When the f -value is used as the key for the pri-
ority queue, the Open list usually contains all nodes with f -values in some range
(fmin, fmin+δ); this set of nodes is generally spread across all over the search space,
since g (and accordingly h = (f − g)) can vary arbitrarily between 0 and fmin + δ.
As opposed to that, if DP proceeds along levels of anti-diagonals or rows, at any
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iteration at most k levels have to be maintained at the same time, and hence the
size of the Open list can be controlled more effectively.

• For practical purposes, the running time should not only be measured in terms of
iterations, but one should also take into account the execution time needed for an
expansion. By arranging the exploration order such that edges with the same head
node (or more generally, those sharing a common coordinate prefix) are dealt with
one after the other, much of the computation can be cached, and edge generation
can be sped up significantly. We will come back to this point in Sec. 19.2.5.

The remaining issue of a static exploration scheme consists of adequately bounding
the search space using the h-values. A* is known to be minimal in terms of the number of
node expansions. If we knew the cost δ(s, t) of a cheapest solution path beforehand, we
could simply proceed level by level of the grid, however only immediately prune gen-
erated edges e whenever f(e) > δ(s, t). This would ensure that we only generate those
edges that would have been generated by algorithm A*, as well. An upper threshold
would additionally help reduce the size of the Closed list, since a node can be pruned if
all of its children lie beyond the threshold; additionally, if this node is the only child of
its parent, this can give rise to a propagating chain of ancestor deletions.

We propose to apply a search scheme that carries out a series of searches with succes-
sively larger thresholds, until a solution is found (or we run out of memory or patience).
The use of such an upper bound parallels that in the IDA* algorithm.

19.2.3 Main Loop

The resulting algorithm, which we will refer to as iterative-deepening dynamic programming
(IDDP), is sketched in Alg. 19.1. The outer loop initializes the threshold with a lower
bound (e.g., h(s)), and, unless a solution is found, increases it up to an upper bound. In
the same manner as in the IDA* algorithm, in order to make sure that at least one addi-
tional edge is explored in each iteration the threshold has to be increased correspondingly
at least to the minimum cost of a fringe edge that exceeded the previous threshold. This
fringe increment is maintained in the variable minNextThresh, initially estimated as the
upper bound, and repeatedly decreased in the course of the following expansions.

In each step of the inner loop, we select and remove a node from the priority queue
whose level is minimal. As explained later in Sec. 19.2.5, it is favorable to break ties ac-
cording to the lexicographic order of target nodes. Since the total number of possible
levels is comparatively small and known in advance, the priority queue can be imple-
mented using an array of linked lists Dial [1969]; this provides constant time operations
for insertion and deletion.

Edge Expansion

The expansion of an edge e is partial (Alg. 19.2). A child edge might already exist from
an earlier expansion of an edge with the same head vertex; we have to test if we can de-
crease the g-value. Otherwise, we generate a new edge, if only temporarily for the sake
of calculating its f -value; that is, if its f -value exceeds the search threshold of the current
iteration, its memory is immediately reclaimed. Moreover, in this case the fringe thresh-
old minNextThresh is updated. In a practical implementation, we can prune unnecessary
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Procedure IDDP
Input: Edges es, et, Lower Bound L, Upper Bound U∗

Output: Optimal Alignment

U ← L ;; Initialize threshold
while (U ≤ U∗) ;; Outer loop, iterative deepening phases

Open← {se} ;; Initialize frontier list
U ′ ← U ;; Inner loop
while (Open 6= ∅) ;; Bounded dynamic programming

Remove e from Open with minimum level(e) ;; Select edge for expansion
if (e = et) ;; Optimal alignment found

return Path(es, et) ;; Find actual alignment
Expand(e, U, U ′) ;; Generate and process successors, Alg. 19.2

∆← ComputeIncr ;; Compute search threshold for next iteration
U ← max{U + ∆, U ′) ;; Update search threshold

Algorithm 19.1: Algorithm Iterative-Deepening Dynamic Programming.

Procedure Expand
Input: Edge e, threshold U , next threshold U ′

Side effects: Initialize/update g-values of successors of e, Open

for each c in Succ(e) ;; Retrieve child or tentatively generate it if not . . .
;; . . . yet existing, set boolean variable ‘created’ accordingly

g′ ← g(e) + GapCost(e, c) + GetCost(c) ;; Determine new g-value
f = g′ + h(c) ;; Determine new f -value
if ((f ≤ U) and (g′ < g(c))) ;; Shorter path than current best found . . .

g(c)← g′ ;; . . . estimate within threshold
UpdateEdge(e, c, h) ;; Edge relaxation (Alg. 19.3)

else if (f > U) ;; Larger path than currently best
U ′ ← min{U ′, f} ;; Record minimum of pruned edges
if(created) ;; Child new

Delete(c) ;; Make sure only promising edges are stored
if (ref(e) = 0) ;; Reference count zero

DeleteRec(e) ;; No promising children could be inserted into the heap

Algorithm 19.2: Edge expansion in IDDP.

accesses to partial alignments inside the calculation of the heuristic e.GetH() as soon as as
the search threshold has already been reached.

The relaxation of a child edge within the threshold is performed by the subproce-
dure UpdateEdge (see Alg. 19.3). This is similar to the corresponding relaxation step in
A*, updating the child’s g- and f values, its parent pointers, and inserting it into Open,
if not already contained. However, in contrast to best-first search, it is inserted into the
heap according to the anti-diagonal level of its head vertex. Note that in the event that
the former parent loses its last child, propagation of deletions (Alg. 19.4) can ensure that
only those Closed nodes continue to be stored that belong to some solution path. Edge
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Procedure UpdateEdge
Input: Edges p (parent), c (child), Heap Open
Side effects: Update Open, delete unused ancestors of c

ref(p)← ref(p) + 1 ;; increment reference count of new parent
ref(ancestor(c))← ref(ancestor(c))− 1 ;; decrement reference count of old parent
if (ref(ancestor(c)) = 0)

DeleteRec(ancestor(c))
;; The former parent has lost its last child and becomes useless

ancestor(c)← p ;; Update ancestor
if (c not in Open) ;; Not yet generated

Insert c into Open with level(c)

Algorithm 19.3: Edge relaxation step for IDDP.

Procedure DeleteRec
Input: Edge e

if (ancestor(e) 6= ∅)
ref(ancestor(e))← ref(ancestor(e))− 1 ;; Decrease reference counter

if (ref(ancestor(e)) = 0) ;; No remaining reference
DeleteRec(ancestor(e)) ;; Recursive call

Delete(e) ;; Remove edge from memory

Algorithm 19.4: Recursive deletion of edges that are no longer part of any solution
path.

deletions can also ensue deletion of dependent vertex and coordinate data structures (not
shown in the pseudo-code). The other situation that gives rise to deletions is if immedi-
ately after the expansion of a node no children are pointing back to it (the children might
either be reachable more cheaply from different nodes, or their f -value might exceed the
threshold).

The correctness of the algorithm can be shown analogously to the soundness proof of
A*. If the threshold is smaller than δ(s, t), the DP search will terminate without encoun-
tering a solution; otherwise, only nodes are pruned that cannot be part of an optimal
path. The invariant holds that there is always a node in each level which lies on an op-
timal path and is in the Open list. Therefore, if the algorithm terminates only when the
heap runs empty, the best found solution will indeed be optimal.

The iterative deepening strategy results in an overhead computation time due to re-
expansions, and we are trying to restrict this overhead as much as possible. More pre-
cisely, we want to minimize the ratio ν = nIDDP/nA∗ , where nIDDP and nA∗ denote the
number of expansions in IDDP and A*, respectively. We choose a threshold sequence
U1, U2, . . . such that the number of expansions ni in stage i satisfies ni = 2ni−1; if we can
at least double ni in each iteration, we will expand at most four times as many nodes as
A*.

Procedure ComputeThreshIncr stores the sequence of expansion numbers and thresh-
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Procedure Path
Input: Edges es, e
Side effects: Output MSA solution

if (e = es) return ;; End of recursion
if (target(ancestor(e)) 6= source(e)) ;; Relay node

IDDP(ancestor(e), e, f(e), f(e)) ;; Recursive path reconstruction
OutputEdge(e) ;; Print information
Path(es,ancestor(e)) ;; Continue path construction

Algorithm 19.5: Divide-and-conquer solution reconstruction in reverse order.

olds from the previous search stages, and then uses curve fitting for extrapolation (in the
first few iterations without sufficient data available, a very a small default threshold is
applied). We found that the distribution of nodes n(U) with f -value smaller or equal
to threshold U can be modeled very accurately according to the exponential approach
n(U) = A · BU . Consequently, in order to attempt to double the number of expansions,
we choose the next threshold according to Ui+1 = Ui + 1

log2 B
.

19.2.4 Sparse Representation of Solution Paths

When the search progresses along anti-diagonals, we do not have to fear back leaks, and
are free to prune Closed nodes. We, however, only want to delete them lazily and incre-
mentally when being forced to by the algorithm approaching the computer’s memory
limit.

When deleting an edge e, the backtrack-pointers of its child edges that refer to it are
redirected to the respective predecessor of e, whose reference count is increased accord-
ingly. In the resulting sparse solution path representation, backtrack pointers can point to
any optimal ancestors.

After termination of the main search, we trace back the pointers starting with the
goal edge; this is outlined in Procedure Path (Alg. 19.5), which prints out the solution
path in reverse order. Whenever an edge e points back to an ancestor e′ which is not
its direct parent, we apply an auxiliary search from start edge e′ to goal edge e in order
to reconstruct the missing links of the optimal solution path. The search threshold can
now be fixed at the known solution cost; moreover, the auxiliary search can prune those
edges that cannot be ancestors of e because they have some coordinate greater than the
corresponding coordinate in e. Since also the shortest distance between e and e′ is known,
we can stop at the first path that is found at this cost. To improve the efficiency of the
auxiliary search even further, the heuristic could be recomputed to suit the new target.
Therefore, the cost of restoring the solution path is usually marginal compared to that of
the main search.

Which edges are we going to prune, in which order? For simplicity, assume for the
moment that the Closed list consists of a single solution path. According to the Hirschberg
approach, we would keep only one edge, preferably lying near the center of the search
space (e.g., on the longest anti-diagonal), in order to minimize the complexity of the two
auxiliary searches. With additional available space allowing to store three relay edges,
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Procedure SparsifyClosed
Input: Size n

for each sparse in {1, . . . , blog nc} ;; Increase interval between stored level bands
while (usedMem > maxMem and ∃e ∈ Open GetLastSparse(e) < sparse)

pred← ancestor(e) ;; Trace back solution path
while (pred 6= ∅ and GetLastSparse(e) < sparse)

SetLastSparse(sparse) ;; Mark to avoid repeated trace-back
if (blevel(GetHead(pred))/kc mod 2sparse 6= 0) ;; In prunable band

ancestor(e)← ancestor(pred) ;; Adjust pointer and . . .
ref(ancestor(e))← ref(ancestor(e)) + 1 ;; . . . reference
ref(pred)← ref(pred)− 1 ;; Decrease reference count
if (ref(pred) = 0) ;; Last remaining edge referring to pred

DeleteRec(pred) ;; Predecessor not in prunable band
else ;; Continue traversal

e← ancestor(e) ;; Choose continuation
pred← ancestor(e) ;; Set according predecessor

Algorithm 19.6: Sparsification of Closed list under restricted memory.

we would divide the search space into four subspaces of about equal size (e.g., addition-
ally storing the anti-diagonals half-way between the middle anti-diagonal and the start
node resp. the target node). By extension, in order to incrementally save space under
diminishing resources we would first keep only every other level, then every fourth, and
so on, until only the start edge, the target edge, and one edge half-way on the path would
be left.

Since in general the Closed list contains multiple solution paths (more precisely, a tree
of solution paths), we would like to have about the same density of relay edges on each
of them. For the case of k sequences, an edge reaching level l with its head node can
originate with its tail node from level l − 1, . . . , l − k. Thus, not every solution path
passes through each level, and deleting every other level could result in leaving one
path completely intact, while extinguishing another totally. Thus, it is better to consider
contiguous bands of k levels each, instead of individual levels. Bands of this size cannot
be skipped by any path. The total number of anti-diagonals in an alignment problem of
k sequences of length N is k ·N − 1; thus, we can decrease the density in blog2Nc steps.

A technical implementation issue concerns the ability to enumerate all edges that ref-
erence some given prunable edge, without explicitly storing them in a list. However, the
reference counting method described above ensures that any Closed edge can be reached
by following a path bottom-up from some edge in Open. The procedure is sketched in
Alg. 19.6. The variable sparse denotes the interval between level bands that are to be main-
tained in memory. In the inner loop, all paths to Open nodes are traversed in backward
direction; for each edge e′ that falls into a prunable band, the pointer of the successor e on
the path is redirected to its respective backtrack pointer. If ewas the last edge referencing
e′, the latter one is deleted, and the path traversal continues up to the start edge. When
all Open nodes have been visited and the memory bound is still exceeded, the outer loop
tries to double the number of prunable bands by increasing sparse.

Procedure SparsifyClosed is called regularly during the search, e.g., after each expan-
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sion. However, a naive version as described above would incur a huge overhead in
computation time, particularly when the algorithm’s memory consumption is close to
the limit. Therefore, some optimizations are necessary. First, we avoid tracing back the
same solution path at the same (or lower) sparse interval by recording for each edge the
interval when it was traversed the last time (initially zero); only for an increased variable
sparse there can be anything left for further pruning. In the worst case, each edge will be
inspected blog2Nc times. Secondly, it would be very inefficient to actually inspect each
Open node in the inner loop, just to find that its solution path has been traversed pre-
viously, at the same or higher sparse value; however, with an appropriate bookkeeping
strategy it is possible to reduce the time for this search overhead to O(k).

19.2.5 Use of Improved Heuristics

As we have seen, the estimator hpair, the sum of optimal pairwise goal distances, gives
a lower bound on the actual path length. The tighter the estimator is, the smaller is the
search space the algorithm has to explore.

Beyond Pairwise Alignments

Kobayashi and Imai suggested to apply more powerful heuristics by considering optimal
solutions for subproblems of size m > 2. They proved that the following heuristics are
admissible and more informed than the pairwise estimate.

• hall,m is the sum of all m-dimensional optimal costs, divided by
( k−2
m−2

)
.

• hone,m splits the sequences into two sets of sizes m and k −m; the heuristic is the
sum of the optimal cost of the first subset, plus that of the second one, plus the
sum of all 2-dimensional optimal costs of all pairs of sequences in different subsets.
Usually, m is chosen close to k/2.

These improved heuristics can reduce the main search effort by orders of magnitudes.
However, in contrast to pairwise sub-alignments, time and space resources devoted to
compute and store higher-dimensional heuristics are in general no longer negligible com-
pared to the main search. Kobayashi and Imai noticed that even for the case m = 3 of
triples of sequences, it can be impractical to compute the entire sub-heuristic hall,m. As
one reduction, they show that it suffices to restrict oneself to nodes where the path cost
does not exceed the optimal path cost of the subproblem by more than

δ =

(
k − 2
m− 2

)
U −

∑

i1,...,im

d(si1,...,im , ti1,...,im);

this threshold can be seen as a generalization of the Carrillo-Lipman bound. However,
it can still incur excessive overhead in space and computation time for the computation of
the

( k
m

)
lower-dimensional subproblems. A drawback is that it requires an upper bound

U∗, on whose accuracy also the algorithm’s efficiency hinges. We could improve this
bound by applying more sophisticated heuristic methods, but it seems counterintuitive
to spend more time doing so which we would rather use to calculate the exact solution. In
spite of its advantages for the main search, the expensiveness of the heuristic calculation
appears as a major obstacle.
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McNaughton et al. (2002) suggested to partition the heuristic into (hyper-) cubes using
a hierarchical oct-tree data structure; in contrast to “full” cells, “empty” cells only retain
the values at their surface. When the main search tries to use one of them, its interior
values are recomputed on demand. Still, this work assumes that each node in the entire
heuristic is calculated at least once using dynamic programming.

One cause of the dilemma lies in the implicit assumption that a complete computa-
tion is necessary. The bound δ above refers to the worst-case, and can generally include
many more nodes than actually required in the main search. However, since we are only
dealing with the heuristic, we can actually afford to miss some values occasionally; while
this might slow down the main search, it cannot compromise the optimality of the final
solution. Therefore, we propose to generate the heuristics with a much smaller bound δ.
Whenever the attempt to retrieve a value of the m-dimensional sub-heuristic fails during
the main search, we simply revert to replacing it by the sum of the

(m
2

)
optimal pairwise

goal distances it covers.
The IDDP algorithm lends itself well to make productive use of higher-dimensional

heuristics. Firstly and most importantly, the strategy of searching to adaptively increas-
ing thresholds can be transferred to the δ-bound as well

Secondly, as far as a practical implementation is concerned, it is important to take into
account not only how a higher-dimensional heuristic affects the number of node expan-
sions, but also their time complexity. This time is dominated by the number of accesses
to sub-alignments. With k sequences, in the worst case an edge has 2k − 1 successors,
leading to a total of (2k − 1)

( k
m

)
evaluations for hall,m. One possible improvement is to

enumerate all edges emerging from a given vertex in lexicographic order, and to store
partial sums of heuristics of prefix subsets of sequences for later re-use. In this way, if we
allow for a cache of linear size, the number of accesses is reduced to

∑i=k
i=m 2i

( i−1
m−1

)
; corre-

spondingly, for a quadratic cache we only need
∑i=k
i=m 2i

( i−2
m−2

)
evaluations. For instance,

in aligning 12 sequences using hall,3, a linear cache reduces the evaluations to about 37
percent within one expansion.

As mentioned above, in contrast to A*, IDDP gives us the freedom to choose any par-
ticular expansion order of the edges within a given level. Therefore, when we sort edges
lexicographically according to the target nodes, much of the cached prefix information
can be shared additionally across consecutively expanded edges. The higher the dimen-
sion of the sub-alignments, the larger are the savings. In our experiments, we experienced
speedups of up to eighty percent in the heuristic evaluation.

Trade-Off between Computation of Heuristic and Main Search

As we have seen, we can control the size of the pre-computed sub-alignments by choos-
ing the bound δ up to which f -values of edges are generated beyond the respective opti-
mal solution cost. There is obviously a trade-off between the auxiliary and main searches.
It is instructive to consider the heuristic miss ratio r, i.e., the fraction of calculations of the
heuristic h during the main search when a requested entry in a partial MULTIPLE SE-
QUENCE ALIGNMENT has not been pre-computed. The optimum for the main search is
achieved if the heuristic has been computed for every requested edge (r = 0). Going
beyond that point will generate an unnecessarily large heuristic containing many entries
that will never be actually used. On the other hand, we are free to allocate less effort to
the heuristic, resulting in r > 0 and consequently decreasing performance of the main
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Figure 19.3: Time of main search iteration as a function of heuristic miss ratio.
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Figure 19.4: Trade-off between computation of heuristic and main search: execution times
as a function of heuristic miss ratio.

search. Generally, the dependence has an S-shaped form, as exemplified in Fig. 19.4 for
the case of problem 1tvxA of BAliBASE. Here, the execution time of one iteration of the
main search at a fixed threshold of 45 above the lower bound is shown, which includes
the optimal solution. Fig. 19.4 illustrates the overall time trade-off between auxiliary and
main search, if we fix δ at different levels. The minimum total execution time, which is
the sum of auxiliary and main search, is attained at about r = 0.15 (5.86 seconds). The
plot for the corresponding memory usage trade-off has a very similar shape.

Unfortunately, in general we do not know in advance the right amount of auxiliary
search. As mentioned above, choosing δ according to the Carrillo-Lipman bound will
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ensure that every requested sub-alignment cost will have been pre-computed; however,
in general we will considerably overestimate the necessary size of the heuristic.

As a remedy, our algorithm IDDP gives us the opportunity to recompute the heuristic
in each threshold iteration in the main search. In this way, we can adaptively strike a
balance between the two.

When the currently experienced fault rate r rises above some threshold, we can sus-
pend the current search, recompute the pairwise alignments with an increased threshold
δ, and resume the main search with the improved heuristics.

Like for the main search, we can accurately predict the auxiliary computation time
and space at threshold δ using exponential fitting. Due to the lower dimensionality, it
will generally increase less steeply; however, the constant factor might be higher for the
heuristic, due to the combinatorial number of

( k
m

)
alignment problems to be solved.

A doubling scheme as explained above can bound the overhead to within a constant
factor of the effort in the last iteration. In this way, when also limiting the heuristic com-
putation time by a fixed fraction of the main search, we can ensure as an expected upper
bound that the overall execution time stays within a constant factor of the search time
that would be required when using only the pairwise heuristic.

If we knew the exact relation between δ, r, and the speedup of the main search, an
ideal strategy would double the heuristic whenever the expected computation time is
smaller than the time saved in the main search. However, as illustrated in Fig. 19.3, this
dependence is more complex than simple exponential growth, it varies with the search
depth and specifics of the problem. Either we would need a more elaborate model of the
search space, or the algorithm would have to conduct explorative searches in order to
estimate the relation. We leave this issue to future work, and restrict ourselves here to
a simplified, conservative heuristic: We hypothesize that the main search can be made
twice as fast by a heuristic doubling if the fault rate r drops below 75 percent; in our
experiments, we found that this assumption is almost always true. In this event, since
the effective branching factor of the main search is reduced by the improved heuristic, we
also ignore the history of main search times in the exponential extrapolation procedure
for subsequent iterations.

19.3 Bibliographic Notes

Gusfield [1997] and Waterman [1995] have given comprehensive introductions to computational
molecular biology. The definition of a pathway has been given by Thagard [2003]. The mammalian
cell cycle control has been described by Kohn [1999]. It appeared as an application domain in the
5th international planning competition in 2006, where it was modeled by Dimopoulos, Gerevini
and Saetti. A recent search tool for the alignment of metabolic pathways has been presented
by Pinter et al. [2005]. Given a query pathway and a collection of pathways, it finds and reports
all approximate occurrences of the query in the collection.

Bosnacki [2004] has indicated a natural analogy between biochemical networks and (concur-
rent) systems with an unknown structure. Both are considered as a black box with unknown
internal working about one wants to check some property, i.e., verify some hypothesis about
their behavior. Test sequences can be casted as counter-examples obtained by search as observed
by Engels et al. [1997]. A suitable algorithm for inducing a model of a system, has been by de-
veloped by Angluin [1987]. The algorithm requires an oracle that in this case is substituted by a
conformance testing. Unlike model checking which is applied to the model of the system, (con-
formance) testing is performed on the system implementation. Also, conformance testing does
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not try to cover all execution sequences of the implementation. Rather than understanding the
networks, the goal of Rao and Arkin [2001] is to design biologigial networks for a certain task.

FASTA and BLAST, see Altschul et al. [1990], are a standard method for database searches.
Davidson [2001] have employed a local beam search scheme. Gusfield [1993] have proposed an
approximation called the star-alignment. Out of all the sequences to be aligned, one consensus
sequence is chosen such that the sum of its pairwise alignment costs to the rest of the sequences is
minimal. Using this “best” sequence as the center, the other ones are aligned using the “once a
gap, always a gap” rule. Gusfield has shown that the cost of the optimal alignment is greater or
equal to the cost of this star alignment, divided by (2 − 2/k). The program MSA is due to Gupta
et al. [1996]. It allows the user to adjust δ to values below the Carrillo-Lipman bound individually
for each pair of sequences Carrillo and Lipman [1988].

For MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT problems in higher dimensions, A* is clearly superior
to dynamic programming. However, in contrast to the Hirschberg algorithm, it still has to store
all of the explored nodes in the Closed list to avoid “back leaks”. As a remedy, Korf [1999] and
Korf and Zhang [2000] have proposed to store a list of forbidden operators with each node, or to
place the parents of a deleted node on Open with f -value infinity. Zhou and Hansen [2004a] only
require the boundary to be stored.

The main algorithm IDDP as described in this chapter has been published by Schroedl [2005].
Korf et al. [2005] refer to a related incremental dynamic programming algorithm called iterative-
deepening bounded dynamic programming.

A different line of research tries to restrict the search space of the breadth-first approaches
by incorporating bounds. Ukkonen presented an algorithm for the pairwise alignment problem
which is particularly efficient for similar sequences; its computation time scales as O(dm), where
d is the optimal solution cost. First consider the problem of deciding whether a solution exists
whose cost is less than some upper threshold U∗. We can restrict the evaluation of the DP matrix
to a band of diagonals where the minimum number of indels required to reach the diagonal, times
the minimum indel cost, does not exceed U∗. In general, starting with a minimum U∗ value, we
can successively double G until the test returns a solution; the increase of computation time due
to the re-computations is then also bounded by a factor of 2.

Another approach for multiple sequence alignment is to make use of the lower bounds h
from A*. The key idea is the following: Since all nodes with an f -value lower than δ(s, t) have
to be expanded anyway in order to guarantee optimality, we might as well explore them in any
reasonable order, like that of Dijkstra’s algorithm or DP, if we only knew the optimal cost. Even
slightly higher upper bounds will still help pruning. Spouge [1989] has proposed to bound DP to
vertices v where g(v) + h(v) is smaller than an upper bound for δ(s, t).

Linear bounded diagonal alignment (LBD-Align) by Davidson [2001] uses an upper bound in
order to reduce the computation time and memory in solving a pairwise alignment problem by
dynamic programming. The algorithm calculates the DP matrix one anti-diagonal at a time, start-
ing in the top left corner, and working down towards bottom-right. While A* would have to check
the bound in every expansion, LBD-Align only checks the top and bottom cell of each diagonal. If
e.g. the top cell of a diagonal has been pruned, all the remaining cells in that row can be pruned
as well, since they are only reachable through it; this means that the pruning frontier on the next
row can be shifted one down. Thus, the pruning overhead can be reduced from a quadratic to a
linear amount in terms of the sequence length.

There are recent progresses been made to improve the scaling of MSA. Niewiadomski et al.
[2006] have applied large-scale parallel frontier search with delayed duplicate detection to solve
challenging (Balibase) instances, and Zhou and Hansen [2006a] have successfully improved the
sparse-memory graph search with a breadth-first heuristic search.



Chapter 20

Robotics

A difference between search in robotics and typical search testbeds in artificial intelli-
gence, like the EIGHT-PUZZLE or the RUBIK’S CUBE, is that search spaces in robotics are
continuous and thus need to get modelled as discrete spaces. This discretization might
not be simple because the space may contain complex obstacles of varying scale. In this
chapter, we therefore first discuss how to model such search spaces as graphs, which pre-
sumably could then be searched with any search method already discussed. However,
once discretization is accomplished, a more fundamental difference between search in
robotics and typical AI search testbeds presents: Robots typically have only incomplete
information about the search space. They cannot determine in advance the observations
their sensors will make after they have moved, nor the feasibility or effects of future
moves. Complete AND-OR graph searches could in principle be used to find optimal
plans but are often computationally intractable since the robots have to find prohibitively
large conditional plans that solve the planning tasks. Yet, search has to be fast to move
robots in real-time. Thus, one needs to speed up search by developing robot-navigation
methods that sacrifice the optimality of the resulting robot paths.

20.1 Search Spaces

If a robot is mobile, omnidirectional, and not subject to acceleration constraints, its con-
figuration can be defined by its location in its workspace. In this case, the robot workspace
is identical to its configuration, or state space.

In some other cases, one must distinguish between the robot workspace, and the robot
configuration space. From a search planning point of view, the latter always is the search
space.

Consider a motion-planning problem in a two-dimensional workspace with a robot
arm that has two joints and is bolted to the ground at the first joint, as shown in Figure
20.1(a). An obstacle blocks one quadrant of the plane. The robot arm has to be moved
from its start configuration to some goal configuration. This is a search problem whose
states are given by the two joint angles. The corresponding configuration space is shown
in Figure 20.1(b). The region in the figure wraps around because angles are measured
mod 2π, so that the four corners depicted represent the same point. (One could also
include the joint velocities to model constraints on both location and acceleration, in a
4-dimensional configuration space.)

732
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Some points in the configuration space are impossible states because the robot arm
would intersect an obstacle in the workspace. In other examples a point might be im-
possible because a joint angle is out of range. These impossible, or blocked states form
obstacles in configuration space, obstacles that need not resemble the obstacles in the
robot workspace, in size or shape. The possible, or unblocked configuration states form
the freespace. To solve the problem, one finds a path in freespace from the start configura-
tion point to the goal configuration point.

There will be different valid choices to define a configuration space. If the only objec-
tive of the planning is feasibility, that is, to find a path that does not traverse any blocked
points, then the choice is usually unimportant. On the other hand, if the planning ob-
jective includes optimization of some cost, such as minimizing time or fuel, then it is
preferable to define the configuration space so that this cost is represented as a norm-
induced or other natural metric on the space. For example, horizontal movement in
Figure 20.1(b) requires both joints to actuate. If only the first joint actuates, movement
will occur along the diagonal with slope 1. Thus horizontal movement is more costly
than diagonal movement, contrary to what the figure suggests visually. It may then be
preferable to define the vertical axis of the configuration space as θ2 − θ1, as shown in
Figure 20.1(c).

For simplicity, we employ the convention of saying that the robot is at a point, in con-
figuration space, to mean that the configuration of the robot is at a point in configuration
space. Thus, considering Figure 20.1, we say that the robot moves from the start point to
the current point to the goal point, whereas it is actually the configuration of the robot
arm that moves so.

Robot motion in workspace is, of physical necessity, continuous, but search in
freespace is usually planned as search on a discrete structure, typically a graph. At some
point, one must decide what the atomic actions are, that are available to the search plan-
ner. Therefore, one often needs to model a continuous freespace as a discrete space. For
example, one level of a hierarchical control system may assure error-free sensing and dis-
crete motion to the higher levels. In the following, we initially consider two-dimensional
configuration spaces and describe two different ways of discretizing their freespace into
graphs.

• One can discretize a 2D configuration space using rectangular cells or another reg-
ular tessellation of the plane, where a cell is considered unblocked if and only if it
does not contain obstacles. Ordinarily one discretizes so that the robot can move
between neighboring unblocked cells, that is, cells in freespace that share a border.
One problem is the granularity of the discretization. If the cells are large, then an ex-
isting path might not be found, as shown in Figure 20.3. The circle and cross show
the start and goal point, respectively, and white and black areas are freespace and
obstacles, respectively, in the continuous configuration space. On the other hand,
the smaller one makes the cells, the more numerous they becomes, which results in
a quadratic explosion. It can therefore make sense to have cells of different sizes:
small cells close to obstacles in configuration space to be able to find gaps between
them and large cells otherwise. One particular method for obtaining a non-uniform
discretization is the parti-game algorithm. It starts with large cells and splits them
as needed while trying to move the robot from the cell with the start point to the
cell that contains the goal point (goal cell). We illustrate a simple version of the
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Figure 20.1: Robot Arm Workspace and Two Configuration Spaces

parti-game algorithm in Figure 20.4. It starts with a uniform coarse-grained dis-
cretization of the configuration space. The vertices of the graph represent the cells,
and edges connect vertices that correspond to neighboring cells. Thus, it initially ig-
nores obstacles (freespace assumption) and makes the optimistic assumption that it
can move from any cell to each neighboring cell. It uses the graph to find a shortest
path from its current cell to the goal cell. It then follows the path by always moving
towards the center of the successor cell of its current cell. If it gets blocked by an
obstacle (which can be determined in the workspace and thus without modeling
the shape of obstacles in configuration space), then it is not always able to move
from its current cell to the successor cell and therefore removes the corresponding
directed edge from the graph. It then re-plans and finds another shortest path from
its current cell to the goal cell. If it finds such a path, then it repeats the process. If
it does not find such a path, then it uses the graph to determine from which cells it
can reach the goal cell (solvable cells) and from which cells it cannot reach the goal
cell (unsolvable cells, shaded grey in the figure). It then splits all unsolvable cells
that border solvable cells (and have not yet reached the resolution limit) along their
shorter axis. (It also splits all solvable cells that border unsolvable cells along their
shorter axis to prevent neighboring cells from having very different sizes, which is
not necessary but makes it efficient to determine the neighbors of a cell with kd-
trees.) It deletes the vertices of the split cells from the graph and adds one vertex
for each new cell, again assuming that it can move from each new cell to any neigh-
boring cell and vice versa. (It could remember where it got blocked by obstacles
to delete some directed edges from the graph right away but does not. Rather, it
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Figure 20.2: Robot Arm Planning and Replanning

(a) Uniform Coarse-Grained Discretization

(c) Uniform Fine-Grained Discretization

Figure 20.3: Cell-Based Discretization

deletes the edges automatically when it gets blocked again by the obstacles in the
future.) It then re-plans and finds another shortest path from its current cell to
the goal cell and repeats the process until the goal cell is reached or no cell can be
split any further because the resolution limit is reached. The final discretization is
then used as initial discretization for the next motion-planning problem in the same
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Figure 20.4: Parti-Game Algorithm

configuration space.

• One can also discretize freespace by picking a number of points in freespace (in-
cluding the start and goal points) and connecting each pair of points with a short-
est path (or the trajectory of some simple controller) provided that it is unblocked
(which can perhaps be determined in the workspace and thus without modeling
the shape of obstacles in configuration space). In case all obstacles are polygons,
one can use the corners of the polygons as points (in addition to the start and goal
points). The resulting graph is called the visibility graph. A shortest path on the
visibility graph is also a shortest path in freespace. However, the obstacles are of-
ten not polygons and can only be approximated with complex polygons, resulting
in a large number of points and thus large planning times. Probabilistic roadmaps
(PRMs) therefore choose a number of points in freespace randomly (in addition to
the start and goal points). The larger the number of points is, the larger the planning
time tends to be. On the other hand, the larger the number of points is, the more
likely it is that a path is found if one exists and the shorter the path tends to be. So
far, we have assumed that the freespace is first discretized and then searched. How-
ever, it is often faster to pick random points during the search. Rapidly-exploring
random trees (RRTs), for example, grow search trees by picking points randomly
and then trying to connect them to the search tree via unblocked straight lines.

The first method generalizes naturally, but expensively, to higher dimensions. The
second method generalizes also. Many methods, both deterministic and randomized,
have already been developed to select the point set. Algorithms from computational ge-
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ometry might lead to new practical methods with strong performance guarantees. These
algorithms select an approximating set of representative points from the freespace, in the
sense that the length of a shortest path on these representative points is with high proba-
bility within some small factor of the length of a shortest path in freespace. Discretizing a
freespace in high dimension can be difficult because the obstacles in configuration space
can have complex shapes even if the obstacles in the workspace have very simple shapes.

There are also other discretization methods, for example, using Voronoi graphs,
which have the advantage that paths between obstacles remain as far away from the
obstacles as possible and thus maximize the safety distance to them.

Once a configuration space has been discretized, it is only a slight further abstraction
to model the freespace as a graph G = (V,E). We have anticipated this abstraction in
the description of the parti-game algorithm. Each vertex v ∈ V of the graph represents
a point in the discrete space (which may in turn represent a point or atomic region in
configuration space). The robot’s configuration, at any instant, is represented by exactly
one vertex. By our convention, we simply say that the robot is at a vertex, although
this simpler terminology is strictly true only if the configuration and work spaces are
identical.

Each pair of configurations, v1, v2, that can be reached from the other by an atomic
robotic movement is represented by an edge (v1, v2) ∈ E in the graph. In the case of a 2D
grid, the vertices of the graph represent the unblocked cells, and edges connect vertices
that correspond to unblocked cells that share a border.

The graph model just defined has proven to be extremely useful for algorithm speci-
fication, implementation, and analysis. In some situations, one varies the model. If some
movements, for example sliding down an unclimbable slope, are not reversible, some
edges of the graph may be directed. If not all atomic movements have equal cost, the
edges may be need to be labelled with weights. For example, if the granularity of the dis-
cretization is not uniform, differing costs may be required to move between neighboring
cells of various sizes.

Regardless of what variant of graph model is used, the graph need not provide a
complete description of the problem. There may be additional information, for instance
about sensor capabilities, that is not encapsulated inG. If all information were complete a
priori, discretization ordinarily would reduce the search problem to a deterministic search
problem of manageable size. This deterministic search problem could then be solved
with any of several methods described in earlier chapters. In the rest of this chapter, we
consider robots that search without complete information about the space and/or their
configuration.

20.2 Search with Incomplete Information

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we work principally with one core set of assumptions,
which we call the base model. As suggested by the colloquial meaning of the phrase, the
base model is a set of minimum capabilities.

Robot motion in freespace may be abstracted to movement and sensing on an undirected
graph with the following properties:
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1. The robot occupies one vertex at a time.

2. The robot moves deterministically by traversing an edge from one incident vertex
to the other incident vertex, without error.

3. The robot’s sensory, memory, and computational capabilities always provide with-
out error, at minimum, the following information:

(a) Observation of the vertex it occupies.

(b) Observation of each edge incident on the vertex it occupies, including obser-
vation of the adjacent vertex.

(c) Memory of all previous observations and edge traversals.

(d) Recognition, upon observation, of any vertex or edge that it has previously
observed.

4. Sensing is uniform over time. That is, the robot’s sensors report the same informa-
tion each time the robot occupies the same vertex.

By definition, the robot cannot leave the connected component in which it starts.
Therefore we generally assume that the base model graph is connected.

Many scenarios of robot movement and sensing are consistent with the base model.
We next describe four such scenarios. Consistency means that all base model capabili-
ties are satisfied in the scenario, not vice-versa. Different robots in different environments
may achieve these capabilities by different means. For example, GPS for a mobile robot
would uniquely identify every vertex, thus providing recognition of vertices and edges
previously observed. GPS in effect provides each vertex with a unique identifier that the
robot observes. In an environment without GPS, a mobile robot without actuator uncer-
tainty, could, with a compass, retain its entire history of movement. It could then always
compute its current location relative to its starting point, thus providing recognition of
any previously observed edge or vertex.

2D tactile gridworld: a mobile robot with compass and short-range sensing in a 2D reg-
ular gridworld. This scenario fits the base model as follows: each unblocked cell
in the gridworld corresponds to a vertex in G; each boundary between two un-
blocked cells corresponds to an edge. Ordinarily a boundary must have nonzero
length, so that a vertex may have up to four neighbors, one each in the directions
N,S,E,W. The resulting grid graph is termed a 4-grid. Many of our illustrations will
be drawn from this scenario. (If boundaries of zero length are permitted, a vertex
may have up to eight neighbors, resulting in an 8-grid.) Let us verify that the base
model capabilities hold: the robot occupies one cell at a time (1); it can move to an
unblocked cell in any of the four compass directions without actuation error (2); the
short range sensors determine, without error, in which of the four compass direc-
tions the adjacent cell is unblocked. Observation of a vertex amounts to perceiving
that the vertex exists, that is, that the cell exists in freespace. As explained above, by
retaining its history of movement, the robot can always determine its location rel-
ative to its starting point, and thus can recognize previously observed vertices and
edges (3). Property 4 holds for this and other scenarios because the environment is
static and sensing is deterministic.
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k-jointed robot arm: A k-jointed robot arm’s k-dimensional configuration space, dis-
cretized. The robot configuration is a vector in [0, 2π]k representing the set of joint
angles. Since the mapping from the workspace to the configuration space is contin-
uous, movement in the configuration space is continuous. Hence the discretization
satisfies properties 1 and 2. The sensory requirements 3 amount to knowing the cur-
rent joint angles, and detecting obstacles in the workspace that are close to the arm,
close in the sense of being adjacent in the discretization. In this scenario, rectangles
with different length sides are superior to squares, because a small change in the
first joint angle has more potential effect in the workspace than a small change in
the last joint. Therefore, the higher numbered the joint, the coarser grained should
be its dimension.

Line-of-sight-sensor continuous polygonal model: A mobile robot moving continu-
ously with long range sensors in a polygon, which is discretized by a representative
point set. A polygon is a piecewise-linear simple closed curve in the plane. In the
standard continuous polygonal model, the robot is a point which moves continu-
ously within the polygon’s interior int(P ). There may also be finitely many ob-
stacle polygons P1 . . . Pm, whose exteriors ext(Pj) must contain the robot location.
An obstacle polygon may be degenerate, that is, it needs not be a closed curve. In-
stead it can be a barrier composed of line segments, in which case its exterior is
defined to be its complement. Therefore, the robot may only move within the re-
gion int(P ) ∩ {∩mj=1ext(Pj)}. The boundary of this freespace is composed of line
segments. The robot’s long range sensors can detect the distance to the nearest line
segment in any direction.

A finite set of representative points in freespace forms the set V of vertices of the
graph. Since any real robot occupies a nonzero volume, this discretization helps
compensate for the idealization of the robot as a point. Any vertex w that is visible
from vertex v, that is, such that the line segment vw does not intersect any line seg-
ment of the polygon (or obstacle polygons), is eligible to be connected to v by an
edge in the graph. Often one connects an eligible pair v, w only if the length of vw
is one of the k shortest incident on v, for some small k, or less than a small thresh-
old value. This selection keeps the graph sparse and, if the representative points
are regularly spaced, permits the edges to be unweighted without much loss of ac-
curacy. If the distances between neighboring pairs are irregular, one may replace
integer weighted edges by paths. As discussed in the previous section, one should
not be so selective as to introduce a spurious disconnection in G. Verification of the
base model properties is straightforward. If the graph is sparse in this scenario, the
sensors will obtain much more information than the minimal amount required by
property 3.

Geometric embedding, e.g. 3D gridworld: . Consider first a mobile robot with short
range sensors in a 3D gridworld, e.g. an office building. This scenario is essen-
tially the same as the 2D scenario. The 3D compass must be able to distinguish the
directions ”up” and ”down” as well as the four 2D compass directions N,S,E,W.

We now generalize to the scenario of geometric embedding, which in a sense sub-
sumes all three preceding scenarios. There exist a one-to-one mapping of vertices
in V to points in a space, f : V → IRm, and a mapping (usually not one-to-one)
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h : E → IRm of edges to vectors, such that f(u) + h({u, v}) = f(v) for all edges
{u, v} ∈ E. An edge must be treated as an ordered pair, to avoid ambiguity in the
values h({u, v}) = −h((v, u)). When the robot is at vertex v, it observes all edges
incident on v, and determines, without error, the vector h(e) for all such edges e.
The robot might or might not determine g(v), but it is certain to determine the rel-
ative locations of the vertices incident on e. Therefore the robot uniquely identifies
the relative locations of its current vertex and neighboring vertices, that is, relative
to the start vertex.

The base model assumptions are also consistent with many different sensor configu-
rations and ranges, as long as the discretization is on a fine enough scale such that the
sensors can observe adjacent vertices. Different vertex recognition capabilities are per-
mitted as long as the robot can always recognize a vertex that it has observed previously.
However, both actuation and sensing are assumed to be deterministic and error-free.

Upper bounds on cost for the base model apply to all consistent scenarios. This gen-
erality will simplify our derivations of performance guarantees. Lower bounds, which
are proved by example, will usually have to be derived scenario by scenario, because a
robot’s exact behavior on a specific example depends on the details of the situation.

Some of the assumptions, such as the limited sensor range of the robot, make robots
less powerful than they actually are. They allow one to show that the travel distances
of greedy on-line robot-navigation methods are small even if the capabilities of the robot
are weak and the robot-navigation tasks are therefore difficult for it. Other assumptions,
such as the absence of actuator and sensor uncertainty, are somewhat simplifying but suf-
ficiently close to reality to enable one to use the robot-navigation methods on real robots.
They are approximately satisfied in structured terrain. For example, the success rate of
moving a Nomad 150 mobile robot in maze-like terrain was reported to be at least 99.57
percent, and the success rate of making the correct observations in all four directions si-
multaneously was at least 99.38 percent. These large success rates enable one to ignore
actuator and sensor uncertainty. The assumptions are also justified in less structured
terrain for robots that can compensate for actuator and sensor uncertainty either with
positioning systems (such as the global positioning system GPS or sensor networks) or
software. For example, robots can use navigation architectures where a lower level per-
forms local movement guided by sensory feedback and an upper level performs global
navigation. The lower level can then use probabilistic methods to compensate for actu-
ator and sensor uncertainty and the assumptions are justified for the upper level, espe-
cially in case sensor aliasing is not much of a problem because different locations tend
to look sufficiently different. Given the absence or actuator and sensor uncertainty, the
assumption that the robot can recognize a previously observed vertex is realistic since
its can use dead-reckoning or GPS to keep track of how it moved in the terrain. The
assumption is also realistic if the locations look sufficiently different.

Most results are robust with respect to the scenario details. To give an idea of why
this might be so, we discuss one particular modification of the base model here. Suppose
robot A has the capabilities required by the base model, except that if it is at a vertex v it
must traverse part or all of edge (v, w) to observe the neighboring vertex w. Create imag-
inary robot B to be identical to A, except that B possesses an extra sensor that observes
all neighboring vertices from the currently occupied one. Create imaginary robot C to be
identical to A, except that when C first occupies any vertex v, it executes an extra sensory
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subroutine that traverses each untraversed edge (v, w), thereby observing w, and returns
to v. By properties 3c and 3d, robot C correctly determines that it has not occupied v
previously. Similarly, it can correctly determine that it has not previously traversed an
edge (v, w). Therefore the extra sensory steps involve at most 2|E| edge traversals.

By definition, robots B, and C each satisfy the base model. On any graph G, robot
B can emulate the movements of robot A, by ignoring its extra sensor. Disregarding for
now the cost of the extra sensory steps, Robot C can emulate the movements of robot B,
by ignoring sensory information it acquires that B would not. Robot A can emulate the
movements of C, although to do so it must execute the extra sensory steps that C would
make. Since each robot can emulate the other two, at zero or modest change in cost, many
results carry over with little or no change from one model to the other.

Figure 20.5: Mobile Robot “Xavier”

Incomplete information is typical for robots, perhaps more for mobile robots as shown
in Figure 20.5 than for robot arms.

We now consider two common ways of handling incompleteness of (e.g. terrain)
information in a discretized terrain.

• The first way is characterized by the robot knowing the general topology of the ter-
rain, e.g. a regular grid pattern. One can think of the (initially) unknown freespace
graph G = (V,E) as a subgraph of a larger known graph Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê). In the case
of a 2D square grid, for example, the vertices are V̂ = {0, . . . n}2, and the edges
Ê = {(v, w) : v ∈ V,w ∈ V, ||v − w|| = 1} (with the Euclidean norm). Vertices in
V̂ \ V are blocked, and any edge in Ĝ that is incident on a blocked vertex is not in
E, that is, E = Ê ∩ {V × V }. An example is shown in Figure 20.8 where blocked
cells are black and unblocked cells are white. The circle shows the current cell of the
robot. When the robot is located at vertex v, it detects for all e = (v, w) ∈ Ê whether
e ∈ E and equivalently whether w ∈ V . We denote this observation using a “+”
for an unblocked neighboring cell and a “-” for a blocked neighboring cell in the
four compass directions north, west, south and east. In Figure 20.8, for example,
the robot initially observes blocked cells in its west and south and unblocked cells
in its east and north, denoted as “+ - - +”.

If the graph Ĝ is geometrically embedded, more topological information may be
available. The robot may also know the values f(v) : v ∈ V̂ or h(e) : e ∈ Ê. The
robot might then deduce more terrain information than the minimum required by
the base model property 3. For example, if it traversed the perimeter cells of a 4 by
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n grid graph, it would deduce the entire graph. Without any a priori knowledge of
the topology, i.e. of Ĝ, the robot could not even deduce the graph of a 3 by n grid.

• The second way is characterized by the robot not knowing anything about the
graph a priori, not even its topology. This is, for example, typically the case if a
Voronoi graph is used to discretize the terrain. In this case, the robot generally
needs a more powerful vertex identification capability. When the robot first ob-
serves a vertex, it in effect assigns a unique identifier v to that vertex. If the robot
observes that vertex later, the robot recognizes it as the vertex identified as v. Thus,
the only vertices and edges that exist are those of G = (V,E). There is no need to
augment G.

a) Grid
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b) Vertex-Blocked Graph 2.

c) Knowledge of the Robot: Known Topology

d) Knowledge of the Robot: Unknown Topology

Figure 20.6: a priori Knowledge of the Terrain

Figure 20.7: Alternative Vertex-Blocked Graph

The example in Figure 20.6 shows that it can make a difference whether a robot knows
the topology of the graph a priori. Cells whose blockage status is unknown to the robot
are grey. The circle shows the current cell of the robot. The robot moves along the arrow.
If it does not know the topology of the graph in advance, it cannot, without entering the
center vertex, rule out the possibility that it operates on the graph shown in Figure 20.7.
Thus, it needs to enter the center vertex to be able to identify the graph completely. On
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the other hand, if it knows the topology of the graph a priori, it is able to identify the
graph without entering the center vertex.

a) Example Grid

A
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C
D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

E
F

b) Vertex-Blocked Graph

c) Vertex-Blocked Graph with Blocked Vertices Removed

Figure 20.8: Different Kinds of Graphs

20.3 Fundamental Robot-Navigation Tasks

We study three fundamental robot-navigation tasks under incomplete information.
These tasks underly many other robot-navigation tasks. Some more complex robot-
navigation tasks provide the robots with even less information. SLAM (simultaneous
localization and mapping), for example, combines localization and mapping, which is
important if the robots do not have any information about the terrain or their location
and cannot uniquely identify the vertices.

20.3.1 Mapping

Mapping means to acquire information (= map) of unknown terrain. Often, mapping
means that the robot determines the graph G in which it moves. In these cases, it may
start with no information or with partial information about G. For example, it may know
the vertex-blocked graph Ĝ of whichG is a subgraph, but not which vertices are blocked,
or it may know the range of h : E → IRn in a geometric embedding of G.

More generally, the task of mapping is to determine as much as possible of some cat-
egories of missing terrain information. If the graph data structure G = (V,E) does not
contain all information about the terrain, it is possible that the robot knows the entire
graph G = (V,E) initially, but not some other categories of information such as the func-
tion values f(v) : v ∈ V and g(e) : e ∈ E of the terrain’s geometric embedding. In this
case the mapping task would be to determine these function values.

A robot might decide to map its terrain if its terrain changed substantially or after
it was moved into new terrain. It can then exploit the map for subsequent navigation
tasks. Sometimes terrain is known in principle but very difficult to model. It can then
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be easier to let the robot acquire it autonomously than to provide the robot with a model
of it. It can, for example, be done for configuration spaces whose freespace is difficult
to model, which can be the case even if the obstacles in the corresponding work spaces
are simple and their placement is known. (Uninformed LRTA*, an agent-centered search
method, could be used for such mapping since it eventually visits every vertex but its
travel distances are too large for it to be interesting in robotics.)

20.3.2 Localization

Localization means to determine the current location of a robot. We assume that the robot
has a map of the terrain available and even knows its orientation relative to the map (for
example because it is equipped with a compass) but does not know its current location.
In the model we use in this text, the robot knows the graph that it moves in, but not its
current vertex. Its task is to determine its current vertex or notice that this is impossible
because it is located in one of a pair of isomorphic connected graph components. We
stated earlier that the robot always uniquely identifies its current vertex and explained
that this capability may be achieved by different means. In localization, the robot knows
the graph that it operates on but this graph is not annotated with unique vertex identi-
fiers. Thus, the robot is not trivially localized after it observes the unique identifier of a
vertex. This scenario is, for example, realistic if the robot uniquely identifies the vertices
by remembering exactly how it has moved in the terrain.

A robot needs to localize after it wakes up and realizes that a user switched it off and
moved it to a new location (“kidnapped robot problem”), for example to recharge it. A
robot also needs to localize from time to time to verify its actual location and, if necessary,
apply corrections since its control systems gradually accumulate errors due to actuator
and sensor uncertainty. In this context, localization eliminates the need for complex and
expensive positioning systems, for example based on radio beacons, inside of buildings,
in streets with tall buildings or on other planets, where three satellites are not in view
and thus GPS is not effective.

20.3.3 Goal-Directed Navigation in Unknown Terrain

Goal-directed navigation requires that there be a geometric embedding of the terrain. The
problem is to move the robot to given goal coordinates in a priori unknown terrain. The
coordinates may be absolute, or they may be relative to the start vertex. In the model we
use in this text, the robot knows its current vertex and the topology of a vertex-blocked
graph but not which vertices are blocked. Its task is to reach a given vertex (= the goal
vertex). (Informed or uninformed LRTA* could be used for goal-directed navigation in
unknown terrain but its travel distances are again too large for it to be interesting in
robotics.)

A robot must navigate to a goal location in a priori unknown terrain, for example, to
check out a given location for survivors after an earthquake. In this case, it is sufficient
to map as much of the terrain as necessary to move the robot to the goal location. It is
unnecessary and often too time-consuming to map the terrain completely.
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20.4 Planning

It is important to empirical robotics researchers that their robot-navigation methods plan
in real-time and result in small travel distances and thus also small plan-execution times
and, since planning is fast, small task-completion times. We describe a worst-case anal-
ysis of the travel distance because a robot-navigation methods with a small worst-case
travel distance always perform well, which matches the concerns of empirical robotics
researchers for guaranteed performance. One could simply test robot-navigation meth-
ods empirically to determine whether their travel distances are small. However, they
need to get analyzed theoretically to guarantee that their travel distances are small in any
kind of terrain to rule out that they are small in empirical tests only because of properties
of the test terrain.

The travel distance of a robot-navigation method depends on not only the robot-
navigation method itself but also the terrain, the start location of the robot in the ter-
rain, the tie-breaking strategy used to decide between seemingly equally good naviga-
tion choices, and so on. We determine the travel distance in the worst case and state
for each robot-navigation method over which quantities we calculate the worst case. We
then describe upper and lower bounds on their worst-case travel distance on graphs of a
given size, measured by their number of vertices. This allows one to determine whether
the worst-case travel distance of a robot-navigation method is minimal and, if not, how
suboptimal it is, by comparing these bounds against the best possible worst-case travel
distance of any robot-navigation method that has the same a priori information.

Researchers sometimes use on-line rather than worst-case criteria to analyze robot-
navigation methods. For example, they are interested in robot-navigation methods with
a small competitive ratio. The competitive ratio compares the travel distance of a robot
to the distance that an omniscient robot that has complete a priori information would
need to move only to verify that information. (For example, the robot already knows
its current location for localization problems and only needs to verify it.) Minimizing
the ratio of these quantities minimizes regret in the sense that it minimizes the value of k
such that the robot could have localized k times faster if it had already known its location.
The competitive ratio has little relation to worst-case performance if robots do not have
complete a priori information. Furthermore, the difference in travel distance between
robot-navigation methods that do and do not have complete information is often large.
For goal-directed navigation, for example, the robot can follow a shortest path from the
start cell to the goal cell if it knows the terrain but usually has to try out many promising
paths on average to get from the start cell to the goal cell if it does not know the terrain.

The sensors on-board a robot can typically sense terrain only near its current loca-
tion. The robot thus has to move in the terrain to sense new parts of it, either to discover
more about the terrain or its current location. Therefore, a robot has to find a reconnais-
sance plan that determines how it should move to make additional observations, which is
called sensor-based planning. The plan is a conditional plan that can take into account all
of the information that the robot has already gathered (namely, the sequence of moves it
has executed and the sequence of observations it has made in return) when determining
the next move of the robot. A deterministic plan specifies the move directly while a ran-
domized plan specifies a probability distribution over the moves. No randomized plan
that solves one of the robot-navigation tasks has a better worst-case expected travel dis-
tance (where the expectation is taken with respect to the randomized choice of moves by
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the randomized plan) than a deterministic plan with minimal worst-case travel distance.
In this text, we therefore consider only deterministic plans.

The robot can either first determine and then execute a complete plan (off-line plan-
ning) or interleave partial planning and moves (on-line planning). We now discuss these
two options in greater detail, using localization tasks as example. Localization consists
of two phases, namely hypothesis generation and hypothesis elimination. Hypothesis
generation determines all locations that are consistent with the observation made by the
robot in its start location. It simply involves going through all vertices and eliminating
those that are inconsistent with the observation. (There also exists a more complex but
polynomial time hypothesis generation method for continuous polygonal terrain.) If the
set contains more than one location, hypothesis elimination then tries to determine which
location in this set is the true location of the robot by moving the robot and eliminating all
locations that are inconsistent with the observations made by the robot. The hypothesis-
elimination method involves planning, which we discuss in the following.

20.4.1 Optimal Off-Line Planning

Off-line planning finds a complete and thus potentially large plan before the robot starts
to move. A complete localization plan is valid if and only if it eventually correctly deter-
mines either the current vertex of the robot or the fact that the current vertex of the robot
cannot be determined uniquely, no matter which unblocked vertex is the start vertex of
the robot.

a) Example Grid
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b) Knowledge of the Robot

{E2, E4, E6} {D2, D4, D6} {C2, C4, C6}

Figure 20.9: Greedy Localization

Consider, for example, the localization task from Figure 20.9 and the corresponding
state space from Figure 20.10 that is reachable from the start state. The states are sets of
cells, namely the cells that the robot could be in. The robot initially observes “+ - - -”.
The question marks indicate the cells that are consistent with this observation, namely
E2, E4 and E6. The start state thus contains these three cells. (The robot can rule out B7
since it has a compass on-board.) Every state that contains only one cell is a goal state.
In every non-goal state, the robot can choose a move (“OR” nodes of the state space),
described as a compass direction. It then makes a new observation (“AND” nodes of the
state space). The state space is non-deterministic since the robot cannot always predict
which observation it makes and thus which effects its future moves have. For example,
after moving north two times from the start state, it reaches a state that contains three
possible cells, namely C2, C4 and C6. When moving north in this state, the robot could
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Figure 20.10: Part of the State Space for Localization

observe “- - + +” and then be in the state that contains only the cell B2. It then cannot
move to the west even if this state wasn’t a goal state. It could also observe “- + - +” and
then be in the state that contains the cells B4 and B6. It then can move to the west.
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Figure 20.11: Worst-Case Optimal Localization Plan

Deterministic localization plans assign a move to each OR node in the state space.
Valid deterministic localization plans with minimal worst-case travel distance can be
found with complete AND-OR searches, resulting in decision trees since states cannot
repeat in worst-case optimal plans. Such a decision tree is shown in Figure 20.11. How-
ever, it is intractable to perform complete AND-OR searches. This is not surprising since
the states are sets of cells and their number is thus large (although not all sets of cells
can appear in practice). In fact, we discuss later that finding valid localization plans with
minimal worst-case travel distance is NP-hard and thus very likely needs exponential
planning time, which is consistent with results by the theoretical planning community
that show the complexity of planning with incomplete information to be high in general.
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20.4.2 Greedy On-Line Planning

One needs to speed up planning by developing robot-navigation methods that sacrifice
the optimality of the resulting robot paths to achieve real-time planning. If done cor-
rectly, the suboptimality of the robot path and thus the increase in plan-execution time
are outweighed by the decrease of the planning time so that the sum of planning and
plan-execution time (that is, the task-completion time) decreases substantially. For robot-
navigation tasks with incomplete information, this can be done by interleaving planning
and moves to gather information about the terrain early and then use the acquired infor-
mation for re-planning right away. The acquired information makes subsequent planning
faster since it reduces the uncertainty of the robot about the terrain or its location, which
reduces the amount of planning performed for unencountered situations and, more gen-
erally, the size of the state space reachable from its current state.

Planning in deterministic state spaces is fast. Even with a data structure that is
no more sophisticated than a binary heap, a shortest path in a graph can be found in
time O(|E| log |V |) for arbitrary graphs G = (V,E) and O(|V | log |V |) for planar graphs
G = (V,E), which includes grid graphs. Greedy on-line robot-navigation methods make
use of this property to solve planning tasks in non-deterministic state spaces by inter-
leaving myopic planning in deterministic state spaces and moves (= on-line planning).
They determine plans under the (wrong) assumption that robots do not gain additional
information during plan execution and thus do not take the long-term consequences of
the robot moves into account in case they do gain additional information, resulting in
greedy planning. The result is a trade-off in planning and plan-execution time.

We now introduce two greedy on-line planning techniques, namely agent-centered
search and assumption-based planning. They differ in how they make planning deter-
ministic.

• Agent-centered search methods (in non-deterministic state spaces) plan with lim-
ited lookahead by performing partial AND-OR searches, forward from the current
state, instead of a complete one. They restrict planning to the part of the state space
around the current state (local search), which is the part of the state space that is
immediately relevant for the robot in its current situation because it contains the
states that the robot will soon be in. Thus, agent-centered search methods decide
on the part of the state space to search and then determine how to move within
it. Then, they execute these moves (or only the first move) and repeat the overall
process from the resulting state, until the planning task is solved. Consequently,
agent-centered search methods thus avoid a combinatorial explosion by finding
only prefixes of complete plans.

Agent-centered search methods can be implemented with real-time heuristic search
and use techniques tailored to agent-centered search methods or more general
techniques from limited rationality and deliberation scheduling to determine how
much to plan. One needs to avoid infinite cycles when not planning all the way
from the current state of the robot to a goal state. The agent-centered search meth-
ods that we describe in this text do this by making the lookahead large enough so
that the subsequent plan execution results in a gain of knowledge, although real-
time heuristic search methods could be used to get away with smaller lookaheads.
The agent-centered search methods that we describe in this text use a simple ap-
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Figure 20.12: Greedy On-Line Planning

proach to make planning fast, namely by planning exactly in the deterministic part
of the non-deterministic state space around the current state, with the objective to
execute a non-deterministic move and thus gain information quickly. This is the
part of the state space in Figure 20.10 that has a border around it. The robot then
executes the plan, the last move of which is non-deterministic. It then observes the
resulting state and repeats the process from the state that actually resulted from the
move instead of all states that could have resulted from it, until the planning task
is solved.

Figure 20.12 b illustrates agent-centered search. The large triangle represents the
state space of an optimal off-line search method while the shaded areas represent
the state spaces of agent-centered search, one for each planning episode, that is,
planning performed between moves. The shaded areas together are much smaller
than the area of the large triangle but the resulting path is not minimal. Examples
of agent-centered search methods are Greedy Localization and Greedy Mapping,
two robot robot-navigation methods for localization and mapping, respectively.

• Assumption-based planning methods, on the other hand, plan all the way from
the current state to a goal state but make assumptions about the move outcomes.
Therefore, assumption-based planning methods find a complete plan from the cur-
rent state to the goal state and execute the plan. If a move results in an outcome that
was ignored during planning, then they repeat the process from the state that re-
sulted from the move, until the planning task is solved. Consequently, assumption-
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based planning methods avoid a combinatorial explosion because they ignore some
outcomes of moves and thus do not plan for all contingencies, in a way similar but
not identical to envelope-based planning.

A simple approach that makes planning fast is to assume that the state space is
deterministic by ignoring all outcomes of each move but one.

Figure 20.12 c illustrates assumption-based planning. The shaded areas represent
the state spaces of assumption-based planning, one for each planning episode. The
shaded areas together are much smaller than the area of the large triangle but the
resulting robot path is not minimal. An example of an assumption-based planning
method is Planning with the Freespace Assumption, a robot-navigation method for
moving to a goal location in unknown terrain.

Greedy on-line robot-navigation methods are common-sense robot-navigation meth-
ods that have often been discovered and implemented by empirical robotics researchers.
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Chapter 21

Notational and Mathematical
Background

Algorithms are specifications of action sequences, similar to recipes for cooking. The
description should be concrete enough to cook a tasteful meal. On the other hand, some
abstraction is necessary to keep the presentation readable; we don’t advise the cook how
to dice onions. In presenting algorithms in computer science, the situation is similar. The
presentation should be concrete enough to allow analysis and re-implementation, but
abstract enough to be ported on different programming languages and machines.

21.1 Pseudo Code

A program representation in a fictitious, partly abstract programming language is called
pseudo code. However, its intention is to give a high-level description of an algorithm to
a human, not to a machine. Therefore, irrelevant details (such as memory management
code) are usually omitted, and sometimes natural language is used when convenient.

Most programs consist of assignments (←), selection (e.g. branching based on if -
conditions), and iteration (e.g. while-loops). Subroutine calls are important to structure
the program and to implement recursion and shown in italics. In the pseudo code imple-
mentations, we use the following constructs.

if (〈condition〉) 〈body〉 else 〈alternative〉
Branching of the program based on the case selected in the Boolean predicate
condition.

and, or, not
logical operation on Boolean conditions

while (〈condition〉) 〈body〉
Loop to be checked prior to the execution of its body.

do 〈body〉 while (〈condition〉)
Loop to be checked after the execution of its body.

for each 〈element〉 in 〈Set〉
Variable element iterates on the (often ordered) set Set.

return backtrack to calling procedure with result

752
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1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 B

δ : Q× Γ→ Q× Γ× {L,R,N}Q
M = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, B, F, q)

state program

Figure 21.1: A Turing machine.

Conditional and loop constructs introduce compound statements, i.e., the parts of the
statements constitute lists of statements (blocks) themselves. To clarify the hierarchical
structure of the program, sometimes explicit begin and end statements are given. Different
from this convention, in this book, in the interest of succinctness we chose to solely rely
on indentation. For example, in the following fragment, note the end of the block that is
executed in case that the condition evaluates to false:

if (〈condition〉)
〈if-true-statement 1〉
〈if-true-statement 2〉
. . .

else
〈if-false-statement 1〉
〈if-false-statement 2〉
. . .

〈after-if-statement 1〉
. . .

For easier understanding, each line in the pseudo code is annotated with some short
comments, separated from the program code by a double semicolon.

21.2 Computability Theory

Computability theory is the branch of theoretical computer science that studies which prob-
lems are computationally solvable using different models of computation. Computability
theory differs from the related discipline of computational complexity theory (see next
section) in asking whether a problem can be solved at all, given any finite but arbitrarily
large amount of resources.

A common model of computation is based on an abstract machine, the Turing machine.
The computational model is very simple and assumes a computer M in form of a 7-tuple
M = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, B, F, q0), with state set Q, input alphabet Σ, tape alphabet Γ, transition
function δ : Q × Γ → Q × Γ × {L,R,N}, blank symbol B, final state set F , and head
position q0. A visualization of a Turing machine is provided in Fig. 21.1.

The machine takes some input word (w1, . . . , wn) over the alphabet Σ and assumes
that it is already located on the tape at position 1, . . . , n. The initial head position is 1.
The process of computation terminates, if some a final state in F is reached. The state
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transition function δ sets the new state in Q, which can be interpreted as performing on
step in the program that is run on the Turing machine. Then a character is written on the
tape at the current head position. Depending on the value in {L,R,N} the head is moved
to the left (L), to the right (R), or remains unchanged (N ), respectively. The output of the
computation is the content of the tape after termination. The machine solves a decision
problem when for an input string, it produces a binary output signifying “yes” or “no”. A
problem is decidable if a Turing machine exists that always gives an answer in finite time.

Since the time of Turing, many other formalisms for describing effective computabil-
ity have been proposed, including recursive functions, the lambda calculus, register ma-
chines, Post systems, combinatory logic, and Markov algorithms. The computational
equivalence of all these systems corroborates the validity of the Church-Turing thesis: Ev-
ery “function which would naturally be regarded as computable can be computed by a
Turing machine”.

A recursively enumerable set S is a set such that a Turing machine exists that succes-
sively outputs all of its members. An equivalent condition is that we can specify an
algorithm that always terminates and answers “yes” if the input is in S; if the input is not
in S, computation might not halt at all. Therefore, recursively enumerable sets are also
called semi-decidable.

A function f(x) is computable if its graph, i.e., the set of all input-output pairs, is recur-
sively enumerable. Decision problems are often considered because an arbitrary problem
can always be reduced to a decision problem, by enumerating possible pairs of domain
and range elements and asking “is this the correct output?”

21.3 Complexity Theory

Complexity theory is part of the theory of computation dealing with the resources required
during computation to solve a given problem, predominantly time (how many steps it
takes to solve a problem) and space (how much memory it takes). Complexity theory
differs from computability theory, which deals with whether a problem can be solved at
all, regardless of the resources required.

The class of algorithms that need space s(n), for some function s(n), is denoted by by
the class DSPACE(s(n)); and those that use time t(n) is denoted by DTIME(t(n)). The
problem class P consists of all problems which can be solved in polynomial time, i.e., it
is the union of complexity classes DTIME(t(n)), for all polynomials t(n).

A non-deterministic Turing machine is a (non-realizable) generalization of the standard
deterministic Turing machine whose transition rules can allow more than one successor
configuration, and all these alternatives can be explored in parallel (another way of think-
ing of this is by means of an oracle suggesting the correct branches). The corresponding
complexity classes for non-deterministic Turing machines are called NSPACE(s(n)) and
NTIME(s(n)). The complexity class NP (for non-deterministic polynomial) is the union
of classes NTIME(t(n)), for all polynomials t(n). Note that a deterministic Turing ma-
chine might not be able to compute the solution for a problem in NP in polynomial time,
however it can verify it efficiently if it is given enough information (a.k.a., certificate) about
the solution (besides the answer “yes” or “no”).

Both P and NP are contained in the class PSPACE, which is the union of
DSPACE(s(n)) for any polynomial function s(n); PSPACE doesn’t impose any restriction
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P NP−complete

NP

PSPACE

Figure 21.2: Inclusion relation of some complexity classes

on the required time.
A problem S is hard for a class C if all other problems S′ ∈ C are polynomially reducible

to C; this means that there is a polynomial algorithm to transform the input x′ of S′ to an
input x to S, such that the answer for S applied to x is “yes” if and only if the answer for
S′ applied to x′ is “yes”. A problem S is complete for a class C if it is a member of C and it
is hard for C.

One big challenges in computer science is to prove that P 6= NP . To refute this
conjecture, it would suffice to devise a deterministic polynomial algorithm for some NP-
complete problem. However, most people believe that this is not possible. Fig. 21.2
graphically depicts the relations between the mentioned complexity classes.

Although the model of a Turing machine seems quite restrictive, other, more real-
istic models like random access machines can be simulated with polynomial overhead.
Therefore, for merely deciding if an algorithm is efficient or not, i.e. it inherits at most a
polynomial time or at least exponential time algorithm, complexity classes based on Tur-
ing machines are sufficiently expressive. Only when considering hierarchical and parallel
algorithms, we will encounter situations, where this model is no longer adequate.

21.4 Asymptotic Resource Consumption

In the previous section, we had a quite crude view on complexity classes, distinguishing
merely between polynomial and more than polynomial complexity. While the actual de-
gree of the polynomial can be preeminently important for practical applications (a “poly-
nomial” algorithm might still not be practically feasible), exponential complexity cannot
be deemed efficient because multiple resources are needed to increase the input size.

Suppose the two functions f1(n) = 100000 + n and f2(n) = 8n2 describe the time
or space used by two different algorithms for an input of size n. How do we deter-
mine which algorithm to use? While f2 is certainly better for small n, for large inputs
its complexity will increase much more quickly. The constant factors only depend on the
particular machine used, the programming language, etc, while the order of growth will
be transferable.

The big-oh notation aims at capturing this asymptotic behavior. If we can find a bound
c for the ratio f1(n)/f2(n), we write f1(n) = O(f2(n)). More precisely, the expression
f1(n) = O(f2(n)) is defined that there exist two constants n0 and c such that for all n ≥ n0
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we have f1(n) ≤ c · f2(n). With the example above, we could say that f1 ∈ O(n) and
f2 = O(n2).

The little-oh notation constitutes an even stricter condition: If the ratio approaches
zero in the limit, we write f1(n) ∈ o(f2(n)). The formal condition is that there exists an
n0 such that for all n ≥ n0 we have f1(n) ≤ c · f2(n), for each c > 0. Analogously, we can
define lower bounds: f1(n) = ω(f2(n)) and f1(n) = Ω(f2(n)), by changing the ≤ in the
definition by≥, and < by >. Finally, we have f1(n) = Θ(f2(n)) if both f1 = O(f2(n)) and
f1(n) = Ω(g(n)) hold.

Some common complexity classes are constant complexity (O(1)), logarithmic com-
plexity (O(log n)), linear complexity (O(n)), polynomial complexity (O(nk), for some
fixed value of k) and exponential complexity (e.g. O(2n)).

For refined analysis we briefly review the basics on amortized complexity. The main
idea is to pay more for cheaper operations and use the savings to cover the more ex-
pensive ones. Amortized complexity analysis distinguishes between: tl, the real cost for
operation l, Φl, the potential after execution operation l, and al, the amortized costs for
operation l. We have al = tl + Φl − Φl−1, so that

m∑

l=1

al =
m∑

l=1

tl + Φl − Φl−1 =
m∑

l=1

tl − Φ0 + Φm

and
m∑

l=1

tl =
m∑

l=1

al + Φ0 − Φm ≤
m∑

l=1

al,

so that the sum of the real costs can be bounded by the sum of the amortized costs.
To ease the representation of the exponential algorithms, we abstract from polynomial

factors. For two polynomials p and q and any constant ε > 0, we have thatO(p(n)2q(n)) =
O((2 + ε)q(n)). Therefore, we introduce the following notation

f(n) .= g(n) ⇔ f and g differ by polynomial factors only
⇔ ∃q(n) with g(n)/q(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ g(n)q(n)

21.5 Symbolic Logic

Formal logic is a powerful and universal representation formalism in computer science,
and also in this book we cannot completely get around it. Propositional logic is defined
over a domain of discourse of allowed predicate symbols P . An atom is an occurrence of
a predicate. A literal is either an atom p or the negation of an atom, ¬p. A propositional for-
mula is recursively defined as an atom or a compound formula, obtained from connecting
simpler formulas using the connectives ∧ (“and”), ∨ (“or”), ¬ (“not”), → (“if-then”), ⇔
(“equivalent”), ⊕ (“exclusive or”).

While the syntax governs the construction of well-formed formulas, the semantics
determines its meaning. An interpretation maps each atom to either true or false (some-
times these values are given as “0” and “1”). Atoms can be associated with propositional
statements, such as “the sun is shining”. In compositional logic, the truth of a compound
formula is completely determined by its components and its connectors. The following
truth table specifies the relations. For example, if p is true in an interpretation I , and q is
false, then p ∧ q is false in I .
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p q ¬p p ∧ q p ∨ q p→ q p⇔ q p⊕ q
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

A propositional formula F is satisfiable or consistent if it is true in some interpretation
I ; in this case, I is called a model of F . It is a tautology (or valid) if it is true in every
interpretation (such as p∨¬p). A formula G is implied by F if G is true in all models of F .

Propositional formulas can always be equivalently rewritten either in disjunctive nor-
mal form, i.e., as a disjunction of conjunctions over atoms, or in conjunctive normal form,
i.e., as a conjunction of disjunctions over atoms.

First-order predicate logic is a generalization of propositional logic that permits the for-
mulation of quantified statements such as ”there is at least one X such that...” or ”for
any X, it is the case that...”. The domain of discourse now also contains variables, con-
stants, and functions. Each predicate or function symbols is assigned an arity, the number
of arguments. A term is defined inductively as a variable, a constant, or has the form
f(t1, ..., tk), where f is a function of arity k, and the ti are terms. An atom is a well-formed
formula of the form p(t1, ..., tk), where p is a predicate of arity k and the ti are terms.

First-order predicate logic expressions can contain the quantifiers ∀ (read “for all”) and
∃ (read “exists”). Compound formulas can be constructed as in propositional logic from
atoms and connectors; in addition, if F is a well-formed formula, then ∃xF and ∀xF are,
as well, if x is a variable symbol. The scope of these quantifiers is F . If a variable x occurs
in the scope of a quantifier, it is bound, otherwise it is free. In first order logic, sentences
are built up from terms and atoms, where a term is a constant symbol, a variable symbol,
or a function of n terms. For example, x and f(x1, ..., xn) are terms, where each xi is a
term. Hence, a sentence is an atom, or, if P is a sentence and x is a variable, then (∀x)P
and (∃x)P are sentences. A well-formed formula is a sentence containing no free variables.
E.g., (∀x)P (x, y) has x bound as a universally quantified variable, but y is free.

An interpretation I for predicate logic comprises the set of all possible objects in the
domain, called the universe U . It evaluates constants, free variables, and terms with some
of these objects. For a bound variable, the formula ∃xF is true if there is some object
o ∈ U such that F is true if all occurrences of x in F are interpreted as o. The formula
∀xF is true under I if F is for each possible substitution of an object in U for x.

A deductive system consists of a set of axioms (valid formulas) and inference rules that
transform valid formulas into other ones. A classical example of an inference is modus
ponens: If F is true, and F → G is true, then also G is true. Other inference rules are: uni-
versal elimination: if (∀x)P (x) is true, then P (c) is true, where c is constant in the domain
of x; existential introduction: if P (c) is true, then (∃x)P (x) is inferred; existential elimination:
From (∃x)P (x) infer P (c), with c brand new. A deductive system is correct if all derivable
formulas are valid; on the other hand, it is complete if each valid formula can be derived.

Gödel proved that first-order predicate logic is not decidable; i.e., no algorithm can
exists that, given a formula as input, always terminates and states whether it is valid or
not. However, first-order predicate logic is recursively enumerable: an algorithm can be
constructed that is guaranteed to terminate in case the input is valid indeed.
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21.6 Exercises

21.1 ** Write a Turing machine program in pseudo code for the following problems:

1. Addition of two numbers in unary representation

2. Increment of a number in binary representation

3. Decrement of a number in binary representation

4. Addition of two numbers in binary representation (use part (b) and (c))

5. Compare time and space requirements with respect to the space requirements of the input.

21.2 1. * Determine constants c and n0, so that (n+ 1)2 = O(n2).

2. * If the limit of f(n)/g(n) for large n is bounded by a constant c we have that f(n) = O(g(n)).
Use this result to show that (n+ 1)2 = O(n2).

3. * The Rule of L’Hospital states that if the limit of f ′(n)/g′(n) for large n is bounded then it is
equal to the limit of f(n)/g(n) for large n. Use this rule to prove (n+ 1)2 = O(n2).

21.3 ** Prove the big-oh

1. addition rule: O(f) +O(g) = O(max{f, g}) and

2. the multiplication rule: O(f) ·O(g) = O(f · g), for given functions f and g.

Explain the practical use of the rules.

21.4 **

1. Let a, b, c be real values with 1 < b, 1 ≤ a, c. Show logb(an+ c) = Θ(log2 n).

2. Let p(n) be a polynomial of constant degree k. Show O(log p(n)) = O(log n).

3. Show (log n)3 = O( 3
√
n) and, more generally, (log n)k = O(nε) for all k, ε > 0.

21.5 * Show that according to the definition of .=

1. n2n .= 2n

2. n22n + (n+ 1)43n .= 3n

21.6 * Show that the bit-flipping efforts for a binary counter according to the following table are
amortized constant.
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Step Operation Φi ti ai = ti + Φi+1 − Φi
0 0

0 ↓ 1 2
1 1

1 ↓ 2 2
10 1

2 ↓ 1 2
11 2

3 ↓ 3 3 + (1− 2) = 2
100 1

4 ↓ 1 2
101 2

5 ↓ 2 2
110 2

6 ↓ 1 2
111 3

7 ↓ 4 4 + (1− 3) = 2
1000 1

8 ↓ 1 2
1001 2

21.7 * The pseudo code we consider uses different loop and case statements. Show that

1. for (i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) 〈B〉
2. do 〈B〉 while (〈A〉)
3. if (〈A〉) 〈B〉 else 〈C〉

are all syntactic sugar and can be expressed with a classical while loop.

21.8 Finding invariants is the key to proof correctness of programs with loops. Consider the
fragment n ← 1; while (m > 1) n ← nm;m ← m − 1; The corresponding invariant is nj =∏m
k=m−j+1 k. Find loop invariants for

1. s← 0 for (i ∈ {0, . . . , n}) s← s+ ai

2. m← a0 for (i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}) if (ai > m) m← ai

3. x← 0 while (z > 0) if (z mod 2 = 1) x← x+ y else y ← 2y; z ← z div 2

21.9 * The Fibonacci numbers are recursively defined as follows:

F (0) = 0
F (1) = 1
F (n) = F (n− 1) + F (n− 2) , for n ≥ 2.

Show by induction that

1. for n ≥ 6 we have F (n) ≥ 2n/2.

2. for n ≥ 0 we have F (0) + . . .+ F (n) = F (n+ 2)− 1.

3. for n ≥ 1 we have F 2(n) = F (n− 1)F (n+ 1) + (−1)n+1.

21.10 * The Ackermann function is defined as follows

a(0, y) = y + 1
a(x+ 1, 0) = a(x, 1)

a(x+ 1, y + 1) = a(x, a(x+ 1, y))

Use induction to show
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1. a(1, y) = y + 2

2. a(2, y) = 2y + 3

21.11 * Use a truth-table to show

1. ((A→ (¬B → C)) ∧ (A→ ¬B)) ∧ ¬(A→ C)

2. (A ∧ (B ∨ C))⇔ ((A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C))
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directed automated theorem proving, 660
directed model checking, 660
directed state space problem, 29
discount, 74
disjoint hash function, 386
disjoint pattern database, 179
disjoint state abstraction, 179
disjunctive normal form, 752
disjunctive partitioning, 298, 303
disk striping, 313
distance, 25
distance move, 434
distant move pair, 434
distributed algorithm, 357
distributed memory model, 382

distributed response strategy, 364
distributed search, 356
divide-and-conquer, 71
divide-and-conquer algorithm, 199
divide-and-conquer beam search, 259
divide-and-conquer beam stack search, 260
divide-and-conquer bidirectional search,

251
divide-and-conquer decomposition search,

540
divide-and-conquer forward frontier

search, 251
divide-and-conquer solution reconstruc-

tion, 254
DNA, 33
domain abstraction, 168
domain expert pruning knowledge, 411
domain metric, 634
domain range, 548
domain splitting, 551
domain transition graph, 647
domain-independent planning, 634
dominance condition, 574
dominance condition on feasible bin com-

pletions, 570
don’t care (proposition), 641
donor processor, 373
double bit-state hashing, 245
double hashing, 128
DPLL, 564
dual encoding, 544
dual pattern database, 184
duality, 184
duplicate (node), 57
duplicate (string), 413
duplicate detection scope, 256
duration, 655
dynamic backtracking, 556
dynamic perfect hashing, 131
dynamic programming, 71, 74, 248, 519, 639
dynamic pruning, 411
dynamic replacement strategy, 19
dynamic substring pruning, 420
dynamic variable reordering, 278

early duplicate detection, 334
early merging, 348, 375
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edge, 23
edge ant walk, 472, 479
edge counting, 472
edge transition, 680
edit distance, 34
effective branching factor, 31
efficiency, 358
eigenvalue problem, 212
ELF, 672
eligibility trace, 540
embarrassing parallel, 382
embedded system verification, 661
embedding, 167
enabledness preserving action, 435
encapsulated variable, 544
endgame database, 498
enforced hill-climbing, 241
equilibrium distribution, 215
equilibrium fraction (of nodes), 209
equivalence class, 429
error, 515
error trail, 673
essential language extension, 634
Euclidean distance, 47, 701
evaluation, 602
evaluation function, 42, 601, 609
evaluation function parameter, 518
eventually (operator), 583
evolutionary algorithm, 606
evolutionary distance, 34
executed action, 40
existential elimination, 752
existential introduction, 752
expand queue, 379
expansion (of a node), 26, 57
expected cost, 496
expected return, 40
expected reward, 496
explanation-based learning, 518
explanatory phase, 661
explicit graph, 26
explicit state space graph, 25
explicit-state model checking, 273, 661
explicit-state pattern database, 643
exploitation, 20
exploitation (of the search space), 266
exploration, 20

exploration (of a node), 26
exploration (of the search space), 266
extended locus, 147
extended successor relation, 602
external A*, 311
external A* search, 315
external breadth-first branch-and-bound,

311, 321
external breadth-first heuristic search, 337
external breadth-first search, 310, 315
external depth-first search, 310, 315
external Dijkstra search, 315
external enforced hill climbing, 311, 323
external explicit BFS, 317
external explicit DFS, 316
external explicit graph algorithm, 315
external memory data structures, 313
external memory search, 19
external pattern database, 336
external scanning, 314
external search, 19
external sorting, 314
external symbolic pattern databases, 338
external value iteration, 338, 340

fact, 36
fact space exploration, 642
factorial base, 123
factorial base (of a permutation), 172
failure function, 417
FALCONS, 468
fast learning and converging search, 468
FASTA, 715
fault-finding phase, 661
feasibility problem, 603
feasible object set, 570
features, 518
fellow, 113
Fibonacci number, 754
FIFO, 61
finite state controller, 533
finite state machine pruning, 417
firing sequence, 675
first fail, 552
first order logic, 686
first-fit, 569
first-fit decreasing, 569
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first-in first-out, 61
first-in-first-out (paging strategy), 311
first-order predicate logic, 752
fitness function, 609
fixpoint, 49
fixpoint (computation), 279
FKS hashing, 131
FKS hashing scheme, 130
Floyd-Warshall algorithm, 56, 71
fluents, 634
folding, 374
forbidden words, 413
formula progression, 584
formula-based heuristic, 664
forward checking, 552
forward proof, 689
forward pruning, 513
forward search, 639
forward set simplification, 282, 298
forward-chaining planner, 430
frame axiom, 520
free ball, 422
free variable, 752
freespace, 727
frequency of pattern searches, 426
fringe search, 232
front-to-end search, 20
front-to-front, 392
front-to-front search, 20
frontier search, 250, 310, 336, 374
frontier set simplification, 282
FSM distance heuristic, 668
full state hashing, 362
fully expanded, 435
function, 752
functional A*, 690

Galileo, 695
game description language, 525
game theory, 525
game tree, 499
gap, 34
gap closing, 34
gap opening, 34
GDE, 301
GDL, 525
general cost structure, 57

general diagnostic engine, 301
general game playing, 15, 525
general purpose GPU programming, 385
generalization of dead-end patterns, 423
generalized move, 46
generalized suffix tree, 420
generation (of a node), 57
generic search model, 40
genetic operator, 609
geocoding, 692
global hashing, 374
global positioning system, 694
global sequence alignment, 715
global variable, 670
globally (operator), 583
goal constraint, 542
goal preference, 587
goal states, 23
golden ratio, 118
GPGPU, 385
GPS, 15, see Global Positioning system
GPU, 385
gradient decent, 603
gradient descent, 515
graph leveling, 374
graph morphism, 682
graph separator, 316
graph transition system, 21, 682
graphics processing unit, 385
greedy best-first search, 56, 242
greedy heuristic, 568
greedy plan extraction, 49
greedy policy, 41
grounded planning domain, 36
GSAT algorithm, 616

Hamming distance heuristic, 668, 677, 684
Hamming sphere algorithm, 615
hamonic number, 140
hand-off, 362
hard constraint, 542
hard problem, 750
hardware verification, 13
harmonic sum, 140
hash compaction, 245
hash table folding, 187
hash tables, 18
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hash-based duplicate dection, 333
hash-based duplicate detection, 348
hash-based partitioning, 387
head (of a string), 147
heap property, 105
heap store, 113
heap-ordered multi-way tree, 107
heuristic, 13, 42, 56
heuristic function, 77
heuristic knowledge in LRTA*, 459
heuristic search, 56
heuristic search algorithm, 77
hierachical A*, 170
high-level parallelization, 361
high-level variable, 646
hill-climbing, 241, 603
Hirschberg’s algorithm, 249
history heuristic, 506
Hoare calculus, 651
holy grail, 712
homomorphism, 167
horizon effect, 512
Horn backdoor, 566
Horn clause, 688
Horner’s rule (for evaluating polynimials),

118
Huffman compression, 189
hyper-arc consistency, 548
hyperarcs, 527
hypercube, 33
hypergraph, 526, 527

I/O efficiency, 310
IDA*, 198, 206
IDDP, 717
IDLA*, 420
IE, 222
ILP, 588
image, 273, 280
immmediate reward, 516
implicit graph, 26
implicit state space graph, 26
improved limit discrepancy search, 560
inadmissible macro, 432
inadmissible pruning, 259
inclusion check, 681
incremental duplicate learning A*, 420

incremental hashing, 116, 362
incremental heuristic, 336
incremental pruning, 441
indel, 33
independence ratio, 362
independent actions, 435
inductive logic programming, 518
inference rule, 752
infinite path, 583
influence, 434
informed search, 77
inherently sequential, 655
initial population, 609
initial state, 23
initial state set, 275
input resolution, 688
integer linear program, 588
intellingent authoring, 300
intellingent debugging, 300
intellingent tutoring, 300
interleaved variable ordering, 278
interleaving heuristic, 674
internal node heuristic, 689
international planning competition, 635
interpretation, 751, 752
invariant analysis, 676
invariant constraint, 679
inverse, 414
inverse macro, 433
inversion, 27, 123
inverted index, 123
invertible action, 174
invisible action, 436
Isabelle, 691
isolated field procedure, 422
isomorphism heuristic, 684
iterative broadening, 244, 599
iterative deepening (in two-player search),

501
iterative deepening A*, 198, 206
iterative expansion, 222
iterative threshold search, 233
iterative-deepening A*, 19
iterative-deepening dynamic program-

ming, 717
ITS, 233
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Kalman filter, 696
Karmakar-Karp heuristic, 568
knowledge-based system, 660, 685
Kripke structure, 662
Kruskal’s algorithm, 49

labeling, 542, 551
language (induced by the model), 662
language (induced by the specification),

662
Las Vegas algorithm, 601, 614
lasso, 662
last-in first-out, 60
last-in-first-out (paging strategy), 311
lattice, 33, 248
layered plan graph construction, 49
lcp, 421
LDFS, 541
LDS, 558
leader (of a run), 113
learning DFS, 541
learning real-time A*, 447
least-recently-used (paging strategy), 311
leftmost tip node, 234
Lehmer generator, 121
Lempel-Ziv compression, 189
lexicographic rank, 123
LIFO, 60
limit discrepancy search, 558
linarly priced timed automaton, 680
linear conflict heuristic, 45
linear probing, 127
linear program, 588
linear temporal logic, 583, 662
literal, 563, 751
little-oh notation, 751
live transition, 675
liveness as safety model checking, 668
liveness property, 662
LM load balancing strategy, 373
load balancing, 373
local hashing, 374
local pattern, 29
local search, 601
local search space, 449
local sequence alignment, 715
local variable, 670

locality, 256
locality (for delayed duplicate detection),

334
locality (for structured duplicate detection),

334
locality (of state vector), 121
localization, 20
locally consistent, 552
lock heuristic, 675
locking, 373
logistics, 542
lollipop state space, 489
long run minimization of solution costs,

460
longest common prefix, 421
loosely called actions, 451
loss backup, 519
low-level parallelization, 361
low-level variable, 646
lower bound, 77
LP, 588
LRTA*, 447
LRTA* improvement for fast-acting agents,

459
LRTA* improvement for slowly-acting

agents, 460
LRTA* with lookahead, 453
LTL, 583, 662

machine learning, 15, 515
macro, 431
macro action, 29
macro actions, 412
macro learning, 432
macro operator, 431
macro problem solving, 440
macro table, 432
makespan, 635
mammalian cell cycle control, 712
Manhattan distance, 44
map matching, 692
mapping, 20
marked node, 113
marking (in a Petri net), 675
Markov chain, 40
Markov decision process, 40
Markov decision process problem, 23, 475
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master, 366
matching, 551
MAX-k-SAT, 614
max-atom heuristic, 639
max-atom-pair heuristic, 640
maximal pattern size, 426
maximum flow, 551
maximum matching, 551
maximum weighted bipartite matching,

179
maxMem, 259
MDP, 40, 475
member (of a run), 113
membership problem, 115
memorizing, 423
memory aware recursive best-first search,

222
memory hierarchy, 310
memory leak, 238
memory locality, 312
memory-enhanced test framework, 507
merging strategy, 345
merit function, 77
message-passing, 669
metric planning, 21, 634, 648
Metropolis algorithm, 604
Min-LRTA, 462
min-max LRTA*, 474
min-max-learning real-time A*, 474
minimal constraint network, 579
minimal matching (heuristic), 46
minimal temporal constraint network, 580
minimax, 495
minimum spanning tree, 49
misplaced-tile heuristic, 44
mistake-bounded error model, 460
modal operator, 582
model automaton, 662
model checking, 15, 660, 661
model checking object code, 672
model checking problem, 662
model checking software, 672
model counting, 277
model relaxation, 663
model-based diagnosis, 300
molecule, 30
Monien-Speckenmeyer algorithm, 615

monotone heuristic, 42
Monte Carlo algorithm, 601, 614
Monte Carlo policy evaluation, 76
Monte-Carlo sampling, 514
Monte-Carlo search, 513
Moore’s Law, 310
most general unifier, 686
most-blocked heuristic, 673
motion-planning problem, 727
move, 23
move ordering, 504
MRBFS, 222
MST, 49
MTD(f), 507
multi-player games, 522
multi-valued variable encoding, 646
multi-way tree, 107
multiobjective search, 57, 87
multiple pattern database, 337
multiple-goal heuristic search, 357
multiplicative hashing, 118
mutation operator, 609
mutex actions, 637
mutex propositions, 637
mutually exclusive lock, 371

naviagtion, 692
navigation, 21
navigationpile, 162
negmax, 495, 500
neighborhood, 602
next time (operator), 583
no-free-lunch theorem, 625
no-good, 599
no-line heuristic, 663
node, 23
node counting, 471
node expansion efficiency, 121
node ordering, 234
node store, 113
non-deterministic environment, 495
non-deterministic search model, 40
non-deterministic Turing machine, 562, 749
noop, 49
noop action, 637, 641
normal form, 687
NP, 749
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NP complete, 32
NP hard, 20
NP-complete problem, 562
NP-containment, 562
NP-hardness, 562
nucleotide base, 33
null move, 512
null-window search, 507

object permutation, 429
object transposition, 429
objective function, 587
observed action, 40
obstacle, 30
off-line heuristic, 663
off-line learning, 20
on-demand pattern database, 187
on-line learning, 20
on-the-fly problem solving, 26
open adressing, 126
open subgoal heuristic, 689
operations research, 202
operator, 23
optical storage media, 199
optimal alignment, 34
optimal parallel plan, 655
optimal plan, 41
optimal policy, 41
optimal solution, 25
optimal value function, 40, 41
optimality (of a search algorithm), 61, 438
optimization problem, 603
orable, 749
orbit, 429
order preserving (hash function), 337
ordered hashing, 128
ordered search tree algorithm, 201
original maze, 425
orthogonal hash function, 386
out-degree (of a node), 26
outer fragment (of a proof tree), 689
over-approximation, 663
over-constraint SAT problem, 566
over-subscribed problem, 542
overall distribution, 214, 215

page, 311
page fault, 311

page frame, 311
paging strategy, 311
pair transformation, 113
pairing, 107
paralel memory model, 374
parallel A*, 356
parallel algorithm, 357
parallel branch-and-bound, 365
parallel depth-first branch-and-bound, 365
parallel external A*, 378
parallel external breadth-first search, 374
parallel external search, 356
parallel global A*, 371
parallel heuristic search, 356
parallel IDA*, 356
parallel local A*, 371, 373
parallel plan, 635, 655
parallel random access matching, 358
parallel search, 356
parallel structured duplicate detection, 377
parametric planning domain, 36
paranoid assumption, 524
parent (of a node), 26
parent layer, 374
parent transformation, 113
parity, 27, 283
parity (of permutation), 124
partial A*, 246
partial assignment, 641
partial IDA*, 246
partial order reduction, 412, 440
partial path, 147
partial position, 423
partial state hashing, 362
partial state storage, 246
partially expanded, 435
partially expanded node, 237
partially observable Markov decision pro-

cess, 40, 485
partition search, 511
partitionable (mixed) neighborhood, 625
partitioned transition relation, 275
path consistency, 542, 546, 549
path consistent CSP, 550
path constraint, 542, 582
path-max heuristic, 238
pattern database, 18, 166, 172, 215
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pattern database partitioning, 303
pattern gene, 645
pattern mutation, 645
pattern search, 425
pattern selection problem, 182
pattern store, 425
pattern trie compaction, 189
Paturi-Pudlák-Zane algorithm, 615
PDDL, 36, 37, 634
PDDL semantics, 635
PDISK, 374
penalty, 428
penalty table, 20, 426
pending queue, 651
perfect WEAK HEAPS, 112
perfect hash function, 122
perfect hash table, 172
perfect hashing, 122
perfect heuristic, 43
perfect information game, 499
PERT, 581
Petri net, 21, 675
phase transition, 565
pipelining, 335
place (in a Petri net), 675
place transition net, 675
plan constraint, 658
planar graphs, 316
planning heusitic, 684
planning pattern, 641
planning pattern database, 641
planning process, 635
ply, 499
policy, 40, 495
policy iteration, 20, 74, 75
polynomial reduction, 750
polynomial-time transformation, 562
POMDP, 40, 485
positioning, 692
possible planning state, 642
postorder, 277
potential violating node, 113
PRAM architecture, 358
precedence ordering, 655
predecessor link, 58
predecessor pruning, 415
predicate logic, 686

preference constraint, 587
prefix-optimal, 85
prefix-sum, 359
preimage, 273, 283
Presburger automaton, 303
priced zone, 680
primary search, 669
primary states, 669
principal variation, 500
principal-variation search, 507
principle of optimality, 62, 86
priority queue, 18, 62, 96
priority search tree, 372
probabilistic environment, 495
probabilistic LRTA*, 475
probabilistic search model, 40
probing, 300
problem domain description language, 36,

634
problem graph, 24
process, 357
processor, 357
processor core, 357
production system, 23, 37
program model checking, 672
progression search, 639
project evaluation and review technique,

581, 656
proof number search, 540
proof set search, 540
property automaton, 662
propositional conflict, 655
propositional formula, 751
propositional logic, 751
propositional planning, 21, 634
protein, 33
protocol validation, 661
pruning, 411
pruning pair, 414
pruning set, 431
pseudo code, 747
pseudo random number, 121
PSPACE, 749
PSPACE complete, 30
PSVN, 38
pure backtracking, 552
push-botton automation, 661
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Q-learning, 462, 518
Q-value, 41
quantifier, 752
quantitative dependency network, 300
queue, 61
quotient space, 118
quotient state space, 429

Rabin and Karp hashing, 118
radius (of abstract state space), 353
radius of a problem, 360
RAID, 312
RAM, 348
random access memory, 348
random communication, 373
random walk algorithm, 616
randomization, 601
randomized hashing, 130
randomized local search, 607, 612
randomized quicksort, 614
randomized search, 601, 602
randomized tabu search, 606
rank hashing (of a permutation), 172
rapid restart, 565
RBFS, 222
re-opening (of nodes), 81
re-weighted problem graph, 57
re-weighting transformation, 78
reachability analysis, 676
reachability set, 675
reachable marking, 675
reachable planning state, 642
reachable states, 601
reached (node), 57
read-only media, 199
real-time A*, 471
real-time adaptive A*, 464
real-time dynamic programming, 541
real-time heuristic search, 446, 493
real-time model, 21
real-time model checking, 679
real-time search, 601
reasonable state space, 473
recovering solution quality, 438
rectangle packing, 571
recursive best-first search, 198, 222
recursively enumerable set, 749

reduced and ordered BDD, 276
reducibility of a heuristic, 427
redundancy anomaly, 685
redundant array of independent disks, 312
redundant array of inexpensive disks, 312
refine queue, 380
refined threshold determination, 198
region automaton, 680
regression (of propositions), 640
regression search, 639
regular search space, 198
reinforcement learning, 462, 515
relational product, 280
relaxation, 62
relaxation (of a planning problem), 47
relaxation (of an action), 47
relaxed planning heuristic, 47
relaxed problem, 167
relay solution, 338
relevance analysis, 443
relevance cut, 434
relevance cuts, 412, 440
relevant flags, 424
remaining area, 573
removable item heuristic, 684
reset search space, 472
residual, 76
resolution refutation procedure, 687
resource-optimal scheduling, 679
restart, 565, 601
restrict operator, 298
Rete algorithm, 146
retrograd analysis, 519
retrograde analysis, 495
reversible state space problem, 29
revise procedure, 546
revolving search methods, 446
reward (for an action), 40
RIDA*, 221
rightmost tip node, 234
robotics, 13, 15
roll-out, 15
rotation operation (on binary trees), 372
rote learning, 515
round-and-robin, 373
RTA*, 471
RTAA*, 464
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rule, 656
run transformation, 113
run-length compression, 189
runtime regression A*, 221

safely explorable state space, 454
safety property, 662
SAS+ planning problem, 641
SAT, 563
satisfiability, 563
satisfiability problem, 542
satisfiable formula, 752
satisficing search strategy, 601
scanning (a file), 310
schema theorem, 612
scope, 752
search, 13
search algorithm, 13
search constraint, 542
search discrepancy, 558
search frontier, 57
search heuristic, 42
search skeleton, 222
search tree, 57, 198
search tree problem space, 201
secondary states, 669
selection, 607
selection function, 609
selective search, 33, 601
semi-decidable set, 749
semiring, 93, 550
sentence, 752
sequential plan, 635
serialization (of a problem), 444
set of individuals, 609
set-of-support approach, 688
shallow pruning, 523
shared variable, 670
shared variable heuristic, 675
shortcut (string), 413
shortest firing sequence, 676
sibling transformation, 113
sifting algorithm, 278
signaling pathway, 712
signature (of permutation), 124
simple ant system, 619
simple GA, 609

simple genetic algorithm, 609
simple temporal constraint network, 580
simple temporal network, 579, 656
simplemaxcut, 577
simulated annealing, 604, 605
single-agent puzzle, 23
single-source shortest-paths search, 19
singleton, 113
singleton transformation, 113
singular extension, 513
Skolem constant, 687
Skolem function, 687
SLA*, 468
SLA*T, 468
SMGS, 252
soft constraint, 542, 587
software checking, 661
software paging, 312
software verification, 13
solid state disk, 342
solution, 24
solution (of a CSP), 543
solution certificate, 749
solution depth, 209
solution path, 24, 25
solution preserving abstraction, 167
solution preserving pruning, 411
solution preserving restriction, 641
solution reconstruction, 228
solved node, 529
sorting (a file), 310
sparse graph, 26
sparse memory-graph search, 252
spatial logic, 683
specialize consistency, 546
specialized consistency, 551
speedup, 358
splay operation (on binary trees), 372
splittability of a heuristic, 427
splitter, 315
spurious solution path, 166
spurious states, 193
SRAM, 385
SSD, 342
stack, 60
stage algorithm, 603
standard variable ordering, 278
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state, 23
state (of a node), 113
state caching algorithm, 266
state explosion problem, 273, 662
state reconstruction, 246
state space, 23
state space partitioning function, 362
state space problem, 23
state space problem graph, 24
state trajectory constraint, 658
state-action pairs, 451
state-caching algorithm, 228
static evaluation function, 499
static load balancing, 362
static pruning, 411
step counter, 525
sterile node, 216
stochastic node caching, 231
stone, 29
strategy (in two-player games), 504
streaming data, 335
string length heuristic, 689
string matching, 147
strong backdoor, 566
strong preimage, 521
structured duplicate detection, 334, 348
stuck procedure, 422
sub-string query, 147
subgraph pattern database compression,

187
subject model, 300
subnet distance heuristic, 677
subset dictionary, 18, 423
substitution matrix, 34
substring acceptor, 415
substring dictionary, 18
substring matching, 419
substring pruning, 412, 413, 439
substring pruning automaton, 419
succeed-first principle, 552
successor (of a node), 26
sufficient sattle point condition, 622
suffix link, 147
sum-of-pairs alignment cost function, 34
super-goal, 356
super-string query, 147
supervised learning, 515

surjective transformation, 169
swapping, 311
symbolic SINGLE SOURCE SHORTEST

PATHS, 300
symbolic A*, 291
symbolic Bellman-Ford algorithm, 300
symbolic breadth-first search, 274
symbolic breadth-first tree search, 281
symbolic model checking, 273, 309, 661
symbolic pattern database, 283
symbolic planning pattern database, 643
symbolic reachability analysis, 521
symbolic retrograde analysis, 519
symbolic search, 19, 273
symbolic shortest-path search, 274
symmetric actions, 440
symmetry, 184, 429
symmetry pattern database lookups, 184
symmetry reduction, 412, 440
synchronous distribution, 364
synchronous parallel search, 361
synchronous pruning automaton, 415
synchronous search, 356
system invariant violation, 664
systematic state space enumeration, 601
systematic tie breaking, 461

tabu list, 605
tabu neighbors, 605
tabu search, 605
tail (of a string), 147
Taylor series expansion, 623
temporal constraint, 543
temporal constraint network, 20, 579
temporal control knowledge, 658
temporal credit assignment problem, 515
temporal difference learning, 515
temporal graph logic, 683
temporal logic, 542
temporal plan, 635
temporal planning, 21, 634, 635
temporally extended goal, 582, 658
terminal node, 499
termination-checking check, 452
test maze, 425
theorem proving, 13, 21
thickness of search frontier, 256
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time consistency, 702
time tabling, 542
time-forward processing, 316
timed automaton, 679
timed initial fact, 635
timed initial literal, 657
tip edge, 234
tip node, 234
token (in a Petri net), 675
tool-specific heuristic, 675
top-down proof, 689
topological order, 72
total duplicate identification, 58
trail-directed heuristic, 668, 675
trail-directed search, 663, 675
trajectories, 680
trajectory planning, 20
transformed Lagrangian, 622
transition, 23
transition (in a Petri net), 675
transition guard, 679
transition relation, 275
transposed matrix, 212
transposition table, 19, 229, 363
transposition-driven scheduling, 363
transputer, 371
treap, 372
tree partial locking protocol, 373
tree width, 316
trial-based real-time dynamic program-

ming, 493
triangle inequality, 33
triangle inequality (of Euclidean plane), 47
trie, 417
trivial heuristic, 81
truth table, 755
TSP, 32
Turing machine, 37, 748
Turing machine configuration, 562
Turing test, 540
two-person game theory, 540

UCT, 514
unblocked state, 727
undecidability, 37
undecidability (of metric planning), 649
undecidable, 23

under-constraint SAT problem, 566
unification, 686
uninformed search, 43, 56
uninteruptable power supplies, 312
unique table, 305
unit, 357
unit clause, 688
unit propagation, 564
unit resolution, 688
universal hashing, 116, 121
unsupervised learning, 515
until (operator), 583
UPS, 312
used operators, 255
user interaction, 692
user view serialization, 373

valid endstate, 666
valleys in h-value surface, 462
value function, 40, 495
value iteration, 20, 74, 75
value selection, 552
value-update step, 449
variable ordering (in a BDD), 278
variable ordering (of a CSP), 551
vector notation for productions systems, 38
verification of a solution, 749
vertex ant walk, 489
virtual machine, 672
virtual memory, 310, 311
virtual search tree, 266
VLOCK, 673
von-Neumann architecture, 312
VRAM, 385
VUNLOCK, 673

wasted space, 572, 573
wave-shaping, 392
weak backdoor, 566
weak preimage, 521
weakest precondition, 651
weight, 25
weight function, 61
weighted A*, 242
weighted problem graph, 25
weighted search space, 25
weighted state space problem, 25
weighted transition relation, 288
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well-formed formula, 752
win backup, 519
work queue, 363, 378
workspace, 727
worst case macro solution length, 432
worst-fit, 569
worst-fit decreasing, 569

zero-initialized edge counting, 473
zero-initialized LRTA*, 471
zero-initialized node counting, 472
zero-sum game, 499
Zobrist hashing, 538
zone, 680
zone union, 681
zugzwang, 513
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